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Abstract 
 
This report includes the Proceedings of the 4th International Symposium on Tunnel Safety and 
Security (ISTSS) held in Frankfurt Germany, 17-19th of March, 2010. The Proceedings include 39 
papers given by session speakers and 22 papers presenting posters exhibited at the Symposium. The 
papers were presented in 8 different sessions: Risk, Security, Human Behaviour, Passive Fire 
Protection and Construction, Active Fire Protection, Fire Fighting, Ventilation, and Fire Dynamics.  
 
Each day was opened by two invited Keynote Speakers addressing broad topics of pressing interest. 
The Keynote Speakers, selected as leaders in their field, consisted of Ken Cummins, Cheif Security 
Officer for Sound Transit USA, Jeffrey A. Slotnick, Setracon Inc. USA, Anders Lönnermark, SP 
Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Alan Brinson, European Fire Sprinkler Network UK, 
Reinhard Ries, Frankfurt am Main Fire and Rescue Services Germany and Arnold Dix, University of 
Western Sydney, Australia. 
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PREFACE 
 
 
These proceeding include papers presented at the 4th International Symposium on Tunnel Safety and 
Security (ISTSS) held in Frankfurt am Main 17-19th in March 2010. The success of the International 
Symposium on Tunnel Safety and Security is a tribute to the pressing need for continued international 
research and dialogue on these issues, in particular connected to complex infrastructure such as 
tunnels and tunnel networks. It is our hope that these proceedings will provide you with state-of-the-
art knowledge in the field of safety and security in undergrounds structures.  
 
We are very proud to have been able to establish a symposium that regularly attracts over 200 
delegates from all parts of the world. Our aim is to make this symposium as an arena for researchers 
to discuss safety and security issues associated with complex underground transportation systems. 
This is already a unique symposium in the sense that it is the only conference that presently combines 
safety and security issues and introduces separate security sessions. The need for expertise in this 
field, in particular in relation to underground infrastructure, is continuously increasing and we feel 
confident that ISTSS will provide a leading forum for information exchange between researchers and 
engineers, regulators and the fire services and other stakeholders.  
 
In particular, we see that risk and consequence analysis is emerging as a major field of interest. This is 
reflected in the fact that we have two full sessions dealing with risk and consequence analysis and we 
envisage even more in the future. Numerous renowned researchers and engineers have contributed to 
this and other topics at this symposium for which we are very thankful. Fire related issues still attract 
many presentations but the focus has shifted towards technical solutions that can mitigate the fire 
development. The enormous costs for these systems forces engineers to design alternative solutions. 
The sessions that have greatest focus on mitigation of fire development include those dealing with the 
effects of ventilation systems, active and passive fire protection, fire fighting and human behaviour.   
 
We received over 80 papers in response to our Call for Papers and believe that the quality of the 
papers in these Proceedings is a testament to the calibre of research that is on-going around the world. 
Unfortunately, we were only able to accept 40 papers for presentations but have a strong poster 
session to canvas other interesting emerging research and an exhibit to allow producers to present 
their particular solutions. The selection process was carried out by a Scientific Committee, established 
for this symposium, consisting of many of the most well known researchers in this field. We are 
grateful for their contribution to make this symposium as the leading one on fire and safety science in 
tunnels.  
 
Finally, a word to our Event Partners and Host. This symposium was organised in co-operation with 
the Frankfurt am Main Fire Brigade as host. We are grateful for their contributions and would like to 
thank Mr Jens Stiegel in particular for his tireless efforts. We would also like to thank our Event 
Partners the National Infrastructure Institute Center for Infrastructure Expertise (NI2CIE) and L-surf 
Services for their co-operation.  
 
 
Haukur Ingason 
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Issues in Securing the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel 
from Unauthorized Intrusion during Joint Bus/Light Rail 

Operation 
 
 
 

Kenneth Cummins PSP 
Chief Security Officer 

Sound Transit 
Seattle Washington USA 

 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
The Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel (DSTT) is a 2.1 KM public transit tunnel that runs the 
length of Downtown Seattle from 5th Avenue South and Jackson Street to 9th Avenue South 
and Pike Street. Constructed in 1987, the DSTT began operation as a trolley bus transit tunnel 
in 1990 with five side stations throughout the tunnel to include three fully enclosed subway 
stations. During the planning for Seattle’s first Light Rail service; Sound Transit’s Board of 
Directors directed the plans to include the necessary design work to retrofit the DSTT to 
facilitate joint bus and light rail operations. The DSTT retrofit began in 2005 and was 
completed in 2007 where the tunnel reopened to bus only operations until July of 2009 when 
the Link Light Rail system began revenue service. The joint operations resulted in the 
World’s only joint bus/light rail tunnel with passenger stops.  
 
Several safety and security issues had to be addressed in order to make this joint operation 
possible. These issues ran the spectrum from tunnel traffic control, fire suppression, 
ventilation, video monitoring technology, and security staffing. The most challenging and 
complex issues surround the prevention of unauthorized entrance to the southern portal of the 
DSTT. This paper reviews the challenges, initial resolutions, and on-going efforts to address 
follow-on operational issues to prevent unauthorized access to the southern portal of the 
DSTT. KEYWORDS: threat and vulnerability assessments, unauthorized access, operational 
challenges 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
This paper provides a discussion of the security issues involved in preventing unauthorized 
intrusion into the south portal of the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel. Although originally 
designed in the mid-1980s the DSTT had little in the way of security measures to prevent 
unauthorized access to the tunnel itself. Throughout the mid-1990s and particularly after the 
events of September 11th 2001; a series of retrofits and procedural changes effectively 
addressed the issue of unauthorized access to the tunnel. The conversion to a joint bus/light 
rail tunnel not only allowed for additional points of entry; but presented new challenges that 
the previous measures and procedures could not adequately address. 
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Tunnel Layout 
 
The DSTT runs in a generally north and south direction. The design and general layout of the 
tunnel provides for potential access of motor vehicle and/or pedestrian traffic from the public 
right of way at Royal Brougham which runs in a generally east and west direction. Access to 
the tunnel is made north and south via the E3 bus-way which intersects Royal Brougham 
approximately 365 meters south of the entrance portal to the tunnel; and via the light rail right 
of way which is east and parallel to the E3 bus-way. At Royal Brougham the light rail makes 
a transition from ballasted to imbedded track. This imbedded track continues northbound 
through up to and throughout the DSTT. Imbedded track places the track directly into the 
concrete versus using tracks elevated by ties and ballast. This imbedded track creates a 
smooth, clean looking surface similar to a sidewalk; but also creates a surface that has the 
potential for a wheeled vehicle to travel upon without the interference from the tracks that 
ballasted track would present. The E3 bus-way, though restricted to transit vehicles only, has 
the same construction and appearance as a typical Seattle two lane public road. Given the 
design, appearance and the proximity to the public right of way at Royal Brougham; both 
paths must be considered as points of entry to unauthorized access regardless whether 
intentional or accidental.  
 
Threat and Vulnerabilities Assessment 
 
Since 2005, Sound Transit has conducted several Threat and Vulnerabilities Assessments, 
both internally and through partnerships with outside agencies and trusted consultants, 
relating to the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel. The backbone of these Threat and 
Vulnerability Assessments are the Design Basis Threat (DBT). The Design Basis Threats are 
the threats to the system that are the basis of the security recommendations and physical 
security systems are designed to mitigate. The DBT includes the tactics that an adversary will 
employ against the tunnel and the tools expected to be used during the execution of an attack. 
Nine very specific DBT where established for the DSTT; developed from specific 
intelligence, open source research, interviews with law enforcement and operational 
personnel, and area crime statistics. While the specific DBT are Sensitive Security 
Information (SSI); the nine DBTs deal with Explosives, Weapons of Mass Destruction, 
Tampering, Area Crime, Gang Activity and Negligence. The one DBT that is the trigger for 
the challenges that are the subject of this paper is one to three persons with fair knowledge of 
the tunnel entrance gained through active surveillance and knowledge of stealth related 
tactics attempt to drive a Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED) of 225 
Kilograms or more of explosives into the DSTT. The attack would seek to cause significant 
casualties and structural damage; resulting in the loss of life, loss of public confidence, loss 
of revenue and create publicity for the responsible party’s cause. The risk associated with this 
specific DBT was judged to be a 1D risk (yellow – moderate risk); were the results would be 
Catastrophic but the likelihood would be Remote. Further analysis of this particular DBT’s 
adversarial path revealed that the impact to the Transit operations in terms interruptions and 
recovery of a non-explosive vehicle intruder (whether intentional or accidental) moved the 
risk to a 2B risk (red – high risk); were the resulting impacts would be Critical and the 
likelihood would be Probable.  
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Adversarial Path 
 
While the exact adversarial path used in the Threat and Vulnerability Assessment is Sensitive 
Security Information (SSI); generally the most likely avenue of unauthorized encroachment 
(intentional or accidental) would come off the public thoroughfare of Royal Brougham or off 
unauthorized travel along the transit only route of the E3 Bus-way. From those routes the 
path would enter the tunnel via the imbedded rail or continued travel along the E3 Bus-way.  
 
PREVENTING UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS 
 
Detect, Delay, Deny 
 
Effective physical security systems seek to prevent unauthorized access by placing physical 
and psychological mechanisms that lengthen the time the intruder is on the adversarial path 
there by increasing the likelihood that the intruder is detected and the responding force can 
intercept before access is gained. The distance from the last public access point to the 
entrance of the South Portal of the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel is 365 meters. On a flat 
surface with no restrictions a vehicle traveling 56 KM/H, the speed limit of the adjacent 
public streets, that vehicle would be travelling at a rate of approximately 15.55 meters per 
seconds. The distance of 365 meters would be travelled in 23.47 seconds. If an intruder was 
intentionally attempting to gain access as outlined in the Design Basis Threat specified 
previously; it would be reasonable to expect that vehicle to approach at a significantly 
increased speed. If that speed reached 100 KM/H; the distance would be travelled in 13.44 
seconds.  
 
A Critical Detection Point (CDP) is the limit on the adversarial path where the intruder must 
be detected in order for the responding force or countermeasure has enough time to deploy to 
intercept the intruder before the completion of the intruder’s desired mission. If the time to 
deploy countermeasures or responding forces is longer than the transit time of the intruder 
then the CDP doesn’t exist. Since detection of an intruder is at best problematic on a public 
roadway; the Critical Detection Point for the DSTT can only be achieved at the perimeter of 
DSTT access way, 365 meters from the tunnel entrance. At an encroachment speed of 
100KM/H the detection, decision making, and employment of countermeasures would have 
to be completed in 12 seconds to be effective and only if the countermeasure was deployed 
right at the tunnel portal. While it is possible to complete; this scenario is less than ideal. 
Therefore it becomes necessary to add measures to delay and/or deny access on or near the 
CDP to lessen the likelihood of the intruder’s success and extend the amount of time to 
deploy countermeasures and responding forces.  
 
E3 Bus-way 
 
Providing delay and denial for the E3 bus-way was accomplished approximately 40 meters 
north of the intersection of Royal Brougham. A K-12 Rated barricade is operated in the up 
position in the North and South bound lanes of travel. This prevents any access by any 
wheeled vehicle along this route. 
 
Only authorized buses that are equipped for tunnel travel are allowed access. To prevent 
unauthorized buses from accessing the tunnel; authorized buses are coded with a Microwave 
transponder coded with a unique vehicle identification for that vehicle. As the authorized bus 
approaches, a focused microwave reader receives a valid code from the transponder and 
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provides a go/no signal. A secondary signal from the Rail SCADA system provides the 
location of light rail vehicle and provides a second go/no go signal. A security officer is 
posted in a booth adjacent to the barrier; monitors for both signals. In addition the security 
officer monitors the bus driver for signs of distress and for unauthorized vehicles following or 
tailgating an authorized bus. When these four conditions are met; the officer in the booth 
lowers the barricade and permits the vehicle to pass. When the bus has passed, the barricade 
is immediately raised again. Full deployment of the barricade takes six seconds however; the 
barricade becomes an effective barrier after only two seconds after beginning of the 
deployment cycle.  
 
Exiting buses have a similar procedure to follow. Heading southbound; the bus must stop at 
the barricade; having been authenticated to enter the tunnel; authentication is not necessary 
nor performed to exit; however the security officer must ensure that the southbound lane is 
clear of any unauthorized vehicles before lowering the barricade. Once the bus clears the 
barricade, the barricade is redeployed to the up position. 
 
The system of delay and denial is built around five factors: the barrier itself, the bus coding, 
the two systems signals that allow the barricade to be retracted, and the human factor of both 
the security officer making the final decision to retract the barricade. An intruder would have 
some manner of difficulty defeating each of these factors and any defeat would be time 
consuming. It is held with reasonable assurance the time to defeat this system would surpass 
the expectation of security, law enforcement or transit personnel detecting the efforts of the 
intruder and the deployment time of the responding forces. 
 
Light Rail Track Way 
 
Delay and Denial along the track way is accomplished by utilizing a Delta Scientific K-12 
rated security barricade operated in the normally up position. This K-12 standard developed 
by the US State Department stops and destroys a vehicle of 15,000 pounds traveling at 50 
MPH. The barricades in use are also certified to the UK BSI Standard PAS: 68 2007 stopping 
and destroying a 7.5 Tonne EU truck traveling 80 KPH.  
 
The barricade system is placed in both the north and south bound tracks approximately 46 
meters north of Royal Brougham. These active barriers operate off inputs from the track 
circuit and train position. Additional safety switches are in place to stop Light Rail Vehicle 
traffic through that area if the barriers fail to retract.  
 
Originally designed to operate similarly to the E3 bus-way system, the original delay/deny 
design failed to take the stopping distances of light rail vehicles and the impact to passenger 
service schedules of both the bus and light rail if the light rail vehicle had to stop for the 
barrier into account. The implemented solution was to operate the barricades off a timer 
connected to the train position track circuits. These timers were set to account for the speed 
of the train; the minimum safe stopping distance should the barricades fail to retract; and the 
trains position in the intersection to assist in the prevention of unauthorized encroachment.   
 
Also included in the design was the relative proximity of the staffed security booth for the E-
3 Bus-way. Though the security officer is not directly in control of the railway barricade; the 
officer has communications with the Link Control Center (LCC) which controls the light rail 
vehicle traffic and the SCADA system that controls the barricade; should the officer notice 
any unauthorized encroachment. The officer also serves as a visual deterrent.  
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CONTINUED CHALLENGES 
 
After the systems were installed and revenue service began in the tunnel; subsequent threat 
and vulnerability assessments were conducted, revealing a specific adversarial path that 
produced a 24 second window of opportunity every 7.5 minutes to exploit the detection and 
barricade systems. Due to the positioning of the security booth in the E3 bus way; there is a 
potential for a bus to be held at the barricade as a train approaches. When this occurs there is 
a period of time where the access along the light rail right of way is unobservable from the 
security booth and that officer no longer serves as a visual deterrent. While this area is under 
video surveillance and monitored from multiple locations, the human factor is not sufficient 
enough of a fail safe to reliably expect detection of 95% or better intrusion attempts. Since a 
Critical Detection Point could not be established; it became necessary to station a law 
enforcement responding force at the access point to prevent unauthorized exploitation of the 
24 second window. The result is an unallocated cost of $9000 per week for the positioning of 
this additional responding unit at the access point eliminating their utility elsewhere in the 
system and the cost is economically unsustainable for a long term solution. While the 
stationing of the responding unit allows for continued secure operation of light rail and bus 
passenger service; it has become necessary for a permanent solution to the 24 second window 
of opportunity to be developed and implemented. That solution, which is currently under 
development, will need to rely on three factors to mitigate the vulnerability and reestablish 
the Critical Detection Point; thus negating the need to preposition the law enforcement 
responding force. Those three factors are: Advanced Detection; Channelization; and 
Improved Delay. 
 
Advanced Detection 
Reestablishing the Critical Detection Point involves a more efficient use of video monitoring 
technology and removing the human factor from the detection of intrusion. One way to 
achieve this end is through the use of video analytics. Video analytic technology serves as an 
unblinking eye that monitors each CCTV camera and alerts a human operator to a specific 
camera or location once a set of established parameters have been met. In case of the DSTT, 
unauthorized encroachment on the light rail right of way would be among the established 
parameters for an alert. 
 
The key technology in the developing advanced detection solution for the DSTT is the 
AISight System by BRS Labs.  This system is the worlds’ only Cognitive Video Analytic 
Solution, which will learn the normal activity of the DSTT and recognize and alert for 
abnormal behaviors.  This system is different from traditional rule or algorithm based analytic 
systems. The strength is a system with less complexity and setup criteria that results in a 
more adaptive, effective and accurate system reducing the impact on Link Light Rail service 
caused by false alarms.   
 
Channelization 
 
One of the most effective ways to prevent unauthorized intrusion and to detect that intrusion 
when it occurs is to funnel all traffic down specific channels and not allow traffic to deviate 
from that channel. Rail traffic is naturally channelized by virtue of the rails themselves; 
however, the embedded rail does not pose the same natural channelization to non-rail 
wheeled vehicles. It becomes necessary to prevent a wheeled vehicle to enter on one set of 
tracks and switch between the north and south bound rail segments or to travel between those 
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rail segments all together. By forcing even unauthorized intrusion to follow the same path as 
the light rail vehicle along the rails; focusing advanced detection from the video analytic 
technology and targeting the improved delay system dramatically improves the effectiveness 
of each system and reduce some costs of both systems by reducing the area both systems 
need to influence.  
 
Currently being engineered for the Downtown Seattle Transit Tunnel is a reinforced concrete 
barrier approximately 92 centimeters high that will be cast in place and run along each rail 
bed contiguously north and south, just outside the dynamic envelope of the light rail vehicle, 
from Royal Brougham to the active barricade system. In addition a section of identical 
concrete barrier will be cast in place just north of the public sidewalk adjacent to Royal 
Brougham. This segment will run east and west connecting to two cast in place concrete 
barriers running north/south along the railway. The net result will be a barrier system that 
allows access only along the railway itself and only allows a north or south direction of travel 
once on the railway. By making the width of the north/south concrete barrier segments just 
larger than the dynamic safety envelope of a light rail vehicle; wheeled vehicles outside of 
this dimension are denied access immediately.  Additionally, the east/west segment and the 
first 15 meters of the two north/south segments will utilize the Crime Prevention through 
Environmental Design (CPTED) principle of way-finding and painted with either red/white 
or black/yellow striping and reinforced with signage to clearly delineate the public right of 
way from the restricted access of the rail right of way; thus reducing the likelihood of 
unintentional encroachment. The final color scheme selection is awaiting input from Light 
Rail Operations and the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT).  
 
Improved Delay 
 
The greatest challenge has been the development a system of improved delay mechanisms in 
order to add greater than 24 seconds to the adversarial path of an intruder. Two options are 
currently being explored. Both options would be situated within the rail bed itself between 
the casted concrete barriers utilized to channel traffic along the railway.  
 
The first option involves the construction of a wheel trap in each of the north and south 
bound rail beds located approximately 12 meters north of Royal Brougham. These wheel 
traps would be constructed from a trench approximately 7 meters long and approximately 61 
centimeters deep. The south ends of these trenches would be slanted at 30 degrees using a 5:1 
rise run ration and with a 90 degree angle and reinforced solid face at the north end. The 
intent is to provide an obstacle that any vehicle with a smaller tire diameter than 120 
centimeters would have the axle high centered on the rails which act as plinths along this 
section of railway. Larger wheeled vehicles would have to slow down to power the front and 
then back wheels out of the wheel trap as those wheels hit the 90 degree surface. 
Additionally, larger wheeled vehicles will have less maneuver room within the channeled 
railway so slower speed would also be necessary to navigate the channel. It is important the 
to note that these wheel traps’ primary function is to introduce delay to the adversarial path; 
the active K-12 rated barricades that are in place and functioning, are still the element in the 
system to designed to prevent unauthorized vehicles from entering the Downtown Seattle 
Transit Tunnel. The southern slope of the wheel trap is designed to aid in the removal of 
vehicles should one become trapped. Removal of vehicles would take place from the Royal 
Brougham to the south and always away from the tunnel entrance. 
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While this method would be the most effective in producing the desired delay, there are 
several challenges that need to be addressed in order for these wheel traps to be feasible. First 
is examining the support of the rail and the weight of a fully loaded light rail vehicle over 
these sections of rail containing the wheel trap. Specifically, can the weight load which is 
currently spread out horizontally be shifted downward and what support structures are going 
to be needed to engineered? Secondly, the impact to the schedule of light rail service must be 
addressed. Since the wheel traps, if selected and feasible, are going to be a significant 
construction project on an active revenue service line then the impact to service will need to 
be mitigated. That mitigation may involve single track operation, reduced or even shutdown 
service. Whatever the solution, a significant amount of public outreach will need to take place 
to keep the ridership informed and maintain customer loyalty.  Other less complex, but still 
important issues, with the wheel traps that will need to be addressed are drainage; trash 
collection within the wheel trap; and the liability and safety concerns of a 61 centimeter 
trenches affect to a pedestrian trespasser. 
 
The second option under consideration has less technical challenges associated with it but is 
less efficient in producing the desired delay. The second option would replace the wheel trap 
trench with a shallow trench of approximately 20 centimeters. This shallow trench would 
again be located in the north and in the south bound rail bed 12 meters north of Royal 
Brougham and again would be approximately 7 meters long. The trench however would be 
lined with multiple rows of tire flattening devices (tiger teeth). The intent is for unauthorized 
vehicles to contend with multiple tire flattening spikes that shred and bind up the rubber of 
the tires as the vehicle continues along the adversarial path. With the loss of the tire rubber it 
is expected that steering will become exceedingly difficult and the intruder will have to slow 
the vehicle to avoid contending with the concrete barriers and the imbedded track rail; thus 
producing the necessary delay. 
 
The second option is not without challenges. Even though the shallow trench and tire 
flattening devices are less extensive of a construction project as compared to the wheel trap; 
there will still be a negative impact to revenue passenger service that will need to be 
addressed and public outreach completed. Again drainage; trash collection; and liability and 
safety of pedestrian trespassers are issues that need to be addressed. Additionally; 
maintenance of the tire flattening devices, both preventive maintenance and rehabilitation of 
employed devices, needs to be addressed. 
 
Regardless of the option chosen for the improved delay; that delay coupled with the 
channelizing of the access points while simultaneously focusing the video analytic 
technology to the surrounding area for detection will act in concert to effectively mitigate the 
24 second window of vulnerability.  
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LESSONS LEARNED 
 
As future tunnels are designed and built to mitigate the effects of a blast; controlling 
unauthorized access will still continue to be crucial. Yet regardless of new construction or a 
retrofit; controlling unauthorized access or any other security or life safety issue, the two 
most prominent time and money saving items any project can have are a comprehensive 
threat and vulnerability assessment and a strong partnership between design, construction, 
operations, maintenance, life safety and security.      
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ABSTRACT 
 
Explosives and explosive materials can be used for good purposes such as quarrying, 
tunneling, mining, and removal of obstacles.  Explosives can also be used for nefarious 
purposes.  The following groups have all used explosives with the intent to kill, maim, or 
destroy, White Supremacists/Anti Government Extremists, Terrorists, Disgruntled 
Employees, Disgruntled Consumers, Criminals (Drug or Financially Motivated), Emotionally 
Disturbed Persons, and Eco Terrorists.  Their motivations can be classified into several 
primary areas:  experimentation, vandalism, excitement, revenge, ideology, criminal 
enterprise, diversion/distraction, mentally disordered, and finally mixed motives. 
 
Most professionals have a limited knowledge of explosives, explosive forces, and the related 
damage and injuries which can occur in an event where explosives have been utilized.  This 
presentation will inform you of the different types of explosives, related blast dynamics, and 
the medical issues related to a blast event. 
 
KEYWORDS: Explosives, Blast, Medical Response, Blast Wave, Over Pressure, 
Emergency Response  
 
CONVERSION FACTORS 
 
PSI to kPa multiply by 6.8948 
Pound to Kilograms multiply by .4536 
Feet to Meters multiply by .3048 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
This paper provides a discussion of explosive concepts, explosive forces the resulting blast 
pressures, and emergent medical issues.  Knowledge of this information leads to better 
design, emergency response, and contingency planning.  
 
Explosives 101  
 
Before you can start to study these events and digest the design, construct, and methods 
chosen by terrorists, it is most important to understand the basics of explosives, explosive 
forces, and how they work.  This ensures we are speaking a common language. 
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This paper does not intend to make you an explosives expert or a “Bomb Technician.”  Both 
of these fields require significant initial and ongoing training in highly technical subject 
matter.  What we intend here is to give you a basic concept of explosives, explosive forces, 
and how they work.  There are many other texts and works which contain much greater detail 
on explosives and explosive devices. 
 
Relative Effectiveness 
 
One concept which I want to present early on is a term known as Relative Effectiveness 
Factor or RE Factor.  One of the oldest known explosives compositions is Trinitrotoluene 
(TNT).  TNT is probably one of the most studied explosives in the world.  For that reason 
TNT is considered a baseline measurement and every other explosive is compared to the 
effectiveness of TNT.  For example Composition C4 (Plastic Explosive) has a relative 
effectiveness factor of 1.34 that means that 1 pound of C4 is equal to 1.34 pounds of TNT.  
 
What are Explosives? 
 
Explosives are substances which, through chemical reaction, rapidly and violently change to 
gas, accompanied by high temperatures, extreme shock and a loud noise.  An explosion is the 
process of the substance transforming into the gaseous state. 
 
High and Low Explosives 
 
Explosives are classified as low or high according to the detonating velocity or speed at 
which this change takes place and other pertinent characteristics such as their shattering 
effect or sudden release of explosive energy.  This is also referred to as brisance which comes 
from the French word (brisant) to break. Shattering explosives are most often used for cutting 
steel, timber, or concrete. An arbitrary figure of 3,300 feet per second (fps) is used to 
distinguish between burning/ deflagration (low explosive) and detonation (high explosive). 
 
Types of Explosions 
 
There are three types of explosions: atomic, mechanical (characterized by a gradual build-up 
of pressure in a container until it overcomes the structural resistance of the container and an 
explosion occurs such as a pipe bomb), and chemical - the rapid conversion of a solid or 
liquid explosive compound into gasses having much greater volume than the substances from 
which they are generated (e.g. a pop bottle bomb).  The entire conversion takes place in only 
a fraction of a second and is accompanied by shock, heat, light and a loud noise. 
 
In all chemical explosions, the changes that occur are the result of combustion or burning.  
Combustion (of any type) produces several well-known effects:  heat, light, and release of 
gas. The burning of a log in a fireplace and the detonation of a stick of dynamite are similar 
because each changes its form and chemical make-up, in doing so, produces the same effects 
through combustion.  The difference between a burning log and the detonating dynamite stick 
is the rate of the combustion process. 
 
There are three rates of combustion; (1) ordinary combustion, (2) explosion (Rapid 
Combustion), and (3) detonation.  Detonation can be defined as instantaneous combustion, 
although there is actually a time interval where combustion passes from one particle of 
explosive compound to the next.  When an explosive is detonated, the block or stick of 
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chemical explosive material is instantaneously converted from a solid into a rapidly 
expanding mass of gasses. 
 
The velocity of instantaneous combustion has been measured for most explosives and is 
referred to as the detonation velocity of the explosive.  Detonation velocities of high 
explosives range from approximately 3,300 feet per second (fps) to over 29,900 fps.  To bring 
this speed down to our terms – if we took a five-mile length of garden hose and filled it in 
with a high explosive and then detonated one end of the hose, it would only take one second 
for the chemical reaction to reach the other end. 
 
In a detonation, the chemical reaction moves through the explosive material at a velocity 
greater than that of sound through the same material.  The characteristic of this chemical 
reaction is that it is initiated by and, in turn, supports a supersonic shock wave proceeding 
through the explosive.” 
 
In a deflagration, the chemical reaction moves rapidly through the explosive material and 
releases heat or flames vigorously.  The reaction moves too slowly to produce shock waves.” 
 
There are two types of Explosives they are (1) Low Explosives and (2) High Explosives. Low 
explosives are said to burn or deflagrate rather than to detonate or explode.  The burning 
gives off a gas which, when properly confined, will cause an explosion.  Most low explosives 
are mechanical mixtures or a mechanical blending of the individual ingredients making up 
the low explosives. 
 
High Explosives do not require confinement to shatter and destroy.  It must generally be 
initiated by a shock wave of considerable force.  This is usually provided by a detonator, 
blasting cap, or booster in what is known as a “firing train”.  
 
High explosives can vary significantly in their sensitivity to the factors that cause them to 
detonate. Often, small quantities of more sensitive explosives (detonator or blasting cap) are 
used to detonate larger amounts of less sensitive explosive material, using a configuration 
known as an “explosive train.”  
 
A blasting cap, or detonator, is usually the smallest part of the explosive train, and contains 
sensitive high explosive materials. The detonation of a blasting cap can initiate specific types 
of high explosives such as dynamite, TNT, commercial, and military explosives, in large or 
small quantities. Other high explosives, including some forms of ammonium nitrate, require 
more external energy input than a blasting cap can provide. A three-stage explosive train can 
be used, where the blasting cap causes the detonation of a “booster,” which, in turn, supplies 
enough energy to detonate the insensitive high explosive main charge. 
 
The varying velocities of explosives and configuration have a direct relationship to the type 
of work they can perform.  The difference in velocities determines the type of power exerted 
by high or low explosives. Low explosives have pushing or heaving power and high 
explosives have shattering power (Brisance).  
 
A high order detonation is a complete detonation of the explosive at its highest possible 
velocity. A low order detonation is either an incomplete detonation or a complete detonation 
at lower than maximum velocity. 
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Explosive Effects 
 
Explosives have several effects. Blast pressure effect is the most powerful of all explosive 
effects.  When the explosion occurs, very hot (between 3,000 and 7000 Fahrenheit) 
expanding gases are formed in a period of approximately 1/10,000 of a second.  These gases 
exert pressures of about 700 tons per square inch on the atmosphere surrounding the point of 
detonation at velocities of up to 13,000 miles per hour or 29,900 fps.  The expanding gas rolls 
out from the point of detonation like a ripple in the water and is known as the blast pressure 
wave.   
 
This wave has two distinct phases positive and negative.  Positive:  the blast pressure wave 
moves outward from the point of detonation and delivers violent force to everything in its 
path.  It lasts a relatively short period of time and delivers the highest pressures and velocity.  
Negative:  more descriptively known as the suction phase.  It is three times longer in duration 
but of less intensity than the positive phase.  It is formed as the out rushing air is compressed 
and forms a vacuum at the point of detonation.  The vacuum causes the displaced air to 
reverse its movements and return to the point of detonation.  This accounts for much of the 
debris that is found at the seat of the explosion and nearby. 
 
Fragmentation Effect:  missiles are produced by the explosive container, objects around the 
detonation point and the intended target.  Fragmentation can come from surrounding glass, 
rocks, pieces of metal, and in the case of improvised explosive devices, nails, nuts, and bolts 
are often used.  Fragmentation adds to the destructive force of the explosive device.  
Fragments can travel at velocities up to 2,700 fps. 
 
Incendiary Thermal Effect usually seen as a bright flash or fireball at the moment of 
detonation can vary greatly from one explosive to another.  In general, low explosives will 
produce longer incendiary thermal effects than will high explosives.  A high explosive will 
produce higher temperatures but for a shorter time.  The low explosive fireball is more likely 
to cause a secondary fire than a high explosive detonation. 
 
Ancillary explosive effects are secondary blast pressure effects (reflected); created by blast 
waves that are shattered, reflected or shielded by reflective surfaces.  The reflective blast 
wave reflected off of surfaces surrounding it may actually reinforce the original wave by 
overlapping it in some places (i.e. corners of a room).  Certain unusual effects may be noted 
at a crime scene that can be attributed to the secondary blast pressure effects.  This is known 
as peak overpressure where overlapping pressure waves converge at the point of detonation. 
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Ground and Water Shock 
 
Ground and Water shock:  occur when an explosive is initiated while buried in the earth or 
submerged under water.  Both earth and water are less compressible than air and tend to 
propagate a shock wave further and with more force than air.  Therefore, structural damage 
may be substantially greater under those circumstances where earth and water are involved.  
Water cannot be compressed at all and, therefore, will transmit energy much faster and 
farther than any other medium including when explosives have been packed (tamping) into 
that medium. 
 
Explosive Forces 
 
If explosive materials are unrestrained the force of the detonation will travel equally in all 
directions.  In fact explosives are very lazy. Explosive forces will always seek the path of 
least resistance. 
 
Alternatively, if we contain an explosive we can increase its force and the resulting damage.  
Consider a firecracker.  If you take a firecracker and place it on your open palm and light it 
you might get a slight burn.  If take that same scenario and wrap your closed fist around the 
firecracker you will cause an injury to your hand.    
 
This notion becomes extremely important when we consider explosive devices used for 
terrorist or criminal purposes.  In these cases tunnels, parking garages, porticos, built-up areas 
of cities and other confined spaces become locations where explosive forces, if contained and 
directed, can create huge amounts of damage beyond the capabilities of the explosive itself. 
During recent years in Israel, London, and Spain; buses, bus stations, and trains have been 
selected by terrorists as preferred targets for bomb attacks.  Explosions in a bus or train create 
a large number of casualties due to the confined space both from the highly populous nature 
of these sites, but also from the explosive effects. 
 
As a point of reference the 8 July 2005, London Bus bombing devices weighed about 10 
pounds and the 11 March 2004, Madrid, Spain Train bombing explosive weight 
approximately 22 pounds. 
 
Overpressure 

 

Overpressure is the transient pressure, usually expressed in pound per square inch (PSI), 
exceeding the ambient pressure, manifested in the shock wave from an explosion. There are 
different types of overpressure including Incident Overpressure:  a result of the explosive 
pressure wave itself; Reflective Overpressure: a result of the explosive pressure wave hitting 
a solid surface such as a car, wall, or building and rebounding, thereby increasing the 
overpressure value; and Peak Overpressure:  the maximum amount of overpressure, either 
incident or reflected, experienced at a particular point during a specified amount of time, in 
other words, the point where the outbound shockwave and the reflected shockwave meet at 
the point of initiation. 

The effect of overpressure on the human body varies depending on:  distance from explosion, 
nature of surroundings, and the age and physical condition of the individual. 

The following charts demonstrate pressure versus range for fifty pounds of explosives and 
five hundred pounds of explosives.  These charts reinforce the concept that explosive forces 
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significantly dissipate over distance.  While pressures are very high ten feet from the blast, 
there is a significant decrease in pressure at forty feet.   

Keep in mind these charts reference commercial explosives in the open, they do not take into 
account reflected pressure and impulse pressure.  The charts make reference to a 
hemispherical burst, this means the charge detonates in contact with the ground and the blast 
wave propagates with a hemispherical wave front.  Examples of this would be a Vehicle 
Borne Explosive Device (VBIED) or military munitions fused to detonate on impact with the 
ground. 
  

 
Chart courtesy of Mr. Ed Conrath, P.E. Senior Principal Engineer, Protection Engineering 
Consultants 
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Chart courtesy of Mr. Ed Conrath, P.E. Senior Principal Engineer, Protection Engineering 
Consultants 
 
Overpressure in PSI Effect 
1-2 Frame house destroyed 
3-5  Typical commercial construction destroyed 
5 Tympanic membrane rupture 
15 Tympanic membrane rupture in 50% of patients 
30-40 Possible lung injury 
40  Reinforced concrete construction destroyed 
75 Lung injury in 50% of patients 
100 Possible fatal injuries 
200 Death most likely 
Charles Stewart MD, FACEP, FAAEM (MD 2006) 
  
Blast Injuries and Destructive Capabilities 
 
Previously we discussed the concepts of blast, blast wave, overpressure, and peak 
overpressure.  These forces have significant impact on the human body.  The human body 
contains many gas filled structures that are susceptible to blast injury.  By gas filled structures 
we are speaking of lungs, stomach, intestines, etc.   
 
Concept of Walking Wounded 
 
This is important.  In a post blast environment there is a potential for “walking wounded.”  
These are individuals who present no outward signs of injury but may have significant 
internal injuries of which they are not aware.  This is important for first responders and 
incident managers to know as all persons within the blast site should be examined before 
being released. 
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At the same time as the wounded need to be treated, there are many competing priorities such 
as law enforcement intervention, fire fighters wanting to put out fires, and investigators 
seeking post-blast forensic materials. 
 
Significant consideration should be given to the possibility of secondary or tertiary devices 
which are designed to target first responders.  We will discuss this concept in more detail in 
Chapter 9, Response. 
 
In regards to blast injury, when allowing for your response, consider the old adage “The 
Greatest Good for the Greatest Number.”  This is critical as important decisions will need to 
be made based on the following criterion.  Serious consideration should be given to area 
medical personnel and their abilities to deal with a mass casualty situation.  This is a specific 
skill set that demands a high level of training and preparation. Security Directors, Chief 
Security Officers, and Building Managers are not trained as medical first responders.  
However they must be capable of preparing operational plans and coordinating the response 
effort.  The following information should give you some context on what to expect and what 
to consider in your planning. Standard texts of triage are normally used to identify proper 
triage categories. The standard NATO categories are immediate, delayed, minimal, or 
expectant. The descriptions of the four categories are as follows. Mass casualty triage 
involves sorting of patients into categories based on urgency of need for treatment using the 
concept of doing the greatest good for the greatest number of patients. Immediate:  these 
persons have life-threatening or moderately severe injuries that are treatable with a minimum 
amount of time, personnel, and supplies. These persons also have a good chance of recovery. 
Delayed:  treatment of these patients can be delayed without significant changes in outcome. 
Minimal:  these patients require only minor treatment and are generally ambulatory. 
Expectant:  these patients have injuries requiring extensive treatment that exceeds the medical 
resources available. In other words, they are expected to die and "care-for-comfort" is 
indicated.  
 
The following information is provided courtesy of the Department of Health and Human 
Services Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  
 
Note:  some of the information presented here is specifically intended for medical personnel.  
This paper is intended as a Manager’s resource.  In that light, the following information is 
provided for the purpose of preparing and coordinating a response effort.  
 
As the author, I have edited out some of the highly technical medical expressions in this 
chapter.  I retained information that a manager or planner would need to speak coherently 
with local medical professionals and medical first responders. 
 
Explosive devices and high-velocity firearms are the terrorists’ weapons of choice. The 
devastation wrought in two European capitals, Madrid and London, demonstrates the impact 
that can be achieved by detonating explosives among densely packed civilians. In an instant, 
an explosion can wreak havoc—producing numerous casualties with complex, technically 
challenging injuries not commonly seen after natural disasters such as floods, tornadoes, or 
hurricanes.  Because many patients self-evacuate after a terrorist attack, and pre-hospital care 
may be difficult to coordinate, hospitals near the scene can expect to receive a large influx—
or surge—of victims after a terrorist strike. This rapid surge of victims typically occurs 
within minutes, exemplified by the Madrid bombings where the closest hospital received 272 
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patients in 2.5 hours. In addition, injuries to workers involved in recovery procedures can 
lead to a secondary wave in surge. 
 
Some key concepts to consider:  
• Bombs and explosions can cause unique patterns of injury seldom seen outside combat. 
• Expect half of all initial casualties to seek medical care over a one-hour period. 
• Most severely injured arrive after the less injured, who bypass EMS triage and go directly to 
the closest hospitals. 
• Predominant injuries involve multiple penetrating injuries and blunt trauma. 
• Explosions in confined spaces (buildings, large vehicles, mines) and/or structural collapse 
are associated with greater morbidity and mortality. 
• Primary blast injuries in survivors are predominantly seen in confined space explosions. 
• Repeatedly examine and assess patients exposed to a blast. 
• All bomb events have the potential for chemical and/or radiological contamination. 
• Triage and life saving procedures should never be delayed because of the possibility of 
radioactive contamination of the victim; the risk of exposure to caregivers is small.  
• Universal precautions effectively protect against radiological secondary contamination of 
first responders and first receivers. 
 
Blast Injuries 

The four basic mechanisms of blast injury are termed as:  primary, secondary, tertiary, and 
quaternary. “Blast Wave” (primary) refers to the intense over-pressurization impulse created 
by a detonated high explosive (HE). Blast injuries are characterized by anatomical and 
physiological changes from the direct or reflective over-pressurization force impacting the 
body’s surface. The HE “blast wave” (over-pressure component) should be distinguished 
from “blast wind” (forced super-heated air flow). The latter may be encountered with both 
High Explosives and Low Explosives. 

Low Explosives are classified differently because they lack the self-defining High Explosive 
over-pressurization wave. Low Explosives mechanisms of injuries are characterized as due 
from ballistics (fragmentation), blast wind (not blast wave), and thermal. There is some 
overlap between Low Explosives descriptive mechanisms and High Explosive’s Secondary, 
Tertiary, and Quaternary mechanisms.  

Note: Up to 10% of all blast survivors have significant eye injuries. These injuries involve 
perforations from high-velocity projectiles, can occur with minimal initial discomfort, and 
present for care days, weeks, or months after the event. Symptoms include eye pain or 
irritation, foreign body sensation, altered vision, periorbital swelling or contusions.  

Selected Blast Injuries 

Lung Injury  
“Blast lung” is a direct consequence of the High Explosive over-pressurization wave. It is the 
most common fatal primary blast injury among initial survivors. Signs of blast lung are 
usually present at the time of initial evaluation, but they have been reported as late as 48 
hours after the explosion. Blast lung produces a characteristic “butterfly” pattern on chest X-
ray. A chest X-ray is recommended for all exposed persons and a prophylactic chest tube 
(thoracostomy) is recommended before general anesthesia or air transport is indicated if blast 
lung is suspected. 
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Ear Injury 
Primary blast injuries of the auditory system cause significant morbidity, but are easily 
overlooked. Injury is dependent on the orientation of the ear to the blast. Tympanic 
Membrane perforation is the most common injury to the middle ear. Signs of ear injury are 
usually present at time of initial evaluation and should be suspected for anyone presenting 
with hearing loss, tinnitus, otalgia, vertigo, bleeding from the external canal. All patients 
exposed to blast should have an otologic assessment and audiometry.  
 
Abdominal Injury  
Gas-containing sections of the GI tract are most vulnerable to primary blast effect. This can 
cause immediate bowel perforation, hemorrhage shear injuries, solid organ lacerations, and 
testicular rupture. Blast abdominal injury should be suspected in anyone exposed to an 
explosion with abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, vomiting of blood, painful gastrointestinal 
symptoms, rectal pain, testicular pain, unexplained decreased blood volume, or any findings 
suggestive of an acute abdomen. Clinical findings may be absent until the onset of 
complications.   
 
Brain Injury 
Primary blast waves can cause concussions or mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI) without a 
direct blow to the head. Consider the proximity of the victim to the blast particularly when 
given complaints of headache, fatigue, poor concentration, lethargy, depression, anxiety, 
insomnia, or other constitutional symptoms. The symptoms of concussion and post traumatic 
stress disorder can be similar.   
 
Emergency Management Options  
Follow your hospital’s and regional disaster system’s plan. Expect an “upside-down” triage - 
the most severely injured arrive after the less injured, who by-pass EMS triage and go 
directly to the closest hospitals. For a rough prediction of total “first wave” of casualties use a 
Mass Casualties Predictor.  
 
Mass Casualties Predictor 

In the confusion that often follows a mass casualty event, managing a hospital can be 
challenging, past mass casualty events show patterns of hospital use.  It is possible to 
estimate initial casualty volume and pattern after a mass casualty event.  Public health 
professionals and hospital administrators can use this information to handle resource and 
staffing issues during a mass casualty event. 

Patterns of Hospital Use 
Within 90 minutes following an event, 50-80% of the acute casualties will likely arrive at the 
closest medical facilities. Other hospitals outside the area usually receive few or no 
casualties. The less-injured casualties often leave the scene under their own power and go to 
the nearest hospital. As a result:  They are not triaged at the scene by Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS).  They may arrive to the hospital before the most injured. On average, it 
takes 3-6 hours for casualties to be treated in the emergency department (ED) before they are 
admitted to the hospital or released.  
 
Casualty Predictor 
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When trying to determine how many casualties a hospital can expect after a mass casualty 
event, it is important to remember that casualties present quickly and that approximately half 
of all casualties will arrive at the hospital within a 1-hour window.  This 1-hour window 
begins when the first casualty arrives at the hospital. To predict the total number of casualties 
your hospital can expect, double the number of casualties the hospital receives in the first 
hour.   

Casualty Predictor 

Total Expected Casualties = (Number of casualties arriving in one hour window) x 2. 
 Note: The total expected number of casualties will be an estimate. There are many factors 
that may affect the accuracy of this prediction such as: transportation difficulties and delays, 
security issues that may hinder access to victims, and multiple explosions or secondary 
effects of explosion (such as a building collapse).  

 

 
Obtain and record details about the nature of the explosion, potential toxic exposures and 
environmental hazards, and casualty location from police, fire, EMS, ICS Commander, 
regional EMA, health department, and reliable news sources.  
If structural collapse occurs, expect increased severity and delayed arrival of casualties.  
 
Communications and instructions may need to be written because of tinnitus and sudden 
temporary or permanent deafness. For more information, visit CDC on the Web at: 
www.emergency.cdc.gov/BlastInjuries 
 
 
 
LESSONS LEARNED 
 
Explosives and explosive forces are not complex.  By understanding their principles and 
capabilities we can plan for explosives related events whether they are manmade or 
technologic. This permits us to design adequate protective measures pre-event by not 

http://www.emergency.cdc.gov/BlastInjuries�
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allowing the introduction of explosive materials into our facilities through adequate design of 
physical security systems, detection technologies, and response mechanisms. 
 
By understanding the outcomes of an explosives related event we can prepare and train 
emergency first responders to rapidly respond to, mitigate, and recover from an explosives 
related event.  
 
Lastly the farther you are away from the device the better your chances are of survivability so 
DISTANCE=LIFE SAFETY.  Also if you find yourself in the area of a blast any barrier is 
better than no barrier and can provide you protection.  Walls, parked vehicles, even a curbing 
will provide protection to your body from blast trauma. 
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ABSTRACT 
Environmental issues such as climate change and scarcity of resources have forced the development of 
new energy carriers for vehicles. This also means that there will be an increase in the number of 
vehicles running on these new energy carriers in tunnels and other confined spaces. New energy 
carriers do not necessarily mean higher risks, but they do represent a new situation and imply new 
risks. These risks need to be evaluated and considered. The mixture of different energy carriers 
(flammable liquids, gases lighter than air, gases denser than air, batteries, etc.) can also constitute a risk 
itself, since there are situations where different safety measures need to be taken depending on the 
energy carrier used and the scenario in question. 
 
In this paper some selected new energy carriers are described, in terms of trends and properties. Some 
countries have restrictions on the use of some energy carriers in confined spaces. These restrictions are 
presented. Vehicles are involved in accidents, so also vehicles running on new energy carriers. Some 
vehicle fires involving new energy carriers are presented and discussed in the paper. It is important to 
learn from these accidents. It is also important that safety issues related to the use of new energy 
carriers in tunnels are considered, investigated and reported. Systems, not only components, need to be 
tested to study different possible scenarios and to develop models for these scenarios. When the 
scenarios are described in a representative way, technical safety solutions, mitigations systems, and 
rescue service tactics can be developed. It is also important to study how the different systems 
(detection, ventilation, mitigation) interact and how the models should be altered depending on the 
scenario. 
 
KEYWORDS: tunnels, vehicles, biofuels, energy carriers, underground garage 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Climate change and a greater awareness of the over exploitation of earth's finite resources puts 
politicians, industry, authorities and the public under increasing pressure to move towards a resource-
efficient society that uses renewable energy and maximum resource recovery. A global increase in 
energy demand and a cry for the reduction of western dependency on imports of oil, which is 
considered as a political and economic risk, has also increased pressure for changes in the present 
energy system. This has already led to major changes in society and further changes are expected. On 
the energy side, it means a shift from fossil fuels to various types of renewable energy sources, 
alternative fuels and new energy carriers.  
 
Unless this trend is accompanied by an appropriate risk assessment and the development of risk 
mitigation measures, there is great potential that we end up with systems that can become very costly in 
terms of direct and indirect damage from fires, explosions, etc., because of the absence of necessary 
understanding of system performance and limitations. This can also be the case for the use of new 
energy carriers in tunnels and underground constructions. Lack of knowledge can also lead to 
erroneous decisions concerning restriction of use, tactics, and safety and mitigation measures. 
 
The European Community has under the Kyoto Protocol committed itself to greenhouse gas emission 
targets for the period 2008-2012. In the context of an international agreement together with other 
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developed countries, the European Community aims also at committing itself to a 30 % reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 (compared to 1990). Until such a global agreement is concluded, 
the Community has, however, made an independent commitment to achieve at least a 20 % reduction 
in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 [1]. 
 
Transport fuel use makes a significant contribution to overall Community greenhouse gas emissions. 
The combustion of road transport fuel is responsible for around 20 % of Community greenhouse gas 
emissions. One approach to reducing these emissions that the Community has adopted is through 
reducing the life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions of the fuels for light and heavy duty road vehicles. 
The regulation of fuel specifications and the promotion of use of energy from renewable sources are 
ways to reach these reduction aims. 
 
According to the directive 2009/30/EC suppliers should, by 31 December 2020, gradually reduce life 
cycle greenhouse gas emissions by up to 10 % per unit of energy from fuel and energy supplied [2]. 
The reduction should by 31 December 2020 be at least 6 % compared to the EU-average level of life 
cycle greenhouse gas emissions per unit of energy from fossil fuels in 2010. This reduction can be 
obtained by different means, i.e. through the use of biofuels, alternative fuels and reductions in flaring 
and venting at production sites. 
 
On the other hand some older vehicles might not run satisfactorily on fuels with high biofuel content 
and therefore petrol suitable for these older vehicles should still be available, at least for a transitional 
period. According to the directive, the maximum volume fraction of biofuel components (FAME, fatty 
acid methyl ester) in Diesel is 7 % (B7), but the directive also encourages the development of a 
standard for allowing higher levels of biofuel components, e.g., the development of a standard for 
‘B10’ is explicitly mentioned. 
 
The selected path for the development and use of biofuels and new energy carriers is different for 
different countries. Weather conditions also mean that different fuel properties are needed in different 
parts of the world. Countries with low ambient summer temperatures allow higher maximum vapour 
pressure of petrol during the summer period compared to other countries. Member states with low 
ambient summer temperatures are in the directive defined as Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Ireland, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Sweden and the United Kingdom. 
 
Table 1 Maximum concentration of oxygenates in petrol [2]. 
Oxygenate Maximum vol-% 
Methanol 3.0 
Ethanola) 10.0 
Iso-propyl alcohol 12.0 
Tert-propyl alcohol 15.0 
Iso-butyl alcohol 15.0 
Ethers containing five or more atoms per molecule 22.0 
Other oxygenatesb) 15.0 
a) Stabilising agents may be necessary 
b) Other mono-alcohols and ethers with a final boiling point no higher than that stated in EN 228:2004. 
 
DIFFERENT ENERGY CARRIERS AND ALTERNATIVE FUELS 
It is difficult to find global or sometimes even regional statistics from comparable sources concerning 
all new energy carriers. In this section, therefore, different examples are given to illustrate a number of 
significant trends. Some interesting properties of the energy carriers are also presented. 
 
Diesel and petrol fuels still dominate. However, the use of alternative fuels is rapidly increasing. 
According to The Swedish Petroleum Institute the use of renewable fuels in Sweden in 2008 
corresponded to 4.9 % of the total volume of vehicle fuels. 
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The traditional fuels together with the increasing renewable fraction mean that we will have a mixture 
of different types of fuels and energy carriers in the vehicles on our roads, and in tunnels and 
underground constructions. This also means a new situation when it comes to safety since these energy 
carriers have very different properties and present different risks. 
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Figure 1 Development in energy use of renewable motor fuels in Sweden 2000 – 2008 [3]. 
 
In Sweden three alternative fuels presently dominate: Ethanol, FAME, and Biogas (see Figure 1), but 
several other energy carriers are under development globally and much research is underway to 
improve the characteristics of all such energy carriers. In the rest of this section, different energy 
carriers are described. The treatment is not exhaustive as other energy carriers do exist (the following 
are for example listed as biofuels in the Directive 2003/30/EC: bioethanol, biodiesel, biogas, 
biomethanol, biomethylether, bio-MTBE, synthetic biofuels, biohydrogen, and pure vegetable oil [4]). 
The compounds selected for discussion have been chosen based on the fact that they are either widely 
used at present or are of special interest for the future. 
 
Ethanol 
Ethanol is widely used, both as a blending component for petrol (described in EN 15376) and in the 
production of a variety of ethanol based fuels ranging from E5 to E95 (where the number corresponds 
to the approximate percentage ethanol in the mix). The fuel E85 (Swedish standard SS 155480) is 
common in flexifuel vehicles in Sweden, for example, and has seen wide distribution at Swedish pump 
stations in recent years. To some extent ethanol has also been used to replace diesel fuel for buses. In 
that case the fuel consists of 95 % ethanol and 5 % ignition-enhancing additives, denaturants, etc. 
 
The full name of the vehicle fuel E85 is Ethanol E85. The fuel mixture is different depending on 
whether the fuel is sold during the summer (E85S) or winter (E85W), defined by the standard 
SS 1555480:2006 [5]. E85S contains at least 75 % ethanol and an allowed percentage of petrol of 
14 % – 25 %, while E85W contains at least 70 % ethanol and an allowed volume percentage of petrol 
of 14 % – 30 %. 
 
The number of flexifuel cars bought in Sweden has increased significantly every year 2005 – 2008 (see 
Figure 2). Flexifuel means that different fuels can be stored in the same fuel tank of a vehicle, e.g. 
ethanol and petrol. The number decreased in 2009 by approximately 30 % compared to 2008. This 
change can be compared to the number of new registered cars, which decreased by approximately 17 % 
from 2008 to 2009 (statistics from Statistics Sweden). The overall decrease in new vehicle registrations 
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is probably due to the financial crisis. The larger decrease in new registrations seen for flexifuel cars no 
doubt depends on a variety of parameters including the price of the vehicles, the price of E85 
(relatively high compared to petrol during 2009) and a reduction in tax subsidies for such vehicles. 
 
Today, Scania is the only producer of ethanol busses. Scania has built approximately 600 Ethanol 
busses. Of these, 400 are in operation in the public transport fleet in Stockholm. Outside of Stockholm, 
ethanol buses can also be found in several cities, e.g. in Umeå, Gävle, Örnsköldsvik, Östersund,Falun, 
Borås in Sweden and in Madrid, La Spezia, Slupsk, Sao Paolo, Oslo, Nottingham, Redding and Milan 
outside of Sweden [6]. 
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Figure 2 Flexifuel cars bought in Sweden, total per year [7]. 
 
Other alcohols 
Experiments with methanol fueled cars were carried out in Europe and USA during a period from the 
70´s to the 90´s. After these experiments the interest from the car industry, fuel industry and 
governments has been low. Methanol is produced in large amounts from natural gas, but there is some 
hesitation towards methanol as vehicle fuel since it is toxic, corrosive and not as soluble in petrol as 
ethanol is. There are, however, according to de Serves et al. technical solutions to these problems  [8]. 
Experiments with M85 in the 1980s caused severe material problems in vehicles [9]. Some people, 
however, mean that methanol is better than ethanol since the energy efficiency during production from 
forest material is higher for methanol. 
 
The company Värmlandsmetanol in Sweden is planning to build a plant which will produce methanol 
from wood-chips. Their aim is that the produced methanol will be blended in commercial petrol. 
According to Directive 2009/30/EC, it is acceptable to have 3 % methanol in the petrol is today [2]. 
Similar production plants are also planned in China. China aims to produce methanol in these plants by 
gasifying coal [8].  
 
Research is also underway on heavier alcohols, e.g. biobutanol. Biobutanol has several advantages 
compared to ethanol, e.g. low vapour pressure resulting in lower emissions, better energy content, and 
the advantage of biobutanol being able to use the existing distribution infrastructure of the industry [9]. 
The longer hydrocarbon chain of biobutanol causes it to be fairly non-polar. This means that it is more 
similar to gasoline in terms of physical properties than it is to ethanol. 
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Compressed natural gas (CNG) and compressed biogas (CBG)  
CNG is a fossil fuel, mainly composed of methane, which is a gas lighter than air. Biogas can be said 
to be a renewable natural gas. The composition in its original form is, however, not the same. Biogas 
contains approximately 45 % – 85 % methane and 15 % – 45 % carbon dioxide, depending on the 
conditions during production, but also small concentrations of other gases (hydrogen sulphide, 
ammonia, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, saturated or halogenated carbohydrates and oxygen) 
[10-12]. This means that biogas needs to be “cleaned” from carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and 
water, and upgraded to meet the same requirements as the natural gas before it can be used as vehicle 
fuel. 
 
The expression CNG is used for both these types of fuels throughout the remainder of this paper since 
they are used in the same way in vehicles and because CNG is still the more widespread fuel of the 
two, even if in Sweden the amount of biogas used as vehicle fuel is increasing and since 2006 
constitutes a larger fraction than natural gas. CNG is usually stored in a fuel tank at a pressure of 200 – 
250 bar. Italy has used natural gas as a vehicle fuel and developed the associated technologies since the 
1930s [13]. The use of CNG is accelerating all over the world and in 2008 there were more than 9 
million CNG vehicles and 13000 refuelling stations worldwide [14]. The countries with the most CNG 
vehicles 2008 were Argentina, Pakistan and Brazil with together over 50 % of the CNG vehicles in the 
world. In Europe there were in total approximately 1 million CNG vehicles, with more than half 
(580 000) in Italy.  
 
Clearly, interest in buying and using vehicles running on biogas is increasing. The problem right now 
is to meet the increasing demand for biogas. There are not enough fuelling stations and it is not 
uncommon that fuelling stations run out of biogas. If the implementation of CNG vehicles is to 
increase, supply issues must be resolved. 
 
Hydrogen  
Hydrogen is a colourless, odourless, tasteless, non-toxic, non-corrosive gas approximately 14 times 
lighter than air. It differs from the other gases used as energy carriers for vehicles in some ways that 
have significant for safety. Examples of these differences are the low ignition energy of hydrogen 
(approximately 20 µJ [15]) and its very broad range of flammability (4 % - 75 %). The fact that 
hydrogen molecules are very small makes the construction of hydrogen tight canisters difficult which 
can result in unwanted leakages, even through

 

 seemingly intact materials due to diffusion. Hydrogen is 
often stored in tanks at either 350 bar or 700 bar. 

Much research and development is presently devoted to hydrogen and its feasibility as a vehicle fuel, 
but in most cases only demonstration models are available. Hydrogen can be used either for internal 
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles or fuel cell (FC) vehicles. According to the association Hydrogen 
Sweden the commercial breakthrough is to be expected sometime after 2015, and fuel cells seems to be 
the main option. There are some hydrogen vehicle projects running. One such example is 
HyFLEET:CUTE, which is a project that involved 47 hydrogen powered buses in regular public 
transport service in 10 cities on three continents (Beijing, Perth, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Berlin, 
Hamburg, London, Luxembourg, Madrid, and Reykjavik) [16].The aim of the project, which started in 
2006 and ended in 2009, was “to diversify and reduce energy consumption in the transport system by 
developing new, fuel efficient hydrogen powered bus technology, plus clean, efficient and safe 
production and distribution of hydrogen as a transport fuel”. The project included both FC and ICE 
buses. Main issues studied were availability, efficiency, etc., but safety issues were also included. 
During the test period no major safety related incidents occurred related to the FC buses, while for the 
ICE buses there was one unexpected release of hydrogen when a check valve within the tank nozzle 
failed.  
 
According to Hydrogen Sweden there are presently 600 – 700 hydrogen FC vehicles running in the 
world (e.g. in USA, Japan, Germany, China, Canada, and Iceland). In addition to this there are a 
number of hydrogen ICE vehicles. The vehicle corporations Daimler, Ford, General Motors, Honda, 
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Hyundai/KIA, Renault/Nissan, and Toyota, signed in September 2009 a Letter of Understanding 
saying that from 2015 onwards a significant number of FC vehicles could be commercialised, aiming 
at a few hundred thousands units on a worldwide basis [17]. In many countries, including Sweden, 
there is no regulation for legalising hydrogen vehicles on a general basis. The Road Administration 
can, however, permit a certain car model for a limited period of time. In 2009, an amendment to 
Directive 2007/46/EC was published concerning type approval of hydrogen-powered motor vehicles 
[18]. This now needs to be implemented in national legislation. 
 
There are also some research activities of special interest. There is a Network of Excellence called 
HySafe with the aim of introducing hydrogen technologies and applications in a safe way. This 
network has led to a number of projects, e.g. HyTunnel and InsHyde. The aim of HyTunnel is to 
develop codes, standards and regulations so that additional risks due to the introduction of hydrogen 
vehicles in tunnels can be handled. The effect of the ventilation on destratification and dilution of 
hydrogen is discussed [19]. The results also indicate that higher tunnels and tunnels with horseshoe 
cross sections (compared to equivalent rectangular cross section) present lower hazards. In InsHyde 
many different aspects of hydrogen safety in confined spaces are evaluated and discussed, such as 
regulations, detection, ventilation, fire and explosion. Both computer modelling and experiments were 
performed to study different parameters and effects. In the study it was noted that among hydrogen 
incidents the ignition source could not be identified in 86 % of the cases and was probably caused by 
spontaneous ignition, e.g. due to transient shocks [20]. In yet another research project, Wu showed that 
conditions of oxygen deficit can be reached for high release rate of hydrogen [21]. This can lead to 
high temperature ceiling flows and damage to tunnel structure. 
 
DME 
DME (dimethyl ether) is a colourless gas that is easy to liquefy and transport. DME is denser than air 
as is LPG. This is important for the behaviour in case of a release and is therefore of significant for the 
analysis and mitigation of potential risks associated with accidental release in a tunnel or other 
underground construction. In Table 2 the properties of DME are compared to corresponding properties 
of propane and butane. 
 
Table 2 Properties of DME compared to propane and butane [22]. 
Property DMEa) Propane Butane 
Boiling Point, ºC  -25.9 -42.1 -0.5 
Vapor pressure @ 20 ºC, bar 5.1 8.4 2.1 
Liquid density, @ 20 ºC, kg/m3 668 501 610 
Specific density, gas 1.59 1.52 2.01 
Lower heating value, kJ/kg 28.430 46.360 45.740 
Ignitionb) temperature @ 1 atm, ºC  235-350 c) 470 c) 365 c) 
Flammability limit in air, vol% 3.4-17d) 2.1-9.4d) 1.9-8.4 d) 
a) The properties of Fuel Grade DME will differ from neat DME depending on the amount and type of other oxygenates and 
water [22]. 
b) Presumably referring to spontaneous ignition temperature data 
c) The spontaneous ignition temperature may differ depending on measurement method. According to Glassman the values 
are for dimethyl ether: 350 ºC, propane: 450 ºC – 504 ºC, and butane: 405 ºC – 430 ºC [23].  
d) Note that the flammability limits varies in the literature, depending on experimental method. Glassman report the 
following limits for dimethyl ether, propane and butane: 3.4-27, 2.1-9.5, and 1.8-8.4, respectively [23]. 
 
Batteries 
Electric cars with batteries as energy carriers are seen by some people as the single most promising 
future energy carrier, at least for city traffic. One problem is the relatively short available driving 
distance before recharging is needed. Therefore, hybrid solutions are of greatest interest at the moment. 
A hybrid vehicle in most cases means that it has both a conventional internal combustion engine and an 
electric motor. There are several different types of hybrid drive trains and the details will not be 
presented here. There are also plug-in electric vehicles, which means that the batteries can be plugged 
in, e.g. to house electricity, for charging, in addition to being charged while running. 
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Presently, Nickel-metal hydride batteries (NiMH) are the most common in hybrid vehicles. These are 
robust, but have a relatively high self-discharge rate. Therefore, most interest is now given to lithium-
ion batteries, for a variety of reasons. Lithium-ion has a high energy density and a high cell voltage. 
The maintenance need is low and there are no memory effects. However, to limit the peak voltage 
during charging for safe operation, a protection circuit is built into each battery pack. This also limits 
the discharge current. Other safety features are also needed for lithium-ion batteries and these measures 
also the batteries rather expensive. 
 
Two main types of risks should be considered with vehicle batteries. One is that the battery (system) 
itself is the cause of the incident, i.e. an electrical fault (e.g. short-circuit or overcharge), which could 
result in a fire. The other is that the battery is exposed to an external risk, either some mechanical force 
or a thermal attack (e.g. fire). There are examples of batteries exploding or giving of jet fires in some 
situations where these risks have been realised. Burning and exploding lap-tops have made big news in 
recent years [24] and it is imperative that suitable safety measures are taken concerning such batteries, 
but scientific data is scarce and more research is needed. According to Andersson and Johansson 
electric cars is the group of cars experiencing the largest number of fires in relation to the number of 
cars within the group [25]. 
 
Caution should also be taken concerning toxic fumes, e.g. hydrogen fluoride, and oxides of carbon, 
aluminium, lithium, copper, and cobalt [26] can be emitted in a fire. The lithium salts used in the 
electrolyte contain fluorine or chlorine compound, which mean that hydrogen fluoride or hydrogen 
chloride can be produced during a fire. 
 
REGULATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS 
Some restrictions presently exist concerning alternative energy carriers, especially for compressed or 
liquefied gases. Regarding underground constructions most restrictions concern underground garages, 
but some also specifically address tunnels. Many of the restrictions can be related to LPG (liquefied 
petroleum gas), which cannot be considered as a new, alternative energy carrier as it has been used 
since the 1930’s. It is, however, interesting for several reasons. LPG is a fuel that is different from the 
most traditional fuels, i.e. petrol and Diesel, and some new energy carriers are quite similar to LPG, 
e.g. DME which can be stored as a liquid at low pressure. According to the Energy Policy Act of 2005 
in the USA, LPG is also considered to be an alternative fuel, together with LNG, CNG, hydrogen, 
propane, methanol, ethanol, and biodiesel [27]. 
 
Different countries have different regulations for handling and storage of gases in underground 
structures. Regulations are continuously under discussion and revisions. This means that the situation 
might have changed in some of the regions discussed below since the references were published. 
However, this still gives an overview of the different approaches adopted in the different regulations. 
In Table 3 restrictions of the use of gaseous fuel in some European countries are presented. The 
corresponding information for some non-European countries is given in Table 4. 
 
As can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4 there are restrictions of the use of LPG and other gases in some 
countries or regions. In other countries there are, on the other hand, no such bans (e.g. Japan). In some 
countries there are no general restrictions, but there are certain safety requirements to follow for the 
underground construction and/or the vehicles. In many countries it is also up to the garage owner to 
decide what vehicle fuels to allow in their garage. The table is not comprehensive, but gives a good 
picture of the diversity in approaches taken in different countries and regions concerning the legislation 
on gaseous vehicle fuels. 
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Table 3 Summary of restriction of use of gaseous fuel in underground constructions in different 
countries in Europe. 

Country Type of 
underground 
construction  

Fuel Comments Ref. 

Italy Multilevel 
garage 

LPG Allowed down to the first underground level. If 
to park in garage, the vehicle must have safety 
equipment (ECE/ONU 67-02) and the garage 
must have prevention actions from the rescue 
services. 

[28, 29] 

Tunnel LPG Vehicles using LPG or gas should be labelled 
before entering the Mont Blanc tunnel or the 
Frejus tunnel, respectively. 

[30, 31] 

Germany Garage LPG Allowed according to federal regulations, but 
still a ban of LPG vehicles in underground 
garages in two of the states. 

[32-35] 

France Tunnel Gases Vehicles running on gas are prohibited in the 
Euro tunnel 

[36] 

Garage LPG Vehicles with safety valves are allowed, both in 
tunnels and underground garages. 

[37-39]  

Luxembourg Garage LPG, 
H2 

Vehicles running on LPG or hydrogen gas are 
not allowed to be parked in underground garages 

[40-42] 

UK Garage, 
tunnel 

Gases No restrictions except the Euro tunnel (see 
France above). Private owners of underground 
garages can, however, forbid gas driven vehicles 
in their garage 

[36, 43] 

Czech 
Republic 

Garage LPG, 
CNG 

Vehicles running on CNG or LPG may not be 
introduced into closed storage buildings, 
underground garages or similar facilities unless 
specifically stated otherwise. For garages 
permitting the gases, specific safety measures 
must be taken.  

[44, 45] 

Switzerland Garage Gases The garage owner has the final decision on what 
vehicles may park in their garage. 

[46] 

Austria Garage LPG, 
CNG 

The provinces of Austria have autonomy 
regarding rules on car parking, e.g. LPG is 
banned in garages in Oberöstereich and in the 
city of Mürzzuschlag. In other regions the 
garages should fulfil certain requirements and be 
clearly signed to allow LPG (e.g. 
Niederöstereich, Salzburg, Steirmark); for 
Salzburg certain requirements also for CNG 

[47-51] 

tunnel LPG, 
CNG 

LPG and CNG are not permitted in the Tauern 
rail tunnel 

[52] 

Sweden Garage LPG LPG cannot be stored in underground garages 
below apartment buildings, or in multi-car 
garages. Local municipal bans also exist. 

[53, 54] 

Finland Garage LPG LPG cannot be used or stored in underground 
premises 

[55] 
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Table 4 Summary of restriction of use of gas in underground constructions in some different non-
European countries. 

Country Type of 
underground 
construction  

Fuel Comments Ref. 

Canada Garage LPG No federal law, but laws on municipal 
level exist, e.g. in Ontario vehicles must 
have stop-fill valve to be parked in 
underground parking facilities and in 
Calgary LPG tanks are forbidden in 
underground garages. 

[56, 57] 

USA Tunnel LPG No federal law, but state wise 
restrictions, e.g. in Maryland LPG is 
forbidden in the Baltimore Harbor and 
McHenry tunnels. LPG is also forbidden 
in the Summer, Callahan, Prudential and 
Dewey Square tunnels in Massachusetts 
and in the Holland, Lincoln, Brooklyn 
Battery and Queens Midtown tunnels in 
New York and New Jersey. In the state of 
Texas there is a total ban on LPG 
vehicles in tunnels, while in Virginia the 
only LPG ban is for the Chesapeake Bay 
tunnel 

[58-63] 

Hong Kong Garages LPG No restrictions on parking LPG fuelled 
vehicles in underground garages. 
However, the installations must be 
factory made, i.e. no converted vehicles 
are allowed. 

[64] 

Japan Garage, 
tunnel 

LPG No restrictions on the use of LPG [65] 

 
FIRE INCIDENTS 
Vehicle fires can have several different causes: collisions, over-heating, leakage of flammable liquids, 
electrical faults, etc. For new energy carriers it is difficult to find any representative statistics. 
Therefore, this section is focused on some selected incidents exemplifying the risks. Again LPG is 
included to represent vehicles running on liquefied gas denser than air and incidents with LPG vehicles 
also constitute a large part of the selected incidents, see Table 5. Further details on the incidents are 
given below. Not mentioned in Table 5 (which focus on vehicles running on LPG or new energy 
carriers) is the car crash in a highway tunnel near Palermo in Italy 18 March 1996. In that accident, 
involving a tank truck transporting LPG, propane was released through a crack leading to a burning gas 
cloud causing critical burns to 25 persons. The subsequent BLEVE caused five fatalities [66]. This has 
not been included as the cause of the accident was not strictly a new energy carrier but a vehicle 
transporting fuel for a new energy carrier. 
 
The night of 31 January 1999, a vehicle fuelled with LPG was put on fire by an arsonist in Vennissieux 
outside Lyon [67]. The LPG system was not equipped with a safety valve. This led to an increase in 
pressure in the tank during the fire and later the tank exploded. Six fire men trying to extinguish the 
fire were severely injured during the fire. This incident led to the opinion that something needs to been 
done to avoid this kind of incident in the future and later requirements of safety valves were 
introduced. 
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Table 5 Summary of incidents involving cars running on LPG or new energy carriers. 
Date Place Type of 

premises 
No of 
vehicles 

Fuel Ignition Consequences 

31 
Jan. 
1999 

Venissieux, 
France 

 1 LPG Arson Explosion; 6 fire fighters 
severely injured 

Sep. 
2002 

USA  1 CNG Car fire Rupture of gas cylinder 

9 Nov. 
2002 

Seine-et-
Marne, 
France 

Garage 1 LPG Unknown Explosion; building of 
origin collapsed; in total 
39 buildings affected. 

28 
Aug. 
2005 

Firenze, 
Italy 

San Donato 
tunnel 

 LPG Engine 
fire 

Dense smoke 

June 
2006 

Collatino, 
Italy 

Parked on 
the street 

1 LPG Arson Explosion, several cars, 
2 garages, shops, fire 
spread to apartments 

March 
2007 

Seattle, 
USA 

Row of 
parked 
vehicles 

12 One with 
CNG 

Arson 12 cars damaged or 
destroyed; CNG tank 
exploded when fire 
fighter were 
approaching; Debris 
approx 30 m away 

May 
2007 

Carson, 
CA, USA 

Refuelling 1 CNG  Driver killed 

16 
Dec. 
2007 

Salerno, 
Italy 

Under-
ground 
garage 

 LPG Leakage 
of gas 
from 
vehicle 

Explosion; one 3 store 
building totally 
destroyed; 5 other 
building affected 

7 June 
2008 

USA Running on 
the high 
way 

1 Hybrid 
converted 
to plug-in 

Short 
circuit 

One burnt out car 

19 
Sept. 
2008 

Rovigno, 
Italy 

Under-
ground 
garage 

 LPG  Fire spread to 
neighbouring garage and 
threatened the building 

Oct. 
2008 

South 
Yorkshire, 
UK 

Running on 
the road 

1 LPG Lighting 
of 
cigarette 

Explosion, Burns, 
broken windows 

8 Nov 
2008 

Mallaca, 
Malaysia 

Filling 
station 

1 LPG  Explosion of vehicle; 
passengers severely 
injured 

28 
Dec. 
2008 

Sampford 
Peverell, 
UK 

Running on 
the high 
way 

1 LPG Unknown One burnt out car 

28 
Oct. 
2009 

Marigliano, 
Italy 

Parking 6 One with 
LPG 

The cause 
of the 
initial fire 
unknown 

Large explosion, 
damaged vehicles and 
buildings 

 
 
On Saturday 9th November 2002, a vehicle fuelled with LPG started to leak LPG in a garage in Seine-
et-Marne in France [68]. The high density of the gas made it spread over a large area and down into the 
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basement. At 11 p.m. the gas was ignited and an explosion occurred. The building collapsed, burying a 
couple and their two children, who were later saved. The explosion affected in total 39 buildings 
within a radius of 200 m. The roof of the LPG vehicle was found 150 m from the place where the 
vehicle was parked. In June 2006, an LPG fuelled vehicle in Collatino, Italy, was ignited by arsonists 
[69]. The car was parked together with other vehicles on the street outside an apartment building. The 
fire started in the rear part of the vehicle, where the LPG tank was positioned. Subsequent explosion of 
the tank led to an intense fire igniting several other cars. The pressure wave destroyed two small 
garages and shops located in the apartment building. The fire damaged the façade and several 
balconies. 
 
In March 2007, an arsonist set fire to a row of vehicles parked under a highway bridge in Seattle [70, 
71]. The first responders were not aware that one of the cars was CNG-fuelled. When they were 15 m – 
20 m from the burning vehicles the CNG tank exploded. The fuel tank landed 30 m from the CNG 
vehicle and other large pieces of debris were found a similar distance from the vehicle. The tank was 
equipped with a safety valve but exploded before the valve released pressure. In May 2007, a CNG 
tank in a vehicle in Carson, CA, USA ruptured [71]. The rupture occurred during refuelling. The 
driver, who was killed in the accident, had the day before regained the vehicle from the repair shop 
after a collision three weeks earlier. In June 2008, a fire in a hybrid car converted to a plug-in, started 
while the car was running [72]. The car used a lithium-ion battery, which was partly damaged during 
the fire, but still gave power. The most probable explanation of the incident, according to the 
investigation, is erroneous electric wiring leading to heat generation. The heat destroyed some cells in 
the battery leading to a short circuit and the fire.  
 
In October 2008, a car running on LPG suddenly exploded in South Yorkshire, UK [73]. The driver 
(amazingly) survived and could after the accident describe the event. He had just recently refuelled his 
car and drove slowly when he smelled LPG. He had been told that this is normal after refuelling. When 
he lit a cigarette the gas was ignited and filled the gar with flames. Due to the increase in pressure the 
windows broke and the bonnet and the trunk were opened. The driver suffered minor burns to the face 
and body, but the seat absorbed most of the energy of the explosion, saving the driver. The most likely 
explanation of the explosion is a leakage in the tube between the filling valve and the tank. The car was 
bought second-hand three weeks earlier, but had been checked and approved twice at workshops. The 
most recent incident in this summary occurred 28 October 2009 in Marigliano, Italy [74]. A fire started 
in a parked car running on a traditional fuel. The fire developed quickly and spread to nearby vehicles. 
In total six cars were involved in the fire, including one using LPG. The LPG vehicle quickly exploded 
after it was included in the fire. The explosion damaged cars in the vicinity and the building outside 
which the cars were parked. Debris from the exploded car was found on the balcony of the building 
and windows were broken up to the eighth floor. Stores at street level sustained severe damage. 
 
In addition to the car fires presented above, some conclusions can be drawn from some bus fires. 
Perrette and Wiedemann described three bus fires involving CNG tanks [75]. The first responders did 
not manage to extinguish these fires. The first conclusion from these fires is that the pressure relief 
devices (PRD) do not always release. This is the case when there is local thermal exposure, e.g. from 
an impinging jet flame, which leads to insufficient heat up of the PRD. For buses it is, therefore, 
important not to have areas with weaker fire protection, e.g. sun roof, which could lead to such 
localised fire exposure. Another important issue is the time to completely empty the tank. In the 
incidents described it would be preferable to have early PRD opening and fast emptying of the tank, 
but this could be completely different if the buses had been located in a confined environment such as 
a tunnel or underground garage. One main conclusion was that the safety of this type of vehicles 
should not rely on component tests only. It is important to test the entire system where, for example, 
the tanks and other components are tested using relevant and realistic scenarios. 
The incidents summarized and described above should not be interpreted to mean that all vehicles 
running on new energy carriers will explode when used or when exposed to fire. The presentation is 
rather an attempt to illustrate a variety of situations. In some cases the fire or incident had very severe 
outcome, while in other cases the outcome was no worse than a fire in a traditional vehicle. It is, 
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however, important that when strategies for new energy carriers are developed one considers worst 
case scenarios. It is also important to realise that all risks are not eliminated by introducing PRDs. The 
outcome still depends on the design of these devices and on the fire scenario. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Despite a significant amount of research on new fuels and energy carriers, not much attention has been 
paid to the risks associated with their distribution and use. Even less attention has been paid to the 
potential risks associated with their use in tunnels and other underground constructions. It seems that 
most organisation are either waiting for the use of the energy carriers, and problems associated with 
them, to increase, or for someone else to deal with the potential problems and find a solution. This 
reluctance to take action is not unusual within fast developing areas. There can be several reasons for 
this. One reason is a common situation in expansive new areas where attention is firmly focussed on 
the opportunities offered by the new technology and there is an unwillingness to see the risks. Another 
reason can be that it is difficult to properly evaluate the situation: what are the emerging trends 
concerning use and what risk scenarios are possible or most likely? 
 
Even if there are some statistics available, it is not easy to foresee which new energy carrier will 
increase fastest. This depends on many different factors: the development of new energy carriers 
themselves or ways of producing them, the development of new technologies for exploiting energy 
carriers, environmental issues, political decisions and policies, public opinion, safety issues, etc. 
Trends can also change rapidly meaning that predictions are often short term at best. One thing seems 
certain, it is not likely that only one new energy carrier will replace all others and in the future we will 
have numerous different energy carriers. 
 
The question is, therefore, how this diverse situation should be handled. New energy carriers do not 
necessarily mean higher risks, but they do imply a new situation and new risks. These risks need to be 
evaluated and considered. The mixture of different energy carrier can also constitute a risk itself, since 
there are situations where different safety measures need to be taken depending on the energy carrier 
used and the scenario in question. This can for example be a problem for the rescue services since they 
will no doubt face incidents involving different types of fuels and energy carriers. This means that they 
must have information concerning not only the situation itself but also the energy carriers involved. 
Further, they need prior knowledge of how best to tackle any given situation including mitigation 
tactics. Some vehicles have signs saying what energy carrier is used, but these signs are often small and 
sometimes missing. A common information system is needed to reliably provide this information to 
those who need it, when it is needed. As described above, some tunnels require drivers of vehicles 
running on gas or LPG to report this before entering the tunnel and to label their vehicle, but as the 
diversity increases, an overall system is still to be developed.  
 
In this paper, the focus has been on the individual vehicles. Of course there will also be bulk transport 
of such energy carriers, which will also constitute an increased risk when transported through tunnels. 
As described in the section on regulations and restrictions, there are a variety of views on how vehicles 
running on LPG, CNG or similar fuels should be treated and what safety measures are needed. It is 
important that restrictions are based on correct information. Therefore, systematic research is needed 
concerning new energy carriers. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
A review of common new energy carriers and alternative fuels has been presented in this paper. It is 
important that the safety issues related to the use of new energy carriers in tunnels are considered, 
investigated and reported and that the development of such vehicles and the risks associated with them 
are studied in a scientific way. The future use of different energy carriers will not only depend on 
technological development, but also on public opinion and political willingness. It is, therefore, 
important that correct and detailed information concerning safety issues and the behaviour of these 
energy carriers in case of fires is developed. Unless this occurs in a timely manner, there is a risk that 
decisions will be based on too little or erroneous information. There is also a pedagogical aspect to this 
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research in that the implementation of new technology is dependent on the development and 
distribution of correct information to avoid unnecessary fear and insecurity in the public which 
constitute potential users. 
 
Systems, not only components, need to be tested to study different possible scenarios and to develop 
models for these scenarios. When the scenarios are described in a representative way, technical safety 
solutions, mitigations systems, and rescue service tactics can be developed. It is also important to study 
how the different systems (detection, ventilation, mitigation) interact and how the models developed 
should be altered depending on the scenario. 
 
The incidents analysed show that new energy carriers can lead to explosions with catastrophic 
consequences in case of fire. The outcome does, however, vary with the scenario. It is important that 
we learn from incidents that have occurred and that experiments and relevant research are performed to 
maximise our understanding of the risks. The incidents also show that safety systems do malfunction, 
especially in used vehicles. Such malfunction can be due to accidents, mistakes, conversions, or 
erroneous repairs, but the consequences of such malfunction are always potentially serious. 
 
The field of new energy carriers is very diverse and constitutes many different fields of research. This 
makes a detailed review of all aspects of risks associated with new energy carriers and safety in 
tunnels, impossible. On the other hand this is exactly why this issue is so important. When new energy 
carriers are developed and used in vehicles travelling through tunnels a variety of different safety 
aspects converge and need to be dealt with properly. Clearly, more research is needed concerning how 
safety in tunnels is affected by the introduction and development of new energy carriers, preferably 
before a major incident in a tunnel including new energy carriers causes a major setback in political 
and public willingness to adopt such technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The international consensus on the benefits of active fire protection in tunnels has changed from being 
against the idea to one of guarded support. The most influential international standards, PIARC and 
NFPA, now contain positive remarks about active fire protection systems, even if they stop short of 
recommending them in all new tunnels. It has been recognised that active fire protection systems can 
limit the size of a fire so that ventilation systems will be able to handle it and fire-fighters will be able 
to approach to complete extinguishment. In addition it is recognised that active fire protection systems 
will limit damage to the tunnel in the event of fire, so that even a fire involving several heavy goods 
vehicles will not close the tunnel for a lengthy period. While the consensus has moved, there is still 
much debate about when an active fire protection system is appropriate; to what extent it can be 
assumed to limit the maximum heat release rate; and to what extent it will limit the maximum tunnel 
lining temperatures and so reduce the specification for passive structural fire protection. Surprisingly, 
given that over 100 tunnels are now fitted with an active fire protection system, there is also debate 
over the initial installation costs and the running costs. As these issues are addressed, using data, a 
consensus will emerge. Meanwhile most European countries now routinely consider whether to fix an 
active fire protection system in new tunnels, and some are considering whether active fire protection 
systems can be used to upgrade fire safety in existing tunnels. Looking ahead, research projects are 
investigating to what extent an active fire protection system can limit the maximum heat release rate; 
whether an active fire protection system combined with longitudinal ventilation offers equal or better 
life safety than transverse ventilation; and how to specify design or performance test criteria for tunnel 
active fire protection systems. 
 
 
KEYWORDS: fire suppression, sprinklers, water mist 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
When the Mont Blanc and other tragic alpine fires occurred, those in the active fire protection 
industry assumed that the authorities would consider sprinkler systems as an obvious means to 
prevent small fires from becoming large fires. It was only when various companies made approaches 
to the authorities in different countries that the active fire protection industry became aware there was 
an international tunnel fire safety community, most of whose members were not involved in fire 
safety in buildings. Moreover, we learned that for decades the received wisdom within the tunnel fire 
safety community had been that active fire protection systems, or to be more specific sprinkler 
systems, were dangerous in tunnels. We were astonished to learn this and decided to engage the 
tunnel community to understand why it had rejected active fire protection and to ask it to think again. 
We took this decision not just to improve fire safety in tunnels but also to correct texts which could 
have influenced thinking on fire safety in other underground spaces, such as car parks. 
 
I became involved seven years ago and have now been to many tunnel fire safety conferences. 
Initially mine was a minority view but in the past decade governments and individual companies have 
performed research to bring science into the debate, and as a result the consensus has shifted to 
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become much more positive about active fire protection in tunnels. This paper will look at where 
active fire protection in tunnels was a decade ago and where it is now. It will summarise past research 
and highlight current or planned research programmes, discussing how research learning has 
influenced international standards. Looking to the future it will discuss what further changes we may 
expect for active fire protection in tunnels. 
 
 
DIRECTIVE 2004/54/EC 
 
Although the European Commission does not normally initiate legislation for fire safety, following 
the Mont Blanc, Tauern and St Gotthard fires the Alpine countries (Austria, France, Germany, Italy 
and Switzerland) decided they wanted a consistent approach to tunnel fire safety and asked the 
European Commission to take action. One difficulty was to find a legal basis for a European 
Directive. By restricting the scope of the Directive to tunnels on the trans-European road networks it 
could be argued that it was focussed on cross-border issues that affect many Europeans. Furthermore 
to avoid too great an impact it was limited to tunnels longer than 500m. Lastly, it was finalised on 29th 
April 2004 so as to avoid negotiations with the ten Eastern European countries which joined the 
European Union on 1st May 2004. Directive 2004/54/EC [1] affected 512 existing tunnels at the time 
it was written and will now cover many more tunnels in Eastern Europe, as well as tunnels designed 
since it was published. In  
 
As with many European legislative initiatives, not all countries thought it necessary and there were 
differences of opinion on the measures to be specified. Early drafts were very rigid and did not allow 
any flexibility. Thanks to lobbying by the European Fire Sprinkler Network and others, the final form 
introduced a little flexibility, so that it would be possible to make a case for alternative approaches. In 
section 1.2.1 of Annex I is stated, “Limited derogations from these requirements may be allowed 
provided that the following procedure is completed successfully. 
 
Member States or the administrative authority shall send to the Commission information on the 
following: 
- the limited derogation(s) envisaged, 
- the imperative reasons underlying the limited derogation envisaged, 
- the alternative risk-reduction measures which are to be used or reinforced in order to ensure at least 
an equivalent level of safety, including proof therefor in the form of an analysis of relevant risks.” 
 
Some existing tunnels may be steeper or their lanes narrower than specified. The Directive also states 
in 2.5.2 of Annex I, “In existing bi-directional tunnels longer than 1 500 m with a traffic volume 
higher than 2 000 vehicles per lane but no emergency lane, the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
implementation of lay-bys shall be evaluated.” Perhaps an active fire protection system could be fitted 
instead, at much lower cost. 2.9.3 states, “In tunnels with bi-directional and/or congested 
unidirectional traffic, longitudinal ventilation shall be allowed only if a risk analysis according to 
Article 13 shows it is acceptable and/or specific measures are taken, such as appropriate traffic 
management, shorter emergency exit distances, smoke exhausts at intervals.” Again, an active fire 
protection system may be a suitable measure. 
 
 
TUNNELS WITH ACTIVE FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS 
 
It is not a new idea to fit active fire protection systems in tunnels. The first system was installed in a 
Japanese road tunnel about 60 years ago. Today over 100 tunnels are fitted with an active fire 
protection system. 
 
The following tunnels are fitted with an active fire protection system: 
Abu Dhabi Yas Island Southern Crossing Tunnel 
Australia Adelaide Hills Tunnel 
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Australia Brisbane North/South Busway Tunnel 
Australia Clem Jones Tunnel 
Australia Eastern Distributor Tunnel 
Australia Graham Farmer Tunnel 
Australia Lane Cove Tunnel 
Australia M4 Tunnel 
Australia M5 East Tunnel 
Australia Melbourne City Link Tunnel 
Australia Mitcham/Frankston Tunnel 
Australia Sydney Harbour Tunnel 
Austria Mona Lisa Tunnel 
Austria Felbertauern Tunnel 
Canada George Massey Tunnel 
Finland Helsinki Service Tunnel 
France A86 Tunnel 
Italy Brennero Tunnel 
Italy Virgolo Tunnel 
The Netherlands Roermond Tunnels 
Norway Fløjfjell Tunnel 
Norway Válreng Tunnel 
Spain M30 Tunnels 
Spain Vielha Tunnel 
Sweden Klara Tunnel 
Sweden Tegelbacken Tunnel 
UK Dartford Tunnel 
UK Tyne Tunnels 
USA CANA Tunnels 
USA Battery Street Tunnel 
USA I-90 First Hill Mercer Island Tunnel 
USA Mt. Baker Ridge Tunnel 
USA I-5 Tunnel 
 
In addition Japan has some 80 road tunnels fitted with an active fire protection system. Some of these 
systems have been used on real fires with positive results. The fire in the Melbourne City Link 
Burnley tunnel in March 2007 started with a road traffic accident involving four cars and three heavy 
goods vehicles. The deluge system was activated and kept the fire under control while people left the 
tunnel and fire-fighters arrived to complete extinguishment. Despite a potentially huge fire, and the 
presence of over 400 people in the tunnel, only three people died and they were killed in the traffic 
accident, not the subsequent fire. 
 
 
TRADITIONAL THINKING 
 
For decades it was thought by tunnel builders and operators that sprinklers were not appropriate in 
tunnels. After some probing it has emerged that this thinking came out of some liquid pool fire tests in 
Offenegg in Switzerland in 1965. It is claimed that a researcher turned off the sprinkler system after 
the fire was out but before all the hot surfaces had cooled. Fuel vapours ignited to cause an explosion 
and one person was injured. Unfortunately a full report is not available on the web so it is not possible 
to confirm these claims. However, if they are true, the learning should not be that active fire 
protection systems are dangerous; rather it should be that it is dangerous to turn them off while 
surfaces are still hot and fuel vapours are present. 
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PURPOSE OF ACTIVE FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS IN TUNNELS 
 
Among those who support the use of active fire protection systems in tunnels there is a consensus 
about the reasons for doing so. In almost all cases the main reason for fitting an active fire protection 
system is to prevent fire from spreading from the first vehicle to others. In that way the fire will be 
limited in size and heat output, and it will be possible for fire-fighters to approach the fire and 
complete extinguishment. 
 
Of course if the fire is not as large as it would be without an active fire protection system conditions 
in the tunnel will not be as dangerous for those caught in it. In fire testing, at moderate distances 
downstream from the fire temperatures were bearable, helping those in the tunnel to escape. 
 
A smaller fire produces less smoke and heat so the ventilation systems will not be overwhelmed. 
Ventilation system designers will be able to select smaller design fires, secure in the knowledge that 
the active fire protection system will prevent larger fires. 
 
A smaller fire, extinguished faster, causes much less damage. Repair costs are lower and, just as 
importantly, the tunnel will be able to reopen sooner. A tunnel is an expensive infrastructure project 
built for strong economic reasons. If it is closed there is a major impact on the local and even the 
regional economy. 
 
Active fire protection also protects the tunnel lining so it may be possible to reduce the amount of 
passive structural fire protection, thereby making significant savings. 
 
While there are hundreds of tunnel fires every year it is generally the fires involving one or more 
heavy goods vehicles which have beaten fire-fighters, caused multiple fatalities and made the 
headlines. Only an active fire protection system can give fire-fighters any chance of reaching these 
fires to put them out. Fire tests and real fires have proven that heavy goods vehicle can produce 
200MW or larger fires in tunnels, within minutes and much faster than the fire brigade can deploy. 
 
 
ACTIVE FIRE PROTECTION RESEARCH 
 
Unfortunately most of the research performed to evaluate the performance of active fire protection 
systems in tunnels is proprietary. However, there have been some publicly-funded research projects. 
 
Benelux Tunnel Tests 
14 fire tests were used to determine the benefits of fitting large drop sprinklers [2]. These sprinklers 
were selected so that the large droplets would penetrate the powerful fire plumes and not be swept 
away by the tunnel ventilation. In the tests, with ventilation at up to 5 m/s, sprinklers reduced 
temperatures to safe levels upstream and downstream of the fire. They also reduced the probability of 
fire spread between vehicles. 
 
BRE 
While not about tunnels, the Building Research Establishment in the UK has performed some fire 
tests on cars in car parks on behalf of the British Government. The test programme and its results have 
been presented at a seminar organised by the BRE and it is expected that the full report will be made 
available in 2010. The tests showed that fire can spread from one car to another, even over distances 
as great as 5m. They also showed that sprinkler systems are very effective at preventing this spread 
and at keeping the fire to a size which enables fire-fighters to approach and complete extinguishment. 
Without fire suppression car fires reached over 20 MW and a computer simulation of a real fire in a 
large car park in Bristol found a heat release rate of about 60 MW. In that case over 20 cars were 
involved in the fire. 
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CETU 
In France the Centre d’Etudes des Tunnels, an arm of the French government, commissioned some 
fire tests which led to the decision to install a water mist system in the A86 car tunnel west of Paris. 
CETU has also sponsored some research on the interaction of active fire protection and ventilation 
systems, in particular a comparison of transverse ventilation against the combination of active fire 
protection and longitudinal ventilation in bi-directional tunnels. In 2010 CETU will be continuing this 
research with some full-scale fire tests to assess performance and costs of the various options. 
 
National Research Council of Canada 
Building on its past work on tunnel fire detection, which is summarised below, the National Research 
Council of Canada is looking for partners to work on design fires in road tunnels. 
 
Runehamar 
Free-burn fire tests in the disused Runehamar tunnel in Norway [3] showed that a fire in a single 
heavy goods vehicle can produce a heat release rate of 200 MW. This surprised many fire safety 
experts and led to a change in design heat release rates for tunnel fires. A compressed air foam 
system, CAFS, was later tested in the same tunnel. It successfully extinguished a pool fire and 
controlled a wooden pallet fire, with temperatures below 100°C downstream of the fire [4]. 
 
The CAFS was tested for the Roermond tunnels in The Netherlands. Although it performed well in 
the fire tests it was too expensive so the Dutch government looked at alternatives. In 2008 a third 
series of tests were run in the Runehamar tunnel to evaluate the performance of water mist [5]. With 
ventilation of up to 5 m/s the water mist system was applied to a 100m2 diesel pool fire and a 200 
MW heavy goods vehicle fire. Within a minute the diesel fire was extinguished. After a minute for the 
heavy goods vehicle fire the temperature had dropped below 50°C 20m upstream and below 280°C 
5m downstream. A mock-up of a partially-filled LPG tank was tested for exposure and BLEVE risk. 
The water mist system prevented a risk of a BLEVE for the diesel pool fire and for the solid fire if the 
water mist system was activated before the heat release rate exceeded 50 MW. However, if the water 
mist system activation was delayed until the heat release rate reached 200 MW, there was a serious 
risk of a BLEVE. Measurements were taken of the temperature, carbon monoxide concentration and 
visibility downstream of the fires. It was concluded that tenability was regained within a few minutes 
of activation of the water mist system. 
 
SOLIT 
The Safety of Life in Tunnels project was sponsored by the German Government [6]. Over 50 large-
scale tests were performed. Extrapolating from free-burn data, the researchers calculated that the fire 
load of a heavy goods vehicle with idle pallets could grow to 180 MW. Water mist systems reduced 
the heat release rate to 20-50 MW. Fire-fighters also found that they could readily approach the fire. 
 
SP ro-ro deck fire tests 
SP, the Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, ran some government-sponsored research to 
evaluate the performance of active fire protection systems in vehicle ferries on heavy goods vehicle 
fires [7]. There are some similarities to a heavy goods vehicle fire in a tunnel, the most important 
difference being that in a tunnel there will be ventilation at up to 10 m/s. 
 
In tests where the fires were fully exposed to the water spray show that there is a clear relationship 
between the level of performance and the water application rate. A discharge density of 15 mm/min 
provided immediate fire suppression, 10 mm/min fire suppression, and 5 mm/min fire control. A high-
pressure water mist system was also tested. It controlled the fire at a discharge density of 5.8 mm/min 
but not at 3.75 and 4.6 mm/min. In other words the water spray system at 5 mm/min performed 
similarly to a high pressure water mist system at 5.8 mm/min. In these tests most of the water was 
discharged by the nozzles directly onto the fire. Whether it was a water spray system or a water mist 
system the water was used to reduce heat output, so droplet diameter had little effect on performance. 
  
Where the fire was shielded from direct water application by a tarpaulin, as would often be the case 
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for a heavy goods vehicle, the tested systems preserved the tarpaulin and allowed the fire to continue 
below it. The active fire protection systems therefore had a limited effect on the total heat release rate 
and the associated total energy, as almost all combustible material was consumed in the tests. 
However, the tests also demonstrated that if the roof of a real vehicle burns through, even if only 
partly, water will reach the fire and control or suppress it. 
 
Most of the water spray systems installed in tunnels use a discharge density of 10 mm/min. The SP 
tests support that discharge density. The water mist failures at 3.75 and 4.6 mm/min suggest that there 
is little safety margin at 5 mm/min, while the rapid water spray fire suppression at 15 mm/min 
suggests there may be a benefit from a higher density than 10 mm/min, although that benefit may not 
support the consequent increased system cost. 
 
Transportation Research Board 
In the United States the Transportation Research Board has scoped a National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program on design fires in tunnels. “The following tasks are proposed: 

• Collect and document significant fire incidents, domestic and international, in road tunnels, 
including combined use tunnels; 

• Collect and document existing data from fire tests in road tunnels and identify gaps in testing; 
• Collect and document data on the application and effectiveness of fixed fire suppression 

systems and how these might modify the design fire size; 
• Document the effects of various ventilation conditions, tunnel geometry and structural/non-

structural components of the tunnel on design characteristics; 
• Document impact of alternative fuel vehicles on design fires; 
• Document the design fire issues relevant to fire suppression system designs and gaps in 

available information; 
• Document  state of the practice in computer and scale-modelling efforts; 
• Document exit strategies and motorist notification systems; 
• Document design guidance information on the issues that need to be considered in setting 

design fire sizes and establishing next steps.” 
 
UPTUN 
UPTUN was a research programme sponsored by the European Commission. Small pool fires and 
small idle pallet fires, with a potential heat release rate of 10-20 MW, were tested. Water mist fire 
protection systems reduced the heat release rates by 40-70% [6]. 
 
 
ACTIVE FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
While a few automatic sprinkler systems have been installed in tunnels, most systems are deluge 
systems. A deluge system has a network of open nozzles at the roof of the tunnel, divided into zones, 
typically of 30m to reflect the length of a heavy goods vehicle. When there is a fire a valve is opened 
in the zone above the fire and in the zone either side of it. Water is sprayed from all the nozzles in the 
three zones. 
 
Deluge systems have been selected over automatic sprinkler systems because of two concerns: firstly 
that the ventilation system in a tunnel could spread heat first to sprinklers not above the fire and 
secondly that a tunnel fire could rapidly develop a great deal of heat over a large area so that too many 
sprinklers would open, overwhelming the water supply. By contrast a deluge system takes a fixed 
amount of water and with suitable detection it is possible only to open the zones above or next to the 
fire. There are many types of deluge nozzle available but they fall into two groups: water spray and 
water mist. 
 
Water spray nozzles take water at a typical pressure of 1.5-5 bar and discharge a pattern of water 
droplets over the area below. Water spray systems are designed to achieve an even discharge of water 
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over an area, with one specification being the water application density, measured like rainfall in 
mm/min. Droplets from water spray systems are mainly larger than 1mm in diameter. 
 
By contrast water mist systems use higher pressures, in some cases over 100 bar, and discharge much 
finer droplets, 99% of which have a diameter less than 1mm. Nozzles with very small orifices are 
used to create the mist. The smaller droplets are drawn into the fire by its own ventilation and easily 
evaporate due to their large surface area to volume ratio. Evaporating water displaces air and oxygen 
from the fire, suffocating it. These effects combine for water mist to use water more efficiently than 
water spray systems, so that they require less water. Storage tanks, pumps and pipes can be smaller, 
saving on costs, although to prevent blockage of the small nozzle orifices higher quality materials 
such as stainless steel are required, which add to costs. 
 
 
FIRE DETECTION IN TUNNELS 
 
For an active fire protection system to be effective it is essential that fires are quickly and accurately 
detected. It could be argued that this has proved to be more difficult than designing an effective 
extinguishing system. Smoke detection, such as used in offices, shops or homes, reacts to dust, fumes 
and water vapour in the tunnel. Flame detectors could react to car lights or vehicle exhausts. In older 
tunnels fixed temperature and rate of rise point detectors have been used, with good experience. 
Linear heat detectors have been fitted in some tunnels.  
 
Today the CCTV systems installed to detect traffic incidents in tunnels are becoming a favourite as 
the means to detect a fire. They detect stationary vehicles and algorithms can be used to identify the 
irregular movement of flames. One attraction of this approach is that many vehicle fires start due to 
electrical or mechanical problems and not due to traffic accidents. 
 
Tests run in Boston by the National Research Council of Canada and NFPA’s Fire Protection 
Research Foundation showed reasonable results for CCTV and linear heat detectors [8]. Once a fire 
has been detected the operator can decide what action to take. One area of discussion is whether the 
system should automatically discharge after a delay if the operator takes no action. 
 
 
NFPA 502 
 
NFPA 502 Standard for Road Tunnels, Bridges and Other Limited Access Highways [9] is used by 
many jurisdictions in the United States. NFPA standards are drafted by a consensus across a 
committee selected to balance the various stakeholder interests. In this case the committee is made up 
of tunnel operators, academics, consultants, and experts in passive fire protection, smoke extraction 
systems, fire suppression systems and fire safety electric cables. The language used in the standard is 
designed to be enforceable, so that it can be determined without ambiguity whether a tunnel is 
compliant. Several of the members of the NFPA 502 committee also represent their governments on 
PIARC committees. Thus NFPA 502 and the PIARC tunnel documents influence each other and 
develop in tandem. 
 
2004 Edition 
Appendix D of the 2004 edition of NFPA 502 retained the decades-old negative comments about 
sprinklers which were also found in the PIARC reports. For example: 

• “it is believed that road tunnel conditions cannot exploit sprinkler system strengths and could 
turn most of their advantages into disadvantages”; 

• “Typically fires in road tunnels usually occur inside vehicles or inside passenger or engine 
compartments designed to be waterproof from above; therefore, sprinklers would not have an 
extinguishing effect; 

• “If any delay occurs between ignition and sprinkler activation, a thin water spray on a very 
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hot fire will produce large quantities of superheated steam without materially suppressing the 
fire. This steam has the potential to be more damaging than smoke.” 

• “the use of sprinklers in road tunnels generally is not recommended.” 
 
2008 Edition 
The 2008 edition of NFPA 502 introduced major changes to recognise the fire safety benefits of 
active fire protection systems in tunnels: 

• The word “sprinkler” was replaced by “Fixed Water-Based Fire-Fighting System”, which 
opened up the discussion to other active fire protection systems such as deluge water spray, 
deluge foam and water mist; 

• “7.6.2(3) Means shall be provided downstream of an incident site to expedite the flow of 
vehicles from the tunnel. Where it is not possible to provide such means, under all traffic 
conditions, the tunnel shall be protected by a fixed fire-fighting system or other suitable 
means to establish a tenable environment to permit safe evacuation and emergency services 
access”. This change was introduced when the committee recognised that some urban tunnels 
end at congested intersections so that vehicles are often stationary in the tunnel; 

• 7.9.1 recognises that active fire protection systems may be used “as part of an integrated 
approach to the management of fire and life safety”; 

• The standard also began to consider the necessary infrastructure for active fire protection 
systems when regarding drainage in A.7.11.5 it states “If fixed fire suppression systems are 
installed, then consideration must also be given to the flows from those systems”. Here is an 
incentive to use systems, such as water mist, that release less water; 

• Perhaps the most significant change was in Table A.10.5.1, which significantly increased the 
guidance for design fires for ventilation systems, in particular for heavy goods trucks where it 
rose from 20-30 MW to 70-200 MW; 

• Lastly the old concerns about sprinklers in the 2004 edition were retained in Annex E but 
with new language explaining why the concerns were no longer held to be valid. For example, 
“It is now recognised that the purpose of a water-based fixed fire-fighting system is not to 
extinguish the fire but to prevent fire spread to other vehicles so that the fire does not grow to 
a size that cannot be attacked by the fire service.” Further new text was introduced to 
recommending the consideration of active fire protection systems, “The installation of water-
based fixed fire-fighting systems should be considered where an engineering analysis 
demonstrates that the level of safety can be equal to or exceeded by the use of water-based 
fixed fire-fighting systems and is a part of an integrated approach to the management of 
safety.” This is a long way from the 2004 text which recommended against sprinklers. 

 
2011 Edition 
The 2011 edition of NFPA 502 is expected to be published in October 2010. Barring a last minute 
objection from the majority of NFPA members at the NFPA annual conference, it will include the 
following further changes to support the use of active fire protection systems in tunnels: 

• Another name change to water-based fire fighting system; 
• Revision of Table 7.2 to make active fire protection systems conditionally mandatory 

following an engineering analysis in tunnels longer than 914m or in shorter tunnels with a 
high peak traffic flow as in a revised Figure A.7.2; 

• 7.3.1 “acceptable means shall be included within the design of the tunnel to protect all 
primary structural concrete and steel elements in accordance with this standard in order to: (1) 
Mitigate structural damage and prevent progressive tunnel collapse (2) Minimize economic 
impact due to tunnel closure”. The committee’s intent is that active fire protection could be 
used for this purpose, although this is not stated; 

• 7.3.2 “An engineering analysis for the purpose of determining the appropriate time 
temperature curve should consider tunnel geometry, types of vehicles anticipated, types of 
cargoes, any additional fire mitigation measures, expected traffic conditions.” Again, it is the 
committee’s intent that active fire protection could be used to modify the time-temperature 
curve, although this is not stated; 
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• A new Chapter 9 on active fire protection systems brings some material into the body of the 
text, although some remains in the annex. Under the NFPA codes, material in the main body 
of the text can be enforced by code officials, whereas annex material has the lesser status of 
information. Chapter 9 rewrites the analysis of the benefit of active fire protection systems. 
Negative references to sprinklers which were already discounted in the 2008 edition are 
removed. In the annex four categories of active fire protection system are introduced: fire 
suppression, fire control, volume cooling and surface cooling. The annex calls for the 
performance of proposed active fire protection systems to be evaluated using fire test 
protocols but does not offer any fire test protocols; 

• Annex A.10.5 states that, “It has been recognised that FFS are effective in limiting the spread 
of fire and thus controlling fire size” but does not give any guidance on how to reduce design 
fire size if a an active fire protection system is installed; 

• Annex A.10.6.1 states that, “Various means can be utilized to ensure that temperatures do not 
exceed the operational temperature limits of fans and other devices to be used in fire 
emergencies, including physical separation or the use of water-based fire fighting systems to 
limit fire gas temperatures”; 

• Annex E introduces new positive language about active fire protection systems. Annex E.5 
has some information about fire tests run in Europe and the US. It also suggests some design 
parameters for a zoned water spray system in accordance with NFPA 15, drawing on the 
experience of Australia and Japan. Specifically, it calls for deluge nozzles with the hydraulic 
design to assume three zones operate together and informs the reader that 10 mm/min was 
used for the Battery Street tunnel water spray systems while 6.5 mm/min was used for the 
foam systems in the Seattle I-90 and I-5 tunnels. This is followed by a review of the fire tests 
run with active fire protection systems in Japan and Europe. Annex E.6 gives more 
information about the designs used in existing US tunnels and offers some introductory 
requirements for a fire test protocol. 

 
2014 Edition 
NFPA standards are updated in periodic cycles, in the case of NFPA 502 they run every three years. 
Most existing committee members will continue their participation and it is likely that further 
recognition will be give to active fire protection systems. Some of us would like the Conditionally 
Mandatory Requirement for tunnels longer than 914m or with high peak traffic densities to become a 
clear Mandatory Requirement, with it becoming conditionally mandatory to fit active fire protection 
in new tunnels from 305m to 914m. We would also like it to become clearer that active fire protection 
systems can reduce the design fire size in tunnels and to what extent. However, these are only aims 
and we must wait to see what the entire committee and NFPA membership decides. 
 
 
PIARC 
 
The World Road Association has members from 142 countries, many of whom are governments. 
Under the PIARC label, which is the acronym for its previous name, it publishes consensus 
documents produced by committees of representatives of its members. PIARC documents are used by 
most European governments as the basis for their approach to tunnel fire safety. 
 
Historical resistance to active fire protection 
For many years it was PIARC which formed the negative international consensus regarding the 
suitability of active fire protection in tunnels. PIARC reports stated: 
“The reason why most countries do not use sprinklers in tunnels is that most fires start in the motor 
room or in the compartment, and sprinklers are of no use till the fire is open.” 
“The use of sprinklers raises a number of problems which are summarised in the following points: 

• Water can cause explosion in petrol..., if not combined with appropriate additives, 
• There exists a risk that the fire is extinguished but flammable gases are still produced and 

may cause an explosion, 
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• Vaporised steam can hurt people, 
• Their efficiency is weak in the case of inside vehicle fires, 
• The smoke layer is cooled down and de-stratified, so that it will cover the whole tunnel, 
• Maintenance can be costly, 
• Sprinklers are difficult to handle manually, 
• Visibility is reduced.” 

Clearly some of these concerns have no bearing in theory or practice but for decades they had never 
been challenged. It is true that active fire protection systems will probably not extinguish a fire inside 
a vehicle. Their purpose is to limit the fire size and heat output by preventing the fire from spreading 
to other vehicles. Fire-fighters can then approach close enough to extinguish the fire. In the major 
Alpine fires fire-fighters were unable to get close enough to the fire to attack it. Water cannot cause an 
explosion in petrol – this is nonsense. If the active fire protection system is turned off after the fire is 
extinguished but before the hot surfaces have cooled, hot flammable vapours could reignite and cause 
an explosion in a confined space. That is a matter of fire-fighter training. Anyone close enough to the 
fire to be scalded by water vapour turning to steam would already be severely burned or killed by the 
fire. While an active fire protection system will accelerate smoke de-stratification, an unchecked fire 
can soon overwhelm any smoke extraction system. Moreover if longitudinal ventilation is employed, 
turbulence downstream of the fire can also destroy stratification. Active fire protection systems have 
few moving parts, are very reliable and require relatively little maintenance. 
 
Recent recognition of the potential benefits of active fire protection 
PIARC has now recognised that its concerns were generally not valid or not relevant, and so its most 
recent report on the subject of active fire protection systems in tunnels, which was published in 2008 
[10], introduced a change in thinking. The reasons given were: 

• “Fires develop much more quickly than expected, 
• Fire temperatures in excess of 1,000°C can be achieved, 
• Smoke volumes during the early stages of a fire are greater than expected, 
• Fire spread between vehicles occurs over a much greater distance than expected (e.g. more 

than 200m in the Mont Blanc Tunnel), 
• The behaviour of tunnel users was unexpected: 

o They did not realise the amount of danger they were in, 
o They chose to stay in their vehicles during the early stages of fire, as they did not 

want to leave their property, 
o They mistakenly believed that they were safer in their cars than by using the self-

rescue safety systems, 
o By the time they realised the danger they were in, it was too late to self-rescue.” 

As a result of these unexpected considerations, PIARC states that “consideration of Fixed Fire 
Fighting Systems may in some circumstances be warranted”. This is hardly a strong endorsement but 
is a big change from the long-held, negative position. More specifically, PIARC states, “At least two 
severe situations should be considered for the case of unidirectional traffic and longitudinal 
ventilation: 

• A rapidly developing, potentially large fire with stationary traffic downstream of the fire,  
• A tanker with the potential for a BLEVE incident” 

The first of these situations appeared in the 2008 edition of NFPA 502, which was published in 2007. 
 
PIARC continues, “In the case of bi-directional traffic and transverse ventilation, severe situations 
include: 

• A rapidly developing, potentially large fire with stationary traffic on both sides of the fire,  
• A tanker with the potential for a BLEVE incident” 

 
PIARC goes on, “The magnitude of a fire involving a Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) can be extremely 
high. In fact, it may be impossible to design a transverse ventilation system that is capable of handling 
the smoke from such a large fire at its peak. Longitudinal ventilation systems, while able to control 
the flow of smoke from very large fires and maintain a clear path upwind of the fire, can do nothing 
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for road users downwind of the fire. This could result in severe damage to the tunnel structure as well 
as to the occupants.” 
 
In its 2008 report PIARC discusses the effect of active fire protection on ventilation systems, 
tenability, evacuation, fire growth rate and size but does not make clear recommendations. In fact 
there are several contradictory or confusing sentences, possibly because of differences of opinion 
among the committee members. As an example, for a unidirectional or bi-directional tunnel with 
transverse ventilation, “The Fixed Fire Fighting System (if activated in the right location) should be 
able to keep the magnitude of the fire below its design value. However, it must be verified that FFFS 
activation will not worsen tunnel conditions during the self-rescue phase by causing smoke to de-
stratify, which would be the case if the discharge zone is not properly selected.” “Regardless of the 
ventilation system type, if the FFFS is properly designed and installed, well-integrated with the other 
safety equipment in the tunnel, and managed in accordance with established rescue procedures, tunnel 
conditions during the evacuation phase can be stabilised and conditions during the extinction phase 
can be improved.” 
 
Several companies have run proprietary fire tests to demonstrate the performance of their active fire 
protection systems. These have led to contracts and the installation of systems as listed above. PIARC 
accepts this but is not yet able to give general guidance. Instead it recommends further research “to 
better determine: 

• The effect on tunnel fires, 
• The effect on visibility and air quality, 
• The effect on the rescue process (e.g. possible destruction of smoke stratification, 

deterioration of visibility, cleaning of the smoke, improvement of fire-fighters’ approach to 
the fire source), 

• The best activation procedure (e.g. automatic; by the tunnel operator; by fire-fighters only; 
before, during or after evacuation), 

• Possible interaction with dangerous goods (e.g. gasoline spills), 
• Installation and maintenance costs, 
• Cost savings related to minimisation of infrastructure damage.” 

 
PIARC has one more concern, “Installation of a FFFS should only proceed if there is an effective 
method or methods included for detecting and precisely locating the fire. Without such capability the 
FFFS will not work properly. The FFFS must be able to interact efficiently with these systems.” 
 
It is my understanding that PIARC is looking at the above points. One working group is considering 
how active fire protection systems may be able to limit the design fire size for ventilation calculations. 
Another is reviewing the applicability and cost-benefits of active fire protection systems in road 
tunnels. PIARC still advises a 30 MW design fire for ventilation systems. While PIARC recognises 
that heat output could exceed this value, the assumption has been that those in the tunnel would 
escape before that point is reached. However, it is becoming recognised that this assumption may not 
be valid and that for certain tunnels there may be a need for active fire protection or for much more 
powerful ventilation, with designers using 100 MW or 150 MW heat release rates. Such powerful 
ventilation systems require space, adding significant cost. An active fire protection system may 
require less space and be a more economical solution for life safety, as well as providing better 
infrastructure protection. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The international consensus on the benefits of active fire protection in tunnels has changed from being 
against the idea to one of guarded support. The most influential international standards, PIARC and 
NFPA, now contain positive remarks about active fire protection systems, even if they stop short of 
recommending them in all new tunnels. It has been recognised that active fire protection systems can 
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limit the size of a fire so that ventilation systems will be able to handle it and fire-fighters will be able 
to approach to complete extinguishment. In addition it is recognised that active fire protection systems 
will limit damage to the tunnel in the event of fire, so that even a fire involving several heavy goods 
vehicles will not close the tunnel for a lengthy period. While the consensus has moved, there is still 
much debate about when an active fire protection system is appropriate; to what extent it can be 
assumed to limit the maximum heat release rate; and to what extent it will limit the maximum tunnel 
lining temperatures and so reduce the specification for passive structural fire protection. Surprisingly, 
given that over 100 tunnels are now fitted with an active fire protection system, there is also debate 
over the initial installation costs and the running costs. As these issues are addressed, using data, a 
consensus will emerge. Meanwhile most European countries now routinely consider whether to fix an 
active fire protection system in new tunnels, and some are considering whether active fire protection 
systems can be used to upgrade fire safety in existing tunnels. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The city of Frankfurt am Main 
 
City data 
The city of Frankfurt am Main is located in the heart of Europe. The urban area covers a surface of 248 
km² (95 mi²). The city’s original population ranges around 655.000 people. In addition to that, more than 
360.000 commuters enter the city every day, so that in day times there are more than 1.000.000 people in 
town. This is the largest number of commuters a city has in Germany.  
 
Specific risks 
If you talk to people which places they know in Germany nearly everybody will answer you “Frankfurt” 
because they once entered Europe through FRA, the Frankfurt International Airport. FRA is one of 
Europe’s most frequented airports at all. Actually about 51.000.000 people use FRA every year to get to or 
come from 307 destinations in 109 countries all over the world. Also about 1.750.000 tons of cargo are 
handled through FRA every year. The constant growth of air traffic will cause a considerably extension of 
FRA in the next years. This extension includes a new runway, a new terminal which will rise the passenger 
capacity of FRA to over 80.000.000 per year and several new buildings to meet the requirements for the 
future and everything it brings like the new Airbus A 380. FRA itself runs its own private fire department, 
so that initially the fire department of the city of Frankfurt is not responsible for the airport. But if there’s 
any kind of incident exceeding a primarily defined level of dimension, also the city’s fire department will 
respond to the airport. 
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Another facility the Frankfurt Fire Department has to care about is the city’s main central station. In here, 
about 350.000 passengers enter or leave the station in about 1.800 trains every day. Interesting about the 
building is, that most of the total building area is located under the ground level. That includes an 
underground shopping centre and two different lines and types of the metro system, which will be 
mentioned a little bit more detailed later. 
 
 

 
The most characteristic thing about Frankfurt am Main is its skyline and the high- rise buildings that are 
forming it. In the city you will find some of Europe’s highest buildings and the biggest amount of 
skyscrapers on the continent. Actually a total of 383 high- rise buildings are completed (including 10 over 
150m), 5 are under construction and another 20 are planned. Due to the relatively strict building codes in 
Germany the skyscrapers themselves are not posing so many problems to the city’s fire department in daily 
operations, of course if you disregard any kind of possible acts of terrorism and the consequences from it. 
A more critical look has to be set to old or even historical building structures which were constructed in 
times when building codes weren’t based on today’s knowledge.  
 

 
 
The city has also three big chemical plants which cover a surface of more than 1500 acres. All of them also 
run their own private fire departments, the cooperation between them and the city’s fire department is 
comparable to the situation at the airport. 
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TUNNELS IN FRANKFURT AM MAIN 
 
Overview 
The following kinds of tunnels are under the jurisdiction of the Frankfurt am Main Fire Department: 

• Two street tunnels 
• Two railway tunnels 
• Two metro systems, one operated by the city, the other one operated by the country 

 
Street tunnels 
The longer of the two street tunnels is the so called “Theater- Tunnel”(Gutleuttunnel), which is located 
downtown in an inner city area. The tunnel itself is about 500m (0.3 miles) long, and runs on two- way 
traffic with one lane for each direction. The tunnel has an own radial ventilation system and various 
emergency exits. From the fire department’s point of view, this tunnel is uncritical, operations caused by 
accidents or car fires have never caused any serious problems. 
  

 
 
Railway tunnels 
In 2002 the German federal railway company (DB AG) opened a high speed railroad track between 
Frankfurt and Cologne on which the trains run on a speed up to 350 km/h (about 220 mph). Therefore the 
time of travel between the two cities has been reduced to 1hr 15min. To enable that top speed it was 
necessary to build a total of 18 tunnels along the track. Two of these tunnels are under the jurisdiction of 
the Frankfurt am Main Fire Department. The tunnels are located around the airport. One of them was build 
to cross the biggest highway interchange of the city. The two tunnels are 990m (0.61 mi) and 1883m (1.17 
mi) long.  
Every tunnel is equipped with escape routes, emergency exits, automatic shut- offs with grounding for the 
catenary line and some ventilation devices.  
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Metro system 
Frankfurt’s metro system has an overall length of 113 km (70.2 mi). The system is operated by two railway 
companies, one owned by the city and the other by the state. Some of the stations are used by both 
companies. Technically, the two systems are different. The System owned by the city just covers the city 
and some suburban areas around. The federal system covers a large area around the city and is more like a 
supra- regional train system for the whole Rhein- Main area that is put underground in the inner city parts 
of Frankfurt. Technically, the systems are also different. The city’s system operates with a voltage between 
700 and 750V DC. The voltage of the federal system reaches from 13.000 to 17.000V AC. Both systems 
use a catenary overhead line system for the electrical power supply. Electrical shut- offs are carried out by 
the control centres of the two operating companies, grounding has to be done manually on scene. Only the 
city’s system has ventilation devices in parts of some stations and the tunnel itself.  
 
 

 
From all the possible incidents, the ones in the metro tunnel system are the most complicated. For this 
reason a closer look is given on this topic. The results and findings are transferable to the other types of 
tunnels. 
 
METRO FIRES 
 
Problems 
A fire department is facing a wide variety of problems in case of a fire in a metro tunnel. First there’s the 
smoke that extends quickly and nearly uncontrollable because of the weather conditions in the underground 
system. Other trains, still moving in different parts of the system, are also causing pressure differences that 
are interfering the air movement and possible attempts of ventilation. Connected with that, smoke and toxic 
gases have a bad influence on the possibility for the self- rescue of the affected passengers.  
The transfer of fire and heat to other parts of the concerned carriage is supported by the narrow tunnel 
system, which works like an oven in that case. The heat exposure, which might reach up to 1300°C within 
minutes, also has a negative influence on the tunnel construction itself, it might cause the collapse of parts 
of the tunnel section. 
 
Causes 
The possible causes for metro fires are also different. First there are technical reasons on the coaches, like 
engine- fires caused for example by overheating or technical defects. One of the biggest problems in that 
case is the oil used for the insulation of the transformer system. The quantity of this oil varies between 700 
and 1500 l (185 – 370 gal), depending on the type of the train. Also electrical short circuits, often followed 
by a cable fire, are possible. The braking system might also be a cause for the ignition of a fire, with brake 
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hot- boxes occurring from time to time. Inside the coaches electrical devices like for example under seat 
heaters might catch fire, especially when proper ventilation is impeded by baggage.  
Other reasons for fires in coaches are the ones caused by intention like arson or possible terrorist attacks. 
Operations on that kind of incidents do not differ from the ones caused by technical defects in the 
beginning, because in the first phase the cause of an incident is not always determinable.  
 
Objectives 
As a conclusion from the recognized problems and causes it is possible to define the objectives to reach an 
appropriate level of safety. So the main objectives are: 

• Minimize the danger of a fire breaking out, 
• Guarantee a rapid activation of the fire alarm and fire fighting operations 
• Enable endangered people to save themselves, and guarantee the others to be saved by the fire 

department 
• Limit the fire to the smallest possible area 
• Minimise consequential damage to the tunnel construction and possible disruptions of the vehicle 

service. 
In the following, the overall concept of the city of Frankfurt am Main to achieve these objectives should be 
presented a little bit more detailed. 
 
PREVENTION 
 
Determination of the initial situation 
To get an idea of what in case of a metro fire might happen, the boundary conditions have to be defined. In 
Frankfurt the first step to be initiated was to find out how a metro coach is behaving under fire conditions. 
The objective was to determine the heat and smoke exposure rate of a standard coach that is in daily use in 
the city’s metro system. For that purpose, a research institute was charged to conduct a full scale burn test 
with an original coach.  
 

 
 
Actions taken 
The results of that test were taken as planning criteria for a comprehensive review of all existing metro 
stations. In addition to that, the fire protection in the coaches itself have been improved by the use of 
different materials for seats and interior lining to prevent ignition. With the determined rates for heat and 
smoke, artificial smoke tests have been realized in nearly every station, especially the large ones with 
different underground levels, different lines and metro systems.  
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In the stations different technical installations were made to improve the level of security and to achieve  
the following objectives: 

• Limitation of the maximum distance to a safe area (metro station or emergency exit) to 300m (982 
ft.), 

• Prevent smoke to reach the area of the escape routes for at least 15 minutes after the start of a fire, 
• The low- smoke layer must be more than 2.5m (8.2 ft.) high and the visibility must be more than 

15m in the first 15 minutes (phase of self rescue), 
• During the next 15 minutes (rescue phase by the fire department) there must be a low- smoke layer 

more than 1,5m above the escape routes 
The following measures have been taken to achieve these objectives: 
 
Measures in the building 
 
Constructive measures 

1. Smoke barriers and smoke doors have been installed to prevent the smoke from influencing the 
escape routes for the defined amount of time, 

2. Ventilation systems were improved in some stations, 
3. The indication of the escape routes has been completed and improved, 
4. GSM- repeaters have been installed to enable passengers to use their cell phones also for 

emergency calls, 
5. Lifts have been equipped with a so called “dynamic evacuation mode”, that prevents a lift from 

stopping in a smoke filled area, 
6. Escalators have been set to support a possible evacuation, 
7. The emergency lightning system has been improved, 

 
Organisational measures 

1. Emergency phones have been installed in a wide range. With these phones the caller is directly 
connected to the control centre of the metro operator.  

2. Every station is monitored by a camera system. All pictures are transferred to the control centre of 
the metro operator. The control centre is also able to look at the emergency phones via the camera 
connection. 

3. An operational and danger avoidance plan was created for every metro station. In that all 
information about the building and its important features like exits, the fire alarm panel and 
positions of hydrants are displayed, 

4. For some stations a computer simulation of the evacuation combined with a simulation of a fire 
was made to verify the defined objectives. 
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Measures for the Fire Department 

1. A central command post will be installed in the upgrading process of every single station. 
2. A repeater system for the department’s handheld radio system has been installed to cover the entire 

underground area, 
3. If a station was equipped with different fire alarm systems these were brought together to one 

central panel point at the command post, 
4. Bigger stations were equipped with a PA- system, existing systems were brought together at the 

command post to enable the use by the FD, 
5. Additional grounding devices have been stocked in some of the stations for emergency use. 
6. The fire department was equipped with plans and manuals from the stations and the used trains, 

these were custom- made for the FD’s needs, 
7. Regular trainings have been established in the metro system and the metro depot to handle the 

rolling stock. 
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SMOKE MANAGEMENT 
 
Objectives 
The objectives of smoke management by installed building service engineering have been defined earlier 
on, also the constructive measures to meet these objectives. This part deals with smoke management from 
the fire department’s point of view. For an effective smoke management all operations have to be planned 
carefully. No state of the art mobile ventilator will be effective without the right tactical approach. To find 
out how to use any mobile ventilator effectively, artificial smoke tests were conducted with the objective to 
find out general rules for mobile ventilation in tunnel systems because conditions on the same station might 
be different on different days. Conclusions drawn out of these tests were, that there is no general rule, just 
basic principles that can be defined and every ventilation has to be planned on scene with the known 
basics. For these basics the performance limits of the used ventilators have to be known. Also an exact 
knowledge of the soon to be ventilated facility is essential to be aware of the decided actions and their 
consequences. 
During the phase of self rescue the use of mobile ventilators is prohibited because the smoke layer is 
relatively stable and any interference by a ventilator would mix up the smoke layer with the low- smoke 
layer.  
 
Mobile ventilation 
Actually, the following mobile ventilation systems are in use at the Frankfurt am Main Fire Department: 
 
MGV 
MGV is the abbreviation for the German word for “Large Mobile Ventilator”. The maximum airflow is 
about 210.000 m³/ h. The ventilator’s mode of operation is based on the principle of positive pressure. It’s 
also possible to generate a water fog through the air flow. The MGV is endlessly rotatable in both 
directions and can be lifted up to 6m high. 
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LuF 
LuF is the abbreviation for the German word for “Fire Suppression Support Vehicle”. The maximum 
airflow is about 90.000 m³/ h for the main ventilator and 50.000 m³/ h for the support ventilator. The LuF 
is operated by a diesel- engine that powers a hydraulic pump. It is operated by a remote control. The 
ventilator’s mode of operation is based on the principle of radial stream ventilation. It’s also possible to 
generate a water fog through the air flow. Furthermore the support ventilator can be used for the ventilation 
of shafts and tubes. Both ventilators are powered by the hydraulic pump. The hydraulic pump can also 
power up to five sewage pumps with a theoretical capacity of 2000 l/min (528 gal/ min). With the help of 
the chain drive the LuF is able to climb and descend stairs.  
 

 
 
Mobile ventilators 
Smaller mobile ventilators can be used to support the bigger ventilators. It’s also possible to prevent smoke 
extension to adjacent metro stations. The big advantage of the smaller ventilators is their higher flexibility 
in use and transport. The mobile ventilators used in Frankfurt have a maximum airflow of 45.000 m³/ h. 
 

 
 
Basic principles of mobile ventilation 

• Definition of an air supply and an exhaust opening. If there is still smoke coming out of an 
opening, check out if this can be used as an adequate exhaust opening.  
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• The MGV is deployed at the air supply opening to support the intended air stream. Never use the 
MGV to blow air into the exhaust opening. 

• The LuF is used inside the building to support the intended air stream. It is deployed through the 
air supply opening and uses the ventilation air stream of the MGV. Also a water fog can be created 
to cool down the temperature inside. Note: The LuF is Diesel- powered and needs clean air for 
proper operation.  

• Small mobile ventilators are used to direct the air stream and prevent smoke from entering areas 
where it is not intended to be.  

• A possible arrangement of mobile ventilation might be: 
1. MGV at the smoke free entrance 
2. LuF entering through that entrance 
3. Small mobile ventilators at the side entrances and the neighboured stations for 

directing and blocking the smoke 
 
 

 
 
Note: In some of the experimental ventilations, the MGV was able to turn around the natural air stream 
caused by the weather in the metro system. This is also a possibility, but highly dependable on the intensity 
of the present conditions.  
 
LIST OF REFERENCES AND FURTHER INFORMATION 
A list of references is available at the author. If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to 
write me an e-mail at 
 

reinhard.ries.amt37@stadt-frankfurt.de 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Fixed fire fighting systems are used in all high risk urban tunnels in Japan and Australia.  No tunnel 
fitted with such systems has experienced a catastrophic fire over the last forty years. The 2007 
Burnley fire in Australia provides a rare insight into how fires are kept small by operation of such 
systems.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Fixed fire suppression systems have been successfully used for more than 40 years in Japan’s 
congested urban road tunnels and more recently in all of Australia’s congested urban tunnels. There 
have been no deaths attributable to tunnel fires and no significant infrastructure damage following any 
of the numerous crashes and fires in any tunnels fitted with the Japanese or Australian designed 
integrated fixed fire suppression systems.  
 
This is in contrast to other parts of the world which do not routinely use fixed fire fighting systems.  
Other  incidents – including the Mont Blanc, Tauern, Gotthard, and Fréjus Tunnel fires, all began with 
comparatively small events – but without rapid intervention from a fixed fire fighting system the fires 
escalated causing significant loss off life and infrastructure damage.  
 
The fatal Burnley Tunnel incident in Australia of 23 March 2007 provides a rare insight into the 
effectiveness of these fixed fire fighting systems. Unfortunately most of the technical details of the 
Burnley Incident remain secret. The detailed investigation report is subject to a legal suppression 
order and the “Report to the Victorian Coroner, The Fatal Burnley Tunnel Crashes Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia (Arnold Dix 2008) cannot be made public. This paper uses evidence from the 
Supreme Court criminal proceedings of mid 2009 which is not suppressed to reveal some of the 
events of 2007. 
 
Fixed fire fighting systems are a proven tool for protecting both human life and tunnel infrastructure. 
When used intelligently, by competent operators, as part of a rapid and co-ordinated response to an 
incident, the Burnley incident demonstrates fixed fire fighting systems are effective in protecting 
tunnel infrastructure and delivering human safety. 
 
Although it must be conceded that the statistical significance of the Japanese and Australian 
experience is unclear, neither Japan nor Australia has experienced a catastrophic tunnel fire despite 
numerous tunnel fire incidents. The Burnley fire provides a critical insight into how fires in Japanese 
and Australian tunnels are managed.  
 
The challenge for Europe is to translate the positive Asian experience of fixed fire fighting systems 
into an approach suited to European conditions. Europe’s grand tunnelling achievements of the 19th 
and early 20th century deserve due regard to the learning and experience from the exotic Far East. 
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Background to Fire Suppression  
 
Tunnel fire incidents have demonstrated loss of life in circumstances which were not previously 
considered high risk scenarios. Many of the factors identified as central to the extensive loss of life 
and damage in other events were shared with the Burnley event – yet the consequences were by 
comparison minor. 
 
The 5 unifying themes to emerge from the analysis of the catastrophic international events are:  
 
 Fires develop much more quickly than expected; 
 Fire temperatures of in excess of 1000 °C are achieved; 
 Smoke volumes are higher than expected from an early stage of the fire growth; 
 Fire spread between vehicles occurs over a much greater distance than had been expected 

previously (e.g. more than 200 m in the Mont Blanc Tunnel); 
 The road tunnel users behaved unexpectedly, they: 

• Did not realise the danger to which they were exposed;  
• Failed to use the safety infrastructure provided for self rescue;  
• Believed (wrongly) that they were safer in their cars than if they used the self rescue 

safety systems;  
• Chose to stay in their vehicles during the early stages of a fire as they did not want to 

leave their property;  
• Realised too late the danger they had placed themselves in, by which time it was too 

late to execute self rescue.  
 

Yet in the Burnley incident, despite immediate explosions and a large fire involving trucks the 
consequential damages were, by comparison, small.  These observations indicate that there are a range 
of opportunities to improve tunnel safety following a fire incident and that there may be lessons about 
what went well in the Burnley incident. 
 
The single most likely critical factor is the use of an effective fixed fire fighting system which was 
successfully integrated into other safety systems. 
 
THE BURNLEY INCIDENT 
 
The Burnley tunnel is a single direction, 3 lane tunnel of 2.9km length. It has a traffic flow of around 
100,000 vehicles per day. 
 
On 23 March 2007, at 09:52:30 am a truck travelling Eastbound made an unscheduled stop in 
Melbourne’s CityLink Burnley tunnel. Over the next two minutes 103 vehicles passed the stoped 
truck without incident. Two minutes later, by 09:54:24 seconds several vehicles, including 4 HGVs 
and 7 light vehicles had crashed, 3 people were dead and fire and a series of explosions were initiated.  
 
By 09:56:00am (two minutes after ignition) emergency ventilation and a fixed fire suppression system 
had been activated. 
 
The following eye witness evidence from the criminal court case against the driver graphically 
illustrates the sequence of events: 

 
o “Just describe in detail for the jury what exactly you saw? 
• ---Essentially I heard the screeching of tyres.  I looked in the rear vision mirror; saw the car 

careering into the back of the truck.  The nose of the car went down, the car lifted up like that 
so - and then there was another smash from behind by a truck. 

o So the smash from behind from the truck, what did you actually see? 
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• ---I saw the truck hit it and the - I can only assume that it was the gas tank of the vehicle that 
exploded. 

o So you heard an explosion? 
• ---I saw the explosion. 
o You saw it? 
• ---Yes. 
o So you saw the truck hit the car and then there's the stationary truck in front of it, so the car 

is effectively between the two trucks? 
• ---Essentially, yes. 
o You've told us you've heard an explosion.  Was it a loud explosion? 
• ---It was a reasonably loud explosion, yes. 
o Did you continue to drive through the tunnel or what did you? 
• ---Well I continued to drive through the tunnel.  There were - there was another explosion 

shortly after that which was a much bigger explosion.  I remember the windows of my car 
vibrating as a result.  There was also another announcement that came over the speaker 
saying that there had now been an incident in the tunnel and that vehicles were to slow down 
to 60 kilometres an hour… “ 
 

This evidence graphically describes the crash, fires and subsequent explosions. The initiating events 
for this incident were large – large in the context of prior catastrophic events such as the engine 
compartment fire at Mont Blanc. 
 
Yet, despite the severity of these initiating events the fires were contained, with no flash over or other 
significant fire growth occurring once the deluge fixed fire fighting system was initiated. 
 
However, it was not merely the presence of the fixed fire fighting system which was critical – it was 
that the ventilation system was effective and that the system was operated in a timely and accurate 
manner. Furthermore it was the fire brigade that put the fires out – the deluge system merely kept the 
fires small enough to allow effective emergency services intervention. 
 
Following is a summary of key events for the 2007 Burnley Tunnel Fires  as given in evidence in the 
Supreme Court Proceedings DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS v. DAVID LAWRENCE 
KALWIG 16/07/2009 [This evidence is indicative only of the events – the currently suppressed 
Technical Report for the Coroner (Dix 2008)] contains detailed technical information on the events): 

• At 9:52:30 a truck stopped in the left (slow) of three lanes in the east bound Burnley 
Tunnel.   

• At 9:52:34 the tunnel operator acknowledged a stopped vehicle alarm 

• At 9:54:10 the tunnel operator commenced a lane closure and speed reduction plan.    

• From 9:54:16 and 9:54:22 Computer controlled lane closure and speed signs changed 
to reflect the left lane closure and speed reductions in the tunnel.   

At the same time the left lane closure was being implemented and the speed reductions 
and radio rebroadcast messages were being played a group of trucks and other 
vehicles approach the area of the tunnel where the truck had stopped in the left lane.   

• At 9:54:22 a group of vehicles were slowing in all lanes (nearly stopped as they 
approach the area of the tunnel of the stopped truck)   
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• There was nothing exceptional about the movements of the stopping light vehicles 
before the incident. In all instances, each was observed to be preparing to negotiate the 
stopped vehicle in a responsible and courteous manner,  

• At approximately the same time, a HGV truck travelling in the left lane (much more 
quickly than all other vehicles in this region of the tunnel) changed lanes rapidly from 
the left inside lane into the centre (and partially right lane) initiating a series of 
collisions directly impacting 5 cars and three other semi-trailers.    

• Between 9:54:26 and 9:54:30 a series of collisions, explosions and fires occur in the 
region immediately behind the stopped truck. Eventually the truck which initiated the 
series of crashes hit the stopped truck and pushing it many metres forward.   

• Between 9:54:26 and 9:54:33 other tunnel users, not directly involved in the crashes 
conducted emergency breaking manoeuvres and successfully brought their vehicles to a 
stand without further collisions occurring.   This group of users were travelling near or 
behind the crashes. 

• People were evacuated from 9:54:42.   

• Between 9:54:29 and 9:55:14 the Burnley Tunnel Controller Room Operators initiated 
an emergency response which included the closure of the Burnley Tunnel.   

• From 9:55:12 radio rebroadcast messages were transmitted in the Burnley Tunnel 
indicating a left lane closure and a speed reduction.   

• At 9:55:12 CityLink initiated break glass alarm to Fire Brigade. 

• At 9:55:15 the Operator closed the Burnley Tunnel.   

• At 9:55:37 the tunnel operator enabled emergency mode in preparation for the smoke 
extraction, deluge operation and evacuation.   

• At 9:55:50 the emergency response plan was initiated by the tunnel controller 
including activation of emergency smoke extraction and the deluge system. 

• At 9:55:54 the smoke extraction system was activated. 

• At 9:56 the fixed fire suppression (Deluge) was activated. 

• There was an unexpected delay of approximately 30 seconds for one of the deluge 
zones to activate 

• At 9:57:22 evacuation mode was implemented to evacuate users via the domain 
tunnel”.   

Three people were killed in three different vehicles. Two of the three deaths were determined to be 
“effects of fire”. The fires which killed these people were not, and could not, be extinguished by the 
deluge system. All those killed suffered serious physical injuries in the car crashes. 

The incident resulted in several hundred people being evacuated from the tunnel – and their vehicles. 
None of the evacuees or their vehicles was injured or damaged. The tunnel only suffered minor 
damage, and could have been re-opened 10’s of hours later if the extent of the damage could have 
been more rapidly determined. 
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Mont Blanc Tunnel after fire (no suppression 
system.) 

Burnley Tunnel after fire (with suppression 
system). NB road surface and tunnel walls and 
services still intact. 

 

These outcomes from the Burnley incident are entirely consistent with the general experience in Japan 
of such systems. So long as the ventilation and fire suppression systems are activated in a timely 
manner – and in the correct mode – it is the experience in Japan and Australia that the fire event size 
will be contained, fire spread controlled and a potential catastrophe avoided.  It is this reasoning 
which underlies the continued investment in such systems in Japan and Australia.  

It is acknowledged that if an initial event is too large these systems will not provide infrastructure or 
personal life safety protection. 

 
BACKGROUND – FIXED FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM 
 
World Context 
 
Fixed fire fighting systems have routinely been installed in Japanese tunnels for over 40 years.  For all 
highly trafficked urban tunnels they are prescribed. 
 
In the United States of America they are installed in only three tunnels and in Australia they are 
installed in all urban road tunnels. 
 
The use of such systems is the exception in all countries except Australia and Japan. 
 
PIARC on Fixed Fire Fighting Systems – a Short History 
 
PIARC has changed its position on the installation of fixed fire fighting systems from “not 
recommending” to “recognised” for asset and life protection from 1983 – 2008. 
 
In PIARC’s report to the Brussels World Road Congress in 1987 PIARC concluded that:  

“Given our present knowledge of the subject the use of sprinkler systems in road tunnels is not 
recommended for the following reasons: 
 The water can result in the dispersion of burning liquids over a large surface area 
 Water can cause dangerous reactions when it comes into contact with certain products 
 Even if the flames are extinguished the metal parts of the vehicles do not cool very quickly 
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 Flammable products can continue to give off gases leading to the presence of explosive 
mixture 

 The water (or foam) that is distributed may, as in the case of the Velsen Tunnel in 
Holland, be insufficient to extinguish the fire on a vehicles carrying a large quantity of 
fuel” 

 
At the Montreal World Congress in 1995 PIARC again concluded that:  

‘Sprinkler systems are not recommended in road tunnels’. 
 
In 1999 by way of the publication, ‘Fire and smoke control in road tunnels’ PIARC’s position 
softened. 
 

“No European countries use sprinklers on a regular basis. For some tunnels in Europe 
sprinklers have been used for special purposes. In Japan sprinklers are used in tunnels longer 
than 1,000 metres to cool down vehicles on fire.  In the United States only tunnels carrying 
hazardous cargo may have some form of sprinkler. The reasons most countries do not use 
sprinklers in tunnels, is that most fires start in the motor room or in the compartment, and 
sprinklers are of no use till the fire is open.  Sprinklers can be used, however, to cool down 
vehicles, to stop the fire from spreading to other vehicles (i.e., to diminish the fire area and 
property damage) and to stop secondary fires in lining materials.  Experiences from Japan 
show that sprinklers are effective in cooling down the area round the fire, so that fire fighting 
can be more effective.” 

 
In 1999 PIARC summarized the problems with sprinklers as follows: 
 “water can cause explosion in petrol and other chemical substances if not combined with for 

example Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF); 
 vaporized steam can cause damage to people; 
 the efficiency is low for fires inside vehicles; 
 the smoke layer is cooled down and may cover the whole tunnel; 
 maintenance can be costly; 
 sprinklers are difficult to handle manually; 
 sprinklers should not be used in the fire area before all people are evacuated; 
 automatic sprinklers can pose difficulties for fire fighting.” 

 
Accordingly PIARC eased it positions concluding that: 

“the working group will normally not recommend sprinklers for ordinary fire fighting.  
Sprinklers in tunnels are primarily used to protect the tunnel structure not the motorists.  
Sprinklers can also be used, where appropriate, in ancillary rooms in tunnels and tunnel 
facilities.” 

 
In 2007 PIARC, in its publication, “Systems and equipment for fire and smoke control in road 
tunnels”, which was actually written in 2005 PIARC concluded:  

“at the moment, an owner/operator who wants to install new detection and new fire fighting 
measures must properly verify that the conditions for installing, using and maintaining 
contribute to the overall safety and are compatible with the framework of the entire safety 
concept for that specific tunnel.  He must also ensure the effectiveness of the proposed 
measures.” 

 
PIARC currently acknowledges that such systems can be included in tunnels where they form part of 
the total fire safety concept for a tunnel and that a systems engineering approach is taken to their 
integration.   
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NFPA 502 
 
NFPA 502 Standard for Road Tunnels, Bridges and Other Limited Access Highways has in its 2008 
addition accepted that fixed fire fighting systems can be effective in controlling vehicle fires in road 
tunnels by limiting the spread of the fire, reducing the temperature of surrounding air and surfaces, 
and reducing the fire heat release rate. (Over View of NFPA 502 Standard for Road Tunnels, Bridges 
and Other Limited Access Highways, 2008 Edition - William Connell and Jason Gamache 2007.) 
 
Like PIARC, NFPA 502 had resisted endorsing the use of such systems for reasons including: 

 the systems inability to extinguish fires within motor components  
 the production of super heated steam 
 destratification of toxic gas and smoke 
 risk of tunnel users thinking spraying water was as a result of tunnel structural 

failure  
 the costs of maintenance.  

 
Each of these concerns have now been addressed by the standard fixed fire fighting systems are 
therefore acknowledged as a potentially valuable tool in protecting human life and assets. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE OF INTERNATIONAL CHANGES 
 
These changes to standards squarely raise the potential for fixed fire fighting systems to be used 
responsibly in road tunnels throughout the Western World.   
 
From a corporate governance and professional negligence perspective failure to consider the use of 
such systems may constitute evidence of either unprofessional conduct or potentially criminal conduct 
in the event that fires cause fatalities and/or significant damage to infrastructure. 
 
The inclusion of these provisions does not mandate their use in a fire.  There are a range of valid 
reasons not to use such systems and failure to explore these aspects of any decision regarding their use 
could likewise pose a risk in the event of their unsuccessful use in an emergency. 
 
NEW TECHNOLOGY – NEW CHALLENGES 
 
The recent support for the potential use of fixed fire fighting systems by PIARC and NFPA heralds 
the end to a long fought battle on the need to recognise fire suppression systems as a legitimate way of 
managing the risks of fires in modern road tunnels.  
 
However, the challenges of such recognition are far more complex than the arguments in favour of 
allowing such systems to be considered.  
 
The inclusion of a fire suppression system does not of itself create safe tunnels.   
 
The maintenance of a fire suppression system does not mean that the system will operate, and the use 
of fire suppression does not guarantee that it will work.  
 
 Such systems, if they are to be relied upon, demand an ongoing and systematic approach to their 
successful operation in the unlikely event of a fire. 
 
Arguments that such systems should allow a reduction in the level of fire protection and other safety 
systems highlight the importance that such fixed fire fighting systems actually work when an incident 
occurs.     
 
Such systems necessarily add to the expense of a project, require ongoing maintenance, must be 
operated effectively (correct location and in a timely manner) and must be integrated within other safe 
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tunnel safety systems.  In addition, particular circumstances of each tunnel are different and those 
differences can be further complicated by changes in time.    
 
Accordingly, the process of determining that such a suppression system is required must be coupled 
with a very clear understanding of what it is that the suppression system is designed to achieve and 
how achieving that performance outcome will be assured.  
 
There are two main purposes for fire suppression systems.  One purpose is for human protection and 
the second purpose is for asset protection.  Protecting these two different aspects of a tunnel are not 
necessarily consistent.  A suppression system can readily be designed to protect infrastructure but this 
can easily make the environment untenable for users.  Examples of such systems include those using 
inert gases, CO2 enrichment and a range of toxic additives.   
 
There are a range of fixed fire fighting systems which vary from the Australian type deluge systems to 
those which include exotic fire suppressants and toxic chemicals.   
 
The purpose of the systems must be clearly understood and articulated prior to designing the system.  
There are a range of technical options for fixed fire fighting design on matters as diverse as droplet 
size, liquid spread, discharge volume and spray density to the size of extinction zones , speed of 
application and the temperatures in which they are to operate.  
 
At the control level there are a range of opportunities to fully integrate such systems with the 
ventilation, operate them separately, fully automate them, automate them with manual override, 
manually operate them with auto override — there is a range of options as broad as the imagination of 
the engineers and technicians whom create them.  
 
As with all engineered systems, their actual performance is a function of both the physical 
environment in which they are placed and their performance specifications.  Discharge densities, 
operating pressures and a range of other factors each contributing to a particular performance 
characteristic.   
 
One of the challenges with such technologies is that many clients confronted with these technologies 
for the first time do not have (nor could reasonably have) sufficient expertise in relation to the fire 
engineering which underlies their effective performance to critically review suitability of the product 
offered by the vendors or the technology developed by engineers working specifically on a project.   
 
TRAFFIC SUPPRESSION SYSTEM INTERFACE 
 
Suppression systems must interface with the tunnel.  This point is critical because it is within the 
tunnel that fires and other severe incidents may occur and from which the fire suppression system 
must be protected.  To operate effectively not only must the system have been properly maintained, 
the operator must be able to activate it correctly and it must survive the events which have resulted in 
the incident requiring its activation.   
 
Because the technology is required to work at the site of the incident, it is reasonable to expect that 
there is a risk that in the unlikely event that the systems are used, the crash event itself poses a threat 
to the system.  
 
These threats can be divided into two types.  One is physical (through mechanical collision) and the 
second is through heat.   
 
Mechanical 
 
In many instances, the events which lead to a serious fire are as a result of a crash.  In tunnels, tunnel 
crashes often involve the walls of the tunnel and where the ceiling is low enough could conceivably 
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involve the ceiling as well.  Regard must be had to the risk of vehicles compromising the operation of 
suppression systems when the crash occurs.  Ideally, this should include some form of physical 
protection for the suppression system along the walls of the tunnel and sufficient separation vertically 
to protect the suppression infrastructure from being compromised in an incident.  What constitutes an 
appropriate treatment for protection of this physical harm of the suppression infrastructure will 
depend from application to application. 
 
Thermal  
  
The best means of protection for the system from thermal damage are soundly designed materials, 
inherent heat resistance and/or insulation and early and accurate activation. 
 
 
IMPORTANCE OF THE BURNLEY INCIDENT 

 
Within the context of these important changes to international standards with respect to the 
effectiveness of fixed fire fighting systems the Burnley Tunnel incident of March 2007 promises rare 
insights into the practical effectiveness of such systems. 
 
While the findings of this investigation are not public at the date of this paper critical to the analysis 
of the incident is a detailed understanding of the facts and circumstances surroundings the incident.   
 
In particular the use of the CityLink tunnels of advanced computer systems has allowed a second by 
second analysis of the events through captured video images and recorded computer logs from the 
many computer control systems. 
 
From this analysis not only can objective evidence on the effectiveness of the electromechanical 
systems to respond to an emergency readily extracted but crucial information about the tunnel 
controllers ability to identify an event and correctly formulate an effective response also be revealed. 
 
Ultimately forensic analysis at this level provides a tangible example of both the strengths and 
weaknesses of a tunnels' safety systems. Such events are a rare test for operational readiness and 
vulnerability for the safety systems. 
 
When the findings become public, the importance of responsibly managing the matters which are 
necessarily raised as necessary and incidental to the use of fixed fire fighting systems will be revealed.  
 
SYSTEMS APPROACH 

 
Fixed fire fighting systems are but one tool in a complex system designed to manage safety.  Their 
inclusion in a project should not be seen as a formality or a routine matter.  Careful formulation of 
their design for the specific application having regard to the peculiarities of the particular tunnel is 
essential but so to is ensuring that the systems will work as expected when commanded and that those 
entrusted with their control are sufficiently competent to operate them in a timely manner.   
 
A failure in any component of this system would render a road tunnel unsafe.  Provision of a fixed fire 
fighting system does not of itself make a tunnel safe.   
 
Any decision to install a deluge system must be coupled with detailed technical analysis of the nozzle 
performance.  Critical factors such as droplet size distribution, trajectory modelling of droplets 
through a range of longitudinal velocities is essential.  An appropriate nozzle performance for the 
anticipated longitudinal airflow must be selected to ensure an appropriate droplet spread and mass 
flow performance for given water pressures.  
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For effective deluge operation activation must be rapid and accurate.  If discharged in this way fire 
growth rates are likely controlled, the risk of rapid fire spread minimised and thereby toxic gas and 
smoke generation volumes contained.   
 
The undesirable consequences of its activation such as smoke destratification, increased humidity and 
decreased visibility are hopefully outweighed by their other positive outcomes of fire growth rate 
control, containment of fire spread, and reduced temperatures.   
 
These positive outcomes of using deluge have been consistently observed in real events in Japanese 
tunnels and will be the subject of expert analysis in the CityLink investigation.  
 
FIRE IN PERSPECTIVE 
 
From the material available publically in the Burnley Tunnel fires it appears the fires may have been 
remarkable in three important respects (preliminary observations based on public information): 
 

(a) The fires began instantaneously through the initial series of collisions generating a fire of 
10’s of megawatt almost immediately; 

 
(b) Despite the availability of flammable material fire growth was limited; and   

 
(c) Despite the availability of fuel (vehicles) in the tunnel, fire spread was limited. 

 
Instant Fire 
 
The immediate fire had an almost immediate heat release rate of 10’s of megawatts.  This was caused 
by the initial crashes between the truck and other vehicles.   
 
Fires of these magnitudes are extremely dangerous in tunnels.  People within the tunnel are at great 
risk from the enormous volumes of toxic gas and smoke generated coupled with the very high rates of 
heat transfer in the tunnel air.  Furthermore, at such high heat release rates fires “jump” hundreds of 
metres along tunnels between vehicles.  (This is the subject of further discussion below).  

 
In the Burnley Tunnel incident, having a vigorous and multi-seated series of fires (several fires) which 
each had an ample supply of fuel, and air (with other vehicles comparatively close by) made this 
incident – in world terms – extremely dangerous.  

 
Limiting the fire growth and stopping the spread of the fire within the Burnley Tunnel was a major 
technical achievement.  The only other country which has achieved such results is Japan.  Japan and 
Australia share one technology in common – the deluge system for fire fighting. 
 
OPERATION 
 
It is not sufficient to have an operational deluge system – it is essential that it be operable. 
 
Developing an operational culture which is able to actively respond to incidents is essential for 
optimal use of these systems. 
 
Encouraging an operational culture which prides itself on timely and appropriate responses is an 
essential operational objective. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The effective use of fixed fire fighting systems such as deluge demands a systems engineering 
approach to integration of the deluge system. From its initial design to its integration into emergency 
ventilation and alarm systems its successful operation in an event is critical to protecting the welfare 
of tunnel users and tunnel infrastructure. 
 
Timely and accurate activation are central to this task. 
 
Such effective use will only occur where the systems have been designed, integrated, maintained and 
routinely exercised.  When the Burnley, CityLink investigation results become public, the ability of 
the Burnley tunnel operator to deliver these important outcomes in a real event will be revealed. 
 
Japan introduced fixed fire fighting systems into its high risk urban tunnels over 40 years ago. The 
Japanese rationale is that they minimise fire growth rates and minimise the likelihood of flash over 
and fire spread.  Since their installation in Japan there have been no catastrophic tunnel fires in Japan. 
 
Australia has also developed fixed fire fighting systems for all its tunnels. The 2007 Burnley fire 
suggests the deluge system played a majoir role in protecting people and property following the crash 
and subsequent explosions. 
 
For high risk tunnels the question should no longer be whether fixed fire suppression should be used – 
the question should be, “Why not?” 
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ABSTRACT 
 
For a bi-national tunnel, application of regulations and risk management from different countries 
makes it necessary to develop specific and consistent methodologies. 
For example, risk management for the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel (a 5,798 m bidirectional tunnel) 
has to be consistent with requirements from: 

• Italy (implementation of European Directive 2004/54 EC in Italian law, which imposes 
quantitative risk assessment for fires and comparison with absolute acceptability criteria); 

• Switzerland (which is not in the European Union). 
 
In this paper, the following topics are presented: 

• What are the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel’s specific safety issues (traffic, operation, safety 
devices, emergency services, etc.)? 

• What are the risk analysis requirements that need to be taken into account (from 
Switzerland/Italy)? 

• What are the methodologies that have been specifically developed and applied to this tunnel? 
• What are the results of these studies for the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel and what has been 

learned? 
 
 
KEYWORDS: risk analysis, quantitative risk assessment, bi-national tunnel, European Directive 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Grand Saint Bernard alpine tunnel was inaugurated and opened to the public in 1964. It was 
constructed as a single 5,798-meter-long bi-directional tunnel. The entry portal on the Italian side is 
1,875 metres above sea level, while the Swiss entrance is at 1,918 metres. 
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Figure 1 Tunnel location 
 
As set forth in Article 13 of Decreto Legislativo n°264, the Italian Decree dated October 5, 2006 
implementing European Directive 2004/54 EC in national law, a risk analysis must be done to 
quantify the risks associated with accidental events that could occur in tunnels. These risks must then 
be compared to the acceptability criteria set by this Decree. 
 
To meet these requirements, the following two-stage methodology was used for risk analysis in the 
Grand Saint Bernard tunnel: 

• The method initially used consists in applying a transversal approach (incorporating the 
tunnel’s safety features, operation and intervention resources, traffic load, etc.), and is 
scenario-based. The aim of this method is to analyse the development of some fire scenarios 
and their consequences (with the help of simulation software), in order to evaluate whether 
the tunnel measures ensure safe conditions. 

• Subsequently, the findings from studying the fire scenarios (in terms of consequences) and a 
probability-based analysis of key parameters (Heat Release Rate of fire, location where 
scenario occurs, etc.) allow the risks to be fully quantified. Quantification of the “frequency” 
and “severity” components of the risks then make it possible to determine the 
frequency/severity curves, which can be compared to the acceptability criteria defined in 
Italian Decree n°264. 

 
In compliance with the Decree, the methodology takes into account only those events considered to be 
critical within a confined space, such as fires or accidents involving hazardous materials. 
 
Since events associated with traffic accidents are not specific to the tunnel environment, they are 
considered elsewhere; victims of incidents that, strictly speaking, are traffic accidents, should 
therefore be counted in the traffic accidents category. For this reason, such events are excluded from 
the scope of this study. 
 
This article covers the following topics in succession: 

• A description of the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel and its operation; 
• Stage 1 of risk analysis: study of fire scenarios; 
• Stage 2 of risk analysis: complete quantification of risks; 
• Conclusions; 
• Recommendations. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAND SAINT BERNARD TUNNEL 
 
The diagrams below show cross-sections of the Swiss and Italian parts of the tunnel. 

 
Figure 2 Cross-sections of the tunnel 
 
The tunnel has a transverse ventilation system, with smoke extraction through smoke extraction 
dampers about every 80 m. There are five ventilation plants, and the air intake duct is divided into 
four sections, each about 1,500 m long, so that the extraction flow will be higher in the area where the 
fire occurs. 
 
There are toll booths at each end of the tunnel (in Switzerland and Italy). 

 
Figure 3 Italian toll booth 
 
Operator Setup 
 
The facilities and traffic are managed from two control rooms, which are located at the ends of the 
tunnel, one on the Italian side and the other on the Swiss side. In these premises, which are staffed 
24 hours a day, all information from the various facilities, alarms, and emergency calls is available. 
The tunnel is controlled alternately by one room or the other (with control changing weekly). 
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Figure 4 Control room on the Swiss side 
 
Intervention 
 
If an incident occurs, each control room alerts its own emergency response team. The teams, which 
are located at each end of the tunnel, are then deployed immediately. They are operational 24 hours a 
day and have special vehicles with firefighting and first-aid equipment. 
 

 
Figure 5 Emergency response team 
 
Traffic 
 
In 2008, the annual average daily traffic (AADT) was approximately 1,600 veh./day (both directions). 
About 10% of these vehicles were heavy trucks, while 1.3% were buses. 
 
It should be noted that under European Directive 2004/54 EC and Italian Decree n°264 of October 5, 
2006, the tunnel is considered to be low-traffic (less than 2,000 vehicles per lane per day). 
 
There is no particular peak traffic time in the tunnel during the day. In summer (the busiest time of the 
year due to tourism), average peak traffic is about 190 veh./h. 
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STAGE I OF RISK ANALYSIS: STUDY OF FIRE SCENARIOS 
 
The objectives of the first stage of risk analysis are as follows: 

• Consideration of dangerous situations that might occur in the tunnel. 
• Determination of their frequency of occurrence (average number of occurrences per year). 
• Selection a small number of scenarios corresponding to events of a specific type to the 

confined tunnel environment and arising from these dangerous situations. The scenarios are 
then analysed in more detail in terms of their possible consequences. 

 
In accordance with Italian Decree n°264, only events considered to be critical within a confined space, 
such as fires or accidents involving hazardous materials, were considered. 
 
First, the theoretical frequency of occurrence of possible adverse events (fires) was determined. 
 
Table 1 Theoretical frequency of the occurrence of fires in the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel 
 

Frequency of occurrence of various event 
categories in the tunnel 

Number of events 
per year for the 

tunnel 

Time between 
occurrences 

(years) 
Car fires 6.4E-03 150 
Heavy truck fires 5.3E-04 1 900 
Hazardous materials fires 8.9E-07 1 126 000 
Bus fires 6.8E-05 14 700 

 
To determine the frequency of occurrence of events such as fires, it is essential to make use of a 
broader statistical base that goes beyond incidents for this tunnel only (as no major fire has occurred 
since the tunnel began operating in 1964), given the very long repeat cycle for this type of event. 
 
The statistics for heavy truck fires were taken from the CETU (French Tunnel Studies Centre) report 
entitled “Pannes, accidents et incendies dans les tunnels routiers français” (Breakdowns, Accidents 
and Fires in French Highway Tunnels), with reference to fire rates observed in a family of tunnels 
similar to the Grand Saint Bernard. However, these rates were corrected to take two important 
characteristics of the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel into account: 
1. The checking of heavy trucks when they enter the tunnel (which allows technical problems or 

overheating to be spotted). 
2. The presence at each end of the tunnel of permanent emergency response services that can 

intervene quickly if a fire starts. 
 
Choice of Scenarios 
 
If there is a fire, many contextual factors can influence its severity: traffic levels, location of the event 
in the tunnel, fire Heat Release Rate, etc. 
 
In the interest of simplification, the number of circumstances studied was voluntarily limited to the 
“envelope” events or the most probable events (depending on the case), so as to make possible a good 
analysis of the tunnel’s safety level. 
 
Heat Release Rate of Fire 
 
With reference to part 4 of the Guide to road tunnel safety documentation (CETU – France), and in 
accordance with the reference fires used in dimensioning the ventilation system, the standardised 
source terms of 30 MW and 100 MW were used in considering heavy truck fires. It can be noted that 
action by the emergency response services, which can help limiting the Heat Release Rate of the fire 
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source in some scenarios, was not taken into account (due to the difficulty of quantifying the impact 
of extinguishing the fire), making this an “upper limit” type of approach. 
 
List of the Fire Scenarios Studied 
 
The criteria stated above led to the selection of a list of scenarios using crossed parameters. For a 
given fire Heat Release Rate, only one parameter at a time is changed, in such a way that the results 
can be compared to each other. The results of such crossing of the variables make it possible to 
develop a list of scenarios such as the one in the table below. 
 
Table 2 List of scenarios chosen 
 

Scenario Heat Release 
Rate 

(MW) 

Source 
Position  

Extracting 
Section 

Extraction 
Stations 

Ventilator 
Loss 

DeltaP 

1 30 2585 2 B + C + D NO 100 
2 30 4600 4 E NO 100 
3 30 4600 4 E NO 300 
4 100 2585 2 B + C + D YES 100 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Illustration of fire positions  
 
By comparing the results of the scenario studies two by two, it is possible to measure the sensitivity of 
the consequences to: 

• fire’s location in the tunnel; 
• fire’s Heat Release Rate; 
• external weather conditions; 
• losing or not losing smoke extraction plants (100 MW fire at MP 2585). 

 

Italy 
Switzerland 

PM 2585 

PM 4600 

Italy Switzerland 
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The fire simulations created for risk analysis are based on the use of a model for 3-D simulation of 
fire scenarios. 
 
It will be noted that for all selected scenarios, the differences in pressure from one end of the tunnel to 
the other lead to uneven extraction of air. In some scenarios, the speed of the air is sufficient to cause 
smoke destratification. The following diagram illustrates this phenomenon. 

  
Figure 7 Illustration of the phenomenon of destratification 
 
The consequence of this phenomenon is to “protect” users on the side where the natural air flow 
originates, to the detriment of users on the other side, who find themselves in the smoke (smoke at the 
height of a person). 
 
Aside from its effects on conditions inside the tunnel, the 100 MW fire can result in high smoke 
temperatures in the air extraction duct. So the assumption was that after ten minutes, the ventilators in 
extraction stations B, C and D could provide only 50% of their nominal extraction capacity (Stations 
B and C are not protected by a sprinkler system in the duct to limit smoke temperatures.) 
 
In studying the scenarios, working hypotheses were used for the following items: 

• time of intervention by rescue services; 
• survival criteria (temperatures, CO concentration, and visibility); 
• assumptions related to traffic and operation; 
• user behaviour; 
• fire Heat Release Rate. 

 
The methodology used to evaluate the consequences of fire on the users was as follows: 

• modelling of the ambient conditions in the tunnel over time: change in visibility, 
temperatures, etc. (3-D simulation); 

• determination of user movements and superposition on the ambient conditions; 
• comparisons of the conditions encountered by users with survival criteria. 

 
As an illustration, the two graphs below show the temperatures varying with space (abscissas) and 
time (ordinates) for two different fire Heat Release Rates: 

• 30 MW (heavy truck, empty); 
• 100 MW (heavy truck, filled with combustible goods). 
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Figure 8 Examples of temperature graphs for two different fire Heat Release Rates 
 
It can be seen on this comparison that the fire Heat Release Rate has a considerable influence on the 
conditions in the tunnel: 

• In the case of the 30 MW fire (scenario 1), most users pass through areas where the 
temperature is limited to 80°C, which is acceptable. 

• In the case of the 100 MW fire, the temperatures on the Swiss side (taking the Italy-to-
Switzerland air current into account) quickly rise above 100°C, which corresponds to the 
survival threshold for users caught in the smoke. 

N.B.: the user routes for the 100 MW fire are theoretical to the extent that the users might encounter 
fatal conditions at a given time (depending on their ability to withstand those conditions) and become 
unable to continue on their way. 
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STAGE 2 OF RISK ANALYSIS: COMPLETE QUANTIFICATION OF RISKS 

Risk has two components: 
• frequency of occurrence; 
• severity. 

A common representation of risk, based on these two components, is the frequency/severity (F/S) 
curve. This is a curve showing the annual frequency of occurrence (F) of a scenario likely to cause an 
effect (usually number of deaths) greater than or equal to S. 

In the context of Italian Decree n°264, the number of deaths was used as the main criteria for 
quantifying risk. 

A complete evaluation of the risk of a tunnel fire would require a study of all possible weather 
conditions, all possible fire Heat Release Rates, all possible traffic situations, etc. Since such an 
evaluation is totally unrealistic, simplifications were introduced.  

The F/S curve was developed using the following methodology: 
• Select a limited number of parameters that influence the fire’s severity. 
 Example: fire Heat Release Rate. 
• For each of these parameters, select a limited number of possible states of these parameters. 
 Example for fire Heat Release Rate: 30 MW or 100 MW. 
• Calculate the conditional probabilities associated with each state. 
 Example for fire Heat Release Rates: 54% for 30 MW fire and 46% for 100 MW fire. 
• Cross-correlate all parameters to determine “basic” situations: 
 Example: 30 MW fire, with a favourable air current, peak traffic, etc. 
• For each basic situation identified: calculate the related frequency (by means of the 

corresponding conditional probabilities) and determine the number of victims (based on a 
study of the fire scenarios). 

• Adjust, then construct the F/S curve from all of the basic (frequency, severity) pairs that have 
been determined. 

 
Context Parameters Selected and Their Associated Conditional Probabilities 

The main parameters affecting fire severity were selected as follows. 
 
Table 3 Main parameters influencing the severity of the scenarios 
 

Parameters Possible States  

Fire Heat Release Rate • 30 MW 
• 100 MW 

Natural air current • Favourable 
• Unfavourable (smoke destratification) 

Traffic • Peak 
• Normal 

Presence of a bus near the fire • Yes 
• No 

Fire at the end of the tunnel (maximise the 
number of users on one side of the fire) 

• Yes 
• No 

User behaviour at red lights in tunnel • Users stop at red lights 
• Users do not stop at red lights 

 
The probability of each possible state must be known for each parameter listed above. 
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A probability-based analysis was carried out for each of these parameters and the following summary 
table constructed: 
 
Table 4 Probabilities associated with the parameters influencing the severity of the scenarios 
 
   Value Conditional Probability 

Distribution by no. of axles 
Customs records 

 Heat Release Rate 30 0.54 
100 0.46 

Speed measurements  Unfavourable air 
current 

Yes 0.33 
No 0.67 

Traffic histograms  Peak traffic Yes 0.33 
No 0.67 

Statistics  Bus present Yes 0.06 
No 0.94 

Statistics  Fire at end of tunnel 
on unfavourable side 

Yes 0.17 
No 0.83 

Assumption  Drivers stop at red 
lights 

Yes 0.60 
No 0.34 

 
Next, all possible “basic situations” were listed and each parameter was changed, one by one. The 
frequency and severity were calculated or estimated for each of these basic situations. The frequency 
of occurrence for each situation is based on: 

• the “base” frequency of heavy truck fires; 
• the conditional probabilities corresponding to the situation in question (contextual factors). 

 
Example: “Situation A” is defined by: 

• a Heat Release Rate of 30 MW; 
• unfavourable air current; 
• peak traffic; 
• the presence of a bus; 
• fire at the end of the tunnel; 
• drivers stop at red lights. 

 
The frequency for Situation A is calculated as follows: 

• Annual frequency of unsuppressed fires = 5.98 x 10-4 fires/year 
• Conditional probabilities (see above table): 

• P(Heat Release Rate 30 MW) = 0.54 
• P(unfavourable air current) = 0.33 
• P(peak traffic) = 0.33 
• P(bus present) = 0.06 
• P(fire at end of tunnel) = 0.17 
• P(drivers stop at red lights) = 0.66 

Frequency of Situation A = (5.98 x 10-4) x 0.54 x 0.33 x 0.33 x 0.06 x 0.17 x 0.66 = 2.37 x 10-7 /year. 
 
Estimating Severity 
 
The number of victims was estimated for each situation identified, taking into account all parameters 
relevant to the situation in question. In particular, the estimates are based on the study of the four fire 
scenarios discussed above, through extrapolation of the results. 
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Constructing the F/S Curve 
 
The F/S curve is calculated from the (frequency, severity) pairs from all the situations. 
 
This set of points yields the F/S curve, which can then be compared with the acceptability limits set in 
Italian Decree n°264. 
 
It must be noted that because the set of calculations defining the F/S curve are complex and are based 
on a large number of parameters and assumptions, the final result is necessarily associated with 
significant uncertainty. 
 

Frequency/Severity Matrix for the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel
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Figure 9 Frequency/Severity matrix for the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel 
 
The grey area corresponds to the uncertainty of the F/S curve. 

The corresponding expected value, i.e., the theoretical number of deaths per year due to fires, is 
1.60 x 10-3 deaths/year (this number does not include deaths due to traffic accidents). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The progression of the fire scenarios studied, and their generalisation to broader scenarios, led to the 
following conclusions: 

• The relatively light traffic in the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel, along with specific provisions 
that have a favourable effect on fire prevention (heavy trucks stopped and checked during 
customs inspections, emergency response teams ready to intervene as soon as a fire starts, 
etc.), help limiting the frequency of fires. 

• In the scenarios in which a natural air flow leads to smoke destratification, survival conditions 
for the users depend on the fire Heat Release Rate. As a point of reference, a 30 MW fire 
would not necessarily cause fatal conditions for most users, while a 100 MW fire probably 
would. 
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• Limiting the air current favours smoke stratification, and ambient conditions should allow 
users to evacuate under acceptable conditions in most situations. 

• The number of users involved depends on several parameters. The relatively light traffic in 
the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel and quick closure of the tunnel significantly limit the number 
of users. 

• The presence at the tunnel’s ends of emergency response teams that can be mobilised and 
respond quickly facilitates user evacuation and limits fire progression. 

Additionally, the F/S curve calculated for the Grand Saint Bernard tunnel showed that the level of risk 
is relatively close to the lower limit of acceptability set in Italian Decree n°264. 

Still, it is essential to take into consideration the significant uncertainties inherent in this type of 
quantitative evaluation. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

In view of these analyses, the following can be recommended: 
• Controlling the longitudinal air current would help limit the risks of smoke destratification 

and so improve evacuation conditions for the users. 
• Given the age of some of the ventilating fans and their lack of specific fire resistance, it 

would be wise to plan to bring them up to standard or replace them. 
• Installation of luminous road studs would improve evacuation conditions for the users. 
• Augmenting the traffic stop signals in the tunnel (red lights) with illuminated panels, flashing 

lights, etc. would increase the chance of the users seeing and obeying the red lights. It would 
be worthwhile to study the installation of traffic-stopping barriers in the tunnel. 

• It would be worthwhile to consider specific operating mechanisms that would avoid the 
presence in the tunnel of a bus behind a heavy truck—for example, by delaying the entry of a 
bus into the tunnel following the entrance of a heavy truck. 

• Giving operators the ability to send radio messages to the users from their control rooms is a 
measure that would allow users in the tunnel to be warned earlier if an event were to occur. 

• The fire resistance of the pavement and the cables that traverse the tunnel in ducts (especially 
those providing power to certain extraction stations) should be checked. 

 
Construction of the emergency access tunnel parallel to the existing tunnel will allow some of the 
above recommendations to be met. 
 

 
Figure 10 Illustration of the emergency access tunnel 
 
Once the emergency tunnel is completed, a new risk analysis can be done based on this tunnel 
configuration with the new safety facilities. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In the Austrian guideline “RVS 09.03.11” the Austrian Tunnel Risk Analysis Model “TuRisMo” 
defines how to assess the risk for tunnel users. The same guideline stipulates that the specific risk 
involved in the transport of Dangerous Goods (DG) through road tunnels should be assessed in a 
separate process. Consequently, based upon EC-Directive 2004/54/EC and the Austrian Road Tunnel 
Safety Law, a uniform risk assessment procedure for the transport of dangerous goods through road 
tunnels has been developed. For a methodic risk analysis approach, the OECD/PIARC-Model DG-
QRAM was chosen. 
 
In a first part of the objective study, a simplified risk assessment approach was elaborated. In 2009 
another research project was initiated on behalf of the Austrian Ministry of Traffic, Innovation and 
Technology with the objective of developing a complete risk evaluation procedure. The results shall be 
published in another Austrian “RVS” guideline. 
This research project is supported by a working group including experts from the Austrian Ministry of 
Transport, Innovation and Technology, the Austrian Ministry of Internal Affairs, federal Authorities, 
fire brigade, transport industry and consultants. 
 
The main objectives of this research project are the verification of existing DG transport data, the 
development of a risk assessment process in line with the new ADR tunnel regulations and the 
definition of acceptance criteria for each level of investigation (step-by-step process). 
 
KEYWORDS: dangerous goods, road tunnel safety, risk analysis, risk assessment, expected value 
 
 
EVALUATION OF RISK 
 
Risk is characterized by the probability of an event and the consequences of an event. The 
consequences of accidents are expressed as expected numbers of fatalities. The two kinds of risk 
indicators generally considered are: 
 

• 
From the individual’s perspective, only the risk of one human being is of relevance; this 
human being can be a member of a certain group (e.g. a worker). 
 

Individual risk: 

• 
From the society’s perspective, risk is perceived as a collective phenomenon. This collective 
risk is defined through the occurrence of certain incidents, leading to several fatalities. It is 
illustrated in a graph on a double logarithmic scale in which the number of victims (N) is 
plotted against the frequency (F) to generate the “F-N curve”. 

Social risk: 
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Risk acceptance 
Identical risks may be perceived quite differently by society. Risk acceptance is for example influenced 
by the benefit and the controllability of the respective risk. 
For example, a person’s decision to climb a mountain is a voluntary act; the individual benefit is 
viewed to be very high and the personal risk is considered to be calculable. Since the interest of the 
media is low, there is no call of the public for the prevention of these individual risks. 
The situation is completely different with an industrial chemical plant in a built-up area. The 
population living close to the plant receives no personal benefit from its operation and their risk 
exposure in case of an incident is neither voluntary nor can it be controlled by the residents. In the 
event of an incident, the interest of the media turns out to be very high and the call of the public to 
prevent such incidents is correspondingly passionate. 
 
When preparing a risk model, such factors which have a direct influence on the perception of the risk, 
have to be taken into account applying a risk aversion approach (e.g. 1 accident causing 10 fatalities 
outweighs 10 accidents causing one fatality). 
 

 
Figure 1 Categories of risk acceptance 
 
 
LEGAL BASIS OF TUNNEL SAFETY 
 
EU Directive 2004/54/EG 
This EU Directive [1] defines minimum safety requirements on an international level to be met by road 
tunnels forming part of the Trans European Road Network (TERN). This is the first international 
guideline addressing the tunnel safety topic and it is applicable to all TERN tunnels >500 m, which are 
currently under design, in construction or in operation. The remarkable aspect about this Directive is 
the fact that it combines both a “directive-oriented” and a “risk-oriented” approach. According to 
Article 13 of this Directive, a risk analysis shall be performed for all tunnels featuring a special 
characteristic, taking into account all design factors and traffic conditions.  
 
Under the terms of a “guideline-oriented” design, a tunnel is considered as safe, if it is designed in 
compliance with all applicable relevant guidelines. This type of design guarantees a specified technical 
standard. The technical standard in Austria, in comparison to Europe is quite high, and as a result the 
requirements stipulated in the EU Directive either met or even exceed these standards in every respect. 
If a tunnel is designed adopting a “risk-oriented” approach, a tunnel is only considered as save, if it 
complies with the defined risk criteria. The “risk-oriented” approach checks the functionality and 
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efficiency of risk-reducing measures, also evaluating risk potential of those tunnels which the guideline 
considers as save.  
 
Austrian Road Tunnel Safety Law 
The Road Tunnel Safety Law [2] translates the requirements contained in the EU Directive into 
Austrian law. It is applicable to all tunnels with a length exceeding 500 m of the primary road network 
(federal roads). The road tunnel safety law defines the following measures for the transport of 
dangerous goods: 

• Prior to the definition or modification of regulations and requirements regarding the transport 
of dangerous goods through a tunnel, a risk analysis is to be performed. 

• To enforce the regulation, appropriate signs indicating alternative routes are to be posted ahead 
of the last possible exit before the tunnel and at tunnel entrances, to allow drivers to choose 
alternative routes. 

• In individual cases, specific operating measures designed to reduce the risks related to some or 
all of the vehicles transporting dangerous goods in tunnels are to be checked subsequent to the 
risk analysis, e.g. passage in convoys escorted by accompanying vehicles. 

 
ADR 2007 / 2009 
When the European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road 
[3], commonly known as ADR was amended in 2007, so called tunnel restriction codes were 
introduced for all dangerous goods. These tunnel restriction codes serve as a basis for a uniform 
European regulation governing the transport of dangerous goods though road tunnels. 
 
Table 1 Tunnel restriction code of dangerous loads 

Tunnel restriction code 
of the whole load 

Restriction 

B Passage forbidden through tunnels of category B, C, D and E  

B1000C 
Passage forbidden through tunnels of category B, C, D and E; 
Carriage where the total net explosive mass per transport unit exceeds 1000kg: Passage 
forbidden through tunnels of category B, C, D and E 

B/D 
Tank carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category B and C 
Other carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category D and E 

B/E 
Tank carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category B, C and D; 
Other carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category E 

C Passage forbidden through tunnels of category C, D and E  

C5000D 
Carriage where the total net explosive mass per transport unit: 
- Exceeds 5000kg: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category C, D and E 
- Does not exceed 5000kg: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category D and E 

C/D 
Tank carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category C, D and E; 
Other carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category D and E 

C/E 
Tank carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category C and D and E; 
Other carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category E 

D Passage forbidden through tunnels of category D and E 

D/E 
Bulk or Tank carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category D and E; 
Other carriage: Passage forbidden through tunnels of category E 

E 
Passage forbidden through tunnels of category E 
─ Passage allowed through all tunnels (for UN Nos. 2919 and 3331, see also 8.6.3.1) 

 
If restrictions regarding the passage of vehicles transporting dangerous goods through a tunnel shall be 
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applied (passage forbidden), the relevant authority shall assign the road tunnel to a category defined in 
the ADR (new tunnel regulations valid as per 1st of January 2010). 
 
Table 2 Tunnel categories and signature 

Tunnel categories Restrictions Sign Traffic Sign 

A No restrictions for the transport of dangerous 
goods 

No sign - 

B Restriction for dangerous goods which may lead 
to a very large explosion 

Sign with additional panel 
bearing the letter B 

 

C Restriction for dangerous goods which may lead 
to a very large explosion, a large explosion or 
a large toxic release 

Sign with additional panel 
bearing the letter C 

 

D Restriction for dangerous goods which may lead 
to a very large explosion, to a large explosion, 
to a large toxic release or to a large fire 

Sign with additional panel 
bearing the letter D 

 

E Restriction for all dangerous goods other than 
UN Nos. 2919, 3291, 3331, 3359 and 3373 

Sign with additional panel 
bearing the letter E 

 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF RISK ANALYES IN AUSTRIA 
 
In Austria there are currently two tunnel risk models, which are applied on a regular basis. One is the 
Austrian Tunnel Risk Model “TuRisMo” [7] and the other one is the international dangerous goods 
assessment model “DG-QRAM” [6] developed of OECD/PIARC. 
 
Austrian Tunnel Risk Model (TuRisMo) 
The Austrian Tunnel Risk Model – TuRisMo is a quantitative, system-related method focusing on 
mechanical accidents and realistic fire scenarios. This model was developed to permit a quick and 
efficient risk class allocation for standard tunnels. In 2008, this method was published as Austrian 
guideline (RVS 09.03.11) and has subsequently been used on numerous occasions. This method meets 
all the requirements stipulated in Article 13 of the EU Directive. 
 
OECD/PIARC Model (DG-QRAM) 
The international risk model DG-QRAM was developed on behalf of OECD/PIARC to assess the risk 
involved in transporting dangerous goods on defined transport routes (tunnels or open road sections). It 
is widely used on an international basis, but is obviously not the only method available for assessing 
the risk resulting from the transport of dangerous goods. 
The results of the risk analysis are depicted as “Expected Values (EV)” or “F-N curves”, illustrating 
the relation between accident frequency and accident consequences (graph in a diagram). Whereas the 
expected value (EV) represents the average expected number of fatalities as a result of all accidents 
involving dangerous goods the F-N curve gives more comprehensive information on the extent of 
damage in relation to the probability of individual accidents.  
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF A UNIFORM RISK ASSESSMENT PROCESS FOR DG TRANSPORTS 
 
In the year 2009, the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT) 
launched a research project with the objective of establishing a uniform investigation and assessment 
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procedure concerning risk analyses for dangerous goods (using DG-QRAM). This research project is 
exclusively focused on assessing the risk of dangerous goods accidents (mechanical accidents and 
conventional fires are addressed by the risk model TuRisMo). The final results shall be presented in an 
Austrian guideline update which is scheduled to be published in the year 2010. This research project 
serves the purpose of defining a clearly structured risk assessment process in line with the new ADR 
tunnel regulations, based upon reliable dangerous goods data. In the course of this project, risk 
reference criteria for every step of the assessment process have to be laid down. This research project is 
supported by a work group comprising technical and legal experts of the BMVIT and the Austrian 
Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Austrian federal provinces, the Austrian Chamber of Commerce, the 
ASFINAG, the fire brigade, the transport industry as well as ILF Consulting Engineers. 
 
Data Basis 
In this research project great emphasis was put on the data basis. In 2006 and 2007, investigations of 
DGs transports were carried out at 12 different cross-sections on Austria’s main traffic routes. In 
March 2009, the results of these earlier investigations were evaluated and expanded by a detailed 
review of DG transports in cooperation with the Austrian Ministry of the Interior. The second 
investigation delivered precise information about the UN number, the amount, type and destination of 
the dangerous goods transports which allows a much better allocation of the composition of DG 
transports to the accident scenarios of the risk model. 
In addition, the results revealed that in Austria the composition of the dangerous goods transported 
varies only slightly on different traffic routes and that these variations have only little influence on the 
risk faced by tunnel users. A standardized composition of DGs transports on Austria’s main roads 
could hence be defined as a basis for the risk analysis. 
 
Definition of Assessment Process for Austrian Road Tunnels  
In principle, the risk involved in the transport of dangerous goods is determined in a multi-stage 
assessment process. 
 

EV < 0,001: Risk not relevant

Simplified Approach - Classification Matrix

EV > 0,001: Risk relevant

F/N-Curve below reference criteria:
risk acceptable (no measures)

F/N-Curve exceed reference criteria:
risk not acceptable

Check of Alternative Routes

Check of Measures – DG-QRAM

F-/N-Diagram (reference curve)

Detailed Approach - DG-QRAM

Classification Matrix (EV)

F-/N-Diagram (reference curve)

F/N-Curve below reference criteria:
risk acceptable (measures)

F/N-Curve exceed reference criteria:
risk not acceptable

No further 
investigations necessary 

Comparison  tunnel- to alternative route (EV)

EVtunnel >>  EValternative

Tunnel Restrictions 
(Category B – E)

Tunnel
route

Tunnel 
route

EVtunnel <<  EValternative
Tunnel
route

Stage 1

Stage 2b
Stage 2a

Stage 3

Tunnel unrestricted for 
Dangerous Goods (Category A)

 
Figure 2 Process for assessment of DG transport risk in road tunnels 
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Stage 1 – Classification Matrix (Simplified Approach) 
The process starts out with a simplified assessment (stage 1). Stage 1 shall permit a simple 
identification of tunnels with a low dangerous goods transport risk, considering the type of tunnel 
(bidirectional or unidirectional traffic), the ventilation system, the traffic volume and the percentage of 
heavy goods vehicles. The respective parameters of the matrix were defined in a former study 
performed in 2008 by systematic risk calculation for selected reference tunnels using DG-QRAM. As 
relevance criteria an expected risk value of 1 x 10-3 fatalities/year was applied for the elaboration of the 
classification matrix. The first evaluation revealed, that as a result of this simplified assessment, 
approximately half of the road tunnels in Austria require no further detailed risk analysis. These 
tunnels could, in line with the ADR, directly be allocated to tunnel category A. 
 

≤ 5000 ≤40000

≤ 25 ≤ 10 ≤ 15 ≤ 20 ≤ 25 ≤ 5 ≤ 10 ≤ 15 ≤ 20 ≤ 25 ≤ 5 ≤ 10 ≤ 15 ≤ 20 ≤ 25 ≤ 5 ≥ 10 ≥ 5

longitudinal ≤ 700 1,06E-06 4,10E-05 1,97E-04 9,29E-05 2,50E-04 2,73E-04 3,00E-04 4,44E-04 2,18E-04 5,00E-04 6,38E-04 8,21E-04 1,22E-03 6,31E-04 1,22E-03 1,02E-03

longitudinal ≤ 1000 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 6,00E-04 1,06E-03 2,66E-03 8,00E-04 1,50E-03 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 1500 1,75E-05 6,76E-05 3,26E-04 1,54E-04 5,00E-04 4,52E-04 6,00E-04 7,38E-04 3,62E-04 7,17E-04 8,92E-04 1,38E-03 1,43E-03 1,35E-03 5,15E-03 2,19E-03

longitudinal ≤ 2000 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 8,71E-04 1,31E-03 1,38E-03 2,72E-03 1,33E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 2500 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,09E-03 1,00E+00 1,38E-03 2,75E-03 1,65E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 3000 2,73E-05 1,06E-04 5,12E-04 2,42E-04 6,00E-04 5,00E-04 4,00E-04 5,12E-04 5,69E-04 1,13E-03 1,69E-03 1,00E-01 2,72E-03 1,73E-03 8,14E-03 3,54E-03

transverse ≤ 4000 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 1,00E-04 8,12E-04 8,98E-04 1,00E-04 1,76E-03 1,80E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,00E-02

transverse ≤ 7000 5,34E-05 1,95E-04 8,43E-04 3,46E-04 7,00E-04 9,28E-04 1,19E-03 1,29E-03 2,05E-04 1,27E-03 1,80E-03 2,27E-03 2,75E-03 1,51E-03 6,14E-03 2,54E-03

natural ≤ 700 1,00E-06 1,00E-05 5,00E-05 5,00E-04 5,00E-04 5,62E-04 7,00E-04 9,74E-04 3,55E-04 6,76E-04 1,17E-03 1,30E-03 1,65E-03 7,42E-04 5,00E-03 1,00E-02

natural ≤ 1000 3,52E-04 1,14E-03 1,39E-03 6,00E-04 1,19E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,00E-03 1,30E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 1500 2,07E-05 8,22E-05 3,87E-04 4,37E-04 8,55E-04 1,12E-03 1,75E-03 2,10E-03 9,71E-04 1,72E-03 2,57E-03 1,00E-01 4,17E-03 1,94E-03 8,65E-03 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 2000 1,24E-03 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,00E-02 1,22E-03 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-02

longitudinal ≤ 2500 7,46E-04 1,45E-03 3,00E-03 1,50E-03 5,00E-03 1,50E-03 1,50E-03 1,50E-03 1,00E-01 7,00E-03 5,00E-03 9,50E-03 1,00E-02

transverse ≤ 3000 9,82E-04 9,22E-04 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-02

transverse ≤ 4000 8,31E-04 1,01E-03 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-01 1,00E-02

transverse ≤ 7000 9,92E-05 7,62E-04 1,13E-03 1,49E-03 1,85E-03 2,07E-03 2,07E-03 6,15E-03 1,24E-02 9,80E-03 4,16E-03 7,50E-03 1,24E-02 1,00E-01 1,97E-02 8,73E-03 4,03E-02 1,00E-02

Type of 
Traffic

Ventilation 
System

Tunnel 
length

Traffic Volume [veh/day]   

≤ 10000 ≤ 15000 ≤ 20000 ≤ 30000

HGV [%]

uni-
directional

bi-
directional

 
Figure 3 Classification matrix 
 
Stage 2 – Detailed Approach (DG-QRAM) 
All those tunnels which indicate a relevant dangerous goods risk during the simplified approach are 
subsequently reviewed in a detailed, tunnel-specific risk analysis using the DG-QRAM model (Stage 
2a). In Stage 2, a comparison with a defined reference criterion is made in the F-N diagram for the 
tunnel system under evaluation.  
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Figure 4 Reference curve as assessment criteria in the F-N diagram (example) 
 
If the reference criterion in the F-N diagram is exceeded, the dangerous goods risk is rated as 
unacceptable and special additional risk reduction measures are to be investigated (Stage 2b). 
Considerations made to improve traffic safety predominantly focus on organisational and operational 
measures. In this context it is to be pointed out that not every measure is equally suited or efficient. The 
envisioned measures will thus have to be checked individually for the respective tunnel system in an 
in-depth risk analysis. The current Road Traffic Regulations [4] issued by the BMVIT, Federal Law 
Gazette 395/2001 [5], use two different categories for motorways: 
 

• 
Flashing warning light 
Tunnels with a length between 1,000 m and < 5,000 m: 

 
• 

Flashing warning light, 
Tunnels with a length of > 5,000 m: 

Escort vehicle following the transport unit and  
Distribution of transport documents to the personnel of the escort vehicle 

 
Additional operational measures aimed at reducing the transport risk of dangerous goods, which have 
to be checked individually for each tunnel, may for example include: 
 

• Introduction of an overtaking ban 
• Introduction of a speed limit  
• Installation of an information system 
• Installation of a speed control system (”Section Control“) 
• Installation of a headway control system  
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Stage 3 – Alternative Route 
As a last possible measure, tunnel restrictions for certain substances, possibly with a transportation time 
limit may be declared (Stage 3 – Checking of Alternative Routes). In this case it is to be checked, whether 
an adequate alternative route actually exists. A road only qualifies as alternative route if the entire road 
segment is suited and approved for heavy goods traffic. This requires such aspects as number of lanes, 
longitudinal gradient, curve radii, road width, etc. to be reviewed on a case-to-case basis. 
Additionally, proof has to be furnished that the transport of dangerous goods on the bypass road entails a 
significantly lower risk for the resident population than the unrestricted transport through the tunnel for the 
tunnel users and the population living near the tunnel portal.  
 

Tunnel 

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

2 km

Motorway
Tunnelroute

Village 2
Village 1

City

 Investigation area  
Alternative 2  

Investigation area  
Alternative 1 

 
Figure 5 Alternative route 
 
 
DEFINITION OF RISK CRITERIA 
 
As mentioned before the societal risk is usually expressed in a graph (F-N diagram). An assessment of the 
societal risk can be made, based upon a risk relevance curve which is often determined specifically for the 
project in question to determine whether the safety level is acceptable or not. 
Officially established risk limit curves are for example used in Switzerland, where reference is made to the 
Swiss Accidents Ordinance [8] or in the Netherlands [9]. 
 
Reference curve for risk assessment 
For the detailed assessment (stage 2), a reference curve based on empirical values in the F-N diagram is 
used as assessment criterion (see Figure 4). 
 

For N ≥ 10 fatalities: 2

110
N

F
−

=  (1) 

 
The gradient of the curve reflects the risk aversion level: If the number of fatalities increases by a factor of 
10, the acceptable occurrence frequency decreases by a factor of 100. By adopting this approach, more 
stringent criteria are applied when rating accidents causing a substantial damage. 
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Adjustment of the reference curve against the tunnel length 
A risk assessment based upon the defined reference curve requires a standardised tunnel length of 1 km, as 
the reference criterion F = 10-1 / N2 is always based on 1 km. For the assessment criterion to be used in the 
F-N diagram, an adjustment to the length of the tunnel has to be made. As, with accidents involving 
dangerous goods, the length of the tunnel is an especially critical factor, this adjustment shall not be linear 
but depending on the length of the tunnel. This adjustment is taken into account by the implementation of a 
root function on the tunnels length in equitation (2). 
 

For N ≥ 10 fatalities: xL
N

F ×=
−

2

110    (draft) (2) 

 
To evaluate the reference criterion DG transport risks of typical road tunnels in Austria were calculated and 
assessed in the F-N diagram (empirically procedure). The final appointment of the reference curve and 
specially the exponent’s value is still under discussion in the work group, thus the equitation for the 
reference curve has to be considered only as a proposal at the current stage. 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRENDS  
 
In Austria, the development of a uniform process for the assessment of dangerous goods risks has reached a 
rather advanced level; a corresponding RVS draft is currently being prepared and will be published in 
2010. In view of the special boundary conditions encountered in Austria (where often no alternative route 
is available), an effort is made to largely keep the dangerous goods traffic on the motorway network.  
At the moment the BGBl. II No. 395/2001 already stipulates operational requirements for the passage of 
dangerous goods vehicles (→ orange warning light for tunnels >1,000 m; escort vehicle for tunnels > 
5,000 m). Since from the legal perspective of the BMVIT, this Ordinance only regulates (not restricts) DG 
vehicles passing through the tunnel, Austria holds the view that the already existing exemption clause of 
the ADR, will also be effective beyond January 1st 2010, at least as long as no ADR passage restriction for 
dangerous goods will be issued. There would still not be any need to indicate the tunnel restriction code in 
the transport documents of the DG transport. 
Starting in 2010, a road tunnel assessment initiative could be launched. Only then will it be possible to 
decide, whether Austria will be able to do without the introduction of tunnel passage restrictions for 
dangerous goods. 
 
In France, all tunnels with a length exceeding 300 m are already subjected to a dangerous goods transport 
risk assessment using the DG-QRAM software. In those cases, in which the defined reference threshold 
value is surpassed, an alternative route investigation (i.e. checking of tunnel restrictions for dangerous 
goods) is initiated immediately. Greece decided to adopt a similar approach as France. In both countries, 
numerous ADR tunnel restrictions are expected to be imposed. 
 
In Germany, a comprehensive tunnel investigation campaign is currently performed using DG-QRAM; if 
the defined threshold value is exceeded, an in-depth analysis or even an alternative route selection process 
is performed. It is currently to be assumed that for some tunnels, restrictions in line with the ADR will be 
imposed. This will mainly be applicable to those tunnels for which restrictions have already been put in 
place (e.g. Elbtunnel, Rennsteigtunnel, etc.) 
 
Switzerland is about to introduce a network-wide risk analysis process to implement the ADR regulations. 
In order to be able to maintain existing tunnel restrictions until the assessment process is available to be 
applied, tunnels with existing restrictions are allocated to category E (= complete ban for dangerous goods 
transports). In total, this affects 15 tunnels in the Alps, including three with a limited time restriction. In 
2010, Switzerland will start a network-wide investigation of all road tunnels, using a risk-based assessment 
process, which may ultimately lead to a re-assignment of the 15 road tunnels, which are currently classified 
as category E. 
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In the remaining European countries, a restriction for the transport of dangerous goods through road 
tunnels in line with the ADR requirements is partially to be expected. In general, an international 
tendency can be observed, that the lower the number of road tunnels in a nation, the more stringent the 
restrictions issued for dangerous goods transports. Countries like Sweden, Denmark or England 
allocate road tunnels to ADR’s risk categories in most instances without conducting a risk-based 
approach (risk analysis). This approach frequently leads to a general ban for the transport of dangerous 
goods through road tunnels (tunnel category E) or quite often to transportation time restrictions (e.g. 
the Netherlands, partially Germany etc). 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK 
 
It can generally be assumed that these new tunnel regulations will be implemented all over Europe. Yet 
this implementation process will not be completed in all countries by the 1st of January 2010, as 
especially in countries with a great number of road tunnels, the network-wide risk assessment process 
and the assignment to risk categories will take some time to be finalized.  
 
Thus current development trends of the transport industry ought to be observed and taken into account 
even on a short-term basis. The transport industry is likely to face certain additional costs for the 
transport of dangerous goods, as alternative routes tend to result in longer transport times and longer 
transport distances. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are several “magic numbers” available in fire engineering literature, determined on expert judgement 
or statistical data collected about experiments or real fires reports, which can be regarded as design values 
for a certain fire scenario, e.g. the curve and the peak value of the HRR arising from the fire of a car or a 
wood pallet, as other fundamental parameters characterizing a fire scenario [1]. 
The choice of a certain “reference scenario” among a class of possible fire scenarios, the lack of knowledge 
and the randomness about the phenomena involved, are different sources of uncertainty affecting the 
outputs of any quantitative fire threat assessment. 
Regarding those magic numbers as input data for fire simulations, aimed to verify the effectiveness of 
particular safety design aspect, it can be a useful and quick approach to the problem when the uncertainties 
are tolerable for the significance of the results, e.g. egress safety level evaluation in a low fire-risk building. 
Determination and optimization process of safety measures for infrastructures, as railway and road tunnels, 
implies a more sophisticated approach to the safety level evaluation: scenarios characterized by relevant 
severity of consequences, as fire involving dangerous goods and passenger trains in a tunnel, need a 
process which investigates also the uncertainties arising from main stochastic variables [2]. 
 
DECISION MAKING PROBLEMS IN PERFORMANCE BASED FIRE DESIGN 
When the operation implies the possibility of a contemporary passage of trains carrying dangerous goods 
and passenger trains within a single bored double track tunnel, that circumstance determines risks of 
relevant consequences in terms of possible fatalities: appropriate performance based engineering analysis 
should be hence carried out in order to quantitatively investigate the actual fire threat and the effectiveness 
of any possible measure to be implemented within the fire safety design, in order to achieve the design 
acceptability.  
 
If such hazardous events are possible, the decision maker can encounter difficulties in the accomplishment 
of optimized tunnel fire safety design; these problems are generally arising from (1) the lack of deep 
knowledge about phenomena involved (e.g. fire behaviour, human behaviour and response to threats, 
mechanical dynamics involved in the train derailment, railway subsystems, etc.) which are together of 
relevant complexity, (2) the objectives, which can be mutually competing (e.g. costs, safety level, etc.), (3) 
and finally the uncertainty arising from the different nature and high complexity of interacting phenomena 
involved [2].  
 
Several existing tunnels, in the European railway network, were constructed over a century ago; their 
characteristics would be hard to achieve the safety targets if risks arising from hazardous materials must be 
considered, especially as far as long existing tunnels, generally characterized by small cross sectional area 
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and few (or none) emergency exit along the tunnel itself. 
The need of any additional safety measure for an existing tunnel (along the Italian railway network there 
are several dozens) lying on a line object of operation upgrading, should be hence demonstrated by 
probabilistic risk analysis, keeping as crucial element the cost-benefit ratio, cause of the high costs of 
infrastructure realization (e.g. realization of intermediate exits along an old existing tunnel).  
A switchover on the decision variables (i.e. a variable which identify a safety measure characteristic like 
the number of intermediate exits along a tunnel) could be highly undesirable cause of the high costs of the 
measures realization, so that accurate uncertainty treatment should be carried out. 
New tunnel projects, need accurate performance based analysis as well, in order to achieve an optimized 
safety design within the safety objectives. 
 
HAZARD ANALYSIS 
Accidents involving trains carrying dangerous goods can lead to large fires in case of significant leakage of 
flammable gas or liquid, in presence of an ignition source; the HRR curve is hence determined by the rate 
of flammable gas originating from the pool or from the leaking fuel, mixing with the oxygen available in 
the enclosure considered. 
 
The operation of trains carrying dangerous goods (TCDG) in tunnel may imply significant consequences in 
terms of fatalities, in case of a fire accident in contemporary presence of passenger train(s). 
In fact, the expected behaviour of the threat components, originating from large fires and spreading 
consequently along the tunnel itself, can determine untenable conditions for people in a significant portion 
of the domain, within a relatively short time, while almost instantaneously near the fire source at the fire 
ignition . 
 
Threat elements spreading along the tunnel, toward an incoming passenger train, is a crucial question  
about the possibility for passengers to reach an exit before conditions become untenable, which must be 
accurately investigated. 
 
The accident sequence of a derailment in tunnel of a train carrying dangerous goods can be outlined 
according to key events (or sub-events), like (1) a tank derailment, providing mechanic shocks to the vessel 
and leading to (2) a leakage of flammable gas or liquid, which can consequently determine (3) formation of 
a pool of condensed gas or liquid and finally (4) a fire ignition involving the flammable liquid itself, which 
can arise from the sparks and hot spots determined by the mechanical dynamics involved in the derailment 
or from the electric power supply (if present). 
 
Expected HRR peak values in case of pool fires in a railway tunnel involving significant amount of 
flammable liquids can be roughly estimated in a range of  50 – 200 MW; nevertheless geometric 
characteristics of the tunnel, the pavement or the trackbed ballast layer where the liquid accumulates and 
the tanks capacity can significantly influence the HRR curve [9]. 
The peak value can also be significantly influenced by a pulsation phenomena as well [6], which can occur 
in case of large fires, cause of the lack of oxygen in a confined space. 
 
Fire scenarios involving TCDG can be classified according to the release rate and spread velocity of the 
threat elements along the tunnel: 
 

- fire scenarios characterized by progressive spread of smoke and heat, approximately proportional 
to the HRR (e.g. pool fire); 

- fire scenarios characterized by impulsive release and spread of threat elements through the whole 
tunnel (or a significant portion of it) (e.g. BLEVE, flash fire, explosion, etc.). 

 
In this paper it will be discussed the first type of fire scenarios, neverthless the approach outlined in the 
following and aimed to handle uncertainty can be applied also to the second type of fire scenarios. 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Appropriate identification process of the main variables or parameters involved in the threat elements 
release and spread over the tunnel domain must be carried out; expert judgement can provide help in this 
phase of the process, together with more accurate calculation procedures if necessary, in order to select 
those variables having significant influence on the quantitative hazard analysis outcomes and undertake 
further investigations on the uncertainty propagation to the final results of the overall model. 
In general, a sensitivity analysis is performed repeating the calculation procedures, established according to 
a previously defined model structure, for a range of possible inputs of some value parameters, to determine 
if a change in the outcome occurs that someone would care about. 
 
Assuming the HRR the most important variable characterizing fire scenarios, the following parameters can 
significantly influence the outcome of the overall model output (HRR curve and combustion products): 
 

- pool fire area; 
o flammable liquid or gas quantity 
o spilling fuel flow 
o tank hole area 
o type of pavement (ballast layer, concrete, etc.) 

- HRR per unit area 
o flammable liquid or gas properties; 

 
Among the stochastic variables influencing the accident evolution, we can identify, for our purpose, the 
following sub-classes of variables: 
 

- oxygen concentration near the fire source; 
o tunnel geometry 
o wind velocity through the tunnel 

- active protection system (activation time, action effectiveness) 
- fire brigades intervention (activation time, action effectiveness on fire, rescue effectiveness) 

 
From the literature or real scale experiments or data from real cases, threat elements originating from pool 
fires within long tunnels show a significant dependence on the distance between the fire source and the 
approaching passenger train within the tunnel, according to the threat components behaviour observed. 
 
 
Considerations on the large dimensions of the domain and the general operation characteristics lead us to 
take into account the distance between the source of fire and the position where the passenger train 
(randomly) stops (or derails). 
 
Furthermore, we should take into consideration the wind velocity through the tunnel, cause it can 
determine significant influence on the threat elements distribution along the tunnel itself and on the HRR 
curve [10]. 
 
These variables can be considered stochastic elements influencing significantly the fire scenarios 
characteristics: in order to investigate the threat elements behaviour related to that class of fire scenarios, 
appropriate set of simulations aimed to spread over the variability range of each of these stochastic 
variables could be performed; in a risk based approach fire design evaluation, this generally leads to obtain 
more accurate results, if needed.    
 
UNCERTAINTY AFFECTING THE ANALYSIS OUTCOMES 
Results obtained by the application of predictive models and tools (deterministic) on a fire scenario, 
describing the behaviour of the threat elements and the response of exposed people, are point values that 
do not incorporate uncertainty and do not reflect inherent input uncertainties, as those depending on the 
possible patterns describing significant accident evolution aspects: 
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- accident sequence development (leading to a fire); 

this class of possible patterns implies distributions determined by stochastic railway operation variables 
(e.g. train position and velocity, type of carried goods, tank characteristics, signalling system, tunnel 
geometry, power supply, etc.); 
 

- fire development and smoke spread; 
this class of patterns implies a distribution determined by the interaction of chemical, physics and 
thermodynamics processes and the evolution of the threat elements is strongly influenced by significant 
stochastic variables. 
 
Any deterministic result is hence confined between “limits of confidence” which must be evaluated, taking 
into account significant source of uncertainty. 
 
The class of accident sequences and fire scenarios we want to examine here, as outlined before, involves a 
train carrying dangerous goods (flammable liquid or gas), which is supposed to be derailed within a double 
track 10 km long tunnel, where is approaching a passenger train on the adjacent track. 
The case of a passenger train approaching on the same track is less representative cause of the presence of 
automatic train protection system aimed to ensure an adequate distance between trains on the same track. 
 
Sources of uncertainty affecting the set of specifications of the fire scenario are at least the following: 
 

- position and dimension of crack(s) on the vessel; 
- leaking mass rate of flammable gas or liquid through the crack(s); 
- timing of fire initiation and spread with respect to the derailment time and to the approaching 

passenger train position; 
- type and characteristics of the flammable gas or liquid (fire ignition and spread); 
- type and characteristics of the flammable gas or liquid (chemical species production rate and 

toxicity potential); 
- tunnel ventilation conditions (e.g. longitudinal air velocity, etc.); 
- position of the fire source and passenger train within the tunnel (with respect to the portals and 

intermediate exits); 
- specific characteristics of the accident dynamics with respect to the possible “reactions” of the 

ATP (e.g. activation of the automatic braking at an adequate distance from the site of derailment); 
- passenger number and distribution within the approaching passenger train; 
- passenger characteristics (e.g. age, sex, etc.) and behaviour; 
- actual operation conditions. 

 
Additional sources of uncertainty are also inherent the determination of the safety objectives the model 
structure and the sub-models adopted. 
 
 
ADDRESSING UNCERTAINTY 
In general, whenever epistemic uncertainty related to the models adopted is small compared to the 
uncertainty arising from the input data distribution, deterministic process can be considered as a valid 
approach to predict the behaviour of any significant variable of the system. 
Given a certain system, unwanted outcomes can be shown to be avoided or significantly limited by the 
adoption of conservative hypothesis (safety factors) or adopting “best guess” values, in order to perform 
calculations of the relevant threat elements. 
A choice must be made in order to select the significant stochastic variables to be treated as best guess 
constants and the stochastic variables to be taken into account as distributions, and the variables to be 
ignored, according to the criterion that the selection is made on those parameters or combination of 
parameters which have the potential to determine a switchover on the acceptability of a design [2]  
Assuming for the case study here proposed  HRR curve, referred to a pool fire originated by a large release 
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of flammable liquid, immediately ignited characterized by a peak HRR value of 200 MW, ramping up in a 
period of time to be considered not relevant with respect to the spread of smoke and heat within the tunnel, 
and maintaining that value for at least a period long enough for the egressing people to reach one of the 
tunnel portals.  
That hypothesis implicitly simplifies the stochastic variables domain, excluding the need of investigating 
the following variables: 
 

- position and dimension of crack(s) on the vessel; 
- leaking mass rate of flammable gas or liquid through the crack(s); 
- timing of fire initiation and development with respect to the derailment time; 
- type and characteristics of the flammable gas or liquid (respect to fire ignition and spread). 

 
It is critical to investigate if different sets of reasonable assumptions (input data – fire scenario 
characteristics) used in the fire safety engineering design have potential to determine a switchover on the 
final fire design (i.e. on the decision variables). 

 
 
Figure 1 - Regression rate experimental curves [7] 
 
As far as the type of flammable gas or liquid with respect to the toxicity and species production, we can 
choose a worst case too, e.g. taking into account the HRRPUA (kW/m2) the heat of combustion and the 
heat of vaporization, so that it is possible to define a “threat function” which maximize the combined effect 
of the heat and toxic species production [9].  
This last hypothesis can be regarded as a reasonable approximation in light of a relatively small range of 
variability of the main parameters involved, so that can be considered  as an advantageous one. 
Alternatively, it can be reasonable to determine a mean value of the stochastic parameters involved, based 
on the statistical observation of the dangerous goods operation. 
 
As mentioned before, of relevant influence on the threat elements for people along the tunnel it is observed 
to be the reciprocal distances between passenger train approaching the derailment site, closest mean of 
egress leading directly to the outside and fire source site (i.e. TCDG derailment site). 
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For these variables, depending directly to the operation parameters and to the infrastructure system (e.g. 
tunnel length, number of intermediate exits, number and speed of trains, signalling system and ATPS or 
ATCS, railway procedures), appropriate statistical modeling is needed. 
 
STATISTICAL MODELING 
Assuming as first hypothesis the fire development as the HRR curve characterized in the previous 
paragraph, and, consequently, assigned all those parameters related to the fire source, the model structure, 
representing the relevant characteristics of the system, can be described by the following variables; in order 
to develop a simple case study, the following hypothesis, constants or distributions, for the significant 
variables are made: 
 
Class of operation variables: 

- number of passenger trains per day:      100 
- number of TCDG per day:       20 
- distance between consecutive trains on the same track (km):   20,0 
- passenger train speed (km/h):       200  
- TCDG speed (km/h):        120 
- Train braking distance (km):       2,0 
- Number of passenger per train:      Gaussian distribution 
- Temporal uncertainty of Trains:      Log-normal distribution 

 
Class of fire scenario variables: 

- time to ignition:         Log-normal 
distribution 

- total amount of flammable gas or liquid (fire duration):   Infinite 
- natural air velocity within the tunnel (pressure difference at the portals): Gaussian 

 
Class of fire brigade intervention variables: 

- time of intervention:       Log-normal distribution 
- intervention effectiveness (fire development limitation or extinction): Correlated to the time of 

                                                                                                             intervention 
- passengers rescue:       Correlated to the time of 

                                                                                                            intervention 
 
 
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 
Several pool fire simulations in tunnel have been performed in order to predict spread of heat and fire 
effluent within the domain of interest (i.e. tunnel and escape routes), investigating as well about the 
influence of the main stochastic variables. 
It is worth to point out that, in order to handle uncertainty systematically, relevant complexity arises from 
the uncertainty related to the fire development, which can be treated applying appropriate safety factors to 
the significant quantities aforementioned; nevertheless significant sensibility is shown by the final result 
(i.e. consequences in terms of fatalities expected) with respect to the mutual distances between exits, 
derailment site and passenger train stop site within the tunnel. The reciprocal displacement of such 
elements of the accident sequence can be modelled by defining appropriate distribution, essentially based 
on the operation characteristics. 
Each stochastic variable considered should be investigated through a sensitivity analysis, based on expert 
opinion, real scale tests or further deterministic studies implemented by validated and robust models; 
consequently, appropriate probabilistic model (e.g. event tree) must be applied to provide accident 
sequence schemes of relevance, according to the sensitivity analysis results and finally defining a set of fire 
simulations to be performed, assigning a likelihood and an expected consequence.  
Distributions are aimed to determine, through the application of probabilistic methods (e.g. montecarlo 
simulation), the coherent values of the threat components predicted by the fire simulations to which the 
passengers are exposed during the egress, depending on the distance from the fire and to the exits 
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(intermediate or portals). 
According to the accident dynamics of a derailment in a tunnel, the probability of occurrence of the 
invasion of the adjacent track and the expected behaviour of the automatic train protection system, which 
can determine an immediate braking of the passenger train approaching to the derailment site, it is possible 
to analyze the combined probabilities of occurrence of a certain fire scenario. 
As far as the fire simulations, a CFD model (FDS5 – NIST) has been adopted. Coherently with the 
hypothesis about the pool fire formation (i.e. HRR peak value and ramp up time), the investigation on the 
fire scenario is conducted prescribing into the code the expected HRR curve; the object of the CFD 
investigation is hence the prediction of each threat element behaviour within the domain of interest (the 
whole tunnel). 
A set of fire simulations is hence performed, in order to predict the evolution of heat and smoke and the 
behaviour of the threat elements, investigating the effect of the stochastic variables on the fire and smoke 
behaviour as well. 
A set of input parameters, ranging between expected values, has been adopted for the code FDS5; the 
collected results of the threat elements curves, predicted by the code FDS5, have been applied to the 
mathematical models of the exposure effect on passengers in order to determine an expected percentage of 
fatalities on the people exposed to the fire effluents. 
Deterministic egress simulations have been performed [4] in order to predict the time needed to reach the 
tunnel portals or any intermediate means of escape prescribed. 
Exposition levels to the threat elements and a coherent expected number of fatalities are hence calculated, 
taking into account the visibility along the egress path, and consequently the egress velocity, assuming 
appropriate safety factors incorporated into the models adopted, in order to avoid further distributions. 
 
CONSEQUENCE MATRIX AND MONTECARLO SIMULATION 
The framework proposed here introduces a “consequences matrix” [11], which states relations between 
deterministic results (e.g. predicted values of the threat components, consequences for people exposed to 
the heat and fire effluents for a certain fire in a characterized scenario, etc.) and the different ranges of the 
main stochastic variables, previously determined through the sensitivity analysis. 
A set of fire simulations, determined through appropriate event tree analysis, yields correspondent values 
of the expected consequences, generally expressed in terms of number of fatalities. That process develops a 
systematic association among the stochastic variables considered and each result obtained by the 
correspondent fire simulation, so that the generic term, lij, expression of the results can be the following: 
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Table 1 – Generic expression of the “Consequences Matrix” 
 
The generic matrix takes into account two stochastic variables, described by uniform distributions ranging 
between appropriate values, determined by the set of simulation performed. 
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Figure 2 – Predicted Gas Temperatures (°C) at 2,0 m high on the egress path, 25, 50, 100 and 200 m 

far from the pool fire (code FDS5 – NIST) 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3 – Predicted carbon monoxide concentration (mol/mol) at 2,0 m high on the egress path, 50, 

100, 150 and 200 m far from the pool fire (code FDS5 – NIST) 
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The following “consequence matrix” defines relations between ranges of distances and expected 
consequences in terms of normalized fatalities (i.e. 1 corresponds to 100% of fatalities on the total number 
of exposed people), according to the threat elements behaviour predicted by the code FDS5 on the 
described fire scenario. 
Ranges of distances (i.e. distance of the passenger train from the pool fire and distance of the passenger 
train from the closest available exit or portal) are defined according to the threat elements behaviour as 
well. 
The expected fatalities (normalized) of the consequence matrix are calculated as Probit functions, 
according to the predicted threat elements values along the egress path and to the time of egress: 
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Consequence matrix 
Egress path lenght 
(range of distances) 

Pool fire – Passenger train 
distance 

(range of distances) 
 50 –100 m 100 – 200 m 200 – 500 m 500 – 1000 m 

0 – 80 m 0,95 0,95 0,99 1 
80 – 130 m 0,7 0,8 0,85 0,9 
130 – 250 m  0,05 0,1 0,1 0,1 
250 – 500 m 0 0 0 0,1 

 
Table 2 – Case study “Consequences Matrix” 
 
 
RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
The following probabilities and consequences values, calculated performing a set of montecarlo 
simulations, can be regarded as values incorporating the uncertainties related to the stochastic variables 
considered in the simple case study here proposed, to be utilized in an event tree analysis in order to 
evaluate the effect of risk reduction, related to the implementation of intermediate exits along the tunnel.  
 
The following data are obtained considering a 10 km long tunnel, in the first case without intermediate 
exits, in the second case with an intermediate exists: 
 
Nr of intermediate exits: 0 

• Probability that a passenger train get involved (fatalities occurred) in the tunnel after the TCDG 
derailment and ignition of a pool fire: P1 = 0,071; 

• Mean value of the expected normalized fatalities: C1 = 0,67; 
• Probability of passenger train collision after the TCDG derailment and invasion of the adjacent 

track: Pc1 = 0,096. 
 
Nr of intermediate exits: 1 (centered) 

• Probability that a passenger train get involved (fatalities occurred) in the tunnel after the TCDG 
derailment and ignition of a pool fire: P2 = 0,065; 

• Mean value of the expected normalized fatalities: C2 = 0,42; 
• Probability of passenger train collision after the TCDG derailment and invasion of the adjacent 

track: Pc1 = 0,096. 
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The probability Pc1 doesn’t change in the second case cause it depends only on the operation 
characteristics. 
 
Risk reduction derived by the adoption of the intermediate exit in this case can be calculated, knowing the 
expected derailment frequency (e.g. events/year) of a TCDG, fDER: 
 

∆R= fDER * (P1* C1 – P2* C2)     (3) 
 
Case study here treated could be enhanced by the consideration of further stochastic variables (e.g. wind 
velocity affecting the threat element distribution along the tunnel or the expected HRR curve), 
implementing multidimensional consequences matrix, whenever the uncertainty evaluation process would 
show the need of more accurate results and if the analysis process would not become impractical. 
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ABSTRACT 

Application of European Directive 2004/54/EC to road tunnels (over 500 m length on the trans-
European road network) makes it necessary to perform risk analysis. Such risk analysis is also part of 
the safety documentation which is submitted to Administrative Authority for the operational approval 
of each tunnel. The Directive specifies a number of cases where risk analysis is required, and requires 
a Specific Hazard Investigation for all tunnels. 
Scenario-based and system-based risk analyses are the two main methodologies of risk analysis used 
for road tunnels. For the Driskos tunnel, situated near Ioannina in Greece in Egnatia Odos motorway, 
both methodologies have been applied: 

• A scenario-based method has been used for the Specific Hazard Investigation (which aims at 
studying all kinds of risks); 

• A system-based risk analysis has been performed to support the decision about restrictions or 
not of the transport of Dangerous Goods (DG) in the Driskos tunnel. 

The compared advantages and limitations of each type of methodology have been widely discussed. 
This paper focuses on, using the Driskos tunnel risk analyses as reference, relevance and limits of 
each type of methodology, taking into account the unavoidable uncertainties of the collected data and 
the risk analyses themselves. 
 
KEYWORDS: uncertainties, risk analysis, European Directive 2004/54/EC, quantitative risk 
assessment, Dangerous Goods 
 
INTRODUCTION 

As a result of the Article 13 of European Directive 2004/54/EC requirements, the French Tunnel 
Study Centre (CETU) and the consultant BG have been mandated by Egnatia Odos SA to jointly carry 
out risk analyses for the Driskos tunnel. The risk analyses have been carried out based on the French 
methodology (Guide to Road Tunnel Safety Documentation from CETU): 
1. Risk analysis according to article 13 of the European Directive: a Specific Hazard Investigation 
has been carried out according to the French methodology described in the booklet 4 (Guide to Road 
Tunnel Safety Documentation - SHI). 
2. Risk analysis due to the transport of DG, according to Annex I – article 3.7 of the European 
Directive in 2 steps (booklet 3 (Guide to Road Tunnel Safety Documentation – Risk analyses relating 
to dangerous goods transport): 

• Calculation of Intrinsic Risk of the Driskos tunnel, as a first step to check if it's necessary or 
not to perform a complete comparative risk analysis in a second step. 

• Comparative risk analysis between Driskos route (EO) and an alternative route through 
Ioannina. 
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From a methodological point of view, these risk studies are based on two different methodologies: 
• Specific Hazard Investigation (scenario-based risk analysis): the method consists in 

applying a transversal approach (incorporating the tunnel’s safety devices, operation and 
intervention resources, traffic volumes, etc.). The aim of this method is to analyse the 
development of some fire scenarios and their consequences (with the help of simulation 
software), in order to evaluate whether the tunnel measures ensure safe conditions or not. 

• Comparative risk analysis (system-based risk analysis): it is supported by the use of a 
software (QRA model for this case) that fully quantifies the risks on the base of input data. 
Indeed, quantification of the “frequency” and “severity” components of the risks make it 
possible to determine the frequency/severity curves, which allows comparison of different 
possible choices. 

 
Egnatia Odos motorway is the Greek part of the European transportation route E90. It is a major 
motorway, that extends from the western port of Igoumenitsa to the eastern Greek-Turkish border at 
Kipoi. It is part of the trans-European network (TEN). 
 
The Driskos tunnel, operated by Egnatia Odos SA, is located near the city of Ioannina, in Epirus. It is 
a twin bores tunnel with a length of 4.560 m. 
 

 
Figure 1 Egnatia Odos motorway and Driskos tunnel 
 
This article covers the following topics successively: 

• Presentation of the Specific Hazard Investigation of the Driskos tunnel; 
• Presentation of the Comparative Risk Analysis of the Driskos tunnel; 
• Discussion about uncertainties of these risk analysis methods; 
• Conclusions. 

 
SPECIFIC HAZARD INVESTIGATION OF DRISKOS TUNNEL 
 
The Specific Hazard Investigation (SHI) is based on a reference condition. For Driskos tunnel, it 
corresponds to the current state of the tunnel, excluding additional ventilation measures (shaft) in the 
middle of the tunnel, which was not considered in the risk analysis. 
 
In a first step, the SHI describes the characteristics of the tunnel, its operation and environment, and 
takes into account the traffic forcasts for the 2020 target year. The safety provisions of the tunnel are 
compared with the minimum requirements of Directive 2004/54/EC. A functional description of the 
tunnel is made to analyse and check how the main structural facilities, equipment, operational and 
emergency measures contribute to the safety functions. 
Within the SHI, the objectives are to identify the hazards and to choose representative scenarios to be 
investigated in details. For that purpose, the following steps have been carried out: 

• Taking into account, in an exhaustive way, the dangerous events that may occur; 
• Prioritizing these dangerous events as a function of their frequency and potential severity; 
• Selecting a few number of scenarios for an in-depth analysis. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_route_E90�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Igoumenitsa�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kipoi,_Evros�
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The frequency/severity matrix below is a representation of the considered dangerous events with their 
2 components (frequency and severity), as a support for the selection of scenarios: 
 

Frequency-Severity Matrix of Driskos Tunnel
Breakdown of car

Breakdown of HGV
Breakdown of coach

Material accident of car
Material accident of HGV

Material accident of coach

  Car accident with injury 

HGV accident with injury

Coach accident with injury

Fire of car under control or not

Fire of HGV under control 

Fire of HGV not controlled

Fire of coach under control

Fire of coach not controlled

Fire of DG-HGV under control
Fire of DG-HGV not controlled

A

F

E

D

C

B

I II III IV V Severity

Frequency

 
Figure 2 Frequency/Severity matrix of the Driskos tunnel 
 
The frequencies are classified according to different categories, from "Very frequent – A" (return 
period < 1 year) to "Extremely rare – F" (return period > 10 000 years). 
 
The severities are classified according to different categories, from "Minor – I" (material damages) to 
"Major catastrophe - V" (> 50 fatalities). 
 
For the in-depth analysis, 3 fires of different heat release rates have been chosen: 

• 30 MW (fire of an unladen HGV/HGV loaded with materials of low combustibility), 
• 100 MW (full burning of a HGV loaded with combustible materials),  
• 200 MW (fire of a tank of flammable liquids, classified as DG).  

 
Associated scenarios, with their contextual parameters, are presented below: 

Scenario Heat release 
(MW) Bore Position DeltaP (Pa)

1 30 Left bore PM 2283 -50
2 100 Right bore PM 3370 -50
3 200 Right bore PM 3370 -50

Left bore

Right bore

Zone 4  
Figure 3 List of fire scenarios 
 
These three fire scenarios have been analysed in the framework of very severe scenarios including a 
fully developed fire, adverse weather conditions and the worst possible location in the tunnel. 
Moreover, sensitivity studies have been performed to assess the influence of several parameters on the 
possible consequences of fires. 
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The theoretical frequency for an HGV fire in Driskos tunnel is about 1 fire every 75 years (all types of 
fires, fully developed or under control). Frequency of scenarios 1, 2 and 3 above (fig. 3) is much 
lower, because: 

• Scenario are fully developed fires; 
• - 50 Pa is an adverse difference of pressure, associated to a very limited frequency; 
• Worst location (according to the ventilation design), in terms of possible effects, has been 

selected for scenario 2 & 3; 
• Scenario 3 concerns a very limited number of HGV (HGV conveying flammable DG). 

 
For every scenario, space-time diagrams are computed. The following parameters are studied: 
visibility, temperature and CO concentration. 
 
These graphs are used to describe the evacuation conditions of the users. As an example, the 
following graph shows temperature conditions for scenario 2: 

 
Figure 4 Space-time diagram for temperature (scenario 2) 
 
The space-time diagram above shows the temperatures varying with space (abscissas) and time 
(ordinates). In this example, some transitory smokes upstream fire can be observed before jet fans are 
fully operated. However, this effect is only transitory in the first minutes, when fire is not fully 
developed. 
 
On the basis of all the results and analysis, it appears that in all cases, the longitudinal ventilation is 
able to push all the smoke towards the exit of the tunnel, so that the vehicles blocked behind the fire 
are finally kept in a safe atmosphere. However, in a few cases, when the traffic is low and the 
difference of pressure between portals is important and adverse, there is a risk of transitory smokes 
upstream during a few minutes. During this first phase, road users that are in the traffic jam could then 
be into smokes as long as jet fans are not fully operational. The consequences (especially temperature) 
would then depend on: 

• Initial conditions (traffic and difference of pressure); 
• Time to activate appropriated actions (especially jet fans activation); 
• Heat release rate; 
• Number and behaviour of the users; 
• Location of fire. 

 
It must be highlighted that this kind of situation occurs in all tunnels with longitudinal ventilation and 
is considered acceptable in non-urban tunnels, given the very low probability of a fully-developed fire 
under such very unfavourable conditions. 
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COMPARATIVE RISK ANALYSIS OF DRISKOS TUNNEL 
 
Directive 2004/54/EC requires that a risk analysis is performed prior to the choice of a regulation 
regarding the transportation of DG through a tunnel. Such regulation must additionally comply with 
the provisions of the European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of DG by Road 
(ADR). According to ADR, any restriction to the transportation of DG through a tunnel must be made 
by assigning the tunnel to a category from A to E and by installing the corresponding signs. The 
principle of these categories is as follows: 
 

 
Figure 5 ADR categories for the transport of DG in tunnel 
 
In a first step, the Intrinsic Risk (IR) of the Driskos tunnel has been calculated with the help of the 
QRA model (PIARC). IR is an indicator of the risks due to the whole DG traffic in the tunnel. As the 
value of IR for the Driskos tunnel is higher than the threshold 10-3 fatalities/year, a complete 
Comparative Risk Analysis is compulsory. 
 
For the Driskos tunnel, the Comparative Risk Analysis (CRA) aimed at comparing the various 
possible regulations (A to E), considering that if all or part of the DG are banned from the tunnel, they 
will use one or several alternative routes which may be more or less dangerous than the tunnel route. 
Therefore, two routes have been considered: 

• "Driskos route": it is the route (Egnatia Odos motorway) which pass through Driskos tunnel, 
from Arachthos-Zagori interchange (point A on the map below) to Ioannina interchange 
(point B). This route includes the Driskos tunnel as well as two short cut-and-cover tunnels. 

• "Alternative route": the alternative route is the old national road that was used for the 
transport of Heavy Good Vehicles (HGV) before the construction of the Egnatia Odos 
motorway. This route is longer and partly urban, and includes a 430 m long cut-and-cover. 

The points A and B are the interchanges where DG-HGV would leave the motorway if Driskos tunnel 
was forbidden to DG. 

A

B

Driskos route

Alternative route
Cut and cover

Cut and cover

Driskos tunnel

Cut and cover

 
Figure 6 Routes considered in the Comparative Risk Analysis
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This study has been carried out using a QRA Model developed under auspices of PIARC and OECD. 
It is dedicated to road transport of DG. For the two routes, the input data are: 

• Characteristics of routes (number of lanes, speed limit, etc.); 
• Characteristics of tunnels (safety devices, operation); 
• Global traffic; 
• Traffic of DG and repartition of different goods (flammable liquids, LPG, etc.); 
• Accident rates; 
• Population: on open air sections, a 2D model has been used for the description of the population; 
• Meteorological data. 

A prospective investigation has been performed up to year 2020. 
 
In order to take into consideration more realistic input data, a DG traffic counting has been carried out 
for five days on the alternative route because DG were forbidden in Driskos tunnel at the time the 
study was carried out. 
 
The calculated risks are characterized by two components: 

• The severity (in terms of number of victims); 
• The frequency. 

The severity is assessed by means of probit equations establishing the correlations between the 
physical consequences of the scenarios (heating effects, toxic effects, shock wave, etc.) and the 
physiological consequences of these effects on the exposed people. The calculated severities are the 
consequences of the scenarios, during the few minutes which follow the accident. 
 
In addition, the results obtained should not be considered in an absolute way, but only by comparison 
(one route with the other), due to uncertainties of that sort of modelling. The risk indicators 
considered are: 

• F/N curves, that plot the frequency F(N) of accidents with N or more fatalities; 
• "Expected Value" (EV) which represents the average number of fatalities per year. 

For each regulatory hypothesis (A to E), EV are calculated to characterize the total risk on the 
network consisting of the two routes. For the Driskos tunnel, due to the nature of the DG found during 
the counting and the risk analysis methodology, the risk indicators are the same for categories B and 
C on the one hand, and for categories D and E on the other hand. As a consequence, the risk analysis 
can only differentiate three solutions for the regulations: 

• A; 
• B/C (i.e. B or C); 
• D/E (i.e. D or E). 

Global Risk (tunnel route + alternative route) associated to the 5 categories in tunnel
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Figure 7 Comparison of the different regulations (F/N curves and EV) 
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The results show that the category A entails a slightly higher overall EV (23.10-3) than the other 
categories (5.10-3). However, this difference is not sufficient to base a decision on this only criterion, 
because of the uncertainties and the results of the sensitivity studies. 
 
Due to these results, other criteria have been considered. The other criteria proposed in Booklet 3 are: 

• Decider's "risk aversion" (gives a higher weight to accidents which result in many fatalities, 
even if they are very rare); 

• DG-HGV accidents not involving DG (considers the fatalities due to accidents involving DG-
HGV in which the DG are not released and play no role); 

• Route vulnerability to a DG-HGV accident from economic and environmental points of view; 
• Economic considerations. 

The table below presents a synthesis of the 4 criteria by the 3 groups of ADR regulation: 
 
Table 1 Comparative analysis on the other criteria 
 

 Decider's "risk 
aversion" 

DG-HGV 
accidents not  
involving DG 

Route vulnerability 
to a DG-HGV 

accident 

Economic 
considerations 

Category A     

Category B/C     

Category D/E     
 
From this table, it appears that categories A, B and C are the most appropriated restrictions regimes 
for the transport of DG. 
 
The overall comparison gives some advantage to categories A and especially B/C, so that the risk 
analysis suggests choosing category B (allowing only certain DG through the Driskos tunnel). 
However it is important to point out that this decision should be taken by considering not only the 
above four criteria and also the greek policy for the passage of DG through major highways. In 
addition, traffic data (whole traffic and DG traffic) for an extended period should be collected in order 
to fully analyse the issues of categorization. 
 
 
DISCUSSION ABOUT ACCURACY OF COLLECTED DATA AND UNCERTAINTIES OF 
RISK ANALYSES METHODS 
 
The two risk analyses that have been carried out for Driskos tunnel are based on two different 
methodologies that can be compared from the point of view of uncertainties: 

• Specific Hazard Investigation (SHI) is a scenario-based risk analysis, which can be 
considered as a semi-quantitative method, because the work of quantification is not 
completely carried out. For example, the number of fatalities for scenarios studied is of few 
importance for analysis and not explicitly given, and the frequencies of each scenario (with 
contextual parameters) are not calculated (deterministic approach). 

• Comparative Risk Analysis (CRA) is a system-based risk analysis, for which the 
components "Frequency" et "Severity" are completely quantified, but in a rougher way 
regarding the physical consequences of a scenario. This method allows calculating risk 
indicators (e.g. EV and F/N curves) given a tunnel, its environment, traffic, accident and other 
data. The calculation are carried out by means of a QRA methodology which can be 
considered as a "black box", in which data are entered, and from which risk indicators are 
produced.  
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The main difference between the two approaches is that for SHI, the aim is not to calculate precise 
numbers of fatalities and their frequencies of occurrence for some scenarios (which anyway cannot be 
precise due to the large uncertainties), as it is done in the CRA. The aim of the SHI is to analyse and 
understand, with the help of simulation models (software), the development of scenarios and their 
consequences on road users. This allows appreciating whether the tunnel measures ensure safe 
conditions or not, in the few but representative situations described in the scenarios.  
 
The figure below summarises these principles: 
 

Quantified risks results
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Figure 8 Comparison of CRA and SHI principles 
 
The SHI process involves important analysis work by the risk manager, such as: 

• Decision choices at every step of the study (what scenarios, what contextual parameters, etc.); 
• Step by step calculations and evaluation of the results; 
• Conclusions, interpretations of results and finally recommendations. 

 
On the other hand, the CRA process generates automatically the above two tasks by a risk assessment model. 
 
The above methods present 3 different sources of uncertainties: 

• Using a model, which necessitates a more or less major simplification of the real conditions, 
induces some uncertainties. Simplifications are a necessity regarding the complexity of a real 
case. Those methodological simplifications induce intrinsic approximations that contribute to 
uncertainties at a basic level; 

• Data used for assessment of the risks are more or less uncertain (time to launch ventilation, 
traffic data, etc.); 

• Tools/software that are used to calculate the severity of dangerous events, e.g. fire simulation 
models (used to calculate ambient conditions in case of fire in a tunnel), are based on intrinsic 
simplifications. 

 
It is very difficult to know how large the uncertainties are, because they are generally not quantified 
themselves. As a matter of fact, such an evaluation would even not be possible in most cases, due to 
the number of data and models used in a risk analysis, especially a system-based risk analysis. 
 
For further examination of the uncertainties in general and beyond any consideration of the Driskos 
case study, a comparison of the two processes SHI and CRA was performed. The common situation 
considered was a scenario of a fuel tanker fire: 
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• In SHI, scenario 3 is a 200 MW fire (standardised Heat Release Rate), which is considered to 
be representative of a fuel tanker fire; 

• In CRA, a scenario of pool fire, associated to flammable liquid (fuel tanker), is considered. 
 
The two different ways to assess the risks associated to this scenario, and the related uncertainties, 
will then be compared in the following. 
 
Uncertainties in the simplification of the reality 
 
The table below compares the simplifications of the reality for each study: 
 
Table 2 Simplification of the reality for each study 
 

 SHI process  CRA process 
Choice of 
contextual 
factors 

For the 200 MW fire, several contextual 
factors have been selected: 

For fuel tanker, a scenario of pool fire is 
included in the QRA model. Calculations 
are carried out for: 

• 3 traffic conditions (hourly traffic) • 3 different configurations of traffic 
• 3 positions of the fire in the tunnel • 5 positions of fire in each bore 
• Several ΔP between portals 

(sensitivity study) 
• 1 ΔP between portals 

• Several kinetics of operating 
conditions (closure of the tunnel, 
ventilation, etc.) 

• Possibly 3 kinetics of operating 
conditions (according to periods of time 
in the day) 

Source term Standardized source term (Heat Release 
Rate, CO production, etc.) for a 200 MW 
fire, which correspond to a simplification 
of the reality taking into account all the 
possible pool fire surface according to the 
geometric characteristics of the tunnel 

Heat Release Rate and other parameters 
roughly calculated according to the 
geometry of the pavement (slope, cant) and 
the capacity of the drainage system (surface 
of the pool fire). 

Behaviour of 
road users 

Some parameters are standardized 
(velocity, time to react, etc.) / Several 
behaviours have been considered in the 
SHI: 
• Users stay or not in their vehicles 
• Users take or not cross-passages 
• Users walk or not in the right 

direction 

Standardized hypotheses are made in the 
QRA model concerning the behaviour of 
road users (velocity, time to react, etc.), 
according to the different alert safety 
devices in the tunnel (radio, signalling, 
etc.). 

Assessment of 
the 
consequences 
on road users 

Hypotheses are taken into account 
concerning the lethality thresholds for 
people. These thresholds are compared 
with the physical effects calculated by the 
simulation model, but no number of 
fatalities is calculated. 

Hypotheses are taken into account 
concerning the lethality thresholds for 
3 percentages of lethality. These thresholds 
are compared with the physical effects 
calculated by the QRA model, and the 
number of fatalities for each configuration is 
deduced. This is a simplification in that the 
percentage of lethality is a continuous value. 
Moreover, it is supposed a repartition of the 
categories of road users inside the tunnel:  
• Pedestrians 
• Road users in their vehicles with closed 

windows, etc. 
Assessment of 
the 
frequencies 

Frequencies are assessed for families of 
events (fires, accidents, etc.), and are only 
used to select scenarios. 

Probability distributions are assigned in QRA 
model for each parameter (e.g. probability 
for each position of fire in the tunnel). These 
distributions (range of values that the 
parameters can assume with associated 
probability) induce uncertainties 
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From this table, it appears a priori that uncertainties linked to the simplified representation of the 
reality are not fundamentally different for consequences (except for the use of different softwares, if 
they have not the same level of accuracy, see thereafter). Actually, they are probably higher for CRA 
because the calculation of number of fatalities requires a more detailed discretization of the reality.  
In CRA, uncertainties related to the assessment of frequencies have to be considered in addition. 
 
Indeed, it must be considered that simplifications induce 2 sources of uncertainties for CRA: 

• Uncertainties on severities (discrete values of parameters having an influence on severity); 
• Uncertainties on frequencies (probability distribution of these discrete values). 

 
On the contrary, only 1 source of uncertainties exist in a scenario-based approach. Indeed, SHI is 
more a deterministic approach and the uncertainties concern mainly severity component. In addition, 
it should be noticed that for SHI, the risk manager has the possibility to choose all the contextual 
elements that seem necessary, until he estimates that the set of scenarios is sufficiently representative 
of all cases that could happen in the tunnel.  
 
In any case, these simplifications introduce an important level of uncertainties that remain very 
difficult to quantify. 
 
Uncertainties in the input data 
 
The table below compares the level of detail of input data for each method: 
 
Table 3 Level of details of input data for each study 
 

 SHI CRA 
Geometric 
characteristics 
of the tunnel 

• Length 
• Cross-section area 
• Slope 
• Cant 
• Number of lanes 

• Length 
• Cross-section area 
• Slope 
• Cant 
• Number of lanes 

Safety devices • Closure devices 
• Detection/operation devices (CCTV, 

radio, signalling, etc.) 
• Ventilation system (number, 

localisation, power of jet fans, etc.) 
and ventilation scenarios 

• Water mist system and its technical 
characteristics (if any) 

• Closure devices 
• Detection/operation devices (CCTV, 

radio, signalling, etc.) 
• Ventilation system (number, 

localisation, power of jet fans, etc.) and 
ventilation scenarios 

• Specifications of drainage system 

Delays • Delay to close the tunnel 
• Delay to launch ventilation and/or 

water mist system 
• Delay to inform users 
• Delay to inform emergency services 

• Delay to close the tunnel 
• Delay to launch ventilation  
• Delay to inform users 

Traffic data • Hourly traffic 
(+ other traffic parameters of lower 
influence) 

• Hourly traffics for 3 periods of time 
• AADT of fuel tanker traffic 
• Average length of vehicles 
• Average number of people in vehicles 

(cars, coaches, etc.) 
• Speed of vehicles  

Emergency 
services 

Possibility to take account, in a qualitative 
way, of intervention of emergency services  

Not taken into account 

Fire rates Fire rates are considered to have an idea of 
the frequency of occurrence  

Fire rates are considered to calculate all the 
frequency of occurrence  

Environment • Difference of pressure between portals • Difference of pressure between portals 
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From this table, it appears that the number of input data is of the same order of magnitude for both 
methodologies. The main difference concerns traffic data necessary to calculate frequencies of 
occurrence (proportional to the fuel tanker traffic) and number of fatalities (length of the traffic jam, 
number of road users, etc.): they are more detailed in the CRA. 
For both methods, it should be noticed that the risk manager has the possibility to carry out sensitivity 
studies for all these parameters. For example, the variations of the results according to different values 
of a parameter (detection times, traffic levels, etc.) allow to determine the impact of each of these 
parameters and to define a severity range associated to each scenario. 
 
The uncertainties of these families of data are very various between them. The table below gives a 
qualitative appreciation of their level of accuracy, and of their level on influence on the results: 
 

Input data Order of magnitude of uncertainties

Influence on results 
(from *: low influence to ***: high 

influence)

Geometric characteristics of the tunnel *

Safety devices **

Delays ***

Traffic data ***

Fire rates (1) **

Environment **  
Figure 9 Order of magnitude of uncertainties for each input data 
 
(1) In contrast to traffic accidents on open roads, there is relatively little data on incidents in road tunnels and 

published statistics for few countries only (information on tunnel fires is still quite sparse). 
 
 
Uncertainties in the modelling tools 
 
The table below compares the uncertainties of each method for modelling tools: 
 
Table 4 Modelling tools for each study 
 

 SHI CRA 
Simulation model For SHI, 1D or 3D simulation 

models can be used according 
to the ventilation system.  

In CRA, some rough models are used to assess 
distances of effect inside the tunnel. For fires, a 1D 
model is used, which cannot take account of 
stratification phenomena. Then uncertainties are much 
higher when a 3D model should be used. 

 
From this point of view, it clearly appears that SHI makes it possible to choose adapted simulation 
models, even if they include some unavoidable uncertainties. On the contrary, in system-based 
methods, modelling tools that are used have to be adapted to all the different configuration of tunnels 
(geometry, ventilation system, etc.). For this reason, these models are generally more simple and 
rougher than specific software that can be used by a risk manager, which has the possibility to adapt 
the sophistication of the model used to the complexity of the tunnel studied. In scenarios-based 
methods, it is therefore possible to reduce uncertainties linked with modelling tools. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
From the analysis above, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• As system-based methods aims at quantifying every component of the risk (frequency and 
severity components), related uncertainties are higher than for scenario-based methods. For 
scenario-based methods, uncertainties only affect the consequences of the examined 
scenarios. For system-based risk analysis, uncertainties affect the whole F/N curve. 

• Moreover, system-based methods are generally based on dedicated software for the 
calculation of consequences. This model has to be adapted to all the different systems, and is 
most of the time simpler and rougher than specific software that can be used by a risk 
manager. Indeed, a risk manager has the possibility to adapt the sophistication of the model to 
the complexity of the tunnel. In scenario-based methods, it is therefore possible to reduce 
uncertainties linked with modelling tools. 

• To reduce uncertainties, whenever possible, it is more appropriated to use specific data than 
generic data or default values. If the use of specific data is not possible, it is at least necessary 
to check the origin of the data used (are the conditions relating to infrastructure, traffic, etc. 
similar to the case studied?). 

• In any case, there are many sources of uncertainties. Consequently, the results (space-time 
diagrams, risk indicators, etc.) may be more pertinent in a comparative approach (e.g. of 
various routes, or of an existing state to a reference state of a tunnel). Indeed, the best way to 
reduce the uncertainty is to compare situations in which you only modify one parameter at a 
time. In a comparative approach, the uncertainty is certainly lower than in an absolute 
approach, because there are fewer differing data and models. 

• It could appear that some uncertainties are larger than the differences between the values you 
wish to compare: in these cases, it is therefore difficult to conclude whether the alternative 
measures ensure an equivalent protection or not. 

• Results coming from risk studies must be interpreted as an order of magnitude and not as 
absolute values. 

• For these reasons, risk analysis should only be performed by specialists with sufficient 
experience and understanding of the methods they use and their intrinsic limitations. 
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ABSTRACT   
 
A typical design fire for an HGV (Heavy Goods Vehicle) for major urban tunnels carrying a mix of 
cars and trucks in the past has been set at 30-50MW. However, recent research has shown that fires 
involving HGV’s and multiple vehicles can reach peak heat release rates of the order of 100-200MW 
or more. Standards and codes are now taking this “new” data into account and design fire sizes are 
being updated. 
 
This paper describes part of a risk analysis that was done for a major urban road tunnel to see if there 
were significant differences in risk level depending of the type of HGV traffic that were allowed into 
the tunnel. The paper specifically describes the consequence analysis that was performed.   
 
Two different types of HGV fires were used in the analysis (approx. 110 MW and 190MW); these 
sizes were based on the typical HGV traffic that was foreseen as using the tunnel. The analysis looks 
into the type of consequences originating from the two fire sizes (damage to systems, damage to 
structure, etc.). 
 
The paper also investigates the use of CFD modeling (Computational Fluid Dynamics) vs Hand 
calculations (numerical formulas) for this purpose. It was considered important to see if these two 
approaches gave different results in terms of consequences (damage to the tunnel).   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper is based on a risk analysis that was performed for a major urban road tunnel. The objective 
of the analysis was to investigate the impact of increased HGV design fires (from 30MW of up to 
200MW). The paper specifically investigates the potential damage to structure and installations in the 
tunnel. 
 
Recent research [1], [2], shows that HGV fires can reach sizes of at least 100-200 MW. This is being 
recognized internationally as standards and codes [3], [4], are now incorporating these values. 
 
It was of interest to see how these fire sizes could affect the tunnel and what type of damage could be 
expected in case of a fire. Computational Fluid Dynamics was used to determine gas temperatures 
along the tunnel and these were used to estimate damage to structure and installations.  
 
CFD simulations were used for the analysis, but also hand calculations were done to get a preliminary 
idea about what type of results that could be expected from large HGV fires. This paper also describes 
an independent validation exercise that was performed to determine if the two approaches gave similar 
results or not.  
 
The tunnel studied was a cut and cover tunnel. It has a rectangular cross section shaped by a 
continuous concrete structure. Its inner dimensions are 18.5m wide by 6m high and allows the transit 
of road vehicles in the same direction in three different lanes.  
 
RISK ANALYSIS 
 
This section of the paper gives a short description of the risk analysis, and it specifically describes the 
consequence analysis. 
 
Methodology 
The risk analysis was divided into four different steps, these are briefly described below.  
 
1. Hazard Identification  
This is the first step in the analysis. Different accident scenarios are identified; these  served as a base 
for the construction of the event trees. 
 
2. Event tree analysis  
Event trees were constructed. Probabilities and frequencies were determined for the different end 
events. The event trees were used to choose the end events that were modeled. The event trees are 
almost finished at this second step; they still need to be completed with the results from the 
consequence analysis. 
 
3. Consequence analysis  
The different fire scenarios to be modeled were chosen from the event trees. These were simulated and 
the consequences from each one was determined. The consequence analysis is described in more detail 
further on in this paper.  
 
4. Evaluation of results 
The consequence modeling results are used as input for the event trees. These are now used to 
determine the risk levels. 
 
This methodology is quite common for different types of risk analysis. A description of a typical risk 
analysis process for tunnels can be found in “Quantitative Risk Analysis – Urban Road Tunnel” [5]. 
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HGV Fires 
During recent years research has shown that HGV fires can reach peak fire sizes of 100-200 MW. The 
following figure, Figure 1, shows ten different large scale fire tests. It can be seen that the fire sizes are 
significantly larger than the values, mostly around 30MW, recommended for HGV fires in different 
standards and guidelines in the past. 
 

 

Figure 1 HRR-Curves (from Lönnermark [6]) 
 
For the analysis, two typical HGV sizes were used; each one representing a typical vehicle with a 
weight of 7.5 tones and 12.5 tones respectively. To develop the curves a relationship between the 
energy content and the maximum HRR development from the Runehamar tests was used, see Figure 2 
below, in conjunction with research by Carvel [7]. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Relationship Energy and HRR (from Lönnermark [6]) 
 
A detailed description of the development of the relationship shown in Figure 2 can be found in “On 
the Characteristics of Fires in Tunnels” [6].  
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The fire curves developed for the two different types of vehicles are shown below in Figure 3. In the 
analysis these were used as input for the CFD simulations. 
 

 
Figure 3 HGV Fire Curves 
 
The curve developed for the 12.5 tonne vehicle reaches a peak HRR of 192 MW and the curve 
developed for the 7.5 tonne vehicle reaches a peak HRR of 110 MW. 
 
Consequence analysis 
The consequence analysis used the results from the CFD simulations to quantitatively determine 
damage to structure and different engineering systems. The following sections give a description of the 
analysis and the criteria used. 
 

Part of the consequence analysis included an estimation of the damage that the concrete structure of the 
tunnel could suffer after either of the two design fires. The intention was to quantify the extent of 
damaged concrete surface of the tunnel linings caused by spalling which later would have to be 
repaired in order to compare the consequences between the two design fires. 

Damage to the structure 

 
A risk based method developed by Lamont, S. et al [8] was used to predict the amount of spalled 
surfaces together with a spalling matrix developed for the studied tunnel. This risk-based method is 
intended to assess the likelihood and extent of spalling for normal-weight ordinary strength concrete 
structures. This method allows the different factors that can cause spalling such as the material 
properties, heating condition and member configuration to be considered; for a more detailed 
description see “A new risk-based approach to predict spalling of ordinary strength concrete walls 
subjected to fire” [8].  
 
According to this methodology, two main different risk levels could occur for the studied scenarios in 
the tunnel, Category B-Low Risk and Category D-High Risk. The two characteristic risk levels are 
based on the following influence factors of the tunnel concrete linings that promote spalling: 
 

• Moisture content in the concrete is higher than 3% by weight. 
• Reinforcement cover is larger than 40mm 
• Silica aggregates are part of the concrete mixture 
• Structural elements are laterally and vertically restrained 
• Structural elements are stressed under compression 
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The following table shows relevant details of the different spalling risk categories as classified by [8]. 
 
Table 1  Final risk categories with associated spalling quantification (taken form [8]) 

Category Risk of spalling Key factors Spalling level 
A Very low Ordinary strength, NWC, Unloaded, Unrestrained, Standard 

fire exposure, Reinforced, moisture <3%, one side exposure 
Zero or 
minimal 

B Low Ordinary strength, NWC, restrained, Standard fire exposure 
Significant number of key variables* likely to promote 
spalling 

Up to the level 
of the 

reinforcement 
C Med Ordinary strength, NWC, restrained, Standard hydrocarbon 

fire exposure  
Small number of key variables* likely to promote spalling 

3mm/min 

D High Ordinary strength, NWC, restrained, Standard hydrocarbon 
fire exposure 
Significant number of key variables* likely to promote 
spalling 

7mm/min 

E Very high High strength (Design strength >55Mpa), standard 
hydrocarbon fire exposure. 

Unquantifiable 

(*key variables = properties of the concrete or the boundary conditions that are known to promote spalling e.g. 
aggregate type, section thickness, compressive load etc as discussed earlier) 

The spalling level from Table 1 was used to consider the occurrence of spalling only, the spalling 
levels were not quantified but give a good insight whether determined tunnel areas in the fire scenarios 
can suffer from significant spalling which could compromise the overall integrity of the structure. 
 
Spalling criteria 
The type of fire exposure is the key factor to classify the spalling risk category for the studied tunnel, 
depending on whether the temperature development is similar to the standard cellulosic curve or the 
standard hydrocarbon curve, as can be seen in Table 1. Hence, the spalling criteria used to identify the 
occurrence of spalling in a determined area in the tunnel are based on the temperature development 
along the tunnel and on the following literature data: 
 

• Explosive spalling occurs during the first 20-30 minutes of the standard cellulosic and 
hydrocarbon fire curves [9]. 

• After the 2nd minute of a typical hydrocarbon exposure, spalling can occur in high strength 
concretes with polypropylene fibres [10] and in concretes with high moisture content 
independent of the type of standard curve [11]. Also, concretes with high moisture content can 
suffer spalling after the 3rd minute of exposure [12]. 

• External temperature increments between 20-30ºC/min are typical in the occurrence of 
explosive spalling [9]. 

• Temperature increments of more than 3ºC/min are enough for the occurrence of explosive 
spalling [9]. 

• Concrete external layers can be released from concrete members when these reach 
temperatures between 250 - 420ºC [10]; 375 - 425ºC [12], [13]. 
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Table 2 below shows a spalling criteria matrix (to assign the occurrence of spalling and/or magnitude 
of spalling according to the spalling level risks from table 1). This matrix only applies for the first 30 
minutes of fire exposure. 
 
Table 2  Spalling criteria matrix for the first 30 minutes of concrete fire exposure 

Development curve External temp. 
≥1000°C 

External temp. 
 ≥840°C 

External temp. 
≥640°C 

External temp. 
≥440°C 

Temperature increase ≥20°C/min High Risk D High Risk D Low Risk B Low Risk B 
Temperature increase ≥3°C/min High Risk D Low Risk B Low Risk B Minimum Risk 
Temperature increase ≥0°C/min Low Risk B Low Risk B Minimum Risk Minimum Risk 
Decreasing temperature Minimum Risk Minimum Risk Minimum Risk Minimum Risk 

 
It is possible to estimate the total surface of spalled linings for each fire scenario by knowing the 
temperature exposure along the concrete tunnel inner faces and with the help of tables 1 and 2. When a 
`High Risk D´ and `Low Risk B´ case is assigned (see table 2), spalling is assumed to occur; for the 
`Minimum Risk´ cases, no spalling is assumed to occur, as no sufficient information exists to affirm 
that spalling will occur under cooling exposures. This methodology does not aim to show a very 
precise approximation of the total amount of affected structure, as the science of calculating spalling 
still needs relevant improvements; however, it allows us to perform our intended comparison between 
the two design fires. 
 

As the different engineering systems inside a tunnel can be damaged when exposed to high 
temperatures and smoke, it has been conservatively assumed for the  comparison of scenarios that all 
systems exposed to temperatures equal or higher than 200ºC would need to be replaced. To determine 
the amount of damaged systems in the tunnel with respect to each scenario, the following methodology 
was used: 

Damage to systems 

 
• Obtain maximum temperature data from the CFD analysis. 
• Identify the maximum extension along the tunnel where temperatures reach more than 200ºC. 
• Assume that all systems exposed to temperatures higher than 200ºC need to be replaced. 

 
Results 
For the analysis, the risk was defined as a determined consequence per year and was assigned to each 
fire scenario for each type of HGV. The total risk is the result of the multiplication of the magnitude of 
the consequences times the frequency of the events causing the consequences; however, in this paper 
we only show the magnitude of the consequences in order to compare the impact of two different fire 
sizes on this specific tunnel. 
 

The following table shows the results of the amount of expected surface area to be damaged due to 
spalling. This table helps us compare the consequences on the structure from the two different fire 
scenarios. 

Structure 

 
 Table 3 Consequences on the structure 

Inner surface area affected in case of fire (m²) 
HGV 12 ton (HRRmax = 192MW) HGV 7.5 ton (HRRmax = 110MW) 

2010 m2 1190 m2 
 
Table 3 shows that the amount of damaged surfaces is larger for the 12 tonne HGV, as expected. The 
ratio of the affected surface values between each scenario is very close to the ratio between their 
maximum heat release rates (HRRmax). 
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The CFD calculations and the previous tests from Figure 1 show that temperature developments that 
are more severe than the standard hydrocarbon curve can occur close to the source of HGV fires in 
tunnels. The spalling matrix developed for the study shows that these exposures would cause severe 
spalling close to the fire source and could potentially compromise the stability of the concrete structure. 
The risk increases as the fire size is grows, as is to be expected.   
 

The extent of damaged systems has been calculated for each fire scenario. The engineering devices and 
systems in the tunnel such as CCTV cameras, light fixtures, cables, signs, etc will be damaged in a 
maximum distance everywhere a 200ºC temperature is reached.  

Systems 

 
The maximum extension of affected systems along the tunnel is 400m and 300m for the 12.5 tonne 
HGV and 7.5 tonne HGV fire scenarios respectively. 
 
CFD VS HAND CALCULATIONS 
 
It was of interest to compare the results obtained from the CFD analysis with numerical formulas, and 
therefore a validation process was performed. The numerical formulas used were the ones developed 
by Newman & Tewarson [14]. The correct estimation of gas temperatures is very important to be able 
to predict conditions in tunnels; it can be related to evacuation, fire fighting access, fire spread, damage 
assessment, etc.  
 
The formulas developed by Newman & Tewarson have been compared to real full scale tests and it 
was found that in principle they gave a good approximation of the actual gas temperatures that were 
measured in the tunnel used for those tests. For a more detailed description see “Fire Spread and Flame 
Length in Large-Scale Tunnel Fires” [15]. 
 
This form of quasi-validation exercise performed for the risk analysis compares results from CFD 
simulations with results obtained by using the numerical formulas.  
 
CFD Simulations  
CFD simulations were used to simulate a large HGV fire, 200MW. The CFD programme used to 
model the fire was Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS), version 5.1.4. This software has been shown to 
perform quite well in predicting gas temperatures inside tunnel, research [16], [17] using large scale 
testing has shown this. 
 
For this validation exercise the model had the following main characteristics / inputs:  

- Tunnel geometry: height 5m, width 10m and length 300m. 
- Fire location: 75m from the tunnel entrance. 
- Measuring locations (gas temperatures): 75m, 125m and 175m downwind the fire location. 
- Air velocity: 2.5 m/s 
- Steady state fire: 200MW 

 
The simulation was run during 20 minutes. At each one of the three measuring locations nine 
measuring points were used to determine the average gas temperature at that location. This was 
necessary as the hand calculations give the average temperature in the cross section at a certain 
distance in the tunnel. 
 
Hand calculations 
The model that Newman & Tewarson developed is used to predict an average temperature in a duct; it 
was specifically developed to analyze flame propagation in ducts. 
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They used a heat balance to develop their formula, the heat balance equation can be seen below: 
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Where QA
  is the heat release rate for the fire (kW), QC

 is the convective heat flow rate (kW), and  

QL
  is the rate of heat loss through the walls (the heat loss is further divided into a radiation factor and 

a convective factor).  
 
The different terms are expressed as follows:  
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For the convective loss expression it is necessary to use an average convective heat transfer coefficient 
which is expressed as follows.  
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By using an iterative process the average temperature (for a certain fire size, a certain tunnel 
dimension, a certain air velocity, etc.) at a certain distance downwind the fire can be determined.  
 
For a more detailed description about the development of the formula see “Flame Propagation in 
Ducts” [15]. 
 
Analysis and Results 
The results from the two methods were analyzed and compared with each other. The gas temperatures 
used from the CFD simulations were taken after 20 minutes of simulation time, and an average gas 
temperature was calculated for each of the measuring locations. To be able to determine the average 
gas temperature by using the hand calculation formulas it was necessary to perform an iterative 
process. The table below shows the comparison between the two methods. 
 
 Table 4 Comparison 

Measuring location, distance 
downstream the fire location (m) 

Average gas temperature, 
CFD simulations (°C) 

Average gas temperature, 
Hand calculations (°C) 

Difference (%)  

75 613 565 7.8 
125 512 481 6.0 
175 432 429 0.8 
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As can be seen in Table 4, a good correlation between the results exists. For this specific case it is less 
than a 10% difference at all three measuring locations. 
 
For the hand calculations one of the assumptions was that the wall temperature (Tw) is the same as the 
ambient temperature (To), the same assumption was used by Newman & Tewarson. It is very likely 
that this is not the case, and if taking this into account i.e. performing a heat transfer analysis, it will 
probably reduce the difference between the CFD results and the hand calculations. However, this was 
not done for this analysis. 
 
 CONCLUSION 
 
It can be seen that for this specific analysis there was a significant difference in damage level between 
the two fire sizes analyzed. If looking at the spalling damage it was almost a 100% difference between 
the two cases, almost in direct correlation with the fire size. When looking at the damage to the 
installations system there was less difference between the two fire sizes but still a significant difference 
(around 25%). The risk analysis clearly showed that the yearly estimated damage due to HGV fires was 
heavily under estimated if the design fire size was increased from 30MW to 100MW or 200MW. This 
suggests that for any type of consequence analysis for tunnels (structural assessment), using HGV fires, 
it is necessary to determine in detail what is the  most likely fire sizes could be, as this can have a 
significant effect on the damage levels.     
 
The quasi-validation exercise showed that the hand calculations formulas gave similar results as those 
obtained from the CFD simulations, with the correlation between them quite good. This tends to show 
that the model developed by Newman & Tewarson can be used to predict average gas temperatures in 
tunnels, and it can certainly be used to get preliminary and reliable results while a more detailed CFD 
analysis is performed. 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 

=WA  Surface area of tunnel walls (m²). 

=fA  Tunnel cross section area along flow (m²). 

=0c  Gas specific heat at ambient conditions (kJ/kg-K). 

=HD  Hydraulic diameter of the tunnel (m). 
=lh  Average convective heat transfer coefficient along the tunnel (kW/m²-K) 

=
•

AQ  Actual heat release rate (kW). 

=
•

ClQ ,  Heat loss to the walls by convection (kW). 

=
•

RlQ ,  Heat loss to the walls by radiation (kW). 

=Re  Reynolds number (-). 
=WT  Temperature of tunnel walls (K). 

=0T  Gas temperature at ambient conditions (K). 

=avgT  Average temperature (K). 

=0v  Gas velocity (m/s). 

=gε  Gas surface emissivity (-). 

=Wε  Walls surface emissivity (-). 

=0ρ Gas density at ambient conditions (kg/m³). 
=σ  Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In Taiwan, approximately two thirds of the terrain is mountainous. To promote economic 
development in rural areas, long road tunnels have been built and a new expressway project is 
planning to be built. The new expressway project includes nine tunnels (tunnel group) connected by 
bridges, six of which are longer than 3km, and the longest of which is about 10km. Fire safety 
management for the tunnel group is much more difficult and complex than that for a single long road 
tunnel. This work presents a fire safety assessment protocol for an existing tunnel and a new tunnel in 
Taiwan based on a literature reviews, experts consultations and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
simulation. The existing Hsuehshan Tunnel and a new tunnel group, the East Coast Expressway 
Tunnels, were selected as a case study in this research. The findings of this study provide a model for 
assessing whether appropriate fire safety facilities are installed in the existing and new tunnels in 
Taiwan.  
 
KEYWORDS: fire safety design, hazard assessment, tunnel, emergency response 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Approximately 713 people have died in serious tunnel fires worldwide since 1995. From 1999 to 
2001, catastrophic tunnel fires in Europe, including the Mont Blanc tunnel fire, the Tauern Tunnel and 
the Gotthard tunnel fire, all of which caused numerous casualties, collapsed of tunnel structures and 
closure of tunnels for extended periods. Recent (2006 to 2007), fires in the Viamala Tunnel in 
Switzerland, the Burnley Tunnel in Melbourne and the Santa Clarita Tunnel in California caused nine, 
three and three deaths, respectively.  These incidents have heightened awareness of tunnel fire safety, 
which is a significant challenge for fire safety engineers and tunnel operators. Therefore, many tunnel 
fire research projects have been conducted worldwide recently either by experimental work or by 
numerical analysis focused on the tunnel fire safety issues. Since the 2005 opening of the Hsuehshan 
Tunnel, which is the longest tunnel in Taiwan, local officials have recognized the importance of 
tunnel fire safety. To adequately address tunnel fire safety issues, systematic analysis/evaluation is 
essential during the tunnel design process. 
 
This work summarizes the results of fire safety assessment for an existing tunnel and a new tunnel 
group in Taiwan based on the literature reviews, expert consultations, and CFD simulation. 
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Accordingly, suggestions for the design of fire safety facilities and fire-fighting strategies and rescue 
Standard Operation Procedures in a long road tunnel in Taiwan were drawn in this research. 
 
2 Safety Assessment for an Existing Tunnel - Hsuehshan Tunnel 
 
At 12.9 km, the Hsuehshan Tunnel is the longest road tunnel in Taiwan and the fifth longest in the 
world. It reduces travel time between the Taipei area and Ilan County from more than two hours to 
only forty minutes. Construction of Hsuehshan Tunnel began in 1991 and took nearly 15 years to 
complete. 
 
2.1 Fire scenarios analysis 
 
The tunnel traffic flow is always heavy during weekends, which increases the likelihood the traffic 
accidents and fire incidents. A full scale tunnel fire experiment conducted in 1974 indicated that the 
peak heat release rate (HRR) for a bus fire reaches 30MW in 10 minutes [1]. The materials used for 
current passenger bus interiors, which are designed to maximize passenger comfort, are often highly 
flammable. Therefore, the peak HRR of current buses probably exceeds 30MW and may even be as 
high as 36MW according to a CFD simulation of a bus fire in the Ekberg Tunnel [2,3].  
 
2.2 Safety assessment 
 
2.2.1 Evacuation in tunnel fire – Escape route signs 
 
A study of human behavior during dangerous tunnel fires revealed that  about 37% of the people 
caught in tunnel fire attempt to extinguish the fire, 24% warn other people and only 16% try to escape 
[4,5]. The report also found that most road users do not know how to use the fire-fighting facilities. 
Evacuation is facilitated by tunnel facilities, such as the evacuation route, escape route signs, refuge 
rooms and transverse cross passages. In Hsuehshan Tunnel, the evacuation route includes a transverse 
pedestrian cross passage and a transverse vehicle cross passage every 350 meters and 1400 meters 
respectively as well as a pilot tunnel under the main tunnels. It shows that the evacuation route of 
Hsuehshan Tunnel reach EU’s requirement. Tunnel experts have noted that the emergency exit signs 
in the Hsuehshan Tunnel are inadequate because the emergency exit is marked only by an illuminated 
bulb above the emergency exit. If an uncontrolled tunnel fire develops in a tunnel, substantial smoke 
may be generated. The road users might miss the closet emergency exit in the tunnel due to reduced 
visibility during fires. A comparison of the evacuation signs in Hsuehshan Tunnel with those in 
European tunnels indicates that the Hsuehshan Tunnel signs are insufficient for safely guiding road 
users to the exits during a tunnel evacuation. 
 
2.2.2 Fire-fighting and rescue activities 
 
The optimal fire-fighting response to a bus fire is less than 10 minutes. An analysis of the emergency 
fire-fighting and rescue conditions in Hsuehshan Tunnel found that local fire brigades would need 
22.8 to 26.4 minutes to arrive at the fire scene [6], by which time the fire would have already spread 
to adjacent vehicles. Firefighters would not be able to approach the fire scene to perform fire-fighting 
activities. Therefore, in addition to improving fire safety equipments within the tunnel, reserve fire 
brigades were established at both ends of Hsuehshan Tunnel as suggested by fire safety experts. 
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3 New Tunnel – the East Coast Expressway Tunnels 
 
The East Coast Expressway Tunnels includes nine tunnels, four of which are longer than 5 km and the 
longest of which is about 10.14 km. Each tunnel consists of two unidirectional tubes, and each tube 
provides two driving lanes. For evacuation, transverse pedestrian cross passages were constructed 
every 350m and transverse vehicle cross passages were constructed every 1400m to connect the two 
tubes. 
 
3.1 Fire scenarios analysis 
 
A methodology using Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [7,8] modeling results to assess the time 
constraints for executing fire-fighting activities and safety of tunnel user and rescuer in long road 
tunnel with fire incidents is described as follows: 
 
3.1.1 Assumption of Fire Scenario 
 
The heat release rate (HRR) curve for different combustion vehicles obtained from full-scale tunnel 
fire tests reported in the literature is a suggested input parameter for the fire source in a CFD 
simulation. Figure1 shows the procedure for constructing the HRR curve for a case study of a fire 
scenario caused by a collision of two buses. The HRR-1 is the HRR curve for a fire involving a single 
bus (Bus1) from a full-scale fire test [1]. HRR-2 is the HRR for Bus2 colliding with Bus1. Assume 
Bus2 is 3m apart from Bus1 after collision. The combustion starts from Bus1 and the fire spreads to 
Bus2 within 5 min. The time delay of the ignition between Bus1 and Bus2 is obtained by the 
simulation of a single bus fire when the radiant intensity reaches 12.5kW/m2, which is the radiant 
intensity that most of the objects are ignited, at a location 3m away from the burning Bus1. Finally, 
the input parameter for the simulated fire source can be obtained by superimposing HRR curves for 
Bus1 and Bus2. 

 
Figure 1 HRR curve for a case study of a fire scenario caused by a collision of two buses 

 
3.2 Analysis the Environment in Tunnel during Fires 
 
(1) Prediction of Danger Time ( dangT ) 

The toxic gas concentrations (CO), gas temperatures, visibility and spalling of concrete are the main 
hazard factors to the evacuation safety of tunnel users in tunnel fires. Table 1 shows the life 
sustainable environmental factors for human evacuation [9]. Based on the simulation results, the time-
dependent history curve for the above hazard factors can be illustrated in terms of distance away from 
the fire source. Figure 2 illustrates a sample of those time-dependent curves for a tunnel fire 
simulation. By inspecting Fig.2 and Table 1, the danger time caused by each hazard factors in each 
location (X) away from fire source can be obtained as the procedure of the sample at X = 50m shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Table 1  the safety criteria of hazard factors for human evacuation in tunnel fire 

Hazard Factor The safety criteria simulation in coordinate Z measured  
from the road surface 

Gas Temperature 60℃ 1.7 m 
CO Concentrations 800 ppm 1.7 m 

Visibility 10 m 1.7 m 

Spalling of concrete 500℃ 5 cm below tunnel ceiling 
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Figure 2 Time-dependent curves for temperature and visual for a tunnel fire simulation 
(at location 50m away from fire source, X=50m) 

Note: By inspecting the time dependent figures for CO concentrations and gas temperatures near the 
ceiling of the tunnel, there is no safety threaten for tunnel users by CO concentrations and spalling of 
concrete at X=50m 
 
(2) Tunnel User Safety Evaluation  
The time required for tunnel users to evacuate to a safe distance away from their vehicles consists of 
three phases: detection time ( detT ), response time ( respT ) and travel time ( travT ). Therefore, the total 

time from when the fire occurs to the time that a tunnel user leaves vehicle and travels a distance X  
can be calculated as follows: 

 VXTTTTTT resptravrespreq ++=++= detdet  (2) 

Where 
detT , respT  and travT  are in unit sec.  

V  is tunnel user’s evacuate velocity (m/sec) 
X  is the evacuate distance away from tunnel user’s vehicle (m).  

 
By assuming the detection system is activate at 60sec after fire ignited ( sec60det =T ). A 2 min 
response time is assumed similar to fire occurs in a museum or assembly building with live instruction 
through speaker from a control center [10]. A conservative consideration of evacuation velocity of 
0.64m/sec is assumed to simulate elderly, children and people with disabilities [11]. Inserting the 
above assumptions into Eq.(2), the evacuation time for tunnel users is  

 ( )sec64.018064.0sec120sec60, XXT Xreq +=++=  (3) 
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By comparing Eq.(1) with Eq.(3), we can determine whether or not tunnel users can safely evacuate in 
the case of tunnel fire. For evacuation safety, the following equation should be satisfied in every 
location in the tunnel. 

 dangreq TT <  (4) 

Based on the predicted results from Eq.(1) and the calculations from Eq.(3) in several locations in the 
tunnel, Fig.3 shows how the safety assessment for tunnel users who evacuate in a tunnel during a two 
buses fire incident can be obtained. The assessment results are from a case study of a long tunnel in 
Taiwan equipped with a point extraction smoke control system. The origin of the X-axis in Fig.3 
represents the location of the fire. The positive and negative directions in the X-axis represent the 
down- and upstream directions of the fire source, respectively. It can be observed that the tunnel users 
can safely evacuate from both directions of down- and upstream of the fire source.  

 
Figure 3 Life safety assessment for tunnel users in a tunnel during a two buses fire incident  

 

3.3 The Time Constraints for Executing Fire-Fighting Activities 
 
There are two factors shown below that dominate the time constraints for executing fire-fighting 
activities in long road tunnels. 
 
(1) Firefighter Safety 
The effective range of fire fighting using water through fire hose is 20 meter. The maximum tolerable 
radiation for a fire fighter equipped with fire cloth is 5kW/m2 [12]. Also, the concrete should not be 
exposed to temperatures higher than 5000C in order to prevent equipment and concrete failure during 
fire fighting.  Based on the above criteria, CFD simulations can be used to evaluate fire fighter safety. 
By evaluating the time-dependent curves for temperatures under the tunnel ceiling and radiant heat 
1.5m above the road at location 20 meters away from the fire source, we can determine time values 

mspallT 20,  and mRadT 20,  respectively. Where mspallT 20,  is the time it takes for the tunnel ceiling 

temperature to reach 5000C and mRadT 20,  is the time it takes for the radiant heat to reach 5kW/m2. 

 
(2) Spread time ( spreadT ) 

It is also important to take into account the time it takes a fire to spread from one vehicle to a 
neighboring vehicle. Most of the material objects will be ignited when the radiant intensity reached 
12.5kW/m2[12]. By considering the factor and time-dependant curves of radiant intensity down- and 
upstream directions 5m away from the fire source, we can evaluate the time needed for a team of 
firefighters to respond in order to prevent the spread of fires in a tunnel. This information is also 
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important when evaluating whether local fire brigades can arrive at the fire site in time to control the 
fire. Accordingly, one of the two choices, reserve fire brigade and Water-based fire fighting systems, 
should be incorporated in the fire service plans for long road tunnels. 
 
Overall, the time constraint for executing fire-fighting activities can be assessed by the following: 

 ( )
min20,20,, ,, spreadmRadmspallff TTTT =  (5) 

4. Conclusion and suggestions 
 
This work develops strategies for improving the emergency response and rescue strategy for long road 
tunnels in Taiwan based on a review of fire service mechanisms in Taiwan tunnels as well as the fire 
safety facilities and fire-fighting strategies suggested by the UPTUN project, PIARC reports and 
tunnel fire safety guidelines established in European countries. 
 
(1) Upgrade emergency response and rescue capability 
To perform the fire-fighting activities in the initial phase of tunnel fire development, the tunnel 
operators should play the role of emergency rescuers immediately before the fire brigade arrives at the 
fire scene. Control center should also provide updated information about tunnel fire conditions to 
firefighters. Rescue routes planned in advance should be capable of modification at any time based on 
the actual tunnel conditions. A broadcaster should also be on duty to provide disaster information and 
to guide road users to the safe evacuation route. Long road tunnels normally cross two counties in 
Taiwan. Communication and coordination between the control center and local fire brigades on both 
sides is essential. 
 
(2) Improving evacuation signs and constructing a full size transverse cross passage model for 
public education 
The behavior of road users during emergency conditions is often unanticipated by tunnel design 
engineers. Therefore, fire safety facilities designed for evacuation are often inefficient. For example, 
current emergency exits in Taiwan are indicated only by an illuminated bulb, which might cause road 
users to miss the closest emergency exit due to the reduced visibility during tunnel fires. 
Hence, the visibility of the escape signs and emergency exit signs in tunnels should be upgraded by 
designs similar to those in the Mont Blanc Tunnel and the A86 Tunnel. Road users should also be 
educated in the appropriate response during tunnel fire incidents. A full size transverse cross passage 
model should be built in Taiwan to enable road users to experience a simulated tunnel evacuation.  
 
(3) Water-based fire fighting systems (WFS) 
Catastrophic tunnel fires in recent years have lead to an increase in research and experimental studies 
of the effectiveness of WFS in controlling tunnel fires. Recent experimental results show that WFS 
effectively cools areas near the fire, which makes fire-fighting efforts more effective and reduces the 
risk of the fire spreading to adjacent vehicles [13]. For a tunnel that allows transportation of hazardous 
materials, standard fire safety facilities may be inadequate for controlling rapidly developing fires. 
WFS is considered effective for controlling rapidly developing fires. If the WFS is operated correctly 
and timely once a fire occurs, it is likely to control the fire in the initial phase which would allow 
tunnel user evacuation as well as fire-fighting activities by fire brigade. By reducing overall 
temperatures, water-based fire-fighting systems also reduce the possibility of structural collapse in the 
case of large scale tunnel fires caused by arson or large vehicle fire. 
 
(4) This study presented an approach for using CFD modeling results to evaluate safety and 
fire-fighting issues for a long road tunnel with fire incident. This approach effectively provides 
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the following information to tunnel designers:  
 
(a) The appropriate distance between cross-passages (emergency exit) for safe evacuation. 
 
(b) Time constrains for executing fire-fighting activities for long road tunnel with fire incident. This 
information is valuable for determining whether the WFS system or reserve fire brigade should be 
incorporated into the fire service mechanism in long tunnel. A cost-benefit analysis should be 
performed to determine the optimal fire control alternatives for a long tunnel. 
 
(c) This approach can be used to determine the optimal capacity and strategy of ventilation and smoke 
control system which can provide a safe environment for tunnel users and rescuers. 
 
(5) Review emergency rescue procedures for various scenarios and schedule regular drills 
 
In Europe, some tunnels, such as the St. Gothard tunnel, the Frejus tunnel, and the Mont Blanc tunnel, 
organize reserve fire fighting brigades to ensure emergency rescue and fire-fighting activities are 
performed effectively and rapidly. The reserve fire fighting brigades are trained to operate fire-
fighting equipment proficiently and to respond rapidly to tunnel fire incidents. We suggest that the 
Taiwan Area National Freeway Bureau establish reserve fire brigades for all long tunnels. The reserve 
firefighters can monitor traffic flow during normal conditions and then provide rescue or firefighting 
services when tunnel fires occur.  
Tunnel authorities should require regular drills by the control center, fire brigade, police department 
and medical department to practice fire-fighting and rescue standard operation procedure for different 
fire scenarios. Each department must be familiar with the procedure and their emergency rescue duties 
when actual tunnel fire incidents occur.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The effectiveness of a sprinkler/water mist system to prevent a BLEVE in a LPG tank truck in a tunnel 
fire was verified in a series of large scale fire tests in the Runehamar test tunnel in Norway. A full-size 
LPG tank, partially filled with water, was placed in the tunnel and subjected to a series of large cargo 
and pool-fires located closely upstream from the tank. The thermal conditions around the tank and the 
thermal response of both the tank's surface and its bulk were measured and the risk of a BLEVE was 
predicted from these measurements.  
 
Only when the limits of the water mist system were sought, by purposely delaying the activation time 
with about 7 minutes, there proved to be a serious risk of a BLEVE. This occurred after 400s in one 
fire test with a cargo consisting of 720 stacked pallets. In all other tests the fire was extinguished or 
controlled quickly enough to prevent a BLEVE. Quick detection and extinguishment of the fire was 
shown to be especially important with a pool fire, due to the fast increase of the temperature around the 
tank to about 1000oC.  
 
KEYWORDS: water mist systems, tunnel fires, LPG tank, BLEVE risk, fire test 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2007 it was decided by Rijkswaterstaat, the department within the Ministry of Public Works of The 
Netherlands that is also responsible for tunnel safety, that full-scale tests of the effectiveness of a 
sprinkler/water mist system would be carried out in the Runehamar Test-tunnel in Norway. It was 
recognized that these tests could serve as a unique opportunity to obtain experimental data on the risk 
of a BLEVE in the area immediately downstream of the fire, and also to perform measurements on the 
tenability conditions along the first few hundreds of meters downstream of the fire. 
 
Accordingly, Efectis NL in combination with TNO were asked to design suitable measuring methods 
and to carry out the necessary measurements during the fire tests. In December 2007 and January 2008 
five large scale fire tests were carried out, using both solid fire loads and fire pools, in which the 
BLEVE-risk and tenability conditions were assessed. The tests were performed by SINTEF/NBL, 
Aquasys Systems and  Efectis NL. 
 
This paper focuses only on the BLEVE-risk. Test results regarding the tenability conditions and the 
effectiveness of the extinguishing system can be found in [1] and [2]. 
  
The general background to the tests is given, such as the test location, the tunnel geometry, the location 
of the fire loads and the location of the water mist system. Thereafter the BLEVE-measurements are 
described in terms of the predictive model used, the required experimental data, the measurement 
system (involving a full-sized modified LPG-tank), the test-configuration and the experimental results 
that were obtained. Finally the risk of a BLEVE under the particular test-conditions is determined and 
general conclusions are presented. 
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BACKGROUND TO THE TESTS 
 
Principle of test method 
 
The principle of the BLEVE-test was to actually measure the thermal behaviour of a water filled LPG- 
tank near the fire and to predict the risk on a BLEVE from such thermal behaviour. The use of a full-
size LPG-tank as test-object would ensure that the flow of air and water mist around the tank, the 
absorption of radiation, the condensation of water vapour on the outer surface and even the run-off of 
water from the surface should conform to reality as closely as possible.  
 
The measurements were targeted to predict the BLEVE risk for a reference tank filled with LPG for 
10% of its maximum capacity. According to an extensive simulation study this filling percentage will 
give the highest risk on a BLEVE. The test tank was filled with water for 5% of its volume to achieve 
the same thermal capacity as the LPG. 
 
Test location 
 
The large scale fire tests were performed in the Runehamar Test Tunnel in Norway. The Test Tunnel is 
an abandoned road tunnel of approximately 1.500 m length with a cross section size of approximately 
43 m² and is constructed into solid rock. At the place of the fire source the tunnel structure is protected 
by a fire resistant insulation lining. The test tunnel has been equipped with a longitudinal ventilation 
system to facilitate wind speeds of approximately 2.5 m/s including the calculated fire resistance. 
 
Location of fire loads and test tank 
 
A common reference system was agreed by all parties prior to the tests. In this reference system, in the 
tunnel, the downwind face of the fire load is set at 0 meters, and all positions downwind have a 
positive coordinate. The ventilation direction in all drawings is from left to right and the tunnel 
entrance is always on the left hand side. Figure 1 shows the location of the test tank and fire load in the 
tunnel. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 Location of the test-tank in relation to the fire load. Note: the figure shows the solid fire 

load on the right lane. The liquid fire load (diesel pool) was positioned in the middle of 
the tunnel, i.e. on both lanes. 

 
The fire loads were positioned within the section of the tunnel that is protected with a heat-resistant 
lining. This section is about 100 m long, and centred at 520 m from the tunnel entrance. The edge of 
the fire load was always positioned at 0 m. The test tank was positioned between +6 m and +12 m, i.e. 
the closest distance of the fire load to the tank was always 6 m. The solid fuel fire load was situated 
between +0.5 m and +2.5 m across the tunnel. The diesel pool was situated in the middle of the tunnel 
and was 25 m long and  4 m wide. 

  

6,0 m   

1.0 m 
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Layout of Water Mist system 
 
The Water Mist system was designed and built by Aquasys Systems. The nozzle lines were installed 
underneath the intermediate ceiling at an approximate height of 4,5 meter above the tunnel ground 
surface. The nozzle lines covered a length of 75 m running from -50 m to +25 m, divided into 3 
sections of 25 m each. Each section was made up by 3 nozzle lines, one mounted in the middle of the 
tunnel underneath the tunnel ceiling, and one on each side underneath the tunnel ceiling in a distance 
of approximately 3 meter. The spray nozzles were integrated in the nozzle lines and were spaced in a 
distance of 2 m. 
  
The water pump unit provided 3.000 l/min of water at a pressure of 50 bar. The system was equipped 
with an AFFF unit to enable a mixture of 1-3 % AFFF and biodegradable foam to the water supply. 
 

       

 

 

1800 

3800 

 
Figure 2 Ccross section of tunnel with Spray Nozzles and Nozzle Lines and test tankl. 
 
 
TEST METHOD  
 
Assessment method 
 
A method was developed to assess the risk of a “warm” or heat induced BLEVE of a reference LPG 
tank filled with LPG from thermal measurements on a full-size test tank filled with water. The method 
is based on the models developed for an extensive simulation study on the risk of a BLEVE due to a 
rupture of a LPG tanker (filled with LPG) involved in a tunnel fire. The method is described briefly 
below. 
 
According to the simulation study the rupture of the tank will depend on the stress in the tank shell and 
not on the stress in the end caps (= front and rear side) of the tank. The model therefore determines: 

• the rise of the actual stress

• the decline of the 

 in the shell (wall) of the reference LPG tank due to pressure built up 
in the tank; 

maximum stress
As long as the actual stress remains well below the maximum stress the risk on a BLEVE is considered 
negligible. 

 that the shell can resist due to the heating up of the shell.  

 
The actual and maximum stresses are determined from the temperature distribution of the outside and 
inside surface of the tank wall and the heat fluxes into the ‘wet’ part (belly) of the tank. These 
quantities are directly measured on the test tank and considered representative for the reference tank in 
the same fire environment.  
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The maximum allowable stress

 

 is calculated from the maximum temperature measured on the outside 
surface of the test tank using the strength properties of the reference tank.   

The actual stress

 

 is calculated from the dimensions of the reference tank shell and the LPG vapour 
pressure inside the reference tank. This pressure follows directly from the LPG temperature and the 
thermo physical properties of the LPG mixture. The LPG temperature is calculated from the heat fluxes 
towards the LPG liquid coming from the ‘wetted’ and ‘non wetted’  parts of the wall of the reference 
tank.  

The heat fluxes from the ‘wetted’ part of the tank (the belly) are directly measured on the test tank. The 
heat fluxes from the ‘non wetted’ tank wall are calculated from the temperatures measured on the 
inside surface of the test tank. The determination of the heat fluxes is visualised in Figure 2 and is 
based on a lumped parameter model. 
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Figure 3 Illustration of the lumped parameter model used to determine the heat fluxes into the 

liquid of the tank. 
 
The test tank 
 
The measurement configuration consisted of a LPG-tank shown in Figure 4, filled with water for 5% of 
its volume.  
  

          
 
Figure 4 The test tank in the tunnel and the access door that was cut in the end cap. 
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For practical reasons the test-tank (length 6 m, diameter 2.0 m) was smaller than the reference tank 
(length 12.0 m, diameter 2.5 m). The smaller diameter of the test-tank corresponds well with the fact 
that the test-tunnel has a somewhat smaller cross-section than the reference tunnel. The shorter length 
of the test-tank will cause a quicker rise in temperature and thus a higher probability of a BLEVE. The 
wall thickness is 8.8 mm as compared to 10 mm for the reference tank. This will lead to somewhat 
higher wall temperatures and is an acceptable conservative approach. 
 
Instrumentation 
 
The test tank was equipped with extensive instrumentation to measure wall temperatures, inside and 
outside air temperatures as well as heat fluxes from the environment through the tank wall and into the 
water. Heat flux-sensors were installed in holes that were drilled in the lower tank wall (shell). The 
receiving surface of the sensors was carefully mounted exactly flush with the outer tank wall, as 
illustrated in the figure 5. Thermocouples were mounted to measure the inside and the outside wall 
temperatures of the tank and the air temperatures 0.10 m from the tank shell. All data-links and also the 
cooling water-supply were connected at the rear side of the tank.  
  

      
   
Figure 5 Mounting of the heat flux sensor in the tank wall. Outside view and inside view 
 
Figure 6 schematically shows the positions of the heat flux meters and thermocouples. The distance 
between the sections was approximately 1.2 m. A total number of 13 heat flux meters and 65 
thermocouples were installed. The actual layout of the sensors was slightly different due to the 
presence of the connections to the mounting frame and the manhole. 
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Figure 6 Position and labeling of heat flux sensors and thermocouples.  
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Data acquisition  
 
The data was acquired with two Agilent HP-3970 data loggers, each placed in one data box. Each data 
logger was connected to a laptop (also in the box). All sensors belonging to cross section A, C, E  were 
connected to one data logger and the remaining sensors to the other data logger. Data loss due to power 
failure was prevented with a UPS system in the box. The laptops were connected to the glass fibre 
Ethernet network in the tunnel and controlled via remote desk top control on 2 laptops (one for each 
data logger) in the office near the tunnel. A NAS back-up system was connected to the network.. 
 
The data was acquired with Agilent VEE software adapted to Efectis NL special needs. The sample 
interval was 10 s. 
 
Before each test, the connection, proper labelling and proper working of each thermocouple and heat 
flux sensor were tested by heating each sensor and checking the signal on the data-acquisition system. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 
Overview of tests 
 
Eight full-scale tests of fire suppression with the sprinkler/water mist system were performed by 
SINTEF NBL. The BLEVE simulation tank and measurement equipment were installed after the third 
full-scale test. The BLEVE-risk measurements were performed by Efectis NL in the latter five of the 
full-scale test series. The main characteristics of these tests are given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Main characteristics of the full-scale tests with BLEVE-risk measurements   
 

Test 

SCENARIO ACTUAL CONDITIONS 

Fire load Additives 

Initial 
ventila-

tion 
speed 

Start of 
sup-

pression 
after 

ignition 

Burn-
ing 

period 

Nomi-
nal 

HRR 

m/s s s MW 

VerTest1 
Solid: 180 pallets 
(80% wood, 20% 
plastic.) 

1% AFFF 3.7 335 1140 50 

VerTest2 Pool: 100 m2 diesel 
oil 1% AFFF 4.0 96 150 200 

PerTest1 Pool: 100 m2 diesel 
oil no additives 4.0 125 180 200 

PerTest2 Pool: 100 m2 diesel 
oil 1% Bioversal ~ 4 160 420 200 

PerTest3 
Solid: 720 pallets 
(80% wood, 20% 
plastic.) 

no additives ~ 4 439 2100 200 

 
 
The largest solid fire load consisted of 720 stacked pallets, configured to represent a loaded heavy 
goods vehicle. The fire pool consisted of diesel fuel and had a surface area of 100 m2. The fire loads 
were designed to be similar to the ones used in previous tests for Rijkswaterstaat in 2005, and (for the 
solid fire load) to one of the UPTUN-tests in 2003 [3]. 
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Measured temperatures around the tank 
 
Measured temperatures near the outer surface of the tank (0.10 m from the tank shell) are shown in 
Figure 7. The graph left shows the average of the 12 air temperatures measured over a period of 900s 
after ignition of the fire. The sharp decrease of the air temperature is caused by the switching on of the 
water mist system. In the pool fire tests (VerTest2 and PerTest1 & 2) the fire was extinguished or 
significantly reduced within 60s by the water mist, resulting in a temperature drop below 40ºC. In the 
tests with the solid fire (VerTest1 and PerTest3) the fire was not extinguished but controlled by the 
system. In PerTest3, seeking the limits of the system, the mean air temperature stayed around 400ºC 
(after an initial drop to 220ºC) and the maximum air temperature around 700ºC (after an initial drop to 
400ºC).  
      
   Mean outside air temperature      Maximum outside air temperature 

       
 
Figure 7  Mean and maximum temperature of the air surrounding the test tank 
 
The position of the maximum temperature depends on the fire source. This is explained below. 
 
Firstly, in the pool fire tests the (left) side of the tank facing the middle of the tunnel was exposed to 
higher temperatures than the other (right) side. This was partly caused by the symmetric position of the 
pool in the tunnel in contrast to the non-symmetric position (on the right lane) of the tank and partly by 
the non-parallel position of the tank with respect to the tunnel walls. In the solid fire tests the thermal 
exposure of the tank sides was more symmetrically, due to the fact that both the tank and fire source 
were positioned on the right lane.  
 
Secondly, in the pool fire tests the lower and middle part of the tank were exposed to the highest 
temperatures. In the solid fire tests on the other hand the highest exposure occurred on top of the tank. 
This can be explained by the higher position of the solid fuel with respect to the pool. 
 
Finally, in the pool fire tests the exposure to the highest temperatures was more towards the end of the 
tank (Section D and E) whereas in the solid fire tests this maximum was more at the beginning (Section 
A and B). This difference was most probably caused by the different distances between the base of the 
fire and the tank. In the pool fire the minimum distance to the tank was almost immediately attained 
due to the fast spread of the fire over the total fuel bed. With the solid fire the initial distance was 
larger, because of the more slowly fire spread from the rear of the pallet pile (where the fire was 
ignited) to the front (facing the tank) of the pile. 
 
Clearly in all tests except “VerTest1” a significant part of the tank was immersed in flames. With the 
pool fires the flames were lower and more to the left side of the tank. With the solid fires the flames 
were higher and more symmetrical surrounding the top part of the tank. The reason for this difference 
is the position and height of the base of the fire source with respect tot the tank position. 
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Measured temperatures of the tank wall 
 
The mean and maximum temperatures of the tank wall are shown in Figure 8, but now for a period of 
1800s. The maximum wall temperatures were in the same area as the maximum air temperatures 
around the tank. Clearly the wall temperatures follow the surrounding air temperatures, but with a time 
delay caused by the thermal inertia of the wall. The highest temperature (about 600ºC) occurred in the 
solid fire test “PerTest3” where the fire was only to a certain extent controlled by the water mist 
system. 
 
 Mean outside wall temperature       Maximum outside wall temperature 

        
 
Figure 8  Mean and maximum temperature of the outside surface of the tank shell.  

Note: the increase of temperature in “PerTest1” is caused by the after burning of the fuel 
and is not a part of the official test. 

 
Measured heat fluxes 
 
Measured heat fluxes from the tunnel environment into the ‘belly’ of the tank in contact with the water 
in the tank are shown in Figure 9.  
 
 Mean measured heat flux   

 
 
Figure 9 Mean heat flux into the ‘wetted’ part of the test tank 
 
The graph shows the weighted mean value of all 13 heat flux meters. The highest heat fluxes occurred 
in the pool fire tests where the tank is more heated from below as in the solid fire tests. The high peak 
in ‘PerTest1’ is probably due to the somewhat higher ventilation velocity during that test. The heat 
fluxes due to the solid fires are much lower, because of the higher position of the flames, as explained 
previously. Even in “PerTest3” the mean heat flux remains below 20 kW/m2. 
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ASSESSMENT OF BLEVE RISK FROM TEST RESULTS  
 
Figure 10 shows the (LPG vapour) pressure rise inside the reference LPG tank calculated with the 
assessment method using the measured heat fluxes shown in Figure 9 and the maximum outside tank 
wall temperatures shown in Figure 8 as input.  
 
 Pressure inside reference tank  

 
 
Figure 10 Calculated pressure rise in reference tank 
 
The highest pressure rise will occur in “PerTest3”. The highest rise in tensile stress in the tank wall 
will therefore also occur in “PerTest3”. This is shown in Figure 11 under the label “TS-LPG”. Figure 
11 also shows the decline of the maximum stress that the tank wall would be able to resist for each test.  
 
 Stresses in shell of reference tank 

 
 
Figure 3.16  Calculated maximum allowable stress for all tests and actual stress (TS-LPG) for 

 “PerTest3” in the reference tanks. Note: the actual stress in the other tests is lower than 
in “PerTest3” 

  
Clearly the only critical situation will occur in “PerTest3” where a sharp decrease of the maximum 
allowable stress occurs due the high tank wall temperature at the top of the tank in Section B. The 
critical situation begins after about 400s and lasts until about 1300s. In this test however, the limits of 
the water mist system were sought, by purposely delaying the activation time with about 7 minutes. 
The test therefore does not represent a realistic situation. 
 
In all other tests the fire is extinguished or controlled fast enough to prevent heating up of the tank wall 
above a critical temperature of about 600ºC.  
 
The effect of the pressure increase of the LPG due to the heating up of the LPG is less important. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
There is a growing need to allow Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) tank trucks to travel through tunnels. 
Because of this it is necessary to use special measures to minimise the risk of a BLEVE in the LPG 
tank truck due to a fire in the tunnel. A way to achieve this goal is to cool the LPG tank with a 
sprinkler/water mist system in the tunnel.  
 
The effectiveness of such a system to prevent a BLEVE was verified in a series of full scale fire tests in 
the Runehamar test tunnel in Norway. A full-size LPG tank, partially filled with water, was placed in 
the tunnel and subjected to a series of large cargo and pool-fires located closely upstream from the 
tank. The thermal conditions around the tank and the thermal response of both the tank's surface and its 
bulk were measured and the risk of a BLEVE was predicted from these measurements.  
 
Only when the limits of the water mist system were sought, by purposely delaying the activation time 
with about 7 minutes, there proved to be a serious risk of a BLEVE. This occurred after 400s in one 
fire test with a cargo consisting of 720 stacked pallets.  
 
In all other tests the fire was extinguished or controlled quickly enough to prevent a BLEVE.  
 
Quick detection and extinguishment of the fire was shown to be especially important with a pool fire, 
due to the fast increase of the temperature around the tank to about 1000 C.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
iNTeg-Risk, acronym for Early Recognition, Monitoring and Integrated Management of Emerging, 
New Technology Related Risks, is an FP7 Collaborative Project implemented as a large scale 
integrating project. 64 partners are working together for a duration of 54 months from December 2008 
to May 2013. The overall budget is about 19.3 million Euro.  
 
iNTeg-Risk coordinates research and development sub-projects related to new materials and 
technologies for establishing a common EU approach to face the challenge of emerging risks within the 
next 15 years. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Four dimensions of the iNTeg-Risk Management Framework 
 
The main goal of iNTeg-Risk is to establish a holistic approach for facing the challenge of emerging 
risks, due to new materials and technologies, within the next 15 years. This will be done by 
concentrating efforts in four fundamental dimensions:  
 

• [T] Technical, technological: Technical knowledge and technologies supporting the 
knowledge.  

• [H] Human, management: Skills of personnel and organization of the human resources  
• [C] Governance, communication: A process with clear definition of role and responsibilities of 

the management of a decision making process involving several stakeholders, and the 
associated communication organization  

• [R] Policies regulation, standardization: Clear and complete regulatory framework, standards 
and norms  
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The project is structured in five subprojects SP1 through SP5 of which the first is about ‘Emerging 
Risk Representative Applications’ (=ERRA). These ERRAs deliver input regarding emerging risks to 
SP2 aiming at the development of an iNTeg-Risk paradigm for dealing with emerging risk. SP3 is 
responsible for the verification and validation on ERRAs while SP4 is going for the ‘One Stop Shop’ 
for emerging risks.  
 

 
 
Figure 2: iNTeg-Risk roadmap and Subproject overview 
 
In total, more than 200 tasks are focusing on factors critical for the success of iNTeg-Risk. The project 
will basically follow these steps:  
 

• Identify specific emerging risks from particular study cases 
• Develop solution for the risks identified 
• Validate the solutions and disseminate them through the iNTeg-Risk ‘One-Stop-Shop’  
• Finally ensure the sustainability of the project. 

 
ERRA A5: SAFETY AND SECURITY OF UNDERGROUND HUBS WITH INTERCONNECTED 
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AND SHOPPING CENTERS 
 
ERRAs: Emerging Risks Representative (industrial) Applications are significant examples of 
applications related to industrial safety (emerging risks). Solutions for these single, specific problems 
related to emerging risks should allow capitalizing upon and, by generalizing the solutions, building 
the common European approach to emerging risk. [1] 
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Classification of ERRAs 
 
The ERRAs are classified according to the emerging risks they are representing: 
 

• New materials, technologies and products (e.g. nano, H2, CO2, advanced engineering 
materials, bio-fuels, renewable energies, underground storage)  

• New production processes and management (e.g. unmanned aerial surveillance, outsourcing, 
resilient IT safety systems)  

• Complex industrial systems and networks (e.g. integrated HSSE, on-line risk monitoring, use 
of bio-inspired models, virtual plants/reality), and  

• New global / EU / local emerging risk policies (e.g. EU safety legislation for SMEs and non-
EU European countries, regional interaction nature-technology (NaTech).  

 
The task of ERRA A5, Safety and Security of Underground Hubs, is carried out by four partners who 
have been in collaboration in the L-surF project in the frame of the FP6 of the European Community. 
The group comprises VSH Hagerbach Test Gallery (Switzerland, Task leader), SP (Sweden), STUVA 
(Germany) and INERIS (France). 
 
Objectives 
 
In compliance with the objectives of the whole project, ERRA A5 is aiming at the improvement of 
safety and security in underground hubs with interconnected transportation services and shopping by 
improving risk assessment and risk management. 
Furthermore, the ERRA A5 will provide input for the Emerging Risk Management Framework in SP2 
in order to be included in the common guidelines for emerging risk management.  
Last but not least, the results of ERRA A5 should help to harmonize the design phase in terms of safety 
and security issues in underground hubs and deep tunnels instead of the case to case approach 
presently used. 
 
How to achieve the ERRA objectives 
 
Given the technological development in the underground construction area and in addition the 
increasing need for public transportation, more and more tunnels are built and underground spaces are 
needed for more than only transportation of passengers. New construction methods allow deeper 
tunnels and hubs interconnecting several modes of transportation with shopping malls or parking 
spaces. The involvement of several stakeholders (constructors, operators, users and first responders 
e.g.) leads to a challenging situation in case of an incident resulting in the need for evacuation.  
 
Being aware of this emerging risk and offering solutions how to manage such situations will increase 
users’ trust in underground infrastructures and facilitate the safe use and operation of underground 
transportation infrastructures. One of the innovations needed is a new concept for both the design of 
ventilation and escape routes as well as a concept for evacuation respecting our society changing with 
regard to age distribution. 
 
Urban public mass transportation relies to a large extend on efficient and effective underground 
transportation systems which are well connected to all other transport means of public traffic. The 
result of these developments in the use of the underground is twofold: On the one hand side, new 
metro tubes must be built deeper and deeper and on the other side they are interconnected with the 
other transport media in large underground constructions (hubs), including stations, parking lots and 
shopping areas on different underground levels. This results in longer access and escape routes, 
complex and hard to overlook structures split in several levels which are used by ten to hundred 
thousands of people every day, implicating new risks for constructors, operators, passengers and users. 
 
In case of emergency there are entirely new boundary conditions for the evacuation of passengers, for 
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example: Longer distances to reach the surface or safety structures underground, more demanding 
ventilation systems which must be adapted to the geometrical conditions as well as to the bigger 
amounts of air to be managed, higher interaction between different transport means (cut of traffic, 
emergency stops, evacuation of people etc).  
 

 
 
Figure 3: Evacuation is a challenging issue for first responders. Both communications in complex 
underground facilities and technical abilities for evacuation need to be trained. 
 
Emerging risks: 
One of the most critical issues in the operation of deep tunnels and hubs is the evacuation in case of 
emergency. Especially the increasing length and depth of such infrastructure complicate the escape of 
passengers, hamper orientation and make a successful getaway more difficult. Furthermore, the 
dispersion of smoke due to special ventilation conditions may heavily influence or cut escape routes.  
Because of this special context, reallocation of safety shelters and signposting for the use in deep tubes 
and large hubs for best possible evacuation is an important issue. This is to be elaborated in accordance 
with expertise and practice in accidental risk analysis with special attention to interrelations between 
several transportation systems linked within these hubs.  
 
Another emerging risk is the involvement of several stakeholders, which makes perfect interaction and 
communication necessary as well as a clear structure of duties. The plan of activities to tackle the 
problem is as follows:  
The above mentioned issues will be studied in four real installations including:  
 

• Metro and City of Barcelona  
• Metro Madrid  
• Metro and City of Munich, DB  
• City and Airport of Zürich, SBB  

 
Scenarios will be defined for each real installation involved, in order to well cover all types of present 
available transportation hubs linked with underground transportation systems. The risk emerging from 
the specific boundary conditions of underground hubs will be analyzed and assessed. Interviews will be 
undertaken with all types of stakeholders to integrate their different points of view.  
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A report will finally be written with elements of ‘lesson learning’ from accidents and considerations of 
evacuation management respecting human behavior in deep and complex underground structures.  
 
Description of work: 

• ET.A5.1 Scenarios will be defined for each real installation involved, in order to cover all 
types of present available transportation hubs linked with underground transportation systems 

• ET.A5.2 The risk emerging from the specific boundary conditions of underground hubs will be 
analyzed and assessed. 

• ET.A5.3 Interviews will be undertaken with all types of stakeholders to integrate their different 
points of view. 

• ET.A5.4 Evacuation exercise from rolling stock will be organized  
• ET.A5.5 A report will finally be written with elements of Lesson learning from accidents, 

consideration of evacuation management respecting human behavior in deep and complex 
underground structures 

 

 
 
Figure 4: In November 2009, an ERRA A5 meeting took place in Madrid, together with the Safety 
Manager of Metro de Madrid, Gabriel Santos. 
 
Application of the IRGC framework and the ERMF 
 
The iNTeg-Risk solution to manage emerging risk is based on several commonalities as a common 
framework based on IRGC and Shape-Risk solutions, a common language called UML (Unified Model 
Language of Emerging Risks) which has to be developed in the frame of the iNTeg-Risk project and 
common metrics based on KPIs (Key Performance Indicators).  
 
The first results of all ERRA tasks are the definition of particular Emerging Risk Issues, called ERIs. In 
the scope of ERRA A5 these ERIs are fresh air supply, higher fire loads, escape routes, safety shelters, 
communication between all stakeholders, orientation in an underground facility and safety planning. 
According to the ERMF (Emerging Risk Management Framework) developed in the Shape-Risk 
project, four dimensions are to be taken into consideration which are technical / technological (T), 
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human / management (H), governance / communication (C) and policies / regulations / standards (R).  
 
The IRGC framework risk process consists of four main phases which are 
 

• Pre-assessment 
• Risk Appraisal 
• Acceptability & Tolerability Judgement and 
• Risk Management,  

 
in terms of which all particular Emerging Risk Issues (ERIs) have to be seen.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
One common challenge for all emerging risks, and thus also all the ERRAs, is how to communicate 
about a specific emerging risk to the public. A main result of the iNTeg-Risk project is to establish 
principles for treatment of emerging risks, including policies for risk communication with the public. 
Some of the ERRAs have included risk communication explicitly as part of the deliverables, but all 
ERRAs should provide recommendations with respect to policies for concrete risk communication for 
the specific emerging risk addressed in the ERRA. 
 
The work of ERRA A5 Safety and Security of Underground Hubs will be finished by November 2010, 
when Subproject 2 will proceed working based on the results of previously finished tasks. One of the 
big challenges to face is bringing together all these different types of emerging risks identified in 17 
ERRA tasks and harmonizing results in order to allow a common approach for the further development 
of a tangible and useable outcome of the entire project.  
 
The ERRA A5 team is responsible to explore the critical field of underground facilities which is a 
minor part against the background of the hugeness of the whole project. But nevertheless, ERRA A5’s 
experience in the field of underground safety and security will create a valuable contribution to 
complete the coverage of the iNTeg-Risk ‘One Stop Shop’ for emerging risks. Taking into account 
technological development and societal changes, the underground environment is creating living space, 
opportunities and also risks emerging from changing boundary conditions and following must not be 
lacking in such an impressive large European project.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Physical modeling utilizing a geotechnical centrifuge was done to study the effects of explosions on 
underground tunnels. Centrifuge modeling allows the study of the effects of a large explosion on 
prototype scale, through experiments using smaller explosives, using scaled models of actual 
structures. Blasts scale to the third power of gravity (g). For example a one gram charge in a model 
subjected to 100 g’s is equal to a ton of prototype (full scale) explosives.  
 
Scaled models of tunnels were tested in a geotechnical centrifuge under various conditions. The 
tunnels were tested at different burial depths, and tunnels were tested using protective coatings around 
the tunnels to attempt to mitigate the effects of blasts.  Tests were also conducted in dry soil as well as 
underwater, for example a river bed.  The effects of the explosions on the structures were recorded in 
the form of strain measurements taken at different locations on the underground structures at different 
times-before, during and after the explosions. 
 
The results of the experiments provide valuable understanding of the effects of surface explosions on 
underground structures such as tunnels and pipelines. The results are useful for designing new 
underground structures as well as for developing protective retrofits for existing structures. The results 
can also be useful for developing, validating and calibrating numerical models. 
 
KEYWORDS: explosions, centrifuge, physical modeling 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Terrorist explosions have the potential to cause significant damage to tunnels.  The extent of damage 
depends on various factors, such as the size and type of explosives, the distance of the tunnel from the 
explosives, the nature of the intervening medium between tunnel and the explosives, and the properties 
of the tunnel.  Explosives have the potential for causing maximum damage, when the explosives are in 
close contact with the target structure.  However, the act of implanting explosives on the body of a 
tunnel is more likely to attract attention of alert surveillance units.  On the other hand, it is more 
difficult to detect and deter the use of explosives on the ground surface (e.g., in a parked vehicle) 
immediately above a tunnel.  The motivation of this study was to understand the impact of surface 
explosives in causing significant damage to underground tunnels.   
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GEOTECHNICAL CENTRIFUGE MODELING 
 
Physical model tests using a geotechnical centrifuge were utilized in this study.  Centrifuge modeling is 
used to study a wide range of geotechnical problems, such as those related to slope stability, 
foundations, retaining structures, underground structures, liquid migration through soil, and seismic 
effects.  A geotechnical centrifuge allows small-scale model testing to simulate the same physical 
behavior in the soil as in full-scale prototype tests.  This is possible when the model is constructed to 
1/N scale and is subjected to an acceleration of N g (where g is the normal gravitation acceleration) and 
the mass density of the material in the prototype and the model are the same.  Figure 1 compares the 
vertical stresses at different locations of a prototype and a 1/N scale centrifuge model.  It can be seen 
that the stresses are equal at corresponding points in the prototype and the model. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Centrifuge Modeling Concept  

 
The tests reported here were conducted on a 150 g-ton machine located at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute (RPI) in Troy, New York.  This machine is capable of testing soil models of up to 1.5 ton 
(3300 lb) weight at accelerations of up to 100 g.  Figure 2 [1] shows a schematic view of the RPI 
centrifuge, which was used in the present study.   
 

 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of Geotechnical Centrifuge (from [1]) 
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Various parameters used in geotechnical engineering scale to different powers of N, depending on 
scaling relations, which can be derived from dimensional analyses.  Table 1 from [2] presents the 
centrifuge scaling laws for common parameters. 
 

 
Table 1. Centrifuge Scaling laws (from [2]) 

 
Parameter Model Value where Unit 

 Prototype is 1.0  
      
Length 1/N m 
      
Acceleration N m/s2 
      
Velocity 1 m/s 
      
Volume 1/N3 m3 
      
Mass 1/N3 kg 
      
Force 1/N2 N 
      
Pressure 1 kPa 
     
Dynamic Time  1/N s 

 
 
 
CENTRIFUGE MODELING OF EXPLOSIONS 
 
Background 
 
An explosion is fundamentally a volumetric phenomenon [3] and it has been established that the 
effects of a blast are related to the third power of the gravitational acceleration involved, i.e., related to 
effects of an explosion scale as g3.  Weight is the product of mass and gravity and a smaller mass of 
explosive in the model, subjected to a proportionately higher gravitational acceleration will have the 
same effects as a full-scale prototype explosive, detonated under the earth’s normal gravitational 
acceleration. Previous researchers have reported on the scale effects of blasting, utilizing dimensional 
analyses and centrifuge modelling in [4], [5], and [6]. 
This scaling relation indicates the applicability of using centrifuges for modeling blasting.  A relatively 
small quantity of explosives can be used in centrifuge test, on relatively small-scale models (e.g., 1/100 
scale) at high g levels (e.g., 100 g) and produce the effects of a significantly larger explosion.  Physical 
tests using explosives on full-scale models are rare – due to safety concerns and financial reasons.  
Numerical model analyses are sometimes used.  However, they require sophisticated numerical tools 
and need to be validated and calibrated against physical test results, before such numerical methods can 
be used to give reliable results.  Physical model tests using a geotechnical centrifuge provide 
opportunities to validate numerical results.  In addition, they also allow designers to conduct parametric 
analyses and compare effects of alternative designs.   
 
The dry centrifuge tests reported in this paper all utilized models constructed to 1:70 scale and were all 
conducted at 70 g, on board a 150 g-ton geotechnical centrifuge located at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, New York.  In each test, charges with TNT equivalent of approximately 2.6 grams, 
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were utilized under 70 g acceleration.  Following the centrifuge scaling relationship mentioned 
previously, this amount of charge created the same effects as 888 kg or 8.7 kN of TNT equivalent 
under normal gravity. 
 
The submerged trials were constructed and tested on the RPI geotechnical centrifuge. The models were 
built at several scales and subjected to corresponding accelerations such that the prototype scale was 
preserved but the mass of the explosive differed. Coupled with several charge sizes, this allowed for an 
expanded experimental data set for TNT equivalents under normal gravity. 
 
Centrifuge Model Tests on Tunnels in Dry Soil  
 
The effects of a surface explosion on an underground structure were studied through centrifuge tests 
conducted at 70 g.  Further details on this study were presented in [7].  According to the centrifuge 
scaling laws discussed previously, the model tested at 70 g represented a prototype structure with an 
outer diameter of approximately 5.5 m, which is representative of a relatively small underground road 
or transit tunnel.  It may also represent a large diameter pipeline, such as is used for fuel and water 
conveyance over long distances.   
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of surface explosions on underground 
structures.  No specific prototype structure was modeled in this study; rather the model characteristics 
were selected to represent the behavior of an “average” structure.   
 
The model structure was 0.6 m long and supported over a uniform layer of dry sand compacted to a 
unit weight of 15.7 kN/m3, which corresponds to a relative density of about 60%.  The same sand was 
also backfilled around the structure and over the crown, to provide a soil cover extending to the ground 
surface.   The entire setup was placed inside an aluminum model container with outside dimensions of 
0.37m × 0.88m × 0.39m.  Schematic views of the experimental setup are shown on Figure 3. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.  Setup of experimental model and explosions (Figures are not drawn to scale and all 
dimensions are given in prototype scale)  
 
 
In each test two exploding bridgewire (EPW) RP-830 charges were exploded simultaneously.  The 
TNT equivalent of explosives used in each test was 2.6 grams.  Since the effects of an explosion scale 
in proportion to the third power of the acceleration level, 2.6 grams of explosives used in each test 
under a 70 g gravity field produced the same effects as 8.7 kN or 0.9 tons of explosives under 1 g 
gravity. 
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Centrifuge Model Tests on Submerged Tunnels  
 
The effects of varying charge sizes on a submerged underground structure were studied through 
centrifuge tests. The prototype dimensions of the model were held constant throughout the study. The 
scale of the models, corresponding acceleration and actual explosive mass were varied in order to 
obtain data for several TNT equivalent masses. In accordance with the dry trials, the submerged 
structure was general and envisioned as an average representation of a field structure. Gravel was 
utilized as the soil medium in order to facilitate saturation of the models. 
 
Instrumentation 
 
In tests on dry and submerged soil, strain gages were used to measure the strains induced at different 
portions of the model structure due to the explosion.  Strains were measured using up to 19 strain 
gages, installed at different locations along the circumferential and the axial directions at the mid span, 
as well as the two quarter spans of the structures.  In addition, only circumferential strains were 
measured at the two ends.   
 
The strain gage data were obtained at a frequency of 15,000 points per second (15 kHz) using an on-
board data acquisition system.  This relatively high rate ensured that the effects of the explosion were 
captured with sufficient resolution.   
 
 
Centrifuge Modeling of Crater Formation 
 
The crater formed on the ground surface due to an explosion has different definitions.  A true crater is 
one that is formed by the initial detonation.  Following the explosion, the material that is uplifted from 
the crater area, as well as from the surrounding ground, is deposited back into the newly-formed crater. 
 These materials are termed ejecta and fallback.  The final resultant crater, after ejecta and fallback has 
deposited in the crater, is termed the apparent crater.  The dimensions of a crater measured after an 
explosion has occurred are those of the apparent crater.  It is almost impossible to make a direct 
physical measurement of a true crater. 
 
It is noted in [5] that an explosion causes damage to underground structures through two principal 
mechanisms.  The first is through a direct loading by a shock wave created due to the explosion.  The 
second mechanism of damage is large soil displacements in and surrounding the crater.  The effects of 
these mechanisms were studied in this research through readings of strain gages installed at various 
locations of the underground structures that were monitored and acquired in real time, before, during 
and after each explosions and through measurements of apparent crater dimensions after each 
explosion.   
 
At the end of each dry test, a symmetric, circular crater was formed as a result of the explosion.  The 
size of the crater was measured in three-dimensional coordinates using a profilometer.  It should be 
noted that the measurements were taken for the apparent crater, i.e., the crater that was observed at the 
end of the test.  The crater initially formed during the explosion, the true crater, is deeper than the 
apparent crater. In the tests on dry soil, the average crater had a diameter of approximately 12 m and 
maximum depth of approximately 1.25 m, both in prototype scale.   
 
In the submerged explosive trials, the blast energy caused the compact gravel to heave and produce a 
symmetrical mound at the point of detonation. Figure 4 illustrates the soil heave as a result of 
detonation. The white string in the photograph shows the contour of the ground surface. 
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Figure 4.  Explosive induced soil heave in submerged test (white strings show contour of ground 
surface) 

 
 
Influence of Cover Thickness and Cover Material 
 
The model tunnel was buried with a cover thickness of 1.8 m or 3.6 m (both in prototype scale) in the 
tests on dry soil.  The intervening material placed between the ground surface and the tunnel was either 
soil, or a combination of soil and a compressible geofoam barrier.  The compressible geofoam barrier 
was in the form of a spray-on polyurethane expanding polyurethane foam sealant.  The geofoam was 
used to study the effectiveness of a compressible inclusion barrier layer between the source of 
explosion and the structure in reducing the impact of surface explosions. 
 
 
 
RESULTS OF CENTRIFUGE TESTS 
 
Strains Induced on Dry Tunnels  
 
The distribution of strains within the underground structure was studied by comparing the strains 
measured at different locations due to the explosion.  In different tests, the following parameters were 
varied, as follows: 
• Thickness of soil cover above the structure: 1.8 m or 3.6 m (in prototype scale) 
• Material around the structure: either soil, or soil along with a 0.9 m (in prototype scale) thick 
layer of geofoam 
 
As expected, the results indicated that a thicker soil cover was more protective of the structure.  The 
axial strain measured at the quarter span was reduced by approximately 40% when the thickness of the 
soil cover was increased from 1.8 m to 3.6 m (both in prototype scale).  This is shown in Figure 5, 
where plots of axial strain measured on the top of the structure at quarter span are presented.  The peak 
strains induced due to the explosions were found to be two to three orders of magnitudes greater than 
those under static overburden stress prior to the explosion. 
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Figure 5.  Effects of thickness of soil covers on axial strains measured at quarter span of underground 
structure, subjected to surface explosion  
 
 
The possible attenuating effects of a compressible inclusion material immediately around the 
underground structure were studied by placing a layer of polyurethane geofoam material around the 
model structure.  The structure, coated with a 0.9-m thick (in prototype scale) of this geofoam was then 
placed in dry sand, compacted to the same relative density as in the other tests.   A total cover thickness 
of 3.6 m (2.7 m of soil and 0.9 m of geofoam) was provided. 
 
The results indicated that the presence of geofoam appeared to reduce the axial strain induced on the 
structure due to the explosion by approximately 64%.  This can be seen Figure 6, where plots of axial 
strain measured on the top of the structure at quarter span are presented.  It is noted that the same total 
thickness of material equal to 3.6 m (in prototype scale) was used in these two tests.  Therefore, the 
reduced strain can be attributed to the presence of the compressible geofoam, in lieu of the less 
compressible soil of the same thickness. 
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Figure 6.  Effects of cover materials on axial strains measured at quarter span, subjected to surface 
explosion 
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Strains Induced on Submerged Tunnels 
 
The submerged testing was performed in order to measure the response of a buried structure to several 
explosive masses. The results of two trials are shown in Figure 7. The data is filtered and normalized to 
emphasize the non-linear relationship between charge size and strain. The time scale is modified to 
reflect the temporal aspects for a full-scale equivalent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Filtered axial strains measured at quarter span subjected to submerged surface charges 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Centrifuge testing provides a viable method to model the effects of explosions on underground 
structures.  Centrifuge scaling relationships for explosion effects make it possible to model relatively 
large explosions, while using small quantities of explosives in the tests. 
 
Results of tests reported here indicate that significant strains can be induced on underground structures 
due to explosions on the ground surface.  Tunnel designers can compare the induced strains measured 
in the tests to the material properties of the underground structures to determine if structural damage is 
likely. 
 
Results of centrifuge model tests can be used to verify and calibrate numerical models which are 
sometimes utilized to study the effects of explosions.  The generally high costs and risks associated 
with full-scale field tests make centrifuge model tests attractive alternatives in this regard. 
The magnitudes of strains induced in the structure due to explosions depend on the nature and 
thickness of the intervening medium between the structure and the explosion.  Tests on two different 
thicknesses of soil are reported here.  As expected, induced strains reduce with increase in cover 
thickness.   
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Results of tests in which a polyurethane geofoam cover was installed around the structure indicate that 
the presence of a compressible inclusion barrier, such as geofoam, may have some beneficial effects in 
mitigating the impact of an explosion.  This aspect may have practical significance in the design of 
underground structures which are made more resistant to explosions. 
 
Testing of submerged structures yielded important considerations for the design of such systems. Blast 
energy is amplified and localized when compared to dry conditions. The gravel medium heaved in 
response to the explosions and produced a circular mound in the area of detonation.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
There are plans to exploit the area above an urban motorway road tunnel in the northern part of 
Stockholm city for building workplaces and possibly also dwelling houses. Since the motorway is a 
primary transport route for dangerous goods a risk may arise from an accidental explosion inside the 
tunnel. As a support of the risk analysis process and to provide support for the design of reinforced 
concrete structures such as tunnel walls and roof, the consequences of explosions in the tunnel were 
calculated. 
 
Charges with weights corresponding to 2000 kg or 4000 kg of TNT were considered at different 
locations inside the tunnel. The explosion pressure load in a specific location inside the tunnel becomes 
rather complicated due to reflections from the inner surfaces of the tunnel. To calculate the pressure at 
different points inside the tunnel the analysis tool AUTODYN was utilized.    
 
In order to determine the response in terms of deformation and possible collapse of the reinforced 
concrete tunnel wall and roof slabs from the explosion pressure load, a single degree of freedom 
analysis was performed. Assumptions and results of the calculations in terms of pressure load, 
deflection of structures and length along the tunnel of wall or roof collapse will be presented, as well as 
suggested risk reducing measures. 
 
The paper also contains examples on pressure loads on a facade of a building located above the tunnel 
roof slab if an explosion takes place immediately outside the opening of the tunnel. This is illustrated 
both with calculations and scale model tests.  
  
 
KEYWORDS: tunnels, explosions, blast, pressure, reinforced concrete. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
There are plans to exploit the area above an urban motorway road tunnel in the northern part of 
Stockholm city for building workplaces and possibly also dwelling houses. Since the motorway is a 
primary transport route for dangerous goods a risk may arise from an accidental explosion inside the 
tunnel. Even though the probability of large explosions is anticipated to be extremely low it was 
decided by Vägverket (the Swedish Road Administration) to add an assignment to FOI to perform 
calculations of blast pressure and response of concrete structures as support of the risk analysis process 
and support of design of the construction. The maximum charge weight of hazard division 1.1 (high 
explosives) allowed to be transported according to The European Agreement concerning the 
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) is 16 000 kg. It was realized at an early 
stage that it was necessary to choose a lower weight for the design of the construction. Two different 
charge weights, namely 2000 kg and 4000 kg, were adopted as base for the analysis. The geometry of 
the planned built road tunnels beneath the exploited area may vary and have either 10 m, 14 m or 19 m 
width. Calculations were performed with AUTODYN for both 2000 kg and 4000 kg charge weight at 
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different locations for the three tunnel cross sections to determine the blast pressure inside the tunnels. 
The calculated blast loads were then used as input for calculations of length of collapse of the tunnel 
walls and roof. 
 
Aiming to be an aid in selecting the location of buildings near the tunnel entrances with regard to 
explosion accidents on the road, calculations and experiments in model scale were carried out. 
 
A summary of the results of the analysis are presented in three documents [1 - 3]. 
 
 
2. CALCULATION OF PRESSURE LOAD FROM EXPLOSIONS INSIDE THE TUNNEL 
 
Conditions 
The basic calculations were made with 2000 kg TNT or equivalent located 3 m from the wall and 2 m 
above the floor inside a 19 m wide tunnel as shown in Figure 2.1. 
 

 

19 m

2 
m

3 m

6,
3 
m

 
Figure 2.1. Basic geometry: the tunnel cross section with the location of the charge. 
 
The calculations were made as numerical simulations with the programme AUTODYN (from Century 
Dynamics, ANSYS Inc.) with its main applications of modelling explosions and projectile penetration. 
With AUTODYN’s material library for TNT, the charge was modelled as a sphere in an Euler-grid 
with the mass 2000 kg (or 4000 kg), surrounded by ideal gas with the density 1.3 kg/m3, Cp/Cv =1.4 
and inner energy 192.5 kJ/kg which corresponds to air at normal pressure and temperature, ca 100 kPa 
and 0 ºC. The calculation was initially made in 2D according to JWL (Jones, Wilkis and Lee). When 
the shock wave had expanded 3 m (the distance to the closest tunnel wall) the result was mapped into a 
3D-model of the interior of the tunnel, and the calculation was continued. The 3D-model consisted of a 
grid with ca 2 million elements in an Euler-FCT grid (Flux Corrected Transport). As the shock wave 
was mapped from the 2D-model into 3D, the gaseous TNT material was transferred to ideal gas with 
same Cp/Cv as the air (1.4 instead of 1.35 for TNT-gas). That is because Euler-FCT can only treat one 
material at a time, but the calculation is much faster than with a processor with multi material capacity. 
Still, the processing time was in the order of days with the used computer (Dell Precision 390).  
 
The approximation with ideal gas has a limited accuracy for very high pressure levels, i.e. for the peak 
pressure for the shock waves. The limited amount of elements in the grid (ca 2 millions, the finest 
100x100x100 mm) is another uncertainty for these peak values. Also, the shape of the charge (here 
assumed as spherical) influences the pressure distribution especially in the near field of an explosion.  
Still the performed calculations are believed relevant as the impulse density rather than the peak 
pressure is crucial for building constructions ability to withstand explosions. Also, in some cases the 
initial pressure values could be checked against simplified calculation methods built on experimental 
data [4].   
 
The simulated measurement points on the walls and roof inside the tunnel model where the pressure 
loading was calculated are shown in Figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2. Location of measurement points for the calculation of pressure load. 
 
Results 
The time-varying pressure load on a defined location inside a tunnel where an explosion takes place is 
rather complicated due to the reflexions against the walls, roof and floor. Figure 2.3 shows an example 
of a calculated pressure-time curve for a point on the wall closest to the explosion, 2 m above the floor 
and 4 m in tunnel’s length direction, away from the explosion. The Figure shows the initial event for ca 
5 ms (left) and with a longer duration 70 ms (right). In the Figure, also the impulse density, i.e. the 
integral of the pressure-time curve is shown, which is an important parameter for the evaluation of the 
response of constructions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Example of calculated pressure load 2 m above floor, 4 m in tunnel’s length direction from 
the site of the detonation of 2000 kg TNT. On the left: up to 5 ms, on the right: up to 70 ms. 
 
The loading on a whole part of a construction, e.g. the roof slab, is complicated due to different loading 
in different locations, which also occur with different time lag. 
 
Table 2.1 shows calculated max pressure (MPa) and impulse density (kPas) after 190 ms, all valid for  
2000 kg TNT. For each part of the construction, there is a column that shows the average values.  
 
Table 2.1. Calculated max pressure (MPa) and impulse density (kPas) in the tunnel for 2000 kg TNT. 
L Closest wall Roof Furthest wall 

1 2 3 4 5 avg 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 avg 1 3 5 avg 
0 i 100 85 74 59 52 74 67 51 40 29 23 22 24 25 28 34 32 34 39 35 

p 89 94 89 56 36 73 36 42 31 22 9.7 4.3 3.0 2.2 3.4 17 3.7 4.4 8.1 5.4 
2 i 73 61 53 47 47 56 60 44 35 26 22 22 24 25 28 32 32 34 39 35 

p 65 55 50 36 27 47 48 31 25 20 7.3 4.2 3.0 2.1 3.4 16 3.6 4.5 8 5.4 
4 i 47 38 36 36 40 39 48 34 28 23 22 22 24 25 28 28 32 33 38 34 

p 33 24 21 14 13 19 43 22 19 11 5.5 3.8 3.0 2.4 3.2 13 3.6 4.6 7.7 5.3 
6 i 33 32 31 33 35 33 37 27 24 23 22 23 24 25 28 26 31 33 38 34 

p 15 15 10 8.0 10 12 19 10 7.5 5.7 4.2 3.4 2.5 3.9 2.6 6.5 3.4 48 7.6 5.3 
8 i 28 27 28 30 32 29 32 28 25 24 22 24 23 24 28 25 30 33 36 33 

p 9.2 8.9 6.6 6.7 11 8.5 7.7 7.9 3.4 3.1 2.8 2.9 2.3 3.2 2.0 3.9 3.2 5.3 7.1 5.2 
10 i 27 27 27 28 29 28 31 28 26 24 23 23 23 24 28 22 29 33 34 32 

p 6.4 5.8 4.9 4.4 8.1 5.9 9.8 7.7 5.4 4.7 2.6 2.2 3.0 2.3 1.7 4.4 2.7 6.5 5.8 5.0 
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Figure 2.4 shows the loading against the closest wall and the roof as average values of max pressure 
and impulse density as a function of distance in the tunnel length axis from the explosion site (2000 kg 
TNT).  
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Figure 2.4. Average values of max pressure and impulse density on wall and roof as a function of 
distance in the tunnel length axis from the explosion site (2000 kg TNT). 
 
 
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 are relevant for a charge located 3 m from the wall and 2 m above the floor. 
In order to illustrate the difference in loading for the case of a charge placed directly on the floor a 
calculation was performed with a semi-sphere of 2000 kg TNT on the tunnel floor, but at the same 
distance from the wall, 3 m, as in the previous calculation. In Figure 2.5 below, max pressure and 
impulse density (after 190 ms) are compared for the two cases in different heights on the wall closest to 
the charge and 2 m from it in the tunnel’s length direction. It can be seen that the distribution over the 
wall of the max pressure is less even with the charge located on the floor, i.e. the max pressure close to 
the floor is higher although the average value over the entire wall is almost unaffected. Also the 
distribution of the impulse density becomes less even but the average value is here somewhat lowered. 
The conclusion is that the damages are not likely to increase significantly for the case of a charge 
located on the floor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Comparison of max pressure (left) and impulse density (right) on closest wall for a charge 
located either 2 m above the floor or directly on the floor.  
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3. RESPONSE  
 
In order to determine the response in terms of deformation and possible collapse of the reinforced 
concrete tunnel wall and roof slabs from the explosion pressure load, a single degree of freedom 
analysis was performed. The basic geometry of the wall and roof structures is shown in Figure 3.1.  
 

Reinforcement over support

Reinforcement over support

Load from explosion
7,
2 
m

1,2 m

Field reinforcement

Field reinforcement

19 m

1,
2 
m

 
 
Figure 3.1. Basic geometry of wall and roof structure.  

 
 
Cross-sectional height, that is slab thickness, is assumed to be 1.2 m. Depth of reinforcing  (distance 
from reinforcement to concrete surface at compressed side) is approximately 1.1 m. Reinforcing steel 
area is chosen to be 1 % of the cross sectional area that is 0.01·1.1 = 0.011 m2  per meter, e.g. 14 
reinforcement bars with 32 mm diameter per meter. Assumed reinforcing yield strength is 500 MPa. 
With assumed maximum concrete compressive strength of 50 MPa, approximate necessary stress block 
depth is 0.011·500/50 ≈ 0.1 m. A dynamic increase factor of 1.1 is assumed for explosively loaded 
structures [5] and thus bending moment resistance is calculated as: 
 
m ≈ 1.1·1.0·0.011·500·106 Nm = 6.05 MNm per meter. 
 
Based upon performed explosion loading tests [6] a maximum deflection before collapse of wall and 
roof slabs are assumed to be 1/30 of the span, i.e. 0.25 m for the wall and 0.6 m for the 19 m span roof 
slab. 
 
Maximum deflection for the structures loaded by the pressure from explosions inside the tunnel is 
calculated with a single-degree-of-freedom-method (SDOF-method). The actual structures are 
transformed to single degree of freedom systems with equivalent load, mass and resistance. The 
transformations are based upon assumed yield lines at the supports and in the middle of each slab. The 
calculations are made by numerical solving of the differential equation of motion according to [7].  
 
The SDOF calculations assume a blast load based upon the results from the AUTODYN calculations 
according to chapter 2. The load is different in different measurement points but for the SDOF 
calculations one single pressure time curve was chosen. The choice was made to either create a mean 
value load that was assumed to be on the safe side (not underestimating the load) or to simply pick the 
pressure time curve of the measurement point closest to the detonation. It appears that the response 
time of both the wall and roof slab often is considerably longer than the main part of the load phase. In 
Figure 3.2 two examples of calculated results of load and deflection versus time are displayed. 
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Figure 3.2. Assumed load and deflection versus time for the wall at 4 m distance from the explosion in 
the tunnel length direction (left) and for the roof at 6 m distance from the explosion in the tunnel 
length direction (right) with 2000 kg charge weight. 
  
 
Calculated maximum deflections of walls and roof slabs for the two charge weights (2000 kg and 4000 
kg) versus distance from the explosion in the tunnel length direction are presented in Figure 3.3. For 
the 4000 kg charge weight the length of the roof that was expected to collapse was more than 10 m 
from the explosion in the tunnel length direction which was anticipated as unacceptable.  Calculations 
were therefore also performed with 50 % more reinforcement, which resulted in an estimated length of 
collapse of 5 m from the explosion in the tunnel length direction.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Calculated maximum deflections of walls and roof slabs for the 2000 kg charge (left) and 
the 4000 kg charge (right).  
 
Corresponding calculations as for 2000 kg located 3 m from the wall and 2 m above the floor in the 19 
m wide tunnel were also made for other locations of the charge inside the 10 m and 14 m wide tunnels. 
Although the pressure and impulse density becomes higher at the smaller cross sectional areas, the 
damage is not greater in these tunnels because of the smaller span of the roof slab (which was the most 
vulnerable part of the structure).  
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4. PRESSURE LOADING ON A FACADE ABOVE A TUNNEL ENTRANCE 
 

Calculations 
The modelled geometry is shown in figure 4.1; it is sized 33 x 30 x 30 m (height x width x depth), 
filled with air (ideal gas) and with solid elements for the building’s facade, the roof slab above the 
tunnels and surrounding terrain. The model is, except for the ground surface, surrounded by flow 
boundaries allowing free passage of shock waves out of the model.  The large grey square inside the 
figure is a modelled 25 m high facade of a building. It is placed upon a 1.5 m thick tunnel roof slab, 
7.5 m over the ground plane and with a 5 m horizontal distance from the edge of the roof slab. Two 
tunnel entrances, 14 and 10 m wide, were included in the model. To the left in the figure is a 7.5 m 
high steep wall outside the left side of the 14 m tunnel. The charges (TNT) were located right in front 
of the entrance of the 14 m tunnel at the stand-off distances 5 m and 20 m; in the figure they are 
illustrated by velocity vectors in two perpendicular slices in the air ca 0.5 milliseconds after explosion. 
The centre points of the spherical charges were located 3 m above ground. Two different charge 
weights were tested: 2000 kg and 16000 kg. With the facade moved to 20 m from the edge of the roof 
slab the model was modified to 33 x 25 x 44 m. In total, six numerical simulations were made 
according to Table 4.1.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.1. Numerical model with charge location (left), geometry variations and measurement points 
(right).  
 
 
 
Table 4.1. Overview of performed calculations. 
Calc. 
Nr 

Charge 
weight (kg) 

Distance charge- 
tunnel entrance (m) 

Distance facade-
tunnel entrance (m) 

Total distance 
between facade and 
charge  (m) 

1 2000 20 5 25 
2 2000 5 5 10 
3 16000 20 5 25 
4 16000 5 5 10 
5 2000 20 20 40 
6 2000 5 20 25 
 
On the facade, 42 simulated measuring points were located as arrays around the centre line between the 
charge and the 14 m tunnel with c/c 4 m. The lowest points were placed 8 m above the ground plane, 
i.e. 0.5 m over the roof slab; the highest 32 m above the ground plane. In table 4.2 and 4.3 all 
measurement points are shown together with the results from calculation nr 1 and 6. 
 

 

Roof slab 
thickness: 
1.5 m 

Measurment  
points 
 

h=6 m 3 m        5 m / 20 m Tunnel 

Building  

h = 32 m 
 
 

 
h = 28 m 
 
 

 
h = 24 m 
 
 
 
 

h = 20 m 
 
 
 
 
 
 

h = 16 m 
 
 

 
h = 12 m 
 
h =   8 m 

 

Ground level 

5m / 20m 
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Table 4.2. Calculation nr 1:  max pressure (left) and impulse density (right) in all measurement points 
on the facade. Charge weight 2000 kg and standoff 20 m in front of tunnels entrance. The facade is in 
this case located 5 m behind the tunnel entrances. The highest values are shown in bold. 

 
 
Table 4.3. Calculation nr 6:   max pressure (left) and impulse density (right) in all measurement points 
on the facade. Charge weight 2000 kg and standoff 5 m in front of tunnels entrance. The facade is here 
located 20 m behind the tunnel entrances. The highest values are shown in bold.  

 
 

Scale model tests 
Experiments were made in a similar geometry with Hopkinson scaling with the scale factor 1: 12.5. 
Due  to practical reasons only the 2000 kg charges were tested; with this scale factor the charge weight 
yields  2000 kg/ 12.53 = ca 1.0 kg.  
 
The scale model of the tunnel entrance and building facade was constructed with concrete blocks and 
steel plates, see Figure 4.3 below. As a scaled building, a small storage house for explosives was used; 
it measured 2.3 x 2.3 x 2.3 m. On the front wall (“facade”) of the building, six piezo-electric gages 
were mounted 200, 500, 800, 1150, 1500 and 2000 mm above the “roof slab”; they are clearly visible 
in Figure 4.3. The pressure traces were captured with a Nicolet Odyssey recording equipment with 
100 kHz sampling frequency. 
 
In total 10 tests were made, see Table 4.4. In two of the tests, spherical charges of cast TNT were used. 
In the other eight, the charges were formed by plastic explosive with 85% PETN content. The spherical 
charges were located with their mass centre 0.24 m above ground (as 0.24 x 12.5= 3 m, similar to the 
calculations). In order to check the influence of different charge geometries, also charges shaped as low 
cylinders with the height/diameter ratio 0.5 were used, located with their mass centre 0.12 m above 
ground (i.e. 1.5 m in full scale) as is seen in figure 4.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elev.   Impulse 
 (m) 

Distance sideways on facade 
(0 m = right in front of charge) 
–8m  –4m  0 m 4 m 8 m 16m 

32 i (kPas) 1.87 1.77 1.71 1.70 1.70 1.62 
28 i (kPas) 2.60 2.53 2.54 2.56 2.58 2.50 
24 i (kPas) 2.72 2.73 2.84 2.94 2.99 2.80 
20 i (kPas) 2.80 3.05 3.35 3.57 3.57 3.11 
16 i (kPas) 2.74 3.53 4.15 4.36 4.26 3.38 
12 i (kPas) 2.50 3.90 4.85 4.93 4.44 3.52 
8 
 

i (kPas) 2.07 3.25 4.35 4.65 4.12 3.46 

Elev.   Press. 
 (m)      

Distance sideways on facade 
(0 m = right in front of charge) 
–8m  –4m  0 m 4 m 8 m 16m 

32 P (MPa) 0.30 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.24 
28 P (MPa) 0.37 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.30 
24 P (MPa) 0.44 0.43 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.37 
20 P (MPa) 0.55 0.63 0.67 0.64 0.60 0.38 
16 P (MPa) 0.66 0.95 1.06 1.04 1.01 0.46 
12 P (MPa) 0.64 0.96 1.12 1.13 0.73 0.45 
8 
 

P (MPa) 0.58 0.86 1.04 1.17 0.57 0.42 

Elev.  Impulse 
 (m) 

Distance sideways on facade 
(0 m = right in front of charge) 
–8m  –4m  0 m 4 m 8 m 16m 

32 i (kPas) 0.99 0.97 0.92 0.87 0.81 0.82 
28 i (kPas) 1.69 1.68 1.67 1.61 1.56 1.53 
24 i (kPas) 1.86 1.86 1.85 1.80 1.76 1.71 
20 i (kPas) 1.97 1.96 1.93 1.91 1.87 1.82 
16 i (kPas) 2.06 2.03 2.02 1.99 1.96 1.90 
12 i (kPas) 2.11 2.07 2.05 2.05 2.04 1.98 
8 
 

i (kPas) 2.11 2.07 2.06 2.06 2.08 2.00 

Elev.    Press. 
(m) 

Distance sideways on facade 
(0 m = right in front of charge) 
–8m  –4m  0 m 4 m 8 m 16m 

32 P (MPa) 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.10 
28 P (MPa) 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.13 
24 P (MPa) 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.15 0.13 0.14 
20 P (MPa) 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.15 0.16 0.16 
16 P (MPa) 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.19 0.19 0.18 
12 P (MPa) 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.20 0.20 0.19 
8 
 

P (MPa) 0.26 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.20 
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Table 4.4. Performed scale model tests                                            
 

 
       Figure 4.2. Fireball from test nr 4
  

 

 
Figure 4.3. Test 4; the charge placed on a piece of plastic foam.   Figure 4.4. Test 10 with a model car 
 
      
Table 4.5. Measured peak pressure and pressure-time integral =impulse density. 
 
 Peak pressure (MPa)                                        Impulse density (kPas) 

 
 
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: when comparing the values of impulse density with the calculated values in Table 4.2 and 4.3 
above, the values from the scale model should be multiplied with the scale factor, in this case 12.5.  

Test 
nr 

Charge shape / 
explosive 
material 

Distance charge - 
facade / 
charge - tunnel 
entrance 

1 Sphere    / plastic 2.0 m  /   1.6 m 
2 Sphere    / plastic 0.8 m  /   0.4 m 
3 Cylinder / plastic 2.0 m  /   1.6 m 
4 Cylinder / plastic 0.8  m  /  0.4 m 
5 Sphere    / TNT 2.0 m   /  1.6 m 
6 Sphere    / plastic 3.2 m   /  1.6 m 
7 Sphere    / plastic 2.0  m  /  0.4 m 
8 Cylinder / plastic 3.2 m   /  1.6 m 
9 Cylinder / plastic 2.0  m  /  0.4 m 
10 Sphere    / TNT 2.0  m  /  0.4 m 

Test 
nr 

MP
1 

MP
2 

MP
3 

MP
4 

MP
5 

MP
6 

1 0.33 0.25 0.37 0.70 0.90 1.04 
2 0.28 0.24 0.37 0.56 1.52 1.56 
3 0.43 0.50 0.57 0.63 0.73 0.74 
4 0.31 0.32 0.73 0.80 1.31 1.09 
5 0.25 0.33 0.46 0.58 0.73 0.83 
6 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.23 0.24 
7 0.18 0.14 0.20 0.21 0.25 0.24 
8 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.21 
9 0.21 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.28 0.26 
10 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.17 

Test 
nr 

MP
1 

MP
2 

MP
3 

MP
4 

MP
5 

MP   
6 

1 0.18 0.13 0.22 0.28 0.38 0.43 
2 0.15 0.13 0.22 0.29 0.40 0.40 
3 0.22 0.19 0.29 0.31 0.38 0.37 
4 0.15 0.18 0.26 0.29 0.35 0.30 
5 0.16 0.15 0.22 0.26 0.31 0.36 
6 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.21 
7 0.14 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.25 
8 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.20 
9 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.24 
10 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.18 
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Observations: 
• With the cylindrical charges the peak pressure and impulse values are somewhat more evenly 

distributed over the facade altitudes than with the spheres.  
• The TNT spheres gave slightly lower peak pressure and impulse density than the spheres 

made of plastic explosive. 
• The longer distance between the tunnel entrance and the facade (1.6 m, 20 m in full scale) 

reduced the pressure loading on the facade considerably, especially at the lower altitudes. 
• Also, with the 1.6 m distance entrance – facade, the charges at short standoff (0.4 m) from the 

entrance (test 7, 9 and 10) gave much less pressure loadings on the facade than with the 0.4 m 
distance entrance – facade ( tests 1, 3 and 5) with the same distance facade – charge (2.0 m). 

  
CALCULATION_1P CALCULATION_6P
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Figure 4.5. Comparisons of peak pressure (left) and impulse density (right) between corresponding 
results from calculations 1 and 6 (Table 4.2 and 4.3, 4 m sideways on facade), and the scale model 
tests nr 5 and 10 (TNT spheres). The values from the model scale are corrected with the scale factor 
12.5.  
 
Comments 
The calculations and the scale model tests showed that for a short distance between tunnel entrance and 
facade, the pressure and impulse load were in some locations larger for the (scaled) standoff distance 
20 m than for 5 m. This is due to different angles for the arriving wave front, figure 4.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Quota between reflected and incoming pressure Pr /Pi [8]. 
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The diagram in Figure 4.6 shows the relation between reflected pressure (Pr) and the incoming pressure 
(Pi) for different angles on a plane surface. There is a similar relation for the impulse density provided 
that the reflecting surface is large. This explains why the max pressure and impulse density from 20 m 
charge standoff distance, despite of the larger distance to the measurement points, in some locations 
have higher values than from 5 m standoff distance with the same charge weight.  
 
For the cases with the facade 20 m behind the tunnel entrance, however, the phenomenon above is not 
significant. The differences between the angles are then smaller because of the larger distance charge to 
facade. But, with the facade 20 m behind the tunnel entrance as in calculation 6, the pressure loading is 
considerably less although the distance between charge and facade is the same as in calculation 1. An 
explanation is the difference in geometry; for a charge close to the tunnel entrance a large part of the 
shock wave energy from the reflexion to the ground goes into the tunnel opening; the roof slab’s edge 
above it also acts as a screen for the shock wave. 
 
To estimate if a combination of peak pressure and impulse density will cause severe building damages 
for a given shock wave loading, the so called Pc-Ic-diagram with damage curves can be used. The curve 
describes different combinations of pressure and impulse densities that cause a specific damage, e.g. 
collapse of a buildings facade. The damage curve depends to a large extent on the construction of the 
building and its ability to withstand dynamic loads [9]. In figure 4.7 below, the damage curve describes 
a plausible case for a “normal building”.  
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Figure 4.7. Diagram with plausible damage curve for a ”normal” building [9]. 
 
With results from the calculations above inserted in the diagram, it is seen that the max values from 
calculation 1-4 are clearly above the damage curve in the diagram. For calculation 5 and 6 however, 
they are close to the curve and the values from the higher parts of the facade are clearly below the 
curve. Although the values from the lower parts of the facade to some extent surpass the curve, it 
seems likely with only limited damage on the facade, especially if some reinforcements of the building 
are made. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
AUTODYN calculations have been carried out to determine the load from an explosion inside a tunnel 
with different cross sectional areas. The calculated load was used in SDOF calculations to assess the 
extent of damage to walls and roof of the tunnel.  
 
With an assumed charge weight of 2000 kg TNT or equivalent the tunnel construction may collapse up 
to approximately 3 m away from the explosion point in the tunnel length direction. 
 
Due to the fact that a portion of the tunnel might collapse next to the explosion of 2000 kg charge 
weight the structures built above the tunnel must be designed to withstand a loss in the order of 6 m 
support length of the tunnel walls.  
 
It is advantageous if the space immediately above the tunnel roof slab is not used for permanent 
residence. 
 
The results from calculations of blast loads outside the tunnel entrance indicate the inconvenience of a 
building facade located on the roof slab as close as 5 m from the tunnel entrances. It is therefore 
recommended that this distance is increased to 20 m. The calculations and scale model tests clearly 
indicate that the pressure loading over the whole surface of the facade is considerably reduced with this 
geometry. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Experiments have shown that the evacuation characteristics in complex environments differ 
significantly from evacuation in public buildings. This has to do with, for example, the necessity to 
move along paths that may not be optimal for evacuation, i.e., movement on ladders and through 
narrow passages. In some cases, protective clothing has to be removed before evacuation can be 
initiated, which means that the pre-movement time can be quite long. Another difference compared to 
public building evacuations is that the attitudes among the workers towards fire safety education and 
safety drills is sometimes very negative. Results from an evacuation experiment from an environment 
identified as complex are presented; evacuation from a tunnel boring machine (TBM) where refuge 
chambers were used. In addition, some preliminary modelling results are presented for the tunnel in 
question. The paper will focus on evacuation in complex environments and, more specifically, it will 
attempt to 

- identify movement characteristics for people in complex environments, 
- discuss technical measures that can improve evacuation, and 
- suggest management procedures that can improve evacuation 

 
KEYWORDS: tunnel, evacuation, construction site, fire 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
By tradition most evacuation analyses have focused on the problems associated with evacuation of 
large populations in public environments. This is partly due to the need for building codes to 
rationally regulate evacuation capacity of doorways, corridors and stairways etc. Another reason for 
investigating the evacuation capacity for large populations is the need to find input data for egress 
modelling for large crowds. This has also lead to the development of several egress models, which are 
suited for handling large populations. The typical premises for these models are public buildings, e.g., 
sports arenas, mass transit systems and high rise buildings. Much attention has also been focused on 
places where people may not be able to evacuate by themselves, e.g., total institutions [1], or 
buildings where people may not be familiar with the layout and evacuation routes, e.g., retail stores 
[2, 3]. Evacuation in these types of environments is therefore rather well documented.  
 
However, knowledge about evacuation in industrial premises and at construction sites is relatively 
limited. Evacuation conditions for people that work in industrial premises or at construction sites 
could be very different from the conditions that can be expected in public buildings. Experiences from 
fires in such occupancies reveal major difficulties during fires and evacuation e.g. the fire in Store 
Baelt rail tunnel construction in 1994 [4]. Most importantly, the environments are sometimes very 
complex, i.e., difficult to evacuate due to both cognitive and physical obstacles. For example, a 
construction site is constantly changing, which means that the evacuation routes can be modified from 
one day to another and may not always be clearly marked. This type of constant modification can 
make way-finding problematic. At many construction sites and industrial premises people also have to 
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evacuate through narrow passages or down ladders, which means that there is an apparent risk of 
injury. The environmental conditions may also impose other difficulties such as problems hearing an 
evacuation alarm because of background noise and problem moving to a place of safety due to narrow 
passages and obstacles in the path of travel. These types of factors make the environment complex 
with regards to fire evacuation which can form extra hazards that have to be dealt with during 
operation in the complex spaces. 
 
Much of the preventive work safety relies on traditional procedures and not much work has been 
published focusing on the special problems facing workers during evacuation from these complex 
environments. Special attention has therefore been made to investigate the special conditions that may 
be present for these environments. 
 
The nature of the problems in the complex environments are similar to those in traditional assembly 
type buildings, i.e. there are problems getting aware of the fire threat, the cues related to fires have to 
be interpreted and a decision making process has to be initiated and finally there is a movement 
distance between the location of the people and a safe place. Obviously, there are differences which 
are related to the increased complexity of the environment. Some aspects that may increase the 
complexity are: 
 

- Visual access – limited visual overview, dim lighting, darkness, etc 
- Sound level – noisy environments, background noise, etc  
- Familiarity – unfamiliar environment, constantly changing environment, etc 
- Obstacles and narrow passages – manholes, drops, etc 
- Difficult passages or bottle-necks – ladders, remote locations (e.g. cranes), airlocks, etc 
- Work that needs to be terminated properly due to safety reasons – welding, crane operation, 

etc   
- Isolated environment – long distance to a safe location, low visual access to the surroundings 

etc. 
 
In order to demonstrate some of the factors influencing the evacuation conditions present in the 
complex environments an evacuation experiment was performed in a tunnel boring machine (TBM) 
used for constructing a railway tunnel in Sweden. The TBM, which is over 240 m long and has a 
diameter of over 10 metres, has currently proceeded approximately 5 kilometres into the mountain. 
The typical problems for this scenario are that there is only one escape route, the noise level is high 
and it is difficult to have visual access of the environment.  
 
The safety for the tunnel workers has also been investigated using a simple one-dimensional 
evacuation model. The model determines the possibility for continuous evacuation for persons in a 
tunnel given a prescribed fire development. It is necessary for the tunnel construction operator to 
investigate different fire scenarios that can occur as performing experiments and drills can only 
capture some aspects of the possible outcome of an accident. Therefore modelling and physical 
experiments have to complement each other to broader the picture and provide input for additional 
safety assessment. The paper, therefore, introduces a simple MATLAB model that can be used for an 
initial sensitivity analysis of the evacuation situation for the tunnel workers. 
 
The evacuation research is part of the ongoing research project “Fire safety in tunnels during 
construction” which is supported by The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) and led by the 
Technical Research Institute of Sweden in Borås. The purpose for the main research project is to 
investigate the fire behaviour, the occupant evacuation conditions and the needs for a proper rescue 
operation in tunnels, which are under construction. The research project is running to the end of 2010. 
 
This paper is based on a paper [5] presented at the 4th International Symposium on Human Behaviour 
in Fire, 13-15 July 2009.  
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GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR THE EVACUATION EXPERIMENT  
 
The Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM), figure 1, is used at the Hallandsås rail tunnel site in southern 
Sweden. Two parallel tunnels will be constructed for increasing the rail capacity between several 
large cities in western Sweden. According to the latest information from Banverket, the Swedish Rail 
Administration, the tunnel will be open for traffic in 2015. Currently the TBM is located in the 
mountain in the first of the two tubes and at this stage the tunnelling consortium wanted to test the 
evacuation and rescue procedures during fires. An exercise was planned and executed to investigate 
the evacuation capacity, the responses by the workers in the tunnel and in the TBM. In addition 
investigations of movement patterns and walking speeds were also measured and other special 
conditions relevant for the construction site. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic figure of the TBM, side view. Total length approximately 240 m, drill head 
diameter 10,6 m. 
 
In case of an emergency the procedure for the tunnel workers is to move to a safe location inside the 
TBM, a refuge chamber in which the workers can stay during a fire. The TBM has two refuge 
chambers, one fixed to the TBM and another that can drive away from the TBM along the tracks on 
the bottom of the constructed part of the tunnel, figure 2. The tracks are usually used for moving 
personnel and goods between the TBM and the outside. As the procedure for the workers is to stay in 
the refuge chambers it was considered important to investigate the attitudes among the workers to see 
how they perceived their situation in case of a fire. Another issue of interest was how communication 
between the workers was maintained during the emergency as people with different nationalities are 
among those present in the TBM. It was also assumed that movement paths should be documented in 
order to better prepare for safer walking paths inside the TBM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of the mobile refuge chamber (to the left) and the permanently fixed refuge 
chamber inside the TBM. 
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The TBM is a more than 240 m long moving construction site with mainly two floors or decks. It is 
constructed of several so called trailers linked together in the tunnel. On the lower deck the 
maintenance train can enter to deliver goods and tunnel elements used to line the tunnel as it proceeds. 
The upper deck is mainly used for the machinery of the TBM, the personnel mess room and pilot 
cabin from which the TBM is operated. In the front end the huge excavation wheel (drill head) is 
located cutting the hole in the mountain. The TBM is equipped with an automatic fire alarm which 
can be readily heard all over the TBM. The alarm uses an alternating tone signal. Detectors are 
located at extra hazardous places but not all over the machine. At places for storage of flammable 
liquids and hydraulic equipment fire extinguishing systems are located. There are also sprinkler 
curtains in the TBM separating the machine into three sections. Evacuation is supposed to be 
performed along one of the TBM sides on both decks. The decks are linked by stairs at several 
locations and it is rather easy to move between the decks. The escape routes are marked with 
traditional signs and equipped with emergency lighting. During normal operation approximately 20-
25 persons operate the TBM and the highest allowed number in the tunnel is 40 persons set by the 
contractor. 
 
Participants 
 
The participants in the experiment were the normal crew on the TBM but they were working with 
maintenance tasks. This means that the number of participants in the TBM was about 24 and none of 
them were aware of the experiment, which mean that the evacuation was unannounced. The exact 
number of participants is not known but estimated by the number entering the refuge chambers (23 
persons entered the refuge chambers) during the evacuation. The last participant, i.e. the TBM pilot, 
remained at his working location as a safety precaution. He was told to stay in place by one of the 
observers at the start of the experiment. From the demographic part of the questionnaire it was found 
that all participants except one were men. The mean age was 39 years (between 27 and 56) and they 
came from different countries namely Sweden, Denmark, UK, France, Australia and Poland. All of 
them, except one, could communicate in English. All of them had previous experiences from fire 
drills and fire extinguishing training. Two of the participants had previous experience from real tunnel 
fires and one of those experienced the fire in Store Baelt tunnel in Denmark in 1994 [4].  
 
In addition approximately five other persons were in the TBM as observers and safety officers in case 
the experiment had to be terminated. 
 
Procedure 
 
The experiment was performed during a period of normal maintenance on the TBM on 7 November 
2008. Before the experiment was started more than 25 video cameras were mounted at different 
locations in the TBM. The locations were chosen to have a good chance of observing initial actions by 
the workers and also for observing chosen walking paths and measuring walking speeds. The purpose 
was to measure walking speeds both on a horizontal surface and in stairs. In addition a number of 
cameras were located inside the two refuge chambers in order to be able to observe the behaviour of 
the participants when they have entered the chambers. 
 
The scenario for the experiment was that a fire had started in a maintenance train approximately 1 km 
behind the TBM. This means that there was no fire onboard the TBM and no smoke were present 
during the experiment. But as the fire blocks the only escape route to the outside such a scenario is 
considered serious and an evacuation of the TBM shall always be performed in case of a fire in the 
tunnel. However, the actual threat to the workers on the TBM is not present but the uncertainty of the 
situation can cause an at least as important concern among the workers. 
 
The alarm to the TBM came from the outside to the pilot informing him about the fire in the tunnel. 
He initiated the fire alarm in the TBM after some ambiguity about procedures. According to the 
normal procedure he shall then leave for the refuge chambers but due to safety reasons he stayed in 
the pilot cabin after instructions by one of the observers. 
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At the time when the alarm was initiated the workers were at different locations inside the TBM. Six 
persons were in the mess room, one at the drill head and two were working on the lower deck with 
some maintenance work. The locations of the other persons are not known in detail as they were 
outside the coverage areas of the video cameras. After the fire alarm was initiated the evacuation to 
the refuge chambers started and the workers left their present locations. 
 
When the workers had been inside the refuge chambers for approximately 15 minutes one of the 
observers entered the chambers and handed out questionnaires which were returned after completion. 
In total 20 questionnaires was returned and demographic questions were also included in the 
questionnaire. After approximately 40 minutes after the alarm was initiated the experiment was 
terminated and the workers returned to their previous tasks.  
 
Results 
 
Pre-movement time 
 
The responses by the participants were very swift. Those who were able to observe from the video 
cameras responded within less than 30 seconds. At the drilling head one person who was engaged 
with some work left his place only after four seconds after the alarm started. He was alone at the 
location.  
The persons sitting in the mess room also responded very quickly, i.e. only after 10 seconds after the 
alarm started. One person in the mess room was delayed for 30 seconds  
 
Fire alarm 
 
From the questionnaires it is evident that all the workers perceived the fire alarm. Most of them 
responded because they heard the fire alarm and understood that they should evacuate and move 
towards the refuge chambers. All of them responded with answers that associated the fire alarm signal 
to fire, evacuation, danger and other similar.  
 
Exit choice 
 
One of the factors to investigate was how the persons chose exit routes to the refuge chambers. In 
general all of the workers used the walking paths normally used to access the different parts of the 
TBM. This means that they used the paths along the right side of the TBM (seen from behind the 
TBM). As it is normally easier to walk on the lower deck many of the persons chose to climb down at 
the nearest stair of reach the lower deck. The refuge chambers are also located at the lower deck so 
this choice is probably also affected by this knowledge. 
 
Attitude 
 
One key element in determining exit behaviour from areas of complex environment is the attitude 
towards fire safety issues and evacuation exercises among the workers. The outcome of an evacuation 
is sometimes dependent on a rapid and correct response by the persons exposed to the fire threat. 
Therefore the questionnaire contained a number of questions related to find information on how the 
workers thought about fire safety and similar. As the answers were assumed to differ between persons 
being together with colleagues, i.e. those who initially were in the mess room or in the pilot cabin and 
those who were alone or being with just one other colleague, i.e. being at other locations in the TBM, 
those two groups were separated. The responses are presented in figure 3 giving the average values of 
the responses to each question in the questionnaire for the two groups and for all together. The 
numbers indicate the degree to which the person disagrees to the statement. The scale range from 1 
which is “strongly agree” to 4 which corresponds to “strongly disagree”.   
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State to what extent you agree with the following statements. 1="Strongly 
agree" amd 4="Strongly disagree"
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m)

n)
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remote from TMB control
cabin and mess room 

in TBM control cabin or
mess room

 
 
Figure 3. Questionnaire results from TBM evacuation. The statements are presented in table 1 below.  
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Table 1. Questionnaire statements for the experiment in Hallandsås tunnel. 
 
Statements 
a) I thought there was a fire when I heard the alarm. 
b) Evacuation drills are unnecessary. 
c) I thought it was a drill when I heard the alarm. 
d) Evacuation drills take unnecessary much time to perform. 
e) I thought an accident had occurred when I heard the alarm. 
f) I thought something wrong with the TBM when I heard the alarm. 
g) Fire drills take unnecessary much time to perform. 
h) Tidiness is necessary for fire safety. 
i) I thought the tunnel had caved in when I heard the alarm. 
j) I thought there was some electrical failure when I heard the alarm. 
k) Signs (se below) indicating the routes to the refuge chamber are not necessary. 
l) I thought something was wrong with the alarm when I heard the alarm. 
m) I thought it was a false alarm when I heard the alarm. 
n) Evacuation drills are necessary. 
o) I thought something serious had happened when I heard the alarm. 
p) Evacuation drills are a good way to practice. 

 
It is clear from the answers that persons being alone or together with just one colleague were more 
uncertain about the situation than those who were sitting in for example the mess room. Persons being 
at other locations than the mess room and pilot cabin did to a higher degree associate the alarm signal 
to fire and emergency, cf. statements a) and c). People sitting together in the mess room could agree 
more rapidly that this is probably an exercise and not a real fire. 
 
Other statements resulted in more similar answers, i.e. were not depending on the location of the 
participants and who they were together with. Notably is that all of the participants agree that tidiness 
is important and that safety procedures are important in order to keep a high level of fire safety. 
 
Walking speed 
 
The walking speed for the participant was rather fast at the point where speed was measured. In the 
stair the speed varied between 0,75 m/s and 1,0 m/s measured along the slope. The walking speed 
along a horizontal surface was naturally higher and ranged between 1,0 m/s and 1,7 m/s. The data 
points for the lower value included also some vertical movement as the participants jumped from a 
walking path along the TBM to the lower deck, a distance of approximately 0,8 m. This means that 
the average speed between two measuring points was lower than the actual local walking speed but 
the difference at the point of measuring cannot be determined. The walking speed at another 
measuring point showed higher values, up to 1,7 m/s. The variation was low as most of the 
participants moved together in groups with almost the same speed.  
 
Evacuation time and general observations 
 
In total the evacuation took approximately 3 minutes to perform from the time when the fire alarm 
started to all participants were inside one of the refuge chambers. The first participants arrived to the 
refuge chambers approximately 1 minute from the start of the fire alarm. The first ones to arrive 
started to prepare the mobile refuge chamber for the case they had to abandon the TBM and drive out 
of the tunnel. After this they entered the mobile refuge chamber.  
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A comment from the participants during discussions after the experiment revealed that 
communication between the participants on the TBM and between the participants on the TBM and 
persons outside the tunnel did not work properly. Communications over the radio during the 
experiment was sometimes in Swedish, which made it difficult for participants not understanding 
Swedish to follow the conversation. The formal procedure is that all communication shall be in 
English.  
 
The participants also mentioned that there was a lack of information regarding the situation from 
persons outside the tunnel. As there was no clear sign of a fire at the TBM the situation was rather 
ambiguous for the participants when they were sitting in the refuge chambers. One person also 
mentioned that he was anxious that someone had not noticed the fire alarm and still be at a place in 
the TBM. The information about the exact number of persons on the TBM during the experiment was 
uncertain to the persons supposed to be the only ones at the machine.   
 
EVACUATION MODELLING  
 
The evacuation model used for investigating the possibility for tunnel workers to safely evacuate a 
tunnel compares the time for evacuation with the time for untenable conditions to occur. The model is 
based on a one-dimensional approach of smoke spread in the tunnel. This means that the smoke 
temperature, gas concentrations, visibility etc only depend of the distance from the fire and the time. 
The vertical variation is ignored and it is assumed that homogenous conditions apply, which is true at 
a distance from the fire. Close to the fire the model will provide a not so good prediction of the 
conditions. 
 
The smoke spread and subsequently the spread of toxic gases, temperature etc are calculated using the 
model provided by Ingason [6] and only need to have a HRR curve as an input. It is assumed that the 
fire is located in the most remote part of the tunnel construction site, i.e. where the actual tunnel is 
excavated.  
 
The evacuation model is based on the assumption that a person continues to move away from a fire, 
after an initial pre-movement time, at a speed that depends on the smoke conditions, i.e. the visibility. 
Reduction in visibility reduces the walking speed. The person can initially already be at a distance 
away from the fire. The movement continues as long as the person is conscious and that depends on 
the accumulated toxic dose of the smoke gases, mainly carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, low oxygen 
concentration and elevated temperature. The toxic accumulation is derived using the Fractional 
Effective Dose theory proposed by Purser [7]. It is assumed that unconsciousness occur when the 
person has accumulated a toxic dose equivalent to FED = 1,0. 
 
A preliminary analysis was made on the Hallandsås rail tunnel using a 30 MW fire as the first 
assumption. The fire peaks at 30 MW at approximately 13 minutes from the fire start. The ventilation 
air supply to the construction site is assumed to result in a supply air velocity of 0,5 m/s across the 
tunnel section.  
 
Some of the results from this initial analysis are presented in table 2 which show whether or not 
evacuation is possible and how far from the fire a safe refuge must be located. 
 
Table 2. Basic results from the sample analysis. 
Scenario Pre-movement 

time, sec 
Initial distance between 

person and fire, m 
Distance when FED 

= 1,0 occurs, m 
Time when FED = 
1,0 occurs, minutes 

1 60 0 - never 
2 120 0 250 22 
3 120 50 - never 
4 120 30 - never 
5 150 30 300 25 
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From analysing the different scenarios it is evident that as long as the evacuation can be initiated with 
only a small delay most of the occupants in the tunnel can evacuate safely. But if they respond slowly 
or are close to the fire so they already are within a smoky section they will have difficulties to escape. 
One shall, though, be aware of that in this case the fire is rather large and only a small part of the 
analysis is presented. But the purpose with these results is to demonstrate that it is quite easy to 
perform an evacuation analysis of the tunnel construction site in order to get an idea of the fire threat. 
Additional analyses, for example regarding heat radiation on the workers, have to be performed to get 
a broader picture of the workers’ safety. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Evacuating from a complex environment can be difficult to perform without any additional 
improvements of the environment or additional information or education of the persons subjected to 
the environment. The experiment shows that the outcome of an evacuation can depend on the attitudes 
among the persons in the environment even if that factor is not part of the environment but rather as 
an external factor associated to how the environment is used. 
 
However, given the conditions the overall impression is that the evacuation was prompt and efficient. 
The response time was very short for most of the participants indicating that they were trained to 
handle the situation. The attitudes regarding safety in the case of a fire among the participants given 
from the questionnaires showed that they were aware of the seriousness if the situation was for real.  
 
Working in building sites, industries etc may need to use different equipment, cranes or machinery 
that cannot be shut down immediately at the time the fire alarm starts. Because of safety reasons some 
equipment need a shutting down period before it is safe to leave the work place. There is no simple 
solution for handling these problems but care has to be taken to prepare for emergency closure 
procedures of such equipment. Mainly this is a management procedure and the first priority in the 
case where the fire alarm starts must be to shut down the equipment instead of questioning the reason 
for the alarm. This problem was not tested in a fully realistic manner as the TBM was shut down for 
maintenance and only running in stand by mode. Some traditional maintenance work provided some 
insights into the problem. 
 
A quick response will most likely require a clear and understandable signal that can be readily heard 
from all relevant locations. The fire alarm in the TBM was possible to be heard from all locations in 
the machine which contributed to the fast response. This is most important for cases when visual 
access is limited which usually is the situation for these locations as it defines the complex 
environment. The use of fire alarm is therefore essential. The evacuation from the TBM clearly shows 
the need to use a fire alarm as this was the first sign of an unusual condition in the tunnel. 
 
Initially it was assumed that the walking speed should be lower than what can be expected in other 
occupancies. But this turned out to be wrong. In the TBM the participants walked at least as fast as 
shoppers in a warehouse even if the walking paths were not as smooth as in the warehouse. The 
reason for this could be that most of the persons, mostly men, working in this type of environment are 
rather strong and well fit for the job. It must be assumed that they are slightly better suited for moving 
in the narrow passages and along uneven surfaces. In most cases it can also be assumed that the 
persons are familiar to the environment at least after spending some time in, for this case, the TBM. 
However, in many other complex environments narrow passages may still be a problem even if the 
persons are familiar with the conditions. Climbing a ladder through a narrow hole in a floor is much 
more difficult that using a stair. Elimination of difficult passages should therefore be considered if 
possible. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The main conclusions of the present study are: 
 

- In complex environments it is necessary to use well designed fire alarms in order to reach all 
persons with proper information. If possible the fire alarm should be a spoken message. 

- Signage indicating escape routes must be clearly visible even if the light in the environment is 
poor or uses a special colour. 

- Persons working in complex environments must be subjected to repeatedly evacuation 
exercises so they become with the familiarity with the situation. A fire in a complex 
environment is usually regarded more hazardous than others due to the complexity. 

- The combination of exercises (experiments) and modelling is necessary for having a full 
understanding of the difficulties during a fire in a tunnel during construction. 
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ABSTRACT: 
A priority research programme on human factors and organisational aspects was conducted by CETU 
from 2004 to 2008. The objectives of this research were to improve our knowledge regarding human 
behaviour in order to optimize the actions related to road tunnel safety. It aimed at understanding 
human behaviour in view of acting towards: the user, the operator as well as the emergency service, 
and the tunnel (design of the civil engineering and the equipment, definition of the operating 
procedures). To be more precise, the aim was to improve our knowledge of the behaviour of the 
various actors involved in safety (users, operators, emergency services) and of its determinants in 
order to optimize the design of the tunnel, the communication and the training of these actors. The 
main results from this research programme are presented in the paper. 
 
KEYWORDS: human factors – organisational aspects – feedback from experience 
 
 
1 – CETU RESEARCH ON HUMAN FACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS  
This priority research was conducted by CETU from 2004 to 2008. It aimed at understanding human 
behaviour in view of acting towards: the user, the operator as well as the emergency service, and the 
tunnel (design of the civil engineering and the equipment, definition of the operating procedures). To 
be more precise, the aim was to improve our knowledge of the behaviour of the various actors 
involved in safety (users, operators, emergency services) and of its determinants in order to optimize 
the design of the tunnel, the communication and the training of these actors. The actions forming this 
research theme are presented below.   
 
1.1 Compulsory feedback from experience on incidents and accidents in tunnels  
This action corresponds to the “regulatory” section of the feedback from experience. It is based 
particularly on the principle of supplying a centralized database which has been made compulsory in 
France for tunnels on the national road network whose length exceeds 300 m. This feedback from 
experience by Internet has been operational since 1st January 2001. The aim is to collect pertinent 
information on the incidents and accidents, organize them in a database and use them for a better 
understanding of the risks in tunnels and the efficiency of the means to deal with them, then to share 
out the information obtained and the lessons learnt.   
The evaluation of fires and accidents resulting in fatalities in the French tunnels during the period 
from 2001 to 2007 is as indicated below. 
 

• Fires resulting in fatalities:  
Among the events listed on the CETU database (from 2001to 2007), only the fire which occurred on 
4th June 2005 in the Fréjus tunnel resulted in fatalities. This fire caused by the self-ignition of a HGV 
was propagated to three other HGVs traveling in the opposite direction. It resulted in two fatalities 
(the driver and the passenger of one of the HGVs involved), since these people remained for a long 
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time in their cabin and did not immediately try to reach the emergency exits. The other drivers or 
users present on the spot all self evacuated by climbing on to other vehicles to attain the exit.  
 

• Accidents with fatalities :  
During the same period, an average of 2 to 5 accidents with fatalities per year were noted, resulting in 
about the same number of fatalities. These road accidents took place in tunnel sections but were of the 
same type as those encountered in the open (collisions of vehicles, accidents with a motorcyclist, etc.). 
They are not related to the confined nature of the location.  
The summary of the events listed in the framework of this action is available and can be downloaded 
on the CETU internet site at the following address:  http://www.cetu.equipement.gouv.fr/. 

 
1.2 Feedback from experience: development towards a tool for knowledge of human behavior: 
The purpose of this action is to develop the feedback from experience from a regulatory tool 
supplying a database towards a regular loop for progress. This approach integrating all the players for 
safety in tunnels intends to improve the knowledge of human behavior (users and operators) in the 
operation of the complex system represented by a tunnel. 
This work has been covered by a PhD thesis carried out in a partnership between CETU and the 
Fréjus road tunnel company. The article entitled “Towards a better taking into account of the users in 
the learning from experience in road tunnels”1

 

 gives a light on this subject. It notably recalls that 
feedback from experience is a relatively recent tool developed to improve the safety of complex high-
risk systems (e.g. aviation, nuclear, rail). Feedback from experience can be defined as the analysis of 
mechanisms, their interactions and their effects on a sequence of events. It incorporates the shared 
experience of the different parties involved in an event. It offers organisations the opportunity to 
improve their risk management and applies to real events and safety exercises. As for other areas, 
feedback from experience for road tunnels was first developed from a technical and quantitative 
perspective. This was the case for the regulatory part of this action described in the preceding 
paragraph. As technological progress has allowed a high level of safety, a qualitative approach is now 
necessary, including human and organisational aspects. A research project was set up with the aim of 
enlarging feedback from experience of events in road tunnels to include knowledge about human 
behaviour (both the users and operators). This method has been used for safety exercises and real 
events. It provides objectives elements for understanding the behaviour of road users faced with 
dangerous situations, and thus allows progress beyond certain pre-conceived ideas.  

1.3 Building up the existing knowledge on human behaviour 
The purpose of this action was to enrich the understanding on human behaviour in road tunnels (users 
and operators) by building up the existing knowledge and lessons developed by various scientific 
communities (psychologists, human engineers, European and international multidisciplinary projects, 
etc.). The study notably concerned  human behaviour in tunnels, in normal situations, in case of 
breakdowns and incidents and in case of crisis. The knowledge gathered also concerned other crisis 
management and unfolding situations. The work carried out in this framework made it possible to 
transpose knowledge from other fields (building, transport systems, etc.) to the tunnel system.     
 
1.4 Organization of the operation to ensure safety 
The behaviour of operators responsible for monitoring and controlling road tunnels is a determining 
factor in ensuring the safety of people during an incident. To react in the appropriate manner, tunnel 
operators must be able to understand and control sometimes complex situations. Specific and 
appropriate training is thus essential. National and European regulations require the personnel 
involved in operation to receive "appropriate initial and continuing training" (European Directive), in 
order to "ensure the prevention of accidents and the safety of persons" (French technical instruction). 
In France almost 350 tunnel operators provide monitoring and control of road tunnels in about forty 
traffic management centres. 
This action has been covered by numerous publications among which: “road tunnel operator training 
in France”2, which discusses the different training programmes developed by tunnel operating bodies 
or by CETU. 

http://www.cetu.equipement.gouv.fr/�
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The training programmes organised in-house by some tunnel operating bodies are based on: 
- initial training with the objective of training the tunnel operators on the structures they monitor 

and on the available operating means and procedures; 
- continuing training that aims to maintain this knowledge and improve capabilities, especially in 

dealing with exceptional crisis situations. 
Each tunnel operating body is responsible for organising these training courses. In 2004 CETU 
implemented the "acquired knowledge enhancement" training course, open to all French speaking 
tunnel operators with at least 6 months experience in their job. It provides a common knowledge base 
aiming to consolidate elementary theoretical understanding, particularly in association with safety, 
and enhances the knowledge of each tunnel operator through shared experience and research into 
areas of progress. 
The corresponding continuing training has objectives of providing a greater depth of knowledge 
essential to carrying out the job of a tunnel operator and of studying crisis situations specific to the 
type of the tunnels monitored. 
These different training courses are complementary and can be linked together to make up valuable 
and consistent professional development programmes. 
Beyond the technical skills expected of each tunnel operator, know-be plays a vital role in crisis 
management. 
The tunnel operator is the first person to handle an incident and a key figure in communication both 
with users of the tunnel and with his supervisors and the emergency services. As such, communication 
and human factors are essential components to be taken into consideration in these training 
programmes and during crisis management training in order to ensure the greatest efficiency of all 
those involved in the real situation. 
 
1.5 Signaling in tunnels 
The work performed in the framework of this action mainly consisted in working out an application 
document of the regulatory texts concerning signaling and signage. The purpose of this document is to 
recall the regulations concerning signaling of the safety devices meant for users and to present the 
CETU recommendations in terms of devices for supporting users in a self evacuation situation. These 
recommendations are based on the knowledge acquired to date concerning the basis of the behavior of 
users as well as their expectations at different phases of a crisis situation. It does not aim to define 
technical requirements but to propose types of devices intended to facilitate self-evacuation of users.  

 
1.6 Actions for users: 
The purpose of this action is to draw the lessons for improvement of our knowledge of human 
behaviour in order to conclude to the actions to be performed and the measures to be foreseen for 
users. It notably concerns the following points: the training of HGV drivers, the distance between 
vehicles, the new communication tools (definition of the technical criteria for sirens and sound 
beacons and later their deployment method), information and communication strategy, mobile 
telephony, etc.  
 
In compliance with the practices in force within CETU, this research will be covered by evaluation 
work aimed at drawing up a report of the work and proposing perspectives. At the end of this 
evaluation, a seminar for presenting the results of this work will be organized at CETU (end of 2009). 
The rest of the article presents the main results obtained concerning the adaptation of the main safety 
provisions of road tunnels for the users.   
 
2 – CONTEXT OF THE STUDY TO ADAPT THE ROAD TUNNEL SAFETY DEVICES TO 
THE USERS 
 
Whether they result from an accident or not, the fires of vehicles in road tunnels can take catastrophic 
proportions in terms of human lives, as has been shown by the three fires which occurred in Europe 
between 1999 and 2001 and which cost the lives of 62 persons. If the fire in the Mont-Blanc tunnel 
has particularly marked the public opinion, it has also had quick and considerable effects on the 
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manner in which the French government and legislation have decided to take into account the safety 
in road tunnels. In fact, since August 2000, the French regulations concerning safety in tunnels more 
than 300 m long, underline the means offered to users to ensure their protection and their evacuation, 
particularly based on what happens before the arrival of help, the crucial period for the survival of the 
persons present in the tunnel.  
The most significant changes lead to the building of safety exits to allow the evacuation of users, the 
reinforcement of the means of communication with the user, the luminous and continuous signalling 
of safety devices, the enforcement of stop signalling requirements (lights, barriers, etc.) and the 
retransmission of radio stations in which emergency and safety messages can be inserted. In this 
context it is expected for users to leave their vehicle and go on foot to the emergency exits. Now the 
analysis of various events in new or renovated tunnels shows that the users do not generally adopt the 
behaviour underlying the regulatory measures. That is, they wait in their vehicle or they leave the 
tunnel on board their vehicle by turning back or reversing their vehicle to go on foot to the emergency 
exits and wait in their shelter for the rescue services.  
 
 
3 – STUDIES TO UNDERSTAND 
 
For several years, studies have been made to understand this difference between the expected 
behaviour and the real behaviour of users in case of serious events in road tunnels. The works carried 
out in the context of the priority research have been widely drawn from the lessons learnt from these 
studies among which can be mentioned:    

- the ACTEURS3

- research by the TNO
 project 

4

- research in other domains besides these projects targeted on the knowledge of behaviour in 
tunnels, studies performed by North-American research scientists

 

5

- the mental representations for B.de Vanssay
 

6

The lessons learnt form these studies are detailed in the relevant publications. They are also 
summarized in the reference “Adapting the road tunnel safety devices to the users”

 

7

 
. 

On the basis of these studies the question was posed on the representation of the “tunnel object” and 
the associated risks by the various players. To answer, the work on the representations is one of the 
main lines of work for Audrey Auboyer’s thesis8

 

, set up to transform the feedback from road tunnels 
into a tool for understanding human behaviour.  

A first approach proposed by Audrey Auboyer consisted in defining how the various players for 
safety in the tunnel “see” the structure and what vocabulary they use (see ref. N°7). A second 
approach to the work on the representations consists in collecting the eyewitness accounts of users 
who have lived through crisis situations in road tunnels. This allows refining the manner in which 
users represent for themselves the various phases of the event and participates in analysing their 
behaviour as well as determining the psychological factors underlying this behaviour. Using certain 
expressions collected recurrently, it is possible to outline what the persons feel at the different stages 
and to outline an explanation of the behaviours observed. 
 

- “We don’t know what is happening”. The users do not understand the nature of the event. 
This could lead the persons to wait in their vehicle or go to see what is happening by 
approaching the incident. 

- “I thought that it was an exercise”. There is always a tendency to minimise the situation and 
the dangers or even to deny the reality. We think that this always happens to others. 

- “I didn’t think that it was serious”, “it should be necessary for this to cause fear” reflect 
ignorance of the consequences of a fire in a tunnel. 

- “We don’t know what to do”. The higher the level of service detected by the user, the more he 
waits to be told what he should do or even that he should be fetched. It must also be 
remembered that in a public place, people are afraid of a disproportionate reaction and so they 
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look to see what the others are doing and wait for someone to take a decision so they can have 
the same behaviour. 

- “We wonder how long this is going to last”, “we don’t know whether we will find our car”. 
When the users evacuate on foot and are waiting in a shelter or outside, they always need 
information and wonder what is happening in the tunnel. The time they have to wait seems 
unbearably long and without information in real time, they do not hesitate to return to the 
tunnel to see how the situation is developing and the state of their vehicle. 

 
3.3. The model of the evacuation time 
The first feedback elements based on the study of concrete cases and the collection of eyewitness 
reports allowed confirming that the model for distribution of the evacuation time of tunnel users was 
identical to the model presented by Canadian research workers for fires in single family houses9

This model illustrates the fact that contrary to what one would wish, the evacuation behaviour does 
not begin from the start of a fire. On the other hand, this model shows us that it is necessary to divide 
up the a priori time available for the evacuation

 (see 
figure 1). 

10

- a time to detect the event and a time to give the alarm (a priori, these two times reflect the 
tunnel operator’s activity, at least for tunnels with a high level of operation), 

 into several stages: 

- a time when the user prepares to move on foot in the tunnel (time during which he analyses 
the situation and decides what to do), 

- a time when the user moves on foot in the tunnel towards the emergency exits. 
We thus see that the time when persons are on foot in the tunnel is very short with respect to the time 
when the conditions are bearable. We also see that this time is located at the point where the 
conditions are a priori the least favourable.  
 
Besides, this model is relatively optimistic since we know that in reality the time for analysis and 
decision leads to the users leaving the tunnel on board their vehicles by making a U turn, reversing or 
crossing the smoke. 
Consequently, it is necessary to act so that the time of analysis and decision is efficient and the 
information and pedagogy lead up a time of reflection resulting in self-evacuation on foot. 

 
Figure 1: Egress Time Model (ISO Draft TC92, 2005) 
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4 – TO ADAPT THE SAFETY MEASURES TO THE NEEDS OF THE USERS 
 
These various results teach us that, as in all situations, the users act according to the elements or 
signals they detect, the interpretation they give to them and thus the representation they have of the 
situation at a given moment. To improve the self-evacuation of users it is thus necessary: 

- deliver a graduated alarm message according to the situation, 
- inform them of the dangers undergone, 
- give the evacuation instruction, 
- help the users all through the evacuation up to their return to their vehicles. 

These results led to determining the requirements of the users according to the advancing of the event 
and proposing adaptations for the safety measures. 
 
4.1. The users’ requirements at the various phases of execution of the operation. 
Starting from the theoretical model of behaviour drawn up in ACTEURS, the model of the evacuation 
time described above and the information gathered from the eyewitness reports, it is possible to 
distinguish six periods in the course of execution of the event and distinguish the users’ needs for each 
of them.  

- In a normal traffic situation, the user’s main preoccupation is the purpose of his travel 
(professional, tourism, family, etc.) and he must, at the same time, comply with the ordinary 
traffic rules (speed, distance between vehicles, etc.). However, a user regularly passing through a 
tunnel which is congested recurrently is interested in his environment and identifies a certain 
number of devices present in the tunnel without necessarily knowing their function. This phase of 
regularly passing through a tunnel can be a source of learning. 
- When the event occurs, during the time in which the operator detects the event, the user does 
not have the knowledge, the mental resources or the time to analyse the reality of the situation. He 
sometimes acts impulsively and overtakes the vehicle on fire or stops in his vehicle or even gets 
out and approaches the event to be informed. 
- Consequently, giving the user an alarm signal and an evacuation order are fully effective. The 
alarm phase must also give him the information necessary to understand the situation and to react 
(type of event, danger undergone, instructions to be followed). He must understand that the 
situation is no longer normal, that it has shifted to a crisis situation, and that it is no longer 
possible to continue his travel. At this stage, if the danger is not clearly identified, the purpose of 
the travel will remain the main preoccupation. In this phase, it is also necessary to take into 
account the diversity of users and to expect very different reactions (person alone, several adults, 
professional, family with a child, persons with reduced mobility without necessarily being in a 
wheelchair).  
 
- Once the user has come out of his vehicle, he must be guided towards an exit even if the 
conditions are highly degraded and he must be continuously informed of the danger. He must not 
be left in doubt about the behaviour to be followed since the temptation to return to his vehicle 
remains high if the environmental conditions of the tunnel are not yet highly degraded. 
- Once the user has reached the exit, he must be given clear instructions on what he must do 
(wait, go on and out) and on the fact that in the issue he is safe (time of resistance to fire, fresh air, 
etc.). Here too, it is necessary to be aware that the diversity of users does not facilitate operations 
(time for moving in the tunnel and in the issue, persons who turn back to search for something or 
someone, persons carrying baggage, etc.). Besides, when the users are alone in the issue or 
outside, the waiting time seems unbearable after 10 minutes. We thus see persons going back to 
the tunnel to see what is happening or saturating the control station by calls via the emergency 
call network. It is thus essential to take quick charge of the persons waiting. At this stage, the 
users wonder how long the situation will last, whether they will recover their vehicle, if someone 
will come to fetch them, etc. 
- Finally, the difficulty of getting users to evacuate on foot to the exits must not hide the 
obligation of accompanying them back at the return to normal. It is necessary to give a signal at 
the end of the event, to inform users of what has happened and to give clear instructions which 
leave no place for other interpretations. 
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4.2. The proposals 
From these elements, the question is posed on the adaptation of the existing regulatory safety 
measures to help the persons present in the tunnel to evacuate while they are still alone in the tunnel 
before the arrival of the emergency services.  
To be efficient, the proposals must take into account the following principles: 

- give information which is consistent with that which can be observed in the tunnel, insisting 
on the reality of what is happening and the associated dangers, 

- give the right information at the right moment according to the place, 
- multiply the communication modes, alternating visual and audible information. 

It must not be forgotten that the less one is familiar with the situation, the more there is need to 
understand and to be helped to act knowing that we always try to relate to a personal experience. 
 
4.2.1 – In a normal situation 
Favour learning through visual messages and the search for consistency in the treatment of exits (see 
figure 2): 

- setting up of regulatory signalling, 
- painting in green of the doors of the 
emergency exits, 
- permanent lighting of the doors of the 
emergency exits, 
- highlighting of the exits by the 
application of an area of green paint.  

 

 

Figure 2: Proposal for treatment of the emergency exits 
 
4.2.2. Event detection phase 
Detect and confirm the event and choose the scenario. During this stage, no direct communication 
means can help the user. 
 
4.2.3. Alarm phase 
Clearly inform the user on the situation in the tunnel as well as the dangers undergone and give him 
an evacuation instruction. In this phase, the sequencing of the various audible and visual messages 
must allow the user to remove any ambiguity on what is happening and prevent him form the denying 
the reality of a changeover to a crisis situation. To obtain this, it is proposed: 

- to install a siren to give the alarm, 
- to broadcast radio messages explaining the situation and giving instructions, 
- to display messages on the variable message panel (VMP), 
- to set up lights and barriers to stop the traffic. 

To remove all ambiguity, it could be considered to switch off all the police signalling (speed limits, 
recall of spacing between vehicles, etc.) which becomes unnecessary when the users are on foot in the 
tunnel, in order to transmit a strong message on the fact that the situation has turned over and that it is 
not possible to continue ones route normally.  
 
4.2.4. Evacuation phase in the tunnel 
Help the user to find the closest exit and move towards it, even if the environmental conditions in the 
tunnel are highly degraded. 
Besides the regulatory signalling, it could be arranged to complete the measures by: 

- the implementation of flashing lights next to the exits with the purpose of helping to locate 
the exits but also to reinforce and confirm the alarm, 

- the installation of audio beacons next to the exits to help to locate the exit and be guided in 
the smoke. 
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At this stage, a great difficulty remains in the manner of signalling the emergency exits from the wall 
opposite that on which they are positioned. To this day, no evaluation has been made of the devices 
which could have been installed in different tunnels. It must also be noted that in this phase, the 
movement of a few persons to the exits will have as consequence to trigger an evacuation movement 
by users located further from the exits. 
 
4.2.5. Evacuation phase to the emergency exit and waiting for the emergency services 
Depending on the tunnel, inform the user on what he should do once the emergency exit door has 
been crossed: wait for the arrival of the emergency services or move on towards the exterior. At this 
stage, it is necessary to use the safety signalling for evacuation in ERPs (Establishments Receiving 
Public) to mark out the evacuation route, indicate the assembly point and make instruction panels for 
the users, not forgetting to deal with the specific case of reduced mobility persons. Sound system 
equipment can be set up at the exits and at the assembly points to establish a contact between the 
operator and the evacuated persons. However, if this system is promising in terms of continuity and 
instant communication, it requires a specific organisation and considerable means to be effective. 
 
4.2.6. Return phase to the vehicle and end of the event 
Inform the user about the end of the alarm. In all cases, a physical accompaniment of the persons by 
the emergency services is desirable. If this is not possible, it is necessary to foresee the instructions 
and the marking out of the return route to the tunnel and the vehicle. At the end of the event, 
communicating on what happened and on how the situation was managed can give sense and 
credibility to what the users lived. 
 
 
5 – APPLICATION TO THE TUNNELS OF THE ILE-DE-FRANCE NATIONAL ROAD 
NETWORK 
 
5.1. The Ile-de-France context 
The non-conceded national road network of the Ile-de-France, about 800 km long, includes 22 tunnels 
or covered trenches representing nearly 50 km of covered roadway. This network is owned by the 
“Direction Interdépartementale des Routes d'Ile de France » (DIRIF). All these structures currently 
have 167 safety exits. In all, when the safety improvement operation has been completed, 231 exits 
will be equipped (64 new exits are to be built). 
The operation is broken down into multiple projects in order facilitate their grasping and 
implementation. Six “transversal” projects have been defined: 
. Automatic incident detection, 
. Closing of the tunnels by remote controlled barriers and the associated signalling, 
. Reworking of the centralised technical management, development of a system to help operation,  
. Radio-broadcasting service, 
. Safety of the telecommunication networks, 
. Measures facilitating self-evacuation of the users. 
The transversal character of these projects is ensured by a single design and a co-ordinated 
deployment in the 22 tunnels. 
For the project of building devices to facilitate the self-evacuation of users (the AEV project), an 
original method was used during the design phase to define the type of equipment best able to ensure 
the functional objectives fixed previously. The purpose of this phase is to design typical exit 
equipment which could be used for the 231 exits of the programme. This phase ended by a modelling 
of the typical exit on a real site and its evaluation by a panel of users. 
 
The tunnels of the Ile-de-France have the particularity of sustaining heavy traffic and, for many of 
them, liable to almost daily congestion. As a result, the events related to traffic are numerous and it is 
thus difficult to distinguish between those which are without consequences in terms of safety and 
those which are potentially dangerous. The definition of the functional objectives presented below 
takes into account the specific nature of this context. 
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5.2. Presentation of the method 
The method executed during the design phase consisted, after having specified the functional 
objectives, in a gradual approach to the selected solution. During a preliminary phase, sessions in 
search of varied solutions are organised, getting the various persons or parties concerned by these 
evacuation problems to participate. A first evaluation by units and on paper of the suggested solutions 
is then performed with some users. This is followed by a perspective view, still theoretical but with a 
situation application and new tests with users. This phase finally allows defining the content of a full-
scale model, on a real site, which also will be evaluated by voluntary users. 
 
5.2.1. Definition of the functional objectives based on the behaviour model of the users 
In an urban setting, the time for arrival of emergency services, in case of fire in a tunnel is very 
variable, depending mainly on the traffic conditions around the tunnel. In the Ile-de-France area, 
during the day, it is rarely less than 15 min. Now, during this time, a highly intensive fire has attained 
its full development. Ideally, all the users should have thus quit the tunnel within a time lower than 15 
min, whereas no emergency service is yet present on the spot. 
The behaviour model of tunnel users in a crisis situation has been described above. On this basis, a 
definition of the notion of self-evacuation of the users is proposed: decision of the user to quit the 
tunnel on foot, whether or not after an instruction to do so, necessarily remotely, by the safety 
services. Thus, the maximum time of 15 minutes also includes the time for detection of the fire. 
During the previous analyses, the various lines of the project can be transformed into elementary 
functional requirements. In all, nine functional requirements are maintained. 

1. MARK: Mark the emergency exits to allow their location in the tunnel. 
2. IDENTIFY: Prevent the use of emergency stations as shelters by users by making the features 
of each of these facilities univocal and immediately understandable.  
3. WARN: Reduce the time for detection of a fire by rehabilitation of the emergency telephony 
system.   
4. REMAIN: When evacuation is not necessary: instruct users to remain in their vehicle. 
5. INSTRUCT: When evacuation is necessary, instruct the users to evacuate and ensure the 
evacuation under optimal conditions of rapidity and safety. 
6. EVACUATE: Offer safe evacuation conditions in the exit, take charge of the users and 
communicate with them. 
7. FACILITATE: Define the conditions for accessibility of the persons with reduced mobility 
(disabled, children, old people, wounded, etc.) at the emergency exits as well as those of their 
waiting in the exit. 
8. GUARANTEE: Master the accesses to the emergency exits (vandalism, obstruction, presence 
of squatters, etc.). 
9. ACCOMPANY: Group, inform, remain in contact with the users while they are waiting on the 
surface and authorise their return to the tunnel at the end of the intervention. 

 
5.2.2. Interdisciplinary brainstorming sessions 
Once the functional objectives were fixed, the owner of the tunnel (DIRIF) organised brainstorming 
sessions by topic, getting the participation of a maximum of players concerned on various scores by 
the topic. Thus for these sessions which took place over two months, the following were invited: the 
emergency services, the various services operating the tunnels at the DIRIF, the CETU, INRETS and 
the prime contractor. The functional objectives enumerated above were grouped in three topics: 

. Topic 1: Mark, Identify, Warn 

. Topic 2: Remain, Guide, Evacuate 

. Topic 3: Facilitate, Guarantee, Accompany 
At each session, grouping fifteen to twenty persons, grills of proposals were filled up without 
restriction. Each proposal was then evaluated by the group and could be eliminated or retained for the 
following phase. At this stage, as an example, the suggest of a videophone in the recesses instead of 
telephones as well as free troubleshooting in the tunnel to encourage users to give an alarm by using 
the emergency call network were refused. On the other hand, the proposal of running luminous signals 
in the form of arrows (chevrons) on either side of the exit doors was kept. 
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Summarising sessions for each of the topics then allowed eliminating the proposals which were 
somewhat redundant to obtain 40 proposals on topic 1, 50 proposals for topic 2 and 67 proposals for 
topic 3. 
It must be noted that the proposals were fed by various research and experimentation programmes 
carried out abroad and devices installed following them. Besides, visits were made in this sense to 
Holland, Belgium and Switzerland. 
 
5.2.3. Light experimentation 
Among the proposals retained at the end of the previous phase, some were selected for testing in order 
to determine their understanding by the users. The purpose of these tests was to submit these solutions  
to the perception and understand of a group of persons called “naïves” insofar as they did not know 
about the self-evacuation project. 
Each question aims at testing a signalling principle taken separately. It allows specifying the 
perception and the understanding of some signalling elements. This is a qualitative approach of the 
feeling of certain users which above all aims at noting strong trends. 
For each participant, the test lasted one hour on an average. Concretely the test was carried out in the 
following manner: 
. Introduction: recall of the objectives and the running of the test, instructions, test with collection of 
the answers in real time, possible discussion of a test point. 
During the introduction, some questions allow characterising the person and his global vision of the 
tunnel environment: his usual driving in a tunnel and the signs known to identify a problem. For each 
display, the person is placed in the context (driving of his vehicle in a tunnel, evacuation on foot) and 
the following two questions are posed: “What do you understand?” and “What do you do”. Summary 
questions describe the various options presented and question the preference of the interviewed 
persons.  
 
Questionnaire – Q3.1 
. Place yourself in the context of a tunnel which you know. 
. What do you expect to find behind an emergency exit door? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3a: Example of the question posed Figure 3b: Example of the image presented 
This work was conducted by a design office specialised in the analysis of human behaviour risks 
(DEDALE) 
 
5.2.4. – User forum 
After the elements were tested individually, in this phase, it was a question of testing overall 
configurations during a collective discussion with a group of users. 
The users’ forum lasted about three hours and grouped nine participants. Concretely, the test took 
place in the following manner: 
. introduction: summary description of the context of the study, recall of the objectives and the 
running of the forum. 
. instructions, 
. placing in the situation: looking at a video of driving in a tunnel, 
. questioning of the overall configurations with collection of the answers in real time, 
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. discussion more in depth on some signalling objects, 

. conclusion on information essentials for each self-evacuation phase. 
In all, five configurations were tested, extending from normal driving in the tunnel to the waiting 
phase outside the tunnel and, of course, including all the evacuation phases. The digital simulation 
also included the sound animation each time that such a device was foreseen in earlier phases of the 
study. 
 
5.2.5. Taking into account of technical constraints 
The equipment finally installed in tunnels and in each exit must offer the specific characteristics 
related to severe environmental conditions. Great sturdiness is required in order to guarantee a long-
lasting quality compatible with the safety objectives aimed at and on the other hand allow the 
operating service to perform an easy and cheap maintenance for the whole of the device. In particular, 
all the equipment installed within the tunnel must withstand, without damage, mechanical cleaning 
under high pressure water. 
 
6. ON SITE EVALUATION 
 
6.1. Modelling 
Finally, all the devices involved in the self-evacuation process of the users is modelled on an exit of 
the Thiais tunnel (A86). The model comprises all the signalling devices, the reinforced signalling, the 
audio devices (alarm siren, audio beacons above the door in the tunnel, telephone in the exit), the fire 
doors and the interior outfitting of the exit. The objective is to test the system in scale 1 along three 
lines: 
The technical evaluation checks: 
. the operation and the performances of the new items of equipment, 
. their individual ergonomics, 
. the compatibility between them in terms of layout. 
The evaluation of the insertion in the site evaluates: 
. the maintainability of the equipment, notably concerning the resistance of the equipment to the 
tunnel cleaning techniques, 
. the performance in terms of perceptibility of the audio equipment (audibility) and/or the visual 
equipment (visibility), 
. the legibility of the signalling and information devices, 
. the ergonomics of the whole for the users. 
The behaviour evaluation judges the capacity of the equipment and the whole modelled system to: 
. be effectively seen by the users,  
. be understood by the users, 
. trigger the expected behaviour of the users (e.g. call, waiting, leaving the vehicle, going to the safety 
structures, etc.). 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Diagram and photograph of the model in the Thiais tunnel 
 
6.2. Evaluation 
We will here relate the behavioural evaluation of the model in a smoke filled tunnel situation. The 
evaluation was performed with nine users: 
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. with light smoke, the dynamic and static visual devices remain visible; with thick smoke, the static 
devices are not seen. On the other hand, the chevrons remain faintly visible; the flashing light are the 
last visible elements up to 25 m, 
. the audio devices remain audible, in spite of the forced ventilation operation. 
In the evacuation situation, the evaluation was performed with ten users faced with a situation of 
coming to stop in the tunnel and the triggering of all the devices foreseen to favour their self-
evacuation: 
. globally, all the users detected the various devices (visual and audio); all the user understood the role 
of these devices; the alarm function of the siren was well understood (danger signal); the evacuation 
function of the visual and audio devices were also understood: they induced the necessity of 
evacuation. To be more exact: 
. the audio beacons give the indication of action and the place, the dynamic visual device, i.e. the 
chevrons show and guide to the place where it is necessary to go.  
Finally, in the specific case of this evaluation, all the users self-evacuated in less than two minutes. It 
is the whole of the device, the combination of audio and visual, which triggered the self-evacuation by 
the users.  
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The knowledge acquired during the research work on the unfolding of crisis situations in various 
domains helps to understand and explain the deviation noted between the expected behaviour and the 
observed behaviour of users in case of a road tunnel fire. If the regulations and the doctrine placed the 
accent firstly on the equipment and organisation of operation to improve safety, new working 
approaches are arising for a better adaptation of tunnels to the behaviour of users. In this spirit and in 
application of the results of the various research programmes carried out, the particular measures 
proposed and developed in the framework of the renovation of the Ile-de-France tunnels, are of a type 
to give answers  to the objective which is to trigger a strategy of self-evacuation and guide users to the 
emergency exits. This consideration is essential in all tunnels but particularly in urban tunnels which 
are frequently congested and in which it is difficult for users to identify the dangerous situations 
requiring immediate evacuation of the tunnel. However, the evaluation on the site, associating 
voluntary users is indispensable before considering a wider deployment of new systems. In fact, the 
installation of new devices must not lead users to have to decode new systems which they could 
interpret incorrectly.  
                                                 
1 « Towards a better taking into account of the users in the learning of experience in road tunnel » - Audrey 
Auboyer – Congrès International de MONACO – Octobre 2008 
2 Road unnel operator training in France –2nd International tunnel safety forum for road and rail Lyon (20-
22/04/09) - V.Aurand – E.Berne 
3 ACTEURS: Améliorer le Couplage Tunnel / Exploitants / Usagers pour renforcer la Sécurité (To improve the 
coupling between tunnel / operators / users to reinforce safety). 
4 The TNO is a Dutch research institute specialised in safety. 
5 Reference: Articles « How to make sure that occupants react to fire alarms » IRC/CNRC and « Some false 
ideas on the behaviour of  people during fires” by Guilène Prouxl 
6 B. de VANSSAY « Incredulity faced with risks. The contribution of social and environmental psychology. 
International seminar on human behaviour faced with fire or other dangerous 
7 “Adapting the road tunnel safety devices to the users” – S.Lavedrine – L.Baudet – 2nd International tunnel 
safety forum for road and rail Lyon (20-22/04/09)  
8 The CETU, the Fréjus road tunnel company and the cindynic pole of the Paris Ecole des Mines have set up a 
partnership for the execution of this thesis.  
9 Research report – IRC-RR-209. Egress times from single family houses, July 12, 2006 – Prouxl, Cavan and 
Tonikian. 
10 A priori time available for the evacuation = time during which the conditions bearable by the human organism 
are ensured. 
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ABSTRACT 
The phase from the design to the operation of tunnels for railbound public transportation systems 
proves to be extremely protracted in practice. This is due to the necessary approval procedures and 
extremely different appraisals pertaining to safety for instance. The design phase can be appreciably 
reduced if a standard emergency scenario is presented, for which a suitable safety concept must be 
available. Experts then decide on the case of fire as a standard scenario from possible emergency 
scenarios by dint of which the required safety considerations are to be carried out for new structures 
so that a standard basis for planning is created in Germany. The principal approach is shown for 
example for designing underground stations so that persons can rescue themselves and be rescued 
through establishing short evacuation periods and long smoke proliferation periods. 
 

Keywords: smoke build-up time, evacuation time, walking speed, self rescue, assisted rescue, 
smoke protection measures 

 
1. EMERGENCY SITUATIONS IN TUNNELS AND CHOOSING A STANDARD 

EMERGENCY SCENARIO 
Essentially a distinction has to be drawn between an operational breakdown and an emergency. When 
breakdowns occur there is no danger for persons but normal services have been interrupted. They can 
be triggered by various factors. In such a case, passengers are only affected by e.g. delays in travelling 
times.  
Emergency situations always involve potential danger for people – as can be e.g. the case during 
derailments, collisions or fires. Defective operating equipment can also lead to emergency situations 
should this result in accidents resulting in persons being injured or worse or fires occurring. An 
emergency situation always involves people being endangered. Examples for the causes of emergency 
situations are: 
(1) Vehicles 

(a) derailment 
(b) collision with obstruction 
(c) crash with another train/accident resulting from collision 
(d) vehicle fire 

(2) Station 
(a) defective operating equipment 
(b) cable fire 
(c) casualties/suicide 
(d) escalator fire 
(e) fire in sales outlets and/or service premises 

It is essentially extremely difficult to estimate the effects and possibilities to provide protection in 
conjunction with attacks carried out by terrorists in Public Commuter Transportation tunnels. As 
attacks of this nature do not represent a specific problem for tunnels, they are disregarded in the scope 
of further investigations. 
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If one compares a case of emergency involving fire and a large proportion of passengers, who are no 
longer capable of saving themselves with a case without fire, then the scenario with fire has always to 
be assessed as more unfavourable and more critical. During a fire incident after all, injured persons 
must be able to escape or be rescued in a very short limited period in order to preclude smoke 
poisoning and burns as far as possible. 
 
2. VEHICLE FIRE IN SCENARIO 
Experience shows that fires in underground, suburban and urban rolling stock occur very seldom. 
During the last 40 years in Germany for instance, no resultant deaths have been recorded and the 
number of injured is extremely small [1]. Fires can be caused e.g. by defects in the vehicle electronics 
system and by arson. Fires in modern rolling stock are self-extinguishing – except when exposed to an 
outside source of energy for some length of time or if criminals plant substances designed to accelerate 
combustion. Once ignition occurs the further course of the fire depends on the amount of available 
oxygen, the quantity of combustible materials in the vehicle and their inflammability (Fig. 1).  
Public commuter transportation company vehicles are not all equipped in the same way to resist fire 
on account of their long service life (in some cases up to around 30 or 40 years). DIN 5510 [2] has 
applied for preventive fire protection in track-bound vehicles since 1988. All rolling stock built since 
then must comply with this norm in Germany. Older vehicles are refitted during regular maintenance 
checks (e.g. seats, cables) so that these vehicles, by and large, now comply with DIN 5510 [2]. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Heat release rate depending on the duration of fire for the coach type A1 of the 

underground railway, Munich, Germany [3] 
 
3. THE SPREADING OF SMOKE IN UNDERGROUND STATIONS 
3.1 Permissible smoke 
The hot smoke gases, which stream out of the coach, largely spread themselves in layers at the tunnel 
roof or the ceiling of the underground station, providing that the air flow in the tunnel’s longitudinal 
direction is low. Existing eddies and back-flows of the hot smoke gases lead to an undefined border 
area between the upper hot gas layer and the cooler cold gas layer located below it. This cold gas 
layer is also known as the low smoke layer. 
People cannot survive in the hot gas layer without additional protective measures. The low smoke 
layer (cold gas layer) must possess a sufficient thickness so that persons can survive within it. 
Furthermore, the temperature prevailing there must be acceptable for persons (T<50°C), there must be 
sufficient oxygen (<14 Vol.-%) and the toxic substance concentrations in this layer must not exceed 
the permissible limit values (e.g. CO < 500 ppm). Furthermore, it must be shown that visibility within 
this low smoke layer amounts to at least approx. 10 m so that people trying to escape can orientate 
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themselves and do not panic. This visibility is possible providing the surrounding lighting amounts to 
around 40 lux and the optical density is approx. 0.13 m-1  at the most [1]. When the fire starts the 
visibility is far greater and diminishes correspondingly first as the fire progresses. 
It is no longer possible for persons in underground stations to save themselves if the facility contains 
an excessive amount of smoke. This is the case when the thickness of the low smoke layer (cold gas 
layer) above platform level is less than 2.5 m [1] – or, however, the optical density in the low smoke 
layer exceeds 0.13 m-1. 
The time span until one of the above-mentioned limit values is attained is known as the smoke build-
up time. Smoke build-up times have always to be longer than the corresponding evacuation periods 
for the stations. 
The fire service demands that during the self-rescue phase or rescue by a third party an on average 
approx. 2.5 m to approx. 1.5 m thick low smoke layer is retained above platform level with sufficient 
visibility for a duration of at least 15 minutes or 30 minutes from the fire starting (Fig. 2). Through 
these demands, it is intended to ensure that 
(1) persons are able to escape during the self-rescue phase  without outside help unhampered 

providing there is sufficient visibility and are not harmed by toxic gas concentrations or high 
temperature 

(2) those requiring attention from the emergency services during the third-party rescue phase such as 
e.g. disabled persons or those under shock are able to receive sufficient clean air to breathe and 
can be rescued by the fire brigade.  

 

 
Figure 2: Artificial smoke layer in front of a stairway 
 
As far as possible stations should be designed in such a way that the above-mentioned demands are 
met. 
 
3.2 Measures designed to restrict smoke spreading 
3.2.1 General 
Various constructional measures can be undertaken to effectively restrict smoke spreading in 
underground stations (e.g. smoke curtains, smoke removal shafts). In this way the period of time 
available for the evacuation of the passengers can be substantially extended. 
 
3.2.2 Smoke curtains 
Smoke curtains are applied to ensure that at least for the duration of the self-rescue phase smoke is 
transferred from the platform to the stairways and in turn, to distribution level. Smoke curtains must 
allow a clearance height of around 2 m for escaping persons at all entrance/exit areas (Figs 3 and 4). 
As the thickness of the low smoke layer during the assisted rescue phase can diminish to around 1.5 
m, smoke escapes below the curtains so that it can flow to the ground surface via the stairways during 
this phase.  
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3.2.3 Smoke removal shafts 
Hot smoke gases can be transferred systematically via smoke removal shafts in the underground 
station ceiling to the ground surface (see also Fig. 3). The shafts can act either naturally through the 
thermal effect of the smoke gases or can be equipped with a mechanical ventilation unit.  
Flow technical calculations have to be undertaken to ensure the shafts are designed to best suit the 
purpose and to establish the most favourable positions for the smoke access openings at any given 
station. In addition, it must be observed that the access openings for the smoke removal shafts are kept 
away from streets as far as possible.  
 

 
Figure 3: Smoke extraction shaft and smoke retaining curtain (principle) 
 

 
Figure 4: Efficiency of a smoke retaining curtain for protecting a stairway 
 
3.3 Calculating smoke distribution 
Zone and field computational models are made use of to calculate the smoke numerically [4, 5]. 
Given the same general conditions both models for geometrically homogenous and less irregular 
spaces provided approximately the same results for important parameters such as e.g. the thickness of 
the low smoke layer and visibilities. However, a field model is essential if flow conditions have to be 
investigated chronologically and locally in complex facilities such as the platform level or distribution 
level taken together or in the route tunnels. 
 
4. EVACUATING STATIONS 
4.1 General 
In the selected scenario “Vehicle on Fire but still reaches the next station” it is presumed that fire 
breaks out when the vehicle is travelling through the route tunnel, is discovered after 0.5 minutes by a 
passenger and reported to the driver 1 minute after it started. However, the vehicle reaches the next 
station 2 minutes after the fire starts thanks to the emergency brake bridge-over. In the assumed 
scenario, the driver requires a further minute to investigate the fire incident and sends an additional 
report to the control centre 3 minutes after the fire began. He calls on the passengers to leave the train 
immediately at the station. 
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4.2 Reaction time and walking speed on the platform 
Generally a reaction time for the affected passengers must be taken into consideration for evacuation 
analyses after the alarm is sounded. This can be very different depending on the circumstances. A 
reaction time of 1 minute was accepted as realistic in conjunction with the assumed vehicle fire in the 
research programme.  Thus the evacuation of the train and the station starts some 4 minutes after the 
fire starts – including travelling time and investigation time. 
Certain persons are bound to react more quickly to the alarm being sounded than others. These 
persons can more or less select their walking speed at will as the throng of people en route to the 
stairways is still relatively low.  
Individual pedestrians, who are capable of moving freely, attain walking speeds of between 1 and  
1.6 m/s depending on their age and state of health. In the research project, an average walking speed 
of 1 m/s was assumed for calculating the evacuation. 
 
4.3 Congestion in front of the stairways 
Gradually a crush of people builds up in front of the stairways depending on the number of persons 
involved as well as the capacity of the stairs. Those persons located at the foot of the stairs will one 
after the other be able to reach the distribution level from platform level depending on the actual 
capacity of the stairs. The longer one has to wait the smaller the crush of people in front of the stairs 
will become before it finally ceases altogether after all those involved have used the stairs. It can be 
assumed that a group of people will form in the stairway area leading to the distribution level, who 
wish to escape into the open. 
 
4.4 Walking speeds on solid stairs 
The values that apply to walking speeds of individuals on stairs in salient literature are related to the 
vertical, inclined or horizontal length of the stairway. This must be considered when comparing 
various walking speeds on stairs. A walking speed related to the vertical height components of the 
stairs of 0.25 m/s was selected in accordance with NFPA 130 [6] for solid stairs leading upwards. 
 
4.5 Stair capacity 
In the research project [1], a stair capacity for solid stairs leading upwards of 37 persons per minute 
and a 60 cm wide escapeway was selected for calculating the evacuation times for underground 
stations. 
For the evacuation calculations the following definitions were agreed on for escalators: 
(1) Generally speaking escalators are 1 m wide. Nonetheless it was decided to select an escapeway 

corresponding to a width of 60 cm for an escape situation per escalator. In other words, the 
evacuation calculations preclude people overtaking one another on escalators. As a result, safety 
reserves are available through this definition. 

(2) It was assumed that the escalators were switched off in the event of fire, in other words the worst 
possible scenario, although in practice escalators running away from the incident should be kept 
operating as long as possible – as this consequently speeds up evacuation in general and 
alleviates the procedure for older or disabled persons. 

(3) For the evacuation calculations it was assumed that in each case one escalator was out of 
commission as it can be the case that escalators are not usable because e.g. elements have been 
removed on account of maintenance work being carried out. 

In general it is assumed that the capacities of the stairs, which lead from the distribution level to the 
surface, are at least as large as those of the stairs from the platform to the distribution level. In 
addition, it was also assumed that the persons, who were located in the distribution level when the 
incident began, had already left it, when the first escaping passengers reached distribution level from 
platform level. These assumptions preclude a crush of persons at distribution level. 
Solid stairs must possess a width of at least 2 m in accordance with the Regulations on the Operation 
of Tramways (BOStrab) relating to tunnelling [7]. Taking the escapeway width of 60 cm into account, 
such a stairway possesses three parallel escapeways.  
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4.6 Decisive number of persons for the evacuation 
According to EBA guidelines [8] the maximum number of persons to be considered for evacuating an 
underground station can be worked out as follows: 
 
Pmax = n x (P1 + P2) + P3 
 

n: number of tracks at the platform 
P1: permissible number of seats for the longest train units stopped at the platform 
P2: Permissible number of standing passengers for the longest train units stopped at the 

platform 
P3: Number of persons waiting on the platform corresponding to 30 % of the sum derived 

from P1 and P2 
If reliable figures are available from e.g. census or prognoses, then these figures should be utilised 
instead. 
 
4.7 Determining the evacuation times 
It was possible to make use of recognised methods to determine the evacuation times, as e.g.: 
(1) The methods applied in the American Norm NFPA 130 “Standard for fixed Guideway Transit 

Systems” [6] 
(2) Calculation methods according to Predtetschenski/Milinski  [9] 
(3) Special programmes to calculate evacuation times in underground transportation facilities such as 

e.g. Pedgo, BuildingExodus or ASERI 
On the basis of the established definitions relating to number of persons, walking speeds and 
stairways and taking the dimensions of the station into consideration, the walking time on the 
platform, the overall walking time till the ground surface is reached and all waiting times (e.g. in front 
of the stairways) are determined for the person, who is the last to leave the platform. Towards this end 
it is assumed that the escaping passengers distribute themselves more or less uniformly over the 
stairways in keeping with the available stair capacities (so-called hydraulic flow-off principle). The 
total walking time and all waiting times are added together for the most unfavourable escape route to 
establish the decisive evacuation time.  
 
5. COMPARISON OF EVACUATION AND SMOKE TIMES 
The smoke build-up time is compared with the evacuation times above the various stairways for each 
particular station under consideration. Generally speaking the evacuation time must always be shorter 
than the smoke build-up time. The previously cited fire service requirements must also be observed.  
 
6. SUMMARY 
The objective must be to attain low evacuation time and as lengthy smoke times as possible through 
the constructional measures. Towards this end, the two following methods are available with regard to 
planning stations: 
(1) The smoke time can be extended by increasing the clear height of the station (larger smoke 

storage volume), setting up smoke curtains and smoke removal shafts as well as by the 
application of mechanical smoke extraction units, should space for the stairways be restricted so 
that it is not possible to shorten the evacuation time.  

(2) The evacuation time can be shortened by increasing stair capacities (e.g. more or wider stairs) if 
e.g. there is not sufficient space for large smoke removal shafts (e.g. for shaft openings on the 
surface) to extend the smoke build-up time.  

As far as assisted rescue is concerned, more far-reaching constructional measures can be necessary 
(e.g. larger smoke removal shafts). 
Planners and safety experts must work together closely from the very beginning of the planning stage. 
It is their responsibility to determine the number of persons for instance, for a particular station, which 
should be taken into account for the evacuation calculation. In addition, the fire behaviour of the 
vehicle (e.g. smoke release rate), walking speeds, stair capacities, escapeway lengths etc. should be 
established on the basis of the prevailing local conditions.   
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ABSTRACT 
In the last decade, fire safety of tunnels has become a point of major, international concern. One of the 
aspects that has recently been studied in this respect is the repairability of immersed tunnels after fire. 
Concerned about this issue, the Ministry of Transport in the Netherlands commissioned, a couple of 
years ago, a tentative study into the development of cracks, especially focussing at the unexposed 
(extrados) side of immersed tunnels, since at those locations repair options are limited. As an example 
in this study, the Wijkertunnel near Amsterdam was chosen. The study indicated the development of 
large and wide cracks, possibly yielding a durability problem on the longer term caused by premature 
sudden collapse due to reinforcement corrosion. The uncertainties in the study where such that further 
work was found necessary, with a view to determine the severity of the problem. 
 
To this end, Efectis set out to study more in-depth the concrete cracking issue. This was done with fire 
tests, using 1:10 scale models of immersed concrete tunnels, along with the development of a finite 
element computer simulation model, validated on these tests, allowing for predictions of the behaviour 
on scale 1:1 and a parametric study. 
 
KEYWORDS 
concrete cracking, fire behaviour, finite element modelling, 1:10 scale tests, immersed tunnel 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Immersed tunnels are widely used as an efficient tunnelling technique, to cross rivers and canals and 
even (parts of) straits. The technique of immersed or submerged tunnelling dates back to the early 
1920's; old and recent examples of tunnels using this construction technique are: Detroit Windsor 
tunnel (USA), Oresund tunnel (Denmark-Sweden), Kennedytunnel (Antwerp, Belgium), Sydney 
Harbour tunnel (Australia), and the Maastunnel (Rotterdam, the Netherlands). Basically, prefabricated 
reinforced concrete segments are constructed in a dock and afterwards transported (floated) to the 
actual tunnel-site, where they are sunk and interconnected to form the actual tunnel.  
In the last decade, fire safety of tunnels has become a point of major, international concern. One of the 
aspects that has recently been studied in this respect is the reparability of immersed tunnels after fire. 
Concerned about this issue, the Ministry of Transport in the Netherlands commissioned, a couple of 
years ago, a tentative study into the development of cracks, especially focussing at the unexposed 
(extrados) side of immersed tunnels, since at those locations repair options are limited. As an example 
in this study, the Wijkertunnel near Amsterdam was chosen. The study indicated the development of 
large and wide cracks, possibly yielding a durability problem on the longer term caused by premature 
sudden collapse due to reinforcement corrosion. The uncertainties in the study where such that further 
work was found necessary, with a view to determine the severity of the problem. To this end, Efectis 
set out to study more in-depth the concrete cracking issue. This was done with fire tests, using 1:10 
scale models of immersed concrete tunnels, along with the development of a finite element computer 
simulation model, validated on these tests, allowing for predictions of the behaviour on scale 1:1 and a 
parametric study. Here the results of the study are presented. First the results of initial research and the 
scale 1:10 fire tests are presented. Then the computer simulations are discussed and final conclusions 
and recommendations presented. The results of the study are relevant not only for the industry involved 
in designing and construction of tunnels, but also for owners and AHJ's, with interest and responsibility 
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for adequate fire safety assessments of immersed concrete tunnels. Full reports can be downloaded 
from the Efectis website www.efectis.nl, under the heading "news". 
 
INITIAL RESEARCH 
The Ministry of Public Works in the Netherlands has been heavily involved in fire testing of concrete 
tunnels over the last decades. During these tests, apparent cracks became manifest at the unexposed 
sides of the tested specimens. Concerned about this issue, a tentative study was undertaken, using a 
simplified computer model (based on so called beam elements), with a view to further qualify and if 
possible quantify the gravity of the issue for typical immersed tunnels. The main focus was on the 
investigation of options for reparability of tunnel structures after fires. The study concluded that 
although deformations during and after severe hydrocarbon fires, resulting from e.g. truck fires and 
dangerous goods transport, may be negligible, but severe cracking must be expected at the unexposed 
sides of the tunnel structure [2]. This is indicatively shown in Figure 1. 
 

WaterWaterWaterWater

 
Figure 1 Problem identification. 
 
In the initial study, a cross section of the tunnel was modelled, using simple beam elements. Some 
illustrative results are given in Figure 2, where strains in the concrete are plotted on the (exaggerated) 
deformed model of the structure. Red colours indicate tensile strains and blue compression. 
 

 
Figure 2 Computer model of a virtual fire in the Wijkertunnel. 
 
From Figure 2 it may be clear that (assuming an RWS fire in the right tube) large tensile strains 
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develop and concentrate at the unexposed sides, in the top right corner and above the middle tube 
(normally for services and evacuation). Crack widths were predicted to be in the order of magnitude of 
1-2 mm [2], even for insulated tunnels. 
 
IN DEPTH INVESTIGATION 
The main question after the initial research was how to gain more insight and better quantify the 
gravity of the problem of cracking during and after fire. The following research questions remained 
after the initial study: 

• Can we perform scale tests to illustrate the issue? 
• Can we further develop and sophisticate computer simulation models, calibrate them on the 

basis of (scale) tests and predict what could happen in reality? 
• Which parameters govern? 

 
In addition to this there was a need to investigate the influence of adding polypropylene (PP) fibres to 
the concrete mix. These additions are becoming more common, especially with the purpose to mitigate 
the risk of concrete spalling when exposed to severe fires. Although normally only applied for 
relatively high strength concrete in e.g. bored tunnels, PP-fibres are being used also with a view to 
create sacrificial linings in immersed and cut-and-cover tunnels, as alternative to passive tunnel fire 
insulation for the protection of the steel reinforcement (limiting the temperature development of the 
steel re-bars near the fire exposed surfaces). 
 
For practical reasons, a scale 1:10 was determined, taking into account scale effects, cost-efficiency 
and handling options of (preparation of) test specimens.  
 
TEST SPECIMENS AND TEST SETUP 
A total of thirteen elements, concrete grade C28/35 were cast in the period February/March 2008: four 
without polypropylene fibre, and nine with polypropylene fibres, in which the type (make) of the fibres 
was varied as well as the diameter and fibre length. All fibres were dosed in 3 kg per m3 concrete. 
 
All elements were scale models, approximately 1:10, with two tubes of (w x h) 1000 x 500 mm and a 
length of 1500 mm. The steel reinforcement consisted of two nets Ø 12-150 mm with a cover of 35 
mm on both sides. See Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3 Reinforcement and freshly cast scale model. 
 
Ten elements were tested without fire protection on the ceiling. Three elements were protected with 
boards on the ceiling to simulate the practical situation. For these elements, the upper 10 cm of the 
walls were also protected with boards. 
 
The tests were done in the period June/August 2008, aiming at more or less the same age of the 
concrete, with the exception of the first, trial, test performed in March 2008, on relatively young and 
fresh concrete.  
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Figure 4 Schematic top view of the test set up in the furnace. The scaled tunnel element is placed in 

the centre. Around it, an aerated autoclaved concrete compartment was built to create a 
compartment of the heated tube, the furnace walls, the gas burners and furnace exhaust 
holes. The deflected flames are also shown in the drawing, guided such that homogenous 
temperature distribution could be achieved. The numbers indicate furnace thermocouple 
positions. 

 
For the fire load, or applied temperature-time curves, an attempt was made to study the effect of both 
protected and unprotected tunnels. An attempt was made to try and reach the RWS fire curve, 
representing a fire resulting from an HGV or tanker (pool) fire. This appeared to be difficult to obtain, 
as can be seen in Figure 5, showing the measured temperatures in the heated tube. The two top curves 
indicate the maximum achievable average measured temperatures. The two bottom lines indicate 
temperatures applied in the tests representing the insulated concrete tunnel linings. 
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Figure 5 Applied fire curves 
 
Three elements were subjected to a vertical load during the fire test to simulate the static ground and 
water pressure that is normally present on immersed tunnel elements. This was done, using concrete 
blocks with a total weight of 7560 kg. During the test the following measurements were made: 

• Gas temperatures inside the scaled tunnel element; 
• Displacement of the heated tube at the middle wall, centre of the heated tube and the outer 

wall; 
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• Cold surface temperatures on top of the element; 
• Temperatures of the interface between concrete and insulation, if any. 

 
RESULTS AND BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENTS AND THE FIRE TESTS 
Typical crack patterns are plotted in Figure 6. Besides other cracks, two main cracks become apparent 
in all cases: above the internal support wall, and in the side wall of the heated tube, as indicated in the 
photo with the two white dashed lines. 
 

 
Figure 6 Typical crack patterns observed in the tests: the two white dashed lines indicate the 

location of the main cracks. 
 
The parameters studied in the fire tests were: 

• With / without fire protection 
• With / without PP-fibres 
• Different types of fibres 
• With / without vertical loading 
• High / low fire temperatures 

 
In Figure 7, the crack pattern similar in all tests is schematically drawn. 
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Figure 7 Indication of crack pattern and global deformation behaviour in all tests. 
 
The results are summarised in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Overview of test results 
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Typically, crack widths in the order of magnitude of 1 mm are observed in the main cracks, depending 
on the combination of parameters investigated.  
Given the mechanism it is obvious, as shown in Figure 7 and 8, that there is a geometrical relation 
between the rotation of the roof plane near the rigid connections in the corners and the crack width, and 
also there is a geometrical relation between the rotation of the roof plane near the supports and the 
deflection of the roof at mid span.  
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Figure 8 Illustration of the relation between rotation and crack width. 
 
Therefore the crack width near the corners (or the sum of the crack widths of multiple cracks occur 
close to each other) must be more or less proportional to the vertical deflection of the roof at mid span. 
An estimation of this proportional relation can be obtained by assuming that 

• the crack opening is a V-shape, with the maximum opening on the top and zero opening on the 
bottom of the roof, which means that the corner rotation φ = w cr / d roof 

• the deformed shape of the roof is roughly parabolic, which means that the mid span deflection 
ε = φ * L roof/4 

With these assumptions  ε / w cr = L roof / (4*d roof) 
When applying this formula on the tested segment 2, with L roof = 1000 mm and d roof = 125 mm, the 
ratio ε / w cr = 2. In the fire test on segment 2, after 26 minutes a crack width of 0.9 mm was measured 
and the vertical deflection of the roof at mid span relative to the connections to the walls was approx. 
1.85 mm, a ratio of 2.06. This shows that the proportionality of the vertical deflection and the crack 
width can be well approximated using these formulae. 
 
At the connection with the outer wall, during the fire tests typically two cracks occurred: a horizontal 
crack in the wall and a vertical crack in the roof. The total rotation in this corner is therefore spread 
over two cracks. In a full scale tunnel situation, the geometry is somewhat different because the corners 
are normally designed as a short diagonal part (chamfer). Therefore the number of cracks near the 
corner in a real tunnel might not be exactly two, it could also be only one crack or maybe slightly more 
than two cracks, depending on the exact geometry. If only one crack occurs, it is to be expected that the 
crack width is larger because all rotation is concentrated in that single crack. 
At the connection to the central wall there is only one crack, so all rotation is concentrated in this 
crack. Therefore the crack above the central wall is typically twice the width of the cracks on the corner 
of the roof and the outer wall. 
 
Assuming the small scale fire tests are representative for the full scale also, this clearly poses a risk 
with respect to: 

• durability of the concrete and especially the reinforcement at the unheated side (cracks might 
heal to some extent but with large cracks widths as observed, debris entering the cracks will 
prevent adequate self-healing and closing of the cracks); 

• shear resistance of the cross sections near the roof/wall connections. 
 
Although this may not lead to loss of structural integrity during fire, it may consequently lead to 
unexpected failure already shortly or long after the fire. The test results suggest the following two main 
conclusions, referring to the Table above: 

• the application of fire protection is an adequate means to limit and control crack width and 
number of cracks, as well as deflections; 
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• adding PP-fibres does not contribute to reduction of the deflections, but may have a positive 
influence on crack widths – the tests performed did not reveal significant differences related to 
the type of fibres. 

 
COMPUTER MODELLING – SIMULATION OF FIRE TESTS 
The numerical analyses where based on a DIANA 9.3 model of the cross section of an immersed 
tunnel, using a random triangular mesh of continuum elements. This was done among others to avoid 
preference of crack development linked to the orientation of the mesh elements. Refer to Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9 Finite element mesh and used triangular 6 node elements, including interpolation 

function for displacements (ui) along the boundary of the element. 
 
The model was validated by calculating the tested situations of the scaled tunnel segments. Typical 
results are plotted in Figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10 Simulation of the fire tests on scale 1:10 models 
 
From the simulation results of the finite element simulations can be concluded (see also Nieman [1]) 
that cracking on the unheated side is a realistic phenomenon that may manifest itself during a fire in an 
immersed tunnel. Although certain simplifications have been made while modelling, a comparison 
with the fire tests shows that the model has a good predictive value for the behaviour of these 
specimens. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the model also has a good predictive value for 
an actual size tunnel, although only a limited number of tests were performed.  
 
The simulation results show that serious crack widths on the unheated side will be reached during a 
fire, up to 1.8mm after 40 minutes for an unprotected tunnel. As natural fires will typically have a 
longer duration than 40 minutes, the resulting crack widths will evidently be even larger. In addition to 
a large crack in the roof adjacent to the middle wall, there will also be smaller cracks in the roof 
adjacent to the side wall (of the heated tube), and in the side wall just below the roof. 
Even with fires of less extreme temperature or durations of less than 40 minutes, it is still possible that 
the cracks are there; the simulations show that the crack emerges at 17 minutes and starts to open up 
after 20-30 minutes of exposure to the RWS fire curve.   
 
When applying fire protection, the time of the onset of the crack can be delayed significantly. The 
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simulations show that when a typical fire protection of 27.5 mm thick board is used, the crack will 
occur only after approximately 75 minutes.  
The rate at which the crack widens increases when applying fire protection to the concrete. Assuming a 
fire duration of 120 minutes, this means that the unprotected crack will open up during about 100 
minutes, whereas using 27.5 mm board protection, the crack will open up during only 45 minutes but 
at a slightly higher rate.  
 
The model did not include the effect of PP-fibres, because this would require material models that 
would explicitly take into account moisture content and flow. However, the reduction of the crack 
width which was observed on the small scale tunnel segments may also have to do with the increase of 
ductility of the concrete. Such a ductile behaviour could be caused by fibres bridging the developing 
crack. However, with a crack width as large as 1.8 mm it is unsure if the “anti-spalling” type of PP-
fibres would be able to bridge the crack and significantly contribute to the ductility of the concrete.  
 
There are, in general, two ways of avoiding the occurrence of these cracks. Firstly, the crack initiation 
can be delayed by applying insulation (which reduces the temperatures to which the concrete is 
exposed), or by increasing the tensile strength (although that is a less feasible option for actual tunnels, 
and in principle not really a design option). Secondly, one can accept that cracks will develop, but keep 
their size within acceptable limits, which can be achieved using (additional) reinforcement: similar to 
any other concrete construction, the size of cracks can be limited by increasing the reinforcement area 
on the side of the cracks. As this pertains to the unheated side, there are no temperature effects here. 
 
After concluding that the validation study showed good correlation, the model is applied to a typical 
geometry of an immersed tunnel (see Figure 11), with a view to study the effect of some parameters, as 
will be discussed in the next paragraph. 
 
COMPUTER MODELLING – PARAMETRIC STUDY 
 

 
Figure 11 Geometry used in parametric study. 
 
The following parameters were briefly investigated: 

• level of insulation (thickness); 
• tensile strength of concrete (although not a design parameter); 
• compressive strength of concrete; 
• reinforcement level. 

 
Here the main findings are presented for the insulation and reinforcement, for other results, we refer to 
the full reports. In Figures 12 and 13 the results are plotted in terms of the time until the first main 
crack above the internal support is initiated as a function of the parameter varied. 
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Figure 12 Influence of insulation level on cracking initiation. 
 

  
Figure 13 Influence of level of reinforcement on cracking initiation. 
 
Interesting to notice is that: 

• crack initiation can hardly be avoided, even with extreme large insulation levels; 
• the level of reinforcement seems to only slightly positively influence the crack initiation (of 

course crack widths can be easily controlled with additional reinforcement). 
 
DISCUSSION ON THE CONSEQUENCES OF FIRE INDUCED CONCRETE CRACKING 
Cold side cracks are likely to occur during a fire. These cracks cannot be seen from the inside of the 
tunnel, but they will extend all the way to the outer surface of the tunnel roof (or wall). Even though 
the deflection of the tunnel roof remains invisibly small, the width of the cracks will be significant. 
Given this information, the following questions must be answered: 
 
Is it a problem if cold side cracking occurs in a tunnel roof during a fire? 

• Is the shear capacity of a tunnel roof after a fire still sufficient? 
• Is the durability of the tunnel roof after a fire still sufficiently guaranteed? 

 
And if it is concluded that there is a problem,  

• Can the cracks be detected and repaired with sufficient reliability? 
• Or is it worthwhile to take measures to prevent the cold side cracking? 
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The location of the cracks is exactly there where the shear forces are at their highest. Nevertheless, 
even a cracked cross section can still accommodate some shear force provided that there is sufficient 
reinforcement. It is recommended for tunnel owners to assess their tunnels with regard to shear 
resistance assuming a cracked cross section. 
 
The crack width of 1.8 mm will leave the reinforcement directly exposed to the external environment. 
This means that ground water, or possibly salt sea water, will affect the reinforcement. As the shear 
capacity is strongly reduced, the reinforcement becomes even more important, so it is thinkable that 
after time the tunnel roof collapses. 
 
Deflection of the roof will be limited to roughly 10 mm. As probably no detailed measurements of the 
original shape of the tunnel exist, it will probably be impossible to observe or measure this deflection. 
Additionally the cold side cracks cannot be seen from the inside of the tunnel. This means that they 
may be overlooked when assessing the damage. Even if the deflection of the roof is unnoticeably small, 
the crack width can be in the order of magnitude of 1.8 mm. 
 
Detecting these cracks will not be easy. Dependent on the ductility of the concrete there may be one 
large crack or multiple smaller cracks. In any case, the shape of the cracks will be quite irregular. 
Moreover, the length of the cracks in longitudinal direction depends on the heated length of the tunnel. 
Even at some distance from the fire, the concrete structure will still be heated, even if the heating is 
less severe than directly near the fire. It is hard to predict over what length of the tunnel the cracks will 
be present. Therefore the number of cracks, the length of the cracks and their precise locations in the 
cross section are very hard to predict.  
 
Injecting the cracks with a resin may be an option, but when the exact locations of the cracks are 
unknown this is probably not an easy task. Moreover, quality control of the injection is virtually 
impossible because the proper filling of the crack can only be observed from the outside of the tunnel. 
 
Basically there are two options to limit cold side cracking of the concrete: 

• adding reinforcement, or 
• (additional) thermal insulation. 

 
Adding reinforcement near the outer surface of the tunnel roof may help to redistribute the forces, 
causing a fine crack pattern of multiple narrow cracks rather than one large crack. However, immersed 
tunnel roofs are normally quite heavily reinforced so adding extra reinforcement will not be an easy 
task. Moreover this is clearly not an option for existing tunnels. Additionally, the simulation results of 
the parametric study suggest that crack initiation can only be delayed slightly in this way. 
 
Thermal insulation slows down the heating of the concrete, and therefore reduces the thermal gradient 
inside the roof. This means that the onset of the cold side crack is delayed. It is a matter of applying 
sufficient insulation layer thickness to make sure that the cold side cracks will be delayed beyond any 
reasonable fire duration. The proper amount of fire protection can be estimated using the model, but it 
is recommended to verify the effectiveness in a large scale fire test. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions of the study are:  

• The 1:10 scale fire tests and the numerical modelling confirm the development of large cracks 
with large crack widths (up to several mm), at the unexposed (extrados) side, pertaining also 
after cooling down;  

• The fire tests suggested that the addition of (polypropylene) fibres is not an adequate means to 
prevent or mitigate the problem;  

• For existing tunnels, preventive measures such as passive insulation of the concrete and/or 
active measures such as sprinklers may need to be (re)considered;  
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• As to whether or not for new tunnels the addition of reinforcement is adequate and cost-
efficient (as compared to the as aforementioned options), is a subject for further study;  

• The issue is expected to become manifest also for other types of tunnels or construction 
techniques (e.g. cut-and cover tunnels), and therefore  

• Further study into the durability aspects and influence on shear resistance of such large cracks 
is recommended, as well as a study into the adequacy of existing, or the development of new, 
repair techniques for such cracks. 
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DESIGN LIFE 
 
The modern, reliability-based service life design for tunnels is implemented in most new designs and in re-
design of existing structures and has been adopted by national authorities and individual clients in 
countries all over the world. Currently there are no real standards on how to design concrete for a specific 
design life. The current concrete codes are recommending various mix designs and reinforcement cover for 
design life of approx. 50 years 
Tunnels are now usually designed for a service life of 100, 120 or even 200 years. This by far surpasses the 
assumed design life according to most codes and standards. All uncertainties regarding, the designer has to 
take into account environmental exposure, material properties and deterioration modeling in order to meet 
the required design life.  
Thus service life design, based on functional requirements, can be carried out by sticking to the same 
mechanical concept as the one that is used for structural design. Other issues that need to be considered in 
relation to the required design life are water tightness of the lining and its behavior under a fire. Both will 
influence the design life of a permanent concrete tunnel lining. By design concrete with high durability the 
designer should also consider the behavior of the concrete during a tunnel fire and in some cases this 
behavior is negatively influenced by the concrete mix properties and the used materials. 
 
PRECAST SEGMENTS 
 
Excavations of tunnels using an EPB or slurry TBM are requiring a high volume of segments [1]. These 
segments are produced in specialized precast plants. Advantages of precast plants are the speed of 
production in a controlled working environment ensuring constant quality of the concrete segment. Most 
precast plants use computer controlled systems for the batch and mixing equipment with automatic 
moisture control of the aggregates. This leads to a better quality, homogeneous mix with fewer variations in 
workability and strength.  
In order to comply with the required design life, sometimes more than 100 years, higher structural 
performances and increased durability of precast structures are necessary. This is requiring a optimal use of 
the materials and production techniques. State of the art admixtures are used in the concrete to provide 
specific performances in the fresh, hardening and hardened stage for each application. Casting, compaction 
and curing are carried out in controlled circumstances. This allows the concrete to reach the required 
performances at a very early stage in the most efficient manner. It is now possible to produce precast 
concrete elements having compressive strength grade higher than 100 MPa.  
All precast producers have specific requirements and the aim is to produce elements in the most cost 
effective manner but still complying with the national and international norms and the required life time. 
To achieve this objective, the precast concrete producer must optimize his production process; reduce 
material, labor and energy costs. In this process he may opt for a daily turn around of the casting beds using 
relatively long curing cycles or he may opt for two or more production cycles per day. The main factor 
which controls the production cycle is the compressive strength required for de-moulding, eventual pre-
stress transfer and handling of the elements. The requirements for compressive strength may vary from 20 
MPa for ordinary reinforced concrete elements, to up to 45 MPa for certain pre-stressed concrete structures. 
Superplasticisers are commonly used to enhance the workability of the fresh concrete for easy placement 
and to lower the water cement ratio for increasing the strength using relatively low cement content. Heat 
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curing (steam or electrical) is often used to accelerate the strength development for releasing the bed for the 
successive cycle. 
Typically, a precast process includes designing and producing a concrete mixture to achieve specific 
properties such as high early strengths, placing the concrete in the forms, heat or ambient curing 
(depending upon the climatic conditions) of the concrete elements, removal from the forms and handling of 
the elements during transport and erection. In a state of the art plant the placing and consolidation of 
concrete is facilitated by utilizing  the new generation of superplaticizers based on PCE’s ( Poly Carboxylic 
Ethers) and efficient vibration. Heat curing is normally applied to obtain the required strengths at the 
desired early age.  

 
The PCE polymers of the second generation (Admixture Controlled Energy, Glenium ACE) have been 
designed according to a specific balance between the negatively charged carboxylic groups and the 
hydrophilic side chains placed along the backbone in a specific molecular configuration. The mechanism of 
action is based on the hypothesis that the polymers are adsorbed onto the cement particles and leave a 
greater free surface exposed to water for hydration while maintaining the dispersion effect (Figure 1). This 
effect leads to a faster activation of the hydration as compared to other superplasticizers. This leads to early 
evolution of heat and rapid strength development. 
 

 
Furthermore, the adsorption of this new polymer affects mainly the unhydrated cement and very slightly 
the hydration products. For this reason, the crystallization reaction is activated in advance and not delayed 
by further adsorption of the superplasticizer molecules. The early development of the heat of hydration can 
further activate or accelerate the hydration  of the cement. Therefore, the energy usually furnished from an 
external source (steam or electric heating) is internally activated by this new type of PCE molecule. In 
order to reach the required development of strength with the specific cement type, the PCE superplasticizer 

tests have to confirm the compatibility of the cement with the PCE. The compressive strengths 
development for cements A, B and C are summarizes in the table below. All concrete batches were 
prepared and cured at same temperature. 
 
 
Table 1: Concrete strenght development with different admixtures and cement types 
 
 Cement Type A Cement Type B Cement Type C 
Time 16 hr 18 hr 16 hr 18 hr 16 hr 18 hr 
Standard 
PCE 

17,6 N/mm² 21 N/mm² 19,4 N/mm² 27,9 N/mm² 8,7 N/mm² 14 N/mm² 

Glenium 
ACE type 

41,2 N/mm² 45,9 N/mm² 41,3 N/mm² 47,6 N/mm² 35,5 N/mm² 40,7 N/mm² 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
         

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
      

 

Figure 1: New generation of plasticizers leaving cement surface area available for hydration 

Figure 1 New generation of plasticizers leaving cement surface area available for hydration 
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Admixture systems have to be tailored to meet the individual needs of the precast producer. It can be used 
for optimizing the heat curing cycle, increase production by reducing the curing time, elimination of heat 
curing, elimination of vibration or a combination of any of these parameters. 
 
Precast tunnel segments example:Railway link Bologna - Florence 

 
The high speed railway link between Bologna and Florence is a twin shaft tunnel of 6000 m length each 
made with a Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM). The final lining of the tunnel is with precast concrete 
segments of 40 cm thickness and a length of 1, 50 m. Each ring, of 16, 40 m³ volume, is composed of 7 
segment plus one base element that will support the rail track. The plant is a carousel type designed to 
produce 126 segments corresponding to 18 rings, each day. To meet the specifications regarding cement 
type and content, maximum curing temperature and minimum compressive strength at demoulding, a mix 
with cement content of 380 kg/m³ of CEM IV/A 42.5R and ACE type superplasticiser was adopted. The 
consistence class is S1 because of the mould configuration and curing chamber temperature, maintained by 
the hydration of cement, is 50°C. The strengths at the time of demoulding at 6 hrs are above 25 MPa. This 
allows 3 elements to be produced each day with the same mould, thus obtaining increased productivity 
with the right choose of mixdesign and admixtures. 

 
Precast tunnel segments example:Tunnel lining segments in U.K. for the Channel Tunnel Rail 
Link  

 
Carousel casting method using concrete with a 
cement/fly ash blend (310/110 kg/m3) and steel 
fibres was employed. Glenium ACE 30 was used in 
order to achieve a water cement ratio of 0,36 and a 
slump of 60mm. The segments were cured at 35-
40°C for six hours. The average compressive 
strength was 70 MPa at 28 days. About 300 rings 
were produced each week. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

CONCRETE BEHAVIOR UNDER FIRE 
 
Clients and designers are increasing the required design life of tunnels by using high quality, dense 
concrete [2]. Due to there low permeability these type of concretes resists to severe environmental 
exposure. On the other hand during a fire these concretes can be subject to spalling, resulting in a reduction 
of the durability and service life of the structure.  
Despite the benefits of its non-combustibility and low thermal diffusivity, low permeable concretes will 
have the tendency to spall at lower temperatures. Concrete suffers from two problems during a fire: 

- Deterioration in mechanical properties (particularly above 300°C) 
- (Explosive) spalling  

The spalling of concrete is unpredictable and a number of factors are influencing this phenomenon [3]. 
 
Fire load 
 
First we have to consider the influence of the fire like: 

- Heating rate: a fast temperature increase is resulting stresses and tensions in the concrete. 
- Maximum temperature: in a tunnel fire typical temperatures of 1100°C to 1400°C can be 

reached 
- Duration of the fire 
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Concrete Composition 
 
If we consider the materials the following properties have an influence 

- Permeability 
The permeability is influenced by the cement type, water cement ratio and the use of fillers 
like silica fume. With the new types of superplasticizers lower water cement ratio, even below 
0,35, are used resulting in concrete with a low permeability. 

- Aggregate type and size 
Different types of aggregates have different thermal expansion coefficients which lead to 
stresses in the concrete while it is heated. Also the maximum size will influence the spalling 
behavior.  
Moisture content 
Concrete has always some water inside which is physical bonded in the pores. Depending on 
the environment the amount of pore water is fluctuating. If this pore water is heated the 
pressure can easily reach 100MPa. Modeling is showing that there is a big influence on the 
pressure between “dry” and “wet” concrete. 

 
With the close pore model (Figure 2) estimations of the pressure can be calculated assuming  an 
equilibrium between liquid and gas phase of the water in the pores.  

 

 
With increase temperature the pressure in the pores will increase depending on the filling degree with 
water (Figure 3). 

 

Liquid water

Air + water gas

Liquid water

Air + water gas

Figure 2 Close Pore model 

Figure 3 Pore pressure at different tempereatures and filling rates 
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Structural properties 
 
It does not to be highlighted that the geometry, compressive loading, supports and restrained expansion 
will have an influence on the spalling behavior since they will induce additional stresses in the concrete 
 
Application 
 

We should not forget the way of casting which can 
influence the spalling behavior as experienced in a test 
done by Efectis the Netherlands (see  figure 4).This test is 
showing the difference in spalling behavior of the same 
concrete during the same fire test. The panel was casted 
horizontal and one plate was tested with casting side down 
and the other one with mould side down. The one with the 
mould side down was spalling more severe. This test is 
illustrating that although concrete has the same 
composition, spalling can be influenced by the way of 
casting. Influences like moulds, vibration and stability of 
the mix should not be underestimated. 
 
 
 
 
 

FIRE PROTECTION 
 
To date, the criteria for passive fire protection has been in practice to determine a thickness of thermal 
insulation to limit the interface temperature below a “critical” level. This “interface critical temperature 
limit criterion” is insufficient to protect the concrete against spalling because the heating rate (i.e. rate of 
temperature increase) has a greater influence upon the occurrence of spalling than the temperature level 
itself. So another criterion should be considered, in replacement of, or in addition to the critical temperature 
criterion, namely the critical heating rate criterion.  
 
Current Status of Tunnel Fire Protection 
 
As a consequence of several notable fires, including the latest ones in the Frejus road tunnel, South of 
France and the last fire in the Channel tunnel last year, the European understanding of the problems 
associated with the safety of tunnels in fires has improved dramatically. A number of research programs 
have been started soon after the year 2000 [7], and are finalized their findings through the EU funded 
SafeT project, which are translated into mandatory national and regional requirements under the EU 
Directive platform that will be of considerable benefit to the tunnel operators and travelling public.  
Currently in Europe national requirements are adopted. Furthermore since 2005, recent refurbishment 
projects of major road tunnels in Europe have required wholesale upgrade of the safety features in the 
tunnel (emergency lighting, escape routes, warning systems, active fire protection systems etc). This is 
clearly set to continue this year, and the coming years. 

 
 

In other regions of the world the picture is less developed, except for Japan, Australia and Singapore which 
are similar to Europe in terms of project driven specifications and requirements. North America interest in 
the role of passive fire protection is increasing, particularly in part being due to the number of European 
design teams working on tunnel contracts, coupled with established European contractors who are in joint 
ventures with American companies.  

Figure 4 Difference in spalling depth 
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Structural Issues  
 
As mentioned above, the better the quality of concrete, the worse it performs under fire. Designers are 
asking more and more for high durable concrete in order to have a structure with a life time of more then 
100 years. In order to achieve this high durability requirement, concretes are designed to have a low 
permeability. But this high durable concrete with a low permeability will have a higher risk of spalling. 
This was dramatically evident with the Channel Tunnel fire in November 1996, with almost complete loss 
in concrete lining section from a train fire. 
When concrete tunnel linings are exposed to fire there are structural issues to be considered: 

1. The concrete typically undergoes explosive spalling, and will continue to do so until there is no 
concrete left, or the fire diminishes 

2. The concrete is heated to high temperatures and loses structural strength 
3. If the structure contains active steel reinforcement, then loss in tensile strength occurs at high 

temperatures 
4. Due to the temperature gradient and different expansion rate of the constituents of the concrete, 

deformation cracks and fissure will appear in the concrete. 
 

To demonstrate the structural loss in strength of concrete and reinforcement steel, see figure 5 (adapted 
from ITA 2004 & Khoury 2005) [3,4]. Clearly, the role of a passive fire protection system is to ultimately 
protect the concrete from all the issues described above. As can be seen from Figure , maintaining the 
structural concrete below 300°C in the event of hydrocarbon or cellulose fires prevents all negative 
structural issues form occurring. 
Finally, to conclude this brief insight, the rate of heating is also crucial, and has a dramatic effect on the 
spalling mechanism. Thermal shock can cause quite spectacular explosive events, as the water vapour 
generation and thermal expansion of aggregates in the exposed surface of the concrete can be rapid. 

 
 

 
 
Fire loads in reality 
 
Over the last years there have been a number of serious underground fire incidents in tunnels. These fires 
have caused extensive loss of life and severe collateral loss to the infrastructure. Aside from the tragic loss 
of life, there is also a financial effect to the local infrastructure and the loss of public confidence in the safe 
use of tunnels.  

● 250-300°C generally concrete 
and steel start to lose strength

● 550°C both concrete and steel 
have lost 50% on their strength
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Figure 5 Effect of temperature on concrete and steel reinforcement 
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During a fire the fire protection system has to provide a stable structure in order to: 
o allow the users to safely evacuate,  
o allow the rescue personnel to enter the scene,  
o effectively perform their required duties and to limit damage to the tunnel,  
o limit the effect on the surroundings caused by a collapse 

 
Concrete has been used in civil works as a fire resistant material and if designed properly it can with stand 
a fire for a long period. The design load in order to simulate the fire in civil works is based on the ISO834 
curve. 
In road tunnels the situation is complete different compared to civil works, due to the HGV (Heavy Good 
Vehicles) entering the tunnels [6,10]. These HGV often transport combustible products, which can cause  a 
severe fire in case of an accident, meaning a higher fire load, higher maximum temperatures and a faster 
heating rate. It is evident that concrete behaves different in these kinds of conditions.  
Assessment methods are constantly being developed to demonstrate the ability of materials and fire 
protection systems to prevent concrete spalling and steel and metal elements from heating and melting due 
to rapid heating under fire exposure conditions and to mitigate both structural and economic consequences 
of fire.In the past designers have been using different kind of time temperature curves in order to design a 
safe tunnel, (see figure 6). These curves, compared to the ISO834, are reaching their maximum 
temperature already after 5 to 10 minutes. 
 

 
Part of the European funded programs on safety in tunnels was the investigation of HRR (Heat Release 
Rates) during a real tunnel fire in order to provide designers appropriate and more realistic design curves. 
In the frame of Swedish national and European research programs on tunnel safety, comprehensive large 
scale fire tests have been conducted.  One of a large real scale fire was the Runehammer test in Norway in 
September 2003 in the abandoned road tunnel in south-western Norway.  
The Swedish National Testing and Research Institute (SP) have carried out the tests in collaboration with 
other UPTUN partners from TNO Building and Construction Research in the Netherlands and the 
Norwegian Fire Research Laboratory (SINTEF/NBL). Four large-scale tests with different type of 
combustible loads on semi-trailer where carried out. These loads were not registered as dangerous good or 
flammable liquids but consisting of normal wooden pallets or plastic cups. The outcome was that some of 
the design curves used until now underestimated the real HRR during these fires. It was higher than 200 
MW and the gas temperatures in the vicinity of the fire were registered above 1350°C. 
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As results of these tests, guidelines and directives are published and giving criteria which designers can use 
for the fire protection of new built or existing tunnels. As an example the UPTUN WP2 is recommending 
that the ISO834 can be used if there are no or only empty HGV passing in the tunnel. The maximum HRR 
can be estimated on 5 – 50 MW. In case of HGV of course the fire loads can be much higher and will 
generate a HRR of 50 – 250 MW. Depending on the amount of combustible materials, the HC or the RWS 
curve is recommended. 
 
PROTECTING STRUCTURAL CONCRETE FROM FIRE 
 
Passive verses active systems 
 
Quite often there is confusion about these terms in the tunneling industry, amongst other things! Active fire 
protection systems include water sprinklers, water mists and foam deluge systems, all of which are 
activated by early warning sensors in the event of a fire. The theory is they reduce the fire before it 
becomes out of control. The majority of existing tunnels worldwide rely wholly on these active systems to 
ensure tunnel fire safety. These are Boolean systems, in other words, they work, or they don’t due to 
mechanical or electrical failure. They also may have some serious negative effects such as mixing with 
toxic fumes that are otherwise confined to the crown of the tunnel, and drawing them down to the level of 
the evacuating public. 
Passive fire protection is designed to be installed as a shield to protect the structure from fire at any time. 
They are not reliant on any initiation system as with active systems, and they always work. Passive systems 
do not put the fire out; but are the last line of defence and maintain the stability of the tunnel structure to 
allow the safe escape of the public and safe access of fire department crews. They maintain ventilation 
systems that are separated from the traffic by internal concrete structures, and also protect against 
catastrophic damage to third party property and life by preventing tunnels from collapsing. 
Currently in Europe, both active and passive systems employed together are seen to be necessary for new 
tunnels in the future. There are essentially three main types of passive fire protection for tunnels: spray 
applied mortars, prefabricated boards and PP fibre modified concrete. 
 
Sprayed mortars 
 
These historically have been vermiculite-cement based products applied by hand spraying with the 
technology being transferred to tunnel applications from the petrochemical industry. Vermiculite based 
systems are relatively weak products (2.5MPa compressive strength) and may not offer adequate 
mechanical properties in light of increasing client demands for more durable solutions where cyclic loading 
resistance is required. Vermiculite systems need to be mechanically bonded to the tunnel structure with 
stainless steel mesh. 

It is vital for sprayed systems to have 
adequate durability to resist both 
physical and chemical attack during the 
normal service life of the tunnel. The 
new development in fire protection 
products are combining high durability 
with excellent fire protection. These 
products are typically based on light 
weight concrete technology giving a 
compressive strength of 15 MPa 
minimum. 
These products are designed for 
application with the well know 
shotcrete technology and the modern 
methods of robotic spray application, 
allowing application rates of between 
150 and 250m2/hr depending on the Figure 7 Application with automated MEYCO Logica 
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protection thickness required. The tolerance of applications is normally +/- 4mm, which cannot be achieved 
by hand application methods at these rates. The thickness of spray applied thermal mortars is determined 
by the size and duration of the anticipated fire.  
  
The main disadvantage with sprayed systems is the resultant sprayed surface finish, as some clients require 
a high level of reflectance, particularly for highly trafficked road tunnels. Float finishing and over painting 
is possible, but labour intensive. Rail tunnel surface finish requirements are less onerous in general, and an 
“as sprayed” finish is acceptable, making the use of sprayed fire protection mortars particularly viable. 
 
Pre-fabricated boards 
 
Pre-fabricated fire protection boards offer a clear advantage for box shaped tunnels where there are no 
curved tunnel walls or complex geometries e.g. cut and cover and immersed tube tunnels as shown in 
Figure 8. Furthermore, the surface finish of the board systems is appealing to clients. However, they are not 
well suited to curved profile tunnels and are generally 1.5 to 2 times more expensive than sprayed systems, 
which can prove cost prohibitive. Apart from their high cost, vehicle collision damage is often considered a 
maintenance problem in road tunnels using pre-fabricated board protection systems. 
 
Polypropylene Fibre Modified Concrete 
 
In recent years, fibre manufacturers have promoted multi- and monofilament polypropylene fibres (32 to 18 
micron diameter fibres – Figure 8) to contractors and design teams, detailing that the addition of 1 to 3kg 
of fibres added to the concrete mix gives an extremely economical solution to concrete “fire protection”. 
 

  
Figure 8 Polypropylene anti spalling fibres 
 
From testing, fibre modified concrete will exhibit less spalling, and in some cases no spalling whatsoever 
[8]. One theory is that the melting of fibres at approximately 160°C produces channels for escape of the 
steam that allows water vapour inherent in the concrete matrix to escape without generating internal 
pressure, thus inducing high permeability at the critical time required and thereby preventing explosive 
spalling. Another theory claims that micro-cracking around the fibres contributes to steam reduction. For 
specific design fires, the quantity of fibres required will alter accordingly – then larger the design fire, then 
greater the quantity of fibres required. As an example, for an ISO834 cellulose design fire, approximately 
1kg/m3 of fibres are required, whereas for RWS hydrocarbon design fires, the quantity may increase to 
approximately 3kg/m3 as indicated. Concrete mixes with high fibre contents tend to be difficult to pump 
and place, and careful mix designs using admixture technology to overcome these problems is required. 
Although the fibres offer an anti-spalling system, they do not protect the structural concrete from the 
detrimental effects of high temperature nor do they protect any structural reinforcement at the heat exposed 
concrete tunnel lining. Consequently, the use of fibre modified concrete should be considered carefully for 
use in structurally reinforced concrete tunnel linings. 
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APPLICATION CASES 
 
During the last years, several existing were upgraded according to the latest requirements and directives. 
Based on a risk assessment the level of protection was determined. In some cases the complete tunnel had 
to be protected with a thermal barrier and in other cases just a small section of the total length needed an 
upgrade with a thermal barrier 
 
Söderledtunnel, Stockholm 
 
Due to recent legislation from the European Union, main road tunnels in excess of 300m length need to be 
fire protected if a fire can cause tunnel lining collapse, and subsequent damage of third party property. One 
of the major Stockholm road tunnels, the Söderledstuneln lies beneath hotels and a school, and therefore 
required passive fire protection. The structure of the tunnel comprises a prestressed reinforced concrete 
beam roof. 
The first phase of the fire protection application was required d during the short tunnel closure during June 
and July 2005 to a 60m long stretch of tunnel, with a view to completing additional sections of the tunnel 
in September and October 2005. The program to complete the rest of the tunnel involves applications over 

a period of 5 years. The contractor preferred to 
apply the system by sprayed coating, and this 
was required to have a design life of 100 years. 
The anticipated fire rating of the concrete 
structures is 2 hours under a RWS fire curve. 
From the MEYCO Fireshield 1350 Design 
Guide, a thickness of 60mm was required to 
both protect the concrete integrity and also the 
capacity of the pre-stressed reinforcement bars 
of the concrete beams. The soffit sections 
between the beams were designed with 35mm. 
To provide a durable solution, the MEYCO 
Fireshield 1350 was fully bonded to the 
structural concrete roof of the tunnel, thereby 
negating the need for steel mesh. To ensure 
bonding, the surface of the structural concrete 
was hydromilled to remove approximately 2 to 

3mm of the  cement pastes and reveal the aggregate structure of the concrete – suitable for bonding a 
coating of  MEYCO Fireshield 1350. Mixing of the material was carried out in standard 6m3 truck mixers 
that were fed with 1305kg big bags. Application of the thermal barrier was performed using the robotic 
spray manipulator on a MEYCO Roadrunner Robojet 
 
Alp Transit, Bodio section 
 
AlpTransit Gotthard AG, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Swiss Federal Railways, is constructing a new 
flat rail link. At the heart of the new transalpine rail route is the Gotthard Base Tunnel (GBT). The tunnel 
is part of the Swiss AlpTransit project, With its planned length of around 57.1 km and a total of 153.5 km 
of tunnels, shafts and passages, once finished, the Gotthard Base Tunnel will be the longest tunnel in the 
world.[11] 
The designers consortium of the Bodio, Faido and Sedrun Sections (total length about 38 km) of the 
Gotthard Base Tunnel is the Engineering Joint-Venture Gotthard Base Tunnel South (Lombardi 
Engineering Limited, CH / Amberg Engineering Limited, CH / Pöyry Infra Limited, CH).  
In 2003 the “fire protection” task force was founded by AlpTransit Gotthard AG with the following goals: 

- Identification of fire scenarios for “freight train fire” and for “passenger train fire”. 
- Elaboration of a damage and risk assessment (without protection) for the different fire scenarios. 
- Assessment and recommendation of protective measures, provided both availability requirements 

are fulfilled.  

Figure 9: Application on pre-stressed beams 
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The cut-and-cover section of Bodio started in 2000 and was completed two years later. It consists of two 
bores each of 400 m in length and one cross-passage, which is situated about 260 m from the southern 
portal. Following the investigations of the “fire protection” task force it was decided that to comply with 
the individual safety criterion a fire protection layer on the existing tunnel lining was necessary on the 
whole length of the cut-and-cover section of Bodio. This because in the event of a fire, it could not be 
excluded that damage or collapse of one bore could cause damage to the other making it impossible to 
evacuation users. A collapse of one of the bores could also lead to a severe damage er even collapse of the 
existing train line on top of the tunnel since this tunnel section is situated in a unstable landslide. 
Many fire protection systems were analyzed and rated for their technical and economical performance. A 
cement based fire protection was choosen as the best solution for the cut-and-cover section of Bodio. 
The following are the requirement on the passive fire protection layer: 

- Fire protection of the existing tunnel lining according to the RABT/ZTV standard design fire 
curve (90 minutes at 1’200°C and the following cooling phase of 110 minutes) with respect of the 
following two conditions: temperature at the interface ≤  400°C, temperature at the reinforcement 
≤ 250°C. 

- After an event the fire protection layer can be partially or completely replaced 
- Good tensile bond strength with the existing concrete lining 
- High frost and freeze-thaw resistance 
- Dead load resistance and resistance against stresses caused by the train service. The assumed 

amplitude of air pressure fluctuation is ±10 kN/m2 
- Resistance against variations in temperature between -10°C and +40°C and against fluctuations of 

relative humidity between 20% and 100%. 
- Resistance against cleaning by high pressurized water. 
- Resistance against local perforations and against stresses induced by fixation of railway 

infrastructures. 
- Service life of 50 years. 

 

 
Figure 10 Automated application on rough concrete surface withadditional mesh 
 
Under the prescribed circumstances and requirements the application of a layer of mortar MEYCO 
Fireshield 1350 was chosen. The minimum thickness, 31 mm, was defined on the base of the fire 
protection requirements. The fire protection layer was applied on the concrete lining in both tunnel 
sections. Under consideration of the applying tolerance in layer thickness of ±4 mm a standard thickness of 
35 mm was defined (the effective layer thickness is variable between 31 mm and 39 mm). 
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To extend warranty of the high requirements in tensile bond strength of fire protection layer with 
the existing lining a fully bond solution combined with stainless mesh reinforcement was chosen. 
(Figure 10) 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this research is to assess, through a scientific experimental program, the behaviour under 
the increased hydrocarbon temperature/time curve, of concrete structures protected by calcium 
alumina silicates panels developed and produced by a special mineral and matrix engineering 
technology for a resistance to these conditions of temperature.  
The principal investigations on this research are focussed on: the influence of the thickness of the 
protection on the temperature gradient and behaviour of the concrete; the nature of the concrete and in 
particular the nature of the aggregates which impacts on the thermal diffusivity of the concrete and the 
sensitivity with respect to spalling, the implementation or not of a compressive stress on bottom fibre 
of the slab exposed to fire. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The construction professionals pay a particular interest to the behaviour of concrete structures in fast 
fires conditions and particularly in tunnels. This interest was jumping at a higher degree of concern 
following dramatic events encountered in road and railways tunnels in the recent decade and largely 
informed by different media [1]. Numbers of research studies concerning the behaviour of different 
concrete structures were performed, experimentally from small to big scale full systems testing in real 
exposure conditions [2], [3] or by mathematical modelling [4], [5]. Meanwhile, the exact mechanisms 
controlling the behaviour of concrete in fast fire conditions are still not well known; and this is due to 
the complexity of parameters playing a role in these scenarios. Still today, experimentation is then the 
only reliable way of assessing the fire resistance of a concrete structure.  
The most apprehended phenomenon is the spalling of the concrete when exposed to a fast firing and 
particularly in tunnels where temperatures grow very fast, reaching in few minutes high values as 
1300°C and even more [6]. Spalling can take several aspects but always leading to the loss of a part of 
the structure and the loss of the mechanical resistance for the remaining concrete [7]. Between the 
hypotheses on the process leading to spalling, two hypotheses are largely considered today: the 
thermo-mechanical one that is essentially based on the differential dimensional constraints developed 
during exposure to high temperature [8], [9], and the thermo-hydric one that considers the pores water 
vapour pressures developed when the structure is exposed to a fast firing as responsible for the 
physical destruction of the concrete [10], [11]. 
In this study we chose to focus the spalling study on the analysis of the thermal gradients into the first 
centimetres of the concrete slabs. One of the main objectives of this study was to define the critical 
thermal gradient for the type of concrete investigated and test configuration (with or without 
constraint). 

mailto:pierre.pimienta@cstb.fr�
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2. The fire protection of concrete: the PROMATECT® 
 
In view to better understand the transfer of temperature through the concrete structure and the relation 
to the appearance and development of spalling, non protected and protected concrete constructions 
were investigated. The type and thickness of the protection was between the key tools for a scientific 
investigation and definition of effective protection. This study investigated on the behaviour of 
concrete protected mainly by a calcium alumina silicate board, PROMATECT®T, developed and 
industrially produced following a special approach – the Mineral and Matrix Engineering – for the 
best fire protection performances for flat as well as curved concrete surfaces. Known also as 
PROMAXON® Technology (see Figure 1), the manufacturing process of the product starts from the 
atom level of selected raw materials playing with their chemical affinities in view to build synthetic 
mineral crystal structures and aggregate of crystals best fitted to build the full matrix of the product 
with the desired texture and structure for the best performances. In this program different thicknesses 
were voluntary applied in order to involve development of different thermal gradients into the 
concrete slab during the fire. 

 _ 3 µm 
 

Figure 1. Controlled crystal growth and aggregation for specially designed porosity – PROMAXON® 
Technology. 

 
In the construction of the matrix by this technology, special endothermic phases are integrated in the 
crystallization process to bring at the desired moment in a fire the most effective cooling of the 
interface with the concrete to protect. Two type of protection boards were used in this study - 
PROMATECT® H for some particular constructions and PROMATECT® T. 
 
PROMATECT® -H is an autoclaved calcium silicate board with nominal dimensions of 2.5 x 1.25 m, 
thickness from 6 to 27 mm and a nominal density of 870 kg/m³. The matrix of H type was developed 
to satisfy different fire protection construction requirements.  
PROMATECT® -T is a product specially designed for fire protection applications of concrete 
structures in tunnels, board with nominal dimensions of 2.5 x 1.2 m, thickness from 15 to 40 mm and 
a nominal density of 900 kg/m³. The matrix is based on calcium alumina silicates developed under 
controlled crystal growth technology. Mineral and Matrix Engineering concept was used to design a 
matrix with an optimized cooling action at the right moment during the fire. 
 
Between the physical characteristics of interest for tunnel applications, PROMATECT® H has 
thermal conductivity of 0.175 W/mK, 0.212 W/mK for PROMATECT® T. The densities being 
similar, the differences are on the textural detail of the matrix: H type has a laminar texture when T 
type has a monolithic one. Another important characteristic is the specific energy (Cp) that is also a 
parameter largely used particularly by those using mathematical modelling approach for the definition 
of the necessary protection(type and thickness) for safe constructions. The value given by 
scientific/technical literature is around 1.00 J/gK for calcium silicates or calcium alumina silicates. 
Important to note is that the value is measured after heating the product up to 500 °C and cooled 
down. But by such method of measuring, all eventual advantages that a specific product can bring for 
an efficient and cost advantageous fire protection can not be seen and exploited (Figure 2, left second 
run). This study paid a particular attention to this and proposed, by a rigorous parallel experimental 
and mathematical modelling, a better procedure for assessing reliable Cp values (Figure 2, right). 
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Figure 2. On the left, specific energy (Cp) measured after a first heating to 500 °C (generally used by modelling 

people) and for virgin sample (first run, i.e. with no pre heating). On the right, the endotherms that are 
considered in this study for the finite element modelling. 

 
 
 
3. Experimental settings 
 

3.1 Testing program 
 

The experimental program of this study was jointly carried out at the PRTC laboratory (Promat 
Research and Technology Center, Belgium) and at the CSTB laboratory (France). The number of 
tests, depending on the thermal protection thickness, type of concrete and type of loading are 
summarized in the Table 1. Tests in the two laboratories were done on the same slabs concrete and 
protection systems. The main difference is that the tests that were made at PRTC consisted in 
unloaded slabs while tests in CSTB consisted in loaded slabs.  
 

Number of tests 
Unloaded slabs  

(Promat Research and Technology 
Center) 

Loaded slabs (CSTB) 

Protection 
thickness [mm] 

Calcareous 
concrete 

Silico-calcareous 
concrete 

Calcareous 
concrete 

Silico-calcareous 
concrete 

0 1 1 1 1 

8 1 1 1 1 

12.5 1 1 1 / 

15 1 1 1 / 

20 / / 1 / 

25 / / 1 / 

/ = no test 
Table 1. Summary of the experimental program 

3.2 Concrete mixes 
 
For this study, two types of concrete have been tested. Both of them are ordinary concretes 
(compressive strength lower than 60 MPa). The only difference between the two formulas comes from 
the nature of the aggregates. The first concrete, that we called B40, is fabricated with calcareous 

1st endotherm 

2nd endotherm 
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aggregates. These aggregates are crushed rocks with a content of almost 99 % of CaO. The second 
concrete, that we called B40SC, is fabricated with a mix of calcareous and siliceous aggregates. These 
silico-calcareous aggregates are composed by alluvial semi-crushed sand and limestone gravels. 
Testing two types of aggregates allows analysing the fire behaviour of the most common concretes 
that one may use in France. Moreover, previous studies have shown that the behaviour of concrete at 
high temperature is strongly dependant on the nature of the aggregates [13]. 
The composition of the two types of concretes used for the study is given in Table 2. It is in 
conformity with standard NF EN 206. 
 

kg Calcareous concrete Silico-calcareous concrete 

CEM II 42.5 R cement 350 350 

8/12.5 calcareous gravel 330  
12.5/20 calcareous gravel 720  

4/8 silico-calcareous gravel  150 
8/20 silico-calcareous gravel  890 

0/2 sand 845 845 

Water 188 188 
Superplasticizer 4.31 5.25 

W / C ratio 0.54 0.54 
28 days Rc [MPa] 39 40 

 
Table 2. Composition of the two concretes of the study 

 
 
3.3 Unloaded tests 
 

During the same fire test, both concrete types (calcareous and silico-calcareous) were tested (see 
Figure 3). In parallel with the thermal data collection, a video camera placed inside of the furnace was 
capturing all moments and brought very useful information of the moment and the way concrete 
spalling occurred.  

 
 

  
 

Figure 3. The testing furnace in Promat laboratory (left) and the design of the construction for testing (right). 
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3.4 Loaded tests 
 
Generally, most of the fires tests carried out on concrete slabs consist in applying a mechanical load 
that results in the bending of the slabs (involving an initial tensile stress in the slab bed that is exposed 
to fire). However, previous studies shown that concrete spalling can be more severe for compressed 
elements. In this study, the influence of an initial compressive stress in the slab bed exposed to fire 
has then been analysed. 
For that, an innovative testing procedure has been developed at the CSTB. This facility consists in 
bending the slab in such a way that a compressive stress of 10 MPa is initially applied to the slab bed 
that is exposed to fire. Firstly, the concrete slab is horizontally placed upon a gas burners furnace. The 
geometry of the slab is shown in Figure 4. The exposed surface of the slab is 4490 x 1000 mm² and its 
thickness in the "fire zone" is 200 mm. Then stiff metal beams (length = 4000 mm) are fixed on each 
end of the slab. The ends of the slab have a greater thickness than in heated zone (350 mm) and are 
rigidified by a dense reinforcement. A dead load of 1 ton is suspended at the end of the metal beams. 
This system involves the bending of the slab in a direction at the opposite of the fire. This induces 
then an initial compressive stress of 10 MPa in the inferior bed of the slab. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Geometry and principle of the "compressive" fire test. 
 
 
3.5 Fire curve 

All the tests of the study (loaded and unloaded tests) are carried out under the so-called temperature/ 
time curve "HCM" (for Modified HydroCarbon fire, in French), defined by the Technical Instruction 
annexed in the circular n° 2000-63 of August 25th, 2000. 

The thermal program is described by the following relation: 

T = 1280. (1-0,325e (-0,167t)-0,675 e(-2,5t))+ 20 

Where T is the furnace inner temperature in [°C] and t the time in [min]. The evolution of the 
temperature, according to the HCM curve is shown in Figure 4 for a duration of 3 hours. 1200 °C are 
reached in only 10 minutes and 1300 °C are reached after 30 minutes. 
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Modified HydroCarbon (HCM) fire curve
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Figure 5. Evolution of the inner furnace temperature under a HCM fire curve (on the right, focus on the 20 first 

minutes of fire). 
 

 
4. Results 
 
In this paragraph, the main results of the study are presented. Firstly, we present the analysis of the 
concrete spalling risk depending on different parameters (thermal protection thickness, type of 
aggregates, mechanical loading). Then we present an experimental and numerical study attending to 
establish the link between concrete spalling and the thermal gradients that is induced in the first 
centimetres of the fired slab. At last, we present the results of the assessment of the residual 
compressive strength of concrete in the fired slabs, from drilled cores. 
 

4.1 Concrete spalling 
 
The Table 3 summarizes the results of the maximal concrete spalling depths that were measured 
depending on different parameters such as the thickness of the thermal protection, the type of 
aggregates and the type of mechanical loading. The main observations are as following. 
 
When concrete slabs are not thermally protected

For the under sized thermal protection boards (

, concrete spalling occurs for any type of our tested 
concretes (i.e. for both types of aggregates) and for any type of mechanical loading (i.e. with no 
loading or for compressive loading). In that case, concrete spalling involves the disappearance of 
concrete cover and then the direct exposure to fire of the reinforcement. 

from 8 to 15 mm

Figure 6

), concrete spalling can also occur. 
This has been particularly observed during loaded tests. It is very important to note that when concrete 
spalling occurred for protected slabs, concrete spalling was deeper than for slabs with no protection 
(see ). This unexpected result clearly indicates that an under sizing of the thermal protection 
can involve an important damage of the concrete structure (with in particular an important exposure of 
the reinforcement to fire). 
For thick enough thermal protection (20 and 25 mm in our study), concrete spalling is avoided in the 
case of loaded slabs. This results in a continuous protection of the reinforcement during the fire and 
good residual mechanical performances (see § 4.3). 
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Maximal spalling 

depth Unloaded slabs Loaded slabs 

Protection 
thickness [mm] 

Calcareous 
concrete 

Silico-calcareous 
concrete 

Calcareous 
concrete 

Silico-calcareous 
concrete 

0 55 30 49 85 

8 50 0 63 77 

12.5 0 0 137 / 

15 0 0 130 / 45 / 

20 / / 0 / 

25 / / 0 / 

/ = no test; 0 = no spalling 
Table 3. Summary of the measurement of the maximal spalling depth. 

 
In our study, the influence of the type of aggregates on concrete spalling is not clear. Indeed, for tests 
with no mechanical loading, concrete spalling is deeper for calcareous concrete. Moreover, we 
observed for slabs protected with 8 mm boards that concrete spalling only occurs for calcareous 
concrete. On the contrary, for tests with mechanical loading, concrete spalling is deeper for silico-
calcareous concrete. One important aspect of fire concrete behaviour is the spalling that can occur 
during the cooling down of the structure and even for a long period after the fire (actually, it can be 
better seen as a concrete departure or a concrete fall than a real spalling). In the § 4.3, we will see that 
the type of aggregates can influence this particular type of concrete departure. 
Observing the results in Table 3, we can say that the initial presence of a compressive stress at the 
inferior bed of the slab is unfavourable regarding to concrete spalling.  
However, for slabs with no protection, the influence of loading is not that clear: the presence of load 
only involves deeper spalling for silico-calcareous concrete. In the case of the calcareous concrete, 
spalling depth does not seem to be influenced by the loading. 
In the case of under sized thermal protection boards (from 8 to 15 mm), the presence of the loading 
leads to deeper spalling. In particular, for thermal protection of 12.5 and 15 mm, concrete spalling 
only occurs in the case of loaded slabs. However, we want to emphasize that making a direct link 
between concrete spalling risk and the presence of a compressive loading is not that easy. Indeed, 
observations during the fire tests led us to distinguish two modes of rupture resulting on concrete 
spalling: 

- 1- concrete spalling firstly occurs leading to the fall of the protection board. In such a case, 
we could directly link concrete spalling to the presence of a mechanical load, 

- 2- thermal protection board first falls resulting in a sudden exposure of "virgin" concrete 
zones to fire. This mechanism also leads to concrete spalling but the influence of the 
mechanical loading seems to be more linked with the mechanical resistance of the thermal 
protection system (board and anchorages) itself. This behaviour has been also observed by 
[13]. 

One main difficulty of the study is that these both types of rupture mode can occur during the same 
fire test. Further studies have to be performed in order to better analyse the influence of the 
mechanical loading on concrete spalling (e.g. by using a high velocity camera during fire tests). 
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Figure 6. Mapping and pictures of the exposed surface after HCM fire tests of loaded slabs (calcareous 

concrete) with thermal protection of 0 (unprotected), 8 and 12.5 mm. Between brackets is the maximal spalling 
depth. 

 
4.2 Thermal gradient analysis 

 
The thermal gradients developed in the concrete slabs of different constructions were determined 
experimentally by measuring temperature via thermocouples inserted from the surface into the 
concrete at every 20 mm up to the cold side, and also calculated by finite elements modelling method. 
In a first step of the study, these values were analysed and compared for each construction tested by 
the two laboratories. The thermal properties – thermal conductivity, specific heat and density 
evolution with temperature – of the concrete, were determined following the Eurocode 2 documents 
[14]; those of the protection boards were established by Promat laboratories. The thermal gradient 
developed near the concrete surface is considered being the most critical one; the values were 
expressed as:  

Gradient = (T20mm – T0mm) / 20 mm [°C/cm] 
 

 Experimental thermal gradient: first of all, the values of temperatures measured in the two 
laboratories were used to verify the similarities between the two furnaces as temperature 
developments and distribution during each trial (and these in comparison with the common calibration 
values of furnaces from the two laboratories). Then, the values from the interface (or surface for the 
non protected constructions) through the concrete were used to search the correlation between the 
thermal gradients and the presence or absence of spalling. It was observed that the temperature values 
measured in the concrete in both laboratories were in good agreement; on the contrary, the values 
measured at the interface by the thermocouples scales (depth zero) were slightly different. The 
interface temperatures measured at PROMAT are in better accordance with simulated values (see next 
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paragraph). Then, they were used for the establishment of the thermal gradients for the different tests. 
The gradients experimentally determined by this way are presented in Figure 7. 
 
 Numerical thermal gradient

Figure 7

: calculated thermal values were compared with the measured ones. 
Best fitting between the calculated and the measured experimental values was found when the FEM 
took into consideration the dynamic change in thermal properties of materials with temperature 
increase and particularly the endothermic events (see § 2). The numerical simulations were done 
separately for both laboratories and are related with the testing observations (spalling or no spalling 
and time of spalling). The  presents the appearance of spalling (or absence of spalling) in a 
graph giving the relation between the thermal gradients and the thickness of the thermal protection 
(including the tests without protection). Three distinct cases/zones were defined (Figure 8): zone 1 
including the case of non protected concrete or concrete protected with 8 mm PROMATECT® H 
developed spalling in both laboratories; a zone 3 includes the cases of concrete protected with 20 and 
25 mm PROMATECT® T boards where no spalling was observed; and in between, a zone 2

 

 that 
concerns slabs protected by 12.5 and 15 mm thick PROMATECT® T boards. In this zone, unloaded 
experiments demonstrated no spalling while loaded experiments have shown spalling. This is 
particularly in this zone that the two different modes of failure described at the § 4.1 were observed. 
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Figure 7. Relation between thermal gradient, thickness of the protection and development of concrete spalling.  
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Figure 8. Definition of risk and safety zones; the intermediate zone 2 defines a questioning situation.  
4.3 Residual compressive strength of concrete 
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The assessment of the residual mechanical performance of concrete slabs has been carried out on 
drilled cores. The cores were drilled at different locations of the slabs several months after the fire test 
(see Figure 9). The first operation consisted in measuring the height of the core, allowing us to 
determine the concrete spalling depth (operation  in Figure 9). Small disks were then cut from the 
cores; the distance "x" from the interface between concrete and thermal protection board to the upper 
side of the cut disk was noted (operation  in Figure 9). At last, a compression test was carried out in 
a direction parallel to the main heat flow in the slab (operation  in Figure 9). The obtained 
compressive strength was assumed to be representative of the residual mechanical performance of the 
concrete at a distance "x" from the interface. 

 
 

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the testing procedure for the assessment of the residual compressive 
strength on drilled cores from fire tested slabs (blue zones correspond to ejected concrete). 

 
The different spalling depths that were measured on drilled cores (for a same slab, we present the 
minimal, maximal and mean measured spalling depths) are presented in Figure 10. The results are 
presented for different thermal protection board thicknesses. The main observations are as following: 

- by comparing the measurements of concrete spalling that were done just after the fire tests 
(red curves in Figure 10) and the measurements of concrete spalling that were done on drilled 
cores (i.e. several month after fire test), we can observe that the departure of cover concrete 
can continue even after a long period following a fire. This phenomenon is particularly true in 
the case of the silico-calcareous concrete. This "post-fire" concrete departure can be explained 
by different mechanisms (inverse thermal gradient during cooling down that induces tensile 
stresses in the cover concrete zones, "re-hydration" or "re-humidification" of the concrete that 
can result in swelling and falling of the material…) and appears as a main factor to take into 
account for the post-fire assessing of a concrete structure. Indeed, this cover concrete 
departure can play a role for the residual mechanical performance of the structure (decrease of 
the resistive cross-section) as well for its durability (decrease of reinforcement protection 
regarding to aggressive factors), 

- the measurements confirm the tendencies observed just after the fire test (see § 4.1): the 
absence, or the under sizing of the thermal protection (from 8 to 15 mm in our study), 
involves and important spalling of cover concrete. Moreover, the measurements confirm the 
fact that in the case of an under sized thermal protection, concrete spalling can be deeper than 
for a slab without protection, 

- a thermal protection that is correctly designed (20 and 25 mm in our study) allows avoiding 
concrete spalling, even after a long period after the fire. 
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Figure 10. Measurements of the spalling depth of concrete on drilled cores from fires tested slabs according to 
the thermal protection board thickness and the type of concrete (blue curves). The red curves (t0 spalling) 

correspond to the measurements on concrete slabs just after the fire test. 
 

The measurements of the residual compressive strength of concrete at different depths of the fired 
slabs are presented in  
Figure 11. The main observations are as following: 

- in the case of slabs without thermal protection and in the case of slabs with under sized 
thermal protection (from 8 to 15 mm in our study), the residual mechanical performance 
decreases when approaching the interface between the concrete and the protection board. 
Indeed, residual compressive strengths are twice or three times lower close to the interface 
than in a zone where we can consider that concrete is still "healthy" (at more than 100 mm 
from the interface), 

- for well designed thermal protection (20 and 25 mm in our study), the residual compressive 
strength does not vary along the depth of the slab. Indeed, the strengths that are measured 
close at the interface (these measurements are only possible in that case of thermal protection 
since concrete spalling does not occur) are quite similar with the ones that are measured in the 
"healthy" zone. 
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Figure 11. Residual compressive strength of concrete measured on cut drilled cores at different depth of the 
concrete slab. Results for both types of concretes and different thicknesses of thermal protection. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
This study was carried out thanks to the joint action of two laboratories: PRTC in Belgium and CSTB 
in France. Its main goal was the optimization of the calcium alumina silicates thermal protection 
PROMATECT® for concrete structures that are exposed to fast fires (HCM fire in this study).  
Fire tests were then carried out in both laboratories in order to analyse the influence of several 
parameters on concrete spalling: thickness of the thermal protection boards, type of concrete (2 types 
of aggregate) and type of mechanical loading (no loading and compressive loading). The main 
conclusions are as following: 

- Under the HCM fire curve, all the slabs that were not protected showed important spalling. 
One consequence of this spalling is the direct exposition to fire of the reinforcement, which 
can imply failure of the structure. In the same way, if the thermal protection is under sized 
(from 8 to 15 mm in our study), concrete spalling can also occur. An important result is that 
concrete spalling for under sized thermal protections can be more severe than unprotected 
slabs. 

- A correct design of the thermal protection (20 and 25 mm in our study) allows avoiding the 
concrete spalling. 

- No clear influence of the type of aggregate has been observed. Calcareous concrete showed 
more pronounced spalling than silico-calcareous concrete for fire tests without loading. The 
inverse tendency was observed for loaded fire tests. 

- The influence of the type of loading on concrete spalling was not easily interpreted. Indeed, 
two types of failure have been observed during the fire tests and both of them can occur 
during the same test: either concrete first spalls involving the fall of the thermal protection, or 
the thermal protection system (board + anchorages) falls involving a sudden exposure to fire 
of virgin concrete (and then spalling). Further observations are needed to better analyse the 
influence of the type of loading. 

 
In this study, we made a link between concrete spalling and the induced thermal gradient in the first 
centimetres of the slab. This approach is assumed to be reliable if one regards the severity of such a 
fast fire (HCM curve). Thermal gradient was first assessed in an experimental way, by taking into 
account the temperature measurements of both laboratories at the interface between the concrete slab 
and the protection board and the measurement of the temperature at 20 mm into the concrete slab. 
Temperatures that were measured inside concrete appeared very similar between both laboratories 
while the interface temperature showed slight differences. The use of numerical simulations, by mean 
of finite elements software, allowed us to better evaluate the interface temperature and then to assess 
the thermal gradient in concrete at the moment just before concrete spalling. By this way, three zones 
have been identified: 

- Zone 1: in this zone, concrete spalling risk is high. In our study, this zone concerns the slabs 
without protection and the slabs protected with an 8 mm thick board. 

- Zone 2: this zone appears to be a "grey" zone i.e. no clear conclusion can be made concerning 
concrete spalling risk. More observations are needed. In our study, this zone concerns the 
slabs protected with a 12.5 and 15 mm thick board. 

- Zone 3: this zone can be considered as a "safe" zone. No concrete spalling is observed during 
the fire. In our study, this zone concerns the slabs a 20 and 25 mm thick board. 

 
A major aspect of the study of the behaviour of fired concrete structure is the assessment of the 
residual mechanical properties (i.e. just after cooling and after a long period following the fire). In this 
study, the residual compressive strength of concrete has been measured on drilled cores that were 
taken out from the slabs several months after the fire test (only for loaded slabs). An original 
experimental method allowed us evaluating the residual mechanical performance of the slabs 
depending on the thermal protection thickness and on the type of concrete (nature of the aggregates). 
The main observations are as following: 

- An under sizing (from 8 to 15 mm in our study), or an absence, of the thermal protection 
involves an important decrease of the residual mechanical performance of the concrete. This 
is particularly true for cover concrete. This loss of compressive strength, that we assume to be 
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representative of the damage state of the structure, implied a decrease of the whole structure 
resistance and a decrease of its durability. 

- A correct design of the thermal protection (20 and 25 mm in our study) allows minimizing the 
mechanical damage of the whole concrete slab during fire (even for the cover concrete). Then 
the advantage of these protections not only comes from the suppression of concrete spalling 
risk but also from the preservation of the mechanical performances of a fired concrete 
structure. This is particularly an advantage in the case of fired tunnels, in terms of financial 
and time needs for the structure repairing. 

 
To conclude, the importance of the fire protection relies on its quality and its thickness.  These aspects 
are strictly dependent on the product design. In particular, the results that are presented in this paper 
can not be directly extended to other similar thermal protection products, other types of concrete or 
other fire curves. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Traffic volume on the road network and therefore through tunnels continues to grow, as does the 
number of transports of hazardous substances. This has adverse effects on the availability, 
maintenance and safety of the road network, now as well as in the future. TNO continuously develops 
concepts for innovative construction methods, to address these issues. With respect to tunnel fire 
safety a concept named ‘sponge concrete’ was developed which addresses the risk of pool fires in 
tunnel.  
 
The rate of heat release (RHR) per surface area of a pool fire is governed by the burn-off rate, which 
in turn is strongly influenced by the feedback of heat from the flame down to the evaporating liquid 
through radiation. Any shielding between the flame and the free fuel surface will reduce this feedback 
and thus reduce the rate of heat release. Already a moderate level of shielding may cause a large 
decrease of the RHR. This feedback mechanism opens the possibility for designing cost-effective and 
passive interventions. One of these possibilities is to apply a permeable or porous road surface, which 
will allow drainage of liquid fuel. Because of this drainage flames and liquid surface are shielded 
which should lead to a reduced RHR. Also the porous structure will possibly deny access of oxygen to 
the fuel surface. 
 
The burning behavior of liquid fuels such as diesel or petrol in continuous pools with an appreciable 
thickness of the fuel layer is well researched. Much less is known about the burning behavior, and in 
particular the rate of heat release per unit surface area, that can be expected if the fuel surface does not 
form a continuous pool, but if the liquid surface is partially submerged under the surface of a porous 
or granular matrix. At this moment, it is difficult to predict the magnitude of this effect theoretically. 
Therefore experimental techniques were used to investigate the RHR of pool fires in the case of 
sponge concrete. 
 
To obtain these experimental data, exploratory tests have been carried out on pool fires and gravel bed 
fires with a surface area of 0.9 m2. Rates of heat release have not been measured directly, but 
radiation data from the various fires have been measured to allow comparison of the fire sizes under 
different conditions. The test results indicate a sharp decrease in RHR as the fuel surface sinks below 
the solid matrix. Further work is needed to establish if this effect can contribute to controlling the 
consequences of burning fuel spills in tunnels. In particular, the challenge is to design road surfaces 
that meet all other established requirements especially cost effectiveness, and in addition have the 
required long-term porosity. 
 
In this paper first the proposed concept will be introduced further and the expected effect on tunnel 
safety assessment will be addressed. Next the fire characteristics of the proposed systems and the 
technical feasibility will be discussed. Finally conclusions on the feasibility of the concept will be 
drawn.  
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SPONGE CONCRETE FOR TUNNEL FIRE SAFETY - THE CONCEPT 
 
If a tanker lorry were to be involved in a serious collision and start leaking diesel or petrol, it might 
cause a pool fire. In a tunnel the temperature possibly will rise to levels as high as 1200 °C within a 
minute. If traffic in the tunnel was congested at the time, such a fire could result in numerous 
fatalities. An accident involving a hazardous non-combustible volatile liquid, such as ammonia, could 
have similar effects. 
 
‘Sponge concrete’ combines the use of a very porous upper pavement layer with a very porous gravel 
base course like the ballast bed used under railway track. The pavement can be made so porous that 
the contents of an entire tanker – forty cubic metres – can seep down within seconds. This is then 
captured in the ballast under the road surface and carried off through a drainage system. An artist 
impression is depicted in Figure 1. A big advantage of a passive system like this is that it always 
works. But sponge concrete has other advantages. Any water used to extinguish the fire will also seep 
quickly through the pavement, which prevents having burning liquid floating all over the place on a 
layer of water. The challenge for this concept is the development of the materials and installation 
techniques such that applying ‘sponge concrete’, will not result in a prohibitive cost increase. Since 
the concept closely fits in with traditional materials and techniques used in road construction this 
seems feasible. 
  

 
 
Figure 1 Artist impression of sponge concrete applied in a tunnel. 
 
THE EFFECT ON TUNNEL SAFETY 
 
In Europe it is obligatory to perform a risk analyses for (road) tunnels. The European guideline 
2004/54/EG concerning minimum safety of tunnels makes it mandatory for the tunnel administrator to 
perform a risk analysis. In the Netherlands, such a risk analysis consists of a scenario analysis and a 
quantitative risk analysis. In some of these scenarios pool fires are involved. The ‘sponge concrete’ 
concept will contribute to the (residual) risk reduction related to pool fires, since standard surface 
layers applied in tunnels in the Netherlands are dense asphalt concrete mixtures with minimum void 
content and therefore no drainage capacity. In addition the risks related to the release of toxic volatile 
fluids will reduce.  
 
A risk analysis where sponge concrete instead of dense asphalt has been applied will give insight in 
how big this positive effect of sponge concrete on tunnel safety would be.  
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FIRE TESTING 
 
This paragraph describes the test set-up and procedures, the results and finally gives a discussion. 
 
The test set-up and procedure 
 
The set-up was built in the open, outside the fire laboratory of Efectis. It consisted of two steel trays, 
each with a surface area of 900x1000 mm2 and 230 mm high, see Figure 2. 
 

 
  
Figure 2 Photograph of the test set-up, prior to the tests. 
 
One tray was filled with water to a height of 190 mm, the other was filled to the rim with gravel 
(Carrara with a size of 12-16 mm). The tests were recorded on video from two viewpoints, on the 
south and north side of the tray, left and right respectively in Figure 3. The total heat flux intensity at 
three fixed points was measured with three water cooled total heat flux sensors and recorded in a 
measurement system. The sensors were positioned at a distance of 2.0 m from the nearest edge of the 
fire tray, and were mounted at a height of 1.8 m. All three sensors were aimed at the centre of the fire 
tray for maximum sensitivity. 
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Figure 3 The test set-up. 
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First, an open pool fire was prepared in tray 1, to serve as the reference fire. To this end, it was filled 
with water to about 45 mm below the rim. Next 15 litres of heptane were poured onto the surface, 
resulting in a heptane layer of 16.5 mm deep. The heptane surface was about 30 mm below the rim, as 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
In test series 2, the influence of the gravel thickness (GT) above the heptane on the fire was 
investigated by increasing the water level. In preparation for these tests, tray 2 was filled with gravel 
up to the rim. Then it was partially filled with water, and subsequently with 15 litres of heptane so that 
a GT level of 46 mm was reached, see Figure 4. Then, more water was added until the heptane level 
reached levels of 30 and 15 mm. At these levels observation and measurements were made.  

 
Figure 4 Liquid levels in the reference fire (left) and the ‘sponge concrete’ (right). 
 
The ambient conditions were: wind velocity about 1-2 m/s from the West, and a temperature of 21 ºC. 
 
Results of fire tests 
 
This quantity of heptane in test series 1 burned from 18:39:18 tot 18:42:32, for 3 minutes and 14 
seconds. A photograph of the fire is shown in Figure 5. This agrees well with information from 
literature [1] that gives burn-off rates for heptane of approximately 4,5 mm per minute, which results 
in a calculated fire duration of 3 minutes and 40 seconds. 
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Figure 5 The pool fire and the column of flame approaching heat flux sensor 2. 
 

 
 
Figure 6 Measured radiation intensity during the open pool fire. 
 
This intensity varies from 10-15 kW/m2, but peak values of more than 25 kW/m2 occur also, see 
Figure 6. This is caused by air movement that has caused flames to approach very closely to the heat 
flux sensor, see also the photograph in Figure 5.  
 
In test series 2, the influence of the gravel thickness (GT) above the heptane on the fire was 
investigated by increasing the water level.  
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With GT at 46 mm, the fire was lit after several attempts. During two minutes, small flames were 
visible within a 10 – 30 mm of the ignition point, but these disappeared and it was established that the 
fire had gone out. 
 
For a GT of 30 mm, the fire did not entirely extinguish, and small flames with a height of 100-150 
mm were visible over the entire surface of the tray, see Figure 7. The fire maintained a constant size, 
and the fire was extinguished after 4 minutes by covering the fire tray with a lid. The measured 
radiation intensity was less than 0.1 kW/m2.  
 

 
  
Figure 7 Test 2B, flames just show with a GT of 30 mm. 
 
For a GT of 15 mm the flames spread over the surface within 10 seconds after ignition, see Figure 8. 
The average radiation rose during the first two minutes then reached a peak value of around 3 kW/m2, 
see Figure 9. At this point also the maximum flame height was reached, see Figure 10. The initial 
slow rise in radiation is probably caused by the gravel being heated by the downward radiation from 
the flames, thus increasing the evaporation rate of the heptane. Then, the radiation level sank to about 
0.5 kW/m2 after 12 minutes. This reduction was caused by the lowering of the heptane level in the 
gravel bed, and the increase in GT. 
 
Finally water was added using a fire hose, causing the heptane level to rise and thus reducing GT. 
This caused an immediate rise in the RHR of the fire, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Initial flame height in the experiment with a GT of 15 mm. 
 

 
 
Figure 9 Measured intensity during test with a GT of 15 mm. 
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Figure 10 Maximum flame height of about 1,5 m after 2 min. in the experiment with a GT of 15 

mm. 
  
Discussion 
  
The observations are in good agreement with the theoretical background. The rate of evaporation of 
liquid heptane is governed to a large extent by the radiative heat transfer from the flame downward to 
the surface of the liquid. Conductive heat transfer through the solid phase of the gravel is probably 
negligible: gravel is a poor conductor and the point contacts between pebbles are additional heat 
transfer barriers. Gravel also provides an efficient shield against radiation. One layer of spherical 
pebbles stops almost 80% of the incoming radiation; two layers will block more than 95 %. 
 
The observation above show that the rate of heat release of an open pool heptane fire can be reduced 
to a fraction by lowering the heptane surface below a gravel bed. Using gravel with a pebble size of 
12-16 mm, and the heptane level 15 mm below the gravel surface, our tests show that the rate of heat 
release is reduced to around 1/5th of the RHR from an open pool fire. 
 
Attention should be paid to the fact that the fire suppression effect of the gravel bed disappears 
completely as soon as the fuel level rises above the gravel. This could occur during attempts to 
extinguish the fire with large amounts of water. The technique could be useful in settings where the 
aim is rapid control (rather than complete extinguishment) of a pool fire, for example around storage 
tanks and in tunnels. 
 
It is important to consider that the same effect can be achieved using a non-combustible porous solid 
matrix that can absorb liquid fuels, or using non-combustible “gravel” with a low density, so that the 
pebbles will always float on the fuel surface. 
 
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 
 
As previously mentioned ‘sponge concrete’ combines the use of a very porous surface pavement layer 
with a very porous gravel base course. For the application of a very porous upper pavement several 
systems could be used; for instance the use of porous concrete as a road construction material or 
bonded mineral aggregate by an epoxy or polyurethane binder. These systems have very high void 
contents, depending on the chosen system up to 45 % and therefore seem to be very suitable. For the 
application of a very porous gravel base course for instance the ballast bed under railway track could 
be used. Containment of the gravel under the surface pavement needs to be provided for, to ensure 
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stability and proper service life. One option would be to use binders. Requirements to these binders 
are a low filling capacity, low cost, fire ‘compatible’ and long service life. 
 
Besides the porous surface layer and the porous gravel base course the system could contain a 
drainage system which carries of the liquids captured in the ballast bed. The design of this drainage 
system depends on the specific design chosen for the sponge concrete itself. It’s even possible that the 
porous gravel base course can fulfill the drainage function. Technically there seem only minor 
limitations to realize the concept of ‘sponge concrete’. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper the concept of sponge concrete was introduced, which can contribute to fire safety of 
tunnels by mitigating the effects of pool fires. It was shown that probably sponge concrete will 
beneficially influence fire safety risk scenario analysis.  
 
Fire tests of the concept were performed, using gravel beds filled with water and heptanes to different 
filling levels. As a reference an equivalent pool fire was performed also. These test showed none to 
very low RHR values for all heptane surface levels under the gravel bed of 30 mm and lower. For a 
heptane surface level of 15 mm under the gravel bed still a reduction of the RHR with a factor of 5 
was obtained. 
 
The technical feasibility of the system was also considered. The concept seems realistic using more or 
less standard materials as porous concrete as road pavement and gravel used in ballast beds under 
railway track. These materials makes it feasible to develop ‘sponge concrete’ with no or little added 
costs to conventional road pavement systems, which surely increases the possibilities for application 
of the concept. The main technical features to be addressed seem the mechanical stability of the gravel 
bed, which also affects service life, and the drainage of the fuel spill.  
 
Besides this point a more thorough analysis of the fire characteristics of the system in relation to the 
rate of drainage of the system is needed. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper it is explained and demonstrated how incident radiation can be measured with the so 
called plate thermometer PT, a simple instrument originally developed for controlling temperature in 
fire resistance furnaces.  The same instrument can also be used for measuring adiabatic surface 
temperatures AST.  This fictitious temperature can be used for calculating heat transfer to fire exposed 
objects.  It is therefore be used for estimating temperature in such object and it is also a very useful 
measure of whether a surface temperature may raise to levels where it may ignite. 
 
The PT is very robust and is therefore particularly suitable for use in field applications, e.g. in situ full 
scale tunnel tests.  It does not require any water cooling as heat flux meters and the data obtained are in 
most cases in practice more accurate and useful than can be expected from any alternative available 
method. 
KEYWORDS: Plate thermometer, adiabatic surface temperature, thermal exposure 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper is about a new way of theoretically and practically dealing with measurement of thermal 
exposure and how to use the information to calculate heat transfer to fire exposed structures and 
thereby estimate their temperature.  In particular the measurements may be used for estimating whether 
the fire exposure of a surface is sufficiently high so that it may ignite and subsequently spread a fire. 
 
One of the most relevant questions in tunnel fire is: will the fire spread from one vehicle to the next?  If 
not the consequences of a fire incident will in most cases be limited.  On the other hand if it starts to 
spread between vehicles the fire may develop in a disastrous way.  Whether an item will ignite or not 
depends on the thermal exposure which makes the exposed surface temperature to rise and release 
combustible fumes.  Although fundamental in fire safety engineering thermal exposure is not a very 
well defined and understood quantity.  There is neither any generally accepted practical means of either 
measuring thermal exposure depending on a combination of incident radiation and convection 
conditions.   
 
In tunnel fires hot flames travels along the ceiling.  Vehicles below may ignite by radiation although 
they are in an environment with much lower gas temperatures.  The incident radiation from the flames 
may be very  while the gas temperature at the level of target vehicles is quite modest.  Then the gas 
temperatures are poor measures of the fire hazard as radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer.  
On the other hand measurements of incident radiation only does not take into account the influence of 
the gas temperature which may have a cooling effect on surface exposed to intense radiation.  Thus 
measurements of both incident radiation and gas temperature is needed to obtain a full picture of the 
thermal exposure at given position. 
 
To measure both incident radiation and gas temperature at several positions is in practice not possible.  
In many tunnel fire tests therefore only the fire gas temperature is measured and used for determining 
thermal exposure and although it is the incident radiant heat flux that is the dominating parameter at 
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high temperature levels.  To measure incident radiation heat flux at several positions is, however, in 
practice not possible as heat flux meters are both costly and thermally and mechanically sensible and as 
they require water cooling which is hard and laborious to accomplish in full scale in situ tunnel tests.   
 
The term total heat flux is often used in e.g. standards without being well defined or understood.  The 
thermal exposure given as total heat flux is then measured with an instrument with a water cooled 
surface.  The instruments used for these measurements, so called Gardon gauges or Schmidt-Boelter 
type of total heat flux meters HFM, are calibrated exposed to well defined incident radiation levels in a 
configuration where the convection heat transfer is negligible.  However, the heat transfer by 
convection may in many tunnel fire situations be considerable.  Then thermal exposure must be judged 
based on both measurements of radiation and temperature.  Such scenario occurs when fire spreads 
between vehicles trapped in a tunnel.  Hot flames radiate to a target vehicle not yet involved in fire but 
surrounded by hot gases although not as hot as the flames as indicated in Figure 1.  To estimate the 
thermal exposure in such a case both radiation and temperature need be measured.  A very practical 
and cheap alternative is to measure with so called plate thermometer which yields the adiabatic surface 
temperature.   
 

 
Figure 1 The adiabatic surface temperature AST expresses the level of thermal exposure.  In a 

tunnel fire it gives a measure of the risk of a fire spreading from one vehicle to the next by 
radiation and convection. 

 
This paper will show how temperatures measured with the so called plate thermometers PT’s as 
defined in the international fire resistance furnace test standard ISO 834 can be used for accurately 
measuring incident heat radiation as an alternative to heat flux meters HFM in a laboratory 
configuration.  It will also be shown how PT measurements can be used for predicting heat transfer to 
fire exposed structures by introducing the concept adiabatic surface temperature AST2.  The PTs are 
very practical to use, not least in field applications as they are much more robust than HFMs and need 
no water cooling.   
 
BASIC HEAT TRANSFER THEORY 
 
Heat is transferred from hot fires gases and flames to fire exposed surfaces by convection and 
radiation1,2 6, .  The contributions of these two modes of heat transfer are in principal independent and 
must be treated separately.  The convective heat transfer depends on the temperature difference, 
between the target surface and the surrounding gas, and the velocity of the gas masses near the exposed 
surface as well as the shape and size of the surface, while the incident heat radiation on a surface 
originates from surrounding flames and gas masses as well as other surrounding surfaces. 
 
Thus the total heat flux ''

totq to a surface is 
 

conradtot    qqq ′′+′′=′′   Eq. 1 
 
where ''

radq  is the net radiation heat flux and ''
conq  the heat transfer to the surface by convection.  

AST 
Tg 

Thermal exposure of object in a tunnel 
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Details of these two contributions are given below. 
 
The net contribution by radiation ''

radq depends on the incident radiation ''
incq , on the surface 

emissivity/absorptivity and on the fourth power of the absolute temperature Ts of the targeted surface.  
Part of the incident radiation is absorbed and the rest is reflected.  Then the surface emits heat by 
radiation depending of the emissivity and the surface absolute temperature to the fourth power.  Thus 
the net heat absorbed by a surface can be written: 
 

( )4
incrad   sTqq σε  − ′′=′′   Eq. 2 

 
assuming that the target surface absorptivity and emissivity are equal according to the Kirchhoff’s 
identity and denoted ε.  
 
Alternatively the net radiation heat flux can be written 
 

( )44
rad   sr TTq  − =′′ εσ  Eq. 3 

 
where Tr defined by the equation 4

rinc Tσ≡′′q is here termed the black body radiation temperature or 
just the radiation temperature and ε is the emissivity of the target surface.   
 
The heat transferred by convection from adjacent gases to a surface varies a lot depending on adjacent 
gas velocities and geometries.  However, as radiation heat transfer dominates especially at higher 
temperatures and the convective conditions are not decisive for the total heat transfer to fire exposed 
structures, the heat transfer by convection may be written in a simple form as 
 

)(con sg TThq −=′′  Eq. 4 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient h depends mainly on flow conditions near the surface. 
 
The total heat transfer to a surface may now be obtained by adding the contributions by radiation and 
convection.  Thus by inserting Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 into Eq. 1 the heat flux to a surface becomes 
 

)() ( 44
tot sgsr TThTTq −+−=′′ εσ  Eq. 5 

 
In most fire engineering design cases the radiation temperature Tr and the gas temperature Tg are 
assumed equal to a fire temperature Tf.  Then the total heat transfer may be calculated as 
 

)()( 44
sfsftot TThTTq −+−=′′ εσ  Eq. 6 

 
This approximation is, however, often a too crude, not least in tunnel application where there may be 
hot flames in the ceiling while the gas temperatures at the level of exposed targets are considerably 
cooler.  The two boundary temperatures in Eq. 6, Tr and Tg, may be combined into one effective 
temperature TAST, the adiabatic surface temperature AST.  This temperature is defined as the 
temperature of an ideally perfectly insulated surface when exposed to radiation and convection heat 
transfer2.  It is defined by the heat balance equation of such a surface, i.e. 
 

0)() ( 44 =−+− ASTgASTr TThTTεσ  Eq. 7 
 
Thus TAST is a weighted temperature always between Tr and Tg. 
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By combining Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 and the total heat transfer may be written as 
 

)() ( 44
tot sASTsAST TThTTq −+−=′′ εσ  Eq. 8 

 
Thereby the two quantities Tr and Tg in Eq. 7 have been combined into one TAST, which can be seen as 
an effective temperature.  TAST can in many cases be accurately measured.  It can also be calculated by 
fire models like FDS3

Eq. 8
.  This open CFD code has the option of calculating AST at requested positions.  

Anyhow, it can be used for calculating heat transfer to fire exposed surfaces by using  as a 
boundary condition.  In that way the use of the adiabatic surface temperature as described above 
facilitates the calculation of the heat transfer to a structure exposed to fire.  It combines in an efficient 
and accurate way the heat transfer by convection and radiation and not least it uses an input value AST 
that could be both measured and calculated.   
 
In calculation procedure the parameters ε and h are needed.  The emissivity ε is a surface property in 
the order 0.8 to 0.9 for most building materials.  The magnitude of the convection coefficient h is more 
difficult to determine but its influence of the on the temperature development of a structure is in most 
cases negligible as the radiation heat transfer dominates at high temperatures.  In Eurocode 14

 

 a value 
of 25 W/m2K is recommended at fire exposed surfaces. 

In the next chapter it will shown how incident radiation can be measured with plate thermometers.  
 
CALCULATING INCIDENT RADIATION, ADIABATIC SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND 
HEAT TRANSFER BASED ON PLATE THERMOMETER MEASUREMENTS 
 
The plate thermometer (PT) according to the international standard ISO 834 and the European standard 
EN 1363-1 consists of a metal (inconel) plate and insulation on its back.  A thermocouple fixed to the 
metal plate registers its temperature.  The PT is placed so that the front side of the PT is exposed to 
approximately the same heating conditions radiation and convection as the specimen.  The exposed 
surface of the PT is relatively large and therefore its sensitivity to convective heat transfer is about the 
same as the specimen surface, and it is angled in the same direction as the specimen surface.  The 
inconel plate is thin, only 0.7 mm, and responses therefore quickly to temperature changes.  As a 
matter of fact the PT in a standard fire resistance test measures approximately the temperature of an 
adiabatic surface, i.e. the temperature of an ideally perfect insulator exposed to the same heating 
conditions as the specimen surface. 
 

 
Figure 2 The Plate Thermometer PT consists of a 0.7 mm inconel (steel) plate with a 10 mm thick 

insulation pad on the back side. 
 
As any surface the PT surface exchanges heat by radiation and convection.  The heat balance of the 
exposed inconel plate may be written as (see also ref.5

 
) 
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.

tot )(
dt

dTCTTKq PT
PTgcond =−+′′  

 
Eq. 9 

 
 
or by introducing Eq. 6 

.

4
.

inc )()()(
dt

dTCTTKTThTq PT
PTgcondPTgPTPTPT =−+−+−′′ σε   

 
Eq. 10 

 
 
where 4

rinc Tσ≡′′q .  The first two terms are the net heat received by the inconel plate, the third term 
expresses the heat lost by conduction through the insulation pad plus along the inconel plate, and 

condK  is a proportionality constant.  The right hand side of the equation represents the transient term.  
The heat capacity C is assumed to be lumped in the inconel plate and depends mainly on its thickness 
plus part of the insulation pad.   
 
Under steady state conditions the incident radiation incq ′′  may be obtained explicitly from the PT 

temperature PTT  and the gas temperatures gT  as 
 

.

4
inc )()(1

PTgcondPTPT
PT

TTKhTq −∗+−=′′ σ
ε

  Eq. 11 

The index PT refers to plate thermometer.  The adiabatic surface ASTT  for a surface with the same 

emissivity PTε  and convection heat transfer coefficient PTh  may obtained from a heat balance 
equation of the plate thermometer6 Eq. 8 by combining  and Eq. 9:  
 

0)()()()F(
.

44
.

=−+−+−= PTgcondPTASTPTPTASTPTAST TTKTThTTT σσε  Eq. 12 

 
This equation can be solved by iteration 
 

)(F)F( i'i1
ASTAST

i
AST

i
AST TTTT −=+  Eq. 13 

 
where F is the function of ASTT  as defined by Eq. 12 and 'F  is its derivative.  This means the PT yields 
the adiabatic surface temperature, i.e. a weighted temperature between the radiation temperature Tr and 
the gas temperature Tg. 
 
When the temperature rises rapidly the inertia of the inconel plate and the insulation pad must be 
considered.  In a numerical form Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 then become 
 

.

1

1
41

inc )(
()()(1









−
−

+−∗+−=′′
+

+
+

ii
PT

i
PT

i

PTgcondPTPT
PT

i

tt
TTCTTKhTq σ

ε
  Eq. 14 

and  
 

0
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Also these equations can be solved numerically, e.g. with spread sheet programs like Excel. 
 
The next two chapters of this paper will indicate how the plate thermometer can be used to measure 
accurately incident radiation and the adiabatic surface temperature, and how this temperature can be used 
for predicting heat transfer and temperature of a fire exposed body under very challenging conditions. 
 
MEASUREMENT OF INCIDENT RADIATION IN THE CONE CALORIMETER 
 
A plate thermometer was placed in the position of the test specimen in a Cone Calorimeter (ISO 5660) 
in vertical and horizontal orientations, and the temperature was recorded when steady-state conditions 
were reached.  The procedure was repeated at several radiation levels measured with heat flux meters 
of the Schmidt-Boelter type according to the standard.  The PT temperatures were inserted in Eq. 11 
assuming a gas temperature of 20 °C and an emissivity of 0.8. 
 
By comparing results from the simplified thermal model of a plate thermometer represented by Eq. 11 
with more results obtained from more accurate finite element 2-D calculations Häggquist7

condK
 found that a 

best fit was obtained with  equal to about 6 W/m2 K. The convection heat transfer coefficient 
assuming free convection for a plate of the same length as a PT (100 mm) can be estimated according 
to textbooks, see e.g. ref.1 to be in the order of 11 W/m2 K and 12 W/m2 K for vertical and horizontal 
orientations, respectively. 
 
The result of the comparison is shown in Figure 3.  Note that the difference between the two methods 
of measuring incident heat flux is very small.  In this case it is less than 3 %.  This is much less than 
the accuracy of the Schmidt-Boelter heat flux meters which is in the order of 5 %. 

 
Figure 3 Comparison of measurement of incident radiation with heat flux meter of Schmidt-Boelter 

type and with plate thermometer applying Eq. 11. 
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As mentioned above the PT was designed for controlling fire resistance furnaces.  For measuring 
incident radiant heat flux an even better accuracy using the PT as an alternative to HFM would be 
obtained if the insulation of the PT was improved, i.e. Kcond reduced.  An even faster time response 
could be obtained by minimizing the heat capacity, C. 
 
USING ADIABATIC SURFACE TEMPERATURE TO PREDICT HEAT FLUX TO FIRE 
EXPOSED STRUCTURES  
 
To verify the theory of using the concept of adiabatic surface temperature three experiments8

Figure 4

 were 
conducted in a small room with dimensions as given in the Room/Corner standard ISO 9705, i.e. 3.6 m by 
2.4 m and 2.4 m high with a door opening 0.8 m by 2.0 m.  In the tests a steel beam was hanging 20 cm 
below the ceiling along the centre of the room, see .  An elevated gas burner yielding a constant 
heat output of about 450 kW was placed in a corner or at the middle of the rear wall.  Temperatures were 
measured in the gas phase with various thermocouples including plate thermometers on the four sides of 
the beam at three measuring stations along the beam.  At the same stations along the beam the steel 
temperature was accurately measured with quick tip thermocouples peened into drilled holes.  
 
A photo of a plate thermometer with additional quicktip, welded and shielded thermocouples are shown in 
Figure 5a while Figure 5b shows how the PTs are mounted at four sides of the beam.  As it appears from 
Figure 5c the fire gas field around the steel beam is very heterogeneous and thus the recorded temperatures 
at different positions were considerably different.  This makes the measurements and mapping of the 
thermal conditions a challenge.  In this case only the plate thermometer recordings were used as input 
boundary conditions for the theoretical predictions of the steel temperatures presented below. 
 
 

  
Figure 4 The Room/Corner Test room according to ISO 9705 with a steel beam hanging 20 cm 

below the ceiling.  Thermocouples were mounted at three measuring stations A-C. 
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            a)                                                     b)     c) 
 

Figure 5 a) A plate thermometer with additional thin thermocouples on the right side (quicktip, 
welded and shielded).  b) The PTs were mounted on the four sides of the beam. c)  The 
gas burner placed in a corner of the Room/Corner Test room generated a very 
heterogeneous fire gas field around the steel beam. 

 
As indicated in Figure 6 the thermocouples and plate thermometers are placed around the steel beam. 
 
 

 

Position 2

Position 1

Position 4

Position 3  
 
Figure 6 Positions denoted 1 to 4 of temperature measurements in the gas phase.  Thermocouples 

and plate thermometers were placed 100 mm from the steal beams. 
 
 
Figure 7 shows temperature measured in the gas phase with a fast responding 0.1 mm welded 
thermocouples and plate thermometers at Measuring Station A at the four positions around the steel 
beam.  Note e.g. that at Position 1 the PT is influenced by radiation from the more slowly heated 
ceiling surface, and therefore the PT temperature is considerably (≈ 75 ºC) lower than the TC 
temperatures.  Similar below beam (position 3) where the PT is facing the cool floor.  On the other 
hand at Position 4, the burner side of the beam, the PT temperature is almost 100 ºC above the TC 
temperature.  That is due to direct radiation from the burner plume.  
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        a) Position 1 (facing the ceiling)              b) Position 2 (facing away from the burner) 
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        c) Position 3 (facing the floor)               d) Position 4 (facing the burner) 
 
Figure 7 Temperature measured in the gas phase measured with a 0.1 mm welded thermocouple 

and a plate thermometer at Measuring Station A at the four positions, respectively. 
 
Based on the temperatures recorded by the PTs only adiabatic surface temperatures were calculated 
according to Eq. 15.  In this case the term considering the heat transfer through the insulation pad was 
ignored (K=0).  The error introduced by that is considered small as the ambient gas temperature was 
relatively high, i.e. near the radiation temperature.  The heat transfer was then calculated according to 
Eq. 8 and the steel beam temperatures at various positions were obtained with the finite element 
computer code TASEF9

 

.  The precision of the theses temperature predictions are directly dependent on 
the accuracy of thermal boundary condition specifications.  In other words, given the heat transfer is 
correctly specified the steel temperature would be accurately calculated by the finite element code, and 
vice versa the errors of the temperature predictions would originate from errors of the heat transfer 
modeling. 

An example of calculated steel temperatures is shown in Figure 8.  As can be seen the precision of the 
predictions were very good given the simple measurements and the very inhomogeneous thermal 
environment including gases of various velocities and emissivities.  This indicates that the heat transfer 
from the gas phase to the steel surfaces was accurately predicted based on the PT measurements only. 
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Figure 8 Measured steel temperature of the square tube section and calculated temperature at the 

corresponding positions as a function on time at Measuring station A (Position 7 is 
missing due to measuring breakdown). 

 
MEASUREMENTS ON POOL AND SPRAY FIRE TESTS AT NEARLY STEADY STATE 
CONDITIONS 
 
Arvidson and Ingason10

Figure 9

 measured total heat flux from pool and spray fires using both PTs and 
Schmidt-Boelter total heat flux meters.  The instruments were positioned 1 m above the floor 2 and 4 
m, respectively, from the fire.  The PTs were mounted vertically close to the SB total heat flux meter as 
shown in . 
 

   
 
Figure 9 A Schmidt-Boelter heat flux meter and a plate thermometer (PT) mounted at the same 

location. 
 

Figure 10 shows comparisons of measurements of incident radiation incq
.

 from a 3.5 MW pool fire 
based on SB total heat flux meter measurements and PT measurements, respectively.  The influence of 
the inertia of the inconel sheet but not of the insulation pad was considered in this analysis.  The heat 
losses through the pad were considered with a K equal 22 W/m2 K, which was found by comparisons 
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of obtained measurements to give the best fit in this investigation.  This A value is higher than was 
obtained later in the more rigorous investigation by Häggquist7. 
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Figure 10 Comparison of calculated incident radiation incq
.

 obtained from Schmidt-Boelter and 
plate thermometer measurements, respectively, at a distance of 4 m from a 3.5 MW pool 
fire.  

 
SUMMARY 
 
A new and efficient way of expressing thermal exposure has been explained in this paper.  The 
theoretical background of the concept of adiabatic surface temperature AST has been outlined and it 
has been demonstrated how the simple, cheap and robust plate thermometer PT according to the fire 
resistance furnace standard EN1363-1 and ISO 834 can be used in practice to measure incident heat 
radiation as well as AST. It has been shown how the problems of thermal inertia and heat losses 
through insulation pad of the PT can be considered.  
 
The accuracy of measuring incident radian flux with the PT as an alternative to heat flux meters has 
been shown and it has been demonstrated how the adiabatic surface temperature AST can be used for 
calculating heat flux and temperature of a fire exposed structure under very challenging conditions. 
 
The advantageous of using PTs instead of total heat flux meters are several and important. They can be 
summarized as: 
 

• The PT measurements yields incident radiation as well as adiabatic surface temperatures, an 
effective measure of thermal exposure considering incident radiation as well as convection 
heat transfer. 

• The PT is cheap, robust, and easy to use as it requires no cooling water.  It is therefore 
particularly suitable for field application, e.g. for monitoring thermal exposure in tunnel tests. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Suppression systems for road tunnels is a major topic of interest to the international tunnel community 
at present. While fixed water based fire suppression systems have been widely installed in tunnels in 
Australia and Japan, they have had limited use elsewhere.  
 
There is, however, growing interest in the application of fire suppression including water mist, deluge 
systems and foam/water systems in tunnel environments.  Research programs such as UPTUN and 
SOLIT have provided some basis for a better understanding of the role of suppression systems in road 
tunnel design.  
 
This paper investigates about the possibilities of incorporating trade-offs in tunnel design when a 
suppression system is used, and it also discusses the different benefits that a suppression system could 
bring with it. Investigation of such matters must in part be dependant upon the design, operational and 
fire safety objectives for the tunnel and the extent to which asset protection and operational continuity 
are objectives as well as life safety of occupants. 
 
To see if there is a potential for economic benefits when incorporating a suppression system a risk 
analysis approach has been used. This analysis takes into account the type of traffic foreseen, the traffic 
volume and the different types of consequences a vehicle fire could have upon the tunnel system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The provision of fixed fire suppression systems in road tunnels is now of major interest worldwide. 
Water based systems have been used widely in road tunnel design in Australia and Japan, and in a 
limited number of other places. They have traditionally used deluge systems. 
 
The advent of the concept of water mist as well as foam/water systems for tunnels has created recent 
interest. This has been supported by research programs such as UPTUN [1] and SOLIT [2]. 
 
There has also been a change in attitude in internationally recognised standards such as PIARC [3] and 
NFPA 502 [4] for road tunnels. They are now, as a minimum, encouraging consideration of fire 
suppression systems as part of the fire protection measures for tunnel design.  
 
Another factor is that major fires and other incidents have occurred in road tunnels that have drawn 
international attention to the risks. Traffic accidents, fires and other events have led to a loss of some 
713 lives worldwide between 1995 and 2006 [5]. 
 
Design fires used for road tunnel design is typically based on a fire size of 30-50MW that determines 
the smoke control requirements, possible use of  longitudinal jet fans or semi-transverse ducted 
systems. In the latter case, the exhaust quantity controls the size of the exhaust duct which in turn can 
affect the tunnel bore size. This has a major impact on tunnel construction costs.  
  
The basis for 50MW (normally used in Australia) design fire would appear to have never been properly 
researched. While it is known from UPTUN and other research that heavy goods vehicle fires could 
reach 100-200MW, some would argue that 50MW takes into account the effectiveness of water based 
deluge systems utilized in Australia. On the other hand, others would argue a deluge system would 
never control a fire to 50MW, and if not suppressed at a lower fire size control is likely to be lost.  
They argue for a lower design fire of 20-30MW, based on the effectiveness of a deluge system.  
 
This question of design fire systems for road tunnels with fire suppression systems warrants serious 
research. Potential benefits of a reduced fire size are: a reduction in smoke exhaust quantities which 
could lead to, more cost effective smoke control and reduced tunnel construction costs.  
 
The authors are currently undertaking research aimed at better answering these questions, utilising the 
tools of quantitative risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis, particularly as it affects both life safety 
and financial performance for a typical toll road tunnel. 
 
The authors are also conscious of the need for very clear agreement by all stakeholders of the range of 
fire scenarios on which any design fires are based, taking into account issues such as congested traffic, 
potential failure of key systems, errant vehicles and other low probability, high consequence events.  
 
The aim is to provide guidance to tunnel owners, developers and operators as well as design teams and 
authorities on the potential benefits to aspects of design, including ventilation, from the installation of 
fixed fire suppression systems.  
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SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 
 
General 
There are several possibilities when it comes to suppression of fires in tunnels. The suppression agent 
and its delivery, as well as system actuation, being automatic or manual, can all be different.  
Typically, fire suppression systems are divided into zones of 20-30m. The system is typically designed 
for up to three zones to operate simultaneously. The middle zone is where the fire is assumed to be 
located; the two adjacent zones are activated to ensure that the suppression system will cover the whole 
fire area.   
We describe here only some typical systems: 
 
Deluge systems 
These are a normal specification requirement in Australia for road tunnels over 360m in length, as 
described in the RTA NSW [6] guidelines. 
 
The system has open sprinklers, designed to deliver 10mm/min water density to the road surface.  
Again, in Australia, such systems are designed to be activated manually by an operator in a central 
control room.  The operator will typically receive alarms from a video automatic incident detection 
(VAID) system, a linear heat detection system, other CCTV cameras and/or manual alarm calls.  The 
aim is to discharge water quickly while the fire is still small, and less than 10-20MW.  
 
The best example of this system operating in a major fire is the Burnley Tunnel Fire [7]. In this case, 
the deluge system and the ducted semi-transverse smoke controls system were activated rapidly, and 
together they controlled smoke volumes to a zone about 100m downstream of the fire, as designed. 
  
Mist systems 
A major concern in many of the countries is the amount of water required to be stored and used for 
annual testing and maintenance, and the need to treat large quantities of water after discharge before 
release back into the environment.   
 
Water mist uses much lower water quantities but utilizes a much finer spray than with conventional 
sprinkler/deluge systems for more efficient suppression. As a result, pipes, tanks and pumps can be 
smaller, as well as water demand being lowered. Likewise, drainage volumes can potentially be 
lowered. 
 
Some questions remain, in the view of these authors, regarding the performance of water mist. The 
impact of tunnel ventilation velocities on water mist appears to remain a major question. Carvel [8] in 
Stockholm presented some calculations which suggested higher ventilation velocities had a significant 
deleterious effect on water mist performance. More research appears to be needed to address these 
issues.  
 
Nevertheless, it is understood that water mists systems have been installed in the Madrid M30 and 
Paris A86 tunnels in Europe.  
 
Foam systems 
Another potential tunnel suppression system is one based on a foam/water mix. Traditional concerns 
with use of for suppression water in tunnels has been based on its impact on flammable liquid fires.  
Foam water systems would appear to offer the benefits of suppression of fires, including flammable 
liquids, with a significant reduction in water quantities required.  
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DESIGN ISSUES 
 
For ventilation in road tunnels, and for smoke control in the event of fire in particular, there are a 
number of design considerations, namely: 
 

• What is the length of the tunnel, the traffic flows, vehicle mix and traffic management 
arrangements? 

• What type of ventilation is being provided for normal traffic operations, including for 
congested and stopped traffic? 

• What are the tunnel grades, location of portals, and merging tunnels for entry and exit? 

• To what peak fire size must the smoke control system be designed? 

• What egress arrangements are provided in the tunnel, including exits and cross passages, 
and what are the tenability acceptance criteria? 

• Is a suppression system to be provided? 

• Will there be a full-time skilled tunnel operators to manually activate suppression and 
ventilation systems? 

 
The resultant smoke control, as a minimum (if a longitudinal system is appropriate), is typically a 
system of jet fans to provide a critical velocity of 3m/s that keeps the area, upstream of the fire, smoke 
free for fires up to the design fire size.  
 
For such a system, the implication is that congested or stopped traffic will not occur downstream of the 
fire (in a uni-directional tunnel) or that smoke will be controlled or diluted sufficiently downstream of 
the fire to allow people evacuation.  
 
More recently in Australia, smoke control in longer tunnels has been based on a ducted semi-transverse 
system. Air is drawn both downstream and upstream into the fire zone, with extract at the roof via a 
fire rated duct system and remote ventilation stations and exhaust stacks.  
 
Design fire size 
A key question is the design fire size upon which the design requirements (ventilation, passive fire 
protection, etc.) of the tunnel need to be based.  
 
A typical project requirement is to base smoke control design on a peak heat release rate of 30-50MW 
[9] [10] for major urban tunnels carrying a mix of cars and trucks, up to heavy goods vehicles 
(HGV’s). Yet we know from work by Carvel [8] and others [11] that fires involving HGV’s and 
multiple vehicles can reach peak heat release rates of the order of 100-200MW.   
 
The unstated assumption is that somehow the provision of a suppression system will limit the fire size 
to no more than 50MW. However, there appears to be no technical basis for this assumption, nor 
whether a suppression system that is activated when the fire has grown to 20, 30, or 40MW will control 
the fire or reduce it back to 10-20MW.   
 
The design fire is the basis for all potential trade offs that can be applied to the design requirements. A 
suppression system will directly affect fire size but there are a number of factors that are of importance, 
the following three are considered to have a great impact on the fire size: 
 

- activation time 
This is clearly a very important issue. The activation time is strongly dependent on the 
evacuation and ventilation strategy. For some fire scenarios (including transverse or semi-
transverse ventilation) a normal approach is to activate the suppression system once 
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evacuation is finished. In this way a smoke free layer is maintained during the evacuation 
period. The drawback is that the fire will grow during this period; the question is to what size? 
For a tunnel with a longitudinal ventilation system the suppression system should be activated 
as fast as possible. 
 
- growth rate 
The growth rate of the fire mainly depends on the ventilation velocity and the material 
burning. There is normally an initial phase with a slow increase of the HRR before the growth 
increases rapidly. The initial fire development is dependent on fire location, ignition source, 
etc. Figure 1 shows a few different HRR curves from a number of test series [12]. The 
increase in HRR for the fastest growing fires varied between 17-29 MW/min. It can be seen 
that in less than 5 minutes HRR of more than 50MW were reached (and in less then 10 
minutes HRR of more than 100MW were reached). This clearly shows the importance of the 
activation time. 
 
- effectiveness of suppression 
There must surely be a limit for when a suppression system effectively can suppress and 
control a fire. This is probably dependent on the type of system used, but the system (whatever 
system used) will probably have to be activated before a fire size of 50MW is reached.    
 

    
Figure 1 HRR-Curves. 
 
It is clear that there are still questions and uncertainties related to the determination of a typical design 
fire size for a road vehicle tunnel (clearly an area for more research). However, the potential is that the 
installation of a suppression system should be able to justify the reduction of the design fire size to no 
more than 50MW, and potentially lower it to the order of 20MW, with smoke temperatures no greater 
than 100°C (212°F).  This will bring considerable savings in ventilation design.  
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POTENTIAL TRADE OFFS 
 
The provision of effective suppression systems in road tunnels has a number of potential benefits. 
These may include: 
 

• Life safety 
It is arguable whether a deluge or water mist system offers life safety benefits in road 
tunnels, and there are varying opinions, based on recent conference discussions. Clearly it is 
dependent on the tunnel design and the operational procedures. However, in buildings, 
sprinklers reduce fire size, smoke quantities and smoke temperatures and there is good 
evidence for their effectiveness in terms of life safety. Therefore, this is likely to be the case 
in road tunnels also, although we do not yet have sufficient evidence.  

• Asset damage 
We know that suppression systems have the potential to reduce damage to tunnel linings, 
road surfaces, and system and equipment installed within the tunnel. This was illustrated in 
the Burnley Tunnel Fire [7], with re-opening within 4 days and minimal damage from what 
was a large, rapidly growing fire that was quickly controlled. The absence of a suppression 
system in the I5 Santa Clarita Tunnel [13], Channel Tunnel (suppression systems for the 
train cargo area) [14], Mont Blanc Tunnel [5] and others and the extent of damage and time 
for the repair, reinstatement of systems, re-commissioning and rectification would clearly 
suggest that there are benefits of suppression in terms of reduction of asset damage. 

• Operational continuity 
If a suppression system can reduce the fire to repair and re-commission, than the savings in 
revenue from toll tunnel operations can be considerable. In the Burnley Tunnel [7], the toll 
revenue lost was of the order of AUD $3million according to newspaper reports, and would 
probably have risen by the order of AUD $1million per day if operations had not been 
restored quickly.  

• Fire fighting 
Fire brigades always prefer to fight a fire where a suppression system is operating. In 
Australia, they have been the strongest advocates of tunnel suppression. Since the design of 
the CityLink Tunnels [7] in the late 1990’s, they believe it allows them to approach the fire 
more quickly, to devote less resources (because life threatening conditions are lessened), and 
help reduce fire fighter exposure to these same life-threatening conditions, bringing distinct 
Occupation Health and Safety (OH&S) benefits.  

• Ventilation  
For ventilation design there is a belief that there is a potential to reduce the smoke control air 
quantities too and base the design on a 20-30MW fire, rather than a 50MW or often 100-
200MW fire.  

This becomes ever more important where a semi-transverse or full transverse system is 
required.  In particular two issues: 1/ whether the duct work and its support needs to be fire 
rated and if so, can the rating be reduced where a suppression system is installed, 2/ the 
tunnel cross sectional area required to cater for the ductwork, less space for ducts would 
mean significant savings in construction costs. 

The benefit to ventilation is still being investigated by the authors to gauge the full financial 
benefits for ventilation design.  

• Tunnel lining 
In Australia, and many other countries, the fire resistance level (FRL) of the tunnel lining is 
specified in performance terms based on 2hr FRL to the hydrocarbon curve in critical areas 
(those areas where collapse would be catastrophic) and 4hr FRL to ISO834 in other areas.  

This performance is achieved by various means, sometimes in combination, including: 
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− Sacrificial concrete 

− Polypropylene fibres 

− Passive lining over concrete 

It may well be argued that, with a suppression system installed, there may be a reduction in 
FRL allowed, the required design to the hydrocarbon curve could be modified, or other 
trade-offs allowed.  

Overall, it can be seen that there may be a number of potential benefits, both in terms of design and in 
terms of loss, including life safety, if suppression systems are installed in tunnels. 

In particular, it may well be argued that if a tunnel design without deluge is adequate and meets 
national standards, then if a suppression system is provided, measures such as ventilation may be 
designed for a lower design fire size with subsequent financial trade-offs.  
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COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
 
The benefits of fire suppression systems in road tunnels in terms of trade-offs still further investigation, 
and that research is on-going.  
 
However, on the basis of asset protection and operational continuity for a typical toll road project, it 
appears that a risk assessment and financial analysis offers valuable insight into the benefits of a water-
based deluge system. This is a first step before ventilation and smoke control systems are examined in 
more detail.  
 
In buildings, sprinkler systems have been shown to offer real life safety benefits by controlling or 
extinguishing fires and reducing the likelihood of untenable conditions affecting building occupants.  
For road tunnels, the benefit of suppression systems in terms of life safety is more complex to evaluate, 
and have not been well studied. Only now are PIARC [3] and NFPA [4] even suggesting that 
suppression systems should be considered. And it may be argued that the principal benefits come from 
reducing damage to the tunnel lining and installed systems, as well as reducing operational interruption 
in the event of fire.  
 
A first approach to cost-benefit analysis of suppression systems in road tunnels in this paper will 
concentrate on asset protection and operational continuity. It is based on a hypothetical but typical 6km 
urban road tunnel in Australia that has a zoned deluge system installed. In Australia, such a tunnel 
would most often be privately financed and operate as a toll road. The cost benefit analysis in this 
paper is of necessity a simplified version for the purposes of illustration in this paper.  However it 
highlights the major issues.  
 
Some key design and operational assumptions are as follows: 
 

− Two tunnels, each uni-directional  

− Tunnel length = 6km 

− Tunnel road width = 12m 

− Traffic flow = 100,000 vehicles/day in each tunnel  

− Mix of vehicles 

o 93% cars 

o 7% trucks  

− Vehicle tolls 

o AUD $5 for cars 

o AUD $15 for trucks 

− Deluge system 

o Density of 10mm/min 

o Design area of 720m² (60m x 12m) 

o Design to AS 2118 - 2006 

o Tanks, pumps for 4 hours running 

o Manual activation by control room operator  

o Capital Cost of AUD $25 million(2009 Australian dollars) 

o Annual maintenance cost AUD $3 million (2009 Australian dollars) 
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o Expected deluge system life = 30 years 

− Fire frequencies (based on PIARC 1999 [9]) 

o Car fires – 1.5 fires per 100million veh.km 

o Truck fires – 8 fires per 100million veh.km 

o Truck fires(some damage to tunnel) – 1 fire per 100million veh.km 

o Truck fires(very serious – damage to tunnel structure) –            0.2 fires per 
100million veh.km 

 

For a road tunnel project of this size and traffic numbers assumed, the revenue would be calculated as 
follows: 

 

− Total daily vehicle numbers = 100,000 x 2 = 200,000 veh/day 

− Total cars/day = 93% x 200,000 = 186,000 cars/day  

− Total trucks/day = 7% x 200,000 = 14,000 trucks/day 

− Revenue/day = 14,000 x AUD $15.00 = AUD $210,000 

− Revenue/day = 186,000 AUD $5.00 = AUD $930,000/day 

− Total revenue/day = AUD $930,000 + AUD $210,000 = AUD $1,140,000 
 
The next step in the cost benefit analysis is to establish the frequency of the key fire events and the 
estimated fire sizes.  The frequency for this tunnel depends upon its length, the number of vehicles/day 
and frequency of fires.  
 

Cars per year through tunnels  
= 186,000 (veh/year) x 6 (km) x 365 (days/year) 
= 4.07 x 108 cars/year 
 
Trucks per year through tunnels  
= 14,000 (veh/year) x 6 (km) x 365 (days/year) 
= 0.306 x 108 trucks/year 
 

For the four fire categories, the size of fire, the estimated asset damage (repair and replacement cost), 
and operational interruption times are estimated.  These are based on the limited data available from 
fires such a Burnley Tunnel [7], Santa Clarita Tunnel [13], Mont Blanc [5], Channel Fire Tunnel [14] 
and other data in literature.  
 
Estimates are made for this tunnel with and without a deluge system installed, see tables below.  
 

Fire Type 
Without Deluge 

Fire Size    
(MW) 

Damage  
(AUD $M) 

Interruption 
(Days) 

Interruption 
(AUD $M) 

Total cost (AUD 
$M) 

Car 5 0.5 1 1.14 1.64 
Truck (small) 10 2.0 5 5.7 7.7 

Truck (damage to 
tunnel) 30 10 10 11.4 21.4 

Truck (damage to 
structure) 100-200 200 250 285 485 

Table 1 Asset damage estimates, witouth deluge. 
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Fire Type 
With Deluge 

Fire Size 
(MW) 

Damage 
(AUD $M) 

Interruptio
n (Days) 

Interruption 
(AUD $M) 

Total cost (AUD 
$M) 

Car 2 0.1 0.25 0.285 0.385 
Truck (small) 5 1.0 1.0 1.14 2.14 

Truck (damage to 
tunnel) 15 2.5 2.5 2.85 5.35 

Truck (damage to 
structure) 25 5.0 5 5.7 10.7 

Table 2 Asset damage estimates, with deluge.  
 
Based upon the frequency of the different fire types, the analysed loss for each fire type can be 
calculated, based on the estimated loss in each event. This is illustrated in the tables below.  
 

Fire Type Fire Frequency 
(Fires/Year) 

Without Deluge 
Total 

Loss/Fire 
(AUD $M) 

Total Loss/Year 
(AUD $M) 

Car 6.11 1.64 10.0 
Truck (small) 2.45 7.7 18.9 

Truck (damage to tunnel) 0.31 21.4 6.6 
Truck (damage to structure) 0.061 485 29.6 

TOTAL LOSS/YEAR (AUD $M) 65.1 
Table 3 Loss estimate, without deluge.  
 

Fire Type Fire Frequency 
(Fires/Year) 

With Deluge 
Total 

Loss/Fire 
(AUD $M) 

Total Loss/Year 
(AUD $M) 

Car 6.11 0.385 2.4 

Truck (small) 2.45 2.14 1.7 
Truck (damage to tunnel) 0.31 5.35 5.2 

Truck (damage to structure) 0.061 10.7 0.7 
TOTAL LOSS/YEAR (AUD $M) 10.0 

Table 4 Loss estimate, with deluge  
 
The differences in loss per year between AUD $65.1 million and AUD $10.0 million, and the values 
per year, seem high. However, in a pair urban tunnels of 6km in length and carrying 100,000 vehicles 
per day in each direction with 7% trucks, including HGV’s, the likelihood of fire is relatively high. The 
averages per year are of course, dominated by a relatively few fires and the fact that, even for short 
disruptions to operation, toll revenue loss of over $1 million per day can quickly accumulate. 
 
The other part is that should a truck fire occur which affects overhead equipment, including lighting, 
signage, cabling, exhaust duct or has some impact on the structural lining, then the repair time and 
costs will be significant, and the time for incident investigation, government enquiries, re-testing and 
re-commissioning will all have significant associated time periods and costs.  
 
If we assume the deluge system is 90% reliable, and 10% of the occasions when required to operate, 
the deluge system fails to control the fire, then we need to add 10% x AUD $65.1 million = AUD $6.5 
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million to the loss with the deluge system.  This brings the loss per year with the deluge system to 
loss/year = AUD $10.0 million + AUD $6.5 million = AUD $16.5 million. 
 
Thus the difference in loss per annum between installing a deluge system, and not installing a deluge 
system, are considerable based on this preliminary analysis if the total capital cost of the deluge system 
is AUD $25 million and the annual maintenance cost is AUD$3 million. The return on investment, 
even without a reduction in ventilation design and tunnel lining provisions, is substantial. 
 
Further research is continuing into a more sophisticated financial analysis as key inputs and 
assumptions become more detailed. It is clear that a sensitivity analysis is also required to examine a 
number of key issues as follows: 

 
(i) Traffic numbers – if traffic numbers were less, the revenue loss for operational 

disruption would be reduced, particularly for the non-deluge case.  

(ii) Fire frequency – a reduction in fire frequency would affect both the deluge and non-
deluge cases, and reduce losses overall, and the difference between the deluge and 
non-deluge cases.  However, even if the fire frequency was reduced by a factor of five, 
the cost-benefit of the deluge system in this scenario still appears very clear.  

(iii) Operational interruption estimates – this is a critical factor on the revenue losses 
associated with interruption to operation, especially for the non-deluge case.  Again, if 
the time for repair, reinstatement and re-commissioning after a very serious fire 
affecting the tunnel structure was reduced from 250 days to 100 days, the cost-benefit 
on this hypothetical tunnel design deluge system still appears financially attractive.  

(iv) Repair/Reinstatement costs – the cost estimates and times for repair and reinstatement 
come from a brief review of fire incidents in tunnels such as Burnley Tunnel, Santa 
Clarita tunnel, and Mont Blanc.  They seem reasonable estimates in the Australia 
context.  

(v) Toll tariffs – the costs of $5/journey for cars and $15/journey for trucks again is 
representative of the current Australia toll tunnel environment.  Any changes to tolls 
and revenue loss would change the cost-benefit.  However, tolls are only likely to rise 
in the future.  

 
In summary, there appears to be a prima facie case in terms of risk and cost-benefit to support the 
adoption of a deluge system in toll road tunnels in Australia. Further research and more sophisticated 
financial modelling is required to show the cost-benefit more accurately which can then in turn provide 
a basis for reduction in design fire size, and therefore savings in ventilation and structural provisions.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
There is growing global interest in fire suppression system in road tunnels, including deluge system 
and water mist. There are a number of design and financial benefits that come from the installation of 
suppression systems. 
 
A significant benefit is seen in the opportunity to reduce ventilation requirements as well as tunnel 
lining provisions, based on a reduced fire size or likelihood of a severe fire.  
A preliminary cost-benefit analysis has shown the advantage of deluge system installation, at least 
conceptually.  
 
More research is needed, particularly into design fires and effects of suppression, in order to justify 
perceived benefits in terms of reduced design requirements such as ventilation/smoke control 
requirements and structural protection requirements in road tunnels.    
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper summarises a series of large-scale fire suppression tests conducted to simulate a fire in the 
trailer of a heavy goods freight truck on a ro-ro deck. The tests were conducted with a traditional 
deluge water spray system as well as a deluge high-pressure water mist system and the test results are 
relevant for roadway tunnels. Parameters such as the water discharge density, the system operating 
pressure, the nozzle K-factor and whether the fire was fully exposed to the water spray or shielded 
were varied. The total and convective heat release rate of the fire was measured in order to determine 
the fire suppression and fire control capabilities of the tested systems. 
 
Test results indicate that a water discharge density of at least 10 mm/min is necessary to provide fire 
suppression of a fire in a heavy goods freight truck, whilst 5 mm/min would provide fire control. 
Furthermore, the test results indicate that a high-pressure water mist system would require higher flow 
rates as compared to a traditional water spray system in order to provide fire control. 
 
KEYWORDS: Sprinkler systems, water mist systems, roadway tunnels, large-scale fire tests. 
 
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE 
 
Vehicle spaces and ro-ro cargo decks on ships that cannot be closed and special category spaces shall, 
according to the requirements of SOLAS chapter II-2, be fitted with a manually activated water spray 
system. For other types of ro-ro cargo spaces, where the risk of exposure of people to a potential fire or 
agent is lower - as passengers do not have access - carbon dioxide systems are normally used, although 
other types of inert gases, water spray or high-expansion foam systems are permitted. Detailed 
requirements for the design and installation of water spray systems for vehicle and ro-ro cargo spaces 
are given in IMO Resolution A.123 (V), published in 1967 [1

 

]. In recent years, questions has been 
raised as to whether a water spray system in accordance with Resolution A.123 (V) is able to control or 
suppress a fire on the ro-ro deck of a modern ship with modern cargo. In order to develop a technical 
basis for replacing the design and installation guidelines of Resolution A.123 (V), the IMPRO-project, 
“Improved water-based fire suppression and drainage systems for ro-ro vehicle decks” was initiated. 

Previous research projects ([2], [3], [4], [5]) show that the evaluation of sprinkler system efficiency 
need not be made in large-scale fire tests. A series of fire suppression tests were conducted to study the 
following parameters: the system technology, the water discharge density, the water pressure and, 
finally, the exposure of cargo to the fire. This paper summarises the outcome of the tests, however, full 
details are provided in SP Report 2009:29 [6
 

]. 

Tunnels are becoming increasingly important while at the same time they become more complex. The 
increase in traffic volumes and the construction of complex underground systems in Europe have 
increased focus on the fire risks in tunnels. The large and costly fire accidents that have occurred and 
the increase in tunnel investments are key factors for the growing interest in tunnel fire safety research 
in particular with a focus on the need for validated active fire protection systems.  
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Traffic volumes in Europe have been estimated to increase by approximately 50% for private transport 
and by 100 % for freight traffic by 2020 and it is expected that a total of approximately 2 500 km of 
new tunnels will be built in Europe in the coming years [7

 
The systems presented in this paper, and developed with ro-ro cargo spaces on ships, are interesting in 
terms of the fact that they represent conditions with a high density of high risk vehicles coupled to a 
reduced ability for egress. In some ways a ro-ro cargo space could be interpreted as a potential worst 
case tunnel scenario and the performance requirements of the system are somewhat higher than would 
be necessary in a tunnel application. These results are presented against the background of current 
speculation concerning relevant active fire suppression systems in tunnels and should be seen as input 
to an on-going dialogue rather than a specific solution to this difficult issue. 

]. This enormous expansion of traffic and the 
construction numerous new tunnels require new innovative solutions and knowledge on how to build 
and safely operate these tunnels.  

 
THE FIRE TEST SET-UP 
 
The trailer mock-up 
The mock-up was constructed to geometrically replicate a typical trailer of a freight truck except that 
the overall length was shorter than in reality. Tests were conducted both with and without a roof over 
the cargo space of the trailer model. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the trailer mock-up. 
 
Table 1 The dimensions of the trailer mock-up. 
 
Dimensions Dimensions [m] 
Length 5,50 
Width 2,60 
Overall height (without the roof) 3,50 
Overall height (when the roof was used) 4,00 
Height of cargo space (to the inside of the roof) 2,80 
Height of cargo platform above ground 1,10 
 
Six rows of commodity (see a detailed description below) were positioned on a platform such that 
longitudinal and transversal gaps of 100 mm were created between the stacks of commodity. For the 
tests with the roof off the trailer mock-up the amount of commodities was reduced to two rows, i.e., 
one third of the amount of commodity used for the tests without the roof. 
 
A steel screen was positioned parallel to the long sides of the trailer mock-up. The screens had a height 
(2,80 m) that corresponded to the height of the ‘cargo space’ of the mock-up. The tops of the screens 
were level with the top level of the roof over the trailer mock-up, i.e., 4,00 m above floor level. The 
length of 2,70 m was shorter than the overall length of the mock-up, but covered the two central stacks 
of commodity and extended halfway along the length (on either side) of the adjacent stacks. The 
surface temperatures of the steel screens were measured at eighteen (18) different measurement points; 
however, this data is not discussed within this paper. 
 
The commodity 
The EUR Std Plastic commodity was used. This standard commodity consists of empty Polystyrene 
(PP) cups without lids, placed upside down (i.e. open end down), in compartmented cartons, 120 cups 
per carton. Refer to figure 1. 
 
The overall dimensions of one pallet load are 1200 mm × 800 mm × 1000 mm (L × W × H) plus the 
height of the pallet (nominally 150 mm). The commodity contains 960 polystyrene cups per pallet load. 
The total weight (excluding the pallet) of one pallet load of the commodity is approximately 43,2 kg of 
which approximately 63% by weight is plastic, excluding the pallet. If the weight of the wooden pallet 
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is included in this estimation, approximately 42% by weight is plastic. 
 
For the tests, cartons were placed on a standard EUR wood pallet and the individual cartons were 
stapled against the wood pallet to increase stability. Two pallets loads were positioned on top of each 
other which equalled an overall height of approximately 2,3 m. The vertical distance measured from 
the top of the commodity to the underside of the roof of the trailer mock-up (when used) was 0,5 m. 
 

  
 
Figure 1 One pallet load of the EUR Std plastic commodity (left) with a close-up photo of the 

arrangement of the plastic cups in the individual cartons (right). 
 
The EUR Std Plastic commodity is similar to the FM Global Std Group A Plastic commodity, i.e. it 
uses the same type materials, approximately the same overall size, the same number of cups, the same 
density of plastic, etc. The FM Global Std Group A Plastic has been widely used in the fire protection 
community to create a representative “benchmark” warehouse fire hazards for evaluation of sprinkler 
fire protection performance in large-scale fire tests since the 1970’s. 
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Figure 2 The potential severity of the test set-up based on down-scaled fire tests. 
 
Although the EUR Std Plastic commodity does not represent the most severe commodity that can be 
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found on a freight truck trailer in practice, it was considered representative of a high hazard 
commodity. The fact that it is established as a “benchmark” commodity in large-scale sprinkler fire 
tests made it logical in these tests. Due to the high fire load, free-burn fire tests were not feasible. 
However, based on down-scaled (scale 1:4) fire tests conducted prior to the test programme [8

 

] an 
estimation of the severity of the fire load under free-burn conditions is possible. Figure 2 shows the 
calculated total heat release rate for a test set-up consisting of six and two rows of commodity, 
respectively. For the latter case, a solid roof over the set-up was used. 

The tests indicates that six rows of commodity corresponds to a potential peak total heat release rate of 
almost 25 MW and two rows corresponds to a potential peak total heat release rate around 9 MW. 
 
THE FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 
 
Two different fire suppression systems were used: a traditional deluge water spray system and a deluge 
high-pressure water mist system. 
 
The piping arrangement for the water spray system was fabricated consisting of a tree system. The 
system consisted of four 25 mm branch lines with nozzle connections for eight nozzles at a 3,2 m × 
3,0 m nozzle spacing, i.e. a coverage area of 9,6 m2 per nozzle. The pipe-work and the position of the 
nozzles relative to the trailer mock-up is shown in figure 3. 
 
The piping arrangement for the high-pressure water mist system was constructed in a similar fashion, 
except that 12 mm branch lines were used. The piping for the high-pressure water mist system was 
attached directly below the piping for the water spray system, which was elevated to keep the vertical 
distance from the tips of the water mist nozzles to the top of the test set-up analogous. The water spray 
system was therefore fully functional and used as a safety precaution during the water mist tests. 
 
The position of the nozzles relative to the trailer mock-up from the short side view is shown in figure 3. 
The vertical distance measured from the nozzles to the roof (when used) of the trailer mock-up was 
0,5 m and the vertical distance to the top of the stacks of commodity approximately 1,0 m. 
 

 
 
Figure 3 The position of the nozzles relative to the trailer mock-up from the short side view. 
 
The medium velocity nozzles used for the water spray system were open (non-automatic), pendent, 
directional discharge water spray nozzles. The nozzles had an external deflector that discharged a 
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uniformly filled cone of medium velocity water droplets. The overall spray angle was approximately 
180°. The K-factor of the nozzles was 43, 59, 81 and 104 (metric), respectively. The nozzle pressures 
ranged from 1,2 to 4,9 bar during the tests. The nozzles were provided by TYCO Fire Suppression & 
Building Products. 
 
The high-pressure water mist nozzles were open (non-automatic) multi-orifice nozzles without any 
external deflector. When spraying, the nozzle discharge formed a solid cone-shaped spray pattern of 
high velocity jets that broke up into small water droplets a relatively short distance from the nozzle 
orifices. The overall spray angle was approximately 160°. The K-factor of the nozzles was 3,6, 4,4 and 
6,1 (metric), respectively. The tests were conducted at either 100 bar or 84 bar. The nozzles and the 
associated equipment were provided by Ultra Fog AB. 
 
In order provide fire suppression, full coverage of the water spray over the burning surfaces is 
important. For the fire test set-up used in these tests, the coverage between the four central nozzles is 
important to distribute water towards the central flue spaces of the commodity stacks. Distribution of 
water on the outside of the stacks of the commodity is also important. Prior to these large-scale tests, 
water distribution tests were conducted to select the best possible nozzles with a focus on such 
features [9

 

]. Indeed the nozzles used in the tests may represent the best the market could offer for this 
specific hazard. 

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS 
 
The tests were conducted under the Industrial Calorimeter, a large hood connected to an evacuation 
system capable of collecting all the combustion gases produced by the fire. In the duct connecting the 
hood to the evacuation system, measurements of gas temperature, velocity and the generation of 
gaseous species such as CO2 and CO and depletion of O2, can be made. Based on these measurements, 
both the convective and the total heat release rate can be calculated. These, and the other parameters 
described below, were used for the evaluation of the test results. 
 
HRRconv: The convective heat release rate measured during a test is calculated on the basis of the gas 
temperature and mass flow rate in the calorimeter system. The convective fraction of the total heat 
release varies with the fuel and other factors, but usually approximately two-thirds of the energy 
generated by a fire is released through convection. Additionally, the convection produces the velocities 
and temperatures in the fire plume. The velocity and temperature in the fire plume determines the rate 
of heat transfer, i.e., the convective heat release rate is also responsible for the activation of sprinklers 
and the heating of the overhead ceiling or deck. The maximum convective heat release rate is, 
therefore, one of the most important quantities for characterising fire severity. For these tests, the 
maximum “one minute average” was calculated. This figure is preferred over the instantaneous 
maximum as spikes due to, e.g., environmental changes, electrical noise, etc, have minimal influence 
on the value. 
 
HRRtot: The total heat release rate measured during a test is calculated on the basis of the oxygen 
depletion of the fire, as measured in the calorimeter system. HRRtot is comprised of both the 
convective and radiative heat release rate, as well as the heat being conducted away and absorbed 
within the test set-up. During the fully developed stage of a fire, however, heat conduction and 
absorption is relatively small compared to the convective and radiative components. Radiation is the 
primary mechanism by which fire spreads across aisles and other open spaces to adjoining 
combustibles. It is also, in part, responsible for lateral fire spread throughout a large fuel array, as well 
as an overall fundamental measure of fire severity. This parameter was also calculated as the maximum 
“one minute average”. 
 
The total convective energy: The energy convected upwards is largely responsible for the heating of 
the exposed steel at the ceiling (or a steel deck) and the activation of automatic sprinklers. The total 
convective energy, calculated from fire ignition until the termination of a test does help to characterise 
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fire severity, as in the case of heat transfer duration is as important as magnitude. Some fires are very 
intense but short-lived and their thermal impact may be less severe than a fire of lower intensity with a 
longer duration. The total convective energy is an important measure of a fires maximum potential for 
causing thermal damage. 
 
The total energy: The total energy, in this case determined from fire ignition until the termination of a 
test, is a measure of the amount of combustibles being consumed. 
 
FIRE TEST PROCEDURES 
 
The commodity was ignited at the flue, near the bottom of the central stacks using four standardised 
ignition sources positioned directly against the corrugated cartons. The tested system was manually 
activated at a convective heat release rate of 3 MW, which equalled a total heat release rate of 
approximately 5 MW. Figure 4 shows the fire size at the manual activation of the system. For one of 
the tests, the system was manually activated at a convective heat release rate of 6 MW, which equalled 
a total heat release rate of approximately 10 MW. The intent of the test was to explore the fire 
suppression capabilities against a fire twice as large as in the other tests. 
 

 
 
Figure 4 The fire size at the manual activation of the system for the tests without the roof of the 

trailer mock-up. 
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FIRE TEST RESULTS 
 
Figures 5 through 7 shows the measured total heat release rates as a function of the system discharge 
densities, the convective heat release rates are not given in this paper but can be found in reference [6]. 
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Figure 5 Total heat release rate histories for the fire tests without the roof of the trailer mock-up. 
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Figure 6 A comparison of the total heat release rate histories for the fire tests at 10 mm/min, 
including the test where the system was activated at 10 MW. All tests without the roof of 
the trailer mock-up. 
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Figure 7 Total heat release rate histories for the fire tests with the roof of the trailer mock-up. 
Note: Leakage of the roof over the trailer occurred in the first test at 15 mm/min. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Fire tests without the roof of the trailer mock-up 
 

The tests where the fires were fully exposed to the water spray show that there is a clear relationship 
between the level of performance and the water application rate. A discharge density of 15 mm/min 
provided immediate fire suppression, 10 mm/min fire suppression, and 5 mm/min, fire control. 

Water spray system 

 
When discharging 10 mm/min at the higher system operating pressure, i.e. 4,9 bar instead of 1,2 bar, 
improved performance based on a comparison of both the total and convective energy, was achieved. 
This is an indication that smaller droplets improve system performance. The maximum one minute 
average total and convective heat release rates were, however, similar to the test when 10 mm/min was 
discharged at the lower system operating pressure. This shows that the initial fire suppression 
capabilities were similar, irrespective of the system operating pressure. 
 
For the final test, the activation of the system (also 10 mm/min at 4,9 bar) was intentionally delayed 
until the fire size was twice as large as in the other tests. Despite this, the fire was almost immediately 
suppressed. 
 

The two first tests with the high-pressure water mist system were conducted at discharge densities of 
3,75 and 4,6 mm/min, respectively. Both tests had to be terminated as the fires grew out of control of 
the system capabilities. To stop the fire growth, the water spray system, whose piping and nozzles had 
remained installed over the pipe-work of the mist system as a safety precaution, had to be manually 
activated. In both cases, the activation of the water spray system suppressed the fire immediately and 
the remaining fire was manually extinguished very easily. As the water flow meter of the water spray 
system was connected to the measurement system, it is possible to determine the water discharge 

High-pressure water mist system 
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densities that were applied when additional water was used. For the test at 3,75 mm/min, the 
application of water spray was started when the fire exceeded a total heat release rate of 18 MW and 
the water discharge density equalled almost 14 mm/min. For the test at 4,6 mm/min, the application of 
water spray was started when the fire exceeded a total heat release rate of 15 MW and the water 
discharge density was 14 mm/min. 
 
The third fire test with the high-pressure water mist system was conducted with a water discharge 
density of 5,8 mm/min, which provided fire control. However, the maximum one minute average total 
and convective heat release rates were approximately twice as high for this test as compared to the test 
with the water spray system at 5 mm/min. Visually it could also be determined that considerably more 
combustible material was consumed during the water mist test. 
 
The total and convective energy was also approximately twice as high for the test with the water mist 
system compared to the water spray system test at 5 mm/min.  
 
Figures 8 and 9 shows histograms of the maximum one minute average total and convective heat 
release rates and the total and convective energy, over the full test duration time, respectively, for all 
tests without the roof of the trailer mock-up. 
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Figure 8 The maximum one minute average total and convective heat release rate for the fire tests 

without the roof of the trailer mock-up. The (*) indicates the test with delayed activation 
of the system. 
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Figure 9 The maximum total and convective energy for the fire tests without the roof of the trailer 

mock-up. The (*) indicates the test with delayed activation of the system. 
 
Fire tests with the roof of the trailer mock-up 
 

All discharge densities had a limited effect on the total heat release rate and the associated total energy, 
as almost all combustible material was consumed in the tests. The best reduction of the total energy 
was achieved in the tests with a water discharge density of 10 mm/min. The least reduction of the total 
energy was recorded with a discharge density of 5 mm/min, where virtually all combustible material 
was consumed.  

Water spray system 

 
The most efficient reduction of the convective heat release rate and the associated convective energy 
was demonstrated when discharging 10 mm/min at 4,9 bar. The water discharge density of 5 mm/min 
reduced the convective heat release rate the least of the tested water spray systems. 
 
A small leakage of the steel roof was discovered after the first test at 15 mm/min and the test was 
therefore repeated. The leakage appeared along the junction between steel plates used for the roof. The 
steel plates moved apart during the test and the two longitudinal, parallel gaps that were formed were 
of the order of a few millimetres in width. Although the test data cannot be used for a direct 
comparison with the other tests, the reduction of the fire size that was experienced is interesting to 
note. If the roof of a real vehicle burns through, water from the water spray system will have access to 
the fire and the performance will be significantly improved even if the leakage area is small. 
 

Only one test was conducted with the high-pressure water mist system which makes a comparison of 
the efficiency at different discharge densities with this system impossible. When comparing the results 
with the water spray system tests it can be concluded that the water mist system reduced the total 
energy to a level that was slightly lower than the water spray system discharging at 5 mm/min, to a 
level that was comparable to the system discharging at 15 mm/min. However, the reduction was not as 
efficient as the water spray system tests when discharging at 10 mm/min. The total convective energy 
was reduced to a level that was significantly less than all water spray system tests which underlines the 
improved cooling efficiency of the smaller water droplets. Figure 10 shows a histogram of the 
maximum one minute average total and convective heat release rates, respectively and Figure 11 show 

High-pressure water mist system 
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a histogram of the total and convective energy, respectively, from fire ignition to 14:00 [min:sec]. Due 
to a short-circuit in the electrical power supply to the high-pressure pump unit, the application of water 
was stopped at 14:00 [min:sec] during the water mist test. A straightforward comparison of the total 
and convective energy over the full test duration time is, therefore, not possible. 
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Figure 10 The maximum one minute average total and convective heat release rate for the fire tests 

with the roof of the trailer mock-up. The (*) indicates the test where the leakage of the 
steel roof over the trailer occurred. 
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Figure 11 The total and convective energy as a function of the water discharge densities, calculated 
from fire ignition to 14:00 [min:sec], for the fire tests with the roof of the trailer mock-up. 
The (*) indicates the test where the leakage of the steel roof over the trailer occurred 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The tests where the fires were fully exposed to the water spray show that there is a clear relationship 
between the level of performance and the water application rate. A discharge density of 15 mm/min 
provided immediate fire suppression, 10 mm/min fire suppression, and 5 mm/min fire control. 
However, improvements in performance were documented with a higher system operating pressure and 
associated smaller water droplets, i.e. when 10 mm/min was applied at 4,9 bar instead of 1,2 bar. An 
increased system operating pressure could also increase the velocities and the mobility of the droplets, 
but this is counteracted to a certain degree due to a reduction of the ability of the droplets to penetrate 
the fire plume due to their lesser size. Care should therefore be given to the maximum installation 
height in such a system. 
 
The high-pressure water mist system provided fire control at a discharge density of 5,8 mm/min, but 
not to the level that was achieved with the water spray system at 5 mm/min. Tests at 3,75 mm/min and 
4,6 mm/min, respectively, provided no fire control and had to be terminated. 
 
For a water spray or water mist system to successfully suppress a fire in ordinary combustibles, the 
droplets must be capable of penetrating the fire plume to reach the burning fuel surface. In other words, 
the total downward momentum of the water spray needs to overcome the upward momentum of the fire 
plume. Penetration of droplets may also be reduced by the evaporative loss of the smallest droplets as 
they pass through the fire plume. Although this will tend to cool the flame gases, it will contribute little 
to the control of a fast-growing fire [10
  

]. 

For the fires where the fire was shielded from direct water application, the tested systems had a limited 
effect on the total heat release rate and the associated total energy, as almost all combustible material 
was consumed in the tests. The most efficient reduction of the convective heat release rate and the 
associated convective energy during the water spray system tests was demonstrated with an application 
rate of 10 mm/min at an operating pressure of 4,9 bar. The tests also prove that if the roof of a real 
vehicle burns through, water from the water spray system will have access to the fire and the 
performance will be significantly improved, even if the leakage area is small. 
 
The high-pressure water mist system provided an improved reduction of the convective heat release 
rate and the associated convective energy as compared to the water spray system of the shielded fire. 
However, no improved reduction of the total heat release rate and the associated total energy was 
documented, i.e., the ability to reduce the actual heat release rate was not enhanced. 
 
APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS TO ROADWAY TUNNELS 
 
The large-scale fire suppression tests described within this paper were intended to simulate a fire in the 
trailer of a heavy goods freight truck on a ro-ro deck. Typically, the height of these decks is very low 
and vehicles are tightly packed. Consequently, the nozzles that were tested were positioned quite close 
to the top of the simulated trailer. 
 
The fire scenario of a coach or heavy goods vehicle inside a roadway tunnel is probably very similar to 
the same fire on a ro-ro deck. One difference would be the ventilation air velocity inside a tunnel which 
could exacerbate the fire situation, another difference the somewhat higher ceiling height which should 
reduce the initial flame spread to a minor degree. The primary difference would be the density of 
vehicles. One would not expect vehicles to be as tightly packed in a tunnel as on a ro-ro deck, even 
under heavy traffic conditions and a fire would probably not involve multiple vehicles in a tunnel as 
fast as on a ro-ro deck.  
 
The results of the water spray system tests are probably more or less directly applicable to a roadway 
tunnel. Even though the vertical distance from the nozzles to the top of a large vehicle would be a little 
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longer, this difference in distance would probably have a negligible influence on the system 
performance. The results of the water mist system tests would probably be more sensitive to this 
clearance distance as the droplets are smaller. 
 
Significantly, when interpreting the data, the performance objectives (and therefore the design criteria) 
of a sprinkler system installed inside a roadway tunnel are different to the performance objectives of a 
sprinkler system installed on a ro-ro vehicle deck. A fire on a ro-ro deck would need to be suppressed 
at an early stage in order to prevent it from spreading. Manual fire fighting is very difficult or even 
impossible if such a fire spreads. In the case of a roadway tunnel, the primary objectives may be 
slightly different. In a tunnel it is important to prevent the fire in the first vehicle from growing to 
involve multiple vehicles as previous work has indicated that this is the best predictor of the 
development of a catastrophic tunnel fire [11

 

]. Further, the main priority of first responders is to assist 
the evacuation of people from the tunnel and entrance of fire fighters into the tunnel the safely of 
property is only of secondary importance. If these objectives can be achieved, however, this will also 
limit the tunnel length exposed to the fire and its effluents. 

Water mist systems have emerged as viable alternative to sprinklers roadway tunnels due to their ability 
to achieve satisfactory cooling and attenuation of heat radiation, despite their reduced fire suppression 
capabilities relative to high flow sprinkler systems. Large-scale fire tests conducted in the San Pedro 
des Anes test facility in Spain have confirmed the satisfactory performance of water mist systems in 
mitigating fire in heavy goods vehicles. Fire in the fuel array in these tests had the potential to grow to 
100 MW or larger if uncontrolled. The water mist system was typically activated when the fire was 
between 15 and 20 MW and growing. Over a series of 11 tests, the water mist system prevented the 
fires from growing to their full potential – generally reducing the peak heat release rates to 50% of their 
maximum potential. Ceiling gas temperatures measured 5 m downwind of the burning fuel array of idle 
wood pallets were less than 100°C, which was not a threat to the tunnel lining and fire did not spread 
to adjacent targets located 5 m away [12]. Similar fire tests results have been reported by others, refer 
to references [13] and [14
 

]. 

These findings are in line with the results presented in this paper. When activated at 5 MW the peak 
heat release rate of the fire was reduced from an estimated maximum of 25 MW to about 14 MW by 
the water mist system. However, this performance, i.e. fire control rather than fire suppression, would 
not be acceptable on a ro-ro deck but may well be adequate in a roadway tunnel.  
 
Clearly more work is needed to characterise the performance of different fire suppression systems in 
roadway tunnels but equally important is the definition of performance criteria. Unless the scientific 
community rapidly provides regulators and industry with relevant criteria there is a risk that 
installations will occur that will not be able to provide adequate protection or that will place an 
unnecessary burden in terms of cost and maintenance on tunnel owners and builders. Future research 
should focus on the establishment of agreed performance criteria together with industry to foster 
increased safety in tunnels. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper discusses the dynamic nature of very large fire tests that were conducted in a tunnel test 
facility in San Pedro de Anes in Spain in 2006, and describes highlights of the FDS4 simulation of 
one of five tests that were simulated.  The high cost of conducting large, full-scale fire tests for the 
evaluation of active fire suppression systems in tunnels tends to limit both the extent of the 
instrumentation provided and the number of tests that are conducted.  Because of the turbulent 
complexity of large test fires in tunnels, performance criteria based on single point measurements 
derived from experience with much smaller test fires are not reliable measures of the overall benefits 
of the system.  A means was sought to reduce the reliance on single point instrumentation readings, 
and to augment the value of the limited amount of test data by integrating the field testing with CFD 
modeling.  In this study the NIST Fire Dynamics Simulator version 4 (FDS4), a computational fluid 
dynamic (CFD) model, was used to simulate a series of full-scale fire tests of water mist systems 
conducted in a test tunnel.  The objective was to show that the CFD simulations could be at least 
partially validated by demonstrating a reasonable degree of agreement with the conditions measured 
in the tests.  The model could then be used to evaluate the performance of the water mist system under 
conditions that were not tested.  The level of agreement between the fire tests results and the results of 
the simulation was deemed to be good enough to establish confidence in applying the model to 
examine the conditions that would occur with an unsuppressed fire, which had not been tested.   
 
KEYWORDS: computational fluid dynamics, fire suppression, fire testing, FDS, heavy goods 
vehicle, performance criteria, tunnels, water mist. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A number of serious tunnel fires have occurred in Europe and North America in the last decade that 
resulted in significant losses of lives and property [1].  Transportation safety authorities in Europe 
have begun to consider the need for water-based fire protection systems (specifically water mist 
systems) in tunnels to improve life safety and to prevent catastrophic fire damage to the tunnel 
structure [2].  Before a manufacturer’s water mist system design is accepted, highway safety 
authorities require full-scale fire testing to evaluate the performance and establish design criteria [3].  
A common feature of the fire test programs has been that the test fires are much larger in scale than 
has been the norm for performance testing of fire protection systems in traditional industrial 
applications.  This is largely the result of tests conducted in 2003 in the Runehamar tunnel in Norway 
[4], which revealed that the heat release rates from uncontrolled fires in common heavy goods vehicle 
(HGV) fuel loads could range from 70 to 200 megawatts (MW).  This new information raised 
concerns about existing fire protection measures in highway tunnels that were designed based on 
guidelines in NFPA 502 [2] and the World Road Association (PIARC) [5], which indicated that a 30 
MW design fire was considered representative of an HGV fire.  The ubiquity of transport vehicles 
carrying loads containing a high percentage of plastic materials increases the probability that a HGV 
fire in a highway tunnel will exceed the capacity of ventilation systems or other tunnel safety features 
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that were designed based on an underestimate of fire severity.  As it may not be possible to achieve 
life safety and property protection objectives against fires in the 100 MW range using traditional 
tunnel fire protection measures alone, such as ventilation and smoke extraction, the advantage of 
adding active fire suppression systems to limit the size of the potential fire has become evident.    
 
Tunnel authorities require that the test fires for evaluating active fire protection systems be in the 
same scale as the potential fires.  In the case of tunnels with heavy goods vehicle traffic, the test fires 
are potentially 100 MW or more [2, 3].  These test fires are 10 to 20 times larger than, for example, 
the largest test fire in the International Maritime Organization (IMO) [6] and Factory Mutual (FM 
Global) [7] water mist test protocols for machinery spaces, which is 6 MW.  Very large test fires 
introduce a number of difficulties for approval-test programs.  The large fuel arrays used, consisting 
of hundreds of stacked wood or plastic pallets, are not well characterized, particularly in the special 
conditions created by confinement in a tunnel.  For reproducibility an effort must be made to purchase 
wood pallets that meet an industry standard, including consistency in type of wood, moisture content 
and weight, so that the fuel packages will be approximately comparable between tests.   
 
The Dynamic Variability of Large Fires in Tunnels 
 
Due to the thermal feedback to the fuel array from the tunnel ceiling and walls the burning rate of the 
fuel will be higher in a tunnel than under open burning conditions.  Combining large scale fires with 
heat confinement in a well-ventilated enclosure enhances the burning characteristics of the fuel.  
Carvel [8] explains the difference between naturally ventilated tunnel fires and fires in the open air, 
suggesting there is both an enhancing effect due to the confinement of heat in the tunnel, and a 
diminishing effect due to reduction in the inflow of oxygen to the fire as the tunnel becomes smoke-
logged.  Carvel also compares the effect of natural and forced ventilation in a tunnel on heat release 
rate.  The HRR will increase as ventilation becomes forced, and the scale of the increase will be a 
function of the air velocity.  Ingason [9] compares the dynamics of tunnel fires with compartment 
fires, and fuel controlled versus ventilation controlled fires.  Very large fires in tunnels are very 
sensitive to ventilation conditions and thermal feedback.  The presence or absence obstructions may 
have a very large effect on the local ventilation air movement around a large fire, which will 
significantly and unpredictably influence the burning rate, heat release rate and flame extensions of 
the fire.   
 
Most fire test protocols for water mist systems establish pass/fail criteria based on single-point 
measurements, such as a thermocouple temperature reading or a heat flux value at a certain height and 
distance from the fire, and at a specific time relative to the activation of the system.  Experience with 
large fire testing has shown that single-point measurements may not be consistent between apparently 
identical tests [10].  Local ventilation conditions may be modified by obstructions, with a large effect 
on heat release rate and fire growth rate as described above.  Transient flame extensions create erratic 
readings such that it is not possible to ensure a specific condition at a point in space, such as 
temperature or heat flux to within one or two meters.  The response of a fire to the suppression system 
extends over tens of minutes, rather than minutes as typically expected for test fires in the 6 MW 
range.  Fuel packages change shape and height over the course of a fire, causing apparently illogical 
spatial and temporal variations in readings, at least relative to what might be imagined to be taking 
place based on experience with smaller, more predictable fires.  It is important therefore to avoid 
assigning unrealistically precise performance criteria to the performance evaluation.  Performance 
criteria should reflect overall benefits, such as stopping fire spread (propagation), the thermal 
management provided (cooling) as reflected in elimination of back-layering, and minimized area of 
direct damage to the structure [2].   
 
High Cost of Testing Limits Instrumentation and Number of Tests 
 
Because of the high cost of fire testing with very large fires in tunnels, decisions are made about the 
acceptability of suppression systems based on a limited number of sparsely instrumented tests, 
involving barely reproducible fires that are ten times more severe than anyone’s experience.  It is 
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proposed that CFD modeling may be used to augment the value of the limited test data and to improve 
the ability to understand the complex dynamics of partially suppressed fires in tunnels.  If the model 
can reproduce the conditions measured during the tests to within a reasonable degree of agreement, 
the partially-validated model can then be used with increased confidence to explore other aspects of 
the performance that were not directly measured.  The modeling exercise significantly enhances the 
usefulness of the limited number of tests. 
 
The content of this paper draws from two papers covering different aspects of the fire test and 
modeling project which will be published in separate journals in early 2010.  One of these, published 
in Fire Technology, emphasizes the practical value of augmenting the fire test results by applying 
CFD analysis to better understand the dynamic complexity of very large fires [11].  A second, 
complementary paper has been submitted to the SFPE Journal of Fire Protection Engineering [12] to 
provide more detailed information about the FDS4 modeling than was covered in the Fire Technology 
paper.  This paper prepared for the 2010 ISTSS tunnel conference, presents both the practitioner’s and 
the modeler’s perspectives with respect to uncertainties in full-scale fire testing.  As the fire testing 
has been described elsewhere, this paper will give highlights of constructing the CFD model using the 
Fire Dynamics Simulator, Version 4.0.7 (FDS4), including representing the fuel array, matching a 
measured heat release rate and injecting the water mist.  It presents the results of one simulation, 
showing reasonably good agreement with full-scale test results.  Results of a simulation for an un-
suppressed fire, which could not be tested, are presented to illustrate the benefit of using the partially-
validated model to better understand the performance of the suppression system.    
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRE TESTS 
 
Marioff Corporation Oy of Finland conducted a program of full-scale fire test involving HGV fires in 
the San Pedro de Anes Tunnel Safety Test (TST) facility in Asturias, Spain in 2006.  Eleven fire tests 
were conducted in the tunnel over a four week period [10].  The dimensions of the test tunnel are as 
shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.  The tunnel has a rectangular cross-section with dimensions 9.50 wide 
by 5.17-m high.    
 
Table 1.  Dimensions and features of the TST test tunnel. 
Length:   600 m 
Width:   9.50 m 
Height:   5.17 m with false ceiling 
Cross section (with false ceiling):   48.0 m2  
Minimum radius (S-bend):   400 m 
 

Longitudinal gradient:   (-1 %) 
Transversal gradient:   2 % 
Ventilation source:   6 ceiling jet fans 
Construction:   concrete 

 
As shown in Figure 1, the TST test tunnel is 600-m long, with an S-bend curvature and a negative 1 
percent gradient with respect to the direction of longitudinal ventilation from south to north.  The 
tunnel is built at grade in concrete, with dimensions equivalent to a two-lane road tunnel.  Figure 2 
shows a 105-m section of the tunnel equipped with water mist nozzles and thermocouples for fire 
testing.  At the mid-point of the test section a 20-m section of the tunnel ceiling was covered by a 
refractory lining material (Promat Promatec) to protect the concrete from the extreme heat of the test 
fires.  The tunnel walls adjacent to the fire location were also covered with Promatec covering for 
thermal protection.  Three lines of water mist nozzles were installed over a 72-m length, which could 
be activated in three 24-m long zones. 
 
In the fire test zone thermocouples were mounted 100-mm below the ceiling at 5-m intervals along 
the approximate tunnel centre-line.  Thermocouple trees were positioned to measure the vertical 
temperature profiles at four locations as shown in Figure 2.  The tunnel was equipped with 
instrumentation at the exit portal, approximately 200-m from the fire location, consisting of oxygen 
gas analyzers, thermocouples and bi-directional velocity probes to allow calculation of the heat 
release rate (HRR) of the fires by oxygen calorimetry.   
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Figure 1.  Sketch showing the 600-m overall length of the TST test tunnel.  The instrumented zone 
(105-m between 345-m and 450-m), and the 140-m length of the computational domain of the FDS 
model between 320-m and 460-m, are indicated.   The fuel arras were typically located at 390-m. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Isometric view of the instrumented portion of the tunnel, showing locations of 
thermocouples on the ceiling center-line and thermocouple trees.   
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The Water Mist System 
 
The water mist system consisted of multi-jet nozzles operating at approximately 80 bar pressure in a 
zoned piping array.  The open deluge-type nozzles manufactured by Marioff Oy, designated as 
4S 1MD 6MD 1000, had a K-factor of 5.5 l/min/bar1/2.  There were three parallel lines of nozzles 
installed between stations 356-m and 424-m.  One line was located on the center line of the tunnel, 
and there was one line spaced nominally 3.3-m on either side.  The nozzles were spaced 4.0-m apart 
on each line, aligned with each other across the 9.5-m width of the tunnel.  Nozzles surrounding the 
fire were activated manually in the tests when the fire was approximately 20 MW in size.   
 
Wood Pallet Fuel Packages 
 
The fuel package for Test 1 consisted of softwood Euro-
pallets, Norwegian spruce, 23.9 kg each, with average 
moisture content of 15 percent.  Pallets were arranged in 
stacks 14-high, placed on an elevated platform 1200-mm 
above the surface of the road as shown in Figure 3.  The 
platform was constructed of wet wood pallets topped by 
a sheet of gypsum board.  The Euro-pallets were stacked 
in pairs on the platform with a gap between stacks of 25-
mm or less.  
 

 
Figure 3.  Typical fuel array using 252 
softwood Euro-pallets.   

 
Ignition was accomplished by inserting a shallow pan in the bottom pallet of each of the two upwind 
stacks.  After establishing steady ventilation airflow velocity in the tunnel, the pans were filled with 1-
L of petrol each, which was then ignited.  The fires were allowed to develop and spread in the fuel 
package for between 5 and 7 minutes before activating the water mist system.  The standard severity 
fires were close to 20 MW in size at the time of activation of the mist system. Because of the limited 
height of the tunnel, the flame height of the large fire becomes flame length extending downstream 
from the fuel array [9].   
 
Effect of Water Mist on Heat Release Rate 
 
The heat release rate (HRR) of the test fire was measured using oxygen consumption calorimetry.  
The methodology is well described in [4, 13].  There are numerous sources of uncertainty in the 
calculated values.  Various researchers have estimated that a minimum uncertainty in oxygen 
consumption calorimetry involving measurement of the concentrations of oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
carbon monoxide in the calculation, under good laboratory conditions, is in the range of ± 15 percent 
[13, 14, 15].  There were additional factors that increased the uncertainty in the HRR calculation in 
the fire tests conducted in the TST tunnel, as discussed in [11].  The uncertainty in the HRR results for 
the San Pedro fire tests was estimated to be in the range of ± 25 percent for most tests, although less 
than that (± 20 percent) for Test 1 when instrumentation was in its best condition.  Furthermore, due 
to the 200-m separation between the fire location and the oxygen sensors, there was a delay between 
the temperature readings immediately over the fire, and the calculated HRR, that varied depending on 
the air velocity in the tunnel under fire conditions.  Therefore the raw data HRR plot was shifted to 
the left based on the known ignition and water mist activation times. Figure 4 shows a plot of the 
HRR versus time trace for Test 1.  The plot shows the noisy measured trace as calculated, and the 
smoothed HRR curve.  The fire growth rate was abruptly interrupted by the water mist, although the 
fire continued to burn at 20 MW for nearly 15 minutes before beginning to decline.  The plot 
represents a successfully controlled fire, with a HRR less than half of what it would be without water 
mist.  It is none-the-less a substantial fire when compared to the normal testing expectation that 
controlled fires will be less than 10 MW. 
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Figure 4.  Measured HRR ( mQ ) plot for Test 1.  The uncertainty in the measured HRR value for Test 
1 is estimated to be approximately ± 20 percent. 
 
It is desirable to know how the uncertainty in the key input variable (the HRR), manifests itself in the 
calculated results.  Reference [12] provides a discussion of uncertainty in the calculated results of the 
FDS simulation, based on the methodology described in [18].  The uncertainty in the key input value 
for HRR (which is an experimental uncertainty) will be reflected in the output values of distance, 
time, velocity and temperature difference (which are uncertainties arising from the numerical 
simulation).  Some examples from [12] of how the uncertainty in the experimental heat release rate 
measurement mQΔ  ,  manifests itself in predicted variables of interest are shown in Table 2.   
 
Table 2: Uncertainties in results of the simulation associated with the uncertainty in the measured 
maximum heat release rate. 

Test 
Identifier mQ  

(MW) 
mQΔ  cx  

(m) 
cxΔ  

(m) 
ct  

(s) 
ctΔ  

(s) 
cU  

(m/s) 
cUΔ  

(m/s) 
TΔ  

1 20 -15 - +20% 3.18 ±0.25 0.569 ±0.023 5.58 ±0.22 ±13% 
Unsuppressed 58 -15 - +25% 4.87 ±0.49 0.704 ±0.035 6.92 ±0.35 ±17% 

 
CFD MODELING OF THE TST TUNNEL FIRES WITH WATER MIST 
 
The Fire Dynamics Simulator, version 4 (FDS 4.0.7), was used for all the simulations.  FDS 4 is a 
three-dimensional large eddy simulation CFD program developed at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology’s (NIST’s) Building and Fire Research Laboratory (BFRL) [19, 20].  
FDS 4 is a multidimensional, multi-physics CFD model created specifically for studies related to fire 
protection engineering and fire science.  The FDS simulations were run on a cluster of Linux 
computers comprised of Pentium IV single processors with 4 GB of memory each and multicore 
processors with access to 8 GB of memory.  Each processor/core had a clock speed in the 3 GHz 
range.  Run times ranged as long as 7 days. 
 
A review of literature relating to CFD tunnel modeling activity is provided in reference [12].  
Relevant tunnel CFD modeling work is also described in reference [17].  Most of the referenced work 
involved ventilation studies and fires modeled without suppression.  Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) 
includes algorithms for suppression based on modeling sprinkler sprays.  This study did not attempt to 
model the physical and chemical mechanisms by which water sprays suppress combustion, prevent or 
delay ignition and alter flame spread rates.  The heat release rates of the fires had been measured 
during suppression, such that the HRR curve represents the end result of the complex suppression 
mechanisms.  Therefore, FDS4 was applied to evaluating the cooling effects of the water mist in the 
presence of a sustained fire with a known heat release rate.   
 
The modeling details are described in reference [12]. The following text describes selected elements 
from the work.  Results from one representative simulation are presented to illustrate the level of 
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agreement with test results.  For the five simulations, the level of agreement between the measured 
and simulation results was deemed to be sufficient to establish confidence that the FDS4 simulation 
provided a conservative representation of the performance of the water mist system.  The model was 
then used to simulate an unsuppressed fire in the tunnel; the contrast between the suppressed and 
unsuppressed conditions clearly demonstrates the benefit of the water mist system.   
 
Computational Domain 
 
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is a three-dimensional large eddy simulation CFD program 
developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Building and Fire Research 
Laboratory (BFRL) [19, 20].  At the time this work began Version 5 was at an early release state.  
Version 4.0.7 (FDS4) was employed for the current study.  To achieve an adequately small cell size, 
only a 140-m long section of tunnel between station 320-m and 460-m was modeled.  Figure 5 
illustrates the domain and Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the computational domain.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  The computational domain for the TST test tunnel fire simulations.  
 
The FDS4 domain was divided into cells of dimension 0.250-m × 0.230-m × 0.215-m.  This was a 
reasonable grid-size for gas flow in the tunnel, but not sufficient to resolve flow in the pallet stacks, as 
the cell height was greater than the height of a single pallet (0.140-m).  It should also be noted that in 
a spray characterization study conducted by the authors [21], it was found that the grid had to be 
sufficiently fine to cover the injection points of the nozzle in order to establish independent jets from 
each port.  However, due to computational limitations, such a fine resolution grid was impossible to 
apply to the 140-m tunnel length.  Trial simulation runs demonstrated that decreased grid-size 
extended computation times well beyond the 6 or 7 days of the simulations without significant 
improvement in the results.   
 
Table 3:  Summary of FDS4 input parameters used in the simulation series. 
Category Parameter Value 
CFD Domain Facility San Pedro de Anes TST Research Tunnel 
 Simulation dimensions 140 m×23 m×5.17 m 
Numerical Grid dimensions 560×100×24 cells 
 Cell size 0.250 m×0.230 m×0.215 m 
 Total number of cells 1,344,000 
 Wall boundary conditions Concrete 
 Floor boundary conditions Concrete 
 Ceiling boundary conditions Concrete/Promat Promatec-H 
 Gravity vector (-1%) (0.0981, 0.0, -9.8095) m/s2 
Spray Nozzle Type Marioff 4S-1MD-6MD-(1000) water mist 
 Configuration 4.0 m×3.3 m grid 
 Activation criteria Times as determined from test data 
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Water Mist Drop-Size Characterization 
 
The original spray model in FDS4 is based on the spray distribution characteristic of standard 
sprinklers [19, 20].  High pressure water mist nozzles have a very different drop size distribution, 
range of velocities and spray angles than standard sprinklers.  The standard spray model in FDS4 uses 
a composite Rosin-Rammler log-normal distribution.  Equations showing the numerical representation 
of the composite cumulative percent volume drop size distribution curve are shown and discussed in 
references [11, 12].   In a study performed by the authors in 2004 [21], the composite Rosin-Rammler 
log-normal distribution in the FDS spray model was found to provide a poor fit to the fine fraction leg 
of the distribution for a high pressure water mist nozzle.  To improve the fit, manipulations of the 
equations were performed based on drop size distribution measurements [12].  The three measured 
values of Dv10, Dv50 and Dv90 were used, representing the drop diameters for the 10, 50 and 90 
percent cumulative volume fractions of the spray, respectively, where Dv50 represents the median 
diameter md . For the Marioff nozzles, the measured drop size distribution gave Dv50 = md  = 
89 micron, Dv10 = 35 micron, and Dv90 = 171 micron.  Figure 6 shows the resulting Rosin-
Rammler/log-normal distribution for the water mist drop size characterization.  It also shows the 
number fraction distribution, which is derived from the volumetric distribution.  In determining how 
many drops of different sizes to inject into the domain, FDS4 utilizes the numerical distribution count. 
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Figure 6.  Cumulative volume and number fractions of the high pressure, multi-port water mist 
nozzle. 
 
A full discussion of the uncertainty in the characteristic values used to represent drop diameter in 
sprays is beyond the scope of this paper.  However, it should be said that the drop size distribution is 
not a constant characteristic of a spray.  It varies with distance from the nozzle, spatial location within 
the spray, and time [22], and the interaction with a turbulent fire plume.  No single measurement in a 
spray can be representative of the entire spray.  As described in [23] it is necessary to take multiple 
readings of both drop size distribution and local spray density at specific locations (the centroids of 
equal areas), and apply statistical weighting functions to arrive at a representative distribution curve.  
Individual drop size distribution readings taken in a dense part of the spray cloud are given greater 
weight than readings taken in an equal area of a sparse portion of the spray cloud.  The resulting drop 
size distribution curve is only statistically representative of the spray particle distribution; it is not an 
exact measurement.  The uncertainty in the “accuracy” of the weighted-average values of Dv10, Dv50 
or Dv90 thus obtained can best be stated in statistical terms by assigning confidence limits, creating 
an envelope within which the “true” drop size distribution will lie.  Given this unavoidably 
approximate nature of drop size distributions, concern about the smoothness of the transition between 
the Rosin-Rammler and Log Normal segments distributions is primarily of academic interest. 
 
The spherical model within FDS4 was used to characterize the spray distribution pattern of a multi-
port nozzle [11, 12].  A sphere with radius of 200 mm was divided into 1056 solid angles.  Droplets 
can be introduced through any of the user-defined solid angles that make up the sphere. Required 
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inputs are the initial droplet velocity u , and the mass flux, m ′′ , through the face of each active solid 
angle.  The total mass discharge rate from all orifices, as a function of pressure, was provided by the 
“K-factor” for the nozzle.  FDS4 would introduce droplets from each group of solid angles 
representing an orifice, according to the relative value of m ′′ .  Each batch of drops reflected the drop 
size distribution determined for the overall spray defined earlier.  The initial velocity at each injection 
point was determined from orifice flow calculations.  See ref [12] for more detail. 
 
Activation times for the water mist spray nozzles and the operating pressure in each test were 
obtained from the test data.  Since the water distribution piping was attached to the ceiling directly 
above the fire, the temperature of the water in the pipe varied in different tests, depending on the 
allowed pre-burn time and the flow rate in the piping.  An estimate of the water temperature was 
made.  Table 4 presents the nozzle characterization parameters used for Test 1.   
 
Table 4. Nozzle characterization parameters used in the simulation for Test 1. 
 Nozzle 

Pressure 
(bar) 

OH2
T  
(°C) 

4S 1MD 6MD 1000 (Test 1) 
 u  

(m/s) 
cm ′′  (a) 

(kg/s/m2) 
rm ′′  (a) 

(kg/s/m2) 
 100 50 123.5 51.2 199.7 

a) The subscript “c” designates the center orifice; subscript “r”  
designates a ring orifice. 

 
Modeling the Fuel Package and Heat Release Rate 
 
The method employed in this study for inputting a HRR 
versus time plot is described in references [11, 12].  Because 
the nominal quarter-meter resolution in the computational 
domain exceeded the pallet opening dimension, the full detail 
of the stacked pallets could not be simulated.  Instead, 
methods were explored by which some of the effects of flow 
through porous media could be obtained given that FDS has 
no such capabilities.  In the final method adopted, denoted as 
the “top cell method,” the stacks of pallets were modeled as a 
prismoid with internal columns representing the corner and 
center blocks in the pallets, with wood thermal boundary 
conditions.  Figure 7 shows a visualization of the support 
structure that represented the array of stacked pallets.  
Although the sole function of the support structure shown is 
to create a plane for the “top cells” where the combustion 
occurs, the openings allow air to flow through the core of the 
structure.  This avoided having an otherwise solid obstacle in 
the center of the tunnel, which would have been an unrealistic 
obstruction to the air flow.   
 

 

 
Figure 7.  Representation of the 
pallet stacks and support platform as 
a porous structure. 
 

Refer to [12] for an explanation of the progression of the fire across the top-cells.  Initial trials with a 
full height fuel load found that not enough space was available between the top of the stacked pallets 
and the ceiling for a realistic flame volume.  Temperatures at the ceiling did not match the 
experimental data.  The half-height fuel load lowered the elevation of the combustion plane, which 
produced temperatures at the ceiling that were comparable with the test data.  It led, however, to 
overall less drag across the pallet array than was the actual case, which had the drawback of 
exaggerating the flame length (downstream) under the ceiling.   
 
FDS’s oxygen depletion algorithm was turned off.  The FDS oxygen depletion algorithm examines 
the level of oxygen in each cell at each time step to determine whether combustion can be supported 
in that cell.  This function would have reduced the HRR if there was insufficient oxygen in a cell.  
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However, as noted earlier, the measured HRR inherently includes all of the suppression phenomena.  
Since the goal of the simulations was to match the measured heat release rate as closely as possible, 
further reduction by FDS4 would have resulted in an incorrect representation of the HRR.   
 
Figure 8 shows the result of the top-cell method simulation of the HRR for Test 1.  The smoothed 
HRR trace obtained from the test measurement is shown as the dash-dot line.  The “noisy” solid line 
trace represents the instantaneous HRR values calculated as the fire progressed across the top-cells of 
the fuel array.  The mean value of the simulated HRR is within the uncertainty indicators shown.  
Figure 9 shows the HRR curved used for the unsuppressed fire case was taken from one of the tests 
(Test 10) that involved high severity fuel package with a significant proportion of HDPE plastic 
pallets inserted into the stacks of Euro-pallets.  Test 10 also involved a minimal water mist application 
rate.  The Test 10 fire was not controlled by the water mist, and the HRR curve peaked at 57.5 MW.  
The Test 10 HRR was used as the input HRR for the unsuppressed fire, using Test 1 ventilation 
conditions.  Figure 9 shows both the experimental HRR curve simulated and the simulated curve for 
the unsuppressed fire.  The simulation based on the top-cell method achieved an excellent match with 
the measured HRR, well within the uncertainty indicators. 
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Figure 8.  Comparison of HRR test data, with the 
FDS4 simulated HRR curve for Test 1 

Figure 9.  Heat release rate curve from Test 10 
used as representative of an unsuppressed fire in 
a standard severity fuel package at 1.9 m/s 
ventilation air velocity.  

 
SELECT VALIDATIONS 
 
Center Line Temperature 
 
Figure 10, a, b and c, shows the ceiling temperature profiles along the center line of the tunnel at 
different times during Test 1, as predicted by the simulation and as measured in the fire test.  The 
lower abscissa shows the tunnel station numbers and the upper abscissa shows the ceiling 
thermocouple (TC) designation.  The extent of the pallet array is indicated by the block above the 
lower abscissa.  The larger rectangle denotes the area protected by water mist.  Figure 10 gives three-
point (2 s) averages of the temperature at the ceiling for three times, as predicted by the simulation for 
Test 1 and the unsuppressed fire.  The first time (420 s) is indicative of the highest temperature 
conditions just before the water mist system came on.  Each successive time period was 5 min later 
than the previous one, and is cooler than the profile shown for 5 minutes earlier. 
 
Figure 10 a) shows back-layering upstream of the fire prior to activation of the mist in Test 1.  In 
Figure 10 b) 5 minutes after activation of the mist, the back layering has disappeared.  The results 
clearly show that the water mist eliminated back layering upstream of station 375 m, with a 20 MW 
fire and only 2-m/s wind velocity.  The agreement of the back layering reduction in the simulation 
(FDS Test 01) with the experimental counterpart (Exp Test 01) in Figure 10 is very good.  In the tests, 
the peak temperature above the fuel array occurred at C13, whereas in the simulation, the peak 
temperature was shifted 5-m downstream to C12.  It is believed that the reason for the shift is that the 
half-height fuel array presented less of a barrier to air flow than the actual full-height fuel array, hence 
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the downwind flame extension was increased, compared to the test condition.   Downstream, from 
C13 to C1, though, the numerical results are generally higher than the test data.  The dip at C11 is due 
to the presence of a nozzle just below the TC.  Thus, prior to activation of the water mist system, there 
is extremely good agreement between the simulation and the test data for regions 10 or more meters 
from the fire location.   
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(c) 1020 s 

Figure 10.  Three point (2 s) averages of the temperature along the tunnel center line at the ceiling 
thermocouple points at the indicated times for Test 1 and the unsuppressed run are compared with the 
experimental results.  The labels along the tops of the figures are the ceiling thermocouple 
designations. 
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Otherwise, the tests recorded much better temperature reduction along the ceiling than was predicted 
by the model.  It must be noted, though, that FDS calculates dry gas temperature while the test 
measurements were affected by the moist environment created by the sprays and may record a “wet-
bulb” temperature expected to be lower than the gas temperature.  Also note that the error bars shown 
in Figure 10 refer to the uncertainty in the simulation results only.  They are not representative of the 
difference between test and prediction.  There are of course uncertainties in the experimental 
thermocouple measurements of temperature, which are complex and are not indicated in the plots.   
 
Immediately over the fire itself there are several differences between the simulation and the test 
results.  The peak temperature measured (at C13 in the test) was above 1000 °C whereas the peak 
temperature (at C12 in the simulation) was approximately 750 °C to 850 °C (but higher at adjacent 
times).  In the area directly above the fire, flame extensions impact directly on the ceiling.  
Temperatures of 800 °C or greater are deemed to represent the presence of flame. The distance from 
the top of the fuel package to the ceiling was only 1.9 meters, while the “flame height” of a 20 MW 
fire would be expected to be in the order of 10 m.  In the confinement of a tunnel, flame height 
converts to flame length in a horizontal direction.  In the test data, three thermocouples (C 12, C 13, 
and C14) showed the direct influence of intermittent or continuous flame.   
 
The FDS results are conservative and tend to underestimate the cooling benefit of the water mist.  
They are trending correctly however.  Comparison of the unsuppressed run with Test 1 shows 
universally worse conditions without water mist.  The most dramatic difference is with the back 
layering.  Without water mist, heat and hot gases extend both upwind and downwind of the fire, 
making approach from either direction hazardous.   Flame spread to vehicles on either side of the fire 
is assured, and will have catastrophic consequences in terms of risk to life and extent of damage to the 
tunnel. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Full-scale fire tests to evaluate the performance of active suppression systems against very large fires 
in tunnels are expensive.  There is seldom enough instrumentation to fully characterize the 
performance of the system, and the high cost of testing limits the number of tests that are conducted.  
Decisions about the acceptability of suppression systems are often based on a limited understanding 
of the complex dynamics of tunnel fires.  The value of the fire tests can be greatly increased by 
integrating the fire test results with CFD modelling.  Confidence in the model can be established by 
demonstrating that there is reasonably good agreement between the experimental measured values and 
the results of the FDS simulations.  The model can then be used to examine other aspects of the 
performance of the suppression system that may not have been measured or tested.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Project SOLIT – Safety of Life in Tunnels was sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology (BMWi) of Germany. The main content was the development and the test of a high 
pressure water mist system for fire fighting in tunnels. The protection objectives were the following: 
 Improving the chances of self-rescue for involved persons, 
 Preventing any further progression of the fire, 
 Enabling the fire brigade to rescue injured persons, permitting to carry out remaining 

extinguishing activities, 
 Protection of the tunnel construction. 

A short report was given on the last ISTSS conference [1]. The IdF took charge at the design and 
installation of the measuring system as well as the evaluation of measuring data. Results of the 
experiments will be shown on the bases of the measured quantities and graphics. In particular, the fire 
suppression by the water mist fire fighting system is considered. Different assessments for the heat 
release rate (HRR) take centre stage [2-5]. The achievement of the protection objectives will be 
discussed. 
 
KEYWORDS: water mist system, tunnel fire, heat release rate 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 
a  - Subscript for all parts of the gas (the incoming air as well as the exhaust 

gas respectively) 
cf - Correction factor 
CO - Carbon monoxide 
CO2 - Carbon dioxide 
D  - Subscript for the „downstream“ side, the smoke gas side  
d  - Inner diameter of the bidirectional probe 
dry  - Subscript for dry gas, without water steam 

2OE  - Net heat release per unit mass of oxygen consumed during combustion 
(MJ·kg-1) 

n,l,k,j,i  - Subscripts for integer  

S,mI  - Mass flow of S  (kg·s-1) 

S,MolI  - Mol flow of S (kmol·s-1) 

WI  - Heat flow, heat release rate (HRR) (MJ·s-1) 

SM  - Molar mass of S  (kg·kmol-1) 
O2 - Oxygen 
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Re - Reynolds number 
T  - Temperature (°C) 
U  - Subscript for the „uptream“ side, the incoming air side 
v - Velocity (m/s) 
WT  - Subscript for “wind tunnel” 

iSX  - Mole fraction of iS  in the mixture with the components niSi ,,1, =  
p∆  - Differential pressure (Pa) 

ν  - Kinematic viscosity of air (m2·s-1) 
φ  - Oxygen depletion factor 
ρ  - Density (kg/m³) 

0ρ  - Density of dry air at 0T  ( 3
0 2931 −⋅= mkg.ρ , K.T 152730 = ) 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The disastrous effects of fires in tunnels have been sufficiently known for a long time. Fire incidents 
involving casualties like those in the Fréjus Tunnel in June 2005 or in the Viamala Tunnel in 
September 2006 have once again shown the effects that fires in a tunnel may cause for persons 
escaping, rescue forces and not least for the tunnel construction. A comprehensive overview of the 
most important tunnel fires from 1842 to the present time is given by [6]. 
In the event of big fires, the chances of a fast and safe rescue from out of the danger area by the 
persons involved are often rather poor because of the rapid spreading of heat and toxic flue gases. The 
high temperature of partly more than 1000 °C in the fire zone make it almost impossible for the fire 
brigade to fight such fires effectively in a close time frame. [4] is concerned with the peculiarities of 
the dynamics of tunnel fires. 
Particularly in last decades the big tunnel fires called on the researcher and the industry to do more for 
tunnel safety. The efforts are various. One of the activities is the project SOLIT (Safety of Life in 
Tunnels). The subject of this project is the investigation of a high pressure water mist system for road 
tunnels. 
 
THE SOLIT PROJECT 
 
General remarks 
Based on the positive experiences obtained from tests with water mist systems in other areas, the 
SOLIT research project investigated a Water Mist Fire Fighting System (WN-BBA) of FOGTEC® Fire 
Protection GmbH & Co KG (FOGTEC) for different fire scenarios. The Institute of Fire Department 
Saxony-Anhalt (IdF) took charge of the following tasks: 
 Selection of a suitable sensor system which allows an estimate whether the mentioned 

protection objectives can realised by the fire-fighting system, 

 Design and installation of the measuring system, 

 Realization of measurements and the data transfer into a data base, 

 Evaluation of measuring data. 
Beyond that, the project was accompanied by a scientific advisory council consisting of reputed experts 
for tunnel safety (see http://www.solit.info).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.solit.info/�
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Test tunnel 

  
Figure 1 Test tunnel “San Pedro de Anes” Figure 2 North-portal with the 

entrance to the service 
tunnel (downstream side) 

For the purposes of the SOLIT Project, more than 50 1:1 scale burning tests were carried out in spring 
2006 in the Spanish test tunnel of TST (Tunnel Safety Testing, S.A., San Pedro des Anes, Asturias, 
Spain). Figure 1 shows the general view. This test tunnel which was specifically built for fire tests has 
a width of 9.50 m, a height of 5.20 m, and a length of 600 m, thus corresponding to a real two-lane 
road tunnel. The technology provided in that tunnel allows the performance of fire tests with both 
longitudinal ventilation and half-transverse ventilation.  

 
Figure 3 Cross section from “upstream” to “downstream” 

Below the tunnel is built a service tunnel. Three entries to the service tunnel are arranged at the street 
on the left side of the tunnel (see figure 1). A further entrance for little vehicles is arranged on the 
northern side of the tunnel (see figure2).  

Figure 3 shows the cross section of the tunnel (all specifications in mm). The service tunnel is suitable 
very much for installation of the setup for measurement. Both tunnels are connected by pairs of two 
pipes with a diameter of 150 mm in distances of 40 m. These pipes can be used for sensor cables and so 
on. The service tunnel disposes of the necessary electric and computer network. 

Fire scenarios and test program 
The fire tests considered flammable liquid fires and fires of solid materials in order to simulate a 
burning truck. The truck together with its load consisted of Euro-pallets covered with a commercial-
type tarpaulin. 
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Figure 4 Pool fire scenario Figure 5 Typical truck fire load in the project 

SOLIT shortly after ignition 

Figure 4 shows a typical scenario of a liquid fire. The fire object consisted of 6 tubs with the inside 
dimensions 1.8 m x 1.2 m x 0.5 m (length x width x height). Three tubs are roofed in order to simulate 
a covered fire. Every tub was filled with at most 80 l of diesel. The energy content of these liquid fires 
ranged from 8.4 GJ to 12.5 GJ. A foam extinguishing system was installed to guarantee the necessary 
safety. However, it was not required at every experiment. 
The size of the truck dummy which was built from Euro-pallets covered by a tarpaulin were at most 2.5 
m x 10 m (width x length). The height ranged from 3.3 m to 3.9 m. For estimating the energy contents 
the calorific value 16 MJ·kg-1 for wood and 45 MJ·kg-1 for the tarpaulin were used. Based on these 
assumptions the energy contents varied from 110 GJ to 220 GJ (see figure 6). 
The test set-up figures are summarized as follows: 
 65 fire tests were realized. 53 fire tests were used for development and testing of the high 

pressure water mist fire-fighting system. In 12 further fires the Madrid fire brigade carried out 
a training program. The training was focused especially on an effective and safe fighting of 
fires in tunnels furnished with automatic fire-fighting systems. 

 Among the 53 fire test were 27 flammable liquid fires and 26 fires of solid materials. 
 10,120 Euro-pallets with a weight of approximately 250 t were used. 
 A total of 8,630 l of diesel was needed for the tests. 
 A total of 2,360 m² tarpaulin was inserted in the truck dummies. 
 A total of 6.5 km cables were used for the thermocouples. 

 
MEASURING CONCEPT AND INSTALLATION 
 
Objectivs 
Following topics have to be realized: 
 Measuring data had to be transferred and stored correctly. 
 Specified measuring variables had to be adapted for evaluating the project objectives. 
 Data base had to be suited also for evaluation other (comparable) situations and fire-fighting 

systems. 
For this reason physical data of fires were measured, a smoke gas analysis system was realized and the 
visibility was considered. 
 
Installation 
The sensors were installed in different distances from the fire the so-called measuring planes. The so-
called measuring planes are depicted in figure 6. The term “U” thereby characterizes the upstream and 
“D” the downstream side. The number behind “U” and “D” denotes the distance from the fire in meter. 
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Figure 6 Location of measuring planes 
 
The physical data were collected by a fieldbus measuring system. This system was created at the IdF 
and it consists of different boxes. A maximum of 32 sensors can be plugged to one box through cables. 
These cables were passed through the pipes into the service tunnel where the boxes were placed. In 
principle, the boxes can be used for sensors which deliver a defined electric signal. The differently 
configured boxes are connected with the local network or an Ethernet cable (figure 8). Additionally, 
every box has its own IP-address. This method has two essential advantages: 
 The boxes can be located relatively close to the sensors. This permits essentially shorter cable 

lengths.  
 The computer for storing the data and the operators can be located in a control room outside 

the tunnel in safety surroundings (figure 8). Likewise, the operating persons also work at this 
location. This reduces the costs for the personnel’s protective equipment.  

 

  
Figure 7 Control room Figure 8 Boxes of the measuring system 
 
Physical data 
In particular the following physical data were collected: 
 Temperature  
 Heat radiation 
 Flow velocity of smoke gas  
 Water pressure inside the WN-BBA   
 Volume flow of water. 
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Velocities, bidirectional probes 
 

 
Figure 9 Bidirectional probe in the wind tunnel [9] 

In the tunnel fire experiments bidirectional probes were used to measure the gas velocities under the 
most extreme conditions. The probes allowed for a measurement of the different pressure of its left (+) 
and right hand side (-) (figure 9). In general, the application of these probes requires the determination 
of a correction factor cf. In the wind tunnel of the Laboratory of Fluid Dynamics and Technical Flows 
at the Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg several measurements were realized to calibrate six 
different prototypes.  
Based on the Bernoulli equation the velocity can be calculated by 

 
00

2
T

Tpv
ρ

⋅∆⋅
= . (1) 

This velocity is different to the velocity of the calibrated wind tunnel WTv . The correction factor is 
defined as 

 
WTv
vcf = . (2) 

cf was estimated as a linear function in dependence on the Reynolds number  

 
ν

dvRe ⋅
= . (3) 

The consideration of higher levels of Re  is not necessary from the statistical point of view [7]. The results 
concerning for the heat release rate are based on these estimations. 
 
Smoke gas analysis 
The smoke gas analysis was realized in the downstream area in the measuring plane D40. The 
following gas concentrations were analyzed:  
 Oxygen O2,   
 Carbon monoxide CO, 
 Carbon dioxide CO2. 

The gas analysis is necessary in order to consider different questions. First, we had to evaluate the 
graduation of danger for persons involved in such a critical situation. How harmful is the gas to one’s 
health? In addition it was needful to estimate the heat release rate (HRR) (see [3, 8]). Therefore, three 
independent measurements were determined for every gas (O2, CO and CO2) in different tunnel 
heights. The computer for the storage of measured gas concentrations was also located in the control 
room.  
Samples of the smoke gas were pumped from the tunnel into the service tunnel, where the gas analysis 
system was located (see figures 11 and 12). 
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Figure 11 Protected smoke filter inside the tunnel Figure 12 Smoke gas analysis system 
 
HEAT RELEASE RATE 
 
Calculation Formulas 
The oxygen consumption method was used for calculation the heat release rate. The first formula (4) is 
derived from [3]  
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Consequently, all elements on the right hand side of equation (4) are known. A detailed derivation is also 
contained in [8]. A second reduced formula (5) is given in [4]  
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Example 
Figure 9 considers a SOLIT truck fire load shows the development of the HRR calculated for both 
methods (4) and (5). The released energy amounts to approximately 185 GJ for the complete 
combustion. 
Some specific points of time are marked in figures 12 und 13. 
“water on”  The high pressure water mist fire fighting system was activated. 
“water off”  The fire fighting system was stopped. 
“start fire fighter” A mine fire brigade started the fire-fighting.  
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Figure 12 HRR for both methods Figure 13 Released Energy for both methods 

Furthermore, for both methods the maxima of the HRR and the released energy is depicted within the 
figures. There are the following findings: 
 The comparison of the earlier calculated values and the new values with the correction factor cf 

(2) shows, that the differences for the HRR and the released energy are small. The according 
previous values are: Ingason 61.09 MW, 51.73 GJ and Janssens 57.66 MW, 47.89 GJ. 

 Given that the previously mentioned conditions of the SOLIT tunnel fires hold, the differences 
between the considered methods are not significant for fires with a HRR maximum greater 
than 30 MW.  

 However, in fires with small HRR the methods show significant differences. For example, 
consider a pool fire with 60 l of diesel. Given a complete combustion of the fuel, the released 
energy is approaches 2.1 GJ. The respective values then amount to: Ingason 8.38 MW, 3.28 GJ 
and Janssens 5.82  MW, 1.47 GJ. In this experiment the water mist system did not work. 

 
RESULTS 
 
Fire Control 
It may be seen from the curve of the HRR (figure 12) during a burning test with the afore-described 
truck-simulating fire load, the progression of the fire is considerably slowed down, when compared to 
an uncontrolled fire, by activating the water mist system. Beyond that, the size of the fire is limited to 
below 60 MW under these test conditions. However, to achieve such effects, the fire-extinguishing 
system needs to be activated in time and in the right tunnel section. Without such activation, more than 
120 MW would have to be expected. By limiting the HRR and reducing temperatures to a considerable 
degree, the amount of smoke is reduced and the spreading of the fire to contiguous objects, e.g. to 
another truck, is impeded. This was also found during the tests, using a target object located 5 m 
behind the fire load.  
 
Improvement of self-rescue conditions 
Even at a small distance from a big fire, survive conditions are achieved due to the cooling effect of the 
water mist. Figure 14 shows the temperatures over the tunnel cross-section at a distance of 20 m from 
the fire source in the direction of gas flow, i.e. on the downstream side. Over the whole cross-section of 
the tunnel, temperatures during the first 10 minutes are below 50° C, what is acceptable for the self-
rescue of persons. In case of fires with smaller thermal power, temperatures remained at a considerably 
lower level during the whole test period. 
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Figure 14  Temperatures 20 m downstream 

An adequate visibility is important in the case of escape. By activating a fire-extinguishing system, 
visibility is ensured completely on the upstream side up to close to the fire. The effectiveness of smoke 
removal is found to be increased as a result of the interaction of water mist system and ventilation. 
Thus, after activating the fire-extinguishing system, no back-layering was observed. With substantially 
lower thermal power, it had still been exist. However, visibility on the downstream side is reduced. 
In the lower tunnel area, the oxygen content hardly goes down below 18 % by volume. The fire 
progression is delayed by the fire-fighting system and suppressed after approximately 20 min. It is 
obvious that the fire can be extinguished after a short time immediately after the fire brigade is in 
operation.  
Figure 16 shows the initial oxygen concentration depicted in figure 15 in greater detail. Accordingly, in 
the first minutes the fire grows slowly. The HRR is small and a smoke layer develops. Consequently, 
the oxygen concentration at a height of 3 m and 1.5 m is nearly unchanged. In contrast, the oxygen 
concentration at a height of 4.5 m  decreases. The start of the fire-fighting system destroys the smoke 
layer on the downstream side.  
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Figure 15 Curve of oxygen concentrations Figure 16 Curve of oxygen concentrations (detail) 

 
Possibility of fire fighters’ operation 
The test fires were extinguished, like in case of a real fire in a tunnel, by the fire brigade. At this it was 
shown that such extinguishing procedure of test fires with the activated water mist system was always 
possible without any difficulty within few minutes. No more than three C- hoses were used during 
extinguishing operations. The frequently used argument that water vapour could jeopardise people was 
never confirmed during any of the tests by the members of the fire brigade in situ. 
As matter of principle fire brigades could extinguish such fires in co-working with the high pressure 
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water mist fire fighting system. 

 
At this point be noted generally, that tactics of fire fighting operations in co-working with the high 
pressure water mist system have to be a part of the safety concept for the considered tunnel. Among 
others are to consider:  
 How is the geometry of the tunnel? Did the tunnel have one or two tubes? For instance, this is 

important in order to estimate the time of coming to the fire. 
 Where are placed the water hydrants? On this base the fire brigade is able to plan the necessary 

technique (hoses, pumps, equipment of emergency vehicles) and the personal resources. 
Another result is the estimation of the period in order to prepare the fire fighters’ operations. 

 Is the normal breathing protection sufficient or are regenerative breathing apparatus necessary? 
 
Protection of the tunnel construction 
Since the spreading of a fire can be limited by activating a fire-extinguishing system, damages to the 
construction can be also limited to a comparatively small section in the tunnel. This is proved by the 
fact that in none of the tests, the fire progressed up to the target 5 m away. Only the tarpaulin covering 
the target showed traces of fire. By operating the water mist system, temperatures in the immediate 
vicinity of the fire are reduced so that a substantially lower impact on the structure of the tunnel 
construction can be expected. Since the fire brigade is given the opportunity to fight a fire very fast and 
effective, the duration of an anyway reduced temperature impact on construction components is further 
shortened. 
 
SUMMARY 
The SOLIT project investigated a high pressure water mist fire-fighting system in an extensive test 
program. The project regarded flammable liquid fires and fires of solid materials. 
The project has shown that the positive experiences collected with conventional fire-fighting systems 
in Japan and Australia are transferable also to the water mist technology. Using a water amount that is 
substantially smaller in comparison with conventional systems like sprinkler, it is possible to fight a 
fire effectively, thus contributing to an improvement of evacuation conditions, simplifying the 
operation of the fire brigade and reducing damages to the tunnel construction.  
The investigations during these real big-fire tests in the test tunnel of TST have proved that the 
specified protection objective is generally achieved with the fire-fighting system used.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
After several years of discussion and enamours efforts in research and development Fixed Fire Fighting 
Systems (FFFS) in Tunnel, particularly based on water mist technology, are an accepted measure to 
increase the level of safety in road tunnels. Most systems that are already in operation or in construction, 
e.g. A86 West, M30 in Madrid or the Virgolo Tunnel on the Brenner Highway, are increasing the level of 
safety as these tunnels are presenting a high risk potential.  
However, tunnel owners and operator are confronted with the problem of exorbitantly rising costs for 
tunnel safety. Therefore the aim for any further innovations should be either to increase the today’s 
accepted level of safety with no extra costs or to reach the level of safety by reduced costs compared when 
using measures that are prescriptive.  
Former research work has shown that most likely by implementing FFFS based on water mist technology 
other safety measures can be compensated partly. This might be the case e.g. for ventilations systems, 
passive fire protection or emergency exits. Depending on the specific project, this may lead to a significant 
decrease of costs for the total safety system of the tunnel.  
After the success of the SOLIT research project, which was funded by the German government during 
2004 – 2006 and the even more extensive project SOLIT² will focus on the integration of FFFS into 
holistic tunnel safety systems as well as the compensation of other safety measures.  
A major part of the project will be the development of a method to plan and evaluate compensatory 
measures in a modular way. This will include a basic risk analysis as well as the cost benefit analysis for 
the state of the art solution as well as the innovative solution. Furthermore a method how to proof the 
effectiveness as well as the same level of safety is under development to be finally approved by a 
consultant. 
Based on an example of a upgrading of a tunnel ventilation system, the paper will give a brief overview 
about the process and methods developed by the partners of the SOLIT² project of planning and evaluating 
the implementation of a FFFS to partly compensate the power of a tunnel ventilation system. The aim 
should be to reach a state of the art level of safety by decreasing the costs for the refurbishment and 
improvement works. 
 
Fixed Fire Suppression Systems; Compensation; Integration  
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STATE OF THE ART OF FIXED FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS IN TUNNELS  
 

 
Figure 1: Spray test with water mist system [1] 

 
During the last years several tunnels throughout Europe where equipped with fixed fire fighting 
systems (FFFS) mainly based on water mist technology. Also today in few tunnels, e.g. the New Tyne 
Crossing in Newcastle, such systems are in the installation process. Within Europe more than 35 km of 
tunnel are equipped with FFFS but these systems can be seen in most cases as ad-on safety measure. 
They were installed to increase the level of safety but were not required according to rules or standards. 
Refering to the opinion of many experts the benefits of these systems are obvious. According to the  
work of several research projects, e.g. UPTUN or SOLIT, the main aims of these systems are [2]: 
 

• Protect the tunnel structure and minimize the damages on the tunnel 
• Hampering fire spread to adjacent objects, e.g. other trucks 
• Facilitate the work of the rescue services 
• Improvement of the self rescue conditions for people inside the tunnel 

 
The layout basis for all systems are full scale fire tests with severe truck fire loads as it were used 
during the SOLIT research project or e.g. for the Roertunnel.  
General recommendations for the system layout and minimum technical requirements can be found in 
the UPTUN guidance R251 [3] as well as in the latest version of the NFPA 502 [4]. Also PIARC 
recently published some recommendations for FFFS in tunnels.  
 
  
PROMISING RESULTS – POTENTIAL FOR COMPENSATION 
 
The focus of the research projects in the past was to study the effectiveness of water mist systems in 
tunnel fires regarding the fire suppression and cooling effect. However during analyzing the data 
received from the full scale fire test it turned out that there are promising results giving already clear 
hints to partly compensate some other safety elements by using FFFS. This will be further explained in 
the following examples [5]: 
 
Ventilation 
In particular during the SOLIT fire tests using class B fire load up to 40 MW with a strong smoke 
potential it turned out that the effectiveness of the longitudinal as well as semi-transversal ventilation 
system was increased during the activation of the water mist system. In the fire tests with a longitudinal 
ventilation of approx. 1,5 m/s a strong back layering effect was observed during the pre-burn time. 
Shortly after activation of the water mist system the area upstream of the fire was completely free of 
smoke without changing the ventilation regime. Similar observations were also made during tests with 
a semi-transversal ventilation system. 
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Fig. 2: Smoke in the upstream area: Above during pre-burn time; below after activation of the FFFS 

 
Temperatures: 
The main fire fighting effect of water mist systems is the cooling effect. Due to the huge reaction 
surface in relation to the volume of the droplet a significant reduction of the temperature can be 
observed during activation of the FFFS. Even in a worst case the area of high temperatures can be 
limited to only few metres directly above the fire. During a free burning fire usually temperatures of 
1200°C or even more can be expected in this area at the ceiling. After activation of the water mist 
system, the temperatures are immediately reduced to below 400°C in some tests and even below 50°C 
in distance of 10 m from the fire as it can be seen in Fig. 3. 
  

 
Figure 3: Temperatures along the tunnel during a fire test. FFFS activated after 4 min. 

 
 

Due to the lower temperatures the heat impact on the tunnel structure and infrastructure is significantly 
less. Therefore a reduction of the damages can be expected. 
 
Gas concentrations: 
Due to the limitation of the fire size and the fire suppression effect of the FFFS also gas concentrations 
are also reduced compared to an open fire. Therefore the effects on people are also reduced. The 
following table shows gas concentrations measured in fire tests with truck fire loads in comparison 
with fixed limit values from the literature and free burning fires.  
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 Min./Max. concentration at breathing 
height Vol% during a fire test 

Fixed Limit Value for 30 
min. exposure Vol% 

Free burning Fire (150 
MW) Vol% 

O2 19,41 15  
CO2 1,53 6-7 7-9 
CO 0,22 0,14 – 0,16 0,4 – 3,0 

 
By applying fractional effective dose models (FED) to the planning process of the overall safety 
concept, the time available for the self-recue of people can be estimated.  
 
 
COMPENSATION OF STANDARD SAFTEY ELEMENTS 
 
In general the term compensation in the field of safety engineering can be defined as achieving the 
same level of safety by other measures or methods than described in rules or standards. Prescriptive 
rules and guidelines were often used in the past and usually are now defining the accepted level of 
safety in the tunnel. Particularly for extensive projects standard measures may lead to a high 
complexity or high costs. Furthermore if the safety level should be increased, e.g. due to new 
knowledge or for better social acceptance, the costs are usually increasing disproportionately.  
Therefore the trend to a performance based design of safety systems is obvious. The aim the will be, as 
shown in Figure 4 that the safety level can be increased with the same costs or that same level of safety 
can be kept by reducing the costs.  
 
 

 
Figure 4: Correlation between the safety level and the costs of a safety system (schematic) 

 
The general chance from a prescriptive way of planning complex tunnel systems to a holistic approach 
opens the possibility to individually design the tunnel safety system. Based on a risk analysis the safety 
system can be build up with from a tool box of measures e.g. containing passive fire protection, 
ventilation systems, self-recue concepts, active fire suppressions system and the rescue services. Even 

Todays accepted safety 
measures (prescriptive) 

Costs of the safety system 

S
afety level 
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the EU tunnel directive gives the chance to use innovative measures as long as it can be proven that the 
same level of safety as defined in the standard will be achieved.  
Of course for performing a holistic approach in designing an overall tunnel safety concept the 
effectiveness of all measures and the potential of compensation must be checked. In particular for 
FFFS this information is only available in a qualitative way but there is still a lack of quantitative and 
reliable data. In a second step an overall cost analysis must be performed. This is not only including the 
cost for implementing any system but also the life-cycle-costs of the system. 
In a third step questions regarding reliability of the systems should be examined and systems should be 
compared to each other. Up to now, even for systems that are well know since years, hardly any data is 
available for this task up to know.  
It can be summarized that test results already showed a great potential in reducing costs or increasing 
the level of safety by partly compensating today’s used standard safety measures with FFFS. But still 
some data is needed for FFFS as well as for other systems. 
 
 
PROSPECTS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Its was clearly identified by in the expert world that future research work must be carried out to create a 
reliable base for integration of FFFS into the tunnel safety system and compensation of other safety 
measures. The German government just recently launched the new research project SOLIT² (further 
information: www.solit.info). A consortium including FOGTEC, STUVA, BUNG, University of Bochum 
and TÜV Süd will deeply investigate the possibilities of including FFFS into the risk analysis process and 
therefore compare the effects of FFFS and other safety measures in a holistic process. To verify the models 
and methods developed within the project an extensive fire test program will be carried out during 2011.  
Furthermore the focus will be set on life cycle cost models for FFFS and in comparison with other safety 
measures. This will be a helpful tool to decide the most cost effective combination of safety measures seen 
over the whole life time of the systems and the tunnel. After finalizing the project works the results will be 
published as an engineering guidance to assist consultants, tunnel owners, operators and authorities that are 
dealing with tunnel safety.  
Up to now, there are no fixed rules and methods how compensation of safety measures in tunnels should be 
determined. But it can be assumed that this will be change within a very short period of time and also 
organisations as PIARC or NFPA 502 will include these topics in their procedures and recommendations.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
A test procedure for evaluating the fire protection performance of water-based fixed fire fighting 
systems for passenger train and metro cars will be presented. Well defined materials are applied in 
both test configurations that are intended to provide realistic but conservative fire scenarios for the 
applications. Results are presented for two different water mist systems tested according to the 
proposed test procedure. Water mist systems are an attractive choice for these applications 
specifically due to their lower weight and space requirements. 
 
KEYWORDS: Water mist systems, fire protection, test procedure, passenger train cars, metro cars  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
There are few rail fire accidents in the headlines almost every year although serious disasters that 
include loss of lives happen rarely. One of the most severe train accidents in the 21st century is the 
Kaprun disaster in Austria, on 11th November 2000, where a fire occurred in an ascending railway car 
in the tunnel of the Gletscherbahn in Kaprun. The disaster claimed the lives of 155 people, leaving 
only 12 survivors. Another disastrous accident was the Daegu subway fire in South Korea, on 18th 
February 2003. The fire was started by an arsonist who ignited a stopped metro car at the Jungangno 
Station of the Daegu Metropolitan Subway in Daegu. In total some 198 people lost their lives and at 
least 147 were injured. 
 
Today most passenger trains are equipped with manual extinguishers that provide first aid protection 
in case of a small fire. With an emergency stop the train can be stopped and people evacuated quickly 
from the train. It has been argued, though, that this simplistic approach would not be possible e.g. if 
the train is crowded or in a tunnel. Fixed fire fighting systems would be a logical way for improving 
the fire safety in trains in all cases. 
 
In metros the approach is very similar to passenger trains. Although metros have typically less fire 
load than trains there can still be catastrophic consequences if a fire breaks out in a crowded metro car 
between stations. Also, manual extinguishers in metros might be subject to vandalism and therefore 
not available for use. Again a fixed fire fighting system could be considered appropriate to approve 
the safety of people and business.   
 
Trains and metros as such pose technical challenges to any fixed fire fighting systems installed 
onboard due to space and weight constraints. When setting performance criteria to such systems these 
practical boundary conditions cannot be ignored. The objective should be to find a technically feasible 
solution with sufficient performance to provide time for evacuation also in cases where the train or 
metro may be in a long tunnel and unable to stop for several minutes. 
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Since there is currently no internationally recognized authority for rail industry that would define the 
boundary values and requirements for fire protection systems in trains or metros, Marioff Corporation 
Oy has worked together with VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland to develop a repeatable and 
reproducible fire test procedure for evaluating the performance of water-based fire protection systems 
both for passenger train and metro cars. Such procedures would give end-users and authorities an 
objective way to evaluate the fire fighting performance of different water-based systems. 
 
TEST PROCEDURE 
 
The intention of the test program was to develop a test procedure with challenging and realistic fire 
scenarios for evaluating the fire fighting performance of water-based systems in train and metro cars. 
The procedure applies both to deluge-type systems and automatic sprinkler-type systems. The 
procedure is similar to guidelines published by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) for 
evaluating water-based suppression systems on board ships because those guidelines are well defined 
and widely recognized with a lot of practical experience [1 – 4]. The development process took almost 
half a year during which over 70 full scale fire tests were conducted. 
 
The test fuel package consisted of well-defined, non-fire retardant generic materials to ensure 
reproducibility and repeatability of the tests. The materials were the same that are applied in many 
IMO guidelines [1 – 3] but also in widely recognized land-based water mist fire test procedures 
published by CEN, FM and UL [5 – 8]. In reality, especially in modern trains and metros, the seats 
and other materials are fire retardant, but a challenging non-fire retardant fuel package provides a 
well-justified worst case scenario with a safety factor built in it and it takes into account also the 
variable luggage passengers bring in with them. 
 
Flammable liquid pool fires were not included in the test procedure because if a fire is started by an 
arsonist spilling flammable liquid to the car, it results in a large but short-lived initial fire. Solid 
combustibles that are likely to be ignited by the liquid fire provide the actual hazard with respect to 
duration and fire spread. 
 
The qualitative primary objective of the fire fighting system is to suppress the fire and provide tenable 
conditions for as long as it takes to stop the train or metro and evacuate the passengers. Issues to be 
taken into account in the duration evaluation include the space and/or power limitations in a train or 
metro and the worst case scenario of the time needed to stop the train/metro in a safe place, e.g. if the 
fire occurs in a tunnel. 
 
Test compartment for trains and metros 
 
For both the train and metro tests, a representative mock-up enclosure was used. It was considered 
appropriate to use an ISO standard shipping container where two doors, one at each end, were 
assembled. The test compartment with inner dimensions is presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
 
Train and metro fuel packages 
 
The train and metro fuel packages were designed to simulate a typical long-distance passenger train 
and subway metro cars. The fuel package consisted of 

• an ignition source,  
• mock-up seats with polyether foam simulating the seat padding,  
• combustible walls with plywood panels simulating combustible clothes, curtains etc hanging 

on the walls, and  
• polyether foam on the luggage rack for observing fire spread (Train setup only). 

All solid materials in the fuel package were conditioned for at least 72 hours in a controlled 
environment. In both test setups and in each test the fuel package was assembled in the middle of the 
mock-up as presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1 Fuel package in the train setup. 
 
 

 
Figure 2 Fuel package in the metro setup and indicative nozzle arrangements in the compartment. 
 
 
Materials 
The fuel packages were constructed using well-defined, non-fire retardant generic materials to ensure 
that the tests are challenging, reproducible and repeatable. The material specifications were taken 
from existing fire test procedures in IMO Res.MSC.265(84) and CEN TS 14972:2008 [2, 5]. 
 
Ignition source 
In each test the fire was ignited by an igniter which was made of insulating fibreboard soaked in 120 
ml of commercial heptane (LIAV 110 industrial solvent, supplied by Neste Oil Oyj) [1, 2]. The igniter 
was placed on the relevant train/metro seat as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Seat with igniter. Left: Train. Right: Metro. 
 
 
Seats 
The frame of the seats was made of steel consisting of rectangular bottom and backrest frames 
constructed of steel angles and solid steel plates. Each seat was formed of two polyether foam pieces. 
The backrest was placed on top of the seat cushion and steel angles were used at the backrest to 
prevent the foam from falling during the test. Schematic picture of the train seat arrangement is given 
in Figure 1 and a photo is shown in Figure 3. The same seat frames were used in the metro setup but 
in the metro case the seats were arranged along the wall as presented in Figures 2 and 3.   
 
The polyether foam was non-fire retardant with a density of approximately 33 kg/m³. When tested at 
VTT in accordance with ISO 5660-1 the polyether foam gave results as given in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1 Cone calorimeter test for foam in accordance with ISO 5660-1.  
Test conditions  Irradiance: 35 kW/m² 
 Horizontal Position 
 Sample thickness: 50 mm 
  No frame retainer was used 
Test results  Time to ignition  4 – 6 s 
 3 min average Heat release rate HRR (230 ± 10) kW/m2 
 Effective heat of combustion  > 24 MJ/kg 
  Total heat release (43 ± 1) MJ/m2 
 
 
Walls 
In both test setups the incombustible wall of the mock-up was covered with uncoated birch plywood 
panels in such way that no air gap was left behind the panel and the incombustible walls. A schematic 
view of the installation is presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
 
The flame spread properties of the plywood wall panels were determined at VTT according to IMO 
Res.A.653(16) [4]. Three samples were investigated. The main fire characteristics are given in Table 
2. The ignition times for the three samples were 32 s, 35 s, and 35 s. The flame spread times to 350 
mm for the three samples were 81 s, 81 s, and 83 s. The flame spread index (FSI) of the plywood was 
not verified but when measured in accordance with the Standard for Test for Surface Burning 
Characteristics of Building Materials (UL 723) the birch plywood should correspond to FSI 200. 
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Table 2 Flame spread test for plywood in accordance with IMO Res.A.653(16). 
 CFE 

kW/m2 
Qsb 

MJ/m2 
Qt 
MJ 

Qp 
kW 

Sample 1 2.7 1.84 1.87 7.99 
Sample 2 2.7 1.88 1.74 7.98 
Sample 3 2.7 1.88 1.75 8.07 

Mean 2.7  1.87 1.79 8.01 
 
 
Luggage rack 
In the train setup a luggage rack was attached 190 cm above the floor. Polyether foam pieces with the 
characteristics of Table 1 were arranged on the luggage rack as presented in Figure 2.  
 
Fire tests 
 
The approach in the train and metro suppression tests was to run the tests with two nozzle 
arrangements: the fire was started (i) close to the location of one nozzle (A1) and (ii) between two 
nozzles (B2) as shown in Figure 2. The different nozzle arrangements were done by moving the 
nozzles in proportion to the fuel package. 
 
Deluge system 
Two free-burn tests were conducted first to define the pre-burn time in suppression tests 1 and 2 in 
Table 3. In the train setup the flame attachment time to the first polyether target on the luggage rack 
was recorded and in the metro setup the time recorded was the flame attachment to the wall. The pre-
burn time in the suppression tests was defined as 30 s less than the average flame attachment time 
recorded in the free-burn tests [3]. The deluge system was manually activated at the end of the pre-
burn period. 
 
Sprinkler system 
When automatic sprinklers were used the pre-burn times in suppression tests 1 and 2 in Table 3 was 
defined by the sprinkler sensitivity. 
 
The tests were conducted for at least 10 min after the system was activated, and any remaining fire 
was manually extinguished.  
 
 
Table 3 Basics of the test program (Train and Metro).  

Test Number Ignition location Ignition source 
Pre-burn time 
Deluge system 

1 Seat, at one nozzle (A1) Igniter Determined with a 
free-burn test 2 Seat, between two nozzles (B2) Igniter 

 
 
Instrumentation 
The instrumentation arrangement was the same for both setups. The following parameters were 
measured during the tests: 

• Gas temperature with 0.5 mm bare K-type thermocouples arranged as shown in Figure 4. 
• Water pressure at the ceiling level close to the hydraulically most remote operating nozzle.  
• Oxygen level 160 cm above the floor as shown in Figure 4. 
• The fire damage was photographed after each test. 
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Figure 4 Measurement arrangement (Train and Metro). 
 
 
Acceptance criteria 
The principal qualitative objective of the suppression system is to stop the fire spread and suppress the 
fire. For quantitative evaluation the UL 1626 [8] was applied for relevant parts as the suppression 
systems in trains and metros can also be considered life safety systems. As per the life safety criteria 
in the UL 1626, the temperatures shall be limited for the required time as follows:  

• The maximum peak temperature 160 cm above the floor shall not exceed 93 °C. 
• The maximum temperature 160 cm above the floor shall not exceed 54 °C for more than any 

continuous 2-minute period. 
 
In addition, the suppression systems shall prevent ignition of targets as follows: 

• In the train tests, the flame shall not be attached to the foam on the luggage rack 
• In the metro tests, the flame shall not be attached to the combustible wall 

 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Fire suppression tests and free burn tests were conducted on simulated passenger train car and metro 
car setups as described earlier.  Two HI-FOG water mist systems (one deluge-type system, one 
automatic sprinkler-type system) were tested for each application. Both systems were of limited 
duration operated with gas cylinders and a limited water supply that can be fit in a train or metro car. 
The deluge system was based on a gas-driven pump unit. The sprinkler system was based on an 
accumulator unit. 
 
Free-burn tests 
 
For each fuel package, one free-burn test was conducted until the fire had consumed most of the fuel. 
The purpose of these tests was to demonstrate the fire spread potential of the fuel package designs, 
and to provide a baseline for evaluating the capability of the suppression systems to limit fire spread 
and to manage gas temperatures. 
 
Figure 5 presents the ceiling gas temperatures (T1-T4, see Figure 4) for the free-burn tests. For both 
fuel packages the data is presented as a running average over 30 seconds. The temperatures started 
decreasing after 4 minutes (train) and 8 minutes (metro) because the fires were running out of fuel. 
The oxygen concentrations in both free-burn tests dropped close to 12 % within 5 min from ignition. 
Figure 6 and 7 show the fire development and post-fire conditions for both free-burn tests. Overall the 
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fuel packages exhibited sufficient fire spread potential to present a meaningful test for the capability 
of suppression systems to limit fire spread. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 Ceiling gas temperatures for the free-burn tests. Left: Train. Right: Metro. 
 
 

      
Figure 6 Train setup. Left: 60 s after ignition (wall ignited at 58 s). Right: Post-test condition. 
 
 

      
Figure 7 Metro setup. Left: 135 s after ignition (wall ignited at 95 s). Right: Post-test condition. 
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Suppression tests 
 
In each test, a single row of four ceiling-mounted pendent nozzles was installed along the centerline 
of the mock-up. The spacing between nozzles was 3.0 m, and the distance to walls was 1.2 m, 
yielding a protected area of 7.2 m2 per nozzle. The K-factor for all nozzles was 1.45 lpm/bar½.  
 
Tables 4 and 5 present a summary of the main test results. In the train tests, the pre-burn time of 57 s 
for the deluge system was determined based on tests 01 and 02. Similarly, in the metro tests, the pre-
burn time of 1 min 14 s for the deluge system was determined based on tests 07 and 08. For the 
sprinkler systems, the pre-burn time corresponds to the activation time of first sprinkler. 
 
 
Table 4 Summary of the test results for train setup. 

Test Suppression 
system Test type Pre-burn  

(min:s) 

Wall 
ignition 
(min:s) 

Target 
ignition 
(min:s) 

Maximum peak 
temp 160 cm 

above the floor1) 

Max 30 s avg 
ceiling temp 

01 n/a Free-burn n/a 1:07 1:33 n/a n/a 

02 n/a Free-burn n/a 0:47 1:24 n/a n/a 

03 deluge B2 0:57 n/a2) not ignited 45 °C (T7) 165 °C (T2) 

04 deluge A1 0:57 n/a2) not ignited 37 °C (T5) 74 °C (T1) 

05 sprinkler B2 1:07 0:50 not ignited 44 °C (T5) 125 °C (T2) 

06 sprinkler A1 0:44 n/a2) not ignited 39 °C (T5) 76 °C (T3) 
 Ref. free-

burn 351 °C (T5) 648 °C (T2) 

 
 
Table 5 Summary of the test results for metro setup. The column ‘seats damaged’ shows the 

number of seats involved in fire vs the total number of seats installed for the test. 

Test Suppression 
system Test type Pre-burn  

(min:s) 

Wall 
ignition 
(min:s) 

Seats 
damaged 

Maximum peak 
temp 160 cm 

above the floor1) 

Max 30 s avg 
ceiling temp 

07 n/a Free-burn n/a 1:38 n/a n/a n/a 

08 n/a Free-burn n/a 1:51 n/a n/a n/a 

09 deluge B2 1:14 not ignited 4 / 7 43 °C (T7) 120 °C (T2) 

10 deluge A1 1:14 not ignited 4 / 7 49 °C (T5) 92 °C (T2) 

11 sprinkler B2 0:38 not ignited 4 / 7 39 °C (T7) 88 °C (T2) 

12 sprinkler A1 0:48 not ignited 3 / 7 37 °C (T6) 55 °C (T2) 

 Ref. free-
burn 374 °C (T5) 550 °C (T3) 

1) All suppression tests in Tables 4 and 5 passed the quantitative temperature criteria (93 °C / 54 °C). 
2) Wall ignition time not recorded. Post-test inspection showed that wall had ignited. 
 
 
All tests were successful in terms of suppressing the fire and also in terms of the quantitative 
acceptance criteria. Ignition between two nozzles (B2) was invariably worse of the two nozzle 
arrangements in terms of damage to the fire load as well as gas temperatures. When comparing the 
ceiling gas temperatures between Table 4 and 5 it can be seen that the temperatures are, in most cases, 
higher in the train setup. This was mostly due to faster fire propagation in the train setup. 
 
The worst and the best performance of the tested water mist systems of Tables 4 and 5 will be 
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presented in more detail. The train setup, deluge system and ignition between two nozzles (test 03) 
gave the worst performance and the best performance was achieved in the metro setup, sprinkler 
system and ignition at one nozzle (test 12). 
 
Test 03: Train, Deluge, Ignition between two nozzles (B2)  
Figure 8 presents the gas temperatures for the test, presented as a running average over 30 seconds. 
The deluge system was activated at 57 s (small drop in ceiling temperatures) and the maximum 
ceiling temperature 165 °C at T2 (Table 4) was reached at 3 min 20 s. Soon after reaching the 
maximum ceiling temperature all temperatures started to drop because of the suppression and cooling 
effects of the water mist system. Temperatures 160 cm above the floor remained below 44 °C during 
the 20 min system activation. 
 
The oxygen concentration in Figure 9 indicates that the oxygen level remained sufficient for survival 
in the car during the whole test. Fire propagation was prevented and all the targets on the luggage rack 
remained unburned as presented in Figure 10. 
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Figure 8 Left: Gas temperatures at ceiling level. Right: Gas temperatures 0.8 m (T5-T7) and 1.6 m 

(T8) below ceiling. 
 
 

 
Figure 9 Oxygen concentration. 
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Figure 10 Left: Fire development 45 s after ignition. Middle and right: Fire damage. 
 
 
Test 12: Metro, Sprinkler, Ignition at one nozzle (A1) 
Figure 11 presents the gas temperatures for the test, presented as a running average over 30 seconds. 
The first and only sprinkler activated at 48 s (small drop in ceiling temperatures), the fire was 
immediately suppressed and ceiling temperatures only slightly increased and remained somewhat 
higher than ambient. Temperatures 160 cm above the floor remained below 40 °C. 
 
The test was conducted for 10 min during which the fire was suppressed and the fire propagation was 
prevented. The oxygen concentration in Figure 12 remained over 20 % the whole test period. Three 
out of seven seats were damaged and wall was not ignited as shown in Figure 13 so the sprinkler 
system prevented the ignition of target properly. 
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Figure 11 Left: Gas temperatures at ceiling level. Right: Gas temperatures 0.8 m (T5-T7) and 1.6 m 

(T8) below ceiling. 
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Figure 12 Oxygen concentration. 

 
 

   
Figure 13 Left: Fire development at system activation (48 s). Middle and right: Fire damage. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The fuel package provided reproducible and repeatable tests and challenging fire scenarios for any 
water-based protection system compatible with the space, weight and power limitations onboard a 
train or metro car. 
 
Qualitatively, the fire was clearly suppressed and the fire spread and damage was limited in all 
suppression tests. Quantitative temperature criteria taken from the UL 1626 life safety standard would 
be well justified to be applied in the train and metro tests but, in the tests presented, they were far less 
challenging than the criteria set for limiting the spread of fire to targets.  
 
Based on the full test program, a formal fire test procedure has been formulated and is available upon 
request. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Water-based fixed fire fighting systems (WFFFS) are now considered to be an option for mitigating 
the effects of tunnel fires as these systems can control the fire and prevent fire spread.   The mitigation 
effects can be enhanced when WFFFS is used with ventilation systems.  There is a great need to study 
the interaction between WFFFS and ventilation systems; and to identify design elements for both 
systems to make them efficient. This paper presents results from a preliminary test conducted in a 
full-scale laboratory tunnel furnished with a sprinkler system.   The absolute cooling effect and 
radiation attenuation were examined by activating the sprinkler system over a propane fire which 
generated a constant HRR.  The test examined the effectiveness of the longitudinal ventilation system 
with the sprinkler system active.  The paper also discusses the impact of the water vapour on the 
measurement of HRR, which uses oxygen consumption calorimetry.  
 
KEYWORDS: tunnel fires, longitudinal ventilation, suppression, heat release rate measurement 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Water-based fixed fire fighting systems (WFFFS) are now considered to be an option for mitigating 
the effects of tunnel fires.  The ventilation system alone is not capable of achieving neither structural 
protection nor life safety for severe heavy good vehicle (HGV) fires although, in particular, the 
longitudinal ventilation system is quite effective in reducing the temperature downstream of the fire 
and keeping the upstream areas free of smoke.  WFFFS can reduce the severity of the fire and prevent 
fire spread.   The mitigation effect can be enhanced when WFFFS is used with ventilation systems, 
provided that both systems are suitably designed.   
 
There is a great need to study the interaction between WFFFS and ventilation systems; and to identify 
design elements for both systems to make them efficient.  In general, the effectiveness of suppression 
is greatly influenced by the degree of ventilation.    The greater the ventilation rate, the greater the 
water consumption or the time to extinguish the fire [1].  In tunnel application of WFFFS, oxygen 
depletion by WFFFS cannot be very effective if the fire is under continuous air flow in the tunnel.  
Direct cooling of the fuel surface is also hard to achieve since the tunnel fire is often shielded by the 
vehicle body.  Thus, the dominant effect to be expected in tunnel fire suppression is cooling the hot 
gases and the surroundings of the fire.  
 
In recent years, a great deal of research has been done to study the effectiveness of water-based 
suppression systems on tunnel fires.  It was found that the suppression system can effectively control 
fires and prevent fire spread by reducing the heat release rate (HRR) and cooling the hot gases [2, 3, 4, 
5].  Figure 1 shows the published experimental data from previous studies [2, 4, 5], which examined a 
range of fires with various types of WFFFS, such as water mist systems and sprinkler systems.  The 
ratio of the maximum HRR in a suppression test (QS ) to the corresponding maximum HRR in a free 
burn test (QD) was plotted with respect to the water flow density (l/min∙m2) used in each test.  The 
ratio, QS /QD represents the rate of suppressed HRR.  This shows that WFFFS can reduce the HRR by 
about 40 ~80% of the design fire (QD) depending on the water flow density.  A successful suppression 
system with sufficient water flow rate and fast activation can hold the development of fires and 
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maintain the HRR at the time of activation.  The strategy in using both systems can be that WFFFS 
limits the fire size to be manageable by the ventilation systems, and longitudinal ventilation systems 
control smoke and reduce the hazard.  
 

 
Figure 1 The ratio of the maximum HRR in a suppression test (QS ) to the corresponding maximum 

HRR in a free burn test (QD) was plotted with respect to the water flow density (l/min∙m2) 
    
So far, the most reliable method of studying water-based suppression system is real-scale tests since 
there are difficulties in scaling the water drop sources and their interaction with fire and smoke.  To 
properly investigate the effects of water-based suppression systems on convective flows and thermal 
radiation, a study in a full-scale laboratory tunnel is being conducted at Carleton University.  This 
paper presents the preliminary study conducted to examine the mitigation effects of both systems and 
the effect of WFFFS on the efficiency of longitudinal ventilation systems. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE LABORATORY TUNNEL 
 
The large scale experiments are performed in a laboratory tunnel of Carleton University located in 
Almonte, Ontario, Canada is used in this study for performing the large scale experiments.  The tunnel 
is 37.5 m long, and the cross section is 10 m wide and 5.5 m high.  The tunnel has a shutter opening 
(3.8 m wide and 4.0 m high) and two louver openings (1.2 m wide and 4.5 m high) at the east end.  
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the tunnel facility.  
 
The temperature profiles, combustion gas generation as well as the propagation of heat depend 
strongly on the cross section of the tunnel.  Proper investigations of the convective flows and thermal 
radiation are possible in this tunnel because the cross section is typical of tunnels with two traffic 
lanes.  In a previous study [6], temperature profile and smoke flows measured in the Carleton's 
laboratory tunnel were found to be reasonably extrapolated to longer tunnels.  In that study, it was 
concluded that the length of the tunnel does not significantly affect on the temperature development 
close to the fire location.   
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Figure 2 A schematic diagram of the laboratory tunnel facility of Carleton University 
 
Tunnel ventilation system 
 
On top of the tunnel, a mechanical exhaust system with three fans capable of exhausting a total of 132 
m3/s (285,000 cfm) of gas is located at the east end of the facility. Two fans are located at the fan 
chamber level, and one fan is located at the attic level as shown in Figure 2.  The fans draw smoke 
from the tunnel through two ceiling openings in the tunnel, and the smoke is directed to the upper 
middle chamber.  A longitudinal air velocity ranged from 1-8 m/s can be created by the ventilation 
system in the tunnel.   
 
HRR MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
 
A HRR measurement system has been developed for the laboratory tunnel to be used in measuring the 
heat release rate of fire in the tunnel.  The HRR measurement system for the laboratory tunnel is able 
to measure various types of tunnel fires and sizes up to low severity HGV fires of about 20 MW.  The 
system uses oxygen calorimetry for accurate and reliable measurements under different ventilation 
conditions and with the suppression system activated. 
 
The HRR measurement system collects data at the end of the upper middle chamber (5.66 m wide by 
2.94 m high), directing all combustion products through this design area. Figure 3 (a) shows a 
schematic of the HRR measurement system for the facility.  Signals from thermocouples, pressure 
transducers, and the gas analyzers are transmitted via the data acquisition system (DAS) to the real-
time HRR calculation and display system, which is programmed using Labview (version 8.6).  Some 
delay is inevitable due to the long distance from the fire source to the sampling location and gas 
analysis system. 
 

 
    (a) Schematic diagram of HRR measurement system [7]    (b) Instrumentation in the duct chamber   
Figure 3 HRR measurement system and instrumentation 
 
The oxygen calorimetry requires accurate measurements of the mass flow rate, CO2, CO and O2 
concentration.  In particular, accurate measurements of mass flow rate of gases were challenging due 
to the variation of the flow velocity inside the large chamber of the facility. To obtain good 
representation of flow velocity and other parameters across the entire cross-section of the chamber, 
the instrumentation in the fan chamber was designed based upon extensive analysis of various CFD 
simulations as well as manual velocity measurements [7].  Figure 3 (b) shows the arrangement of 
instruments including thermocouples, gas sampling grid and bi-directional velocity probes.  Four bi-
directional probes and six thermocouples were installed, as well as a steel gas sampling grid covering 
the measurement area of the fan chamber.    
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CALIBRATION TESTS 
The accuracy of heat release measurements based on oxygen consumption is dependent on accurate 
measurements of the mass flow rate and oxygen concentration [8].   Generally, the calculation of mass 
flow rate of the gas in the duct needs to be corrected to take into account the reduction of velocity 
near the walls and the effect of wall friction.  The correction factor depends largely on the velocity 
profile of the flow in the measurement area.  For this reason, a series of calibration tests was 
conducted to experimentally determine the correction factor for the experimental tunnel.  Based on 
results from 16 tests with different fan capacities using propane burners and heptane pool fires, the 
factor was found to be approximately 0.85.  The correction factor was calculated by comparing a time 
integrated HRR with the energy content of the fuel used in the calibration tests. 
 
Figure 4 shows the HRR measurement results from a calibration test using propane burners.  The fans 
were running at 25% capacity, generating about 2 m/s of air velocity in the tunnel.  The calibration 
propane burners, which can produce a range of HRR up to 10 MW, were placed at 10 m from the east 
end of the tunnel.  The HRR started with 8 MW and decreased step by step at a regular time interval. 
The system shows a reasonable estimate of the HRR.   
 

 
Figure 4 Results from a calibration test of the HRR measurement system using propane burners (25%, 

8-2 MW propane test) 
 

 
Figure 5 Results from a calibration test of the HRR measurement system using propane burners and 

heptane pool fire (100% fan speed, 23 MW) 
 
To test the capacity of the HRR measurement system, a calibration test was conducted using both a 
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heptane pool fire and propane burners (see Figure 5).  In the test, a pan fire (1.6 m x 1.6 m) with 123 
kg of heptane and propane burners of 10 MW were ignited at the same time.  The fans operated at 
full-capacity in this test, which generated about 3 m/s of longitudinal air flow in the tunnel.  The 
propane burners were turned off at about 6 min after ignition, and the heptane pool burned off at about 
7 min after ignition.     The heptane pool produced a HRR of about 13 MW, which is much greater 
than the theoretical HRR of 9 MW, which can be realized by the same size of a pool fire in a wind-
free environment, as suggested by Babrauskas [9].   The longitudinal air flow caused intense and fast 
burning of the heptane fire. The HRR measurement system was successful in measuring in real-time a 
fire of 23-MW.   
 
SUPPRESSION TESTS 
 
A preliminary test was conducted in the laboratory tunnel to investigate the interaction between 
WFFFS and the longitudinal ventilation system.  This test is part of a study aiming to investigate the 
impact of WFFFS under longitudinal air flows on smoke spread and temperature propagation; and to 
examine the influence of WFFFS on the efficiency of longitudinal ventilation systems. 
 
A propane burner generating a constant HRR of 5 MW was used.  The top of the fire area was 
shielded by a metal plate (2.5 m x  4.9 m) built over the fire area at a height of 2.8 m.   The tunnel 
ventilation system was controlled to create a longitudinal air flow of 1.8 m/s, which is the critical 
velocity for a 5-MW fire [10]. During the test, the HRR measurement system was tested to evaluate 
the system accuracy in the case when the suppression system is active.  The large quantities of water 
vapour generated by the suppression system may affect the calculation of the HRR by oxygen 
calorimetry since the system does not measure the water vapour content of the exhaust gases [11].   
 
Sprinkler system 
 
Figure 6 (a) shows the test arrangement and the sprinkler system in the tunnel. The sprinkler system is 
installed near the ceiling consists of 5 parallel branches (9 m long) spaced apart at a distance of 3.7 m, 
which are connected to a main pipe.  Each branch has four sprinkler heads spaced at 2.5 m.  A total of 
20 sprinkler heads are fitted in an upright position.  The type of sprinkler nozzles has a thread size of 
15 mm and K-factor of 11.2, generating large droplets.  The maximum capacity of the system is 12.0 
l/min∙m2 with operating area of 185 m2, which is designed based on NFPA 13 [12], design standard 
for automatic sprinkler systems in industrial buildings. The maximum application rate suggested is 
12.2 l/min/m2 for extra hazard with minimum design area of 230 m2.  The water flow rate and 
application area can be adjusted to test variable water flow rates and operating areas.  The system is 
open and is manually operated.   
 
For this preliminary test, only two branches over the fire area were activated (See the shaded area in 
Figure 6).  The sprinkler system was activated at 11min after ignition of the propane burners and 
lasted for 9 min.  The water application rate for the test was 530 l/min (140 gpm), and the pressure 
was about 138 kPa (20 psi). 
 
Instrumentation 
 
Figure 6 (b) shows the instrumentation used in the tunnel. The ceiling temperatures at a distance of 
0.2 m from the ceiling were measured along the centre line of the tunnel.  4 thermocouple trees were 
placed as shown in Figure 6 (b).  Heat fluxes at a height of 1.5 m were measured 6 m downstream of 
the fire and 5 m upstream of the fire.  Gas concentrations (O2, CO2 and CO) and mass flow rates of 
the exhaust gases were measured at the instrumentation station (see Figure 3 (b)) in the fan chamber 
and used in the HRR measurement system.   
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                                                       (a) Sprinkler system (Plan view) 
 

 
                                                      (b) Instrumentations (Section view) 
 
Figure 6 Sprinkler system and instrumentation in the tunnel 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The ventilation system generated a longitudinal air flow of 1-2 m/s in the tunnel and successfully 
controlled smoke without the sprinkler system active.  When the sprinkler system was turned on, 
some smoke escaped out of the tunnel openings, but overall the ventilation system was able to control 
the smoke.  The sprinkler system cooled smoke, caused steam formation, and lowered the visibility.  
Figure 7 shows a photo taken right after the closing of the sprinkler system. 
 

 
Figure 7 A photo taken right after the closing of the sprinkler system 
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With the sprinkler system active, ceiling temperatures upstream of the fire and in the spray section 
dropped drastically.  Figure 8 compares the ceiling temperature profiles with and without the sprinkler 
system active.  The ceiling temperatures downstream of the fire dropped about 20˚C, yet the profile 
was similar to that without suppression system.  Figure 9 shows the vertical temperature profiles 5 m 
upstream and 6 m downstream of the fire.  The sprinkler system cooled down the temperature, and the 
cooling was more significant for the gas temperatures measured 5 m upstream since the sprinkler 
system is located as close as 4.4 m away.   
 

 
Figure 8 A comparison of the ceiling temperature profiles with and without the sprinkler system 

active 

 
Figure 9 A comparison of vertical temperature profiles with and without the sprinkler system active  
 
Figure 10 compares heat fluxes measured 5 m downstream and 6 m upstream over time.  Before the 
sprinkler system was activated, heat fluxes measured at both locations were about 4-5 kW/m2, which 
may not be lethal but can cause irritation [13].  After the system commenced, heat fluxes at both 
locations decreased to 1-3 kW/m2.  With the sprinkler system active, the heat flux upstream was lower 
than the heat flux downstream, because some water droplets wetted the surface of the heat flux meter.   
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Figure 10 A comparison of heat fluxes measured 5 m downstream and 6 m upstream over time 
 

 
Figure 11 The measured HRR and O2 concentration over time 
 
When the suppression system was active, the temperatures in the fan chamber immediately dropped, 
and temperatures came back up when the suppression system was stopped.   With the suppression 
system active, CO and O2 concentrations slightly decreased; however, gas concentrations were pretty 
consistent throughout the test.  Figure 11 shows the measured HRR and O2 concentration over time. 
O2 measurements were unstable for a short time after the opening of the sprinkler system as well as 
after the closing of the system.   This affected HRR calculation a little bit, but the measured HRR was 
quite consistent throughout the test.   
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This paper presented test results demonstrating how the ventilation and suppression system affect the 
temperature propagation and the smoke condition in the tunnel.  The absolute cooling effect and 
radiation attenuation were tested by activating the sprinkler system over the propane fire which 
generated a constant HRR.  The condition generated by the test represents the situation when the 
suppression system successfully controls the development of a fire and limits the HRR to that at the 
time of activation.  It was found that the sprinkler system and ventilation system cooled down smoke 
and reduced the heat flux effectively.  The measured heat fluxes showed that the absorption of thermal 
radiation and transmission of the radiation can be affected by the sprinkler system and air flow in the 
tunnel. 
 
The longitudinal air flow in the tunnel was affected by the discharge of water sprays because the air 
flow velocity was as low as 1-2 m/s.  However, the ventilation system was able to control smoke in 
the tunnel.   As the sprinkler system reduced the smoke temperature, it could be expected that the 
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driving force to propagate the smoke decreased, thus enabling the longitudinal ventilation system to 
prevent backlayering of smoke.  Tests are on-going to further study the interaction of the suppression 
system with the longitudinal air flows and re-examine the effectiveness of the longitudinal ventilation 
system with suppression system active.      
 
In addition, the impact of the water vapour on the measurement of HRR, which uses oxygen 
consumption calorimetry, was tested.  Results showed that the sensitivity of HRR calculations to 
water vapour was very small, and the HRR measurement system yielded HRR with no significant 
error.  However, it is necessary to evaluate the system for different conditions with larger water 
vapour.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Road tunnel deluge systems require substantial amounts of water, which can have significant impact on 
the storage, delivery and drainage systems.  Fixed fire fighting systems (FFFS) are gaining attention as 
a means for providing an early response to a road tunnel fire.  While these systems have been used for 
a considerable time in Japan and Australia, their incorporation into road tunnels in other parts of the 
world is now being evaluated.  One of the major issues this paper explores is the water application rate. 
 The objectives and strategies, exposure protection, control of burning, suppression and extinguishment 
for an FFFS are identified.  Fire point theory is then used to quantify the effects of water application 
rate on heat flux.  Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis using varying water application rates 
is then performed on shielded and unshielded stacked solid fuel packages that would represent a severe 
fire incident.  The analysis showed that rather than being a continuum of performance, the effect of 
water application rate occurred in discrete effects.  In other words, while some minimum water 
application rate would accomplish a certain objective, a marginally higher rate would not necessarily 
improve the situation.  The application of significantly higher rates would move to a different 
objective, whereby again marginally higher increases would have little benefit.  These confirm the 
application of fire point theory to assess how much water is sufficient to accomplish FFFS objectives.  
This now allows an objective to be identified within the overall framework of tunnel safety systems 
and the FFFS to be sized to accomplish that objective. 
 
KEYWORDS: fixed fire fighting systems, road tunnels, water application rate 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Road tunnel deluge systems require substantial amounts of water, which can have significant impact on 
the storage, delivery and drainage systems.  The required amount of water is determined by the product 
of the area of coverage and the water application rate.  Flexibility in defining the area of coverage 
(sprinkler zone size) is limited due to physical constraints.  The zone width is governed by the tunnel 
width and the zone length is determined by vehicle dimensions.  The other parameter, water 
application rate, is usually dictated by prescriptive requirement, but little hard data exists on “how 
much is sufficient?”  This paper offers information that may be helpful to the engineer when 
attempting to answer that question. 
 
Fixed fire fighting systems (FFFS) are gaining attention as a means for providing an early response to a 
road tunnel fire.  While these systems have been used for a considerable time in Japan and Australia, 
their incorporation into road tunnels in other parts of the world is now being evaluated.  One of the 
major issues with FFFS is the determination of a suitable water application rate.  A FFFS is usually a 
deluge sprinkler system that releases water through open nozzles to a selected zone.  If an incident 
occurs on the boundary between two zones, both may need to be activated.  The current practice on 
water application rate derives from some early investigative work, the requirements of local authorities 
and a body of code work.  These application rates and typical zone sizes can result in flow demands in 
the range of 7,570 to 15,140 liters per minute (2000 to 4000 gpm), which can have a significant impact 
on supply and drainage system requirements.   
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One of the more difficult aspects of this problem is to define the objectives of a FFFS that will dictate 
the design.  Five possible objectives can be defined for a FFFS. 

• Prevention of fire.  Dissolve, disperse or cool flammable vapor, gases or hazardous materials. 
• Extinguishment.  Complete elimination of the fire heat release rate and all protected surfaces 

cooled to prevent flashback. 
• Suppression.  Reduction of fire heat release rate such that open flaming is arrested; however, a 

deep-seated fire will require additional steps for extinguishment. 
• Control of burning.  Application of water spray to equipment or areas where a fire can occur to 

control the rate of burning and thereby limit the heat release from a fire until the fuel can be 
eliminated or extinguishment effected. 

• Exposure protection.  Absorption of heat through application of water spray to structures or 
equipment exposed to a fire, to limit surface temperature to a level that will minimize damage 
and prevent failure. 

 
All five of these objectives can be shown to utilize the same basic mechanism for reduction of heat or 
heat release rate.  Of these five, prevention is not practical because it implies activation of the system 
before the incident can be detected.  The remaining four, however, can be influenced by water spray 
after the incident has occurred. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Most FFFS for road tunnels are deluge sprinkler systems.  Zoned deluge systems consist of open 
sprinkler heads or nozzles that discharge water sprays through all nozzles when a system activation 
valve is opened.  This is in contrast to conventional sprinkler systems in which individual nozzles are 
activated by the heat generated by a fire.  The objective of this approach is to have only those nozzles 
near the fire discharge water.  These systems are not effective in tunnels.  In a tunnel, the hot 
combustion gases do not remain over the fire site, but instead travel some distance.  Under these 
conditions, a conventional sprinkler system would activate nozzles that are not in the vicinity of the fire 
and thus provide little benefit.  In addition, traffic-induced airflows and mechanical ventilation can 
spread hot gases downstream, activating many more nozzles.  This would cause a drop in system water 
pressure and would neutralize the system effectiveness or exhaust the available water supply.   
 
Water application rates for sprinklers and water spray systems in the United States are governed by 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 13, Standard for Sprinkler Systems [1] and 
NFPA 15, Standard for Fixed Water Spray Systems [2].  NFPA 13 describes minimum water 
application rates by Hazard Classification and area as shown in Figure 1.  This derives from work 
which characterized water demand by analyzing sprinkler operation in large numbers of building fires 
where control was successful [3].   
   
NFPA 15 recognizes four different strategies and gives water application rate ranges.  These are 
combined and also shown in Figure 1.  While not shown on the figure, NFPA 15 also recommends 
water application rates up to 20 mm/min (0.5 gpm/sf) for some strategies 
 
One other system that is considered for road tunnel application is water mist.  This is covered by NFPA 
750, Standard for Water Mist Systems [4].  Water mist systems have traditionally been listed systems 
used to protect enclosed areas such as machine rooms on ships.  As such, water mist systems have been 
tested by listing organizations for particular hazards and may only be used within the limitations and 
requirements of the listing. 
 
Japan and Australia each have their own specified water application rates to be used for road tunnel 
FFFS design which are  6 mm/min (0.15 gpm/sf) [5] and 10 mm/min (0.25 gpm/sf) [6] respectively. In 
full-scale tunnel sprinkler tests conducted in Europe (2nd Benelux), a water application rate of 14 
mm/min (0.35 gpm/sf) [7] has been tested.  These values have been added to Figure 1 to demonstrate 
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the significant variation in prescribed water application rates for which little research has been done to 
compare their effectiveness when applied under similar conditions 
 

 
 
Figure 1 NFPA 13, NFPA 15, and other International Water Application Rates 
 
FIRE POINT THEORY 
 
In contrast to the empirical methods described above, fire point theory relates the effectiveness of the 
suppression agent, water, to fundamental fire properties [8].  This model is based on the interaction 
between the heat required to vaporize a solid or liquid fuel and the effect that water has on the 
prevention of this vaporization.  This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2 Dynamics of Fire and Extinguishment  
 
It is important to note that a solid or liquid fuel itself will not burn.  A fuel will burn only after it is 
converted to a gaseous state by vaporization, which requires energy.  A heat source (q”) is required to 
vaporize the fuel.  This heat source may either be radiated from the flame itself or radiated from an 
external source, such as an object burning nearby.  The rate of conversion from solid or liquid to gas is 
the mass loss rate of the fuel (m”).  The magnitude of the heat required to vaporize the fuel is ΔHg.  

Japan 

NFPA 15 range 

Australia 

European 
(Benelux) 
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The heat that is generated by the burning of the fuel source (ΔHT) times the total amount of fuel gives 
the fire’s total energy potential. 
 
The primary way in which applied water suppresses a fire is by cooling, which occurs when a portion 
of the fire’s energy is used to evaporate the water instead of vaporizing the fuel.  Cooling a fire by 
applying water causes the mass loss rate of the fuel to be reduced below a critical value, preventing 
vaporization of the fuel.  This cooling occurs at the solid/gas interface.  The exact process is not well 
understood and is still an active area of fire research.  The measure of water’s potential to suppress a 
fire is its heat of gasification (ΔHw).  The minimum rate of water application to extinguish a fire per 
unit area is known as the critical water application rate or critical application density (m”w,ex).   
 
Generally speaking, the amount of water required to extinguish a fire (m”w,ex) depends on the net heat 
flux on the fuel surface, which is the combination of: 

• The amount of radiation emitted by nearby burning objects, plus 
• The amount of radiation emitted by the flame itself.  

The mass loss rate of the fuel (m”) is described by the energy balance at the fuel surface [9] given in 
Equation 1.  
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Where q”e is the heat flux at flame extinction, Φ is the maximum fraction of combustion energy flame 
reactions may lose to the surface by convection without flame extinction, described as the kinetic 
parameter, and m”cr is the critical fuel mass loss rate.  The heat fluxes are external (q”e), reradiated 
from the fuel surface (q”r), and that removed from the surface or flame (by an extinguishing agent) as 
the flame extinction condition is reached (q”agent). 
 
When water is the extinguishing agent, then q”agent = q”w and the heat flux removed from the surface of 
a burning material by water evaporation is given by Equation 2. 
 
 wwww Hmq ∆= "'' ε  (2) 

 
Where q”w is the heat flux removed from the surface by water, εw is the water application efficiency 
and ΔHw is the heat of gasification of water (2.58 kJ/g). 
 
If part of the water forms a puddle, such as on a horizontal surface, then the heat flux from the flame 
will be blocked from the fuel surface and the fuel vapor can be expected to be blocked from leaving the 
surface.  Equation 3 shows this modification. 
 
 )("" wwwww Hmq δε +∆=  (3) 
 
Where δw is the energy associated with the blockage of the flame heat flux and fuel vaporization at the 
surface per unit mass of fuel vaporized. 
 
Combining Equations 1 and 3, noting that at flame extinction m” = m”cr, and solving for the water 
application rate, m”w, gives Equation 4. 
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The first term on the right is the external heat flux component and the second term is the critical water 
application rate for flame extinction, which is related to the fundamental fire properties of the material. 
 In contrast to the second term, the first can be considered to account for general fire effects such as 
shape and arrangement of materials.  It is not dependent on the particular materials used. 
 
Table 1 reflects the input values and results for polystyrene, commonly used in foam cups, insulation 
and packing materials as an example, showing the relative importance of the two terms.  Water 
application efficiency was assumed at 100 per cent with no puddling.  The asymptotic flame heat flux 
or maximum potential flame heat flux of polystyrene is used as the external heat flux.  The case with 
no external heat flux essentially represents the process at flame extinction. 
 
Table 1 Effect of External Heat Flux on Water Application Rate (εw = 100%) 
Polystyrene q"e 

kW/
m2 

εw ΔHw 
kJ/g 

δw m"cr 
g/m2

-sec 

Φ 
g/m2-
sec 

ΔHT 
kJ/g 

ΔHg 
kJ/g 

q"r  
kW/
m2 

m"w,ex 
(g/m2-s) 

m"w,ex 
(gpm/ft2) 

w/o ext. flux 0 1.0 2.59 0.0 4.00 0.21 39.2 1.70 13.0 5.07 0.007 

w/ext. flux 75 1.0 2.59 0.0 4.00 0.21 39.2 1.70 13.0 34.03 0.050 

 
Table 1 shows that the external heat flux is clearly the more significant factor in determining the 
critical water application rate required for flame extinctions.  This means that the water application rate 
can be based on external heat flux rather than be dependent on specific fuel properties.  This suggests 
computational modelling can be used to compare the effectiveness of water application rates for solid-
fuel types of fires, provided it makes an accurate representation of the items affecting external heat flux 
(convection, radiation, surface cooling, water evaporation, etc).  The other significant factor is that the 
estimated water application rate is at the low end of standard requirements, lower than required by 
most agencies and suggests a lower bound on water application rates.   
 
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING 
 
Introduction 
While numerous physical fire tests have been performed, these tests have generally been conducted on 
the premise that a given water application rate can be used to control a fire.  The method of control is 
usually specific to the particular test and may involve cooling, prevention of spread or control and 
extinguishment.  The question of the variability of water application rate has not been addressed and 
how sensitive the control concept is to this. 
 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine the effect of a FFFS on the heat release rate of an 
unshielded and shielded fire.  The heat release rate (FHRR) was selected to be representative of a 
heavy goods vehicle (HGV) fire.  In a road tunnel, these types of fires are considered among the most 
severe and are often the controlling scenarios for determining design fire properties.  A computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) approach was used.  The CFD program used was the Fire Dynamics Simulator 
(FDS)  Versions 5.4.1 (unshielded) and 5.4.2 (shielded) [10].  FDS solves numerically a form of the 
Navier-Stokes equations appropriate for low-speed thermally-driven flow, with an emphasis on smoke 
and heat transport from fires.  Key elements in its selection were the following: 

• Ability to track particles (water droplets), especially their interaction with surfaces. 
• Ability to model the vaporization of water droplets. 
• Ability to model the absorption of thermal radiation by water droplets. 
• Ability to model heat transfer from both gas and solid media for water droplets. 
• Ability to model pyrolysis of solid fuels and determine if a combustion condition exists. 

 
FDS models the absorption and scattering of thermal radiation as well as the heating and evaporation 
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of liquid droplets.  Reasonable correlation has been shown for absorption and scattering of thermal 
radiation for single spray nozzles.  It is noted in the FDS validation references that the model can 
accurately predict the attenuation of thermal radiation in a single spray or as quoted “...when the 
hydrodynamic forces are weak.”  Review of the data shows that the correlation improved as the water 
flow rate increased, and that the correlation was 88 percent when the flow was less than 10 percent of 
that proposed to be used in the simulations.  Accordingly, any change in FHRR could be evaluated 
with respect to change in heat flux. 
 
FDS assumes that combustion is mixing-controlled, and that the reaction of fuel and oxygen is 
infinitely fast, regardless of the temperature.  For large-scale, well-ventilated fires, this is a good 
assumption.  The physical mechanisms of the combustion process are still an active area of fire 
research.  However, since the purpose of this analysis was to determine the impact on FHRR of 
different water application rates, all fire parameters were kept identical, so any biases were applied to 
all cases. 
 
For solid fuels, if the surface of the fuel is planar, it is possible to characterize the decrease in the 
pyrolysis rate as a function of the decrease in the total heat feedback to the surface.  Unfortunately, 
most fuels of interest in fire applications are multi-component solids with complex geometry at scales 
unresolvable by the computational grid.  Work has been done in this area that has resulted in empirical 
formulae for a few specific situations.  These however are based on global water flow and burning 
rates.  FDS assumes that the global nature of this action also applies locally.  If this method is used, 
input of an empirical constant is required.  This method has not been used in these simulations. 
Flame extinction is controlled in the gas phase by lowering temperature and reducing oxygen supply.  
FDS uses a simple algorithm that, in effect, says that a flame is extinguished if it is below a certain 
temperature or oxygen concentration. 
 
Model details  
The tunnel is modeled as a rectangular grid with no slope.  The overall dimensions are 30 meters long, 
9 meters wide and 6 meters high.  This cross section is typical of a two-lane road tunnel.  Each cell is a 
cube of 0.125 meters on each side.  A 3-meter per second air velocity is maintained through the tunnel 
at all times.  Two identical fuel piles are used.  Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the plan and elevation of 
the model.  Each pile consists of a stacked crib of material with each component being 0.125 meters 
wide and high with a length as necessary to form the crib, generally either 6 meters or 3 meters long.  
Stacking was selected to permit air circulation.  A noncombustible shield is used in half of the 
simulations on the incident crib to prevent the water spray from impinging directly on the fire.  Figure 
3 shows the plan view without the shield and Figure 4 shows the elevation with the shield in place.  

 
Figure 3 Model Plan View 
 

T 
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A thermocouple (T) was placed on the face of the target crib (upstream pile) at the top on the side 
facing the downstream pile to measure material surface temperature.  This location was observed to be 
the one that ignited first on the upstream crib with no suppression activated.  The downstream crib has 
a 300 kW burner that is activated for the first 20 seconds of the simulation to ignite the fire.   The crib 
“material” is not a real substance, but was devised for this comparative study.  Its thermodynamic 
properties were selected to provide a fire that would grow reasonably quickly to a high heat release rate 
that would be sustained for a reasonable period of time.  The selected properties are defined in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Model Combustion Properties 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4 Shielded Model Elevation View 
 
Deluge nozzles are spaced on a 3.8 meters by 3.66 meters grid.  Figure 5 shows the placement of the 
nozzles over the fuel piles for the unshielded case.  The shielded model is similar.  The droplet velocity 
is 10 meters per second, and the spray angle is between 30 and 80 degrees.  The mean water droplet 
diameter is 750 microns.  The deluge nozzles were activated at 15 seconds, a time equivalent to the 
FHRR attaining a magnitude of approximately 12 MW FHRR.  The nozzle flow rates are listed in 
Table 3.  They are adjusted to achieve the required coverage.   
 
Table 3 Water Application and Flow Rates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specific Heat 1.0 kJ/kg/K 
Conductivity 0.05 W/m-K 
Density 100 kg/m3 
Reference Temperature 350 C 
Heat of Reaction 2500 kJ/kg 
Heat of Combustion 20000 kJ/kg 

Design Density Nozzle flow rate 
(mm/min) (gpm/ft2) (liters/min) (gpm) 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.05 28.25 7.46 
4 0.10 56.50 14.92 
6 0.15 84.75 22.39 
8 0.20 113.00 29.85 

10 0.25 141.25 37.31 
12 0.30 169.50 44.78 
16 0.40 226.00 59.71 
20 0.50 282.50 74.64 

T 

Shield 
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Figure 5 Enlarged Plan View Showing Deluge Nozzles (circled) for Unshielded Pile. 
 
RESULTS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Simulation Results 
The results of the simulations are presented in Figures 6 through 9.  The heat flux on the tunnel wall 
adjacent to the fire is shown in Figure 6.  With no water application, boundary heat fluxes are 80 and 
85 kW/m2 for the shielded and unshielded fires, respectively.  With the unshielded fire, heat flux drops 
linearly with water application rate until about 6 mm/min 0.15 gpm/ft2) at which there is only marginal 
improvement with more water.  With the shielded fire, the maximum boundary heat flux drops 
somewhat then stabilizes as more water is applied.  Above 10 mm/min, there is another decrease that 
plateaus, even as more water is applied.  These high heat fluxes are from the fire under the shield 
where the water cannot directly reach.  In areas where the water can reach the fuel surface, i.e. the 
other fuel pile, the heat fluxes drop to low levels that do not sustain combustion.  In other worlds the 
fire is prevented from spreading.  For reference, the ignition of wood requires about 12 kW/m2 [11].   
 

 
Figure 6 Heat Flux on Boundary Surfaces vs. Water Application Rate 
 
Figure 7 shows the surface temperatures in the target fuel pile.  These temperatures are measured by a 
thermocouple located at the top of the target face adjacent to the incident pile.  It was determined from 
simulations without suppression that this area experienced the highest heat fluxes.  The results suggest 
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that any amount water above 2 mm/min (0.05 gpm/ft2) would prevent the fire from spreading to the 
adjacent fuel pile.  The target temperature reached a maximum of 168 degrees C.   
 

 
 
Figure 7 Surface Temperatures at Target vs. Water Application Rate 
 

 
 
Figure 8 Fire Heat Release Rate for Varying Water Application Rates-Unshielded Fires 
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Figures 8 and 9 show the net result in FHRR for both shielded and unshielded fires.  Figure 8 for the 
unshielded fire shows the FHRR being controlled to varying levels with increasing amounts of water 
up to about 6 mm/min (0.15 gpm/ft2).  Adding more water has little incremental affect.  Figure 9 shows 
the effect of water application rate on shielded fires.  The results break into distinctive groups.  The 
first is the fire with no suppression.  Then two distinct application rate bands and a transition rate are 
observed.  The upper band, with water application rates between 2 and 6 mm/min, (0.05 and 0.15 
gpm/ft2) shows that the FHRR peaks at about 90 MW and then declines.  This is consistent with the 
incident fire being unaffected by the water spray, but the fire not being able to spread to adjacent fuel 
sources.   
 

 
 
Figure 9 Fire Heat Release Rate for Varying Water Application Rates-Shielded Fires 
 
The lower band, with application rates between 10 and 20 mm/min (0.25 to 0.50 gpm/ft2), results in a 
peak FHRR of about 50 MW suggesting that there is a significant reduction in the heat flux on the 
incident pile from surrounding surfaces.  An application rate of 8 mm/min (0.20 gpm/ft2) appears to be 
a transition point.  In this case, the FHRR appears to be controlled for a while, but at approximately 
160 seconds it begins to rise and peaks at 80 MW then following the upper band.  This indicates that 
particularly for shielded fires, there are optimum water application rates that achieve certain results.   
 
Implementation 
 
Four strategies for the use of FFFS in road tunnels can be considered: 
 

• Exposure protection - This can be achieved by the absorption of heat through the application 
of water spray to structures or equipment exposed to a fire to limit the surface temperature to a 
level that will minimize damage and prevent failure.  A FFFS can reduce heat and limit surface 
temperatures for both shielded and unshielded fires.  The results presented suggest that 
exposure protection can be provided with as little as a 2 mm/min (0.05 gpm/ft2) water 
application rate.  The application of water can assist in controlling surface temperatures and 
can absorb radiative heat flux. 

• Control of burning - This can be achieved by applying water to control the rate of burning and 
thereby limit the rate of heat release from a fire until the fuel can be eliminated or 
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extinguishment effected.  Control of burning can be expected for both shielded and unshielded 
fires (although the mechanisms are different).  A FFFS reduces the heat flux and prevents the 
spread of fire.  This action can prevent the initial incident from becoming a much more serious 
one.  The results suggest that the spread of fire beyond the initial point could be controlled 
with as little as 2 mm/min (0.05 gpm/ft2) for both an unshielded and a shielded fire.  This is 
similar to exposure protection and shows that significant benefit can be obtained even with 
relatively light water application rates. 

• Suppression - This can be achieved by applying water to reduce the fire heat release rate such 
that open flaming is arrested; however, a deep-seated fire will require additional steps for 
extinguishment.  The results suggest that unshielded fires can be suppressed with as little as 2 
mm/min (0.05 gpm/ft2), although 4 to 6 mm/min (0.1 to 0.15 gpm/ft2) gives significantly better 
results.  Application rates above this level did not appear to offer additional benefit.  The 
situation with shielded fires is more complicated.  While minimal suppression is predicted to 
occur with application rates as low as 2 mm/min (0.05 gpm/ft2), no significant improvement 
was predicted up to 6 mm/min (0.15 gpm/ft2).  By increasing the water application rate to 10 
mm/min (0.25 gpm/ft2), a significant reduction in FHRR was predicted.  However, increasing 
the application rate above this value appears to offer minimal benefit. 

• Extinguishment – This can be achieved by applying water to completely suppress a fire and by 
cooling protected surfaces to prevent a re-ignition.  This can realistically only be considered for 
unshielded fires. 

 
CONCLUSIONS   
  
Deluge systems which are the type of FFFS system most commonly used in road tunnels can require 
large amounts of water.  In many cases, it may not be desirable or possible to select arbitrary water 
application rates.  Fire point theory shows that there are optimum rates of water application that can 
control a fire and are significantly less than the rates generally prescribed.  Furthermore, this theory 
suggests that there are minimum water application rates that can reduce the heat flux below certain 
critical limits required to sustain combustion and once these limits are reached, more water offers little 
or no benefit.  The selection of a water application rate for a FFFS can be made by assessing both the 
strategy to be used and a water application rate appropriate for that strategy.  The results of the 
comparative analyses described in this paper suggest that water application rates as low as 2 mm/min 
(0.05 gpm/ft2) can offer some benefits by cooling exposed surfaces and assisting in limiting the spread 
of fire from the initiating point. 
 
In the study addressed in this paper, computer modelling was used with the full understanding that 
especially in fire modelling; all computer programs are simplifications of many complex processes. An 
engineer should use caution and judgement in determining if the results accurately reflect the situation 
being considered.  While this analysis has been useful in understanding the mechanisms of fire 
suppression, full-scale testing under road tunnel conditions would validate that these strategies could 
be used in real world applications. 
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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT AND TUNNEL SYSTEMS 
 
 

Deputy Chief, Gary English 
Assistant Fire Marshal, Seattle Fire Department  

Seattle, Washington 
  
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
Incident management relies heavily on maximizing system integration during an incident.  
Understanding how the tunnel systems can be utilized by Incident Command and how those systems 
define the limits of emergency response strategy and tactics is the purpose of this paper.  
 
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW   
Incident Management was born in the chaos of large scale wild land fires where multi-agency   
responses with different command structures become too unwieldy to manage.  These massive 
incidents required a coordinated response from many agencies often having different command 
structures, operating procedures, using different titles for functional and geographic positions, and in 
some cases, an entirely different glossary of terms and phrases. 
 
This lack of commonality at many levels can lead to conflicting objectives, with inefficient use of 
resources and poor mitigation of the emergency situation.   
 
The fire service in California cooperatively developed the Incident Management System (IMS) to 
resolve these conflicts.  The National Incident Management System (USA) was adopted by the US 
Government under Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5, which mandated that government 
agencies (and private companies that utilize federal dollars) adopt the National Incident Management 
System or NIMS.  
 
Once established, NIMS not only greatly simplified the command structure across government 
agencies and private sectors, but provided a common language for an ‘all hazard’ approach to any 
incident or activity.  Regardless of the type of event, the commonality provided by NIMS allows for 
rapid, relatively easy communication and understanding of roles, responsibilities and common terms.   
 
Incident Management is a top down organization. In smaller incidents only a single management 
person may be needed (the Incident Commander); however, as an incident grows additional layers of 
command are added.  Also, for incidents of greater scope and scale events a Unified Command 
structure will be advantageous.  This would be expected in larger tunnel events. 
 
TUNNEL INCIDENT SCOPE AND SCALE  
Emergency Responders in tunnels are confronted with a plethora of emergencies ranging from minor 
medical problems to low frequency, high impact incidents (tunnel fires) that can cripple a local 
economy and result in an expensive and problematic litigation.   
 
Emergency Responders in tunnels may include tunnel staff and government agencies; fire, emergency 
medical and law enforcement groups.  However, different tunnels may have entirely different 
responders that may include private fire and police forces, contracted technicians (e.g. dangerous 
goods cleanup), utilities staff for water, electrical, sewage, as well as highway and city road   staff.  
 
For emergency responders, the tunnel environment presents significant complications that are not seen 
in any other venue.  Given the extremely limited access, sometimes uncontrolled dangerous goods 
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traffic, potentially undersized ventilation based on obsolete assumptions regarding design fires, and 
lack of fire and life safety systems in older tunnels, emergency responders may be at significant risk. 
 
However, even with older facilities and utilizing the same ‘scenarios based’ incident planning process, 
responders can identify system limits and stress better prevention, faster size-up of the problem, and 
optimal use of limited system resources.  
 
 It should be understood that incidents are not limited to fires, motorists trapped in vehicles, and 
medical emergencies.  Consideration should be made for unregulated transport of highly dangerous 
goods such as liquefied natural gas, tank trucks carrying oxidizers, illegal hazardous materials, etc,  
and ‘hidden cargos’ such as radioactive materials.  Risks of dangerous goods are not limited to the 
placarded materials and command must understand that even common goods such as margarine and 
flour may contribute to significant fire growth. 
 
Intentional acts of terrorism in tunnels have occurred in London, Tokyo and others with significant 
impacts.  Changes in normal ‘fire’ procedures such as stopping all ventilation for airborne agents, or 
utilizing suppression systems to dilute and provide gross decontamination all should be considered.   
 
It should be noted that tunnel system design rarely includes illegal actions such as terrorism or 
transporting unregulated cargo, therefore the systems are likely not sized for these incidents. 
 
One of the greatest risks occurs under the benign guise of a ‘tunnel run’ where thousands of runners 
are allowed free access to the tunnel.  This occupant load may far exceed the capacity of the systems 
to protect them, especially the exit capacity.  A tunnel WMD incident during a tunnel run could result 
in monumental loss of life.  Understanding this risk and careful preplanning is critical to incident 
prevention and mitigation. 
 
Compounding all of these variables is the extraordinary distances involved in some tunnels, where the 
nearest access point may be many kilometers away from the incident.  These distances complicate the 
incident management functions by spreading out resources and potentially adding multiple 
jurisdictions to the response.   
  
DESIGN PHASE   
Although many believe that the initial call to report an emergency is the first step in Incident 
Command, in fact emergency response planning should have started at the design phase and continued 
throughout construction.  System utilization and emergency response should be mutually agreed upon 
by scenario based pre-incident planning well before the first incident occurs. 
   
Understanding of emergency response capabilities and response times by the tunnel design team is 
important and can reduce overall costs and probably reduce closures times caused by incidents.  
 
Pre Incident Planning  
Cooperatively developing the tunnel Emergency Response Plan will yield significant dividends both 
for responders, who gain an understanding of how the tunnel will be managed during an emergency, 
and the tunnel controllers who will then better know what to expect from responders.  Additionally, 
others impacted by tunnel closures such as agencies whose resources may be requested or impacted 
will benefit as well.  
  
A sequence of tabletop drills and exercises prior to opening will dispel many misconceptions and 
foster relationships that become essential.  All players in these pre-events must practice ICS together 
in pre incident planning if a cohesive response and realistic expectation of successful mitigation are 
expected. 
 
Although many tunnels are relatively simple, i.e. short length with few systems or responders, more 
complex tunnels will benefit from review of NFPA 1620 ‘Pre Incident Planning’ [1].  This standard 
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provides an approach that can be adopted by designers’,  responders and tunnel authorities, and 
provides guidance that will be helpful in developing emergency response plans. 
 
National Incident Management System (NIMS) also provides guidance on the nature and type of 
practice that can be utilized for pre-planning.  
 
Pre incident planning provides responders the opportunity to understand the limits of what can be 
expected, and provides a framework upon which to apply information gathered in the size-up phase of 
an incident. 
 
INCIDENT OBJECTIVES   
For any incident, the responders must have strategic objectives, i.e. a prioritized order of what needs 
to be accomplished.  The acronym LIPEC is commonly used for this purpose i.e Life Safety, Incident 
Stabilization, Property Conversation, Environment protection and Crime scene preservation.  This is 
particularly useful in Unified Command to ensure that the various participating agencies understand 
the priorities. 
 
Unfortunately LIPEC only covers the immediate concerns of the incident as it fails to include two 
additional objectives, specifically to minimize Economic impacts and maintain Credibility. Although 
the LIPEC objectives are readily understood, the longer term economic impacts of tunnel closures for 
days, weeks and even months is not commonly a consideration by ‘line firefighters’ who typically 
focus on saving lives and property.  
 
Less understood, but possibly more critical for tunnel owners and operators is the loss of Credibility 
when a key piece of road infrastructure is closed for prolonged periods.  If the closure occurred due to 
poor design, insufficient planning, operational procedures, or lack of training or exercises to ensure 
the emergency response plan is functional; a level of blame may be directed at the operating groups.  
The resultant outcry from the community may damage their credibility and jeopardize future funding 
and have far-reaching impacts at a political level.  
 
All of these objectives should be understood and planned for collaboratively well in advance of the 
first incident.   
 
RISK BENEFIT ANALYSIS (RBA)  
An integral part of command is making an ongoing risk benefit analysis RBA to make informed 
decisions for strategy and tactics.  Size up and changing conditions will provide information needed 
for RBA. BEFORE a strategy or tactic is decided the RBA should measure the expected risks to 
responders, staff, property, exterior impacts and other areas. 
 
Generally firefighters should not risk their lives when the only gain is saving property, however, 
firefighters may take extraordinary risks to save a life.   The RBA needs to occur by all responders.  
Changing conditions may require a firefighter to cease an assigned task when conditions are too risky.  
If a tactical objective is not met, and/or if conditions change, the command structure should be 
notified immediately.   
 
It is probable that additional resources or changes system use may be necessary to meet an objective.  
For example, heavy smoke conditions with zero visibility may make a rescue impossible given limited 
air supply in the firefighter self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA).  Changing the ventilation may 
provide adequate clear air to allow entry without SCBA and meet the objective of rescue.  
 
A concept now being applied in some high rise buildings that could be beneficial in tunnels is the 
ability to refill SCBA bottles inside. This would require a dedicated, appropriately clean air supply 
piped through the tunnel and would allow ‘forward staging areas’ for responders.  
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DETECTION of an incident varies dramatically based upon tunnel systems, motorists, and/or 
proximity to exterior eyewitnesses.   Responders must understand the detection capability and type 
before they are called to an emergency.   
 
Tunnels without any systems rely on exterior reports, or phone calls from motorists if they are able to 
exit the tunnel.  Tunnel authorities who rely on exterior calls should provide callers with specific 
information on what to look for, such as direction, number of vehicles, type, volume and color of 
smoke, etc. This will provide more reliable reporting and dispel public’s reluctance to ‘make the call’.  
 
At the next level, tunnels without fire or incident detection may rely on emergency manual pull 
stations or\emergency phones located within the tunnel or at the portal.  Pull stations are both the 
simplest, and the least useful method, as they provide only the single notification of the event that 
lacks the ability to provide more specific information.  In lieu of pull stations, some jurisdictions 
allow emergency telephones (ETels).  However, ETels require a staffed tunnel operation center to 
receive the calls or an agreement with other authorities to receive and relay the call.   
 
A potential complication of Etels and pull stations is the expectation that a motorist may stop their car 
in the traffic lane to report the incident.  Their vehicle may then stop other motorists from leaving.  If 
Etels are used, specific guidance should be posted at each Etel along with a directory of other Etels in 
the tunnel facility for use by responders/ staff. 
 
One of the quickest ways to ensure early detection is to have public cell phone capacity inside.  
However, prior to installation, the exact method that emergency calls are received and relayed to 
emergency responders and tunnel authorities should be reviewed.  Cases have occurred where the call 
goes to an unsuspecting call center unfamiliar with how to contact the correct authority.  
 
Using untrained motorists as a detection system yields limited report accuracy and probably 
conflicting information.  The Incident Commander will decide if initial motorist reported information 
is adequate for an incident size up, and more likely determine what information must be corroborated.   
 
For systems with detection systems important size up information can be obtained depending on the 
type of system.  At a minimum, the specific location of the first detection activation, (e.g. traffic loop 
detector) may indicate where the first vehicle is stopped.  A heat detector may indicate a fire as well 
as the first location, e.g. heat detected at 3.2 km post. 
 
The combination of traffic detection (incident detection) and fire detection provides the advantage of 
confirming or denying a problem.  If a heat detector activates at point ‘x’, yet traffic systems show 
traffic is moving normally at this location, the combination of the two systems disagree and therefore 
one of the systems may have malfunctioned. 
 
Newer CCTV camera based detection systems for fire and or smoke allows the use of existing 
hardware (cameras/ wire) for compatible systems.  
 
The International Road Tunnel Fire Detection Research Project by Fire Protection Research 
Foundation and National Research Council of Canada [2] completed seven tasks over two years 
ending in 2008.  Systems tested were representative of current fire detection technologies and 
determined that none of the systems were fully able to meet all the performance criteria.   
Each system had pros and cons with heat detectors identifying fires at 1.5 MW.  It should be 
noted that at that time there are no fire detection systems listed by UL specifically for use in 
tunnels.   
 
There are other detection systems that should be considered such as CBRNE (Chemical, Biological, 
Radioactive, Nuclear and Explosive).  These are relatively new and present different demands to 
emergency response, and tunnel controllers such as not activating ventilation.   
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Any and all detection systems may provide vital clues to the operation of the tunnel and specifically 
emergency situations.  However, having multiple detection systems creates additional demand for 
monitoring, as well as initial and continuing maintenance costs. 
 
Detection Monitoring and Positive Alarm Sequencing 
Prior to the final design of the detection system, the method of ‘monitoring’ the detection system 
should be determined.  In the US and other areas which have adopted NFPA 72 (National Fire Alarm 
and Signaling Code) [3], monitoring is divided by who owns and operates the monitoring location and 
should be clearly identified in the emergency response plan. 
 
It is common in non tunnel structures to have the alarm system monitoring contracted out to a third 
party who operates a UL listed Central Station Monitoring service.  This is typically a private business 
that monitors fire alarms for multiple business and locations.  Central Stations are tasked with 
notifying the agreed building representative within a prescribed time.  For example, if a water flow 
switch on a fixed suppression system activates, the central station receives the alarm signal and 
notifies the building owner by phone as well as the fire department dispatch.  Central Station systems 
are extremely common. 
 
Less common and perhaps better for use in tunnels is Proprietary Supervising Service in which the 
tunnel operating agency monitors their own alarms.  This creates a significant burden for smaller 
tunnel operations, but has significant advantages. 
 
Unlike Central Station monitoring (which simply forwards the report an alarm), a proprietary system 
can utilize the alarm detection to automatically initiate notifications, ventilation, suppression, traffic 
systems, etc. 
 
This is not a simple task and close cooperation with the authority having jurisdiction for fire alarm 
reporting must be established early in the design phase. 
 
Although some tunnels may allow automatic activation of systems based an alarm, for tunnels with 
control centers that act as proprietary monitoring, there is the ability to delay automatic activations 
under the ‘positive alarm sequence’ operation outlined in NFPA 72.  
 
This allows a short delay before notifications or emergency systems are activated while the tunnel 
controllers/staff investigate.  Positive alarm sequence operation also provides for an automatic 
override if the controllers fail to act and multiple fire detectors activate.  This ensures life safety 
system operation if the staff is incapacitated or missing.  
 
 
NOTIFICATION  
Once an automatic detection system is utilized, in addition to activating fixed fire fighting (sprinkler) 
and emergency ventilation systems,  it can be used to provide automatic notification to any/all of the 
following: motorists, tunnel controllers, external agencies (traffic), emergency responders, etc. 
 
A combination of fixed signage (speed, lane control, rescue zones) and variable message signs (VMS) 
provide a workable mix of visual instructions.  The ability to use VMS as part of the preprogrammed 
emergency response scenario could prove helpful by stopping/ slowing traffic, instructing motorists to 
turn off vehicles, leave keys and exit, and potentially to direct motorists to clear a traffic lane and 
move to the optimum exit path.   
 
Manual control of VMS by controllers should always be available.  This would allow incident 
command to communicate with emergency responders, motorists and others if radio communication 
fails.   
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In addition to visible notifications, AM/FM radio override is common, but less effective given the 
reduced use of commercial radio.  Motorists can also be notified by a public address system once they 
are stopped and/or are out of their vehicles.  
 
Caution should be used if automatic notification is used for the motorists.  Tunnel fires may change 
quickly and can be difficult to predict.  Using fire detection systems to decide which direction to exit 
motorists and to initiate suppression and ventilation is not foolproof.  Directing escaping motorists in 
the wrong direction could dramatically increase their risks. 
 
However, using automatic detection to close the entrance portal and warn motorists who are 
approaching an incident in the tunnel is accepted practice in some jurisdictions. 
 
Conversely, using traffic control to encourage motorists to continue to drive out of the tunnel may be 
important for tunnels that utilize longitudinal ventilation. In this case, traffic controls downstream of 
the portal may be essential to clear the tunnel past the incident and provide room for motorists to drive 
out to safety before being overwhelmed by smoke and heat pushed along the tunnel by longitudinal 
ventilation.  
 
These notifications are a key ingredient in size up for incident command by providing the location, 
type of incident, conditions and size of the incident.  In turn the motorists can be instructed on what to 
do while emergency responders are enroute and tunnel staff initiate their emergency procedures.  
 
SCADA – Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 
With the development of more complex tunnel systems, integration of the systems becomes more 
essential and provides the ability for IC to monitor all systems from an emergency panel.    
 
Utilizing SCADA may require rethinking how the systems are integrated.  For simplicity this could be 
divided based upon the status of the tunnel, i.e. if there is an active incident, or if the tunnel is in 
normal operation.   Software programming should establish priority for fire and life safety systems, 
i.e. making certain these systems operate regardless of faults or inquiries in other systems. 
 
ESTABLISHING INCIDENT COMMAND (IC) should occur as early as practical and very 
possibly by the tunnel authority staff.  In this case, tunnel IC will gather information (size-up), initiate 
the appropriate phases of the emergency response plan, ensure systems are postured appropriately, 
coordinate staff response and make certain appropriate notifications occur.  This could all occur prior 
to the arrival of the first emergency responder. 
 
Some tunnels rely on the emergency responders to establish initial Incident Command and follow the 
above steps.  This does not relieve the tunnel authority staff and owners from responsibility in pre-
incident planning and developing an emergency response plan. 
 
The Incident Commander will be responsible for specifying the command post location, normally 
based upon the emergency response plan, determining if there will be a Unified Command, conduct 
size up and RBA, establish strategy and tactics, assign resources, call for additional resources in 
advance of when they will be needed, and maintaining accountability.  
 
In normal emergencies, the first responding agency on the scene would be expected to establish 
incident command and maintain command throughout the incident under a single Incident 
Commander.   This may not be true in road tunnels where delayed access by responders to the tunnel 
incident, and on site tunnel staffing with a range of remote communications and other systems makes 
Unified Command a better approach.  
 
Assuming that command will be established and maintained at the portal is also not a given.  In a 
modern tunnel, the use of cameras, radio systems, and intelligent traffic systems may make the tunnel 
control center the best location for establishing the initial incident command by tunnel staff.   
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At the other end of the spectrum, with a tunnel full of smoke and no information available outside, the 
initial command would likely be established at a portal and the lengthy process of investigation would 
consume valuable time before a correct strategy is developed and resources deployed.   
 
 With the arrival of the first emergency response personnel, it may be expected that they will assume 
command; however, this may not be the case if the emergency responders are needed to immediately 
start mitigation, e.g. perform immediate rescue activities in a smoke filled area with self contained 
breathing apparatus (SCBA). 
 
With the potential that the tunnel authority will take initial command and later transfer command to 
responders, a clear understanding of Transfer of Command requirements should be understood and 
practiced.   
 
One of the primary functions of the command structure is to develop a clear overall strategy and to 
meet the pre-agreed objectives (LIPEC) within the confines of Risk Benefit Analysis (RBA).  
Although the fundamental strategy may appear obvious, an ongoing size-up and RBA should provide 
necessary information to delineate the strategy and tactics.  
 
TW0-WAY RADIO communication that use ‘leaky coaxial’ cable can be expanded for use by 
emergency responders which could save costs may provide direct communications on agreed 
channels.   
 
Tunnels without two-way radio repeater type systems present significant challenges to IC.  Given the 
narrow linear aspect of the tunnels, radio broadcast without repeaters are not functional beyond short 
distances. In addition, broadcasting between tunnel bores (or to a different level as in a stacked 
tunnel) may be impossible.  Without radio repeaters, responders may be stationed periodically to relay 
messages by radio or, in worst case, runners may need to be dispatched to carry messages. 
 
SIZE UP should be an ongoing process to monitor conditions and predict changes that impact the 
strategy, tactics and risks.  Size up occurs from a variety sources and should provide current 
information on the incident and facility as well as predicted future changes.   
 
For a tunnel, size up could include; directions that were given to motorists and motorist status, exact 
location(s) of the incident, incident type (fire, dangerous goods, medical, rescue), number and type of 
vehicles.  Status of systems such as traffic, ventilation, suppression, staff  actions, and any other 
factors that will affect the incidents such as traffic blockages, wind direction, etc. 
 
If cameras are not available, the IC will initially rely on firsthand information from motorists.    In this 
case the IC may also send an Investigation Team.  This is time consuming and may place this team in 
substantial danger as they find conditions at the fire scene explosive, toxic or other combinations 
beyond their capacity to mitigate.  A probable example would be heavy smoke obscuring the view of 
a probable BLEVE (boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion). 
 
One of the first on scene observations by responders is the status of traffic.  
 
TRAFFIC AND RESPONDER ACCESS    
Volume and type of vehicles provide an indicator to the status of the incident.  If traffic is moving 
towards the incident, these motorists may be at greater risk and command may need to have traffic 
stopped from entering.     
 
Tunnel traffic volumes and speed vary tremendously; however, if traffic at the time of the incident 
was operating at higher speed, this would increase the probability of greater medical trauma, rescue 
extrication, and more emergency resources.  Speeds at the time of the incident may be important 
information.  
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Generally, emergency response may access the tunnel from seven directions.  Incident bore in the 
direction of travel and contra flow, parallel tunnel bore with cross passages/ stairs either in direction 
of travel or contra flow, direct surface access via stairs/ elevators, and finally, emergency egress 
corridors from either end.  
 
The responders should have preplanned response routes based upon location and traffic conditions.   
This will dictate which of the seven directions will be most effective.  
 
Preplanning may prove that extraordinary steps are necessary to stop traffic movement towards the 
tunnel well in advance of the portal to reduce congestion.  This would allow emergency vehicles 
which carry personnel, equipment and supplies better access to the tunnel. 
 
RESPONDER LIMITS  
The emergency access is one of three limiting factors for emergency responders that should be 
understood by the tunnel designer and controllers.  Responder capacity (what skills, equipment and 
resources are available) and response Reflex Time should be clearly understood.  (Reflex time is the 
time to arrive at the portal from when the call is received.  This includes call receiving, selection and 
notification to first responders, turnout time and response time defined in NFPA 1710.) [4] 
 
It should be clearly understood from design and exercises that emergency response time within the 
tunnel can vary dramatically depending on conditions. If an emergency response lane is available and 
assurance of maintained smoke-free air, responders may drive to the scene.  If the tunnel is full of 
smoke, the responders may need to almost crawl past stopped and blocking vehicles.  On foot access 
in smoke might be around 4.3 m/minute, whereas in clear conditions this could be 80 m/minute [5].  
 
In many cases the responder arrival time may be slow enough that the fire may have grown to 
significant levels.  For this reason, ‘self –rescue’ and rapid utilization of suppression and ventilation 
systems are critical.  
 
This delayed response also indicates that by the time the responders arrive at the incident, they may be 
faced with a fire of significant size (truck, tanker, multiple vehicles, etc.), and therefore be unable to 
perform suppression or rescue due to the heat.  (Note that ventilation does not control radiant heat).   
The projected fire size may be a deciding factor in the RBA, strategy and tactics.   
 
In some jurisdictions additional and/or specialty response apparatus are provided to ensure improved 
response time and better capacity.  These may be narrower vehicles (Chunnel), bi-directional fire 
engines (Mt Blanc), or lower clearance vehicles (A86).  
 
DANGEROUS GOODS  
Use restrictions on dangerous goods (DG) should be understood in preplanning and are integral to 
RBA.  Consideration for reducing risk by limiting the number of dangerous goods vehicles in a given 
area, requiring minimum spacing between vehicles, and limiting access to times when less volume 
occurs and when fire systems are operational. For facilities with toll booths, pre-entry inspections 
reduce the likelihood of illegal entry of dangerous goods and could identify incipient fire conditions 
such as overheated brakes.   
 
Regulating DG may greatly reduce the magnitude of tunnel fires; however, commodities not typically 
regulated (tires) can mimic products considered more dangerous.  Tunnel fires can be substantially 
different than ‘outside’ fires due to heat reflecting and reradiating from tunnel surfaces back to the 
fire.  This may preheat more volatile DG leading to an accelerated fire growth rate and potentially 
catastrophic incidents.   
 
Tunnel operators and responders should understand the risks and vectors of dangerous goods, 
specifically, the aggregate quantity, and if the DG will be liquid, gaseous (lighter or heavier than air), 
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reactive with water, etc.  Rapid identification of DG in a tunnel is critical.  For tunnels with continual 
video monitoring, a replay feature from cameras at the portal may assist in identification of the 
transport vehicle size and type and identification by placarding.  
 
MOTORIST SAFETY during the incident is the most important objective.  Maintaining an accurate 
count of motorists is important and can be aided by ‘head count’ of motorists outside.  In some cases a 
careful head count may reveal that all occupants of the tunnel have self rescued.  If so, the emergency 
strategy may change substantially, i.e. from life safety rescue to property protection with a change in 
the risk benefit analysis.  
 
Motorists that have exited also can provide key information about status of other motorists still in the 
tunnel and conditions such as smoke, suppression, etc.  Security cameras at exits can be used to 
observe motorist conditions and success at exiting.   
 
Incident command may be forced to abandon the tunnel incident property protection to treat victims if 
resources (capacity) are not adequate.  This limitation should be understood in advance and 
communicated through unified command.   
 
VENTILATION  plays an important role and provides clues to fire size and status.  For example, if 
air movement into a tunnel portal is at a speed higher than expected, this may indicate a fire which is 
drafting air into the tunnel (2007 Los Angeles).  This fire  may have created heat release rates above 
300 MW.    
 
Natural ventilation may be sufficient (above critical velocity) to allow emergency responder access 
without wearing self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) or fire engines.   Entry without being ‘on 
air’ from their self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) occurred in the Baltimore Tunnel fire in 
2001.  In this case firefighter could walk some distance into the tunnel in relatively clear air.  
However, when larger vehicles where used to transport responders into the tunnel, the obstruction 
caused by the vehicle reduced natural airflow below critical velocity and smoke moved back to the 
upwind portal over the responders.  
      
Tunnels without mechanical ventilation may rely on mobile ventilation units (MVU), i.e. a large fan 
mounted on a trailer or truck.   Although these may work in relatively small cross section tunnels, or 
for smaller fires, their ability to match critical velocity for larger fires is limited.  
 
Also MVUs utilize a positive pressure principal to move smoke.  For tunnels with significant 
openings such as transverse type systems, the MVU may not be functional as the positive pressure is 
lost in the myriad of small openings.    
 
Many tunnels have mechanical ventilation systems designed to manage smoke from a fire.  
Unfortunately, the ‘design fire’ used to establish these mechanical vent systems may have been 
undersized, leading to tunnels with inadequate ventilation. 
 
This issue was addressed in 2008 NFPA 502 [6] where the design fire was changed.  For example, for 
flammable liquid tanker fires, the design fire changed from a maximum 100 MW to 300 MW.  Even 
this number may be too low in tunnels with larger cross sections where more oxygen is available, 
and/or where mechanical ventilation essentially feeds oxygen to an oxygen lean fire.  More research 
in this area is needed. 
 
Understanding if the mechanical ventilation system is capable of handling smoke from a larger scale 
fire is important in pre incident planning.  Without this knowledge, the emergency response plan may 
overestimate the capacity of the system to manage smoke.  
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For IC’s who commit resources to a tunnel without full knowledge of the fire size potential (fuel load) 
and state of the fire (incipient, steady state, decay), the resources sent to combat the fire may become 
overwhelmed by ventilation inadequacy.    
 
Ventilation systems may also present unacceptable consequences for motorists.  Clearly the 
longitudinal systems are contra-indicated in two way traffic tunnels.  However, longitudinal 
ventilation systems should also be carefully coordinated with traffic control systems where the fire 
location occurs ‘behind’ expected stalled traffic.  In this case, longitudinal ventilation will push smoke 
over unsuspected motorists in stopped traffic in the tunnel.  Traffic control could be used to move 
downstream traffic away faster than critical velocity pushes smoke at them.  
 
Transverse ventilation and point extraction systems seem similar in design, but may function 
differently for emergency responders and for motorists attempting to self rescue.  With transverse 
ventilation smoke may spread for some distance away from the incident site which may block 
visibility towards the exits, or for access by responders.   
 
Point extraction, since it draws fresh air to a very limited extraction area, would normally limit the 
distance of smoke spread in the tunnel i.e. by maintaining critical velocity, thereby allowing better 
visibility for self rescue.   Hybrid systems which utilize jet fans and extraction have similar 
advantages.  
 
From an emergency responder perspective, this smaller area of limited visibility could significantly 
reduce emergency response time to the incident.   
  
Ventilation systems may need to be balanced against ventilation requirements for emergency egress 
corridors.  If a corridor exists, it would be typical that the corridor maintains a positive pressure air 
balance vs. the tunnel road area.  This prevents smoke from the fire in the main area from entering the 
exit corridor. 
 
For the command staff it is important that they realize that four different pressure zones may exist; 
egress corridor, roadway supply and exhaust, and ancillary spaces such as inverts.  Opening multiple 
doors into a pressurized egress corridor may ‘unbalance’ the system resulting in smoke in this 
corridor.    
 
Emergency responders should understand that any and all of these spaces may have rescue needs 
beyond the normal fire expectations.  Staff who must repair and maintain equipment may be in any of 
the duct spaces, or in other confined space areas.  Specific lock-out tag out requirements should be 
part of the emergency response plan as well as regular drills.   
 
The general maintenance plan must also address the specific requirements that would allow staff into 
ductwork while the tunnel is operational where they may be at risk if a fire occurs.    
 
From a command perspective a full understanding of the ventilation systems is important.  This can 
best be understood by reviewing the computer modeling created to verify the ventilation design.  It 
should be noted that the utilization of live fire testing is not normally allowed to build to the full 
design fire maximum.  This would therefore limit the effectiveness of ventilation commissioning 
testing if testing for the full design fire. 
 
FIRE STANDPIPES are common in tunnels and provide ready source of water for fire hand lines.  
Increasing the water capacity and connection size to match fire engines needs that may drive into the 
tunnel provides greater flexibility.  Water supply for firefighting should be sized based upon design 
fire and largest probable vehicle fire size.  This would be approximately 3800 l/min assuming four 
large hand lines needed for a multiple truck fire of size.  Status and capacity of these systems should 
be checked during size up.   
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Ability to boost pressure and volume by pumping through a fire department connection should be 
established.  This could be critical to provide maximum reach for hand lines in tunnels with typically 
low height with resultant diminished hose stream reach. .  
 
FIXED FIRE SUPPRESSION systems are a relatively new concept to many tunnel authorities, 
partially due to misunderstandings of fixed suppression systems.  As a result there are very few 
tunnels with active suppression systems. 
 
Seattle, Washington has 30,000 fire and life safety systems, which includes 6,000 fixed suppression 
systems.  Of these, 5 are in road tunnels. 2 of these tunnels have a combined foam deluge system.  
 
The oldest tunnel with suppression, the Battery Street Tunnel, was opened in 1952.  It has operated 
successfully since that time with few mechanical failures and even fewer false activations.  The local 
fire company has driven through the deluge spray on several occasions.  
 
Fixed suppression should be given careful consideration at the design phase.  Successful use of fixed 
suppression was shown in the 2007 Burnley tunnel fire in which three people died in the vehicle 
accident and no one died from what would have been a rather large fire except for the fixed 
suppression system.  
 
Misunderstandings about fixed suppression are common.  First it should be pointed out that many 
people believe that the ‘test fire’ in tunnels represents a typical fire.  These fires use flammable or 
combustible liquids as a source, i.e. gasoline and diesel.  This combination produces a prodigious 
amount of smoke from a very hot fire.  Actual vehicle fires are rarely this hot as the vehicle is 
comprised of a variety of fuel sources such as insulation, wiring, cushions, cargo, etc. which burn at 
lower temperatures.  
 
This same combination of materials may produce some extraordinarily toxic smoke, especially in 
oxygen limited fires, therefore smoke exposure should be avoided by motorists and responders if at all 
possible. 
 
This collection of products produces a cooler fire than gasoline and the smoke therefore does not tend 
to stratify as readily as many believe. Even in hot fires, such as gasoline, the smoke cools rapidly as it 
mixes with cooler air and destratifies as it spreads.  With mechanical ventilation this occurs relatively 
quickly as will happen with fixed suppression activation. 
 
From 2008 NFPA 502, “Fire tests have demonstrated that smoke does not usually form a layer at the 
top of the tunnel but quickly fills the cross-section. Normal air movement in the tunnel accelerates this 
process. A water-based fixed fire-fighting system reduces temperatures and the risk of fire spread to 
other vehicles.” 
 
NFPA 502 also addresses concerns about deluge activations at incorrect locations.  “Zoned systems 
are released by a detection system that is accurate even with forced ventilation.” 
 
And a general statement, “A properly designed water-based fixed fire-fighting system suppresses the 
fire and cools the tunnel environment. Since a heavy goods vehicle fire needs only 10 minutes to 
exceed 100 MW and 1200°C (2192°F), which are fatal conditions, it is important to operate the fixed 
fire-fighting system as soon as possible.” 
 
It should be noted that rapid activation of a deluge system is critical and, if correctly operated should 
only apply water to a relatively short portion of the tunnel, whereas ventilation may cool (and 
destratify) the smoke over a large portion of the tunnel. 
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Incident command who understands suppression systems will realize that the activation should have 
occurred as quickly as possible, and that the fire will not likely have spread with suppression system 
operating correctly. 
 
Considerable more research on fixed suppression in tunnels should be conducted to determine the 
effect of water mass in ventilation air, visibility limits of higher density suppression, and advantages/ 
disadvantages of early activation. 
 
SUMMARY  
The design phase should identify the planned tunnel operations, emergency response capacities, 
response time, and how these will interact.   Design of systems will ensure rapid detection, 
notifications, and activation of systems in a manner that will greatly aid incident management.                            
 
Prior to opening, and throughout the life of the tunnel, a series of Incident Command tabletops, drills, 
and exercises will ensure an incident is managed successfully with minimal loss of life, structural 
damage and long term impacts.  
 
Understanding exactly how the tunnel systems operate will greatly assist incident command in 
performing size up, understanding the risks and developing an optimal strategy and appropriate 
supporting tactics to meet prioritized objectives.     
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Tunnel Incident Management in Frankfurt am Main 
- Fire Department’s Operations -  

 
 
 

Fire Department of the city of Frankfurt am Main, 
Jens Stiegel 

Germany 
 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Fire Department of the city of Frankfurt am Main 
The municipal fire department consists of about 1650 members of operational staff. These are divided in 
approximately 800 members of the professional fire department, 800 members of the voluntary fire 
department and 50 inspectors of the department of fire prevention. In addition to that, about 200 people 
work for the department as administrative staff and technical employees.  
The Department is led by the Chief of Department, Prof. Dipl.- Ing. Reinhard Ries. Every day, there are 
186 people on active duty, assigned on 13 engines, 7 ladders, 25 ambulances, 1 MIC- Unit, 1 EMS- 
helicopter and different types of special units and incident command vehicles. These units are assigned to 
actually 10 fire stations. In the next years the number of stations will increase to 12. The special units 
include two heavy rescue units, with one of them specialized on accidents on railway- systems, a high- 
angle rope rescue unit, a water- rescue unit, a HAZMAT- unit, a mass casualties unit, an AR unit and an 
animal- rescue unit. Some of these units are permanently staffed like the heavy rescue units, the hazmat 
unit, parts of the water rescue and the mass casualties unit, others are operated by a corresponding engine 
or ladder unit. All engine and ladder units respond to support the special units in operations. 
The incident command system is based on four levels from A- D. Starting on the lowest with level D, this 
is the commanding officer of an engine or special unit. Level C includes 4 battalion chiefs in a 24 hour 
tour, with 2 additional battalion chiefs weekdays on the day tour. Level B includes 2 division chiefs, one 
responsible for the eastside and the other one for the westside of the city. An additional division chief is on 
duty on the day tour of the weekdays. The highest planned officer on duty is the commanding officer on 
level A, the citywide tour commander. He is responsible for all actions according to the Fire Department 
and the EMS in the whole city. 
The voluntary fire department runs 28 stations all over the city and completes the professional fire 
department at more comprehensive incidents and at calls in their response area at weekday’s nights and on 
the weekends. 
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BASIC FACTS AND EQUIPMENT 
 
Fire and rescue response unit in Frankfurt am Main 
The basic unit for the response on fire and rescue operations in Frankfurt consists of a command vehicle, 
two engines and a ladder truck. EMS units are added as and when required. Every engine is staffed by an 
officer, an engineer and four firefighters. The command vehicle includes a chief and his aide, the ladder is 
operated by two firefighters, acts alone or supports one of the engine companies.  
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Equipment of the attack- team 
Each engine has two attack teams that are both equipped with protective gear, SCBA, tools for forcible 
entry, hose lines and nozzle, escape hoods for possible victims, a rescue rope, a flash light, a handheld 
radio and various accessories like webbings or keys for hydrants, standpipes and elevators. In addition, the 
first team on every engine carries a thermal imager. 
 
Breathing apparatus 
In tunnel operations the Frankfurt Fire Department uses SCBAs as well as rebreathing apparatus. Both 
systems are equipped with a radio system that transmits data like the actual pressure and the remaining 
operating time to the engineer. Also an evacuation and an emergency signal can be transmitted via that 
connection.  
The rebreathing apparatus are allowing an operating time  up to 4 hours. Each ladder carries three of them, 
additional apparatus will be provided by the HAZMAT- unit. 
 
Rapid intervention team 
Every time an attack team is entering a building using SCBAs a rapid intervention team will be provided. If 
an engine first arrives on the scene alone, the second SCBA team is used as rapid intervention team for the 
first minutes. With the arrival of the second engine, the first team of the second engine will be the rapid 
intervention team because this team is also equipped with a thermal imager.  
The number of firefighters in the rapid intervention team is always adjusted to the size of the scenario, so it 
increases at larger scenes. Operations in the metro system differ as described later on. 
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Heavy rescue unit 
For rescue operations in the tunnel system the Frankfurt Fire Department uses two heavy rescue units. 
These vehicles are two- way vehicles that can operate on roads as well as on railway tracks. Operation on 
the tunnel track lines is only intended on scenarios without fire. The main purpose of the vehicle is to bring 
all the heavy rescue equipment to the scene of the accident and work as a transporter for possible victims. 
The vehicle is provided with different hydraulic jacks, grounding devices and other heavy rescue 
equipment.  
In case of a tunnel fire the heavy rescue unit supports the engine companies by conducting the grounding 
measures and with the special knowledge they have about the metro system. 
 

 
 
E- powered railway trolley 
For the transport of firefighters, equipment and victims on the tunnel tracks, the Fire Department uses some 
electrically powered railway trolleys. The trolley is deployed by four firefighters and operated by one FF as 
a driver. The top speed is between 10 and 15 km/ h (6 – 10 mph) depending on the load to carry. The 
trolley has a breaking system and is used in metro as well as railway tunnels. 
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Mass casualties unit 
For incidents with a huge amount of victims the Fire Department of the city of Frankfurt am Main is 
operating a mass casualties unit. Part of that unit is a container system which carries tents and medical 
equipment like heart defibrillators, oxygen and huge amounts of dressing material and pharmaceuticals. 
The mass casualties unit is able to treat up to 500 victims. 
 

 
 
 
OPERATIONS AT TUNNEL INCIDENTS 
 
Dispatch policy, tactics and incident command 
The operational concept for a fire scenario in the Metro system defines that the following units will be 
dispatched to the incident station: 
 

− 4 engine companies 
− 2 ladders 
− the HAZMAT unit 
− the heavy rescue unit 
− 2 battalion chiefs 
− 1 division chief 
− the citywide tour commander 

 
other, additional units like the mobile ventilators or the Mass Casualties unit will be dispatched as and 
when required. 
To each of the neighboured stations the command and communication centre would deploy an additional 
engine company and an ambulance.  
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Furthermore a central staging area will be defined to supply additional units and equipment either to the 
incident station or the neighbour stations. 
 
The citywide tour commander would take over incident command after arriving at the scene. He is 
supported by a mobile command centre. Another chief might be dispatched as traffic liaison officer to the 
control centre of the metro operator.  
 

 
 
Tactics on scene, modular concept 
Basing on the scenario, an operational approach on an underground fire has to be highly flexible. To 
achieve this, Frankfurt Fire Department decided to develop a concept of modular operational tasks, which 
are able to complete each other on scene. Each single module is carried out by the complete crew of an 
engine company (officer and four firefighters), which gives the whole system also the required level of 
internal safety for the operation in the underground area. A total of four modules were defined, each engine 
company is able to carry out every single one of them, basing on the decision of the incident commander. 
These modules are: 
 
Module 1: “Investigation and initial fire suppression” 
Module 2: “Water supply platform” 
Module 3: “Water supply tunnel” 
Module 4: “Fire suppression tunnel” 
 
Modules 1 and 2 operate under normal SCBA whereas Modules 3 and 4 use rebreathing apparatus. The 
company officer additionally carries a 200m guideline 
 
Module 1 
Basically, the first module is carried out by the first arriving engine company. The main tasks of this 
module are a quick investigation of the situation underground and eventually first firefighting procedures. 
The most important task for them is to give a quick report about the situation and the underground 
conditions to their commanding battalion chief so that the next modules could be deployed for further tasks 
with no delay.  
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If the underground fire conditions couldn’t be managed by the use of the available hydrant which is always 
the case if the fire has developed from its initial phase or if the fire is located in the tunnel system, the first 
module creates an equipment depot next to the first hydrant. Afterwards the module leaves the platform 
while evacuating the platform area and the means of egress from any possible victims being left there. The 
way to the depot is marked by the guideline of the company officer. 
 

 
 
Module 2 
The second module is responsible for creating a water supply from an engine upground to the platform. 
The manifold should be located next to the equipment depot. Afterwards the second module also leaves the 
platform while supporting the first module with the evacuation. In this way, minimum a total of ten 
firefighters are available for searching the platform area and running the evacuation procedures from down 
to the top.  
The second module carries at least eight hoses (20m long, 75mm diameter) and the manifold. Hoses, that 
are not needed for the platform water supply will be put at the equipment depot. 
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Module 3 
The task of the third module is to extend the water supply from the manifold on the platform into the 
tunnel. As mentioned before, the use of rebreathing apparatuses is mandatory for all procedures inside the 
tunnel. For this purpose in Frankfurt every ladder truck is equipped with three rebreathers, so that the third 
module could be deployed even if the HAZMAT unit that also carries the rest of the rebreathers is not yet 
on scene. Apart from that, the equipment of the third module is the same as of the second. When the 
manifold in the tunnel is set and the water supply is ready for use, the third module could be used to 
support the fourth module at the rescue and firefighting operations. 
  

 
 
Module 4 
The fourth module is carrying out the rescue and firefighting procedures in the tunnel. For that purpose the 
module uses the firefighting equipment (attack hoselines, nozzles) that the first module has put in the depot 
before. Also this module brings a portable ladder for opening and entering the Metrocars and different 
portable lights to mark the positions of the manifolds and to improve the illumination in the tunnel system. 
 

 
 
Finally again, a total number of at least ten firefighters are in the tunnel to start the fire and rescue 
operations. 
 
TRAINING 
 
Concept and implementation 
The  modular concept was developed in the second half of 2008. In 2009 all operational members of the 
Fire Department should be trained by the Fire and Rescue Academy in applying the concept to the different 
possible scenarios. The first challenge for the Fire and Rescue Academy was to find a suitable place to 
conduct the training sessions. Fortunately the operator of the Metro system (VGF) agreed to support the 
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project and allowed the Academy to use a not needed part of the tunnel system under the main central 
station as a training facility. The VGF also equipped the now so called “Training Tunnel” with an inactive 
Metrocar.  
From that point on the Fire and Rescue Academy was able to develop and provide an adequate training 
program for the members of the department and managed to put nearly 95% of the operational staff 
through the training sessions in 2009. Part of the program was also grounding procedures as well as 
entering techniques and an educational part about the technology of the trains. 
VGF also allowed the Fire Department to use the tunnel training facility in the following years. 
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Fire and Rescue Operations during Construction of 
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ABSTRACT 
The last decades a great deal of research has been performed regarding different fields of fire safety 
and fire development in existing tunnels. During constructions of tunnels the physical conditions of 
the establishment as well as the fire load, the possibilities to evacuate and perform a fire and rescue 
operation are essentially separated from the conditions in the opened tunnel. During the construction 
phase, the safety installations prior to the finished state, often is not yet installed or in function.  
Before the break through, the tunnel can have a “dead end”, which can make both evacuation and fire 
and rescue operations very difficult. Many different organizations can be involved in the construction 
work with the tunnel and it is not uncommon that the workers have different nationalities. Both these 
conditions can, in case of an incident, influence the alarm chain and the quality of the information that 
reaches the emergency services. The incident commander (IC) in a large fire- and rescue operation 
has to survey a complex situation, where conventional methods and normal tactical approaches can be 
difficult to use. This paper discusses the fire- and rescue services possibilities to perform a fire and 
rescue operation during the different phases of the construction. Limitations, based on information 
from real fires and full-scale tests are analyzed and discussed. Both technical and organizational 
solutions for self-rescue or as support for the fire- and rescue services are valued and discussed. 

KEY WORDS: Tunnel during construction, fire and rescue operation, fire, emergency services 

INTRODUCTION 
In Europe and around the world many tunnels and underground constructions are built. The need to 
shorten distances and to use valuable real estate for other purposes makes tunnel construction an 
important and valuable business. But the necessity to keep the time schedule and the large costs for 
delays, both for the individual contractor and for the society at large, can cause vulnerable situations 
as well as incidents. The fire safety, the working environment and the measures at the site to ensure 
the emergency services being able to perform a fire and rescue operation as efficient as possible, are 
important tasks for the building contractor. 

A specific problem to focus on is the fact that during the construction phase the escape routes can be 
long and before the break-through only function in one direction. This also means that the escape 
routes, the natural way for exhaust air and therefore the smoke produced at an eventual fire, and the 
response route for the rescue services all are located in the same area – the unfinished tunnel tube. The 
latest two decades show a number of accidents in tunnels during construction and the difficulties to 
perform fire and rescue operations under these conditions [1-5].  This paper focus on describing the 
problems from the fire fighting perspective and to propse some tactical solutions and 
recommendations.  

FIRE AND RESCUE OPERATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION OF TUNNELS 
Fire and rescue operations in tunnels are a complex and many times difficult task. Self evacuation and 
self rescue are always to prefer, but sometimes the emergency services possibility to perform a fire 
and rescue operation have a direct influence on the choice of the use or location of, for example, 
rescue chambers. Therefore the tactics, methods and available equipment to support a fire and rescue 
operation are of importance. Below the different factors that can facilitate or influence the fire and 
rescue operation are discussed. 
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The opportunities for a successful fire and rescue operation can be divided into four main parts;  
I) Preparation - adequate contingency planning and relevant exercises combined with preparation for 
adequate situation awareness in case if an incident,  
II) Personnel - competence of the emergency services staff and of the Incident Commander,  
III) Methods – equipment and methods that are prepared for the situation,  
IV) The specific scene of the incident - the location of the fire, the number of persons trapped in the 
tunnel, the fire development and the heat release rate, meteorological conditions and the geometries 
and appearance of the tunnel. 

I) Preparation

A tunnel construction site involves equipment that can put the emergency services at risk, for example 
gas cylinders, storage depots inside the tunnel or the construction vehicles itself. It is therefore very 
important that the contingency planning also include drawings and maps where the risks, the rescue 
routes, the evacuation routes including eventual rescue chambers are marked. One of the bigger 
challenges for the main contractor is to keep these plans updated. In the construction of the North 
Link in Stockholm Internet based rescue charts have been developed [6]. All the contractors have 
access to the website and can make necessary changes within their own contract area and study and 
print the full rescue chart. The emergency services likewise have read-only access to the rescue charts 
and can study the plan in advance or via their mobile Internet connection in the fire appliances and in 
the command unit on the way to the site. In case of a fire the responsible contact person at the actual 
construction site print the updated charts and meet up with the rescue services. 

. During construction of tunnels one of the main problems is that the tunnel constantly 
alters. A tunnel construction site is the working site for many persons and as the construction of the 
tunnel is a large project, it is not uncommon that it is divided into smaller contracts, with many 
different contractors. The free mobility of contractors within the European Union has opened for an 
internationalization of tunnel contractors, which raises the demands on the main contractor and the 
orderer for co-ordination. In divided contracts the different sites many times have no contact or 
connections before the break-through of the different tunnel sections. After the break-through the 
different contractors can work closely in the tunnel and in their respectively areas, where the 
conditions of neighboring areas influence the possibilities for evacuation and rescue for the individual 
contractors.   

Regular exercises are also of great importance. The exercises give the contractors and the emergency 
services an opportunity to test their routines before an accident has occurred. The different 
organizations, both among the first responders and among the contractors, have different 
qualifications and previous knowledge, different routines and many times different vocabularies [7].  In 
case of a fire all these organizations down to the individual person needs to communicate in an 
efficient way to reach the objective of the fire and rescue operation.  

II) Personnel.

Severe tunnel fires are statistically infrequent, but can have serious consequences. Not all tunnels are 
built in areas where the IC, due to different reasons, has enough emergency response calls to achieve a 
level of attainment so some of these difficult decisions can be made based on earlier experiences. To 
some extent full-scale and table-top exercises can provide the IC with experience, but at exercises the 
conditions and basic information is usually better provided than at real fires. 

 Fire and rescue operations in tunnels in general raise demands of high standard of 
knowledge and education on the IC. The IC often needs to take decisions on incomplete basic data 
and information. The conditions at the scene of the fire can change quickly due to reasons out of reach 
of the rescue services. The IC needs to be able to, based on information from the contractors, the 
Sector Commanders and the Incident Site Officer, read the fire and the possible risks to choose a 
direction and strategy that do not put the first responders at risk, but still make a rescue operation 
possible [8-9].   

One of the most important capabilities is the awareness of which factors at the scene of the fire or 
accident that has the largest influence of the outcome of the fire and rescue operation. By identifying 
these critical factors the IC can take consideration of, or actions against, the conditions that threats the 
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fire and rescue operation. An exhaustive understanding of the situation is one of the key factors to 
reach the objectives – to save people in danger and if possible minimize the damage on the 
equipment, structure and environment.  

Another issue to pay attention to is the fact that at a large tunnel project with many international 
contractors, the native languages between the contractors can vary. At a large tunnel site it can be 
difficult to find a common language that all tunnel workers can speak well enough to be able to 
communicate efficiently in case of an accident. This is not only a problem for the rescue services, but 
in the end a problem regarding the working welfare and safety for the construction workers. It is a 
strong recommendation to have a working language that as many of the workers as possible 
understand and that all personnel are trained in alerting the emergency services. If necessary cards in 
pocket size can be developed to remind about the correct phrases and information to pass on to the 
emergency service centre. 

III) Methods

-In cases where a longitudinal flow of fresh air can be established in the tunnel this facilitates the fire 
and rescue operation. If the velocity is exceeding the critical velocity [10-11] the back-layering can be 
kept to a minimum which makes it possible for the fire fighters to get close enough to efficiently fight 
the fire [12].  The heat flux a fire fighter can be exposed to during the actual amount of time the fire 
fighter fight the fire is approximately 5 kW/m2 [12].  Without sufficient ventilation the heat flux from 
the hot smoke in the back-layering is likely to restrain the fire fighters from getting close to the fire 
with the water, as the throw length of the water is restricted by the relatively low height of the tunnel 
[12].  An increased air flow through the tunnel will, in some cases, also increase the heat release rate of 
the fire [13-15].  The advantages in improved sight and lowered heat flux though most times overweigh 
the disadvantages. Increased heat release rate is though one of the risks that the IC must take into 
consideration when deciding on tactical methods. In the cases before the break-through of the tunnel, 
while the tunnel still have a “dead-end”, longitudinal flow through the tunnel is not possible to 
achieve. In these cases the ordinary ventilation can be used to clear the tunnel from smoke, but as the 
tunnel tube itself represent the exhaust air duct as well as the evacuation and response route, the use 
before the fire is extinguished can be uncertain. 

. To support, or in some cases at all make the fire and rescue operation possible, the 
emergency services can use different equipment as a tactic resource at tunnel fires. One of the most 
important tasks to facilitate the fire and rescue operation is to make the tunnel as free from smoke as 
possible and to minimize the heat exposure on the fire fighters. If the tunnel is free from smoke the 
transportation speed to the fire scene increases and fire and rescue operations can be performed at 
larges distances into the tunnel. If the heat exposure on the fire fighters is lowered, the time the fire 
fighters can perform a fire and rescue operation prolongs. 

-Longitudinal flow in the tunnel can be created by mobile fans. Large lorry-mounted fans have 
showed to be efficient in full-scale tests [16-17]. Also combinations of smaller middle flow fans can be 
used, if combined with a tunnel cover to increase the efficiency of the fans [18-20].  The method is 
though sensitive for leakage along the tunnel perimeter, why a stationary tunnel cover can be 
preferable in comparison to a mobile cover. All kinds of stationary equipment demand preparation 
and contingency planning on beforehand. A middle course could be a crawler driven smaller high 
flow fan, with or without a tunnel cover. Good results have also been showed at manufacturer 
demonstrations with remote controlled use and water beam fog in the air stream. Many emergency 
services in Mid-Europe, close to the trans-European tunnels, have similar equipment. Deeper studies 
are needed to better determine the limitations at different types of fires [21]. 

-In tunnels the transportation distance to the fire can be very long. To save the effort to carry 
equipment to the scene of the fire, where it is needed, any kind of transportation vehicle will be very 
helpful. The vehicle can be a simple hand-driven wagon, preferably possible to use both on track and 
road. The wagon can transport ventilators, foam liquid, rescue equipment or any kind of equipment 
needed at the scene. If the wagon is large enough it also will be helpful to transport injured persons 
back to the tunnel entrance. 
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-Especially in station environments or in tunnels with connecting tunnel tubes one of the risks with 
the fire and rescue operation is the danger that the fire fighters loose the track and not find their way 
back to safety before the air supply run out. Different kinds of rope lights are available on the market. 
The light secures the path back to safety and increase the walking speed for fire fighters behind the 
front or on the way back. 

-At severe fires, close to the tunnel face before the break-through, it can be almost impossible to 
perform a successful fire and rescue operation. Within the MSB-financed project Accident 
Management during Construction of Tunnels the possibilities to cover the tunnel or a section of the 
tunnel in cases with no trapped persons in the tunnel, and let the fire self-extinguish, have been 
discussed. (MSB, the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency). The method is not yet fully investigated 
or validated, but if it proves to work efficiently the risks must at all times be considered. A severe fire 
in fibre materials can keep enough heat for a long time to re-ignite if the oxygen level rises, for 
example when the cover is removed. A back-draft situation in this environment would put the first 
responders at a larger risk than the alternate fire and rescue operation. 

-At severe fires where a fire and rescue operation is impossible to perform, in respect to the risks and 
working environment for the fire fighters, the only way to rescue persons in the tunnel could be a safe 
vehicle to transport fire fighters to the fire scene or to save people from safe evacuation places or 
rescue chambers. A severe fire could easily have a duration that exceeds the time limit where the 
stipulated compressed air or oxygen is enough. Such a vehicle would need docking possibilities and 
be hybrid driven, as combustible engines not are an option in this environment. In this field there is 
though much research and development left to perform. 

IV) The specific scene of the incident

The two conditions that have the main influence on the progress of the rescue operation are: 
- if people are trapped in the tunnel, in the smoke-filled areas or in a rescue chamber, without 
possibilities for self-rescue, 
-the fire development and heat release rate. 
These two parameters can sole or in combination decide or change the tactical approach of the whole 
fire and rescue operation. 

. In tunnels during construction the safety installations, prior to 
the finished tunnel, many times are not yet installed. In the early stages of the construction phase the 
tunnel often lack basic installations or conditions such as light and a plane roadway. In tunnels under 
construction one of the main issues for the contractor is to keep track on the water flow in the tunnel 
with respect to the quantity allowed in the water-rights decision. Depending of the type of tunnel 
construction the ground can partially be uneven and the unevenness filled with water. All these 
conditions can essentially slow down the pace the emergency services can move with inside the tunnel 
[2, 22].  The tunnel is not only the response route, but as well a working site for the contractors, where 
equipment, vehicles and areas for storage of building material can represent a risk for the rescue 
services. For example gas cylinders are commonly used for welding purposes but can, if left in the 
response route or close to scene of the fire, in the worst case make a rescue operation impossible. Also 
outside conditions like weather, wind velocity and direction can support or counteract the rescue 
operation. 

EXPERIENCES FROM PERFORMED EXERCISES 
Earlier Swedish research projects have [12, 22] (in Swedish) showed that the walking speed for the 
rescue services vary between 5 and 8 m/min, when transporting themselves in a smoke-filled tunnel 
including connection of not water-filled fire-hoses. In the earlier mentioned on-going project about 
accident management during construction of tunnels an evacuation and rescue exercise was performed 
in the Hallandsås Tunnel in Sweden [7]. The fire and rescue operation was video filmed and the 
moving speed later compared with the results in the earlier performed tests. The results from the two 
occasions are compared below: 
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Test 
n:o 

Test scenario Mean moving 
speed [m/s] 

Theoretical maximum 
distance covered [m] 

Reference 

1 Smoke-filled tunnel, no water in 
hose 

0,08-0,13** 
(mean0,1)** 

58*** [12, 22] 

2 Clear tunnel, water in hose 0,3*/0,1** 243*** [12, 22] 

3 Clear tunnel, no hose 1,33* 1080*** [12, 22] 

4 Smoke-filled tunnel, water in 
hose 

0,09** 52 m**** [7] 

*     Values based on walking speed without connecting of hoses 
**   Values including required connections of hoses 
*** Condition based on 1600 l available air (2400 l in total of which 1600 l can be calculated with, 
with respect to the safety margin), consumption of 62 l/min and retreat time [12]. 
**** Value based on estimation from the earlier results [12]. 

Table 1. Moving distances inside a tunnel 

The theoretical maximum distance that can be covered, given the test results, are to be measured from 
the point where the BA-rescue is counted to start. This discussion, of “point zero” is actually one of 
the most interesting questions to discuss. Does the BA-rescue always start at the tunnel entrance or 
can it be moved inside the tunnel if the environment, naturally or aided by ventilation, is smoke free?  

A fire and rescue operation in a tunnel consists of combinations of a number of BA-teams, which 
work alternately on their way to the scene of the fire. The front of the BA-teams will work slower in 
an unknown environment, than the following BA-teams, guided by the information and equipment 
provided by the front team. The discussions of the different possibilities for the fire and rescue 
operations, given later in this paper, are based on the experiences from the results presented in table 1. 

The Hallandsås Tunnel exercises also gave valuable information about the importance of 
communication between the rescue services and the organizations involved in the project [7]. The 
experiences from the exercise can be summarized as follows: 

-It is highly important to keep count of the exact number of persons in the tunnel. Differences in 
figures consume valuable time, both for the rescue services and the contractor organizations that can 
be used for more relevant tasks. 
-It is valuable for the rescue services to have an updated list of risks and their location in the tunnel. If 
possible information about vehicles should be completed with amount and type of fuel and other 
burnable fluids. 
-The presence, at the command post, of a person, well informed about the organization and the present 
situation in the tunnel, are a valuable resource for the IC. 
-Same words within different organizations can mean different things. During the exercise was for 
example the word “life saving activity” (in Swedish) used at the rescue operation in the tunnel. With 
this expression the emergency services means an activity, usually BA rescue, with the aim to save 
lives. During the exercise the paramedics instead understood this as HLR-rescue. This can be made 
clear by information and joint exercises. 
-“Over-ride” over command levels and decision making on a not intended level can cause lack of 
information, which can influence later decisions within the organization. The difficulties with radio 
communication in combination with the noisy environment caused for example, sometimes an 
“information vacuum” at some levels. At those occasions sometimes decisions are made at a lower 
level without communication upwards and sometimes support or information is requested from 
collaborative organizations without following the strict hierarchic structure the rescue management is 
supposed to be. This means that some levels can lack of information and therefore later decision-
making can be affected. This does not always affect the rescue operation at large, but such a complex 
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situation that a tunnel fire represents, it is of great importance that everybody has got information that 
is up to date and a joint picture of the current situation. This observation is though not unique for this 
exercise and has been noticed at other similar exercises and real life fire and rescue operations [7]. 

The co-operation, like in the Hallandsås tunnel exercise, between practitioners and the research 
community gives both groups valuable information and possibilities for knowledge transfer within 
their respectively field of expertise. 

EXPERIENCES FROM REAL FIRES IN TUNNELS UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
A tunnel fire during the construction phase not only can cost lives and large amounts of money, it also 
can cause delays which in turn costs both credibility and reduction of the public utility. During the last 
two decades a number of fires have occurred that in different proportions have affected the tunnel 
workers, the tunnel structure and the time plan. 

In March 2002 a service train in the A86 tunnel in Paris caught fire. The tunnel workers tried to 
extinguish the fire without success and the fire spread to the fuel tank of the train and further to the 
TBM spoil conveyor belt. 19 tunnel workers where trapped in the rescue chamber on the TBM 
between the water curtain in the rear of the TBM and the tunnel face. The workers had to wait seven 
hours before they could be saved by the fire fighters and escorted out of the tunnel. The fact that the 
emergency services had performed a number of exercises in the tunnel showed very valuable when 
the fire fighters had to walk in dense smoke. As the fire occurred approximately 1400 meters inside 
the tunnel and the front of the TBM reached was located further 600 meters into the tunnel the fire 
and the personnel trapped in the tunnel would have been difficult or impossible without a special 
equipped rescue vehicle. Even with self-contained BA-units, with a longer operation time, it is an 
almost impossible mission on a water-filled, slippery and uneven surface in a smoke-filled tunnel. The 
fire damaged the communication cables and the number of persons trapped in the tunnel could 
relatively early be determined by the registration system, but the exact location of the workers was 
uncertain for more than four hours. The Paris fire brigade credits the careful contingency planning, the 
exercises and the special equipment designed for A86 tunnel, the success of the difficult fire and 
rescue operation [2]. 

In March 2006 the bore rig caught fire in the 1300 meter deep Björnböle tunnel on the Swedish 
Botnia Link. The fire occurred before the break-through of the tunnel and the tunnel workers only had 
one direction for evacuation. They succeeded to evacuate to their parked vehicle and drive out from 
the tunnel. As no persons were trapped in the tunnel the emergency services decided not to fight the 
fire because of the dense smoke, the probable fire development and large distance to the fire. The 
smoke was ventilated and the fire fighters could reach the scene of the fire later when the bore rig 
almost completely had burnt out. The defensive strategy of the fire and rescue operation would not 
have been the first choice if persons had been trapped in the tunnel, but it would have been almost 
impossible to reach the fire given the conditions and available resources [4]. 

In September 2009 the battery in a working locomotive, used for the bore rig, caught fire on City Line 
under construction in Stockholm. The locomotive was parked for re-charging on a shut down part of 
the Stockholm Central metro station, that were put to the City Line’s disposal by the Stockholm 
Metro. It was a Saturday and no workers were at the construction site. The smoke spread in the tunnel 
system to the Stockholm Metro and as many as 12 stations, there among the largest ones, had to be 
temporarily shut down. The Stockholm Metro used replacement buses, but the disturbance in the 
traffic flow were still considerable. The last three stations could be opened again during the evening. 
The cause of the fire was an insufficient connection of the charging cable to the battery where the 
high transition resistance caused electric arcs that lit the battery and the surrounding material. The fire 
itself was not severe but caused a heavy smoke production. The relatively low risk due to the slow fire 
development made it possible to reach the locomotive to extinguish the fire. Due to the external and 
internal charging of the battery the fire was difficult to extinguish and it re-ignited at several 
occasions. The locomotive was towed to an outdoor parking ground and later investigated [23]. The 
experiences from the fire show the importance of good communication between the IC and the owner 
of the site. As the fire occurred on the borrowed station the Accident Manager in duty from 
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Stockholm Metro was sent to the scene. The Accident Manager was a valuable resource for the IC and 
many questions regarding the facilities, the information and the shutdown of the metro stations could 
be easier solved. The condition at the platform at the closed down station, used for the construction 
work, made the fire and rescue operation more difficult as the response route was obstructed with 
material. This shows the importance of the systematic fire prevention work [5, 24]. A joint view of a 
high safety level at the construction site and efficient control routines not only secure a safe 
environment for the first responders, but also a safe working site for the tunnel workers. During the 
fire, the smoke spread along the tunnel system to the neighboring stations, which bring up the 
question of the need for sectioning. In a metro system it is natural that the tunnels connect the 
different stations. To avoid fast smoke spread not only the evacuation routes, but also the tunnels it 
selves, need effective sectioning. [5, 6, 24]. 

SCENARIOS 
In the MSB-financed project Accident Management during Construction of Tunnels, numerous fire- 
and rescue scenarios have been modeled and investigated. The scenarios are chosen to be 
representative for many different tunnel construction sites, and are based on study visits to tunnel 
construction sites in Sweden and Finland [6]. The scenarios cover both blasted and bored tunnels as 
well as conventional cut-and-cover methods. The scenarios are presented in table 2 below and the 
tactical approach for each scenario is discussed later in the paper: 

Scenario n:o Burning item Position Conditions Remark 

A Bore rig, dumper 
or blasting vehicle 

Tunnel face  Before break-
through 

B Bus (for visitors) In middle of 
tunnel in between 
tunnel face and 
entrance 

Visitors in bus or 
visitors in tunnel. 
N:o of visitors: 
50. 
Fire development: 
UF, F or M. 

Before break-
through 

C HGV/trailer or 
dumper 

In middle of 
tunnel in between 
tunnel face and 
entrance 

Only traction 
vehicle is 
combustible 

Before break-
through 

D Bus (for visitors)  In middle of 
tunnel. 

Visitors in bus or 
visitors in tunnel. 
N:o of visitors: 
50. 
Fire development: 
UF, F or M. 

After break-
through 

E Cable fire or fire 
in pick-up truck 

In middle of 
tunnel . 

 After break-
through 

F Large quantity of 
combustible 
tunnel isolation 

¼ from one tunnel 
entrance 

Openly exposed After break-
through 

Table 2. Fire scenarios in tunnels under construction. The distance to the tunnel face is put to 1700 m. 
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FIRE AND RESCUE OPERATIONS FOR THE CHOSEN SCENARIOS 
The tactical approach, the tactics, in an emergency operation can be described as the ongoing 
decisions by the incident commander (IC) in how to use the available resources, in the most effective 
manner, depending on objective of the specific operation [8, 9]. A fire and rescue operation in case of a 
tunnel fire is a rather complex operation with the objective to save people in danger, save the tunnel 
and valuable things in the tunnel. The tactical approach is very much depending on the specific 
tunnel, the fire behaviour, the threatened values and the available resources from the emergency 
services.  

Generally the emergency services are able to work with either an offensive strategy (fight the fire) or 
a defensive strategy (not fight the fire), which you shouldn’t combine at the same time in an 
operation. There are five different tactical approaches, single used or in combinations, to handle the 
fire situation in tunnels. These different tactical approaches can be combined in different ways 
depending on the choice of strategy in the operation [8, 9].These approaches are the following.  

1. Fight the fire from the inside of the tunnel, with the purpose to put out the fire and by this save the 
people in danger. 

2. Assist or rescue the people in danger from the inside of the tunnel and take them to a safe 
environment. 

3. Control the airflow in the tunnel in order to take the smoke away from the people in danger or to 
support the fire fighting operation [9]. 

4. Fight the fire from a safe position to reduce the consequences of the fire. 
5. Treat and take care of the people that without assistance rescued themselves to a safe environment.  

In the best of worlds, all of these tactical approaches could be used at the same time. This is not a 
normal situation during an emergency due to lack of available resources.  

Scenario 
n:o 

Tactical approach 

A Number 5  

Number 4 or 2 if fitted vehicle-assistance is available  

B Number 1 in combination with number 2 and 5. 

C Number 1 if the fire development is slow and/ or if people are trapped in a dangerous 
situation,  otherwise number 5 

D Number 1 in combination with 3, 2 and 5. 

E Number 3 in combination with number 1. 

F Number 3 in combination with 4. 

Table 3. Tactical approaches for the fire and rescue operation in tunnels under construction 

To make tactical decisions in advance can be very difficult, because of all the circumstances that are 
connected to a specific situation. In scenario A there is probably just the tunnel construction and the 
vehicle on fire that are threatened by the fire, due to the location in the tunnel face.  It’s probably also 
quite long distance from the scene of the fire to the tunnel entrance, where a fire and rescue operation 
could be started from.  Because of the limitations with normal BA-operations, app. 100 - 150 meter in 
smoke filled environment, it´s impossible to get any success with this method. If there is no vehicle 
assistance to this operation, it´s not even a method to consider in this situation.  The hands-on fire 
fighting of these types of fires is complicated and it will be very difficult to get an effective result in 
this tunnel environment. Prior to the break-through it is not easy to control the airflow and reduce the 
smoke without a pre-installed ventilation system.  This leaves really only one tactical approach left 
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and this is number 5, control the situation from outside the tunnel and assists the self-evacuating 
people with advanced medical assistance, a classical defensive strategy.  

In scenario B the situation will be very difficult to handle, due to all passengers in the bus. In this 
situation, not consider using an offensive strategy, is not acceptable by anyone, especially not the 
emergency services community.  The situation is not that different from scenario A, considering the 
lack of effective methods to handle these situations. Depending on the development of the fire and the 
smoke, this scenario could mean a huge difference in the specific situation. A fire in a bus could be 
possible to fight. The only way to handle this situation is to fight the fire and by this reduce the 
dangerous environment in the tunnel. This together with rescue of the people in the bus and advanced 
medical assistance outside the tunnel would be the strategy for this scenario.   

In scenario C the tactical approach will be very dependent on the fire development and the  smoke 
production.  A rapid fire development with massive smoke production will be very complicated to 
handle and very alike the scenario A. The location of the fire in the middle of tunnel in between 
tunnel the face and the entrance, could mean that people are trapped in between the tunnel face and 
the fire are also making the tactical situation very difficult to handle. If the fire development are slow 
and with little or moderate smoke production and if people are trapped in a dangerous environment, 
the tactical approach would be offensive and using a BA-operation in to the tunnel to fight the fire. If 
the fire development are rapid and with massive smoke production and if no people are trapped in an 
dangerous environment, the tactical approach would be to give medical assistance in a safe 
environment outside the tunnel.  

Scenario D is representing a different situation, due to the break-through in the tunnel construction. 
This gives the emergency services a range of new methods to use in the tactical planning of the 
operation. The break-through gives the possibilities to control the air-flow in the tunnel with 
ventilation operation and to have at least two different path-ways to get close to the fire. In this 
scenario the initial operation would be find the direction of the air-flow and then send in a BA-
operation with the air-flow to fight the fire and by this reduce the dangerous environment in the 
tunnel. The next step would then be to control the air-flow, try to rescue people to a safe environment 
and give advanced medical assistance outside the tunnel.   

Scenario E represents a rather small fire load, but still potential of a lot of smoke production. In this 
situation, if no people are in danger, the smoke production would be the problem to handle. The air-
flow will be controlled by ventilation operation. After this is done a BA-operation will use the air-
flow to advance near the fire and the fight it.  

Scenario F represents a fire with potential of a very rapid development and massive smoke 
production. In this scenario a defensive strategy will be chosen. The air-flow will be controlled with 
ventilation operation and eventually a defensive fire fighting operation will be done to reduce the 
impact on the tunnel construction. 

As described, a fire and rescue operation in a tunnel fire situation is a very difficult operation. If the 
situation occurs the emergency services together with the construction companies, as to try to handle 
the situation. Well made contingency planning will not solve the problem, but it will place focus on 
difficulties in the operation. These identified problem will then have to be solved, a thing that is much 
harder to handle in the real fire situation. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
To use the expression fire to describe the wide range of physical phenomena’s that occur during this 
complex process is a rather large simplification. A fire can be everything from a small and smoldering 
fire to a rapid developing fire with a high peak-value of the heat release rate (HRR). Depending of the 
characteristics of the fire, the consequences will be very different for the evacuation of people and for 
the demands on the fire and rescue operation. The environmental conditions could really be seen as 
two different scenarios, one with no break-through in the tunnel and one with the break-through 
situation. These will influence both the evacuation and the fire- and rescue operation. To combine the 
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fire characteristics of the fire and the environmental scenario, it will give a way to analyze the needs 
on the fire- and rescue operation, table 4. In table 4 a “small fire” could be compared to a burning car 
or a fire in a limited amount of stored burnable material inside the tunnel, while a “large fire” could be 
represented by a fully developed fire in a bore rig, working locomotive, lorry or dumper. 
 

 Before break-through Break-through 
Small fire Offensive operation 

(Fight the fire with BA-
operation teams) 

Offensive operation 
(Fight the fire with BA-operation 
teams and if necessary ventilation 

control) 
Large fire Defensive operation 

(Wait outside) 
Offensive/ defensive operation 

(Control airflow and fight the fire 
from a distance) 

Table 4 Schematic overview of fire and rescue operations in tunnels under construction 
 
The purpose with this rather simplified analyzes is to realize that if there is a large fire, the emergency 
services generally will not be able to handle the situation. This is especially obvious when there is no 
break-through in the tunnel construction. It can not be left out by this situation. The emergency 
services needs to develop equipment and methods to handle the situation with large fires during tunnel 
constructions. On the other hand, the constructors needs to prepare for a fire and give workers and 
other persons in the tunnel or tunnel system a reasonable chance to evacuate from the tunnel. The real 
nightmare is when there are persons still trapped in the tunnel in the fire situation, even if they are 
temporarily in a safe environment in a rescue chamber. The meaning should be that people evacuates 
during the fire growth. This could and should be supported with some kind of smoke confinement, 
which reduces or stops the smoke filling of the tunnel. This alone will though not be enough but needs 
complementary measures that reduce the fire growth, measures like sprinklers in vehicles, choice of 
construction materials and organizational fire prevention and preparedness. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

An analysis, based on two different series of model scale tests, of the effects of ventilation on maximum 
heat release rate and fire growth rates is presented. In both model scale test series, wood cribs of different 
porosity, size and numbers were used.   Both ambient free burn tests and tests inside a model-scale tunnel 
were performed. The tunnels varied from 0.3 m to 0.6 m in width and from 0.2 m to 0.4 m in height. The 
longitudinal velocity varied between 0.22 m/s and 1.12 m/s.    

The tests show that for a higher porosity wood crib and higher velocities than 0.45 m/s, an increasing 
ventilation rate increases the maximum heat release rate in the range of 1.3 to 1.7 times the value measured 
outside the tunnel under ambient conditions. For the lower porosity wood crib and higher velocities, the 
corresponding increase in the maximum heat release rates was 1.8 and 2.2, respectively.  For the case with 
a velocity of 0.67 m/s, the linear fire growth rate increased by a factor of 5–10 times compared to the free 
burn case, depending on the dimensions of the tunnel cross-section. 

 
KEYWORDS: Model scale tunnel, longitudinal ventilation, fire growth rate, heat release rate, wood 
crib, liquid fire 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A common feature in all large tunnel fire incidents has been the significance of ventilation on the 
growth rate and size of the fire. In several of the fires, the type of load being carried by goods vehicles 
played an important part in determining the severity of the fire. The main reasons for this are that heavy 
goods vehicles (HGVs) consist of, or carry, highly flammable materials, and that the fire spreads very 
rapidly due to the longitudinal ventilation in the tunnel.  
 
The effect of longitudinal ventilation on the fire development in HGV fires is an important design issue 
and depends on the fuel geometry and the outer protection of the fuel. The interaction between the 
ventilation flow and the heat release rate (HRR) was investigated by Carvel et al. [1-4]. Their results 
were probabilistic in nature. From a number of test series including tests with wood cribs and HGVs, 
they estimated that for a two-lane tunnel with an air flow velocity of 2 m/s the fire growth rate would 
increase by 3-4 times and the maximum HRR by 1.5 times compared to the natural ventilation case [4]. 
For a velocity of 10 m/s, the corresponding values were estimated to be 6 and 3, respectively. A 
Bayesian probabilistic approach was used to refine estimates, using a panel of experts, with data from 
experimental fire tests in tunnels. Their conclusions were, however, based on rather limited 
experimental data.   
 
Since HGVs play such an important role for the outcome of fires in tunnel, knowledge of the effect of 
the tunnel itself and of the air velocity inside the tunnel is important. One of the main problems when 
studying the effect of ventilation using different test series is that the conditions (tunnel dimensions, 
fuel porosity, starting ventilation conditions, etc.) vary between the tests.  An understanding of the 
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main mechanism of the effects of the ventilation on burning solid fuel is, therefore, of great interest for 
tunnel designers. Model-scale results, in combination with large-scale tests, provide new data to 
investigate the effects of longitudinal ventilation on maximum heat release rates and fire growth rates 
for solid materials in tunnels. 
 
EARLIER STUDIES 
 
Ingason [5] showed that when using wood cribs in model scale tests (1:23), the maximum heat release rate 
is increased by a factor of 1.4 to 1.55 compared to ambient conditions and the fire growth rate up to a 
factor of 3, as an effect of the ventilation. Above a certain air velocity, the maximum heat release rate does 
not seem to vary significantly with the velocity. Lönnermark and Ingason [6] found that the increase in the 
maximum heat release rate of a crib with high porosity was in the range of 1.3 to 1.7 times the value 
measured outside the tunnel under ambient conditions and for a given wind velocity. The increase in the 
maximum heat release rate of a wood crib with low porosity was between 1.8 and 2.0, respectively, for the 
higher velocities. This is lower than earlier studies by Carvel et al. [4] on the influence of ventilation on 
maximum heat release rate of HGV fires, but in line with their results on increase in fire growth rates.  

Lönnermark and Ingason [6] concluded that the maximum heat release rate is highly dependent on the 
starting conditions of the fuel, i.e. its porosity, the ventilation velocity, the ceiling height of the tunnel etc. 
In particular when the wood crib is under-ventilated under ambient conditions, very high changes in the 
maximum heat release rate can be expected when the ventilation conditions are altered. The influence of 
velocity on the fire growth rate was found to be much higher than on the maximum heat release rate. The 
fire growth rate increased by a factor of 5–10 times compared to the free burn case [6].  

There are few large scale tests series available where the effects of the longitudinal flow can be estimated. 
For example in the case of the Benelux tunnel test series [7], three tests consisting of 36 standardized wood 
pallets (9 in each stack), were performed with different longitudinal velocities (~0.5 m/s (natural 
ventilation),  4-6 m/s and 6 m/s) and one test with 72 wood pallets and a longitudinal velocity of 1-2 m/s. 
The outer dimensions of the 36 wood pallet fire load were 4.5 m long, 2.4 m wide, and 2.5 m high. The 
peak heat release rate was 13.5 MW without forced ventilation, 19 MW with 4-6 m/s ventilation and 
16.5 MW with 6 m/s ventilation. The tests with the 36 wood pallet fire load show that the fire growth rate 
with ventilation was approximately 4 to 6 times faster than the fire growth rate without forced ventilation 
while the peak heat releaser rate was 1.4 and 1.2 times higher, respectively. The fire growth rate with 72 
wood pallets was about 1.9 times faster than the 36 wood pallet fire load with no forced ventilation.  

One of aims of this study is to try to explain the mechanism of ventilation impact on the fire growth rate 
and maximum heat release rates of wood cribs. One explanation given by Ingason [5] concerning why 
Carvel et al. exhibit such a large increase in the maximum heat release rate, was based on the way the fuel 
was compared. Fuel that is under-ventilated (low porosity) during ambient conditions was used in the 
comparison. If a fuel has a low porosity factor an increase of the order as presented by Carvel et al. can be 
easily obtained. In order to investigate this further a study given by Harmathy [8] and some of the work 
carried out on wood cribs for about 30 – 40 years ago has been investigated. The scaling effects from wood 
cribs to a fuel load in large scale may be difficult to interpret but the quantitative results indicate the order 
of magnitude of the changes and explain the behaviour.  
 
WOOD CRIB POROSITY AND VENTILATION 
 
The wood cribs used in the model-scale tests are shown in Figure 1. The wood cribs were long relative 
to their height and width, which traditionally is not the case. Usually the wood cribs have two sides 
equal in length whereas the height may vary.   
 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=sv&rls=com.microsoft:*:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7ADBR_sv&ei=gtB7S7PcM47C-QaInM3QBQ&sa=X&oi=spell&resnum=0&ct=result&cd=1&ved=0CBEQBSgA&q=interpretate&spell=1�
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 a) b) 
 
Figure 1  Wood cribs used as fuel: a) with high porosity (P=2.1 mm) and b) with low porosity 

(P=0.62 mm) [9]. 
 
The exposed fuel surface area of the wood cribs and the porosity used in the model scale tests varied.  A 
correlation between the reduced free burning rate versus crib porosity for square wood cribs (same length 
and thickness of all wood sticks but different number of sticks and layers) burning under quiescent 
atmospheric conditions has been presented by numerous authors [10-13]. In Figure  2, a plot of the data 
given on Sugar Pine wood cribs by Croce and Xin [13] together with a curve fit of the data is shown. This 

shows the correlation between reduced free-burning rate ( ( )2/13 /10 −
⋅

⋅× bAm ff ) versus the crib porosity, 

P , given in [13]. The mass burning rate, fm
⋅

, is used here instead of fR as defined by Croce and Xin. The 
crib porosity in the abscissa is defined as in reference [12], i.e.:  
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14 . Here b is the stick thickness (same width and height), l  is the stick 

length, n  is the number of sticks per layer and N is the number of layers [13].  
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Figure  2 Reduced free-burning rate versus crib porosity P [13]. 
 
As can be seen in Figure  2, when the crib porosity P is less than about 0.7 mm, the reduced mass burning 
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rate, 2/13 /10 −
⋅

⋅× bAm ff , starts to be influenced by the geometry (porosity) of the wood cribs. The fire 
becomes more and more dependent on the wood stick spacing and the wood crib fire is said to be under-
ventilated or ventilation controlled. When the crib porosity is larger than about 0.7 mm, the wood crib fire 
is well-ventilated. A curve fit of the data given by Croce and Xin [13] gives the following equation (linear 
regression coefficient R=0.913): 
 

 ( ) ( )P
ff ebAm ⋅−−

⋅

−⋅=⋅× 28.62/13 111.1/10    (2) 
 
This equation can be rewritten in order to calculate the burning rate per square metre exposed fuel surface 
area, which is of interest for this study, i.e.:  
 

  ( )P

s

f
f eb

A
mm ⋅−−−

⋅
⋅

−×== 28.62/13 11011.1"     (3) 

 
If we neglect the term ( )Pe ⋅−− 28.61  in equation (3), which approaches about 0.99 when P is larger than 0.7, 
we can compare to the original work by Block [11] for Ponderosa Pine: 
 

2/131005.1" −−
⋅

×= bm f    (4) 
 
This shows that the maximum burning rates in well-ventilated wood cribs is similar in the both cases 
(factor 1.11 and 1.05, respectively). In the model scale tests by Ingason and Lönnermark [5, 6] the 
wood stick widths, b , were either 10 mm, 15 mm or 21 mm. This means that the maximum burning 
rate for the wood cribs burning under ambient conditions (no ventilation) should be, using equation 
(4), about 0.007 and 0.0086 kg/m2 s, respectively, for b =15 mm and 21 mm. Corresponding values 
using the simplified equation (3) are 0.0077 and 0.0091 kg/m2 s, respectively.  An upper limit of the 
fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area for wood were given by Tewarson and Pion [14]. They 
found that the maximum burning rate per fuel surface area that wood (Douglas fir) could achieve is 
0.013 kg/(m2·s). The value found by Tewarson and Pion [14] is an ideal value based on the assumption 
that all heat losses were reduced to zero or exactly compensated for by an imposed heat flux equal to 
the total heat losses from the fire source.  
 
Harmathy [8] presented experiments with square wood and plastic cribs (PMMA, polylite and 
phenolic) exposed to different ventilation rates. A crib was placed in a ventilation chamber where the 
air mass flow rate bypassing and through the wood crib was varied. The crib porosity factor, P, varied 

from 0.07 mm to 1.58 mm and the mass flow rate of air am
⋅

 between 0.005 kg/s to 0.051 kg/s. In the 
wood crib test series W-1, P varied between 0.07 mm to 0.98 mm and 0.41 mm to 1.10 mm in wood 
crib tests series W-2.  
 
Harmathy concluded from his study that the rate of burning of non-charring fuels (in their case 
PMMA, polylite), i.e., the majority of synthetic polymers (e.g. thermoplastics such as polyethylene) is 
apparently unaffected by the air flow. This conclusion is very important as it explains much of the 
behaviour of fuels that melt, and thereby create a pool fire on the fuel surface when they burn. This 
indicates that liquid fire and melted plastic exhibit a lesser tendency to be sensitive to the effects of 
ventilation.  
 
Harmathy also concluded that the rate of burning of charring fuels (wood, phenolic plastic (which is a 
thermoset)) exhibit a definite dependence on ventilation. A thermoset is polymer material that 
irreversibly cures, i.e., cannot be remelted and reworked. Thermoset material is generally created by 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyethylene�
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cross-linkage of polymer chains in the curing process. The influence of the ventilation rate on the 
burning rate can be easily observed from Harmathys study. This indicates that wood (and thermosets) 
will show greater effects on the maximum heat release rate or burning rate than thermoplastics or pool 
fires.  
 
In Harmathys experiments with charring fuels the burning rate first increased with increasing 
ventilation, reached a maximum burning rate and then decreased slightly as the air flow increased.  
Harmathy concluded that the heat released by the oxidation of the char played an important role in the 
process of pyrolysis. This may explain why charring fuel is more affected by the ventilation than non-
charring fuels. This conclusion is central for work on the effect of ventilation rate on heat release rates 
in tunnel fires.  
 
As could be observed in the work by Croce and Xin, the wood crib geometry in a free burn 
environment (quiescent air around the wood crib) plays an important role whether the free burn rate is 
affected or not. When the wood crib porosity is less that about 0.7 mm the mass burning rate is 

reduced. It is possible, to compare the reduced burning rate, ( )2/13 /10 −
⋅

⋅× bAm ff , from the work by 
Harmathy under well ventilated conditions and the work by Croce and Xin. The data points obtained in 
tests series W-1 by Harmathy, when the ventilation rate is at its highest peak, were plotted together 
with the data from Croce and Xin. The comparison is shown in Figure 3. This shows that the mass 
burning rate is similar in both cases, even when the crib porosity is low. This implies that a wood crib 
with low crib porosity can reach the same burning rate or more when it is exposed to sufficiently high 
air flow rates. Therefore, the burning rate is highly dependent on the ventilation rate around the wood 
crib when the crib porosity is low, whereas when it is high it is not so sensitive. When comparing the 
influence of ventilation on burning rates of fuels, it is important to be aware of this fact.   
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Figure  3 Comparison of reduced free-burning rate of Croce and Xin and Harmathy. The 
ventilation flow in Harmatys tests were between 0.073 kg/s m2 and 0.147 kg/s m2.  

 
Based on the analysis given here we can conclude that the porosity of the fuel is an important factor for 
the maximum heat release rate. There is a relatively sharp limit where the fuel transitions from under-
ventilated to well ventilated conditions ( 7.0≈P mm) and when the maximum heat release rate 
becomes relatively constant independent of the porosity. Further, as we apply ventilation to a fuel that 
is under-ventilated under normal conditions, we can easily raise the heat release rate level up a level 
corresponding to a well-ventilated fuel as Figure 3 confirms.  
 
We can therefore conclude that charring material, such as wood and thermosetting plastics, is expected 
to exhibit greater sensitivity to ventilation than thermoplastics that can create a pool fire on the surface.  
 
In the following, a summary of the two model scale series concerning the influence of the ventilation 
on the maximum heat release rate and fire growth rate is presented.  
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INGASON TEST SERIES 
 
Ingason  [5] carried out a total of 12 tests were carried out in a 1:23 scale model tunnel. The parameters 
tested were: the number of wood cribs, the type of wood crib, the longitudinal ventilation velocity and the 
ceiling height. The fire spread between wood cribs with a free distance of 0,65 m (15 m in large scale) was 
also tested. The tunnel itself was 10 m long, 0.4 m wide and test series were conducted using two heights: 
0.2 m and 0.3 m, respectively. The corresponding large scale dimensions were 230 m long, 9.2 m wide, 
and 4.6 m and 6.9 m high, respectively. The lower height (0.2 m) was created using a false ceiling with the 
same material as the structure of the tunnel as a whole. The model tunnel was constructed using non-
combustible boards (PROMATECT®-H) with a thickness of 15 mm.  The floor, ceiling and one of the 
vertical walls, were built in Promatect H boards while the front side of the tunnel was covered with a fire 
resistant window glaze.  Longitudinal flow was supplied by using an electrical axial fan attached to the 
entrance of the model tunnel. The fire load consisted of two types of wood cribs (pine). Wood crib A was 
used in the first series of tests (Tests 1 – 9) with a tunnel height of 0.3 m and wood crib B used in the 
second series of tests (Tests 10 – 12) with a tunnel height of 0.2 m. Detailed descriptions of wood crib A 
and wood crib B are given in references  [5]. 
 
Effect of ventilation on maximum heat release rate 
For a solid fuel, the heat release rate is dependent on the net heat absorbed by the surfaces of the solid. This 
means that the total surface area is a very important parameter for the combustion. The fuel mass loss rate 
per unit fuel surface area against the ventilation velocity across the fire source has been plotted in Figure  4. 
The fuel mass loss rate was measured only for the first wood crib, even in tests involving several wood 
cribs. The measurements showed that the fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area is only a weak 
function of the ventilation velocity. The reason for this is that the fire is fuel-controlled for such a 
ventilation velocity, i.e. the fuel porosity was high or P was 0.94 mm and 1.24 mm, respectively. As 
mentioned previously, the upper limit of the fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area presented by 
Tewarson and Pion [14]  was 0.013 kg/(m2s), which correlates well with the experimental data, see Figure  
4. The fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area lies below this limit. Further, as shown previously the 
maximum burning rate for the wood cribs under ambient conditions (no ventilation) should be about 
0.007 kg/m2s to 0.009 kg/m2 s.  This corresponds very well with the data points (filled marks) in Figure  4. 
 Ingason and Li also showed that the burning rate per fuel area for wood crib B is only little greater than 
that for wood crib A. The reason for this may be that wood crib B gets more heat feedback in a tunnel fire 
test due to relatively lower tunnel ceiling and same width. Comparing data from tunnel fire tests with that 
from free burning tests shows that the fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area for the tested wood cribs 
in the tunnel is in a range of 1.4 to 1.55 times the value measured in a free burning test. The free burning 
test without any ventilation corresponds well with the value obtained earlier in the paper, i.e. 0.007 kg/m2s 
to 0.009 kg/m2 s.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure  4 The maximum fuel mass loss rate per unit fuel surface area as a function of the 

ventilation velocity (only first wood crib) [5] 
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These results are very different from the results of Carvel et al..  The test results presented here do not 
reproduce the high increase as indicated by Carvel et al. [1-4]. As shown previously, the increase in 
maximum heat release rate from ambient conditions is of the order of 1.4 to 1.55 for the ventilation rates 
tested, whereas Carvel et al. indicate an increase in the order of 4 or more for HGVs. The ventilation rates 
used in this study correspond to ventilations rates of 1.6 m/s to 4.3 m/s in large scale.  
 
The only possible explanation why Carvel et al. [1-4] exhibit such a high increase in the maximum heat 
release rate is the way the fuel was compared. Fuel that is under-ventilated during ambient or natural 
ventilated conditions, as was thoroughly explained earlier in this paper, has most likely been used in the 
comparison. If a fuel has a low porosity factor, the increase found from comparing the results presented 
here with Carvel et al.’s results can easily be obtained by increasing the ventilation, which was shown in 
Figure 3.   
 
The above analysis is based on the data of fuel mass loss rate of the first wood crib. In some of the tests, 
several wood cribs were burnt together (the fire spread between the wood cribs) and the total heat release 
rate was measured by oxygen calorimetry instead of mass loss using the weighing platform. In Figure  5  
the maximum heat release rate per unit fuel surface area as a function of the ventilation velocity is shown. 
For a fire with several wood cribs, the total fuel surface area of these wood cribs was used here. The same 
trend is obtained with several wood cribs, although the data does not correlate as well, see Figure  5.  This 
was explained by the fact that in the case with several wood cribs, the surfaces are not burnt 
simultaneously. When a maximum heat release rate occurs, burning of the first wood crib has started to 
decay, i.e. burning is not simultaneous but partially staggered. As a consequence, the maximum heat 
release rate divided by the total fuel surface area is slightly lower than data  with single wood crib [15].  
One important observation is that the maximum heat release rate is not higher than the theoretical value for 
wood.  
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Figure  5  The maximum heat release rate per unit fuel surface area as a function of the ventilation 
velocity  [5] 

 
Effect of ventilation on fire growth rate 
The fire growth rate as a function of ventilation velocity is shown in Figure  6. The linear fire growth rate, 

tQ ∆∆ / ,  was taken from the time the heat release rate was 20 kW to the time when it reached 100 kW. 
Ingason showed that the fire growth rate increases linearly with the ventilation velocity. The fire growth 
rate is nearly 3 times larger than that in a free burn test, when the ventilation velocity equals to 0.9 m/s, 
corresponding to 4.3 m/s in large scale. This means that the ventilation velocity plays a very important role 
in the fire development. The fire growth rate in a tunnel fire test is close to that in a free burn test when the 
ventilation velocity is equal to 0.3 m/s. As the fire growth rate is one of the most important design 
parameters for tunnel safety these results are significant and impact on tunnel design. The main reason for 
the linear increase in fire growth rate as a function of the ventilation rate is the fact that this fosters the 
leaning of the flames along the fuel array.  
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Figure  6  The fire growth rate as a function of the longitudinal ventilation velocity  [5]  
 

LÖNNERMARK AND INGASON TEST SERIES 
 
A total of 19 wood crib tests were carried out [6] [9] in a model scale tunnel. The tunnel was 10 m long 
and the width and height of the tunnel were varied during the test series. The widths (W) used were: 
0.3 m, 0.45 m, and 0.6 m, and the heights (H) were: 0.25 m and 0.4 m.  The scale of the tunnel was 
assumed to be 1:20 and therefore the widths correspond to 6 m, 9 m and 12 m in real scale, while the 
heights correspond to 5 m and 8 m, respectively.  The ceiling, floor, and one of the walls were made of 
15 mm thick PROMATECT®-H boards.  One of the walls was comprised of 15 windows of 5 mm 
thick fire proof glass set in steel frames (555 mm × 410 mm visual access plus frame). Two types of 
fuels were used: wood cribs and the liquid heptane. The wood cribs were of two different types: with 
porosities P1=2.1 mm and P2=0.62 mm. 
 
The standard wood crib (P1) was constructed of four layers of long sticks (0.5 m) with four sticks in 
each layer and three layers of short sticks (0.15 m) with three sticks in each layer, see Figure 1. The 
sides of the square cross section of the sticks were b =0.015 m for both the long and the short sticks. 
This gave a total height of 0.105 m.  To study the effect of the porosity of the wood crib on the results 
(e.g. the effect of the ventilation on the HRR), tests with a wood crib, with a porosity (P2) differing 
from the standard wood crib, were performed. In this case the sides of the square cross section of the 
sticks were b =0.010 m. The wood crib was constructed of five layers of long (0.5 m) sticks and four 
layers of short (0.15 m) sticks.  Longitudinal ventilation was established using a fan in the upstream 
end of the tunnel. 
 
Effect of ventilation on maximum heat release rate 
In Figure 7 the heat release rate curves for wood cribs with the porosity P1 and P2 are compared at two 
different velocities, 0.22 m/s and 0.67 m/s, respectively.  The heat release rate for the case with a velocity 
of 0.22 m/s is significantly lower than the heat release rate for the higher velocity (0.67 m/s).  There is also 
a difference between the two porosities P1 and P2. The maximum heat release rate at 0.22 m/s is lower for 
P2 than the corresponding value for P1, but at 0.67 m/s the maximum heat release rate for P2 is 
significantly higher than the corresponding for P1. The total area of exposed fuel surface, As, for P1 is 
0.54 m2 while the corresponding value for P2 is 0.8 m2. Therefore, when both P1 and P2 are in a well 
ventilated flow we should expect differences in the maximum heat release rate. Based on fuel surface area, 
the difference should be about 0.8/0.54=1.48. From Figure  7 we see that the ratio of heat release rate for 
P1 wood crib and P2 wood crib under higher ventilation conditions is approximately 100/75≈1.33, which 
is slightly less than that expected purely based on surface area.  The ratio of heat release rate for P2 wood 
crib with higher ventilation rate (0.67 m/s) compared to lower ventilation (0.22 m/s) is 100/45≈2.2. The 
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corresponding ratio for P1 wood cribs is 75/50≈1.5. These results show that a wood crib with a low 
porosity factor (P) is more sensitive to the ventilation rate than one with a higher porosity factor and will 
increase the maximum heat release rate considerably when it is exposed to higher longitudinal ventilation 
rate.   
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Figure  7 Comparison of heat release rate (HRR) for porosity P1 and P2 for two velocities. The 
tests were performed in a tunnel with the width 0.45 m and a height of 0.25 m [6]. 

 
In Figure  8 the ratio between the maximum heat release rate for the test with wood cribs (P1) inside the 
tunnel and the maximum heat release rate obtained in free burning tests conducted on wood cribs with the 
same specification, is presented as function of the air velocity. The test data from Ingason [5], which is 
approximately a P1 crib, is plotted as well for comparison. The P2 data is also shown to illustrate the 
difference in increase for P1 and P2 wood cribs. There is a slight increase in maximum heat release rate 
with increasing velocity for a P1 crib. The ratio between the maximum heat release rate inside the tunnel 
and the free burn maximum seems to level off at a level somewhat higher the 1.5 for velocities equal to or 
higher than 0.67 m/s. Largest spread in the results is for the velocity 0.22 m/s where the ratio actually is 
lower than one for three of the tunnel cross section. All these tests were performed in the tunnel with the 
lower height, 0.25 m. Note that the comparisons are made to the free-burning case, while many reported 
comparisons are made to a case with natural ventilation.   
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Figure  8 Maximum heat release rate as function of velocity for different tunnel cross sections, 

compared to the free burn case [6]. 
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As can be seen in Figure 8, the relative increase of heat release rate for P2 is higher than for P1 for 
corresponding conditions. For the low velocity (0.22 m/s), the ratio was lower than one or 0.8 and for the 
higher velocities (0.67 m/s or higher) it was 1.8 and 2.0, respectively. This shows that it is important to 
have in mind the porosity of the fuel when comparing the ambient fuel set-up with a fuel in a forced 
ventilation flow.    

Effect of ventilation on fire growth rate 
The ratio of fire growth rate (k2/k2,fb) as defined by Lönnermark and Ingason, where k2 is the linear slope 
of the fire growth rate in the tunnel and k2,fb is the corresponding value for a free burn test, is plotted as a 
function of ventilation velocity in Figure 9 [5].  Lönnermark and Ingason showed that the value of k2 
depends on the selection of t∆ . They came to the conclusion that the time corresponding to 10 % and 
90 %, respectively, of the maximum heat release rate gave reasonable results. The results are shown in 
Figure 9.  The trend is the same for all the tests and in good correlation to the results given in Figure 6, 
although represented in a different manner. The results indicate the linear fire growth rate ratio varies 
between 2 and 10 or more.    
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Figure  9 Fire growth rate calculated for 10 % to 90 % of HRRmax (K2), presented as function of 

the air velocity [6]. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the paper an overview and analysis of the experiments carried out by Ingason [5] and Lönnermark and 
Ingason [6], is given.  An effort to explain the differences and what phenomena are governing the results, 
was carried out. The results are explained in comparison to previous studies on wood cribs, such as 
Harmathy’s [8] work from 1978. The study provides useful information for those who work with tunnel fire 
safety engineering. 

Harmathy’s work, together with that of Croce and Xin, show that the porosity of the fuel is an 
important factor for the prediction of the maximum heat release rate. There is a relatively sharp limit 
where the fuel goes from under-ventilated to well ventilated conditions and where the maximum heat 
release rate becomes a relatively constant value independent of the porosity. Further, as we apply 
forced ventilation to a fuel that is under-ventilated under normal conditions, we can easily raise the 
heat release rate level up a level corresponding to a well-ventilated fuel. These results comply very well 
with what has been observed in the model scale tests presented. 
   
The increase in maximum heat release rates compared to ambient conditions for wood cribs is 
confirmed to be in the range of 1.4 to 1.7 for wood cribs that have high porosity. When the porosity is 
low, these effects increase from 1.8 up to 2.2. Comparing the results to the Benelux full scale tests 
indicates that these results are also in line with the model scale tests.  
 
The rate of burning of non-charring fuels, i.e., the majority of synthetic polymers (e.g. thermoplastics 
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such as polyethylene) is apparently unaffected by the air flow. This conclusion is very important as it 
explains much of the behaviour of fuels that melt, and thereby create a pool fire on the fuel surface 
when they burn. This complies with the fact that liquid fire and melted plastic exhibit a lesser tendency 
to be sensitive to the effects of ventilation.  
 
The rate of burning of charring fuels (e.g. wood and thermosetting plastic) does exhibit a clear 
dependence on ventilation. The heat released by the oxidation of the char plays an important role in the 
process of pyrolysis. Harmathy use this as an explanation for why the charring fuel is more affected by 
the ventilation than the non-charring fuels. This conclusion is central for the work on effects of 
ventilation rate on heat release rates in tunnel fires. This further explains why wood will show greater 
effects on the maximum heat release rate or burning rate than thermoplastics or pool fires. 
 
The results can be used by fire safety engineers when considering the effects of ventilation on different 
fire loads and different geometries of the fuel. The influences of the cabinet of a HGV trailer are of 
great importance here, as it may affect the results given here. All the results given here are based on 
tests where the air flow is freely bypassing or going through the fuel.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The “critical velocity” is strongly influenced by the heat release rate and the tunnel geometry. The critical 
velocity generally increases with increasing fire heat output for small to medium sized fires, however there 
is a ceiling for the critical velocity – called “super” critical velocity when the critical velocity becomes 
insensitive to the fire power and remains constant once the fire reaches certain level. The current 
techniques for prediction of the values of the critical velocity for various tunnels were predominately based 
on semi-empirical equations obtained from the Froude Number preservation combining with some 
experimental data. Although the methods provided simple and effective semi-empirical solution to 
determine the value of the critical velocity, the Froude Number modeling failed to explain the existence of 
the super critical velocity. The fire plume theory explains that the super critical velocity is caused by the 
intermittent flame occupying the ceiling region when the heat release rate reaching the critical level and fire 
zone dominates the full height of the tunnel. The plume theory has observed the changes in fire and plume 
sizes and linked the fire development with the critical velocity. However it still couldn’t describe the 
physical conditions which could be used to predict the super critical velocity. This paper examines the 
combustion characteristics of the fire zone under different ventilation conditions and establishes some 
fundamental changes in fire burning status when heat release rate reaches the critical level for the super 
critical velocity. The fire development under the ventilation is analyzed using combustion theory. Both 
CFD simulations and experimental measurements are used to identify the flame status under ventilation.  
 
KEYWORDS: critical ventilation velocity, fire development and combustion mode 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The “critical velocity” is normally referred to the minimum air velocity required to suppress the smoke 
backlayering spreading against the longitudinal ventilation flow during tunnel fire situations. The critical 
velocity has been the topic for various researches. The traditional theories are mainly based on applying the 
Froude Number preservation to the backlayering. Recent studies have made significant progress on 
identifying the influence of the fire power and the effect of the tunnel geometry on the critical velocity. It 
has been demonstrated that the critical velocity generally increases with increasing fire heat output for 
small to medium sized fires, however there is a ceiling for the critical velocity – called “super” critical 
velocity when the critical velocity becomes insensitive to the fire power and remains constant once the fire 
reaches certain level. The reasons to cause the two distinct regimes in the relationship of critical velocity 
and the fire heat release rate are not very well understood. In the meanwhile, studies focusing on the 
relationship between ventilation and fire spread rate inside the tunnels showed that there are strong links 
between the fire development and the ventilation rate. Some evidence indicated that the critical ventilation 
conditions might promote fast fire spread rate inside the tunnels.  
 
This paper carries out an investigation of relationship of the critical velocity and the fire development by 
examining the fire burning status under different ventilation conditions. The combustion and aerodynamic 
theory developed for the compartment fire is applied to the tunnel fire situation to analyze the fire 
development stages. The objective is to reveal the fundamental changes in the physical conditions resulting 
the two distinct regimes in the correlations between the critical ventilation velocity and the fire heat release 
rate.  
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CRITICAL VENTILATION VELOCITY 
 
A previous study by the author [1] has established the relationship between the fire heat release rate and the 
critical velocity for the ventilation to eliminate the backlayering smoke flow by carrying out experimental 
tests in a group of tunnels.  The tunnels used in the study have the same height but different geometries and 
the tunnel dimensions are shown in Figure 1. The experimentally measured critical velocity under different 
fire heat release rate as shown in Figure 2 demonstrated that the critical velocity depended on the fire 
power size and by the tunnel geometry. Figure 2 also demonstrated the existence of the “super” critical 
velocity for the tunnels. The super critical velocity is also depended on the tunnel geometry. 
  
The current techniques for prediction and correlation of the values of the critical velocity for various 
tunnels were predominately based on semi-empirical equations obtained from the Froude Number 
preservation combining with some experimental data. Froude Number modelling is often used as the 
scaling technique in fire situations where the Reynolds number is sufficiently large, turbulent conditions 
prevail and buoyancy forces are dominant. The Froude number is defined as:  

  Fr V
gD

inertia forces
gravity forces

= =
2

       (1) 

Where g is the force due to gravity, and V and D are characteristic values of velocity and length, 
respectively. Thomas [2] was one of the earliest who applied this technique in the study of the effect of 
ventilation velocity on fire plumes in ducts. He suggested that the flow character depended on the ratio of 
buoyancy to inertial force over a cross-section of the tunnel. Thomas suggested that when Froude number 
is equal to 1, the magnitude of buoyancy force and inertial force are similar, thus the backlayering does not 
occur. Based on this concept, he derived the relationship between the ventilation velocity and the heat 
release rate from the fire as: 

   Uc k gQ
C To p

=










'
ρ

1
3

         (2)  

where Uc is the critical ventilation velocity, Q′ is convective heat release rate per unit width of the tunnel, 
ρo is the ambient air density, Cp is the specific heat capacity of air, k is a constant and T is the smoke 
temperature. The value of k was determined experimentally. The later deployment [3-6] of Froude Number 
modelling for tunnel fires are all based on the foundation set by Thomas. Although the methods provided 
simple and effective semi-empirical solution to determine the value of the critical velocity, however the 
Froude Number modeling failed to explain the existence of the super critical velocity. Based on the Froude 
Number modeling, non-dimensional analysis methods [1, 7] was developed to correlate the experimental 
data on the critical velocity at different heat release rate and tunnel geometry, Wu and Bakar [1] proposed 
the non-dimensional group for the velocity and heat release rate as: 

  ′′ =V V
g H

          (3) 

and  ′′ =Q Q

C T g Ho p oρ 5
.         (4) 

 
where the characteristic length H is the “hydraulic tunnel height”, To  is ambient temperature. The non-
dimensional analysis has successfully correlated the critical velocity data obtained from different tunnels 
into a single formula as shown in Figure 3. The two distinct regimes of the critical velocity are clearly 
shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 1. The dimensions of the cross-section of the experimental tunnels. 

 
Figure 3: The non-dimensional analysis of the critical velocity against the heat release rate.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: The measured critical velocity against the fire heat release rate in the tunnels.  
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THE PLUME THEORY 

Based on the temperature measurements inside the tunnels, a fire plume theory is developed and used to 
explain the super critical velocity. McCaffrey’s [8] fire plume theory has been extended to describe the fire 
plume in tunnels. The fire plume in tunnel is considered to have the same three regimes.  The gross feature 
of each regime is the same as described by McCaffrey for free plumes. However the fire plume shapes are 
completely different from a free fire plume. The fire plume consists of persistent flame zone, the 
intermittent flame zone and the buoyant plume zone under the ceiling and downstream. Two fire plume 
distribution regimes are identified as shown in Figure 4 for low heat release rate and in Figure 5 for high 
heat release rate. The plume distributions are proposed based on the temperature distributions measured 
inside the tunnels at critical velocity conditions and at low, medium and high heat release rates. Figure 6 
shows the temperature distribution in the fire zone measured in the narrow tunnel A at three HRRs and 
Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution in the square tunnel B.  

The measured temperature contours were used to analyse the fire plume regimes in tunnels. These two 
plume distributions were directly linked with the two regimes in the variation of critical velocity with fire 
heat release rate. At low HRR, the persistent and intermittent flames lay low inside the tunnel, with only 
the buoyant smoke flow reaching the ceiling. The critical velocity varies as the one-third power of the heat 
release rate in this situation. At high HRR, the intermittent flame reaches and dominates areas under the 
ceiling. In this situation, the critical velocity became nearly or completely independent of heat output. 
According to McCaffrey’s fire plume theory, the plume exhibits the feature of constant flow velocity in the 
intermittent flame. Therefore the dominance of the intermittent flame under the ceiling could offer an 
explanation to the insensitivity of critical velocity to the HRR once the fire grows to a critical level. The 
plume theory has observed the changes in fire and plume sizes and linked the fire development with the 
critical velocity. However it still couldn’t describe the physical conditions which could be used to predict 
the super critical velocity.         

 

 
Figure 4 : Illustration of the fire plume distribution in the fire zone at low heat release rate. 

 

 
Figure 5: Illustration of the fire plume distribution in the fire zone at high heat release rate. 
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Figure 6: Measured temperature contours in tunnel A for 3.0 kW, 7.5kW and 15 kW fire at 
critical conditions.  
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Figure 6.5 : Measured temperature contours in tunnel B for 3.0 kW,
                   7.50 kW and 15.0 kW at critical conditions
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Figure 7: Measured temperature contours in tunnel B for 3.0 kW, 7.5kW and 15 kW fire at 
critical conditions.  
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THE FIRE DEVELOPMENT 

The plume theory has pointed out that the critical velocity is very much interlinked with the fire 
development inside the tunnel. The development of the tunnel fire assembles the features of ventilated 
compartment fire.  The fire development inside the compartment is controlled by a fuel-controlled 
combustion mode or a ventilation-controlled combustion mode. At the early stage, the fire is confined 
locally and the burning is depended on the release rate of combustible volatiles which is mainly produced 
by the radiation and convective heat transfer from the flame to fuel sources.   At the flashover stage, the 
fuel supply becomes abundant and flame involves almost all combustible surfaces, the combustion mode 
switch from fuel-controlled to ventilation-controlled.    

For the analysis of the combustion modes inside the tunnel, the tunnel fire zone is further simplified in 
Figure 8 for low HRR and Figure 9 for high HRR. The characteristics of the combustion mode of a tunnel 
fires at the critical velocity conditions are examined in the present study based on the CFD simulations. 
The oxygen mole fraction contours and the temperature contours in the Tunnel A and B at critical 
ventilation conditions are shown in Figure 10. The average mole fractions at the exit of the tunnels are 
given in the Table 1. The results from the CFD simulations demonstrated that at low HRR of 3kW, there is 
high average oxygen level in the downstream exit of the tunnels and there is no obvious oxygen level drop 
in the combustion zone. The results indicate that the combustion has large excess air available, the 
combustion model inside the tunnel is fuel-controlled. At the high HRR, the average oxygen level in the 
exit dropped to 9%, there is a large area of zero oxygen level in the combustion zone and flame is 
elongated. The results could suggest that there is no excess air in the combustion zone. The present study 
considers the burning under the super critical velocity is at its stoichiometric conditions. The reason is that 
the stoichiometric burning produces the highest flame temperature according to the combustion theory for 
constant volume. Therefore super critical velocity should be derived under the conditions of the maximum  
the buoyancy force sustained by the highest flame temperature.   Further experimental and CFD 
investigations are needed to verify this assumption.   

 

 
Figure 8: Simplified tunnel fire zone at low HRR under critical velocity conditions. 

 

 
Figure9: Simplified tunnel fire zone at high HRR under critical velocity conditions. 
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Figure 10: The oxygen mole fraction contours and temperature contours inside the Tunnel A and Tunnel B 
at critical velocity conditions. 
 

g) Oxygen contours in Tunnel B at 15 kW 

e) Oxygen contours in Tunnel B at 3 kW 

c) Oxygen contours in Tunnel A at 15 kW 

a) Oxygen contours in Tunnel A at 3 kW b) Temperature contours in Tunnel A at 3 kW 

d) Temperature contours in Tunnel A at 15 kW 

f) Temperature contours in Tunnel B at 3 kW 

h) Temperature contours in Tunnel B at 15 kW 
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Table 1: The average oxygen mole fraction at the tunnel exit calculated from the CFD simulations. 
Tunnel Heat Release Rate  

(kW) 
Average Oxygen Mole Fraction 

(%) 
A 3 13.5 
A 15 9.2 
B 3 16.1 
B 15 14.2 

 
 
VENTILATION AND THE FIRE SPREAD 
Proper use of ventilation to minimize fire development has always been a concerning issue. Since the fire 
critical velocity has two distinct regimes, the discussions of effect of ventilation on fire spread should 
consider for the circumstance of early stage of the fire development when the HRR is relatively small and 
fully developed fire where the fire grows to the critical level and super critical velocity can control the 
backlayering. The priorities could be very different in those two stages.  
 
 As shown in Figure 11, the temperature contours in the Tunnel B demonstrates the influence of the 
ventilation on the fire plume by setting the ventilation in under-ventilated, critical ventilation velocity and 
over-ventilated conditions at the same small HRR. The results shows that the vertical high of the flame 
remained more or less the same, however the flame elongates in the horizontal direction. The elongated 
flame could enhance the fire spread to objects downstream of the fire. At this stage, priority could be 
people rescue and minimising the fire spread.   Therefore over-ventilation of a small fire inside the tunnel 
has adverse effects on the fire spread.  
 
Once the fire is fully developed, the fire involves the entire vertical length of the tunnel, the burning is 
likely in the ventilation controlled mode and super critical velocity can be used to control the backlayering. 
Under this circumstance, it is likely that the fire has already spread in extensive length in the tunnel. The 
priority in this stage is likely to be access to the fire seat for fire fighting and therefore under-ventilation is 
not desirable.  However if the ventilation is  set at the super critical velocity, although the backlayering can 
be cleared for assessing the fires seat, but the combustion mode in the flame zone is likely at the 
stoichiometric conditions and the produce highest flame temperature. Under those conditions, over-
ventilation would have the advantages of providing overall cooling effects in the fire zone and the 
downstream. 
 
CONCLUSIONS    
 
1. The results of the experimental measurements and the CFD simulations have established two 

distinct regimes for the relationship of the critical velocity and the fire HRR. 
2. A fire plume theory is proposed to describe the features of fire plume distributions under the two 

regimes.  The plume theory offers simple explanations on the occurrence of the two regimes.  
3. Based on the plume theory, the fire zone is further simplified to aid the discussions of the 

combustion characteristics of the plume. It is proposed that the underline physical condition for the 
super velocity could be due to the switch of the combustion mode from fuel controlled to 
ventilation controlled in the combustion zone.  

4. Different strategy on the ventilation settings should be used to minimize the fire spread inside the 
tunnel. At the early stage of the fire, over-ventilation should be avoided to minimize the fire spread 
from the elongated plume.  However at the late stage of fire development, over-ventilation 
provides overall cooling benefits for the tunnel.  
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Figure 6.4 : Measured temperature contours in tunnel B at 3.0 kW fire
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Figure 11: The temperature contours in the Tunnel B in under-ventilated, critical 
ventilation velocity and over-ventilated conditions.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents new analytical solutions for the critical velocity for smoke control in tunnels and 
cross-passages. These analytical solutions for the critical velocity dispense with the need to solve for 
two coupled non-linear equations, and avoid the drawbacks associated with iterative approaches to 
solving for such equations. The paper also discusses the use of the critical velocity concept in road, 
rail and metro tunnels, both as a design objective and also as a target for emergency operations. It 
concludes that there are significant drawbacks in the generation of tunnel air velocities in excess of 
the critical velocity, due to the increased risks of fire growth and the destruction of any smoke 
stratification. The importance of tunnel ventilation control in emergency scenarios is therefore 
emphasised.   
 
KEYWORDS: critical velocity, smoke, fire, tunnel 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Thomas [1] was the first to propose a simple relationship to determine the critical velocity needed to 
prevent the upstream movement of smoke from fire in a tunnel.  He argued that the flow character 
depended, in essence, on the ratio of buoyancy to inertial forces over a cross-section of the tunnel, and 
that this ratio could be described by a parameter having the form of a Froude number, Frm: 
 

) (1) 
 
where g is acceleration due to gravity, H is tunnel height, ∆θ is the temperature rise above ambient, U 
is ventilation velocity and T is the hot layer temperature.  Thomas assumed that the critical condition, 
when back-flow is just suppressed, occurs when Frm is of order unity, that is when the inertial and 
buoyancy forces are similar. 
 
According to the experimental measurements of Lee et al [2], Froude numbers of less than 4.5 are 
required to preclude the movement of smoke against the imposed ventilation flow direction. 
 
By relating the temperature rise of the hot gases from a fire (Δθ) to the convective heat release rate 
from the fire )( cQ , Kennedy [3] proposed a formula for the critical velocity, such: 
 

3/1
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where the critical Froude number (Frm) is given by 
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38.0 ))0,min(0374.01(5.4 −+= gradeFrm  (3) 

 
and 
  
grade = gradient of the tunnel in percent 
A  = cross-sectional area of tunnel (m2) 
ρ = density of upstream air (kg/m3) 
 
and the hot-gas temperature fT  is estimated from the enthalpy conservation equation: 

T
AVC

QT
cp

c
f +=

ρ


 

(4) 

 
Equations (2) and (4) form a coupled set that are solved within many well-used tunnel ventilation 
programmes including the Subway Environmental Simulation (SES) Computer Programme [4]. 
Nonetheless, Grant et al [5] have pointed out several methodological weaknesses in this model, 
including its failure to account for the complex near-fire flow field and the interaction between the 
fire source and the particular tunnel under consideration.  
 
By analogy to the results for tunnels, Tarada [6] extended the model based on a critical Froude 
number approach to the calculation of the critical velocity within cross-passages. He proposed the 
simultaneous solution of the enthalpy equation for the junction between the tunnel and cross-passage: 
 

TfpcdpTp TCmQTCmTCm )()()(  =++  (5) 

 
(where the subscript ‘T’ refers to the main tunnel, ‘d’ refers to the cross-passage door and ‘f’ refers to 
the hot-gas conditions), with the equation for the critical Froude number at the cross-passage door, 
which is written as: 
 

38.0
2 ))0,min(0374.01(5.4

)( −+=
−

= grade
V

gH
Fr

d

fd
m ρ

ρρ
 

(6) 

 
One drawback of using the coupled non-linear equations (2&4) and (5&6) is that to date, no direct or 
analytical solutions were available. Rather, iterative approaches to solving the equations were 
employed. These have a number of drawbacks, including the need to provide a reasonable initial 
guess for the critical velocity, the complications relating to programming the iterative solution 
process, and residual errors due to incomplete convergence of the iterative solution. These issues will 
be resolved through the provision of analytical solutions to the critical velocities in tunnels and cross-
passages in this paper.  
 
 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
 
Critical Air Velocities for Tunnels 
 
It is possible to recast equations (2) and (4) into the following single equation: 
 

Frm A⋅ Cp⋅ T⋅ ρ⋅( ) Vc
3

⋅ Frm Qc⋅( ) Vc
2

⋅ g−⋅ H⋅ Qc⋅+ 0  
(7) 

 
This represents a cubic equation for the critical velocity Vc, with up to three distinct solutions (roots). 
For a general cubic equation in the form 
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023 =+++ DCxBxAx  (8) 

 
the nature of the three roots will depend on the value of the discriminant Δ [7]: 
 

223223 274418 DAACCBDBABCD −−+−=∆  (9) 
 

The following cases need to be considered: 

• If Δ > 0, then the equation has three distinct real roots.  
• If Δ = 0, then the equation has a multiple root and all its roots are real.  
• If Δ < 0, then the equation has one real root and two nonreal complex conjugate roots.  

From equation (7), the linear coefficient C=0, hence the discriminant Δ < 0, as long as 
 

m

p
c Fr

gHTAC
Q 27

2
ρ

<  
(10) 

 
For a road tunnel with the following parameters: 
 
A=80 m2, T=300 K, Cp=1040 J/(kgK), ρ=1.1 kg/m3, H=6m, grade=0% 

it can be seen that equation (10) implies that the discriminant Δ<0 as long as Qc<258 MW. Thus, for 
all practical purposes, equation (7) has only one real root. The term on the right-hand side of equation 
(10) may be considered an upper limit on the fire convective heat release rate for the Froude number 
analogy to have any physical meaning.  

 

By reference to the analytical solutions for a cubic equation for the case of Δ<0 given in [8], the 
critical velocity for smoke control in a tunnel is given by 

 

3
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(12) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_roots_of_a_polynomial�
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Equation (11) is the analytical solution for the critical velocity for smoke control in a tunnel. In order 
to check the feasibility of the solutions, comparisons were undertaken between the values provided by 
equation (11) and those generated through the coupled solutions of equations (2) and (4). Using the 
road tunnel example provided above with Qc=30×106 W, we arrive at Vc=2.112 m/s using equation 
(11), and the same result within three decimal places using four iterations of equations (2) and (4).  
 
Critical Air Velocities for Cross-Passages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Control Volume for the Enthalpy Balance in a Tunnel Cross-Passage 
 
A similar analytical solution can be inferred for the critical velocity in cross-passages. The enthalpy 
balance from equation (5) can be rewritten as 
 

fpddTTcpddpTT TCVAVAQTCVATCVA )( ρρρρ +=++  (13) 

 
Substituting equation (6) into equation (13), the following cubic equation can be derived for the 
critical velocity through a cross-passage door (Vd): 
 

{ } [ ]{ } 023 =−++ cddpTTcmddpm QgHVTCVAQFrVTACFr ρρ  (14) 

 
By reference to the analytical solutions for a cubic equation with Δ<0 given in [8], the critical velocity 
for smoke control through a cross-passage is given by 

 

3
ˆˆ aTSVd −+=  

(15) 
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Equation (15) is the analytical solution for the critical velocity for smoke control through a cross-
passage. In order to check the feasibility of the solutions, comparisons were undertaken between the 
values provided by equation (15) and those generated through the coupled solutions of equations (6) 
and (13). Using the road tunnel example provided above with Ad=4.4m2, Hd=2.2m and VT=2m/s, we 
arrive at Vd =1.287 m/s using equation (16), and the same result within three decimal places using two 
iterations of equations (6) and (13).  
 
APPLICATION TO TUNNEL VENTILATION DESIGN 
 
The estimation of the critical velocity for smoke control is only a small component in the process of 
tunnel ventilation design. The main steps in defining the required ventilation capacity for smoke 
control in a tunnel  
 
1. Define design fire, including incident vehicle type(s) and heat release rates 
2. Define operational scenarios, including vehicular traffic and wind conditions 
3. Establish the required air velocities for smoke control 
4. Calculate ‘hot case’ conditions (with fire, adverse wind, open cross-passage doors and with no fan 

redundancy) 
5. Calculate ‘cold case’ conditions (without fire, favourable wind, closed cross-passage doors and 

with full fan redundancy) 
 
While the purpose of step (4) is to ensure that sufficient ventilation capacity has been designed to 
control smoke movement, step (5) is required to ensure that the tunnel air velocity does not exceed 
11m/s during its envisaged operation (as per NFPA 130 [9] and NFPA 502 [10], for example). This is 
particularly critical for tunnel ventilation systems that are installed without any feedback systems to 
control the tunnel air velocity during an incident.  
 
THE CASE FOR TUNNEL VENTILATION CONTROL 
 
Most tunnel ventilation systems designed to recent standards have significant levels of redundancy, 
and are capable of controlling smoke movement even during very adverse circumstances (adverse 
wind, open cross-passage doors, fans damaged due to proximity to fire). As an example of the level of 
jetfan redundancy required, the UK’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges BD78/99 recommends 
that the greater of two jetfans or 10% of the jetfans (to the next whole fan number) should be 
considered to be out of service, and a number of jetfans should be considered destroyed due to the 
fire, in accordance with Table 1. However, it is possible that during the initial stages of a fire, all the 
jetfans may actually be available, leading to a significant oversupply of fan capacity.  
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Fire Size (MW) Distance Upstream of Fire (m) Distance Downstream of Fire (m) 

5 - - 
20 10 40 
50 20 80 

100 30 120 
 
Table 1: Distances over which Jet Fans may be considered as destroyed during Fire [12] 
 
It is certainly possible that a tunnel ventilation system may ‘blow too hard’ and actually increase the 
fire heat release rate from a burning vehicle. Fig. 2 depicts the possible enhancement factors ‘k’ of 
peak fire heat release rates from burning heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), as a function of tunnel 
ventilation velocity. Values of ‘k’ above unity indicate an enhancement in the fire heat release rate. 
The two curves shown are for single-lane and dual-lane tunnels The exact physical processes involved 
in the fire heat release rate enhancement are not well understood, but could involve providing 
additional oxygen to partially shielded fires within a burning HGV. Apart from enhancing the peak 
fire heat release rate, there is also the possibility of a higher fire growth rate within the burning 
vehicle, and of fire spread to other vehicles within the tunnel. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Fire Heat Release Rate Enhancement Factors (after Carvel et al [11]) 

 
In order to avoid the drawbacks of excessive air velocities and possible fire enhancement, a control 
system may be required to monitor the tunnel air velocities and feed these air velocities back to an 
automatic control system. Such a ventilation control system is considered standard in a number of 
European countries including Switzerland and Austria, but not in the United Kingdom, for example. 
The Austrian design standard RVS 09.02.31 [13] specifies that the longitudinal ventilation system 
should reduce the air velocity in unidirectional traffic to between 1.5 m/s to 2 m/s, and for 
bidirectional traffic to a value between 1 m/s and 1.5 m/s. The Austrian design standard does not 
however mention any requirement to meet the critical air velocity for smoke control. 
 
For unidirectional traffic without congestion, the German RABT guidelines [14] require a minimum 
velocity of the air flow exceeding the critical velocity for smoke control.  
 
The World Road Association’s report on “Operational Strategies for Emergency Ventilation” [15] 
provides three different cases for operational control of the tunnel air velocity in case of an incident, 
as summarised in Table 2. Although the text of the report does refer to the critical air velocity for 
smoke control, it does counsel that while high flowrates may have the advantage of reducing 
temperature and decreasing toxicity, they may lead to higher fire heat release rates and will 
completely destroy any smoke stratification. 
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CASE 
TRAFFIC PRIOR TO 

INCIDENT 
PRINCIPLE FOR LONGITUDINAL VENTILATION 

A Unidirectional traffic without Flow velocities in the direction of traffic to prevent or at 
least minimize backlayering of smoke 

 
traffic congestion 

B Unidirectional traffic with
Relatively low flow velocities (e.g. 1.2 ± 0.2 m/s) in the 
direction of traffic in order to minimize flow spread 
upstream, allow smoke stratification, support dilution of 
toxic gases and enable people to escape.  

 
traffic congestion 

C Bidirectional traffic 

Relatively low flow velocities should be maintained, to 
avoid flow reversal unless circumstances dictate otherwise 
(for example fires near portals), allow smoke stratification 
and enable people to escape in both directions. 

Note: reference should also be made to National Guidelines, the EU Directive or similar for further 
advice on the design aspects relating to tunnel length, ventilation objectives and design etc. 
 
Table 2: Strategies for Smoke Control with Longitudinal Ventilation Systems [15] 
 
Any tunnel ventilation control system is critically dependent on the quality of the real-time air 
velocity measurements provided during an incident. Key issues to consider in any ventilation control 
system design include: the redundancy of air velocity sensors and their locations; the effect of hot 
smoke movement through the air velocity sensors, and the control algorithm to interpret significant 
differences in the measurements provided by the sensors, including elimination of false readings.  
None of these issues is insurmountable, however – perfectly feasible control system designs are 
available that address these challenges.  
 
As our understanding of the risks of fire enhancement and smoke destratification due to excessive 
ventilation increases, it is likely that feedback ventilation control systems will become specified in 
tunnels as a matter of course. This is particularly true in the case of road tunnels, where the number of 
independent parameters that may affect the air velocity are generally greater than in rail or metro 
tunnels.   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The concept of a critical velocity to control the upstream movement of smoke in tunnels has been 
available for many decades. This paper represents an effort towards quantifying the critical velocity, 
by providing analytical solutions for its value in tunnels and cross-passages. However, the paper also 
proposes caution in how the concept of a critical velocity is interpreted and applied in tunnel 
ventilation designs, since there are a number of drawbacks in the generation of high air velocities in 
tunnels during a fire emergency. These drawbacks include a possible enhancement of vehicle fires, 
and loss of smoke stratification. Careful engineering design, backed up by references to national and 
international guidelines, is therefore called for in the interpretation and application of the critical air 
velocity concept. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a novel and fast modelling approach to simulate tunnel ventilation flows during fire 
emergencies. The complexity and high cost of full CFD models and the inaccuracies of simplistic zone or 
analytical models are avoided by efficiently combining mono-dimensional (1D) and CFD (3D) modelling 
techniques. A simple 1D network approach is used to model tunnel regions where the flow is fully 
developed (far field), and a detailed CFD representation is used where flow conditions require 3D 
resolution (near field). This multi-scale method has previously been applied to simulate tunnel ventilation 
systems including jet fans, vertical shafts and portals (Colella et al 2009, Build. Environ. 44(12): 2357-
2367) and it is applied here to include the effect of fire both in steady state and transient situations. The 
methodology has been applied to a modern tunnel of 7 m diameter section and 1.2 km in length. Different 
fire scenarios ranging from 10 MW to 100 MW are investigated with a variable number of operating jet 
fans. Emphasis has been given to the discussion of the different coupling procedures for steady state and 
transient calculations. An accurate discussion on the computational cost reduction as well as on the control 
of the numerical error is also presented. Compared to the full CFD solution, the maximum flow field error 
can be reduced below 2%, but providing a reduction of two orders of magnitude in computational time. 
The much lower computational cost is of great engineering value, especially for parametric and sensitivity 
studies required in the design or assessment of ventilation and fire safety systems.  
 
KEYWORDS: multiscale modelling, jet fans, longitudinal ventilation system 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The response of the ventilation system during a fire is a complex problem. The resulting air flow within a 
tunnel is dependent on the combination of the fire-induced flows and the active ventilation devices (jet 
fans, axial fans), tunnel layout, atmospheric conditions at the portals and the presence of vehicles. 
Depending on the accuracy required and the resources available, a solution to the problem can be reached 
using different numerical tools. 
 
The overall behaviour of the ventilation system can be approximated using 1D fluid dynamics models 
under the assumptions that all the fluid-dynamic quantities are uniform in each tunnel cross section and 
gradients are only present in the longitudinal direction. 1D models have low computational requirements 
and are specially attractive for parametric studies where a large number of simulations have to be 
conducted. In the last two decades several contributions on the application of 1D models to tunnel flows 
have been published [1-5]. All the contributions underline the strength of 1D models to investigate 
ventilation scenarios within tunnels. However, this modelling approach cannot predict the characteristic of 
complex three-dimensional (3D) flow regions typically encountered close to operating ventilation devices 
(jet fans), intersection of galleries (shafts) or close to the fire, where air entrainment, plume formation and 
thermal stratification dominate the flow movement. Thus, in order to account for these important elements, 
1D models must rely on approximated overall aerodynamics coefficients calculated somewhere else [5]. 
 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) remains the most powerful method to predict the flow behaviour due 
to ventilation devices, large obstructions or fire but its use requires much larger computational resources 
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than simpler 1D models. In the last two decades, the application of CFD as a predictive tool for fire safety 
engineering is becoming widespread and great achievements have been made. CFD simulations of full and 
small scale tunnel fires have confirmed the capability of CFD tools as instruments to predict critical 
velocity or temperature fields with a certain degree of accuracy [6-10]. 
 
Only a limited number of CFD studies directly focus on the performance of tunnel ventilation systems  in 
normal operating conditions or in case of fire [11-15]. This kind of analysis usually requires the adoption of 
a very large computational domain including the tunnel regions where the operating ventilation devices are 
located. 
 
CFD analysis of fire phenomena within tunnels suffers from the limitations set by the size of the 
computational domains. The high aspect ratio between longitudinal and transversal length scales leads to 
very large meshes. The number of grid points escalates with the tunnel length and often becomes 
impractical for engineering purposes, even for short tunnels domains less than 500 m long. An assessment 
of the mesh requirements for tunnel flows is made by Colella et al. [16-17] for active ventilation devices 
and for fire-induced flows. Grid independent solutions could be achieved only for mesh density larger that 
4000 cells/m and 2500 cells/m for ventilation and fire induced flow respectively. 
The high computational cost leads to the practical problem that arises when the CFD model has to consider 
boundary conditions or flow characteristics in locations far away from the region of interest. This is the 
case of tunnel portals, ventilation stations or jet fan series located long distances away from the fire. In 
these cases, even if only a limited region of the tunnel has to be investigated for the fire, an accurate 
solution of the flow movement requires that the numerical model includes all the active ventilation devices 
and the whole tunnel layout. For typical tunnels, this could mean that the computational domain is several 
kilometres long. 
 
MULTISCALE MODEL 
 
The study of ventilation and fire-induced flows in tunnels [8-10, 13, 15, 16] provides the evidence that in 
the vicinity of operating jet fans or close to the fire source the flow field has a complex 3D behaviour with 
large transversal and longitudinal temperature and velocity gradients. The flow in these regions needs to be 
calculated using CFD tools since any other simpler approach would only lead to inaccurate results. These 
regions are hereafter named as the near field [16]. However, it has been demonstrated for cold flow 
scenarios [16] and for fire scenarios [10,17] that some distance downstream of these regions, the 
temperature and velocity gradients in the transversal direction tend to disappear and the flow becomes 1D. 
In this portion of the domain the transversal components of the flow velocity can be up to two orders of 
magnitude smaller than the longitudinal components. These regions are hereafter named as the far field 
[16]. The use of CFD models to simulate the fluid behaviour in the far field leads to large increases in the 
computational requirements but very small improvements in the accuracy of the results.  
The adoption of multiscale models represents a way to avoid the large computational cost of the full CFD 
and the inaccuracies of simplistic assumptions of 1D models. A multiscale method uses different levels of 
detail when describing the fluid dynamic behaviour of near field and far field. The behaviour of far field 
and near field regions is modelled by using a 1D model and CFD model respectively. The 1D and the CFD 
models exchange information at the 1D-3D interfaces and thus run in parallel.  
This approach allows a significant reduction of the computational time. At the moment multiscale 
modelling techniques have been applied to design tunnel ventilation systems in no-fire operating conditions 
[16]. The application of multiscale techniques coupling the fire to the ventilations systems is the subject of 
this paper. In this work, the prediction capabilities of full CFD and multiscale models are compared in 
terms of accuracy and computational time using a modern tunnel as case study.  
 
 
1D model of the far field 
The general methodology of the 1D network model for tunnels is presented in [1 and 16] and only a brief 
overview is given here. The developed 1D model is based on a generalized Bernoulli formulation. It is 
designed to account for buoyancy effects, transient fluid-dynamic and thermal phenomena, piston effects 
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and transport of pollutant species. It is developed to handle complex layouts typical of modern tunnel 
ventilation system (especially true for transverse ventilated tunnel) on the basis of a topological 
representation of the tunnel network. The fluid dynamic model needs the mass and momentum 
conservation equations to be solved in the whole domain (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2).  
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where, ρ represents the fluid density, u the longitudinal velocity, SM the mass source term per unit volume, 
p the static pressure, and SMx the momentum source terms per unit volume acting along the longitudinal 
direction, z the vertical elevation and g the gravity acceleration; x and t represent the longitudinal and 
temporal coordinates respectively. The momentum source term contains all the terms related to wall 
friction, losses due to flow separation at the portals and after obstacles. Eventually, pressure rise due to fan 
operation and piston effect are also accounted for. 
The calculation of the temperature profile within the tunnel domain needs the energy conservation equation 
to be solved. A generic formulation for a tunnel portion of length dx states 
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where λ is the fluid conductivity, U the global heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and the wall, Ω is 
the surface perimeter, S the cross section, Te the external temperature, c the specific heat and v the fluid 
velocity along x. The term qv accounts for heat generation in the control volume (i.e due to fire). In general 
the first term, representing the heat conduction along the longitudinal coordinate can be neglected if 
compared to the other terms of Eq. 3. 
In the case of steady state computations all the temporal derivatives in the mass, momentum and energy 
conservation equations must be neglected. 
The problem can be solved only after discretizing the computational domain in control volumes which 
allows the integration of momentum, continuity and energy equations. The tunnel domain is discretized in 
oriented elements called branches, interconnected by nodes. An example of a general network layout is 
presented in Figure 1 where the nodes are numbered as i and branches as j. 
 

 
Figure 1 Example of the network representation of a tunnel showing branches between nodes 
  
CFD model of the near field 
 

The CFD modelling of the near field has been conducted using the commercial CFD code FLUENT. 
This code has been extensively used for simulating duct flows and it has demonstrated its capability to 
model ventilation flows within tunnels as well as fire induced flows [8-10, 15, 16]. 

The turbulent fluctuations of the fluid-dynamic quantities have been modelled by means of Reynolds-
averaged Navier-stokes equations (RANS). Among all the RANS turbulence models, the k-ε model has 
been applied in this work. The production and the destruction of turbulence kinetic due to the buoyancy 
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have been also accounted for. RANS models have been extensively used and largely validated by the 
scientific community to simulate fire induced flows [6-8, 9-10, 13, 15]. 

The fire has been modelled as a volumetric source of energy at a constant rate without using a dedicated 
combustion model. This simplified approach, previously used to model fire induced flows in tunnels [13, 
15], is the most practical given its low computational cost. It avoids the burden and the complexity of 
combustion and radiation models and the large uncertainty associated to the burning of condensed-phase 
fuels. Greater details on the fire model are provided in [17]. 

The tunnel walls have been assumed as adiabatic. Other heat transfer boundary conditions to the walls 
could be used, but the adiabatic condition represents the worst case in terms of buoyancy strength, threat to 
people and damage to the structure. 

The CFD model requires also a representation of the jet fans. The methodology used here simulates the 
real construction of the jet fans as a cylindrical fluid region delimitated by walls and containing an internal 
cross surface where a constant positive pressure jump is enforced 

The simulations have been considered to be converged when the scaled residuals were lower than 10-5 
with the exception of the energy equation where the maximum allowed value was 10-7. For time dependent 
calculation time steps ranging from 0.1 s to 1 s have been used.  
 
The effect of the interface location 

One of the most important issues on the use of multiscale model for tunnel ventilation and fires is 
related to the location of the interfaces between 1D and CFD models. These boundaries must be located in 
regions of the domain where the temperature or velocity gradients are negligible and the flow behaves 
largely as 1D. These dictate the length of the CFD domain. This required length is case specific and in 
general depends on tunnel geometry, installation details of ventilation devices, presence of obstacle, etc. 
Only broad guidelines are given here. 

In previous work [16], the multiscale model was used to study the discharge velocity cone generated by 
a jet fan installed in a modern tunnel and 1.5 km long. The analysis of the effect of the interface location 
showed that the multiscale solution was within 1% of the full CFD solution when the length of the CFD 
domain containing the jet fan was larger than 20 times the tunnel hydraulic diameter.  

In another work [17], the multiscale model was used to simulate a several fire scenarios in the same 
tunnel whose sizes ranged from 10 MW to 100MW. The analysis of the effect of the interface location 
showed that the multiscale solution deviates from the full CFD solution by few percents when the length of 
the CFD domain containing the fire was larger than 13 times the tunnel hydraulic diameter. 

The simulation of tunnel fire scenarios when the ventilation flow is below the critical velocity must be 
performed ensuring that there the back-layering does not extend upstream the inlet boundary. If these 
conditions do not apply, the hypothesis of 1D flow pattern at the interfaces would not be valid, leading to 
inaccuracies.  
 
Coupling strategies 
 
The solution to the multiscale problem requires the coupling of the 1D and CFD models. The iterative 
solver procedure requires a continuous exchange of information between the models at the interface during 
the computations. A three stage coupling has been adopted for the scope. A full 1D model of the system is 
solved during the first stage. A CFD model of the near field is solved during the second stage. The 
boundary conditions are provided by the full 1D model run at the first stage. The global multiscale 
convergence can only be reached during the third stage when the 1D model of the far field and CFD model 
of the near field are run sequentially k-times exchanging periodically the boundary conditions at the 
interfaces (see Fig. 3). In comparison to more traditional coupling approaches, a three stage coupling 
allows a significant reduction of the multiscale iterations needed to reach a global convergence.  
The complete sequence of operations to be conducted during the solving procedure is described hereafter.  
 

stage 1.  
a. Run the full 1D model of the system until convergence is reached 
b. Pressure and temperature values at the nodes corresponding to the interfaces i and i+1 

must be recorded (to be used as boundary conditions of the CFD model in the next stage) 
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stage 2.  
a. Run the CFD model of the near field until a certain degree of convergence is reached 
b. Integrate the flow velocities at the interfaces i and i+1 to calculate the global mass flow 

rate (to be used as boundary conditions for the 1D model of the far field in the next stage) 
c. Calculate average temperature values at the interfaces i and i+1(to be used as boundary 

conditions for the 1D model of the far field in the next stage) 
stage 3.  

a. Run the 1D model of the far field until convergence is reached 
b. Pressure and temperature values at the nodes corresponding to the interfaces i and i+1 

must be recorded and used as boundary conditions of the CFD model  
c. Run the CFD model of the near field until a certain degree of convergence is reached 
d. Integrate the flow velocities at the interfaces i and i+1 to calculate the global mass flow 

rate (to be used as boundary conditions for the 1D model of the far field in the next stage) 
e. Calculate average temperature values at the interfaces i and i+1(to be used as boundary 

conditions for the 1D model of the far field in the next stage) 
f. Check global convergence 

i. If global convergence is not reached go back to point a (eventually a relaxation 
step can be added) 

ii. If global convergence is reached quit the calculation or proceed to the next time 
step for time dependent calculation 
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Figure 2 Coupling procedure between 1D and CFD models during stage 3 

 
This way of coupling is called direct coupling. It allows a significant reduction in the computational time if 
compared to the full CFD calculation of the same scenario. However the timescale of the direct coupling 
calculations is limited by the computational speed solving the CFD portion of model, the near field. This 
can take from some minutes to up to many hours to solve depending on the complexity of the scenario. 
The global convergence check is performed by monitoring the evolution of any fluid-dynamic quantity at 
the 1D-CFD interfaces during the inner k-iterations performed during step 3. In particular, the model 
checks whether or not the deviation of a certain fluid-dynamic quantity computed in two sequential 
multiscale iterations is lower than a fixed tolerance. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of total pressure and mass 
flow rate computed at a 1D-CFD interface during a multiscale calculation. The maximum deviation 
allowed was 10-6 which was reached after around 20 multiscale iterations. It is worth to note that, given the 
high uncertainty characterizing tunnel ventilation flow calculations, lower accuracy (i.e. 10-3) can be used 
shortening significantly the computing time (~10 multiscale iterations).   
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Figure 3 a). Evolution of total pressure and mass flow rate at a 1D-3D interface during a multiscale 

calculation. The maximum deviation allowed was 10-6. 
b). Deviation of the mass flow rate and total pressure at a 1D-CFD interface during a 
multiscale calculation 

 
CASE STUDY 
 
The previously discussed multiscale model has been used to simulate a 1200 m long tunnel longitudinally 
ventilated. This layout is realistic and typical of a modern generic uni-directional road tunnel. A schematic 
of the tunnel layout is presented in Fig. 4. The tunnel is 6.5 m high with a standard horseshoe cross section 
of around 53 m2. The tunnel is equipped with two groups of 5 jet fans pairs spaced 50 m, each group 
installed near a tunnel portal. The jet fans are rated by the manufacturer at the volumetric flow rate of 8.9 
m3/s with a discharge flow velocity of 34 m/s. 
 

Fire source

North
portal

South
portal

125m

north portal jet fan pairs #1 - #5
(approximate position)

50m

1200m

600m

south portal jet fan pairs #6 - #10
(approximate position)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

 
Figure 4  Layout of the tunnel used as case study showing the relative position of the fire, jet fans 

and portals (not to scale). 
 
The fires are located in middle of the tunnel and 4 different sizes ranging from 10 MW to 100 MW are 
considered. For sake of simplicity, only results relative to 30 MW fires will be presented, while a more 
detailed list of results is available in [17]. 
The emergency ventilation strategy, as for most longitudinally ventilated tunnels, requires the ventilation 
system to push all the smoke downstream from the incident region in the same direction as the road traffic 
flow, thus avoiding the smoke spreading against the ventilation flow (back-layering effect). The vehicles 
downstream the fire zone are assumed to leave the tunnel safely. All the studies on back layering show that 
the maximum critical velocity is in the range from 2.5 m/s to 3 m/s [8-9, 18-19]. Thus, an adequate 
ventilation system has to provide air velocities higher than this range in the region of the fire incident.  
 
Steady state simulation of fires 
The HRR is assumed to be constant and that steady state conditions are reached within the tunnel. In this 
section only 7 different ventilation scenarios (see Table 1) were considered. The number of operating jet 
fans has been chosen in order to guarantee supercritical ventilation velocities in each fire scenario. 
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Scenario 1 30 MW x x - - -
Scenario 2 30 MW x x x x -
Scenario 3 30 MW x x x x x
Scenario 4 30 MW - - - - x
Scenario 5 10 MW x - - - -
Scenario 6 50 MW x x x - -
Scenario 7 100 MW x x x x -

Fire Size
Jet fan  

pairs #1- 2
Jet fan 
pair #3

Jet fan  
pair #4

Jet fan 
pair #5

Jet fan 
pairs #6 - 10

 
 

Table 1 Settings of the ventilation system for the four fire scenarios considered 
 
The calculations have been performed by using direct coupling with a 400 m long CFD model of the near 
field. The 1D representation of the rest of the tunnel included the 10 pairs of jet fans. A sketch of the 
coupling is presented in Fig. 5.  
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Figure 5 Multiscale coupling procedure to model the fire region and the rest of the tunnel 

 
Table 2 presents a comparison of the bulk flow rate computed in the multiscale, full CFD and full 1D 
predictions for the 7 scenarios under investigation. The multiscale results show a good agreement when 
compared to full CFD predictions. The deviations range between 0.01% and 7%. On the other hand, it can 
be seen that simple 1D model does not provide highly accurate bulk flow results since the deviations from 
full CFD data range from around 12 % to 67% worsening for higher HRR.  
 

Full Scale CFD
mass flow 
rate [kg/s]

mass flow 
rate [kg/s] deviation

mass flow 
rate [kg/s] deviation

Scenario 1 216 221 2.1% 277 28.2%
Scenario 2 301 301 0.01% 356 18.1%
Scenario 3 435 435 0.1% 490 12.6%
Scenario 4 299 296 1.1% 351 17.3%
Scenario 5 205 204 3.1% 236 15.4%
Scenario 6 227 234 0.02% 310 36.5%
Scenario 7 194 209 7.4% 325 67.3%

Multiscale direct 1D model

 
Table 2 Accuracy of the multiscale simulation for the four fire scenarios considered. Comparison of full 

CFD, multiscale (direct and indireact coupling) and 1D model results 
 
The results are also presented in Fig. 6 as temperature and horizontal velocity fields on the tunnel 
longitudinal plane. For sake of simplicity, only the results for the first scenario are presented. The rest of 
scenarios can be found in [17]. 
The multiscale predictions are shown to be in excellent agreement with the full CFD predictions. In 
particular, no important differences are observed the temperature fields. Some local deviations are observed 
in the horizontal velocity fields. These are due to flow perturbations from the operating jet fans. 
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Figure 5 Comparison of results near the fire for the multiscale and the full CFD simulations for a fire 

of 30 MW and ventilation scenario 1. Velocity and temperature values are expressed in m/s 
and K respectively. The longitudinal coordinates start at the upstream boundary of the 
corresponding CFD domain 

 
Table 1 and 2 also show that the number of operating jet fans required to achieve critical ventilation 
velocity in the fire region varies with the fire size. In particular 2, 3, 4 and 5 jet fan pairs must be activated 
to provide super-critical ventilation velocity for a 10 MW, 30 MW, 50 MW and 100 MW fire respectively. 
These results show that throttling effect of the fire is large as it was already proved experimentally in 1979 
[20]. In [17] it has been showed that a 100MW fire in a 1.2 km long tunnel can produce a decrease in the 
tunnel bulk velocity as high as 30%. 
 
Time dependent simulation of fire emergency scenarios 
Two ventilation scenarios have been considered in the time dependent simulations corresponding to 
scenario 2 and 3 of Table 1. The fire growth curve has been designed following the recommendations 
presented in [21]. It is constituted by an incipient phase (4 minutes long) characterized by a slow growth 
rate (0.5 MW/min) followed by a second phase characterized by a higher fire growth rate (15 MW/min). 
The maximum HRR is reached after around 350 s (see Fig. 6.Left). The detection time is assumed to be 2 
minutes. The ventilation system is supposed to be activated once the fire has been detected. The temporal 
duration of the simulated fire scenarios was 10 min when approximately steady state conditions were 
achieved. 
The multiscale calculations have been performed by using direct coupling with a 300 m long CFD model 
of the near field. The 1D representation of the rest of the tunnel included the 10 pairs of jet fans (see Fig. 
5). No time dependent full CFD calculation could be performed given the unreasonable computing time 
required to conduct such analysis.  
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Figure 6 Left). Fire growth curve 
 Right). Time dependent evolution of the mass flow rate through the tunnel for scenario 2 and 

3. The time to detection is 2 minute. Supercritical conditions (vair> 3m/s) are reached after 
190 s and 160 s for scenario 2 and 3 respectively. 

 
Figure 6.Right shows the temporal evolution of the mass flow rate through the tunnel as computed by the 
multiscale model. Supercritical ventilation conditions are reached after 190 s and 160 s for scenario 3 and 2 
respectively when the fire is still in its incipient phase and its HRR is lower than 2MW. 
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Figure 7 Multiscale results in the vicinity of the fire computed 2 min after the fire outbreak for 

scenario 2 and 3. The ventilation system is about to be started. Velocity and temperature 
values are expressed in m/s and K respectively. The longitudinal coordinates start at the 
upstream boundary of the corresponding CFD domain 

 
Figure 7 shows the conditions within the tunnel 2 min after the fire outbreak. As it can be seen velocity and 
temperature profiles are still symmetric as the ventilation system has not been activated yet. The smoke 
fronts are located around 110 m far away from the fire source.  
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Figure 8 Multiscale results in the vicinity of the fire computed 3 min after the fire outbreak for 

scenario 2(top) and 3(bottom). Temperature values are expressed in K. The longitudinal 
coordinates start at the upstream boundary of the corresponding CFD domain 

 
Fig. 8 shows the multiscale results calculated for the fire near field 3 min after the fire outbreak. As in can 
be seen the ventilation velocity is high enough to counteract against the smoke spread in both the cases. 
The back layering distance has been reduced from 110 m to 70 m and ~0 m for scenario 2 and 3 
respectively. Further analysis of the results have demonstrated that the upstream part of the tunnel is 
completely cleared from the smoke after around 220 s and 180 s for scenario 2 and 3 respectively. 
Furthermore it can be seen that, given the relatively low ventilation velocity, smoke stratification is 
maintained both in the upstream and downstream regions. 
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Figure 9 Multiscale results in the vicinity of the fire computed 10 min after the fire outbreak for 

scenario 2(top) and 3(bottom). Temperature values are expressed in K. The longitudinal 
coordinates start at the upstream boundary of the corresponding CFD domain 

 
For sake of simplicity only the conditions established in the tunnel 10 min after the fire outbreak are 
presented (see Fig. 9). As it can be seen the ventilation velocity is high enough to avoid back-layering in 
both the scenarios. Average higher temperatures are recorded for scenario 2 given the lower bulk flow 
velocity achieved. Smoke stratification is completely destroyed in the fire downstream region in both the 
scenarios. 
 
It has to be asserted that the assumption of 1D flow at the upstream boundary must be maintained during 
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the whole calculation in order to achieve highly accurate results. This condition is always guaranteed for 
supercritical ventilation scenarios. For subcritical ventilation conditions, the location of the upstream 
boundary must be properly chosen to ensure that all the back-layering is captured within the CFD domain. 
As it can be seen from time dependent calculations, the fire effluents formed a long back-layering (~ 110 
m) at the early stages but it was largely contained in the CFD domain. A rough estimation of the back-
layering distance to properly design the dimension of the CFD zone for sub-critical ventilation scenarios 
can be obtained using the experimental correlation presented in [22]. For time dependent calculation a 
rough estimation of the smoke front velocity and the consequent travelled distance can be based on the 
correlation presented in [23]. However, a posteriori post-processing of the CFD results must always be 
conducted to clarify this matter.  
 
FINAL REMARKS 
 
The simulation of tunnel ventilation flows and fires by using multiscale techniques is a relatively new 
computational approach. The multiscale model, built by coupling 1D and CFD representations of the flow 
phenomena, allows a significant reduction in the computational time, as the more time consuming tool is 
only used to simulate a small part of the domain (near field). This region is characterized by high velocity 
and temperature gradients. The regions within the domain where the flow behaves as a fully-developed 
channel flow are modelled using a 1D model which is computationally effective and still able to provide 
sufficiently accurate results for this type of flow. The numerical coupling of the model takes place at the 
1D-CFD interfaces where the two models provide the required boundary conditions to each-other.  
The reduction of the computational complexity is significant. In the presented examples for a modern 1.2 
km long tunnel, the computational time was reduced by two orders of magnitude. Direct coupling 
calculation required less than 2 hr and around 150 hr for steady state and time dependent simulations 
respectively. However, the full CFD steady state simulations required between 48 and 72 hr to converge. 
No time dependent full CFD calculation could be performed due to the untreatable amount of computing 
time required. 
The full coupling achieved between ventilation system and fire allowed the evaluation of the fire throttling 
effect. It is pointed out that it can be as high as 30% for a 100MW fire in 1.2 km long tunnel. 
The adoption of this novel approach requires care on the location of the 1D-CFD interfaces. Previous 
studies [16,17] have showed that their position have a significant impact on the accuracy of the solution. 
Better predictions are achieved when the interfaces are located in regions where the flow behaves in a 1D 
fashion. The attainment of this flow pattern depends on the specific tunnel layout, jet fan characteristics, jet 
fan installation details and the presence of any other obstacles.  
Simulations of tunnel ventilation flow have some degree of uncertainty due to the real flow conditions at 
the portals (atmospheric pressure and wind), wall roughness, fire load, fire geometry, throttling effects of 
vehicles, and various other perturbing factors. For these reasons, the error introduced by using the 
multiscale model is well within the uncertainty range of the calculations and is acceptable for engineering 
purposes. On the other hand, the significantly lower computational time required by the multiscale models 
offers the advantage that many ventilation scenarios can be considered. 
Furthermore, it is asserted that the multiscale modelling approach represents the most practical way to 
perform accurate simulations of coupled ventilation flow and fire in tunnels longer than a few kilometres, 
when the limitation of the computational times becomes seriously restrictive 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The ventilation design criteria for both road and rail tunnel is based on the design fire defined by the 
standards and the general knowledge about smoke propagation. The problem of such an approach is that it 
considers only the impact on the safety ventilation of the smoke propagation and dispersion inside the 
tunnel excluding other possible accident. However some other situations, such as toxic gas release, are 
possible and even if the aim is not to design the ventilation on other dangerous phenomena with a lower 
occurrence frequency, it must be ensure that the ventilation system does not increase the consequences of 
the accident. Mainly, the problem of toxic gas dispersion is pointed out in this paper. 
Because of the large variety of dangerous materials that can transit in tunnel, the probability of an accident 
that impacts a toxic transport cannot be neglected. In the worst case scenario, such as a massive release of 
high toxic gases, the ventilation is useless because of the toxic quantity that induces a large number of 
deaths inside the tunnel. However, when the toxic release is lower and ventilation can be used, having in 
mind that toxic gas is generally heavy gas or a cold gas, the behaviour will of course be different than the 
one of smoke and the ventilation system may not be adapted for such a situation. This case has scarcely 
been studied yet. 
In this study, both experimental approach and numerical tools were used to improve the global 
understanding of dense gas dispersion in underground infrastructure such as road tunnels. The 
experimental work was achieved in the INERIS fire gallery which represents a 50 m long 1/3rd scale tunnel 
using Argon. It was achieved for different leaks conditions in order to appreciate the dense gas natural 
behaviour. This work has also enabled the comparison between experimental work and CFD calculation 
with FDS code for the particular application of dense gas dispersion. . The work was extended to some 
other configurations and geometry in order to simulate real scale situation with different  kind of gases : a 
highly toxic dense gas such as Chlorine, a light gas stored as a liquid at a very low temperature such as 
Ammonia, and a gas which remains liquid at ambient temperature and pressure and is drained into an 
evaporating pool such as Acrolein. This work will consider the natural behaviour of the gases and the 
influence of longitudinal ventilation both inside and outside of the tunnel. 
 
KEYWORDS: Tunnel, ventilation gas dispersion, toxic release, experimental study, numerical 
simulation 
 
 
Because of the confined geometry, accidents in an underground infrastructure have a high potential of risk. 
The public underground infrastructure can be split into three main categories: road tunnel, rail tunnel and 
underground mass transport system. The risk analysis and the consequences evaluation varies as a function 
of the categories. The two main factors generating this differentiation are: first the intrinsic potential of risk 
of the infrastructure and second the relation between people and the infrastructure. This can be illustrated 
considering first a road tunnel in which hazardous goods transportation is allowed. In such an 
infrastructure, people drive around trucks that may contain hazardous goods such as flammable, explosive 
or toxic products, keeping in mind that people are free of their displacement in case of accident. On the 
opposite, in rail tunnel, people are confined in the trains but they do not circulate in the infrastructure at the 
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same time as hazardous goods. Finally, in underground mass transport system, the intrinsic risk potential is 
low considering the lack of hazardous goods. This illustrates the importance of having a safety system for 
underground infrastructure in accordance with the risk level. 
 
This paper is mainly focused on the road tunnel problematic. However, the discussion can be easily 
extended to other infrastructures. 
Concerning road, an important reflexion was achieved during the past years to obtain some references 
scenarios in order to design the safety system for tunnels. In most of the reference guides [1] and in the 
QRA model [2] that is commonly used, thirteen scenarios were identified and correspond to three 
typologies of dangerous phenomena: 

• Fire, 
• Explosion, 
• Toxic release. 

The safety in tunnel, and mainly the ventilation system, is generally designed considering the fire risk. 
According to accidents reported in the past twenty years [3], fire appears to be the phenomena with the 
highest occurrence frequency and of course this approach seems relevant. However, the occurrence of other 
phenomena cannot be considered null and, even if the objective is not to design safety system on these 
scenarios, it is important to investigate how to manage such incident with the available safety system. 
In most of the cases, ventilation in road tunnel is designed with a reference fire. This one is characterized 
by its heat release rate and its kinetic. The reference fire is a way to quantify the risk acceptance level. For 
tunnels allowed to hazardous goods transportation, this reference fire is between 100 MW as in Germany 
and 300 MW as recommended in Netherlands. 
 
Considering fire as relevant scenario for the ventilation design sounds reasonable when considering first 
the occurrence frequency as discussed above and then the ability of the ventilation system to reduce the fire 
damages and casualties,. However, even if the aim is not to manage each accidental situation that can occur 
in tunnel, it seems important to have a global idea on the consequences of the different accidental scenarios 
and the possibility to manage it using an existing fire ventilation system. 
Because of the pressure wave propagation velocity close to the sound velocity, explosion is not a risk easily 
manageable. Consequently, this situation is only dealt with when important consequences are estimated a 
priori, such as a building above the tunnel. In such a case, the tunnel structure is designed to resist to the 
overpressure generated by the explosion. 
 
This paper offers a discussion about toxic gas management in tunnel using fire designed ventilation system. 
Because only few works exist on this topic, this work is a global approach. Three steps were achieved and 
are detailed in this paper. The first important point was the understanding of the physical phenomena 
relative to gas dispersion in tunnel. In this purpose, an experimental campaign was carried out. It was the 
inlet of the second phase that aims to determine the CFD code ability to model the dispersion of heavy 
gases in such a configuration. Finally, using the CFD code, several toxic releases in tunnel were modeled 
to apprehend consequences. Consequences were computed not only inside the tunnel but outside too 
considering atmospheric dispersion at the tunnel heads. 
 
 
GAS BEHAVIOUR IN TUNNELS, AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
 
 
Experimental apparatus 
 
In order to improve the behaviour understanding of an heavy gas cloud in the tunnel with different 
ventilation configurations, an experimental campaign was performed using the INERIS fire gallery. This 
fire gallery is 50 m long and its section was modified to represent a tunnel section with a 1/3 scale with 3 m 
large and 1.8 m high. This gallery is represented on Figure 1. The duct in the upper part of the gallery 
enables to simulate transverse ventilation system. Longitudinal ventilation system is modeled using the 
main extraction fan of the fire gallery. 
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Figure 1: Fire gallery characteristics representation. 

 
Indeed, the gallery is equipped with a fan that controls the air flow in the tunnel. Performing experiment at 
a given scale imposes to define the scale’s impact on the dimensionless numbers. The two phenomena are 
the longitudinal flow dynamic represented by the Reynolds number and the buoyancy effect due to the 
density difference between the two gases that is represented by the Froude number. As demonstrated in 
previous papers about the fire part of this experimental campaign ([4] and [5]), this configuration was 
designed to respect the Froude number while keeping the Reynolds in a correct range.  
Because using toxic gases for such experiment is impossible, a representative gas was used. At this stage. it 
appears important to use a gas with a molar weight higher than the one of air, in order to maintain a 
constant air relative density. In addition to prevent thermal effect, the gas injection should be performed at 
surrounding temperature. Experiments were performed using Argon, a neutral gas with a molar weight of 
40 g/mol which induces a relative density of 1.4 with ambient air and using a specific injection device 
heating the gas after its decompression at the tank exit. 
Several questions were a priori asked about gas behavior in tunnel: 

• Is there any stratification of heavy gas dispersing in tunnel? 
• Is there a backlayering such as the one observed in case of fire? 
• Consequently, is it possible to define a critical velocity for such a flow? 

 
Theoretical add 
 
Before discussing about heavy gas behaviour in tunnels, some points must be highlighted mainly 
considering the experimental choices. Argon that was used in these experiments for safety reasons has a 
molecular weight of 40 g/mol that induces a density relative to air of 1.4. Considering that stratification is 
mainly governed by the density gradient between the gas and the air, it appears that for heavier gases the 
weak stratification that was observed should be stronger. As described by [7], the main scaling parameters 
that can be used to evaluate the stratification is the bulk Richardson number defined as: 

²U
LgRi

air

airgas

ρ
ρρ −

=  (1) 

This means that, for a given ventilation velocity, the higher ρgas is, the more stratified the flow is. This is 
illustrated on Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Theoretical curve of flow regime as a function of velocity for different gases. 

 
This curve indicated that, for low flow velocity as those used in the experiments, flow should be stratified. 
This was observed in an “ideal” case: leak directed to the ground, no perturbation inside the tunnel like 
vehicles and no atmospheric disturbance. In such an ideal case, the experimental flow is similar to the 
theoretical one. This curve also shows that the stratification of heavier gas should be stronger than the 
stratification of argon because of their important molar weight. This induces that the influence of external 
parameters will be lower. 
 

 
Experimental design 
 
In order to answer questions mentioned above, the main tool is numerical visualization using several video 
cameras in the fire gallery. Ammonium salt (NH4Cl) was used to seed the invisible Argon gas and then 
enable to visualize the flow. Because this visualization equipment cannot provide measurement values, a 
catharometer coupled with a scrutator was used to obtain a vertical concentration profile. Several 
configurations were experimentally performed to understand impact of different parameters. Experimental 
configurations are listed in Table 1. In this table, the modified parameter between the current case and the 
reference configuration is highlighted. 
 

 
Jet direction 

Leak distance 
from tunnel 

entrance 
Volume flow rate Vehicles 

{1} Reference 
configuration 

Vertical to the ground – 
40 cm height 15 m 1 000 l/min None 

{2} Counter Flow Horizontal counter flow – 
40 cm height 15 m 1 000 l/min None 

{3} Ceiling 
direction  

Vertical to the ceiling – 
80 cm height 15 m 1 000 l/min None 

{4} Higher rate Vertical to the ground – 
40 cm height 15 m 1 500 l/min None 

{5} Reference 
configuration 

Vertical to the ground – 
40 cm height 10 m 1 000 l/min Simulated 1/3rd 

scale cars 
Table 1: Experimental configuration and their characteristics. 
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Considering the 1/3 length scale factor of the experimental apparatus, the leak scale factor is (1/3)5/2, this 
means that the experimental leak rate of 1 000 l/min corresponds to a 15 600 l/min (or 0.43 kg/s) flow rate. 
This mass flow rate is representative of a chlorine or ammoniac release through a 10 mm hole for tank at 
ambient temperature and saturated vapor pressure. This hole size is lower than the value given by the QRA 
model that will be discussed later but is closed to the accidental experience. 
 
Reference configuration 
 
To evaluate the impact of the different parameters on the gas behavior in the tunnel, a first reference case 
was defined as follow.  The leak is vertical and directed to the ground with a 40 cm distance between the 
hole and the ground, 15 m downstream the tunnel entrance.  The volume flow rate of the leak is 1000 l/min 
and the tunnel is free of vehicles.  The tunnel is longitudinally ventilated with at a velocity of 0.4 m/s. In 
this configuration a stratified gas layer appears downstream the leak as shown on Figure 3. It must be taken 
into account that only the lower part of the tunnel section were instrumented with 7 probes from the ground 
to 90 cm 15 m downstream the leak. 
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Figure 3: Vertical distribution of Argon concentration 15 m downstream the leak. 

 
To obtain this concentration profile, measured concentrations were averaged in time.  It is important to 
highlight that the instantaneous concentration presents fluctuations.  Furthermore, external perturbations 
could influence the stratification. 
 
Reference case: Numerical approach 
 
On the basis of above described experiments and to go further in the leak impact investigation, a simulation 
software has been used.  The well known CFD code FDS (Fire Dynamic Simulator) was used. Using a 
CFD code implies to be aware about its capability and limit.  Therefore, comparison between its results and 
the experiments enables to have a good overview of the CFD code capability.  
The objective of these simulations is not to validate FDS for gas dispersion modeling in tunnel but to 
evaluate its capability for such an application.  Knowing the limit of the model, we will have a tool for 
extending the experimental approach to real cases. 
The model was built in order to simulate the reference case using FDS.  The fire gallery was modelled 
using a mesh with 25 cm cells in length and 10 cm in height and width. 
Comparison between numerical prediction and experiment is shown on Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the FDS prediction and measurement results. 

 
This figure shows that, for the given reference configuration, FDS gives a quite good prediction of the gas 
behaviour. Of course, the two curves are not identical but the flow regime predicted is the good one: the 
flow presents stratification with a concentration higher in the lower part of the tunnel than in the upper one. 
 
 
Impact of the leak direction 
 
To evaluate the impact of the leak direction on the gas behavior, the jet orientation was modified from the 
reference case. Two directions were studied: jet directed counter flow and jet directed to the ceiling. The 
second case is detailed in this paper. For this configuration, the leak is simulated to be on the upper part of 
the truck and consequently the jet is vertical to the ceiling. The ventilation flow, position of the leak and 
the other parameters are identical to the one described for the reference case. The concentration profile 
obtained then is reproduced on Figure 5. The reference case is also plotted on this graph for comparison 
reasons. On this graph, concentration measurements were distributed all along the gallery height to have an 
overview of the whole concentration profile. 
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Figure 5: Vertical distribution of Argon concentration 15 m downstream the leak. 
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Unlike experimental configuration number 1, the stratification phenomenon does not occur for 
configuration number 3. This figure clearly shows that the concentration is quite homogeneous along the 
tunnel height. This is confirmed by video. Photography from experiment is reproduced on Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6: Photography of gas dispersion. Jet to the ceiling case, experimental case number 3. 

 
 
Consequences outside the tunnel: an illustration of the experimental configuration 
 
As discussed above, the experimental release of 0.43 kg/s, reported to the tunnel scale, represents a 10 mm 
hole in a tank containing liquid ammoniac or liquid chlorine stored under vapor pressure at 20°C. Before 
going any further, it appears relevant to wonder about the consequences of such a leak outside the tunnel, 
for an estimated real configuration. Considering a 48 m² cross-section tunnel with a ventilation velocity of 
0.7 m/s, corresponding to the experimental velocity converted to real scale, the dispersion was modeled 
using the integral model provided by PHAST. Doing this implies to assume a homogeneous concentration 
at tunnel head. The mass air flow is then around 40 kg/s, which induces a toxic gas mass concentration of 
1%. Computations were achieved for those two cases and results are plotted on Figure 7. Reader must be 
particularly attentive to curve scale that differs because the difference between the two gases threshold. 

 
 

Figure 7: Experimental configuration - toxic gas dispersion outside the tunnel assuming ammoniac 
leak (left) and chlorine leak (right). Non reversible (blue), lethal (green) and significant 

lethal (yellow) for 10 minutes exposure threshold are plotted. 
 
Considering the significant effects outside the tunnel of the free dispersion of chlorine inside the tunnel, it 
is relevant to wonder about the impacts of longitudinal ventilation outside the tunnel. Inside the tunnel, a 
higher ventilation velocity enables to maintain the upstream part of the tunnel free of toxic gases and 
introduces dilution which should to diminish the external effects. The atmospheric dispersion was then 
carried out with a 3 m/s ventilation induced air flow velocity. Dispersion at the tunnel head is plotted on 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: 3 m/s ventilation velocity chlorine dispersion outside the tunnel assuming ammoniac. Non 

reversible (blue), lethal (yellow) and significant lethal (red) for 10 minutes exposure 
threshold are plotted. 

 
This comparison clearly shows the ventilation flow rate impact on the outside gas dispersion: the cloud 
expends a little further widthwise but the footprint is shorter downstream (600m instead of 1050), which is 
beneficial.  
 
Experimental campaign conclusion 
 
As mentioned in the introduction of this section, experimental campaign aims to answer three questions: 

• Is there any stratification of heavy gas dispersing in tunnel? 
• Is there a backlayering such as the one observed in case of a fire? 
• Consequently, is it possible to define a critical velocity for such a flow? 

 
Concerning the first item, the answer is more complex than in fire cases. When dealing with fire cases, hot 
smokes are emitted along a vertical direction from ground to ceiling. Because of the temperature 
difference, smokes are lighter than the ambient air producing a stratification layer. In such case, it is 
possible to define well known stratification criteria [6]. Considering dense gas, such a criterion should be 
based the equation not on temperature but using directly the concentration difference. However the 
pertinence of this parameter appears limited. Indeed, in case of fire, the main is the fire heat release rate. 
The flow in the combustion zone is driven by the free convection phenomena due to the high density of 
heat released. In case of toxic leak, the flow due to the leak is a jet for which the direction cannot be 
predicted. This induces that it appears difficult to have a precise description of toxic cloud dispersion in 
tunnel. It also appears that without considering stratification, using CFD may help to adjust ventilation 
velocity to minimize the effects of toxic gases both inside and outside the tunnel. 
 

 
Figure 9: Observation of a gas layer in the lower part of the tunnel. 

 
These conclusions are not opposite to the possibility to define a critical ventilation regime. Such a regime 
can be used to maintain the upstream part of the tunnel safe. Experiments show that a gas layer in the lower 
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part of the tunnel can be observed for some configurations. This phenomenon of a gas layer that goes 
counter flow can be called low-backlayering by similarity with the fire backlayering phenomenon. 
 
In experiments, it appears that this phenomenon is not as stable as smokes stratification in a fire case. The 
gas dispersion was highly depending on gallery surrounding conditions, such as external wind. However, it 
appears clear that, all other parameters fixed, raising the ventilation rate induce a low-backlayering length 
reduction. 
 
This section also shows that the CFD code FDS was able to predict the flow regime in one case of heavy 
gas dispersion in tunnel. This results shows that numerical results is good enough to use the code in order 
to go further and using it to simulate real scale configurations. 
Finally, the comparison of the conditions outside the tunnel in cases with and without ventilation was 
performed, using models based on the experimental results. This shows that ventilation system design for 
fire fighting can be used not only in order to push the cloud downstream the leak in order to prevent the 
toxic gas to invade the whole tunnel but also in order to dilute toxic gas prior to its dispersion in the 
atmosphere. 
 
To summarize, experimental campaign shows that stratification may exist for heavy gas leak in tunnel. 
However this stratification depends on leak configuration and external parameters such as atmospheric 
conditions. Second, experiment shows the possibility to obtain a low-backlayering layer and also the 
possibility to define a critical regime for such dispersion. 
 
 
CONSEQUENCES OF GAS LEACKAGE IN TUNNEL 
 
The toxic release scenario in tunnel is rarely considered. If such a leak is not frequent, such an accident 
would have catastrophic consequences. In the QRA model, several configurations were proposed: 

• 50 mm in diameter hole in a chlorine tank that induces a 45 kg/s liquid leak, 
• 50 mm in diameter hole in a ammoniac tank that induces a 36 kg/s liquid leak, 
• 100 mm in diameter hole in an acrolein tank that induces a 24.8 kg/s liquid leak, 
• 4 mm in diameter hole in an acrolein tank that induces a 0.02 kg/s liquid leak. 

It appears that those values are prudent for evaluating a hazardous line transport as a global view but are 
over estimated for consequences prediction in tunnels.  Accidental experience shows that the hole diameter 
in case of leakage on a hazardous truck is lower than 25 mm. For this reason, a 4kg/s chlorine release was 
chosen to represent the highly toxic gaseous case and a 100 m² pool evaporation was used for toxic liquid. 
Of course, other toxic products can be released and those scenarios just aim to be representative. According 
to these elements, we wonder about the impact of a toxic release in tunnel considering existing system. Gas 
dispersion was modeled in a 400 m long tunnel with a 78 m² section equipped with a ventilation system 
that is able to ensure a longitudinal velocity of 3 m/s. Simulation were achieved using the CFD code FDS. 
 
Chlorine leakage: Consequences of a highly toxic gas 
 
Chlorine was chosen in order to model the consequences of a gas release in tunnel because it is a highly 
toxic heavy gas. Its molar weight is 70 g/mol which induces a density of 2.4 relative to air. Because of the 
high toxicity of this gas, consequences have to be studied not only in the tunnel but outside too. The toxic 
effect thresholds for chlorine are reminded in Table 2. 
 

 1 minute exposure 10 minutes exposure 20 minutes exposure 
 Non reversible toxic effect 110 / 0.03% 41 / 0.01% 30 / 0,007% 

Lethal toxic effect 910 / 0.22% 280 / 0.07% 200 / 0.05% 
Significant lethal effect 1082 / 0.26% 324 / 0.08% 226 / 0.05% 

Table 2 : Chlorine toxic effect threshold concentration in ppm and in mass fraction (ppm / mass 
fraction). 
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Simulations were achieved to provide a first description of the gas concentration inside and outside the 
tunnel with and without ventilation. In the ventilated case, a 3 m/s ventilation velocity was used. The mass 
release rate of chlorine for these simulations is 4 kg/s. The simulation results of these two configurations 
are plotted on Figure 10 and Figure 11. The maximum concentration on these pictures is set to 0.07% that 
corresponds to the lethal effect for 10 minutes exposure. 
 

 

 
Figure 10 : Mass concentration distribution in a side view centered on the leak five minutes after the 

leak beginning in an unventilated tunnel.  
 

 

 
Figure 11 : Mass concentration distribution in a side view centered on the leak 75 s after the leak 

beginning with 3 m/s ventilation velocity.  
 
These two results show that, for a leak 10 times smaller than the one defined in the QRA model, the 
consequences inside the tunnel would be catastrophic.  
These results also shows that the concentration at the tunnel head is higher than threshold and of course, 
consequences will propagate outside the tunnel. This can in urban configuration cause dramatic 
consequences. To estimate these consequences, the toxic gas dispersion was modeled considering the 
tunnel head as a release with a concentration equal to the average concentration at the outlet.  
Using these averaged concentration and the computed velocity at the tunnel end, an integral dispersion 
model was used to predict the atmospheric dispersion of the toxic cloud. The dispersion results are given 
underneath on Figure 12 for the ventilated tunnel case. Consequences of the unventilated case cannot be 
modeled using an integral model since the velocity at the head is out of the scope of such a model. 
 

 
Figure 12: Toxic cloud footprint of lethal effect for 10 minutes exposure for atmospheric class F3 

(blue line) and D5 (green line) on the left and foot print for F3 class with significant lethal effect for 
1 (red), 10 (yellow) and 20 (green) minutes of exposure on the right. 

 
These results show that, in case of an highly toxic gas release in tunnel, consequences would be 
catastrophic both inside and outside the tunnel, generating consequences up to several kilometers away 
from the tunnel’s head.  
 
Liquid leakage: Pool evaporation consequences 
 
Considering hazardous goods transportation on road, it is important to also consider toxic products which 
remain liquid at ambient temperature and pressure and create a pool which evaporates. Acrolein is 
considered in this paper to provide an overview of such product leak consequences. The toxic thresholds of 

10-4 kg/kg 

10-4 kg/kg 
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this product, given in Table 3 are very low. 
 

 1 minute exposure 10 minutes exposure 20 minutes exposure 
 Non reversible toxic effect 62 8 4 

Lethal toxic effect 557 73 40 
Significant lethal effect 650 85 46 

Table 3 : Acrolein toxic effect threshold concentration in ppm. 
 
To model the toxic effect of such an event, a 100 m² pool was assumed and evaporation was computed 
based on ventilation velocity and pool surface, taking into account the physical characteristics of the 
products. These simulations shows that, toxic thresholds being particularly low for such a product, lethal 
concentrations are easily reached inside the tunnel, as shown on Figure 13. 
 

 

 
Figure 13: Acrolein dispersion in real scale tunnel considering a 3 m/s ventilation velocity. The 

mximum value that is represented is the toxic threshold for 10 minute exposure (73 ppm 
(mol fraction) = 1.4e-4 kg/kg (mass fraction)). 

 
This figure indicates that the toxic gas does not stay stratified downstream the leak but shows that a 3 m/s 
ventilation velocity enables to maintain the upstream part in fresh air.  This case has to be compared with 
the situation without velocity represented underneath on Figure 14. 
 

 

 
Figure 14: Acrolein dispersion in real scale tunnel without ventilation. The maximum value that is 

represented is the toxic threshold for 10 minute exposure (73 ppm (mol fraction) = 1.4e-4 
kg/kg (mass fraction)). 

 
In this configuration, the conditions seem better but acrolein will sooner or later mix with fresh air, get 
warmer and lighter and reach men height. So in both cases, the consequences in tunnel are dramatic but at 
least using fire design ventilation system enables to keep part of the tunnel free of toxic gases. This 
solution however induces consequences outside the tunnel because of the release of a large quantity of 
toxic product. The outside effects for a ventilated tunnel were computed using an integral dispersion model 
with PHAST. Dispersion results are plotted on the figure 15 underneath. 
  

 
Figure 15: Acrolein dispersion outside the tunnel, foot print for F3 class with significant lethal effect 

for 1 (red), 10 (yellow) and 20 (green) minutes of exposure duration. 
 
These computations show again the difficulty to manage a toxic gas release in confined geometry such as 

10-4 kg/kg 

10-4 kg/kg 
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tunnel. Even if the fire design ventilation system enables to keep the upstream part of the tunnel free of gas 
and then make the evacuation safe for driver blocked in that part, this solution which is good for 
uncongested tunnel, has consequences outside the tunnel that can be worse than for the unventilated case.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The paper is dedicated to the toxic gas dispersion problem in semi confined infrastructure like road tunnels. 
In these tunnels, the ventilation safety system is commonly based on the design fire curve in order to be 
able to manage smoke. This approach seems relevant considering the occurrence frequency for a fire in 
tunnels as shown in the accidental experiment knowledge. However, in tunnels where hazardous goods 
transportation is allowed, some other accidental scenarios are possible such as explosion or toxic gas 
dispersion. If using the ventilation system for explosion case is not relevant, for the gas dispersion cases the 
ventilation system can be a mean to prevent dramatic consequences. However, we should keep in mind that 
designing the ventilation system for managing dense gas is not realistic, considering the low probality of 
this kind of accident to occur. The objective of this paper was then to propose a reflexion on the fire design 
ventilation system impact on the gas dispersion in tunnels. 
First of all, an experimental campaign is described. This campaign was achieved using Argon in a 1/3rd 
scale model. This campaign enabled us to understand the gas behaviour in the tunnel and mainly the 
influence of several external parameters that directly impact the stratification of the cloud. This campaign 
also enables to evaluate the FDS code capability to predict gas dispersion inside the tunnel. The results 
have shown that using this code for enlarging the scope of the experimental campaign is coherent. Finally, 
on the basis of this experimental campaign, it was possible to have a first discussion on the fire design 
ventilation system impact on the toxic gas dispersion both inside and outside the tunnel. 
In the last part of this paper, some real scale configurations were modelled. This aims to enlarge the scope 
of the experimental campaign as described above. Two cases were discussed: a toxic gas release and an 
evaporating toxic liquid. For both cases, calculations show that consequences inside the tunnel could 
quickly become dramatic. They also show that ventilation system can be used to prevent from having toxic 
gases upstream the leak and then, in uncongested tunnels, to enable drivers protection in that part of the 
tunnel. However, for those two cases, atmospheric dispersion has to be considered in order to have a global 
view of the toxic impact. Using the ventilation system induces a toxic source term from one tunnel entrance 
and the ventilation procedure should be designed in order to minimize the toxic impact not only inside the 
tunnel but also outside. 
This paper is a first reflexion of the available possibilities to manage ventilation system in case of toxic 
release in tunnel. Both the experimental campaign and real cases modelling show that consequences must 
be considered not only inside but also outside the tunnel. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In case of a fire or the release of an airborne toxin by a terrorist attack in a subway station or tunnel, 
information on the dispersion of the hazardous substance is important for the rescue operation because 
it helps to decide which parts of the subway system can be expected to be contaminated. The goal of 
the ongoing OrGaMIR project is to provide the operating company and rescue forces with this 
information. In order to predict the dispersion, airflow and thermal conditions inside selected stations 
in different subway systems are monitored. A number of SF6 tracer gas experiments were conducted 
to investigate the spatial and time dependent contamination of the underground air by smoke or 
toxins. The paper describes the main results of three tracer gas experiments in different subway 
systems which are characterized by different building structures and ventilation influences. 
 
 
KEYWORDS: subway climatology, terrorist attack, tunnel ventilation, safety system 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Millions of people use public transportation every day. The large number of individuals in the 
confined space of a subway system, especially during rush hour, makes these systems vulnerable to 
terrorist attacks.  
For several reasons subway systems are exposed to a particular danger of becoming the target of 
terrorist attacks with C/B weapons. The lifespan of organisms and the half-value period of chemical 
agents are increased by the lack of sunlight and by the relatively small temperature variations with 
constantly high temperatures at the same time. Apart from that the paths of diffusion are limited and 
the possibility of dilution of toxic substances is also extremely limited. Thus a large amount of people 
can be affected by an attack. Furthermore the escape routes for the passengers are extremely limited 
and overlap almost completely with the potential paths of diffusion. Especially invisible and odourless 
toxic gases form a considerable danger for passengers as well as for rescue workers because the paths 
of expansion can not be observed, contrary to smoke. Thus an appropriate reaction is not possible. 
In the OrGaMIR project (Cross-organisational danger defence for the protection of men and critical 
infrastructures by means of prevention and reaction), a safety system is developed, which will allow 
the assessment of the prevailing or anticipated contamination of a subway system with hazardous 
airborne substances [1]. This will enable the stakeholders to take decisions, which may possibly save 
lives, on a more reliable and informed basis. An overview of the different components is shown in 
figure 1. 
 
General Goals: 

• visualisation of the dispersion of dangerous substances in subway systems and stations 
• provision of context-dependent information for decision support 
• improvement of teamwork between fire brigade, paramedics and subway operating company 
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• development of guidelines for the structural design of subway systems in order to minimize 
the dispersion of dangerous substances 

 
Scientific Goals: 

• better understanding of the climatologic conditions inside tunnel systems 
• dispersion visualisation in closed architectures 
• deduction of recommendations for action from the integration of data of various data sources 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the different components of the overall project OrGaMIR 
 
The OrGaMIR project (Sponsor: BMBF, lead partner: VDI) has an interdisciplinary character. In 
order to meet all the requirements, which arise out of the complex field of application, a joint project 
with a scientific and application oriented consortium was formed (tab. 1). 
 
 
Table 1:  Members of the project consortium of OrGaMIR 
 
 Members of the consortium  Focus  
University of Paderborn  Information processing & management  
Ruhr University, Bochum  Tunnel climatology  
Eduard Züblin AG  Subway construction  
Institute for Microtechnology GmbH  Sensor technology  
Engineering company Lohmeyer GmbH & 
Co. KG,  Simulation of dispersion  
Indanet GmbH  Public transportation control centre management  
A fire brigade  End user  
Friedrich Schiller University of Jena  Crisis management / psychology  
A subway operating company  End user  
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THE SUB-PROJECT TUNNEL CLIMATOLOGY 
 
In subway systems a great variety of disasters is conceivable. In all of those scenarios the rescue 
possibilities are extremely limited. Thus first of all it must be clarified what kinds of disasters are 
possible and what contribution can be made by the findings of subway climatology to certain types of 
emergency situations. 
According to the current state of knowledge the research results of subway climatology will not play a 
role in connection with derailments or collisions, as long as they do not lead to the development of 
fire or smoke. If an accident or an engine breakdown leads to a fire which can not be controlled right 
away it is extremely important to be informed about thermal conditions and airflow in the concerning 
subway system. This way the expansion of smoke and its effects could be judged properly. But 
dangerous smoke generation that threatens the lives of staff and passengers can also happen in case of 
an initially simple cable fire, a fire in an office, shop or computer room that belongs to the subway 
system or in case of a fire at a station. Furthermore the danger of arson can not be excluded. 
Apart from the identification of smoke expansion in case of a fire it is also of particular interest to 
know about the diffusion of chemical and biological agents that can be distributed during a terrorist 
attack. For a quick and effective reaction in such an emergency situation, the airflow conditions inside 
the subway system as well as the determining factors have to be taken into account. 
 
Introduction to subway climatology 
In the context of investigations in six different subway systems in Europe and the USA the existence 
of a steady base- and background-airflow which is independent from the train service and active 
ventilation could be demonstrated unexceptionally and clearly [2]. The demonstration that the air flow 
is not a matter of a simple, temporally constant air movement but a highly complex flow system 
which shows numerous spatial and temporal variations was equally clear [3]. 
The development of the thermal situation, meaning the temperature difference between the outside 
atmosphere and the air inside the tunnels and stations, and the weather conditions of the outside 
atmosphere (stability, wind field) were identified as most important influencing factors for the 
specific characteristics of the background-air flow [4 & 5]. 
The amount and speed of the effect of outer weather conditions on a subway system is also influenced 
by the type of passive ventilation. In open systems like in New York City the outside weather 
conditions can have significantly more influence on deeper parts of the underground as in those 
subway systems that have only few openings to the surface such as in Dortmund [3 & 6]. Thus air 
masses that infiltrate the system from the outside through gratings which are distributed over the 
whole subway system in New York City can rapidly cover the whole tunnel system. In Dortmund on 
the other hand there is an inner sector with rather constant conditions and a border area with great 
variations in air flow conditions. In conclusion it can be said that huge thermal differences lead to 
strong compensating currents, while the flow system almost comes to a standstill when there are no 
temperature differences. Another effective stimulation is the wind pressure onto the tunnel entrances 
[7]. 
Most important for the implementation of the available results is the proof that the background flow is 
not confined to the periods when the train service is shut down but it is also clearly existent during the 
times when the trains are running. Hence it is a constantly existing phenomenon. However during 
operation time this background flow is being more or less modified by the train service. The intensity 
of the superimposition depends on the cycle of trains as well as on the architecture of tunnels and 
stations. This fact is particularly relevant for a judgement of an anticipated spread of toxic substances 
in the course of a terrorist attack because the background flow consequently also influences the spread 
while the trains are running [8]. 
Finally the project OrGaMIR clarifies which concrete practical relevance the so far verified 
climatologic phenomena in subway systems have for the prevention of disasters like fires and terrorist 
attacks and for the resource planning in such emergency situations and which of the already advised 
measures should be taken [9 & 10]. 
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Fires vs. terror attacks 
Both kinds of disasters – fires and terrorist attacks – are fundamentally different in many respects. The 
only similarity is the harmful and deathly outcome of the smoke and gas clouds which spread inside 
the subway system. There are numerous differences that are listed below as a comparison of both 
emergency situations [11].  
 
Table 2: Comparison of the emergency situations fire and terrorist attack with C/B-weapons in a 
subway system - modified from SANCHEZ et al. 2000 [12]. 
 

Fire (technical fault, accident) Terrorist attack 

The fire is restricted to a more or less limited area. The release of C/B weapons is possible in the 
whole system. 

A fire is noticed immediately. An attack can possibly happen unnoticed. 

Detector technology exists and is fully developed, 
possibly cameras are sufficient. 

Detector technology is still being developed, 
cameras only record collapsing passengers. 

Fire and smoke can be localised clearly. The localisation of the source can be difficult or 
impossible. 

The source of heat and smoke is static. A release inside a train means that the source is 
mobile over a longer time period. 

The smoke is visible to the victims/rescue service. Many agents are invisible. 

The smoke and heat development of a fire can be 
estimated because relevant investigations exist.  
 

Even if the source can be localised the expansion 
of toxic substances can happen very dynamical 
depending on kind and place of the release 
(explosion, pump mechanism) and can not be 
reconstructed when discovered later on.  

Due to the generation of heat the expansion of 
smoke can be estimated more easily close to the 
source. 

The expansion of toxic substances exclusively 
depends on the present flow situation in the 
subway system. 

 
This comparison makes clear that the patters of release as well as the patterns of spread of smoke and 
gas clouds which are caused by accidents or technical faults leading to fires or by terrorist attacks on 
the other hand are significantly different. The same applies to the proof that both disaster scenarios are 
existent; for this reason both subject areas are treated separately in the project. 
In this article the area of terrorist attacks and particularly the spread of toxic gases are highlighted. 
 
Spread and effect of chemical and biological agents in subway systems 
For several reasons subway systems are exposed to a particular danger of becoming the target of 
terrorist attacks with C/B weapons. The lifespan of organisms and the half-value period of chemical 
agents are increased by the lack of sunlight and by the relatively low temperature variations with 
constantly high temperatures at the same time. Apart from that the paths of expansion are limited and 
the possibility of dilution of toxic substances is also extremely limited. Thus a large amount of people 
can be affected in close proximity by an attack. This especially applies to the rush hour in the morning 
and in the evening when many people are in the subway system and an assassin would hardly be 
noticed. 
The possible spread of C/B weapons is versatile and almost unpredictable, as examples from Tokyo 
show [13]. In the attack from April 20th 1995 12 people died from the evaporation of sarin within five 
days. In the second attack cyanide was spread with a fire [12]. Apart from that the release of toxic 
agents is possible via remote-controlled evaporators, explosions or via utilisation of the piston effect 
of running trains to release a poison on the tracks. The release of C/B weapons inside a flue would 
have direct effects inside as well as outside the subway. 
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Contrary to the subway company’s operation schedule for fires the use of active ventilation – if 
existent – should be avoided in case of an attack with C/B weapons. Calculations of the Argonne 
National Laboratory already showed ten years ago that the ventilators that were installed for 
decontamination should only be used if substances are lowly concentrated and hardly poisonous. In 
case of a terrorist attack e.g. with nerve gas or biological substances the use of ventilation would 
increase the number of victims outside the subway system dramatically [8 & 12]. It must be taken into 
consideration that clouds of toxic gases can travel seven to ten kilometres at the surface and thereby 
would contaminate surrounding buildings, especially via their gratings [14]. 
Assuming that the ventilation of a subway system – if existent – is being rightly deactivated in case of 
such a disaster, the character of the natural subway climate becomes highly important for the way of 
spreading of toxic substances. Taking into account that between the release of a substance and the 
detection of this disaster, including the stop of the train service, a certain time goes by, there will first 
be a spreading of the dangerous substances due to the running trains. This is either supported or 
constrained by the respective ground flow. 
Thereby it must be differentiated in which places the poison is released because the further spreading 
strongly depends on that. The different points of emission for C/B weapons inside a subway system 
would be: inside a tunnel, a subway station, a train, a grating or in the area of support and working 
facilities. 
The above mentioned possible places of emission were analysed in regard to their hazard potential 
already in 2001 [8], considering their specific climate conditions. With the help of different examples 
the strong influence of the thermal conditions and the effect of the air flow system on the spreading of 
chemical and biological substances inside subway systems and in close-by surface areas could be 
clearly demonstrated. Especially the fact that the spread of such toxins solely depends on the flow 
conditions, meaning on the exchange situation inside the stations and tunnels and between the subway 
system and the outside atmosphere, demonstrated already then explicitly the necessity to extend this 
area of research in the future to be able to avoid disasters or to effectively combat them. The project 
OrGaMIR is based on those realisations which allowed the extraction of the following tasks/questions 
for the subproject tunnel climatology.  
 
Scientific and technical goals of the sub-project 
Aim of the project tunnel climatology within the OrGaMIR project is to provide reliable information 
on the current and upcoming air flow and dispersion conditions inside a subway system (tunnels and 
stations). Comprehensive knowledge of this is indispensible for a simultaneous analysis of the 
dispersion of airborne toxins (gases, dust, fog) in case of an incident and a basic requirement for all 
decisions and activities regarding the rescue operation. 
The biggest obstacle in a rescue operation in a subway environment is the restricted access to the site 
of the incident. Today there is no information available on the parts of the subway system that are 
affected by an incident, such as neighbouring tunnels and stations, and which parts are not 
contaminated and allow access for the rescue teams and can be used as escape routes. In order to 
improve this situation and to reduce the number of persons affected, rescue teams and operating 
company need exact and reliable information on the current and imminent situation. Information 
distribution and coordination of organisational and logistic procedures is a task which must be met by 
a cross-organisational emergency task force which has to be set up under the lead of the fire 
department. 
The project tunnel climatology supplies the data base for the overall project. The knowledge gained in 
previous research campaigns on the system-specific air flow regime, which develops in every subway 
system independent of the train traffic, is to be applied in the overall project. This includes: 

• The setup of a measurement system for the registration of the current air flow conditions. An 
example of a current setup can be seen in figure 2. This configuration is build up for the basic 
research and does not show a later operational system. The air flow is mostly measured by 
ultrasonic anemometers [15]. 

• The development of a model for the short-term prognosis of the stability of the prevailing air 
flow conditions and for the identification of danger zones. 
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In addition to this the sub-project will deliver: 
• Information on the required number and sensible positioning of the sensors for the detection 

of CBNRE-substances. 
• Information concerning a structural design of subway systems which help to minimize the 

dispersion of dangerous substances. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Location of air flow and temperature sensors inside one of the subway stations of research 
investigation 
 
The so far existing realisations - which will be completed by further investigations - about the 
formation of a natural background current and the exchange conditions inside a subway system will 
be included in a planned security concept which allows new strategies for the preventive disaster 
control as well as for the possible case of emergency. Trusted information about the climatic and 
meteorological general conditions which prevail in the context of an emergency and the conditions in 
the systems are used to develop a computer-controlled, system specific scheme for diagnosis and 
prediction which diagnoses the thermal situation as well as the flow conditions inside the affected 
system within one minute in case of emergency. Based on a measuring campaign that determined the 
characteristic influencing factors, conditions and variability of the climate system in the subway 
system the relevant general conditions have to be available completely. Apart from that they contain 
favourable locations of emergency exits and descriptions of the timeframe that is available for escape 
and rescue. Hereby the rescue of victims from the place of the accident and the evacuation of the 
population from the most endangered areas of the tunnel system and the surrounding areas at the 
surface are possible. The fast (self) rescue of the victims of the fire or terrorist attack onto a subway 
system by the use of a present time frame and the evacuation of the indirectly threatened population 
inside the concerned subway system are the two final aims of the project. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The ongoing project did already deliver many very interesting results, which can not all be presented 
here. One of the most important results should be made public as soon as possible, concerning the 
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outcome of several tracer gas experiments. Additionally to the stationary climatologic measurements a 
number of SF6 tracer gas experiments were conducted to investigate: 

• the current air flow and thermal regime under the conditions of different atmospheric 
stabilities in and outside the underground and 

• the spatial and time dependent contamination of the underground air by smoke or toxins. 
 
So far the results of emissions of tracer gases in two different subway systems with different 
structures and ventilation influences are available. The spreading of gas inside a station as well as 
inside the tunnel system between the different stations was analysed. 
As an example the results of two gas emissions in the above mentioned station are listed. The station 
consists of two levels where the trains cross each other. The levels are connected to each other via 
stairs and escalators. Both levels are directly connected to the surface. 
At Dec. 2nd 2008 and June 3rd 2009 the tracer gas SF6 was released at the lower level of the station 
over a time period of two minutes. The gas was released at night while the train service was shut 
down to investigate a stagnant system in which only the natural background flow is responsible for 
the diffusion of gas. Due to the fact that SF6 is six times heavier than air it was mixed with air to avoid 
an immediate descent. The expansion of the mixture of SF6 and air was monitored with the help of air 
samples which were taken every minute with an injection and later analysed in a lab at the department 
of Geography at the university of Duisburg-Essen (Prof. Kuttler). Figure 3 shows the spot of emission 
on the lower level and the locations where the samples were taken in the area of the four exits, the 
eight tunnel portals and the two staircases between the two passenger platforms.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Location of release and measurements of the tracer gas in the subway station of 
investigation, Dec. 2nd 2008 & June 3rd 2009. 
 
The samples were taken at the different measuring spots in different heights as follows: 
Locations 1, 3, 4 & 6:         Directly at the tracks and 1.5 m above the passenger platform 
Locations 2 & 5:                 Directly at the floor and 1.5 m above the staircase 
Locations 7, 8, 9 & 10:       Directly at the floor and straight under the ceiling 
Locations 11, 12, 13 & 14: 1.5 m above the passenger platform 
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In order to measure the time for self rescue in detail the samples were taken over a period of 15 
minutes. The results are shown in figures 4a to 4d.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 4a: SF6-concentration in the subway station of investigation 2 minutes after release of the 
tracer gas, Dec. 2nd 2008 
 

 
 
Figure 4b: SF6-concentration in the subway station of investigation 3 minutes after release of the 
tracer gas, Dec. 2nd 2008 
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Figure 4c: SF6-concentration in the subway station of investigation 4 minutes after release of the 
tracer gas, Dec. 2nd 2008 

 
 
Figure 4d: SF6-concentration in the subway station of investigation 5 minutes after release of the 
tracer gas, Dec. 2nd 2008 
 
It becomes obvious that the spreading of the tracer gas from the point of emission happens directly 
above the two staircases into the direction of the upper level while the two exits on the lower level are 
not reached. In the upper level the gas can not spread completely but is conducted directly above exit 
C, the two tunnel portals close to the measurement points 11 and 12 and for a short period with a low 
concentration through exit D. This situation persists over the whole measuring period. Looking at the 
prevailing flow situation at the measuring time inside the station it becomes clear that the spreading 
situation could have been predicted clearly with the help of flow measurements (fig 5). 
The second measuring campaign at the same station at June 3rd 2009 showed a similar result. The 
bigger part of the contaminated gas flew through the two staircases into the upper level and was 
conducted through the middle exit and the tunnel portal. In contrast to the measurement in December 
in June also a part of the lower level - around the area of emission, until into the tunnel – was 
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contaminated. This can be explained by a weak general flow with changing directions at the lower 
level. 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Air flow regime at the subway station of investigation, Dec. 2nd 2008, 2:20 to 2:35 CET 
 
Similar observations were made during another emission of gas in another subway system. The gas – 
heavier than air – flew through the staircases towards the surface. The all over results about the 
danger areas and the escape routes for the most common air flow situation in the subway station of 
investigation is shown in figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Results about the danger areas and the escape routes for the most common air flow 
situation in the subway station of investigation. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Conclusively all the tracer experiments have verified the previous findings of the flow measurements. 
Staircases, especially between different levels of a station, often act as “flues”. For entrances and exits 
of the station the situation is less clear. Many of them act as flues; but there are also entrances through 
which – at least temporarily – cold air flows into the station. 
What do these results mean for the evacuation of a station? The designated emergency exits in many 
subway stations which often lead directly to the surface (fig. 7) would mean the death of the 
passengers in case of a fire or an attack with toxic gas.  
 

 
 
Figure 7: Typical sign for an escape route in subway station showing upwards (Tokyo, 2009).  
 
A good example for this are the numerous victims in the subway of Daegu (South Korea [16]). Here 
many passengers died in the floors above the actual fire source due to smoke that flowed upward. 
Although this case was about a fire and flowing hot gases, the previous tracer experiments have 
shown that even gases that are heavier than air can have enough buoyancy due to the natural flow 
conditions to flow rapidly upward to higher levels of the station. 
The results show very clearly that some of the signed escape and rescue ways are very often the worst 
solution for the escaping passengers. Especially long stairway or escalators leading in higher levels or 
to the surface are favoured structures for developing a strong chimney effect, which leads the gas as 
well as the passengers to the surface. Thus a rethinking is necessary when it comes to the designation 
of emergency exits. A flexible escape route that is adjusted to the respective spreading situation is 
absolutely necessary. The new research field of subway climatology and the project OrGaMIR will 
contribute to this. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Three major fire incidents have occurred in the Channel Tunnel since it opened in the early 90s. The 
fires on the 18th of November 1996 and the 11th of September 2008 grew to involve many heavy goods 
vehicles (HGV) on carrier wagons and caused major damage to the tunnel structure. The fire on the 
21st of August 2006 involved only a single HGV and did not spread, although the adjacent HGV was 
damaged by heat. Each of these incidents is described and the incidents are compared. The official 
inquiry into the 2008 fire has not yet been published, so information has been collected from press 
reports. It is clear that the fire development in 1996 and 2008 was broadly similar, while the fire in 
2006 was very different. These differences may be due to the cargo and construction of the vehicles 
involved, but also may be due to the differences in ventilation during the incidents. The conventional 
model of fire dynamics in multiple vehicle fires is discussed with reference to the Channel Tunnel 
fires. It is observed that the primary difference between the 2006 fire and the other two was that in the 
1996 and 2008 fires, the initial fire would have experienced a reversal in airflow direction and an 
increase in ventilation flow after the fire was established. In the 2006 fire there was no reversal or 
increase in flow. It is proposed that these ventilation changes may be able to explain the differences in 
fire dynamics. Recommendations based on these proposals are made. 
 
KEYWORDS: fire dynamics, channel tunnel, ventilation 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Channel Tunnel forms the rail link between the UK and France. It consists of three parallel 
tunnels; two running tunnels, each with a single rail track, on either side of a service tunnel, see 
Figure 1. The tunnels are approximately 50 km long (37 km of which is under the English Channel). 
The tunnel runs north-west to south-east, the northernmost tunnel is referred to as ‘Running Tunnel 
North’ (RTN) and generally handles traffic from the UK to France, with the traffic coming from France 
generally using ‘Running Tunnel South’ (RTS). The service tunnel has three main safety functions: to 
provide normal ventilation for the running tunnels, to provide a safe haven for passengers and crew in 
the event of an evacuation and to facilitate the speedy arrival of the emergency services. 
 

 
Figure 1 Layout of the Channel Tunnel 
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Four types of trains use the tunnel:  
1. Tourist shuttles, consisting of single and double-decker wagons, carrying coaches and cars 
2. Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) shuttles carrying lorries and trucks on semi-open wagons 
3. Passenger trains (Eurostar) 
4. Freight trains 

 
There have been three significant fire incidents in the Channel Tunnel to date: on the 18th of November 
1996, the 21st of August 2006 and the 11th of September 2008. Each of these incidents has occurred on 
a HGV shuttle. In the 1996 fire the train was travelling from France to the UK in RTS, in the other two 
incidents, the train was travelling from the UK to France in RTN. 
 
The HGV shuttle trains (see schematic in Figure 2) are generally composed of: 

1. A locomotive at the front of the train, staffed by a driver 
2. An amenity coach, carrying all passengers (vehicle drivers), staffed by the ‘Chef de Train’ and 

a steward. (This is generally at the front of the train; occasionally it is between the rear loader 
and rear locomotive. In all three fire incidents to date, the amenity coach was at the front.) 

3. Front loader wagon  
4. Front rake of fifteen ‘semi-open’ HGV carrier wagons (each 20m long) 
5. Middle loader wagon 
6. Rear rake of fifteen ‘semi-open’ HGV carrier wagons 
7. Rear loader wagon 
8. Rear locomotive, no crew. 

In total, the train is about 740 m long. 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Schematic of the HGV shuttle trains (direction of travel indicated) 
 
During normal operation of the tunnel, there is a minimal supply of fresh air into the tunnel, this is 
designated the ‘Normal Ventilation System’ (NVS). Under NVS conditions, the prevailing airflow is 
due to the piston effect of the trains, thus runs in the same direction as the trains themselves. The speed 
of the airflow relative to the train is approximately half the speed of the train relative to the tunnel. 
Thus, before any emergency ventilation conditions are implemented, any fire on the train (travelling at 
140 km/h) will experience the relative airflow as having a velocity of about 20 ms-1 towards the rear of 
the train.   
 
Once a fire incident is declared, the ‘Supplementary Ventilation System’ (SVS) is activated. This 
generates a flow of about 2.9 ms-1 (relative to the tunnel) in the opposite direction to the direction of 
train travel. 
  
 
THE INCIDENTS 
 
18th November 1996 
 
The 1996 fire occurred on HGV Shuttle Mission 7539, which departed the French terminal at 21:42  
hrs on the 18th of November. The main events relating to ventilation conditions and fire behaviour are 
summarised in Table 1. The fire ultimately involved the rearmost ten HGV carriers and destructively 
damaged the rear loader wagon and locomotive. The distribution of cargoes and damage on the rear 
rake is given in Table 2. 
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Time Event Comment 
21:42 Train departs station Fire visible on 2nd rake. On wagon 7 or 10 (witnesses) 
21:48 Train enters tunnel  
21:51 Onboard fire alarm On rear locomotive 

21:58 Train stopped 
Driver initially tried to keep going. Decision to stop on 
basis of a faulty system warning light. Once stopped, 
driver unable to see tunnel walls to identify location. 

22:13 SVS activated  Fan blades set incorrectly. No longitudinal flow 

22:22 SVS fully established 
Evacuation carried out Ventilation flow now about 2.9 ms-1 

22:53 Fire brigade assess fire ~ 5 wagons on fire at the rear 
23:39 Fire fighting begins Takes about 6 hours. 

 
Table 1 Timeline of the 1996 fire. 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14   
Salvageable Serious damage Irreparable damage to all carrier wagons. All vehicles destroyed.  
 Serious damage to tunnel lining 

 
Table 2 Distribution of cargo and damage in the 1996 fire. 
 

 
Table 3  Timeline of the 2006 fire 

Time Event Comment 
13:25 Train departs station Fire not in evidence 

13:26 Train enters tunnel Smoke emanating from incident vehicle. 
(Caught on CCTV) 

13:30:31 1st smoke detector triggered Train had passed three earlier smoke 
detectors which did not activate 

13:30:45 Onboard fire detection triggered Detector on rear loader wagon 
13:31 All trains ordered to reduce to 100 km/h Driver acted on this instruction 

13:32:39 2nd smoke detector triggered  

13:34 Train instructed to stop Train had to clear the ‘go zone’ before 
stopping 

13:37 SVS started but dampers closed No SVS in running tunnel 

13:39 SVS now operational in both running 
tunnels Ventilation assumed to be about 2.5 ms-1 

13:40 Train stops SVS already established, fire never 
experiences an inversion of flow 

13:49 Evacuation complete Smoke / visibility not an issue 
15:45 Fire fighting begins 2 hours after train stopped 

16:05 Fire extinguished 

One HGV destroyed. Carrier wagon 
damaged. Downstream HGV suffered 
significant heat damage, but did not 
ignite. Upstream HGV suffered minor 
heat damage. 
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21st August 2006 
 
The 2006 fire occurred on HGV Shuttle Mission 7370, from the UK to France, which departed the 
Folkestone terminal at 13:23 hrs on the 21st of August. The main events relating to ventilation 
conditions and fire behaviour are summarised in Table 3. 
 
 
11th September 2008 
 
At the time of writing (December 2009), the official report on the investigation into this fire has not 
been published. The French Bureau d'Enquêtes sur les Accidents de Transport Terrestre (BEA-TT) and 
the UK Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB) are carrying out a joint investigation into the fire. 
As the official investigation is not yet public, the precise details of the incident cannot be listed here. A 
few facts can be gleaned from the RAIB web pages [1], press reports on the BBC web pages [2], The 
Guardian newspaper [3], New Civil Engineer (NCE) magazine [4
 

] and elsewhere, including: 

 No fire was visible as the train entered the tunnel 
 The train was stopped, beside a cross-passage, ‘immediately’ following identification of the fire 
 The train stopped 39km into the tunnel (11.5 km from the French Portal) 
 The fire was larger and more destructive than the 1996 fire  
 The passengers could see flames from the amenity coach and heard “an explosion”  
 The passengers felt the heat from the fire before they evacuated the amenity coach  
 29 passengers and 3 crew were evacuated, 14 required hospital attention 
 Graphics on the BBC web pages imply that the initial fire was on the first HGV carrier wagon 
 The fire may have started on “a lorry carrying chemicals, which is understood to have 

overturned” [this is not mentioned in later press articles, so may be spurious] 
 The concrete tunnel lining required repairs along 650m of its length  
 There was ‘severe damage’ to the concrete (spalling to a depth of 400mm; the full depth of the 

tunnel lining) over a 20m long section of the tunnel  
 The train was not carrying a full complement of HGV; some carrier wagons were empty 
 Some of the HGV were not carrying any cargo 
 The incident evolved in a similar manner to the 1996 fire, except that the SVS was operated 

sooner 
 The fire was extinguished by mid-morning the following day. 

 
From these facts we can deduce the following: 
 
 The fire started near the front of the train (it was visible by the passengers) 
 The fire extended along most of the length of the train (the damage to the tunnel was 170m – 

i.e. approx 8 wagons – longer than in the 1996 fire, which involved almost half the train) 
 
 
COMPARISON OF THE INCIDENTS 
 
Obviously, the most striking difference between the three incidents is that in the 1996 and 2008 fires, 
the fire would appear to have spread very rapidly to involve multiple HGV and carrier wagons by the 
time the fire brigade arrived at the scene and made their initial assessment, whereas in the 2006 
incident, the fire had not spread to either of the adjacent vehicles by the time the fire brigade arrived. 
 
There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy, including: 
 

 The construction and cargo of the initial vehicle on fire 
 The construction and cargoes of the adjacent vehicles 
 The differences in ventilation flow experienced by the fire in its development 
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In this paper it is proposed that the differences in ventilation conditions experienced by the fires in 
these instances are the primary factor responsible for the different outcomes of the events. 
 
The 2006 fire differs significantly from the other two incidents in that the fire, while it did experience 
some changes in the velocity of the airflow, did not experience any reversal of the flow or periods of 
low flow. This is due to the fact that the fire was detected while the train was in the ‘go zone’ (a 
section of the tunnel where Eurotunnel policy states that no trains should be stopped) and, hence, the 
SVS airflow was established before the train came to a halt. Thus (very approximately) the airflow 
experienced by the train would have been: 
 

~ 20 ms-1 before detection / ~ 15 ms-1 after detection / ~ 3 ms-1 after train stopped 
 
In the 1996 fire, the sequence would have been more like this: 
 
~ 20 ms-1 before / ~15 ms-1 after / reversal of flow when stopped / minimal flow for 20 min / ~ 3 ms-1 

 
In the 2008 fire, the pattern is believed to have been much like in 1996, except that the minimal flow 
period would only have been of the order of a few minutes. 
 
This paper proposes that the reversal of flow and the velocity increases following periods of minimal 
flow are directly linked to periods of rapid fire spread along the train. 
 
 
FIRE DYNAMICS IN A MULTIPLE VEHICLE FIRE 
 
The generally accepted model of fire development in multiple vehicle tunnel fire incidents was 
described in 2003 by Ingason [5

 

]. The process, divided into zones, is discussed using a schematic 
picture similar to the one in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3 The conventional model of catastrophic tunnel fires, based on Ingason 
 
The basic concept is that there is a fire travelling along a line of vehicles in the direction of ventilation 
flow. The fire consumes fuel as it progresses, but the extent of the combustion zone is limited by the 
amount of fresh air supplied by the (forced) ventilation system. 
 
A large fire in a tunnel will consume a large amount of oxygen. It is well established [6,7] that most 
fuel types release about 13 MJ of energy per kg of oxygen consumed (approximately equivalent to 
about 3 MJ/m3 of air ‘consumed’; although this value is temperature dependent). Thus, the maximum 
sustainable heat release rate of a large fire in a tunnel is constrained by the airflow to the fire. 
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The Channel Tunnel tubes may be taken to be 40 m2 in cross-section, thus, the volumetric flow of air 
to the fire is approximately 40v m3s-1, where v is the longitudinal airflow velocity (in ms-1). Thus the 
maximum sustainable heat release rate of a fire in the tunnel is approximately 120v MW. 
 
Thus, when the train was moving (and the flow was over 15 ms-1), the theoretical maximum HRR of 
the fire would have been over 1.8 GW (an unrealistically high number), whereas while the SVS was 
active and the train stopped, the maximum sustainable HRR would have been  about 350 MW – which 
is equivalent to only two or three HGV fires simultaneously (based on the HGV fire tests from 
Runehamar; up to 200 MW [8] and Hammerfest; up to 120 MW [9

 

]). When the flow was lower than 
SVS flow, the maximum HRR would also have been lower. 

It is only during the periods of relatively low flow (i.e. after the train had stopped) that the fire 
behaviour would follow Ingason’s pattern. Under these circumstances, a zone of hot, unburned, 
gaseous fuel would be produced downstream of the fire location. If, after this zone of hot fuel 
developed, the ventilation conditions in the tunnel were changed – either by reversing or increasing the 
flow – these hot flammable gases would mix with fresh air and this would lead to very rapid burning, 
perhaps even an explosive event analogous to backdraught in compartment fires. 
 
It is proposed that these rapid burning events in the 1996 and 2008 Channel Tunnel fires lead to rapid 
fire spread between wagons, possibly across several wagons at a time. It may be that the 2006 fire did 
not spread in the same way because there were no reversals of flow or increases in flow during the 
incident. 
 
 
FIRE GROWTH AND SPREAD IN THE 1996 AND 2008 FIRES 
 
In both the very large fire incidents in the Channel Tunnel, the fire was detected by a fixed flame 
detector while the train was moving at high speed in the tunnel. Given the nature of the detection 
systems, it is assumed that the fire was at least a few MW in size and external to the initial incident 
vehicle by the time it was detected. 
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Figure 4 The apparent relationship between fire growth rate and ventilation velocity [11]. 
 
It has previously been observed that the rate of growth of a fire in a tunnel is dependent on the 
ventilation rate [10,11]. While no experimental fire tests have been carried out in tunnels with 
ventilation flow rates above about 6 ms-1, such information as is available suggests that there is a 
decline in growth rate with increasing velocity, for ventilation velocities above about 4 ms-1, see 
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Figure 4. Thus it is likely that the fire would not have grown very large while the train was moving at 
high velocity. 
 
As the train progressed, the fire may have spread to the vehicle immediately following the initial 
incident vehicle, or this vehicle could have simply been pre-heated by the initial fire. It is likely that – 
at the least – some small fires may have been ignited on this vehicle by firebrands. Once the train came 
to a stop, the resulting reversal of flow would have given these small fires (on a pre-heated fuel load) a 
plentiful supply of fresh air at a velocity likely to lead to rapid fire growth [10], thus the adjacent 
vehicle (previously downstream) vehicle would be likely to become fully involved at this time. 
Concurrently with this, the flames from the initial fire would be directed towards the (previously 
upstream) other adjacent vehicle, so it is quite likely that the fire would spread in that direction too. 
 
As the flow reduced to ‘natural ventilation’ conditions, the fires on these vehicles would become 
established but, due to the lack of available fresh air, may not have burned fully, producing a hot, fuel 
rich atmosphere. In the 1996 fire this phase may have lasted as much as 20 minutes, in 2008 it was 
shorter. Despite the lack of oxygen at the initial burning vehicle, the hot flammable gases would burn 
whenever and wherever they mixed with fresh air. This burning zone could have migrated several 
vehicle lengths away from the initial fire location, igniting small fires on every vehicle in the zone. 
 
Once the SVS was established (introducing another reversal in flow direction), there would be 
sufficient fresh air to enflame these small fires, so the fire would grow and spread very rapidly; perhaps 
even explosively if the conditions were suitable. 
 
This process is able to explain the rapid spread to a very large fire observed by the fire brigade on 
entrance to the tunnel in both incidents. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
At present this analysis is largely speculation. Further research is required and is intended. However, if 
this scenario is demonstrated to be valid, the following recommendations can be made for train fires in 
tunnels: 
 

1. If it is necessary to stop the train in the tunnel, the emergency ventilation system should be 
activated and allowed to become fully established before the train is signalled to stop. This 
would mean that the fire would never experience a reversal in flow direction or a period of 
very low flow. 

2. If a train on fire is stopped in the tunnel and is subject to a longitudinal airflow, the airflow 
velocity should not be increased after the fire has become well established.  

3. Given that fire growth and spread appears to be slower on a fast moving train, compared to one 
that is stopped, consideration should be given to drive the train out of the tunnel before 
stopping. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The global warming debate forces the vehicle industry to come up with new environmentally friendly 
solutions. In 10 years time, or even faster depending on the pressure from different governments in 
particular in Europe, vehicles will not only use gasoline, diesel and LPG, but also CNG, Hydrogen, 
ethanol, DME and other bio-fuels, as well as batteries and fuel cells. 
 
This quick development and the diversity of new energy carriers can jeopardize the safety in underground 
infrastructures such as tunnels or car parks. This can cause a major drawback in the adoption of new energy 
carriers as regulators or operators may prohibit use of these vehicles in underground systems if no new 
relevant measures will be taken. Unclear situation will also affect the implementation of international 
policies aiming at reducing the environmental footprint and especially CO2 emission in road traffic. 
 
The problem became clear after a workshop with the vehicle industry, tunnel operators, authorities, and 
safety experts organised in November 2008 by L-surF Services with the support of ITA-COSUF, ECTP 
and HYSAFE. This workshop demonstrated that the construction sector lacks appropriate design data and 
tools as well as knowledge to build safe underground infrastructure compatible with a diversity of new and 
alternative energy carriers. Vehicle industry, infrastructure operators and regulators have not yet addressed 
this problem. 
 
In a first part, an overview of the regulatory situation regarding safety and security of the admission of new 
energy carriers for vehicles in underground infrastructures is presented. Then, a detailed review of previous 
relevant research projects performed makes it possible to formulate recommendations in terms of a 
strategic research & development agenda. The overview shows that it is necessary to develop an integrated 
risk assessment and management method specific for underground transport systems, metros and hubs in 
confined spaces taking into account the “emerging risk” aspects. 
 
Keywords: safety; security; new energy; underground; integrated risk management 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Improving safety and security in urban underground infrastructures is multi-disciplinary by nature because 
it deals at the same time with: 

• New energy carriers for transport, 
• Design and construction of the transport infrastructures, 
• Safety and security of the whole systems. 
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Several recent or on-going international, European and national projects have been identified as a starting 
point. The paper presents a review of the main results gained in the following fields: 

• Risk assessment and management in tunnels, underground, metros and confined spaces, 
• Security management in transport systems, 
• Integrated risk management of new and emerging risks, 
• Innovative energy carriers for vehicles 

 
and their safety. 

The review of the state-of-the-art in these field shows that often safety and security are analysed separately. 
Therefore, a combined risk analysis can contribute to find more cost-effective solutions. 
In addition, an integrated approach considering the whole components of the transport stations and 
terminals and their interactions help to find the optimum to improve the safety and security by design, to 
include also emerging risks connected to new energy carriers. 
 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE REGULATORY SITUATION 
 
The regulations related to the use of new energy carriers in vehicles and the adaptation of the underground 
infrastructures has not yet been developed. 
 
Informal discussions with several authorities from France, Germany, The Netherlands, Italy and Spain have 
lead to the following statements: 
 

• The topic of the compatibility of the existing underground transport infrastructures with the 
diversity of energy carriers in the green vehicles of the future is not yet on the agenda. 

 
• An approach combining technical requirements with political targets needs appropriate investment 

in R&D. 
 

• Being pro-active, anticipating the problems at an early stage to develop a scientific based 
regulation, seems to be difficult (several authorities found that the question comes too early). 

 
 
3. RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT IN TUNNELS, UNDERGROUND, METROS AND 
CONFINED SPACES 
 
3.1. UPTUN, http://www.uptun.net/ 
 
Summary of the project 
UPTUN dealt with issues and technology to improve existing tunnels in terms of fire safety in a holistic 
manner. The project consortium comprised 41 partners from 18 European countries. 
The UPTUN project main objectives were: 

- Development of innovative technologies for the assessment of existing technologies in tunnel 
applications. Focus was on technologies in the areas of detection and monitoring, mitigating 
measures, influencing human response, and protection against structural damage. The main 
output was a set of innovative cost-effective technologies. 

- Development, demonstration and promotion of procedures for rational safety level evaluation, 
including decision support models; and knowledge transfer. The main output was a risk based 
evaluating and upgrading model. 

 
UPTUN has achieved a lot of innovations in the field of fire safety and related fields [1, 2]. They comprise 
detection and monitoring devices as well as mitigations systems. Tools assisting in evacuation and methods 
to protect structural elements have been developed as well. The risk based modelling activities lead to the 
establishment of a model capable of assessing the current fire safety level in a particular tunnel and also 
determining the improvements of the fire safety as well as the economic impact based on upgrading 

http://www.uptun.net/�
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measures. The concept developed in UPTUN is of great value when doing future studies on new energy 
carriers as in many cases there is a need to upgrade the tunnels taking into consideration new energy 
carriers.  
 
Further development needed 
Reference scenarios were established to assess risks in existing tunnels, mainly road tunnels. The definition 
of reference scenarios has to be generalised to other underground infrastructures such as transport 
terminals and stations including the connections with metro tunnels, with the car parks and other 
underground depots to park the vehicles when they are not in use. 
In addition, the scenarios considered were dealing with fires i.e. the impact of the fire load and of 
traditional toxic gas generated by the combustion (carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide). In further 
initiatives, new scenarios including explosion and releases of various types of toxic gas have to be 
developed to be representative of the real situations that can happen in transport terminals and stations, in 
case of accidents or attacks. 
 
3.2. L-surF (Large Scale Underground Research Facility on Safety and Security), http://www.l-
surf.org/ 
 
Summary of the project 
Research on safety and security in enclosed underground spaces is of outstanding importance as current 
incidents (tunnel fires, terror attacks in metros etc.) have shown. However currently the EU competence 
related to safety and security is largely unstructured, fragmented and mostly national oriented. Especially 
missing is a large scale research facility and the coordination and synergy of existing facilities. The 
necessity for a European wide initiative in these respects also was identified and clearly expressed during 
the 1st International Symposium on safe and reliable tunnels, held in Prague in February 2004. 
Within the Design Study for L-SURF all relevant aspects for such a facility were elaborated to a level that 
the facility could be established at least as a legal entity with the necessary structures and activities and that 
preliminary concepts and plans for the physical construction are laid out. The study describes the 
constructional lay-out of the facility, based on an entirely new concept for easily creating any contours, 
shapes and sizes of enclosed spaces needed, but also all other aspects like installations, environmental 
impacts etc. 
The concept: 

- will allow novel approaches to R&D work 
- describes innovative measuring sensors, based on the latest technologies (e.g. nanotechnology) 

available 
- evaluates the research needs and outlines the R&D - activities 
- develops an integration process for the existing and projected national facilities with their 

competences and researchers, thus restructuring and improving the relevant EU competence 
while simultaneously showing ways for using R&D funds more economically 

- shows ways and means to raise the necessary funds for the different stages in the setting up of 
the facility and networking of existing facilities 

- includes a business plan (e.g. referring to models like CERN) for a new legal entity dedicated 
to the establishing of L-SURF. 

The partners of the consortium have to set-up this legal entity based on the business plans developed within 
the frame of the Design Study [3].  
 
Further development needed 
From the project, the need for integration of expertise to find systemic solutions to global emerging risks 
was demonstrated.  
 
3.3. EGSISTES: Global evaluation of intrinsic safety & security for underground transport systems 
(French project funded by the National Research Agency (ANR)) 
 

http://www.l-surf.org/�
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Summary of the project 
EGSISTES is a 3-year project dedicated to the evaluation of the global security in underground 
infrastructures (from January 2007 to January 2010).  
Coordinated by INERIS, the consortium included E.S.E. (Egis tunnels), LME University of Valenciennes, 
RATP and CEA. This project was split into three phases described underneath. 
The project is organized in 3 work packages: 

1. Vulnerability analysis 
• Risk analysis 
• Accidental risk and threat 

2. Knowledge improvement and model development for consequences evaluation 
• Experimental approach (fire, explosion, gas dispersion) 
• Numerical simulation (1D and 3D numerical tools) 

3. Existing tools capability evaluation 
The first part of the project was dedicated to the evaluation of the global risk in underground 
infrastructures. The risk analysis was performed considering both accidental risks and intentional threats in 
order to demonstrate the linked between the two in terms of physical phenomena. Fire, toxic gas dispersion 
and explosion are the three physical phenomena that can be encountered in underground infrastructures for 
both risk situations. The main difference relates to the hazardous substances to consider: in case of attack, 
the substance can be any substance while in case of accident, the substance involved is part of the system 
under consideration. 
 
The second part of the project was focused on the improvement of the physical phenomena understanding 
using both the experimental and numerical approaches. Experiments were carried out for fire, heavy gas 
dispersion and explosion. The first two phenomena were studied in the 1/3rd scale INERIS fire gallery in 
order to study the interaction between the stratification and the ventilation. The impacts of disturbances on 
the smoke layer were studied using scaled vehicles and fan, photography’s from experiments are 
reproduced on Figure 1. Explosion was experimentally studied in the INERIS explosion gallery. Two 
series of experiments were achieved for studying both solid explosion and flame propagation in an 
explosive cloud. For those different situations, the 3D simulation tools were used to enlarge the 
experimental results. 
 

    
Figure 1: Photography's of the EGSISTES experiments. Left: Backlayering reference case, i.e. without 

disturbances. Right: Impact of vehicles. 
 
Finally, the third part of the project consists in validating existing simulation tools and achieving real cases 
to show the capability of existing tools to model the physical phenomena for both intentional threats and 
accidental risks. Several real configurations were simulated split into two main topics: the first is 
underground station for mass transport and the second is road tunnels. 
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The results from the EGSISTES project are directly linked to the splitting into three parts.  
The first part has enlightened the physical link that exists between accidental events and threats for critical 
infrastructure.  
The second part has enabled to improve the understanding about smoke behaviour in case of fire in tunnel 
for the congested tunnel configuration. The smoke stratification was evaluated for both backlayering and 
downstream smoke layer showing that if the backlayering layer remains quite stratified, the downstream 
smoke layer stratification is weak, with and without vehicles. The second main result of the experimental 
campaign is the description of the toxic gas behaviour in case of leak in tunnel. The experiment has shown 
that the behaviour is not only governed by the ventilation system but by different external parameter such 
as atmospheric parameters, leak direction, etc. Consequently, it is quite impossible to have a precise 
prediction of the gas behaviour in tunnel because of the impossibility to have a great description of the 
source term.  
Finally, in the third part addressing the simulations tools, it has been shown in the project that CFD codes 
are able to give an acceptable description of the physical phenomena. The comparison for the fire 
experiments were achieved with the FDS and Phoenics CFD codes while the toxic gas dispersion was 
modelled using only FDS. On top of that, a specific explosion model was developed to predict the pressure 
wave propagation specifically for tunnel geometry. 
 
Further development needed 
As described above, the EGSISTES project provides results concerning the physics of generic dangerous 
phenomena and a first overview of the numerical tools capability to predict the consequences. This first 
approach has to be used as input data for new projects considering that new energy carriers will not 
generate fundamentally different phenomena but will induce an important modification of it. Considering 
for example the case of batteries, they will produce highly toxic gases (HCN, NO2, HCl…). The smoke 
composition has to be characterized in order to predict consequences in case of fire in confined spaces. 
Furthermore, the physic composition of batteries generally induces a rapid heat release rate rise that can 
modify substantially the fire curve. 
To put it in a nutshell, EGSISTES offers a global risk study that use experimental and numerical approach 
for current risks in underground infrastructures. It is important to provide an extension of this approach to 
the future risks in these infrastructures in relation with the evolution of the energy sources for transport. 
 
 
3.4. TUNCONSTRUCT, http://www.tunconstruct.org/ 
 
Summary of the project 
TUNCONSTRUCT was a multi-disciplinary research project that promoted 
the development and implementation of European technological innovation 
in underground construction under participation of some of Europe´s best 
recognized names in the underground engineering industry.  
The 41 project partners, from 11 European countries, integrated not only the 
on-the-field engineering experience and technical know-how of the industry, but also the research 
capabilities and conceptual innovation of the academic sector.  
TUNCONSTRUCT was fully committed to contributing to an increased quality of life for Europeans by 
reducing construction time and cost of planned and future underground infrastructures [4].  
The project was co-financed by the European Commission, under its 6th framework program, which 
provides 54% of its 26 million Euro quadrennial budget. Coordination rested on the Graz University of 
Technology, Austria. An innovation developed within the project – the Integrated Optimization Platform 
(IOPT) – resulted in a breakthrough in the design optimization, reducing cost, time and risk in underground 
construction.  
 
Further development needed 
The philosophy behind this is perfectly suitable to work on the improvement of safety and security in urban 
underground infrastructures using innovative energy carriers. All information about the life cycle of an 
underground facility is put together in a data base management system. All kinds of risks are included in 

http://www.tunconstruct.org/�
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this life cycle analysis. This makes the approach suitable for design optimization for safety and security. As 
the focus is on confined spaces, the risk assessment tool from TUNCONSTRUCT can be used as a 
blueprint for further development. 
 
 
4. SECURITY MANAGEMENT IN TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 
Progress on security management can benefit from a recent project performed in the USA by the FTA and 
two European projects. 
 
4.1. FTA Transit Security Design Considerations (US project, 2004) 
 
Summary of the project 
The most interesting reference dealing with security management in transport terminal and stations and 
summarizing the state of the art is the report from the US Department of Transportation [5]. 
The report provides security design guidance on three major transit system components – bus vehicles, rail 
vehicles, and transit infrastructure. It provides a resource for transit agency decision makers, members of 
design, construction and operations departments, security and law enforcement personnel and consultants 
and contractors, in developing an effective and affordable security strategy following the completion of a 
threat and vulnerability assessment and development of a comprehensive plan. 
Developed by the Federal Transit Administration in collaboration with transit industry public and private 
sector stakeholders, these design considerations provide actionable steps that transit agency staff can select 
from to create a security strategy. 
However, the report focuses exclusively on security assessment, and does not address risks related to 
innovative energy carriers.  
The approach recommended in the FTA report is similar to the method classically used in Europe, i.e. 
scenario and consequence analyses.  
 
Further development needed 
Concerning the behavior of mitigation devices, the report does not mention specific tests to better 
understand the dangerous phenomena that can take place in underground terminal and stations. It does not 
mention any simulation tools for the accidental situations or attacks. It is therefore necessary to further 
develop models and simulation tools that will help refining the design of the infrastructure under 
consideration. 
 
 
At European level, the two projects of significant importance are COUNTERACT and RAILPROTECT. 
 
4.2. COUNTERACT http://www.counteract.eu/ 
COUNTERACT means Cluster Of User Networks In Transport and Energy Relating to Anti-terrorist 
ACTivities. 
 
Summary of the project 
COUNTERACT is a European research project funded under the Sixth Framework Programme by the 
Directorate-General for Transport and Energy of the European Commission. 
The main objective is to improve security against terrorist attacks aimed at public passenger transport, 
intermodal freight transport and energy production and transmission infrastructure. 
When the security of people and the integrity of critical infrastructures are involved, reducing the risk of 
terrorist attack and its consequences is paramount. 
The project will review existing security policies, procedures, methodologies and technologies to identify 
the best practices which in turn will be promoted throughout the relevant security community in the EU. 
The project is divided in three industry clusters covering public passenger transport, intermodal freight 
transport and energy. In addition to their sector specific aims, the clusters will also exchange experiences 
and views between them. 

http://www.counteract.eu/�
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4.3. RAILPROTECT, http://elsa.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showproject.php?id=13 
Innovative Technologies for Safer and more Secure Land Mass-Transport Infrastructure under Terrorist 
Attacks 
 
Summary of the project 
The project aims at reducing the vulnerability of rail station infrastructures and rolling stock to explosion 
loads. The assessment of this vulnerability is achieved via numerical simulations of the blast effects. Thus, 
engineering design simulation tools are being developed based on structural and fluid mechanics and 
appropriate geometry mapping techniques for large structures. Case studies of typical stations and coaches 
are also elaborated for assessing the efficiency of these tools in predicting the performance of structures 
and the injury risk levels of the occupants.  
The project has been motivated by the need to mitigate shortcomings identified subsequent to the most 
recent terrorist attacks that have targeted the urban transport systems of two major European capitals. The 
need to take initiatives in this area is reinforced by the current climate, which indicates that such attacks 
will not abate in the foreseeable future.  
The nature of land mass passenger transport, with its open security architecture and widely dispersed 
assets, would suggest that measures comparable to those applicable to civil aviation cannot, and will not, 
be put into place in the near future. Nevertheless, a number of security measures have been introduced 
following conventional lines and centering on increased surveillance and patrols.  
If it is not possible to completely eliminate the hazard, and it is not possible to secure all the assets that 
make up the land mass passenger transport system, then the best option available is to reduce the overall 
risk by securing specific vulnerable system elements. One such area is the resilience of moveable and 
unmovable parts of the land mass passenger transport infrastructure.  
 
Further development needed 
COUNTERACT and RAILPROTECT provide valuable inputs for the risk assessment and the choice of 
security scenarios, for the modeling of the hazardous phenomena (RAILPROTECT provides important 
inputs on explosion modeling) and the most recent technologies to reduce risks.  
 
 
5. INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT OF NEW AND EMERGING RISKS 
 

 
http://www.integrisk.eu-vri.eu/ 
 
Summary of the project 
iNTeg-Risk is a large-scale integrating project aimed at improving the management of emerging risks in 
the innovative industry. This will be achieved by building a new risk management paradigm for emerging 
risks, which is a set of principles supported by a common language, commonly agreed tools & methods and 
Key Performance Indicators integrated into a single framework. As main impact, it will reduce time-to-
market for the lead market EU technologies and promote safety, security, environmental friendliness and 
social responsibility as a trade-mark of the advanced EU technologies. The project has started in December 
2008.  

http://elsa.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showproject.php?id=13�
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Within the project, there is a specific case study 
called “Safety and Security of Underground hubs 
with interconnected transportation services and 
shopping centers” involving INERIS, SP, STUVA 
and VSH. 
 
The project has identified so far the problem 
framing which is summarized hereunder. 
Urban public mass transportation systems rely to a 
large extend on efficient and effective underground 
transportation system which are well connected to 
all other transport means of public traffic. The result 
of these developments in the use of the underground 
is twofold: On one side new metro tubes must be 
built deeper and deeper and on the other side they are interconnected with the other transport media in 
large underground constructions (hubs), including stations, parking lots and shopping areas on different 
underground levels. This results in longer access and escape routes, complex and hard to overlook 
structures split in several levels which are used by ten to hundred thousands of people every day, 
implicating new risks for constructors, operators, passengers and users. 
In case of emergency there are entirely new boundary conditions for the evacuation of passengers, for 
example: Longer distances to reach the surface or safety structures underground, more demanding 
ventilation systems which must be adapted to the geometrical conditions as well as to the bigger amounts 
of air to be managed, higher interaction between different transport means (cut of traffic, emergency stops, 
evacuation of people etc). 
Therefore, underground hubs require innovative concepts for ventilation and evacuation. 
 
Further development needed 
This project will neither develop detailed technical solutions such as new simulations tools for accidents or 
attacks, nor recommendation on the design of infrastructures. This is a work to be done in future specific 
project. 
 
 
6. INNOVATIVE ENERGY CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES AND THEIR SAFETY 
Several projects especially co-financed by the European Commission in the transport activities address 
development of innovative energy carriers for vehicles. In this paragraph a brief review is made to show the 
diversity of energy which are under consideration and the quick development which is expected in the 
public transport system mainly concerned by safety and security in transport stations and terminals. 
 
6.1. HyFLEET:CUTE 
One of the most impressive project is the 
HyFLEET:CUTE project.  
http://www.global-hydrogen-bus-platform.com 
 
In the last few years a series of demonstration projects have taken place that have demonstrated the 
potential of a transport energy system based on hydrogen. These have shown the development and 
demonstration of:  
• Different hydrogen infrastructures;  
• Fuel cell powered buses and cars; and  
• Buses and cars powered by hydrogen internal combustion engines.  
As a result, there are some 100 FC (fuel cell) and ICE (internal combustion engine) cars, a few FC delivery 
vans, and between 40 and 45 FC and ICE buses in operation around the world. Most of the buses are in 
regular public transport and airport trolley service.  
The bus projects in particular have provided the developers and the operators with excellent data and 
experience because the vehicles are generally operated by professional drivers and often under especially 
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hard conditions, such as uninterrupted operation for more than 12 hours under some very harsh, extremes 
of climatic conditions.  
The HyFLEET:CUTE project sees the operation of the world's largest fleet of hydrogen powered buses. It 
builds on the learning and developments from many of these previous projects.  
The HyFLEET:CUTE bus fleet is supported by a hydrogen infrastructure which will produce, refine, 
distribute and dispense hydrogen in many different ways.  
New advanced prototypes of hydrogen Fuel Cell and Internal Combustion Engine buses will also be 
developed and trialled. 
An advanced hydrogen infrastructure is being 
established in Berlin which is capable of refuelling a 
fleet of up to 20 buses. This is aimed to achieve 
reliability and availability performance as good as 
current CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) 
infrastructure, and to be highly energy efficient.  
A very active and extensive dissemination and 
information programme – the Global Hydrogen Bus 
Platform – combined with the inclusion of Beijing, 
China, aims to extend the impact of this technology 
world-wide.  

One of 14 hydrogen ICE Buses at the refueling 
station in Berlin 

See more at: http://www.greencarcongress.com/hsub2sub/index.html 
 
HyFLEET:CUTE project provides information on the typical technology for hydrogen buses: 

• Typical specification: 
• Fuel cell or ICE (internal combustion engine) propulsion 
• 350bar CGH2 storage 
• Up to 50kg hydrogen 

• Typical configuration: 
• Roof mounted storage 
• Roof or rear mounted FC stacks 
• Good ventilation (in case of outdoor leakage) 
• Use buoyancy to advantage (in case of outdoor leakage) 

 
There are other interesting examples of new energy carriers for public transport. In 2005, the Fraunhofer 

Institute for Transport and Infrastructure Systems (IVI) in Germany 
has developed a fuel cell-flywheel hybrid trolley (tram). The fuel cell-
based system is a derivative of an earlier diesel-powered hybrid 
version. (April 23, 2005) 
Source: http://www.greencarcongress.com/ 
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6.2. STEEM 
More recently, RATP and Alstom have tested 
ultracapacitor power supply for trams1

RATP and Alstom have developed a series of 
tests that will last a whole year 2009 to test the 
technology based on ultracapacitors. The 
research and development project called STEEM 
will be launched following the equipment 
certification granted by the railway authority in 
France, Certifer. The equipments will be 
installed to the supply system of 21 Citadis trams 
and regularly tested on Line 3.  

.  

Picture of the tramway T3 in Paris.  
Source: http://www.techno-science.net/ 

 
The STEEM programme, Maximised Energy Efficiency Tramway System, is an initiative developed by 
RATP, Alstom and INRETS with Predit funds, the French programme for transport research and Ademe, 
the body in charge of environment and energy management. A total of 48 ultracapacitors installed on the 
tram roofs can ensure a catenary-free operation, the supply taking only 20 seconds between stops. For this 
purpose, a fast supply station was installed at Lucotte depot (near Paris). 
 
6.3. Biogas train 
In Sweden, an Y1 Diesel train has been rebuilt to instead run on biogas. It has been in regular traffic since 
2006 with good experience. This might be a possible solution also for other non-electrified train routes, 
where Diesel trains are most often used today. 
 
6.4. HySafe Network and other related projects 
A lot of other examples can be found on the development of the technology; however, regarding the safety 
aspects
 

, the research is less prolific.  

One the most important project at European level is the HySafe network of excellence 
(http://www.hysafe.org) and the internal projects such as HyTunnel (http://www.hysafe.org/HyTunnel) and 
InsHyde (http://www.hysafe.org/InsHyde) which were directly addressing safety of hydrogen vehicles in 
confined spaces. 
In addition, the HyApproval (http://www.hyapproval.org/) project aimed to make a "handbook for approval 
of Hydrogen refuelling stations" which will be used to certify public hydrogen filling stations in Europe. 
 
Among the project mentioned, HyTunnel and InsHyde are the one producing preliminary results useful for 
further development on the topic. 
 
The objectives of the HyTunnel project were to: 

- review tunnel regulations, standards and practice in respect to the management of hazards and 
emergencies, e.g. EC directive 

- identify appropriate accident scenarios for further investigation  
- review previously published experimental and modelling work of relevance 
- extend the understanding of hydrogen hazards inside tunnels by physical experiments and 

numerical modelling. 
- suggest guidelines for the safe introduction of hydrogen powered vehicles into tunnels 

During the project, 10 experiments were performed with hydrogen and compressed natural gas, as well as a 
benchmark exercise for the numerical simulation. The tests, small and large scales, have shown the various 

                                                      
1 Source: http://rinsider.club-feroviar.ro/en/afiseaza_stire.php?id=4437, and press release RATP & 
ALSTHOM dated July 1st, 2009 
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combustion regimes according to the size of the cloud (air-hydrogen) and the concentration of hydrogen in 
the mixture. 
 
In addition to the results gained, HyTunnel project has pointed out needs for further research in particular 
on the following topics: 

- Realistic scenarios in tunnels (release downwards under the car) with delayed ignition of non-
uniform mixtures 

- Scientifically grounded requirements to location and parameters of PRD 
- Impinging jet fires and conjugate heat transfer in conditions of blow down 
- Releases into congested space with DDT 
- Develop hydrogen safety engineering methodology and apply it to a tunnel scenario (long 

term). 
 
Another internal project from the HySafe NOE is the InsHyde project aiming at investigating realistic 
small-medium indoor leaks, based on experimentation and CFD modelling and providing 
recommendations for the safe use/storage of indoor hydrogen systems. The performed experimental and 
modelling activities covered hydrogen/helium dispersion, hydrogen combustion and hydrogen sensors 
evaluation. The project in general enabled to improve the modeling of small releases and to better 
understand the hydrogen dispersion and combustion phenomena. 
The project delivered a 90 pages document entitled "Initial guidance for using hydrogen in confined spaces 
- Results from InsHyde", which can currently be publicly accessed from the InsHyde webpage 
(www.hysafe.org/Inshyde) [6]. 
At the end of the project, the project team suggested further work in particular pre-normative activities in 
order to formulate the requirements (at EC and global level) for permitting the use of hydrogen vehicles 
(cars and commercial vehicles) in confined spaces. This pre-normative work should extensively be based 
on experimentations and simulations. 
 
Further development needed 
These two projects described the preliminary research work performed to understand hazardous 
phenomena related to the use of hydrogen in tunnels and confined spaces, and have clearly shown the need 
for further work to improve safety and have it capitalised in normative documents.  
 
 
7. RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES  
 
Improving safety and security by design in transport infrastructures using innovative energy carriers is a 
key issue for sustainable surface transport and mobility, especially in urban environment. 
 
The review of the recent projects presented in this paper demonstrates that addressing this challenge 
requires a multi-disciplinary approach. 
Therefore, based on the state-of-the art, it appear necessary to develop an integrated risk assessment and 
management method specific for underground transport systems, metros and hubs in confined spaces 
taking into account the “emerging risk” aspects (lack of knowledge on the socio-technical system using 
innovative energy carriers, different believes in the public, lack of regulations). 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The progress beyond the state-of-the art which is expected in future research should address the following 
aspects: 
 

• Develop a scenario-based methodology to analyse and assess risks in transport 
infrastructures using innovative energy carriers  
The innovation of the approach should come from the combination of safety and security by 
implementing the “bow-tie” model and therefore optimise the choice of risk reducing measures for 
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both aspects (safety and security), in particular for phenomena not yet well covered in the technical 
literature for designers, i.e. the explosion and the release of toxic gases.  
The risk assessment should be quantitative regarding the prediction of the consequences of 
accidents or attacks and also regarding the probabilities of failure of the active mitigation devices 
and the human behaviour. Therefore, test campaigns should be performed to improve advanced 
simulation models. 

 
• Build an integrated approach to improve safety and security by design addressing with a 

holistic approach the whole system composed by:   
a) the vehicles (using innovative energy carrier),   
b) the infrastructure including the lay-out and the mitigation devices, and   
c) the human behaviours  
This objective requires a multi-disciplinary and well coordinated research investment in several 
disciplines such as civil engineering, modelling and fluid dynamics, safety and security 
technologies as well as in human factors. The advanced modelling of the effects of accidents or of 
an attack will consider all aspects of the system. 

 
All the development expected to make the existing infrastructures compatible with the innovative energy 
carriers of the vehicles of the future will have to be applied very quickly and in a homogenous way in 
Europe. Therefore, the development will need to pay attention to the usefulness and practicality of the 
results and the large dissemination among the end-users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Research regarding fire safety in mines has so far mainly been directed towards coal mines. Thus the 
need for recommendations, simulation models, engineering tools etc for non-coal underground mines 
are in great demand. This paper is part of a larger ongoing research project aimed at improving the fire 
safety in underground mines in order to obtain a safer working environment for the people working for 
the mining companies in Sweden or for visitors in mines open to the public. The fire safety record in 
mines in Sweden is in general good with very few fire accidents that have occurred. The main reason is 
that there is a great awareness of the fire safety problems in mines. The awareness comes from the fact 
that escape routes from mines are generally limited. The is that it is expensive to construct extra escape 
routes which are not a part of the tunnel mining system. The costs to build extra escape tunnels may be 
better spent on different safety equipment or systems for fire prevention or evacuation. Such systems 
can be ventilation systems, fire fighting equipment or rescue chambers located at different places in the 
mines. 
This specific paper encompasses a literature survey performed in the project. The main purpose of the 
literature survey was to investigate and present what has been done in the non-coal underground mine 
fire field in the past and to give recommendations on the continued work with regard to fire safety in 
underground non-coal mines. 
 
The fire safety problems in mines are in many ways very similar to the problems discussed in road, rail 
and metro tunnels under construction. There is usually a limited amount of escape routes and the only 
safe havens are the safety chambers consisting of steel containers with air supply within and rescue 
rooms which have a separate ventilation system and will withstand an adjacent fire for at least 60 
minutes.   
Rescue operation is hard to perform when the attack routes often are equal with the possible path for 
smoke to reach the outside. The possibilities for a safe evacuation and a successful fire and rescue 
operation are strongly linked to the fire development and the smoke spread in these kinds of 
constructions.  
The main problem with mines today is that they have become more and more complicated, with 
endless amount of shafts, ramps and drifts, and it is difficult to control the way the smoke and heat 
spread in case of a fire. The ventilation strategy is of the greatest importance in such cases in 
combination with the fire and rescue strategies. Since there are very few fires that occur, the experience 
of attacking such fires in real life is little. New knowledge about fire and smoke spread in complicated 
mines consisting of ramps and drifts is therefore of importance in order to make reasonable strategies 
for the personnel of the mining company and the fire and rescue services. The main experience from 
fighting mine fires comes from coal mines, which are usually quite different in structure compared to 
mines in Sweden which mainly work with metalliferous rock products. In Sweden the mines consist of 
either active working mines with road vehicle traffic and elevator shafts for transportation of people 
and products or old mines allowing visitors. In some cases it is a combination of both types.  
As the mine industry is changing and the challenging techniques are developed, the measures to 
guarantee the safety of personnel need to be adjusted. The new technology means new types of fire 
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hazards, which in turn requires new measures to cope with the risks. New equipment means new types 
of fire development. The knowledge about fire developments in modern mines is relatively limited. 
The fire development of vehicles transporting material inside the mines is usually assumed to be from 
ordinary vehicles, although the vehicles may be considerably different in construction and hazard. The 
difference may mainly be in the amount of liquid (e.g. hydraulic oil) and the size of the rubber tyres. 
 
STATISTICS AND FIRE CAUSES 
The report by GRAMKO [1] lists the Swedish statistics of fires in the mining industry in Sweden.  
During 2001-2005 there was an average of 75 fire incidents per year (also including fire incidents 
above ground). The average number of fire incidents below ground was for the same period 35 per 
year. Figure 1 below displays the number of incidents below ground (black), above ground (grey) as 
well as the total number of incidents (red) during the period 2001-2005. 
During the period 1997-2001 the average number of fire incidents was 55 per year. 
The number of serious incidents has decreased and the number of less serious incidents has increased 
during the last years (the latter probably due to better reporting routines). The major part of the increase 
in fire incidents are those above ground. 
The major fire causes are: low voltage and hot surface, representing 44 out of 80 fires. 
Concerning fire objects, vehicle fires stand for 35% of the total number of fire incidents. Among the 
vehicle fires, hot surface is the dominating cause. 
During the period 2001-2006 the following types of vehicles were most common in vehicle fires: 
Service vehicles, drilling rigs and loader (diesel and electric). 
As mentioned above the most common type of fire is a vehicle fire caused by flammable liquid or 
material on a hot surface. 

 
Figure 1  Number of incidents in the Swedish mining industry, 1990-2005 [1]. 
 
In the report by De Rosa [2] all types of fires underground in US mines are examined.  
A total of 65 fires occurred during the time period. The most common ignition sources were:  

- Hydraulic fluid/fuel sprayed onto equipment hot surfaces (25%)  
- Hot works (20%)  
- Electrical short/arcing (19%).  

Other ignition sources other than hydraulic fluid/fuel included: engine/motor mechanical malfunctions, 
spontaneous combustion (involving timber), hot material, conveyor belt/equipment friction, heat source 
(heater), overheated oil, and explosion/ignition of explosives. Fires caused by spontaneous 
combustion/hot material and electrical short/arcing ignition sources were usually detected long after 
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they had started due to the lack of combustion gas/smoke detection systems. 
Most common type of equipment involved in fires was: mobile equipment followed by oxyfuel torches, 
beltlines, electrical systems, batteries and chargers. 
Most common locations of fire were mobile equipment working areas, followed by flame 
cutting/welding areas, and mine face, section, crosscut and drift areas. 
Most often burning materials were: hydraulic fluid/fuel, electrical cord, cables, wires, batteries, 
oxyfuel/clothing/grease and materials such as rubber tires and hoses, refuse and wood. 
 
From another report by De Rosa [3] the mobile equipment fires for all US surface and underground 
coal and metal/non-metal mining categories are examined.  
Risk rate values are derived, and ignition source, methods of fire detection and suppression, and other 
variables are examined. 
US regulations require machine fire suppression systems on all underground coal mine diesel 
equipment and electrical powered mine face equipment using non-fire-resistant hydraulic fluids. This 
has greatly improved the fire safety throughout the years. 
Only a small number of fires being extinguished within 30 minutes and not resulting in any injuries, 
are included in the statistics (as those fires are not required to be reported to MSHA). Thus the 
statistics does not account for the total amount of fires. 
A total of 24 equipment fires occurred in underground metal/non-metal and stone mines, involving 
mostly scoops, locomotives, haulage/utility trucks, loaders and power scalers.  
Most fires were caused by pressurized hydraulic fluid sprayed onto equipment hot surfaces (50%) 
followed by electrical short/arcing and flammable liquid/motor/fuel oil on hot surfaces.  
Most of the hydraulic fluid fires grew out of control because of the continuous flow of fluids due to 
engine shutoff failure, lack of an emergency line drainage system, or lack of effective and rapid local 
fire-fighting response capabilities. At least twice the cab was suddenly engulfed in flames, forcing the 
operator to exit the cab under difficult conditions most likely due to the ignition of flammable vapours 
and mists that penetrated the cab. 
The conclusions of the report are that the greatest number of equipment fires and injuries during 1990-
1999 occurred at surface mines and that in the future equipment fires and injuries may be prevented, 
reduced or suppressed at their earliest stage by improving techniques and strategies, developing new 
technologies, and improving safety training programs. 
 
Based upon the two articles regarding statistics from US mines, a conclusion is that most common type 
of fire object is a vehicle and the most common fire cause is hydraulic fluid/fuel sprayed onto a hot 
surface. Most common place for a fire is mobile equipment working areas. 
 
From the United Kingdom comes the report by Thyer [4] who lists statistics on underground mine fires 
in the UK (non-coal mines).  
During a ten year period (1992—2002) there were a total of 23 fires. Out of those, 11 occurred in 
steered vehicles and 6 occurred due to electrical causes. 
 
Regarding the statistics from New South Wales in Australia, in an article produced by the Department 
of Primary Industries [5] the statistics on mobile equipment fires together with ignition source statistics 
are listed. 
The statistics comprises the time interval 1990-2001. 
From the statistics it was found that 46% of the fires were caused by flammable liquid sprayed onto hot 
surface (fuel spillage, burst hydraulic hose etc.). Out of those fires, 50% occurred in loaders. 
The second largest fire cause was electrical shorting. 
 
References [4] and [5] both confirms the assumption that the most common type of fire object is a 
vehicle and the most common fire cause to be hydraulic fluid/fuel sprayed onto a hot surface. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL WORK ON FUEL LOADS 
MSHA, Factory Mutual, HSE etc. have performed an extensive work with respect to the ignitability 
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and flammability of pressurized hydraulic fluid. In a report by Yuan [6] a study of the ignition of non-
fire-resistant hydraulic fluid sprays is described. In the report the effects of the distance between the 
open flame and the nozzle orifice diameter on the ignitability of the hydraulic fluid sprays, the 
minimum surface ignition temperature of the hot surface etc. were examined. Finally, the results are 
compared with those obtained for fire-resistant hydraulic fluids. In figure 2 below, the minimum oil 
flow rate versus nozzle orifice area is displayed.  

 
Figure 2  Minimum oil flow rate versus nozzle orifice area [6]. 
 
As vehicles are involved in a majority of the fires in underground mines, any material relating to 
vehicle fires in mines would have been highly interesting. The only report found was a report made by 
Svenska Gruvföreningen [7] in 1985; unfortunately it contains no HRR curves. In the report a full-
scale fire experiment with a mobile rescue chamber is described. The experimental fire was in a loader 
CAT 960, containing 2200 kg rubber and 600 liters of oil. The experiment was videotaped during 5 
hours (from ignition until the fire was practically out). During the experiment the CO-level and 
temperature inside and outside the rescue chamber were continually measured. The smoke density at 
the rescue chamber and the airflow in the drift (unidirectional flow) was also measured. One of the 
conclusions of the report was that the fire was almost completely burned out after 3-4 hours and could 
then be extinguished with relatively simple fire extinguishing equipment. Based upon this time 
interval, the duration of the air supply in rescue chambers was thereafter set to 4 hours in Sweden.  
But setting the time limit for rescue chambers to 4 hours is a bit too short, as the smoke may linger for 
a long time after the fire is out and the risk of a tyre explosion may persist for several hours.  
Furthermore, one or more of the occupants of the rescue chamber may be injured and access by vehicle 
may be required. The required clearance of the affected drift may take several hours. The time limit 
must be investigated further and possibly revised.  
It is a bit unfortunate that a unidirectional flow was measured in the drift, which makes the flow picture 
incomplete as unidirectional flow is a very rough assumption. 
 
A majority of the articles regarding conveyor belts deals with the ignitability and flammability of the 
belt conveyors. Besides that, an extensive research work has been conducted regarding HRR curves, 
mass loss rate, flame propagation speed and some fire modelling. For example in an article by Yuan 
and Litton [8] a series of conveyor belt flame spread tests were conducted in a small-scale tunnel using 
various types of belts. The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of belt type, a varying 
ventilation velocity, belt surface-to-roof distance and ignition source power on the flame spread 
properties. 
One of the conclusions of the article was that the ventilation velocity and the belt surface-to-roof 
distance were found to affect each other.  
The results make sense as a greater belt surface-to-roof distance will for example result in a decrease in 
the re-radiation to the belt. The greater ventilation velocity will result in a decrease in the fuel-rich 
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environment.  
 
In an article by Lowndes, Silvester, Giddings, Pickering, Hassan and Lester [9], the results of an 
experimental and computational study conducted to characterize the initiation and spread of fire along 
the upper and lower surfaces of a conveyor belt mounted within a ventilated full-scale experimental 
fire test gallery are presented.  
The experimental data that were obtained during the test were: temperature gradients and airflow 
profiles produced within the gallery due to the spread of the flame front under various ventilation flow 
rates.  
Computational models were constructed using the CFD code FLUENT. A novel modelling method is 
proposed to represent the observed flame spread along the conveyor belt surfaces. 
The conclusions of the article were that the experimental test programme that was conducted had 
successfully determined the aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of a full-scale fire gallery. 
A subsequent series of experiments were performed to identify the initiation and flame spread 
characteristics of conveyor belting subjected to a British standard flammability test. 
Following the completion of the above experimental programme, a series of CFD models were 
constructed. The results produced by these models were validated by the experimental test data. It was 
concluded that the model simulations were able to successfully reproduce the aerodynamic and 
thermodynamic characteristics of the experimental test gallery. But regarding the proposed model, it 
was found to not being able to quantitatively replicate the flame spread, thus limiting the use of the 
model.  
 
Hwang, Litton, Perzak and Lazzara [10] describe in an article the fire development and spread along 
conveyor belts in ventilated ducts that were investigated experimentally and theoretically. Various 
types of conveyor belts used in mining applications were ignited and burned in a full-scale gallery 
under various flow conditions. 
A theoretical model was developed in order to correlate the fire spread with material properties of the 
conveyor belts and the fire environment. Agreement between the theory and the experimental results 
was found to be good.  
One of the conclusions of the article was that the experimental results of flow-assisted flame spread 
along horizontal conveyor belts indicate that the radiative heat transfer plays a major role in its spread 
mechanism.  
 
A number of fire experiments and studies have been conducted where wood was uniformly distributed 
over the airway walls. This type of fuel configuration applies to coal mines, but is not applicable to for 
example the Swedish iron ore mines.  
 
SMOKE SPREAD AND FIRE BEHAVIOUR 
Wolski [11] describes a simple method for determining air temperature gradients along a tunnel with 
time-dependent intake air properties is presented. The variable intake air properties may be the flow 
direction and rate, air temperature and humidity, and the carbon dioxide content. The transient intake 
air properties are simulated by a series of steady intake air conditions, using a superposition method. 
The mathematical model was verified by reduced-scale experiments in the Waldo mine. The method 
may be useful in conditions where the computation speed is more important than the precision of the 
results. 
The model is more simplified than for example a ventilation network simulation program. 
The conclusion of the article was that the attempt to represent the down of a source of heat air, wall, 
and rock temperatures in a non-steady state by a simple mathematic model was successfully completed. 
The method was extensively tested using reduced-scale experiments. There is a good agreement of the 
results of the experiments with those of the model. The model can be used in ventilation network and 
fire simulation computer programs, and is part of the fire simulator of the PCVENT program.  
The simplicity, the accessibility and the fastness of the model may make it worthwhile to look into 
further during future fire tests (i.e. to validate the results of the model with actual measurements in a 
mine). 
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In an article by Krasnoshtein, Kazakov and Shalimov [12] the heat exchange between the smoke and 
the rock mass was studied as it will play a role with respect to the behaviour and spread of smoke 
through the mine. 
No experiments or tests are mentioned in the paper. 
The presented mathematical relations allow calculation of a varied velocity and movement direction of 
air flows, their temperatures and smoke conditions during fire.  
The model assumes that the smoke is transferred by moving air alone and that diffusion can be 
neglected due to this. The assumption is correct if the air movement is sufficiently intensive.  
The model uses an algorithm for thermal-mechanical smoke transfer during a fire at an alternating 
temperature. Finding out how the temperature of air changes and how quickly hot air will get cold at a 
distance from the fire. When the air temperature is defined as a time t and distance z function T(t,z), the 
heat loss in the defined volume can be calculated and thus the calculation of smoke propagation.  
Earlier works are based upon a non-stationary heat exchange coefficient, k. This model uses instead an 
exact numerical solution of the heat exchange problem with the help of Laplace transformation. 
Based upon the contents of the article one can question the practical use of the model as the strength of 
air movement will vary widely in a complex, three dimensional underground mine (an assumption of 
the model is that the air movement will have to be sufficiently intensive). But the theory could very 
well be tested in future fire tests. 
 
In a report by Linnsén [13] a project aimed at testing the fire ventilation of the Kiruna mine was 
described.  
The fire tests would answer mainly two questions: 

- What egress time for a drift could be established at a fire? 
- Would the existing ventilation system be capable to evacuate the smoke from the test fires?  

Fire tests were executed as well as smoke tests, all of them down in the specific mine. In figure 3 
below, one of the fire experiments performed in the Kiruna mine is shown. 
Temperature, wind velocity and air moisture were measured and recorded. Visual observations were 
also conducted.  
The conclusions were that the egress time was observed to take approximately 12-13 minutes in a drift. 
The existing ventilation system was not capable to fully ventilate the smoke from the test fires. A 
criterion should be established with respect to what risk that is acceptable underground. A method 
should be found to prevent the smoke from spreading from the specific production area where the fire 
is located. Further fire tests should be performed. 
For further studies, smoke spread through ore passes was recommended to be examined further. 
The prevention of smoke spreading from a fire affected production area is something that should be 
included in the present project. As no fire barriers are possible (due to practical reasons: the blasting 
taking place every day would destroy the fire barriers), other methods will have to be looked into. 

 
Figure 3  One of the fire experiments performed in the Kiruna mine [13]. 
 
Greuer [14] outlines in an article physical principles governing mine ventilation systems and state of 
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the art ventilation modelling. Several computer programs for modelling the mine ventilation and mine 
fire interaction – which were developed during the last decade – are then described. An older program 
considers fires and ventilation systems as going through a sequence of steady-state conditions. Airflow 
rates, pressure losses, temperatures, fume and methane concentrations can be determined.  
Newer programs allow transient state fume concentration calculations under the assumption of constant 
airflow rates as well as the determination of fume exposures of escaping miners. Recent work attempts 
the complete transient state simulation of fires and all ventilation properties. The article also describes 
the transient state concentration calculations. The method that is used in the calculations is the Hardy 
Cross-method. 
The assumption of time constant airflow rates for transient state concentration distribution calculations 
is justified for the early stages of a fire, when a weak fire does not influence the airflow distribution 
yet. 
The article was written in 1985, since then transient state simulations of ventilation systems are a 
routine tool to work with. This will limit the use of the article. 
 
Klebanov and Romanchenko [15] describe mathematical models for the flow when using emergency 
ventilation (for example reversing fans, increasing fan capacity etc.). Fire is considered as an additional 
source of draft. 
The assumption of the fire as a source of draft can be questionized. Also, the models presented are 
mainly for coal mines. The findings of the article are of limited use in the present project. 
 
In an article by Zhou and Wang [16] the backdraft phenomenon in an underground mine is studied 
through several experiments executed during the work. The experimental system used comprised 18 
airway branches and 11 nodes. The ventilation network was changed by opening or closing valves. The 
network had two combustion branches, where combustible material could be ignited. The combustion 
branch could change inclination and the fuel that was used during the experiments was kerosene.  
Measured parameters were: airflow velocity, temperature, CO, CO2, O2. The backdraft occurred with 
the reversing process of airflow in the tunnel. 
It is stated that a backdraft can occur when the fire itself causes the reversal of the airflow. 
The conclusions given by the authors were that through the initial experiments in the model tunnels, a 
specific backdraft in the process of a tunnel fire was illustrated. The backdraft is different from that in a 
compartment fire although they have the same mechanisms. The precombustion of the former takes 
place in a flowing open system (mine/tunnel) and that of the latter takes place in a closed system 
(compartment). In addition, backdraft in a tunnel fire needs no newly formed vents, but in a 
compartment fire at least one vent is needed to achieve a backdraft. The backdraft in a tunnel is a 
spontaneous behaviour caused by the reversal of airflow. The investigation results extend the range 
where a backdraft can occur and promote the knowledge and understanding in backdraft phenomenon. 
It is doubtful if the phenomena that occurred could really be classified as backdraft, unless the fire is 
within a fire barrier enclosure. 
 
CALCULATIONS AND MODELLING 
Lea [17] describes three computational models that are used to study the effect of fire in a British mine. 
A mine network model is used to consider the mine as a whole, one-dimensional gravity current 
techniques are used to compute the stratified flow up to breakdown and multidimensional CFD 
modelling is used to examine the near-fire flow in detail.  
The result of the models is in agreement with each other and highlights a possible mitigation measure 
to limit the spread of combustion products. Further developments needed in the models are suggested. 
There may be benefits in integrating a CFD model with a network model (a CFD model having its 
advantages close to the fire and a network model further away from the fire), because at present the 
boundary conditions for the CFD are either assumed, or approximated, with little reference to their 
interaction with the rest of the mine network. 
CFD simulations of a 10 MW diesel pool fire in a portion of the mine are in broad agreement with the 
network-based models, and have demonstrated the potential of the technique for modelling mine 
roadway fires.  
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The idea of using a CFD model in conjunction with a ventilation network simulation program is very 
much worthwhile to investigate as the benefits of a successful method would be most rewarding to the 
mining industry during for example the design process of a new mine section. 
 
In an article by Wu and Li [18] the fundamental strategies adopted in the simulation package “FIRES” 
developed for ventilation simulation during mine fires are discussed. These fundamental strategies 
include: 

- Fire characteristic curves specifying the development of a mine fire with time. 
- Simulation of smoke spread in a ventilation system. 
- Determination of the aerodynamic effects of mine fires on flows. 
- Dynamic simulation of flow state during mine fires. 

The package has been used to simulate an experimental mine fire. A comparison is made between the 
simulation results and the measured data. 
Both steady-state and non-steady-state simulation are used during the work. 
The mass flow of smoke into the air is regarded to be very small and negligible compared to the mass 
flow of the air. Thus it is assumed that there is no increase in mass throughout the air flows in the 
network. Only the change of resistance due to the temperature raise or fall in an entry is considered in 
the simulation package. It is also assumed that the heat transfer between the normal air flow and the 
surrounding rock is negligible. 
The conclusions were that from the preceding comparison, it has been confirmed that the simulation 
package FIRES can perform a relatively accurate simulation for the dynamic processes of temperature 
changes, fume spread, and flow state in a ventilation network under mine fires on condition that correct 
fire characteristic curves are provided.  
It is unclear what type of program “FIRES” is (apparently no CFD model as it assumes that the mass 
flow of smoke into the air is negligible). 
 
Edwards and Hwang [19] uses a CFD program – CFD2000 - to predict smoke spread from two fires in 
an entry under zero airflow conditions.  
In the article the Froude number is used in a one-dimensional model to determine if reverse flow will 
occur or not. This implies that if the air velocity is greater than some critical velocity, then reverse flow 
does not occur.  
Only small and steady state fires were used in the experiments. Heat loss to rock mass was not included 
in computer simulations. 
The conclusions were that for a 296 kW and a 30 kW fire the computational program predicted fire 
induced air velocities near the roof, which overestimated the POC measured spread rates. The 
predicted gas temperature near the roof 30 m from a 296 kW fire was higher than the measured values. 
When the CFD program was used to model the CO generated by a hydrocarbon fire source, the 
qualitative agreement of the predicted and measured CO concentration was good. It was also 
determined that the measured extensive smoke reversal is more favourably predicted by the Froude 
model.  
The results are of little value in the present project due to the following circumstances: 

- Only small and steady state fires were used in the experiments. This is not very realistic when 
studying for example vehicle fires. 

- Heat loss to the surrounding rock mass was not included in the computer simulations. The heat 
loss to the surrounding rock will largely influence the behaviour of the smoke, especially in a 
large and complex mine network. 

An interesting finding was the better prediction of the smoke reversal by the Froude model, than when 
using the CFD program.  
 
Edwards, Franks, Friel and Yuan [20] conducted diesel fuel experiments to determine the critical air 
velocity for preventing smoke rollback. The fire intensity varied from 50 kW to 300 kW.  
Experimental results for the critical air velocity for smoke reversal as a function of fire intensity 
compared very well with model predictions based upon a CFD simulator. 
The extent of smoke rollback along the roof into the fresh air was determined by the ventilation 
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velocity, airway dimensions, airway slope and fire intensity. 
See figure 9 below for the plan view of the test area. 

 
Figure 4  Plan view of the test area [20]. 
 
It was demonstrated with fire smoke reversal experiments that for a range of fire intensities between 50 
and 300 kW in a mine entry that the critical velocity for preventing the development of a smoke layer 
upwind from the fire is proportional to the fire intensity to the 0.30 power.  
As the HRR of the fires were small and practically steady-state (as diesel pool fires were used) the 
results are of limited value for fires in underground mines as for example vehicle fires will have 
dramatically different fire behaviour. 
 
In an article by Friel, Yuan, Edwards and Franks [21] two mine fire experiments demonstrated that 
smoke from diesel-fuel fires of 500 kW and 660 kW in a return airway can develop – without causing a 
complete air flow reversal – into a roof layer that can migrate upwind forming a counter flow to the 
primary airflow in a crosscut. See figure 5 below for the plan view of the test area. 

 
Figure 5  Plan view of the test area [21]. 
 
Subsequently, smoke can penetrate into an intake airway and create a hazardous atmosphere in the 
intake airway upwind from the fire. Visibility conditions less than 13 m were created by the smoke in 
the intake airway downwind from the crosscut.  
The conclusions made were for example that: 

- The experimental mine fires in a return airway produced sufficient buoyancy to establish a 
smoke-laden roof layer that flowed through connecting crosscuts counter to the direction of 
fresh air from the intake entry. 

- The CFD simulations showed good agreement with the experimental observations of smoke 
movement. 

Smoke rollback along the roof from a fire counter current to the cooler airflow near the floor can be a 
mechanism for smoke to move from a mine return into a mine intake in low airflow sections (thus one 
can prevent the inflow of smoke from a crosscut by increasing the intake airflow). The realization of 
this possibility would not be predicted from a mine-network ventilation program which is based only 
upon unidirectional flow (thus it does not account for inflow at the ground and outflow of smoke).  
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Even though an interesting geometry was used during the study, the steady-state nature and small HRR 
of the fires makes the results of little value for the present project. But similar tests with higher HRR 
should be conducted in the project if possible, as the subject is highly interesting. 
 
Cheng, Ueng and Liu [22] present a fire outbreak and evacuation simulation model, MFIRE. The 
model provides information for setting up an emergency ventilation scheme, establishing safety 
procedures and minimizing damage in underground network systems.  
MFIRE simulates the interdependence between the ventilation system and its pertinent fans and 
structures, and the changes in ambient conditions and the heat source. It also takes natural ventilation 
into consideration. 
The MFIRE program consists of four parts: 

- Network calculation: basic governing equations. Assuming a steady state in the 
system, the program solves the equations by Hardy Cross method. The solutions can 
perform basic network balancing without considering heat/mass transfer, and predict the 
new pattern of updated airflow distribution. 
- Temperature calculation: air temperature at a given location behind a fire is 
determined by the first law of thermodynamics. The heat transfer model in the radial 
direction of airways considers the temperature of an air current along its source towards 
the surface, and heat and mass exchange between the air current and its surroundings. 
The effects of heat transfer and mass diffusion were included in the governing 
equations, and the analytical solutions were pursed. 
- Transient-state simulation: transient-state simulation which follows changes in 
ventilation step by step to offer a continuous snapshot of the ventilation pattern. 
- Quasi-equilibrium simulation: quasi-equilibrium simulation predicts the ventilation 
pattern in more or less steady state conditions after a relatively long period of time has 
elapsed. 

A laboratory based fire simulation (steady-state fire of 1 kW) was conducted in a small tunnel network 
to validate the MFIRE. The rates of air flow and temperature distribution in each tunnel were 
compared with the simulated results obtained by MFIRE. Regarding air flow, the experimental rates 
correlated with the simulated results very well. Because of the reduced physical scale of the laboratory 
model, the simulated temperature distribution did not quite correlate with the laboratory data. 
The experimental output showed large differences between the tunnels which were located in the 
vicinity of the fan outlet.  
The article raises several questions and doubts. What does the 1 kW fire equals to in a full-scale fire? 
Did the poor correlation really depend upon the reduced physical scale of the laboratory model?  
The main question with respect to this article is how well does the results correlate with the results of a 
real fire? Most likely the MFIRE will not be able to reproduce the fire dynamics at the region near the 
fire. How will that affect the results of the smoke spread further away from the fire? 
 
In an article by Dzuirzynski, Nawrat, Roszkowski and Trutwin [23] the Ventgraph program is 
described further in detail. The mathematical model used in the computer simulation program has been 
based upon mathematical models of the particular phenomena, which accompany the mine ventilation 
process during a fire fighting action. Phenomena to be taken into account in the model are as follows:  

- Combustion of burning materials  
- Non-steady heat exchange between the fire, flow and the strata  
- Non-steady flows in the network of airways of the mine  
- Heat flow in the strata as the result of heat exchange between flow and surrounding rocks  
- Generation of inert gas  
- Transport and mixing of air and combustion products  

Simplifying assumption made during the derivation of the mathematical model will restrict the use of 
the simulation method to certain cases. Assumptions:  

- Air and gas flow in branches is regarded as one-dimensional  
- Mixing of gas components in junctions is assumed as instantaneous  
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- Fans, doors, stoppings and other elements (such as the fire) has been assumed as lumped 
quantities  

- The pyrolysis rate is a given function of time  
- The fire produces only carbon dioxide. 

The conclusions were that computer simulation of transient states and disturbances in mine ventilation 
networks caused by fires allows carrying out studies and analyses concerning the use of inert gas 
extinguishers. Further work, concerning the subject under consideration, which has to be carried out, is 
the validation of the simulation method, especially when decision making during fire fighting actions 
should be supported and assisted by this method. 
The use of inert gas generators is a method almost solely used in coal mines, thus making parts of the 
article not useful in the present project. A question here is how all the rather rough assumptions (listed 
above) affect the accuracy of the output of the method. As validation studies are apparently missing, 
the question is still valid. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Starting with the statistical material, the most common fire cause in underground mines is flammable 
liquid sprayed onto hot surface, followed by electrical shorting/arcing and hot works. Based upon the 
statistics, a conclusion would thus be to focus on spray fires, fire caused by flammable liquid ignited by 
hot surface, vehicles fires (including rubber tires) and cable fires.  
Continuing on with the interesting locations in underground mines, mobile equipment working areas 
would be first priority due to the high risk of fires in mobile equipment. 
Furthermore the types of mobile equipment to focus on should be: service vehicles, drilling rigs and 
loaders. 
 
A major concern is the lack of documented fire experiments in vehicles/mobile equipment. This is 
essential knowledge when designing new mine sections and overlooking existing sections. Thus there 
is a great need for HRR curves, also due to for example the fact that a majority of the fires in 
underground mines involve vehicles/mobile equipment.  
 
Taking into account that conveyor belt fires are not a dominating fire cause in non-coal mines and the 
fact that a very intensive work has dealt with for example ignitability and flammability, HRR curves 
etc. The focus should not be on this type of design fire. 
 
When performing full scale experiments in an underground mine, models and equations describing the 
heat exchange between fire/fire gases and rock should be validated at the same time. For example the 
article by Wolski [11] contains methods for calculating the heat exchange that could be worth looking 
further into and validating during the future fire experiments. 
 
Regarding the movement of fire gases in a mine ventilation network, the earlier work will have to be 
supplemented with fire experiments with more complicated and varying geometry (opening area, 
inclination, aspect ratio), larger test area, reversing/increasing the ventilation, and larger, non-steady 
state fires are needed. Besides performing the fire experiments the results should also be examined 
against the results of corresponding CFD/ventilation network simulation program.   
 
The use of a CFD model together with a ventilation network simulation program would be very 
interesting to investigate. The results should be compared with corresponding fire experiments.  
 
The work on CFD modelling in underground mines has so far been fragmentary; a more extensive 
work is needed, where: 

- The geometry is varied (opening area, inclination, aspect ratio etc.) and made more 
complicated in the vicinity of the fire.  

- Non-steady state fires and larger fires. 
- Friction losses/obstacles. 
- Heat losses to surrounding rock. 
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- Changes in ventilation (non-steady state ventilation). 
Besides the investigation of the above factors the investigation should also include the implementation 
of CFD models and suggestions on improvements should be made.  
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OVERVIEW 
The design of tunnel ventilation and other fire safety systems for rail tunnels and stations depend upon 
knowledge of the heat and smoke production rate from the rail car.  This process involves the 
determination of material fire properties of the railcar materials, predicting the fire growth based upon 
the size of the initiating fire, and determining the heat and smoke generation rate history of the car.  
This paper discusses a methodology that can be used to predict railcar heat release rates and discusses 
the key concepts that impact the results. 
 
The best method for determining the heat release rate history for a rail car is to physically test the 
railcar itself using various fire scenarios in multiple full scale fire tests. This method has a number of 
limitations. The primary limitation is in the cost. A new railcar is a multi million dollar piece of 
equipment. Even mock-ups would cost hundreds of thousands of dollars to construct and instrument. 
Most situations will also require multiple tests that reflect different situations, such as different 
ventilation conditions, different fire scenarios, or different materials in the cars. The size and 
configuration of the railcar require unique fire test facilities that can conduct such tests.  
 
Hughes has developed a methodology to overcome these limitations. The methodology involves a 
combination of computer fire modelling and small-scale fire testing to determine the smoke and heat 
release rate histories.  The small scale testing is used to generate needed inputs to the computer fire 
models.  Two validated computer fire models (HAIFGMRail, and HAICFMRail) are used to predict 
the heat and smoke generation during all stages of the fire, which may include the early stages of a fire 
(pre-flashover), occurrence of flashover, fully-developed (post-flashover), decay, and complete 
burnout.  These computer models are be used to evaluate the potential for fire spread to adjacent 
railcars in the train.  The models themselves have been published in the peer reviewed fire science 
literature [1,2], have been validated by comparisons with available data, and have been used for a 
number of rail systems in support of emergency ventilation design. 
 
The computer fire models used to determine the smoke and heat release rate histories require inputs 
that are best obtained from small scale testing such as the cone calorimeter test. The cone calorimeter 
data is used to develop model input parameters for all car materials, including thermal properties, 
ignition temperature, pyrolysis and burning properties, heat release rate, and smoke and species yields. 
Cone calorimeter tests are normally conducted in triplicate at three incident heat fluxes, in addition to 
the determination of the critical heat flux for ignition. This small scale testing requirement can be quite 
significant when as many as 10-12 materials often found in a rail car. 
 
The primary sources of heat and smoke in the railcar come from the interior finish materials.  Early 
stages of the fire require that the spread of fire across these materials be determined.  A pre-flashover 
flame spread model (HAIFGMRail) is used to determine this spread along combustible surfaces within 
a compartment, in this case a railcar.  From this flame spread, the model predicts the amount of heat 
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and smoke generated during the early stages of the fire (pre-flashover) up to the occurrence of 
flashover.  The model incorporates heat feedback from the compartment to predict the transition to 
flashover.  It is also capable of predicting burnout of the flames if the conditions in the compartment do 
not result in the transition to flashover within the compartment (decay of the fire).   
 
The pre-flashover model is used as a part of the risk assessment of the railcar. This analysis is typically 
performed on a number of different types of fire scenarios [3] including accidental and intentional 
(arson) fire scenarios. Using the pre-flashover model, a determination of the fire size and associated 
quantities of combustibles needed to flashover the railcar for the various fire scenarios can be made. 
This information can then be used to determine the risk of the fully involved railcar. i.e. small fires 
occur more frequently but to not cause the railcar to flashover while larger fires are more rare, but may 
cause the railcar to flashover.  
 
A second computer fire model (HAICFMRail ) is used to determine the heat and smoke release rate 
histories after flashover. It is capable of predicting the window failure during the fire exposure and will 
modify the ventilation into the railcar based on the failure of windows.  Window failure is based on 
some experimental results [4]. The change in ventilation into the railcar has a significant impact on the 
heat release rate history [5].  If sufficient fuel is available, increasing the ventilation into the railcar 
would result in an increase the heat release rate of the fire.  Conversely, increasing ventilation into the 
railcar could also cause the fire to transition into the decay stage if insufficient fuel is available to 
support a fully-developed fire under the higher ventilation conditions. 
 
Fire spread to adjacent cars can occur through hot gas/flame projections out of side or end windows.  
Calculations based on these two models are conducted to evaluate the potential for fire spread to 
adjacent railcars based on window failure times.  If fire spread to an adjacent car is predicted, then the 
heat and smoke release rate histories of the newly ignited railcar will be predicted and added to the 
railcar already burning. 
 
FLAME SPREAD MODEL 
The flame spread model, HAIFGMRail, is a computer fire growth model developed by Hughes 
Associates, Inc. (HAI) [1, 6-10] to determine pre-flashover heat release rates from combustible 
finishes. It has been in development for over twelve years and is the primary tool for calculating the 
upward and lateral spread of fire on combustible wall and ceiling surfaces in a corner configuration in 
the presence of a hot gas. It uses various sub-models based on published data and methodologies to 
address the following aspects of the calculation:  

• The flame and thermal plume heat fluxes to the wall and ceiling surfaces; 

• The ceiling and wall boundary temperatures; 

• The compartment temperature; and 

• The ignition and pyrolysis of combustible lining materials. 

HAIFGMRail computes the fire spread in a combustible corner on an elemental basis. A corner region 
is defined by two walls and a ceiling; each wall and the ceiling are subdivided into a number of 
elements or material cells over each of which the temperature, flux, and pyrolysis conditions are 
assumed constant. The cell size is user selectable and is typically on the order of 0.1 m or less. Figure 1 
depicts a typical corner region. 

Flame spread is governed by the thermal properties and ignition temperature of the exposed material. 
When the surface temperature of a material cell reaches or exceeds the ignition temperature of the 
surface material, the cell is ignited. The surface temperature is calculated by a heat balance between the 
incident heat flux, the heat flux conducted into the material, and the heat flux convected and radiated 
back into the compartment is performed at the element surface. This heat balance is performed using a 
transient finite difference calculation through the total cell thickness and results in an array of 
temperatures that approximate the temperature distribution through the boundary at that cell location. 
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The incident heat flux is comprised of three components: the heat flux direct from the source fire, the 
heat flux from burning wall or ceiling cells, and the heat flux from the hot gas layer, if present. The hot 
gas layer is computed using a two-zone model that is based on the work of McCafferey, Harkleroad, 
and Quintiere [11–13]. The key parameters that are calculated using this sub-model are the upper layer 
temperature, the lower layer temperature, layer interface elevation above the compartment floor, and 
the neutral plane elevation.  

The heat release rate from a burning cell is determined using cone calorimeter transient heat release 
rate data measured at a reference incident heat flux. The data heat release rate and the time at which 
this heat release rate occurs are scaled from the reference heat flux to the current incident heat flux and 
the fire duration at any one location is a function of the total energy evolved at the scaled heat flux. The 
approach effectively provides for a variable heat of gasification and allows a reasonably accurate 
simulation of the burning of materials that char or undergo a physical change.  

 

Figure 1.  Typical Corner Model Grid. 

POST FLASHOVER COMPARTMENT MODEL 
A sophisticated single room, one-layer model is used to predict the burning rates within the fully 
involved rail car. As fires grow, railcar conditions become the dominate factor in determining fire 
growth and the subsequent burning rates. Typical models are not sufficiently sophisticated to predict 
the burning rate [14, 15]. Instead they leave this important parameter for the user to determine. The 
present model, HAICFMRail, allows the interrelationship between the compartment temperature, the 
airflow rates, and the burning rate to be determined to properly model the burning rate based on 
compartment conditions. 
 
The one layer model is a classical method for calculating compartment conditions during a fire [16]. A 
one layer model is typically used to calculate post-flashover fires because the interface has already 
moved to a height near the floor and conditions are generally uniform during the fully developed 
burning period. Several researchers have also shown success in using a one-layer model to approximate 
compartment conditions [17-19]. The one-layer model was chosen because it is a simple proven 
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method that can adequately represent a range of fully developed fire conditions.  
 
The most important feature of the model is the ability of the model to predict the burning rate of 
multiple materials. An unlimited number of materials can be modeled. The model allows a user 
specified burning rate, but the model will always limit the maximum burning rate based on the surface 
area, mass and compartment conditions. During the early part and late stages of the fire (growth and 
decay stages), the burning rate is based on radiative feedback from the compartment and from the fire 
itself. The burning rate will solely be based on radiative feedback from the compartment if the 
compartment reaches fully developed burning. The model also predicts the failure of windows and 
reflects the effect of the change in ventilation on burning rate in the car. 
 
The model also has sophisticated flow rate and heat transfer routines. The flow rate routines calculate 
flows into and out of the compartment based on compartment temperatures. An unlimited number of 
vents can be specified and the openings of each of these vents can change with time. The heat transfer 
routines allow a compartment to be divided into an unlimited number of different heat transfer regions 
or boundaries. For example, the walls, ceiling, floor, and windows can all be specified as different 
regions. Each of these regions can be specified with multiple materials and each material specified with 
temperature dependent properties. This allows a window to be specified as a single material, while 
walls, ceilings and the floor specified with multiple materials (i.e., lining and insulation). 
 
EXAMPLE 
To demonstrate this methodology, a sample analysis was conducted on a representative intercity type 
railcar. Figure 2 depicts the layout of the railcar. The primary fuel source for the railcar fires was the 
interior finish materials. Fire performance data was measured using the cone calorimeter using 
representative samples of the interior finish materials. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Railcar layout. 
 
Railcar Modeling Results 
The fire growth modeling was performed to predict whether the railcar would reach flashover. This 
model has three types of input, information on the materials of the railcar, initiating fire sizes, and 
ventilation conditions. For most situations the materials of the railcar are given and the minimum 
initiating fire size to cause flashover needs to be determined for different ventilation conditions. The 
model could also be used the other way around. A maximum design basis fire size could be chosen and 
different materials could be chosen to prevent the railcar from flashing over. 
 
The typical used of the model involves modeling the conditions that develop inside of the railcar with 
different types and sizes of initiating fires in the railcar. Different initiating fires have different growth 
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curves, which influences the size of the initiating fire needed to flashover the railcar. An arson fire 
such as a flammable liquid spill fire might have a rapid fire growth, but burn for only a short duration. 
An accidental fire such as a trash bag fire or carryon luggage would have a slower growth rate, but will 
burn for a much longer duration. 
 
For each fire type there is a minimum fire size that leads to flashover. Figure 3 shows a flammable 
liquid arson spill that is not able to flashover the car. Figure 4 shows a slightly larger fire that flashes 
over the railcar in about a minute. From this information, a determination of the creditability of the 
scenario and determine the speed at which flashover will occur. 
 
The post-flashover fire model was used to predict the gas temperatures, ventilation flow rates, window 
failure, and heat release rate of fires inside of the intercity railcar. Heat release rate curves from the 
flame spread model were used to determine the fire growth rate prior to flashover. Once the 
compartment flashed over, the post flashover model predicts the heat release rate curve. Inputs for this 
model revolve around the materials and the ventilation. Most of the time the materials are given, but 
the model can be used to help select materials if a certain heat release rate is needed. 
The ventilation, including the initial ventilation and window failure times affect the peak heat release 
rate and the time at which it occurs. This effect of ventilation has been demonstrated in scale model fire 
tests [5] which confirmed that the spread and size of the fire inside the railcar was mainly controlled by 
ventilation.  
 
The windows typically fail after flashover creating significant increases in the ventilation. 
Unfortunately there can be a large variation in window failure times given small changes in the type of 
the window.  Test data was used to determine window fallout times. The test configuration consisted of 
0.050 m thick polycarbonate windows 0.60 m high and 1.37 m wide exposed to a line fire that 
produced a heat flux of 25-30 kW/m2 [4]. Window fallout times took approximately 6 minutes if the 
entire window was constructed of a single sheet of polycarbonate. If the windows were made of two 
smaller (0.60 m high and 0.68 m wide) sheets of polycarbonate reinforced in the center of the window, 
the window failure time doubled to around 12 minutes. These results were used to deduce window 
failure criteria in terms of the back face temperature at window failure. The window failure criteria for 
glass windows would differ from the polycarbonate window results. 
 
To evaluate the effects of the ventilation on a railcar, the model was used to evaluate the impact of the 
number of doors initially open (one door or two) and the time that the polycarbonate windows fallout. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the heat release rate and gas temperatures for a fire in the railcar with one door 
open. The results show that the delay in the ventilation has a significant effect on the heat release rates 
and temperatures in the compartment. The reasons for this can be seen in Figures 7 and 8, which show 
the remaining masses of the various interior materials. The majority of these materials burn away 
around the time the smaller windows fail, limiting the heat release rate of the railcar. 
 
Initial openings also have an effect on the heat release rate and temperatures in the compartment. For a 
fire in the railcar with two doors open the heat release rate is in the 15-20 MW range with peaks to 35 
MW. If the doors remain closed, heat release rates in the 5 MW range have been calculated. The 
differences in the heat release rate can clearly be seen when contrasted with the one door open case 
(Figure 5). 
 
Comparison of Data 
There is a limited amount of heat release rate data on fully developed fires inside of actual railcars. Most of 
this testing has focused on railcar fires located inside tunnels and has been used to support tunnel design 
projects [20-23]. A detailed description of the tests is provided in Ref. [23]. Several different variations of 
railcars were evaluated including an aluminum subway railcar (18.0 m long, 2.8 m high, 3.0 m wide) and 
two steel intercity railcars (26.1 m long, 2.4 m high, 2.9 m wide). The subway railcar and one intercity 
railcar (IC-train) contained older interior finish materials, while newer interior finish materials were 
contained in the other intercity railcar (ICE-train).  All of the tests were run with the doors closed and only  
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Figure 3.  Heat Release Rate and Temperature for Fuel Spill with no flashover of the railcar. 
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Figure 4.  Heat Release Rate and Temperature for a Fuel Spill causing flashover of the railcar. 
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Figure 5.  Heat Release Rate for One Door Open with Large Windows (6 min fallout) and Reinforced 

Windows (12 min fallout).  
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Figure 6.  Temperature for One Door Open. with Large Windows (6 min fallout) and Reinforced 

Windows (12 min fallout).  
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Figure 7.  Mass of Interior Material for One Door Open with Large Windows (6 min fallout). 
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Figure 8.  Mass of Interior Material for One Door Open with Smaller Windows (12 min fallout). 
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one window open. The windows were made of glass. During the subway railcar test, the aluminum skin 
melted, which increase the ventilation into the railcar. The subway railcar fire had a peak heat release 
rate of 35 MW, while the longer intercity railcars had peak heat release rates of 13-20 MW. A plot of 
the heat release rates measured in these tests can be seen in Figure 9.  
 
A direct quantitative comparison could not be made between the results of the sample 
HAIFGMRail/HAICFMRail analysis and the test data due to limited information on the interior finish 
materials (including windows) denoted in the test reports and limited information on the ventilation 
conditions during the test.  A qualitative comparison can be made however. The peak heat release 
rates, between the model and the tests, are in the same range as each other. The largest difference is in 
the time it takes to reach the peak and the duration of the fire. HAIFGMRail/HAICFMRail predicts 
increases in heat release rate (2-4 minutes), while the testing time to peak varied between 5 and 20 
minutes. The long duration, low severity fires seen in the intercity cars are indicative of the limited 
ventilation available as evidenced from the 35 MW peak of the subway car when the roof vented. 
Duration is dependant on ventilation which is discussed above. 
 
Some of the difference in the heat release rate histories can be attributed to test conditions. It was 
decided to analyze a subway style railcar in addition to the intercity analysis presented above to 
facilitate a more even comparison with what was tested. The results of the subway railcar analysis are 
shown in Figure 10. The subway railcar in the tests is similar to the railcar used in the sample analysis. 
This test shows rapid increases in the heat release rate, with a peak heat release rate of 35 MW reached 
5 minutes after ignition, which is similar to the sample subway railcar analysis.  
 
The intercity railcars that were tested show some inconsistencies with other tests. In another series of 
tests [24], a different intercity railcar showed results that were more inline with the subway rail cars. 
Flashover conditions were measured inside within 140 seconds and full involvement of all materials in 
the car was observed at 175 seconds.  While the heat release rate in this particular test (Ref. [24]) was 
not recorded, the times to flashover were indicative of the rapid heat release rate predicted in the 
sample analysis. 
 
In the intercity fire tests [23] ventilation conditions were constantly changing. Windows were heard 
breaking as early as 2 minutes into the test and as late as 42 minutes although exact window breakage 
times were difficult to determine from the test reports. The limited ventilation along with burnout 
limited the peak heat release rates and extended the duration of the fire.  
 
Some of the differences in heat release rates may be attributed to differences in materials used. 
Subsequent modeling conducted by Hughes on different versions of the same railcar suggests that 
newer railcars may produce heat release rates substantially higher than older railcars. There is a general 
trend to replace metals with plastic composites and glass with polycarbonate.  These represent real 
concerns with new car designs with respect to the design fire size. The intercity railcar tests were 
conducted on older railcars, which may explain differences between the results. 
 
The comparison of the sample HAIFGMRail/HAICFMRail modeling to test data and other modeling 
efforts show similarities and differences. All of the comparisons show peak heat release rates in the 
same range or higher compared to the sample modeling results. Differences are seen in the time to peak 
and duration, but these differences can be attributed to differences in the car, initiating source and 
ventilation conditions during the test. 
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Figure 9. Large-scale railcar test data [4]  
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Figure 10. HAICFMRail Compartment Modeling of Subway Railcar 

 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the methodology presented here provides a reasonable alternative to full scale railcar 
testing. The value of this modeling comes from the wide range of fire scenarios and ventilation 
conditions that can be evaluated so that a suitably conservative design basis fire can be selected. This 
modeling also has the ability to assess the contribution of new materials on car performance and to use 
the modeling in the material selection process. 
  
The modeling indicates that fully-developed fires inside of railcars are dependent on the fire properties 
of interior finish materials, the surface area and combustible mass of fuel inside of the railcar, and the 
ventilation conditions into the railcar. Changes in ventilation, such as window failure, can result in 
large increases in heat release rate.  
 
Comparisons of the modeling results to full scale testing show both similarities and differences. The 
differences are attributed to insufficient information on tested railcar construction, ventilation 
conditions during the tests, and no material fire property data. Future large-scale test programs on 
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railcars need to report surface area of each interior finish material, initial ventilation opening area, and 
occurrence of window fallout or other ventilation path development. Cone calorimeter test data on 
interior finish materials should also be reported. Prior to testing, simulations should also be conducted 
to determine the ventilation conditions that will result in the worst-case heat release rate for the railcar. 
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RESULTS OF TESTS ON DIFFERENT METHODS FOR FIRE BRIGADES IN THE 
TUNNEL OF WALDSHUT-TIENGEN, GERMANY 

 
Fire-fighting and rescue in tunnels is significantly more demanding for fire brigades than 
building fires. This results in particular from the fact that the available area of heat exhaust 
openings is much smaller, leading to exceptionally high temperatures even in longer 
distances from the fire source.   
Access routes in tunnels are generally longer - this has to be considered to adapt the tactics of 
the fire brigade.  Very long access routes together with bad visibility require emergency 
crews to have special knowledge and experience on the risk parameters visibility, wind, 
temperature and oxygen content in tunnel fires. Tunnel fires occur much less frequent than 
building fires. Hence action forces (especially volunteer fire brigades) have generally less 
experience with tunnel fires. This could lead to dangerous misconceptions. 
 
Under difficult conditions it is to be expected that situations are underestimated and action 
forces endanger themselves. 
 
The aim of the project was to quantify different fire-fighting tactics in order to find out about: 

• How close may firemen get to the fire in a tunnel? 
• Is it possible for fire-brigades to get close enough to the fire to start extinguishing? 
• In which time fire fighters may arrive at the source of fire? 
• Which of the currently applied methods are inefficient and cause fire-fighters to waste 

their physical force ? 
• What needs to be prepared before ? 

 
In order to get answers to those questions, a smoke test and different fire-fighting and rescue 
operations were carried out in the Buergerwald-Tunnel near Waldshut-Tiengen in Germany 
(Tunnel Length 1'462 m, 1 tube, Tunnel Slope 0.6 %, ventilation longitudinal with jet fans). 
On November 7th, 2009, six different volunteer fire brigades from Lauchingen and Waldshut-
Tiengen (districts Gurtweil, Tiengen and Waldshut) and the rescue service DRK Waldshut 
took an active part in a long and challenging exercise. Altogether there were 37 fire-fighters 
involved in these exercises.  

mailto:k.grewolls@brandschutz-simulation.de�
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Picture 1: V1 - Smoke and ventilation test.     Picture 2: Mask with and without sight. 
 
Overall there were 13 different tests: 

• V1: One smoke and ventilation test (picture 1) 
• V2: Four tests with regular technique (each two with and without sight), 
• V3: Four tests with module technique and the help of a handbarrow (see picture 3) 

(each two with and without sight), 
• V4: Two tests with module technique and the help of a trolley (each two without 

sight), 
• V5: One test with module technique and two air tanks (without sight). 

 
Those fire-fighters who had to work under conditions without sight, wore a breathing mask 
with blind glass visor (see picture 1). 
 
The module technique is not common knowledge. It is a technique that fire fighters of Berlin 
particularly apply in underground tunnel fires. One module contains three coupled fire hoses 
(standard C) filled with water and two coupled fire hoses (standard B) with a distributor (see 
picture 3).  
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Picture 3: Module Technique  
In order to accelerate the progress into the tunnel a handbarrow is used to trail the necessary 
equipment. (see picture 4). It is specific for this technique that it is force-saving and 
especially safe.  
 

 
Picture 4: Handbarrow with material for one module. 
 
An overview of the test results is shown in picture 5. 
 

• The fire fighters had only 7 to 10 minutes time to move forward. There time was 
limited by the amount of oxygen left in their bottles.  

• The distance they gained was not depending whether they had sight or not. 
• Moving forward was easier with the module technique especially without breathing 

masks, therefore the gained distances were slightly bigger. 
• The module technique needs a considerable range of equipment but no special 

objects. 
• The regular technique consumed more power and therefore the amount of oxygen was 

used about 2 minutes earlier than by using the module technique. 
• By the regular technique fire fighters couldn’t drag more than 3 water filled C-hoses 

because of there weight. 
• Time was lost when the drag of the C-hose stopped because the distributor stuck again 

and again in a drain gully. 
• It took about 25 minutes to get water supply through the rescue tunnel (length about 

120 m). One fire fighting vehicle carrying 600 l of water wasn’t sufficient to fill the 
dry line all the way through the rescue tunnel with water. Therefore an external water 
supply to the river Wutach had to be built up.  

• The airflow from the fans had, under calm conditions, a velocity of 5 to 7 m/s only. 
Windy conditions could strongly influence smoke extraction. 

• Without suspended ceiling, the ventilating fans generate turbulent air flow only 
without a zone of nearly smoke free conditions.  
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Picture 5: Overview of results 
 
The findings for the Waldshut-Tiengen fire brigade are: 

• The module technique will be used for tunnel fires and the volunteer fire brigades will 
be trained on this method. 

• In order to shorten time to build up a water supply through the rescue tunnel material 
will temporarily be put into trolleys in the rescue tunnel. 

• Technical assistance is important for effective extinguishing measures. Therefore a 
special fire vehicle (LUF 60, Löschunterstützungsfahrzeug) within 70 km should be 
available. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Preparing and using of main requirement and equipments to protect of passengers and national 
capitals in critical situation are main purpose of metro managers .derailing of trains, train incidents, 
fire occurring, suicide, are general problem in Tunnel and subway stations therefore Metro stations 
must have modern safety and security equipments also role of construction problem related to safety 
in tunnel and tunnel stability are discussed. This paper explains about the most important factors of 
metro tunnels safety and importance of Safety and security to improve the more comfortable services 
in metro tunnel and subway stations.  

 

Key words: Tunnel safety, Tunnel security, Tunnel stability, Risk Management. 

INTRODUCTION:  
 education is the most important and most effective way to achieve the objectives of an organization 
determined plan and almost "can not be successful without the existence of these measures was 
submitted. Rail transport systems within the urban specific conditions, maximum safety special travel 
arrangements for the implementation of activities require. Study the effect of helping to train 
passengers unusual and will raise the health, safety Environmental threaten, under the guidance and 
help train staff for the best decision possible. 
 WHAT IS SAFTY MAMNAGMENT SYSTEM? 

A regular safety management system approach to safety, along with systematic and explicit 
comprehensive processes for managing risks are secure. Like all management systems, the safety 
management system for achieving safety goals, planning and performance measurement was created. 
Safety management system is the fabric of an organization and part of the culture. 
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THE PRINCIPLE OF SAFTY MANAGMENT:   
 
Philosophy - Management of safety management philosophy starts with:  
 
· There intentionally primary safety threat,  
 
· Create organizational standards,  
 
Emphasis is that people re-task safety.  
 
 Policies - to determine how to achieve safety:  
 
· Clear description of the responsibilities, powers and response,   
 
· An organizational structure and processes for integration purposes with all aspects of operational 
safety,  
 
· Create knowledge and skills required for doing things,  
 
Procedures - instructions to perform the duties, developed by the organization to implement policy:  
 
· Transparency and how to do tasks for all people,  
 
·  planning, organizing and control,  
 
· monitoring, evaluation processes, and immune status,  
 
Activity - what the real work happens:  
 
· Follow the guidelines effective and efficient,  
 
Avoid the failure of safety is reduced,  
 
· Obtain appropriate corrective action when threatening factors,  
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Facilities Safety Station: 

Fire Fighting Equipment: 

1 - Box fire (F.B)  
2 - Capsules of Fire PG type and CO2 
3 - Automatic Fire Fighting System 

Panels Help safety signals represented in figure 1 and 2. 

Figure1. Panels Help safety signals 

Safety facilities inside the tunnel:                         

1 - Contact a guide rail                                                                                                 

2 - Open train doors 

Building Automatic System (BAS) 

-Station Local System 

-Central Control System  

Subset BAS system 
BAS system includes subset is: 
1 - input air station (VE5) 
2 - input air tunnel (VE3, VE4) 
3 - discharge of air from the tunnel system (VE1, VE2) 
4 - room air Rectifiers 
5 - System dewatering post 
6 - lighting system 
7 – Escalator and elevator electrical system 
8 - Fire Alarm System 
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Figure2. Panels Help safety signals 

CONCLUSION  

This paper explains about the most important factors of metro tunnels safety and importance of Safety and 
security to improve the more comfortable services in metro tunnel and subway stations. Preparing and 
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using of main requirement and equipments to protect of passengers and national capitals in critical 
situation are main purpose of metro manager's .derailing of trains, train incidents, fire occurring, suicide, 
and are general problem in Tunnel and subway. 
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ABSTRACT 
CFD is commonly applied to verify the performance of ventilation systems in road tunnels and their ability 
to control smoke from vehicle fires.  Often, such tunnels rely on jet impulse fans to induce air and smoke 
movement in the tunnel. These types of fans, however, are highly focussed in their effect, and so any 
modelling approach must provide an accurate prediction of the rate at which the high speed jet flow from 
the fans mixes with the slower surrounding air. This is especially the case for tunnels with high aspect 
ratios, where there is a tendency for the flow in the centre of the tunnel to stagnate or even reverse in 
direction, with consequent hazards for upstream smoke propagation.  Over-prediction of the jet spreading 
rate will lead to optimistic (non-conservative) predictions of the velocity at the tunnel mid-plane, and 
therefore will give misleading indications of the efficiency of the ventilation system.   
 
This paper will use existing knowledge of CFD and turbulent jets (e.g. [1]) and some example CFD 
simulations to show that the current CFD approach that is widely used in this industry (namely a k-epsilon 
turbulence closure model with relatively coarse grid resolution levels) is inadequate to provide accurate 
predictions for these types of flows, and will in fact often lead to non-conservative designs. Finally, we will 
present a more appropriate CFD approach, based on enhanced modelling techniques and current Best 
Practice, that we believe should form the basic standard for the modelling of such flows. 
 
KEYWORDS: cfd, fire simulation, smoke-control, non-conservativism, best practice. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Smoke in tunnels is often controlled by using a longitudinal airflow in the tunnel to prevent smoke 
backlayering and to push smoke forward, thus creating a clear path for evacuation and access to the 
incident for the fire brigade. The magnitude of this flow is often referred to as the Critical Velocity [2]. 
Several different means can be used to generate this flow e.g. axial fans, Saccardo nozzles or jet fans. This 
paper will focus on the latter as jet fans are the most commonly used method, and they raise a number of 
key issues with their modelling. 
 
Traditionally, one-dimensional numerical modelling is applied for simple tunnel geometries, when 
designing the tunnel ventilation system for normal and emergency operations since it is rapid and effective. 
Nevertheless, for the verification of the ventilation system, for more complex geometries and for scenarios 
where the efficiency of the fans becomes paramount, the more resource intensive approach of three-
dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling is often necessary in order to show the full 
flow picture and to predict the smoke control performance of tunnel ventilation system. 
 
Jet (impulse) fans work by transferring momentum from their high speed jet to the relative slow tunnel air, 
and so the modelling of the ventilation flow must provide an accurate prediction of the rate at which the jet 
flow from the fans mixes with the background air. This is particularly important for tunnels of high aspect 
ratio where the fans are located at the edges of the tunnel (i.e. not over the carriageway) since there is a 
tendency for the air in the centre of the tunnel to stagnate or even to reverse direction. Accurate modelling 
means applying the most appropriate tools for the numerical model e.g. such as addressing the correct 
turbulences model and mesh size (see [3] for Best Practice guidelines). 
 
The following case study will use existing knowledge of CFD and turbulent jets (e.g. [1]) to highlight the 
issue, and focuses on the simulation of high aspect ratio tunnels with jet fans ventilation systems. The aim 
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is to draw attention to how the widely used approach in this industry (namely a k-epsilon turbulence 
closure model with relatively coarse grid resolution levels) is inadequate in providing accurate predictions 
for these types of flows, and will in fact often lead to non-conservative designs and overconfidence in the 
proposed ventilation setup. 
 
CASE STUDY 
Case Details 
Results are presented here from a CFD assessment of the smoke control performance for a 1150m long 
road tunnel equipped with angled jet fans. The tunnel section has an aspect ratio of 3.8:1 (width:height) 
and is 19m wide.  The modelled fire scenario is as follows: 

• 50MW total fire power, including radiation (which is assumed to be 30% of the fire power) 
• Fire located 85m from the exit portal 
• Stationary traffic all along the tunnel up to the fire location 
• Jet fans located at the upper edges of the tunnel. 

For modelling purposes, only the last 350m of tunnel have been modelled. A total pressure boundary has 
been applied at the model inlet; the pressure value has been derived accounting for the modelled length of 
the tunnel. The fire is located 260m downstream of the model inlet, which is sufficient to achieve a fully 
developed flow field at the fire location. All walls are no slip, impermeable rough walls, with high 
Reynolds number wall functions. Each jet fan has been explicitly modelled by a pair of positive and 
negative velocity inlets representing the fan intake and exhaust surfaces. Swirl effects in the jet have been 
neglected in this study. 10% of the fans upstream of the fire have been assumed not to be working, due to 
redundancy requirements in the system design. The pair of fans downstream of the fire has been assumed 
not to be working due to the high temperature. The vehicles (a mixture of cars and HGVs giving 165 
PCU/km [4]) have been modelled as solid blockages. Radiation effects have not been explicitly modelled, 
for simplicity, so only the estimated convective part of the fire power (35MW) has been accounted for. 
Figure 1 shows an overview of the tunnel layout. 

 
Figure 1 Model overview 
 
Analysis 
The CFD analysis has been carried out taking two different approaches: 

• “Industry standard” approach, where a relatively coarse mesh and a linear turbulence model 
have been used. 

• “Best practice” approach, where a suitably fine mesh and a more appropriate turbulence model 
have been used. 

 
Industry standard approach 
In this simulation, the following approach was taken: 

• 1.1 million cells mesh, with a base grid cell size of 0.75m. 
• Standard linear, buoyancy-enhanced k-epsilon turbulence model 

The mesh is relatively coarse with no refinement in the jet expansion zone. The linear k-epsilon model is 
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probably the most widely used turbulence model in any industry, is the default closure model for most CFD 
codes, and is often applied indiscriminately to any application without fully understanding its pitfalls. 
The results from the simulation are summarised in Figure 2, which shows the velocity magnitude in a cross 
section halfway between a pair of fans and the extent of the smoke spreading. These plots suggest that the 
ventilation system is effective in generating a relatively strong, down-tunnel ventilation flow which is 
sufficient to control the smoke and prevent any upwind migration of smoke from the fire source.  

 
Figure 2 Industry standard approach results. Velocity magnitude halfway between a pair of fans 

(left) and smoke extent (right) 
 
Best practice approach 
The analysis has been carried out taking an approach that makes use of Best Practice for CFD, and so 
invariably requires more computational effort: 

• 13.5 million cells mesh, with a base size of 0.2m. 
• Quadratic, buoyancy enhanced k-epsilon turbulence model 

The mesh is a fine, high quality mesh with several levels of refinement in the jet expansion zone. The 
quadratic k-epsilon model has been chosen as it can correctly capture the most important feature of the 
flow, namely the round jet expansion ratio. The Ercoftac Best Practice Guidelines [3] clearly state that 
“when using a particular turbulence model, check the published literature with regards to the known 
weaknesses of the model”, and also that “grids must be fine enough to provide an adequate resolution of 
the important flow features”. The above choices were made on this basis. The results from the simulation 
are summarised in Figure 3 and suggest a different picture, namely that the spreading rate of the jet 
momentum is not sufficient to ensure a consistent, down-tunnel ventilation flow. This means that the 
central portion of the tunnel does not achieve the critical velocity airflow, the fan efficiency is reduced 
because of the higher velocity at the fans inlets and, as is shown by the fire simulation, cannot prevent 
back-layering of the smoke.  This is a different picture from the previous section, and would lead the tunnel 
designers to seek modifications and improvements to the ventilation design. 

 
Figure 3 Best practice approach results. Velocity magnitude halfway between a pair of fans (left) 

and smoke extent (right) 
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Comparison between the industry standard and best practice approaches. 
The previous sections have shown that very different conclusions would be drawn from the two different 
approaches. The difference can be explained by Figure 4, which shows the predicted spreading rate of a 
round, free jet for two different turbulence models. It has been known for a long time [1] that the linear k-
epsilon model over-predicts the spreading rate of round jets due to a deficiency in the turbulent dissipation 
rate for this type of geometry.  Hence, in the “industry standard” approach there are two mechanisms that 
work together to artificially spread the momentum effects across the tunnel – the coarse nature of the grid 
and the poor performance of the selected turbulence model.  This leads to a mistaken conclusion that the 
ventilation system is performing well.  Use of Best Practice and more computational resources provides a 
more faithful picture of conditions in the tunnel and finds that the ventilation system needs improving. 
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Figure 4 Predicted spreading rate for turbulent, round, free jets with standard and non-linear k-

epsilon closure models, compared to experimental test data. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Two CFD fire simulation analyses have been carried out of the same scenario by taking the “industry 
standard” approach (coarse mesh, and a linear k-epsilon closure model) and the “best practice” approach 
(fine mesh and appropriate turbulence model). The analyses show contrasting results; the industry standard 
approach finds that the ventilation system is able to control smoke, while the best practice approach shows 
that backlayering occurs. The difference is caused by the flaws of the industry standard approach, which 
leads to erroneous predictions of the ventilation flow field and non-conservative conclusions for cases 
where the prediction of the jet spreading rate is critical to the ventilation system performance. This is 
particularly true for large aspect ratio tunnels with jet fans installed in the corner, although on a more 
general note, computing power is now sufficiently available at a reasonable cost for Best Practice to be 
applied whatever the geometry. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Occupant safety limits to be used in performance-based fire engineering are proposed. Most important 
for practical applications are acceptable limits of optical density per path length in the range between 
0.1 m-1 to 0.2 m-1. That is, the fire engineer is mostly interested in the effects of extinction coefficients 
in the low obscuration regime from 0 to about 0.5 m-1. A fundamental method of calculating visibility 
distances based on illumination, target luminance and individual luminance thresholds is described 
together with experiments validating this method. This approach is valid for clear conditions as well as 
for small and large extinction coefficients. 
 
KEYWORDS: exposure limits, visibility, emergency signs 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A fire inside a tunnel is a major hazard to passengers, operating staff and rescuers. Due to small cross-
sections and limited escape possibilities combined with large fire loads present in public transport 
tunnels the conditions inside a tunnel can very fast deteriorate. It is therefore very important that 
reliable prediction methods for smoke and fire spread and the evacuation process in smoke laden 
environments are available. 
 
The crucial criterion for life safety in tunnel fires is that the time available for escape be greater than 
the time required to escape. The time available for escape is the time interval between ignition and the 
time after which conditions become untenable. This time can be derived from mathematical fire 
models, typically CFD models in case of a tunnel fire. The time required for escape is calculated using 
evacuation models describing the travel of people from their location at the time of ignition to a place 
of safe refuge. In tunnel fires with the possible fast spread of fire and smoke over large distances, 
people may be forced to find their way in an environment loaded by fire effluents. Hence, both 
prediction methods have to be coupled. Furthermore, individual attributes have to be considered in 
evaluating the evacuation process. Thus, microscopic models are best suited to determine the required 
escape time in tunnel fires. 
 
In performing this type of analysis by combining smoke spread and evacuation simulations it is 
important to consider the fact that people escaping from a tunnel are not familiar with the surrounding 
and are thus usually dependent on signage providing the necessary wayfinding information. The 
visibility of egress signs is thus an essential parameter in the design of safety concepts. A fundamental 
method of calculating visibility distances based on illumination, target luminance and individual 
luminance thresholds is described together with experiments validating this method. 
 
REQUIRED AND AVAILABLE SAFE EGRESS TIME 
 
Methods and criteria to evaluate human safety in case of fire hazard are summarized in guidelines like 
ISO/FDIS 13571 [1] on international or vfdb guideline TB 04/01 “Fire Protection Engineering” [2] on 
national level. The STUVA reference book “Fire Protection in Vehicles and Tunnels for Public 
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Transport” [3] addresses specially the case of tunnel fires or fires in underground stations. In order to 
calculate safe egress time criteria are required that are sufficiently more conservative than respective 
tenability limits. Criteria for exposure levels to be used in fire safety engineering are recommended in 
[2]. Together with a conservative (“worst credible”) choice of design parameters and adequate models 
a performance-based approach is defined appropriate for design or approval purposes. Table 1 presents 
the safety limits proposed in [2]. 
 
Table 1 Occupant safety limits 
Hazard parameter exposure time < 30 min exposure time < 15 min exposure time < 5 min 

Concentration CO 100 ppm 200 ppm 500 ppm 

Concentration CO2 1 Vol.-% 2 Vol.-% 3 Vol.-% 

Concentration HCN (1) 8 ppm 16 ppm 40 ppm 

Heat radiation 1,7 kW/m2 2,0 kW/m2 < 2,5 kW/m2 

Temperature (2) 45 °C 50 °C 50 °C 

Optical smoke density 0,1 m-1 0,1 m-1 / 0,15 m-1 (3) 0,1 m-1 / 0,2 m-1 (3) 

Visibility (4) 10 m – 20 m 10 m – 20 m 10 m – 20 m 
 
Based on the this procedure, a concept for the design and evaluation of new and existing subway 
stations was developed and applied to the network of underground stations in Frankfurt City [4], based 
on CFD (KOBRA-3D) and microscopic evacuation (ASERI) simulations. 
 
Including hazard models in microscopic evacuation simulations does not merely imply the calculation 
of individual times to incapacitation, but rather a variety of different responses like slowing down, 
turn-back behaviour or disorientation in the presence of smoke, effect of clothing on heat impact or the 
visibility of egress paths and emergency signs. The implementation of respective methods and sub-
models in the ASERI evacuation model is demonstrated in figure 1, showing the incapacitating effect 
of either single or combined fire effluents. The exposure to hot fire gases distinguishes between light, 
standard or heavy clothing. 
 
Figure 1 Time to incapacitation for various exposure scenarios 
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VISIBILITY OF EGRESS SIGNS IN SMOKE 
 
The calculation method of Kokoschka [5] for visibility in smoke described here extends relations 
derived for clear conditions (e.g. traffic signage applications) to smoke laden environments. This 
theoretical model was validated using experimental data presented in [5]. An object is visible if its 
(observed) contrast exceeds the respective contrast threshold. Applying this concept one has to bare in 
mind that contrast thresholds are a statistical concept based on subjective criteria. Two basic visibility 
criteria are applied: detection (of the presence of a sign) and identification (of the direction arrow on an 
exit sign or a respective pictogram). The visibility distance can thus be determined by identifying 
object contrast and contrast threshold, both being a function of the distance from observer to sign [6]. 
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Figure 2 Calculation of visibility using the contrast threshold model 
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Figure 3 Visibility distance for detecting emergency signs 
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Figure 2 demonstrates this calculation method for a small exit sign (labelled HLKL) of size 0.1 m x 0.2 
m, target luminance 450 cd/m2 and background luminance 137 cd/m2 located inside an enclosure of 
dimensions 30 m x 1.5 m x 2.5 m, with illuminance E = 100 lx. The uniform extinction coefficient 
inside this enclosure is 0.5 m-1. From the intersection of the exit sign contrast and the required contrast 
threshold it can be concluded that the visibility distance for sign identification is 8.6 m. This method of 
predicting exit sign visibility is included in the microscopic evacuation model ASERI. This allows for 
the interaction of agents of the microscopic egress simulation with a signage network in clear as well as 
in smoke conditions. This is a very important feature in order to obtain a more realistic description of 
occupant navigation within unfamiliar environments. 
 
Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of visibility distance (detection and identification) on smoke 
obscuration for the sign HLKL for varying illuminance covering normal and emergency lighting 
conditions. Limiting visibility is the enclosure size. Except for small extinction coefficients in the 
identification case, the visibility distance decreases with increasing illuminance of the environment. 
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The calculated visibilities are compared to experimental results from [5] for the same set of 
environmental and sign parameters. 
 
Figure 4 Visibility distance for identifying emergency signs 
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This calculation method can also be applied to reflecting signs with substantially lower luminance. For 
both types of signs the deviations between theoretical predictions and experimental data are very small 
– typically less than 10 % as can be derived from the emprical data presented in [5]. Various types of 
emergency signs were investigated, including light-emitting, reflecting and photo-luminescent signage. 
An artificial uniform smoke atmosphere with extinction coefficient from 0.5 up to 2.5 m-1 was 
generated in the experiments. Criteria for the identification of a sign was the correct recognition of the 
direction indicated by the sign. 100 test persons in the age of 21 to 70 participated in this part of the 
experiments. In a second step the efficiency of two different signs was directly compared and judged 
by test persons. These experiments were analyzed using a questionnaire for the test persons and by 
monitoring the route and behaviour of the test persons inside the enclosure. 42 test persons in the age 
of 15 to 73 participated in these experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Field trials in 1:1 scale under authentic environmental conditions have been performed in co-operation 
with the SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden to reveal the capabilities of Distributed 
Temperature Sensing (DTS) to quickly detect different types of fire, to localize fires precisely and to 
monitor fire size and spreading accurately over an extended period of time. Nowadays these enhanced 
characteristics are beyond the scope of fire detection technology but absolutely vital to activate and 
supervise tomorrow’s fire protection systems. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Underground transport facilities are sensitive 
links in the economic chain carrying thousands 
of people and tons of goods (including 
dangerous goods) every day and they are 
growing in importance. Therefore safety 
precautions are vitally important and the work 
involved is related to the high potential risk.  
By far the biggest risk is a fire out of control. 
There is a great danger to life from toxic gases, 
exceedingly high temperatures, total loss of 
visibility, limited means of escape and the panic 
reactions of drivers and passengers. At the same 
time it causes serious damage to the 
infrastructure of the transport facility.   
 
For that reason higher and higher demands are being placed on fire protection in tunnels. On one hand 
side, the operators want real value protection and on the other hand, public authorities demand the 
best possible protection for the general public from systems fraught with risk. Keeping important 
protection systems fully functional over a specific period of time (fire detection equipment, 
ventilation, extinguishing systems, escape route signalling etc.) is just one requirement which must be 
met by modern fire protection systems. To fulfill these rising demands, new protection concepts are 
needed, where the protection level is not only defined as simple sum of single protection measures, 
but as the reasonable and efficient interaction between the protections systems including the fire 
brigade.  
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Vital information is an indispensable precondition for these interactions like: 
 

• Fast and reliable fire detection with precise indication of the fire location without being 
influenced by high speed air currents. 

• Automatic activation of traffic control and people evacuation guidance systems and the 
alerting of the emergency service i.e. fire brigade. 

• Fire spread and size assessment at the scene of accident to activate and supervise ventilation 
and /or suppression systems adaptively and to give vital information to the fire fighting 
forces. 

• Control of success of countermeasures. 
 
As an example of automatic supervision and a step in this direction, the emergency system of a newly 
refurbished tunnel in France uses the precise localisation of the fire through the fire detection system 
to adjust the longitudinal ventilation until the wind speed at the point of fire is close to zero. 
Consequently the smoke remains at that point of fire and the extraction is much more efficient.  
 

 
TEST GOAL 

Full fire monitoring for automatic supervision of fire 
protection systems in tunnels - which this paper deals with, 
is still new and is under development. 1:1 field trials under 
authentic environmental conditions have been performed at 
the SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden in Boras, 
Sweden. Amongst others, the goal of this research project 
was to test the capability of the DTS technology to: 
 

• detect many different types of fire fast and reliable 
• provide high durability / survivability during the fire 
• monitor the fire development in order to offer vital 

information 
• control the installed extinguishing system   

 
 
TEST SETUP 

The 1:1 fire tests have been conducted in a tunnel mock-up (L 
x W x H: 16m x 6m x 6m) equipped with non-combustible 
wallboards, 2 doors and observation windows. To simulate 
hidden fires and fires below a goods wagon a locomotive 
mock-up (L x W x H: 2.27m x 2.25m x 2.20m, located 1m 
above ground) has been used, a rail wagon mock-up (L x W x 
H: 4.8m x 2.4m x 3.0m) served to simulate open fires on a 
goods wagon. The tunnel mock-up has been equipped with a 
foam extinguishing system generally utilized to suppress fire 
in tunnels without any passenger volume e.g.  tunnels of 
freight railway lines.  A fiber optic sensor cable has been 
installed under the ceiling of the tunnel mock-up using 1m 
clamp distance. The overall length of the sensor cable was 
about 1250m. To imitate a tunnel length of 6.5 km additional 
5373 m optical fiber has been attached between control unit 
and sensor cable. The AP Sensing Linear Heat Series- N4387A with 2 optical channels each 8km in 
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measurement range served as fire detection control unit. The DTS system has been configured 
according EN 54-5 A1 standard approved by the German VdS. Although the system offers 5 alarm 
criteria, just 4 different alarm parameters have been utilized.  

TEST PROGRAM 

Eight different model fires have been applied to evaluate the 
performance of the fire protection system (detection system + 
deluge system).  The response time is sub-divided showing the 
response characteristic of each single alarm-criterion.  All test 
sequences have been run with a pattern starting the DTS system 1 
minute before the ignition of the test fire. 30 to 90 seconds after 
triggering of the first alarm the extinguishing system has been 
activated manually. The foam production went on until the heat 
release has reached a minimum – real time controlled by the DTS 
linear heat detection system. 

 

 
TEST RESULT 
 
All open pool fires have been detected within 30 to 40 seconds after ignition, which means a detection 
in half the time required by the German RABT (RABT e.g. defines the tunnel fire detection 
requirements).  Even hidden pool fires triggered an alarm within 60 seconds after ignition. Due to the 
slow fire development of wood pallets the response time was in the range of 2 minutes. In all cases 
the first alarm has been triggered by the rate-of-rise criterion while the temperature at the ceiling was 
still below the maximum trigger temperature. Whereas the pool fires have been detected by the fast 
rate-of-rise criterion the wood pallet fires have been covered by the medium rate-of-rise criterion 
consequently. All test results showed the capabilities of the DTS system to detect different fires in 
very short time suitable to fulfil special regulations being made in tunnel application (e.g. RABT, 
RVS, ASTRA etc.). The maximum temperature detectable under the ceiling is a function of the heat 
release and the time given the fire to develop. It has reached 360°C with the 2.4 MW hidden pool fire 
and more than 1100 °C with the 9 MW open pool fire.  The used sensor cable survived all fire tests 
and thus the DTS system was capable to monitor the fire during the test and to provide vital 
information as shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 1  Fire Monitoring of hidden diesel fire with a HRR of 7,4 MW using AP 

Sensing Linear Heat Series control unit  N4387A.  
 
Figure 1 shows the result of the hidden fire inside the locomotive mock-up using diesel fuel and a 
pool with a surface of 4.5 square meters. The HRR was calculated to 7.4 MW.  About 40 seconds 
after ignition the first alarm condition has been recognized by the DTS system. After another 10 
seconds, the alarm condition has been confirmed and the alarm was triggered by the fast rate-of-rise 
criterion reliably. The maximum rate of temperature growth was 50°C / 10s at the early stage and the 
growth rate slowed down slightly to 35°C / 10s until the maximum heat release rate of 7.4 MW has 
been reached after 200 seconds. The full growth fire has been monitored by the DTS system over a 
period of 6 minutes before the deluge system has been activated. The maximum detectable 
temperature during the steady state stage was 706°C. After activation of the deluge system the DTS 
Linear Heat Detection System observed a rapid drop in temperature with a cool down rate of approx. 
60°C / 10s. Within 80 seconds the temperature dropped from 700°C to less the 200°C but it needed 
additional 6 to 7 minutes to cool down the fire area then safe to be entered.  
 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The 1:1 fire tests conducted at the SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden in Boras, Sweden in co-
operation with Tyco Fire /Scum demonstrated the capability of a DTS Linear Heat Detection System 
to detect different fires fast, reliable and to monitor the fire development even with temperatures 
beyond 1000°C. The DTS Linear Heat Detection system is able to provide vital information about fire 
location, fire size, heat release and fire spreading during the entire process of the incident. Therefore 
the DTS technology becomes an ideal measurement instrument to supervise the activation and 
execution of prevention systems like fire suppression system, emergency ventilation system and the 
mission of fire brigades. 
 
 
KEYWORDS:  DTS, fiber optic linear heat detection, tunnel safety, fire monitoring, sensor cable 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A research study was conducted at the National Research Council of Canada to evaluate the effect of 
different parameters on the performance of emergency ventilation systems in the event of a fire in a 
section of a road tunnel.  The parameters included: tunnel cross-section width and height, tunnel 
slope, fire size and location, meteorological conditions, and modes of fan operation.  The study aimed 
at assessing the ability of in-place emergency ventilation strategies to control smoke spread and 
minimize its impact on tunnel users using both numerical and experimental approaches.  Four field 
fire experiments and eight numerical simulations were conducted.  Based on the study results, 
recommendations were made to optimize the ventilation strategies in the tunnel section.  This article 
describes the conducted in-situ fire tests and presents test measurements used to provide the initial and 
boundary conditions for the numerical simulations. 
 
KEYWORDS: Emergency ventilation strategies, visibility, smoke backlayering, field fire testing. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The provision of a safe egress route that is free of smoke and hot gases is the main objective for a 
tunnel emergency ventilation system (EVS).  Methods of controlling smoke in a tunnel using EVS 
include longitudinal airflow, smoke extraction and smoke dilution.  In the event of a fire, the 
phenomenon of “backlayering” should be controlled.  The backlayering phenomenon is the situation 
in which smoke moves against the airflow provided by the EVS upstream of the fire, creating a 
danger environment to both tunnel users and emergency responders.  Many parameters influence the 
smoke flow and its stratification.  These include: heat release rate (fire size), tunnel length, cross-
section and grade, traffic flow, meteorological conditions and fire protection systems.  Establishing 
airflow requirements for roadway tunnels and consequently the capacity of the EVS is a challenging 
task due to the difficulty of controlling many variables (e.g. changes in traffic patterns and 
modifications to the tunnel). 
 
The investigated tunnel section was 305 m long 
and ran from west to east.  The section was 
composed of existing tunnel and a new part, 232 
m long, which extended up to the east portal and 
ran under a newly constructed building.  The 
new tunnel section had 5 lanes with traffic flow 
from west to east.  The clear height of the tunnel 
changes as the floor of the tunnel had an up-
slope from west to east (Figure 1).  The section 
was characterized with large cross-beams which 
obstructed airflow from wall vents and ducts.  
Three sets of fans were used to provide ventilation in the tunnel section.  The first set (SET I) was 
located in the existing tunnel section and provided fresh air through ceiling vents.  The new section 
had longitudinal ventilation scheme that included two sets of reversible fans (SET II and SET III).  
SET II and SET III supplied/exhausted air through wall louvers and ducts, respectively. 

 
Figure 1.  Investigated tunnel section 
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For a fixed fire size and due to the slope of the tunnel 
section, the critical velocity changes along the tunnel 
length.  Figure 2 shows the change of the critical 
velocity along tunnel length for different fire sizes.  In 
general, the critical velocity decreased towards the east 
portal from its maximum values at the junction of old 
and new tunnel at the maximum ceiling height.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
 
Four full-scale fire tests, corresponding to four 
emergency ventilation scenarios, were conducted using 
a clean-burning, compact, portable propane burner that 
generated minimal visible smoke and was capable of producing up to 5 MW of heat output simulating 
a small vehicle [1].  The burner was equipped with a control system for immediate shutdown (Figure 
3).  Artificial smoke was added for visualization purposes.  Fire sizes of 2, 4, 3, and 4 MW were used 
depending on the ventilation scenario to limit temperature at tunnel ceiling to below 100°C.   
 
Temperature and optical smoke density (SOD) measurements 
were recorded at three locations (L1, L2 and L3) with 26 points 
of measurements.  Upstream was defined in the context of this 
article as the direction from which the traffic entered the tunnel.  
A thermocouple tree of 12 thermocouples (TCs) was installed 
at the fire location, L1.  Two other thermocouples trees, each 
containing 7 TCs, were installed at L2 and L3.  SOD values 
were measured at 4 locations at L2 and L3.  Air speeds were 
measured at fire location and at several tunnel locations. 
 
No backlayering was observed during the tests, except for Test 1 and Test 4, where some smoke was 
observed close to the interface section between the old and new sections.  However, the fire size was 
limited to 4 MW.  The tests revealed strong turbulent flow conditions around the three beams as a 
result of the ventilation flows impacting on them.  Moreover, small airflow speeds were recorded at 
the interface section due to large pressure losses in the 
fans plenum.  The in-situ fire tests concluded that the 
ventilation scenario with the three sets of fans operating 
in supply mode, was the most effective scenario in 
eliminating smoke.  Maximum SOD values were 
measured close to the ceiling, indicating that most of the 
smoke travelled close to the ceiling. 
 
NUMERICAL STUDY 
 
The study employed the Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS) 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model [2] for the 
simulation of the behavior of the smoke originating from 
fires in the tunnel section.  Large fire sizes were not 
feasible for testing in the tunnel due to the risk of 
damage to the tunnel and its support systems.  Therefore, a 20 MW [3] gasoline pool fire (equivalent 
to a bus or truck on fire) was used to conduct all numerical simulations.  It was assumed that the 
gasoline fuel (C16H34) was being burned with constant yields of CO (0.131) and Soot (0.360). 
 
CFD simulations of the EVS in the supply mode 
 
To investigate the performance of EVS operating in supply mode during large fires, a ventilation 
scenario, with the three sets of fans operating in supply mode, was used in the numerical simulations  

 
Figure 2.  Critical velocity along tunnel 

 
Figure 3.  Propane burner system 

 

 
(a) UFANS 

 
(b) UBEAMS 

Figure 4.  Velocity vectors 
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of four fire locations.  One at the interface 
section “UFANS”; under the second beam 
“UBEAMS”; and at distances of 172 m “DIST 
172” and 247 m “DIST 247”from west. 
 
UFANS: Figure 4a shows the resulting velocity 
vector field due to the fire.  The figure shows 
that a small area of reversed flow exists under 
the beams.  The resulting smoke surface is 
shown in Figure 5a and the associated visibility 
is shown in Figure 6.  The figures indicate that 
there was no backlayering in the old section of 
the tunnel and that all the smoke moved towards 
the east portal in the same traffic direction.  In 
this case, SET I has created an air curtain that prevented smoke from moving upstream of the fire. 
 
UBEAMS: Figure 4b shows the resulting 
velocity vector field due to the fire.  The flow 
field was modified due to the fire and the area 
under the beams had areas of reversed flow with 
the velocity being less than 3.0 m/s.  Figures 5b 
and 6 indicate that backlayering extended to a 
distance of ~20 m upstream of the fire after 
which visibility was regained. 
 
DIST 172: Figures 5c and 6 indicate that 
backlayering extended to a distance of ~70 m 
upstream of fire. 
 
DIST 247: In this case, the average airflow 
velocity at fire was predicted to be ~2 m/s 
(greater than the critical velocity to prevent smoke backlayering, 1.7 m/s).  Figures 5d and 6 show that 
backlayering extended to a short distance of ~30 m upstream of fire.  In this region, the average 
visibility dropped to ~15 m. 
 
CFD Simulations of the EVS in the exhaust mode 
 
As demonstrated in the previous section, operating the EVS in the supply mode produced untenable 
environment conditions upstream of the fire for UBEAMS and DIST 172.  With the high ceiling at the 
interface section, the possibility of keeping smoke and hot gases at high elevations was investigated 
by operating the two sets of fans “SET 2” and “SET 3” in the exhaust mode for four fire locations: 
UFANS, UBEAMS, DIST 172 and DIST 247. 
 
 “UFANS”: The resulting smoke surface and the associated visibility are shown in Figures 7a and 9.  
The smoke and hot gases were kept at a level above the three beams and a 23 m visibility or higher 
was maintained upstream of the fire. 
 
“UBEAMS”: Fresh air was drawn to the fire location from upstream and downstream of the fire.  In 
this case the ceiling jet flow was mainly directed towards the exhaust fans as a result of high exhaust 
capacity.  The smoke and hot gases (Figures 7b and 8) were kept at a level above the three beams and 
a 20 m visibility or higher was maintained upstream of the fire. 
 
“DIST 172”: Fresh air was drawn to the fire from both directions with the larger portion being drawn 
from upstream of the fire.  In general, the ceiling jet flow movement was decelerated due to the 
ceiling grid of beams.  The cross-sectional area of the tunnel decreased towards the east portal.   

 
Figure 5.  Smoke spread – supply mode  

 
Figure 6.  Visibility – Supply mode 
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As a result, the airflow accelerated as it moved 
downstream of the fire.  Upstream of fire, smoke 
layer was maintained above the three beams with 
a visibility of 20 m (Figures 7c and 8).  
Downstream of the fire, the visibility dropped to 
less than 10 m. 
 
“DIST 247”: Fresh air was mainly drawn to the 
fire location from upstream of the fire.  
Downstream of the fire, airflow was primarily 
directed towards the east portal.  At the interface 
section and due to the remote position of the fire 
from this location, most of the exhausted airflow 
was drawn from the old tunnel section.  This, in 
turn, limited the ability to remove smoke 
(Figures 7d and 8) and as a result the smoke layer descended below the three beams.  The average 
visibility downstream of the fire was lower than 15 m.   
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The performance of EVS in the supply mode was 
significantly affected by large pressure losses in 
the fans plenum and the large beams that 
obstructed the airflow and created strong 
turbulent flow conditions.  The backlayering 
phenomenon was predicted for two fire locations 
close to the fans location.  At locations further 
away from the exhaust fan where the airflow 
speed was greater than the critical velocity, the 
supply mode may be used to maintain tenable 
conditions upstream of the fire.  To improve the 
performance of the ventilation fans in the supply 
mode, it was recommended to reduce airflow 
losses in the fans’ plenum and to direct the 
airflow in such a way as to avoid impacting on 
the large beams and losing momentum, e.g. using ducts that would direct better the flow away from 
the beams.  Another possible remedial measure was to install jet fans under the beams to enhance the 
airflow in this section. 
 
With the high ceiling of this section of the tunnel, the possibility of keeping smoke and hot gases at 
high elevations was investigated by operating the EVS in the exhaust mode.  In this case, the activated 
ventilation scenarios were able to maintain a tenable environment in the tunnel upstream of the fire up 
to the fire source being located at 172 m from west.  At locations further away from the exhaust fan, 
the exhaust mode was not effective in maintaining tenable conditions in the tunnel section. 
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Figure 7.  Smoke spread – exhaust mode 

 
Figure 8.  Visibility – exhaust mode 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Road tunnels are becoming more and more complex to operate, due to important increase of safety 
provisions in new or renewed tunnels in recent years: installation of Automatic Incident Detection 
systems based on video analysis, installation of complex ventilation systems operated with support of 
wind velocity measurements from anemometers, etc. 
 
A state-of-the-art tunnel is assumed to be operated safely when all equipments / organisation is 
functionning as expected. However, what if: 

• a breakdown/failure is observed on a given equipment: jet fan, terminal computer for 
supervision, emergency telephone(s), power supply(ies), etc.; 

• an unexpected event occurs in organisation for maintenance, supervision or intervention in 
case of an emergency: an operator for supervision is missing, etc. 

 
This paper presents reflections and practical experience in addressing the following question: under 
what conditions a given tunnel can be considered as safely operated? 
 
 
KEYWORDS: tunnel safety, operation, failure of equipment, minimum operating requirements 
 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The Directive 2004/54/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 29 April 2004 [1] specifies 
that the administrative authority is authorized "to suspend or restrict the operation of a tunnel if safety 
requirements are not met". 
 
The French circular 2000-63 of August 25th 2000 [2] requestes a document describing "the cases of 
unavailability of equipments or operating staff in which the tunnel must be closed in the traffic 
because the safety of the users is not assured in a sufficient way" to be created. 
 
The part 5 of the guide of the safety rapports of the CETU entitled "The Plan of Intervention and 
Safety (PIS)" [3] dedicates a chapter to the description of the Minimum Operating Requirements 
(MOR) and to their purpose. 
 
The objective of the MOR is to define, for every technical and human means, thresholds of acceptable 
dysfunctions or not for the operation of the tunnel in safety. Every threshold of dysfunction justifies the 
implementation of compensatory measures of operation (when they exist) to maintain an acceptable 
level of safety of the tunnel, or the partial or total closure of the tunnel. 
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The definition of compensatory measures is not systematic, because it does not exist there inevitably of 
relevant to implement. Furthermore, the redundancy of certain equipments or the management of 
degraded modes (in the logic of ventilation in particular) can be such as it is not necessary to plan of 
additional compensatory measure. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
To reach the objective, the used methodology is based on the following 3 main elements: 

• the situations of operation of the tunnel; 
• the functions of safety to be satisfied and the technical and human means implemented to 

assure these functions; 
• the dreaded failures of the technical and human means occurring in the functions of safety. 

 
To the three incomes above, is also added the consideration of the regulations in force. The 
consideration of the regulations allows, indeed, for certain technical and human means, to define 
additional constraints on the operation. 
 
The operation of a tunnel requires to assure certain number of functions of safety to limit the 
probability of case of the incidents and limit their consequences. The fact that one of it is not any more 
insured (or what it can be assured only in a way degraded in certain cases) has to lead to a preventive 
closure of the tunnel or to an adoption of particular measures of operation (compensatory measures), 
when it is possible or relevant. 
 
The total or partial dysfunction of an equipment can lead to degrade, even to lose totally, a function of 
safety. Several equipments are redounded, one or several times, to assure a high availability of all the 
installations of the system. The degradation or the loss of a function will be in fact obtained only after 
dysfunction of a set of redundant equipments. Therefore, the conditions of closure are not generally 
affected on a simple loss of redundancy. 
 
Besides equipments, it is also advisable to consider the possible dysfunctions of the operation. It is also 
looked for in the elaboration of the MOR, if particular situations of traffic in the tunnel (i.e. ban on the 
heavy goods vehicles, the alternated traffic) exist, for which the conditions of closure (partial or total) 
are more quickly affected than in case of normal traffic. 
 
Finally, it is to note that accidental situations bound to the traffic in the tunnel can require a closure of 
one or the both tubes. All these situations are defined in the Intervention and Safety Plan and the orders 
of operation. 
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The following figure schematizes the MOR elaboration methodology: 

Acceptable level of 
safety ?

Technical and human 
means

Identification of 
the potential 

failures

Evaluation of the 
impact on the 

operation
Situations of operation

Intervention of the 
maintenance 

according to an 
emergency level 

No

Yes

Degraded 
operation

Search for 
compensatory 

measures

Closure of the 
tunnel (partial or 

total)

Are there compensatory 
measures?

No

Yes

 
Figure 1 MOR elaboration methodology 
 
 
TECHNICAL AND HUMAN MEANS FAILURES DEFINITION 
 
The dysfunctions are mainly functional failure (loss of efficiency or performance of equipment). The 
detail of the possible technical failures of equipments allowing to end in the identified functional 
failure is not looked for. 
 
For every technical and human means participating in the realization of the functions, several levels are 
identified: 

• The nominal functioning
• 

 of the means. 
The functioning in mode helped

• 

 by the means. This state corresponds to a total availability of a 
system in spite of the failure of one of its redounded means. 
The failures

When a means is in a failure level, its function is not any more performed in the nominal. 
When it is necessary, and acceptable, compensatory measures are identified. 

 of one or several equipments / human means according to several levels which 
correspond to intermediate states between the helped state and the loss of the level of 
performance pulling the closure of the tunnel. 

• The failure, alone or coupled with the failure of an other one equipment / human means 
leading to the closure of the tunnel (partial or total)

 
. 

The gravity of a failure on the safety level of the tunnel depends on operating parameters, that is to say 
on situations in which is the tunnel. 
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The same function of safety is assured by several means. It is necessary to consider the fact that, if the 
individual loss of a given means does not lead inevitably to the closure of the tunnel, the loss combined 
of two or more of these means can lead to the achievement of the conditions of closure. The failures of 
several means are determined from the crossed matrix between the functions and the means by looking 
for, for every function, of failures' combinations which can lead to the closure of the tunnel. 
 
 
LINK WITH THE MAINTENANCE 
 
As soon as a means is not any more in its nominal state, an action of corrective maintenance is realized. 
The MOR approach allows to determine the emergency degrees of the actions of maintenances 
according to the impact of the dysfunction on the operation. An equipment's failure that leads to the 
closure of the tunnel (or imply an operation very degraded of the tunnel) must be fixed very quickly. 
On the other hand, a failure which will not degrade the operation of the tunnel (because of the 
redundancy of equipments or of the degraded modes integrated into their logic of functioning) can be 
fixed less quickly. 
 
Furthermore, the equipments for which the failures can lead to the closure of the tunnel must be 
maintained in a regular and optimized way. This maintenance must limit the probability of case of 
achievement of the conditions of closure on failure. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The MOR's elaboration of a tunnel is based on a work of failures' analysis of the technical and human 
means of the tunnel. 
 
The MOR's analysis is formalized in a document which is to evolving during the operation of the 
tunnel, during the modifications of the technical installations and in case of evolution of the 
organization. The operator is in charge of the update. 
 
To be easily exploitable by the persons who operate the tunnel everyday, all the failures identified in 
the compensatory analysis and the associated measures (management of the degraded modes and the 
conditions of closure of the tunnel) must be resumed in a didactic document form, for example: "card 
reflex ", interactive document, etc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND ABSTRACT 
 
Safety is a key factor in tunnel design. Therefore, the design should be based on a sound, cohesive and 
comprehensive safety concept, right from the start. The safety concept starts at the system level, 
involving not only the tunnel itself, but also other system elements such as vehicles, drivers and future 
tunnel operation and emergency response procedures. The safety concept therefore facilitates the 
coordination of the tunnel design with these other system elements.  
 
This paper presents a three level safety concept, providing a generic framework that can be used to 
develop a tailor-made safety concept for a specific tunnel.  
 
2. THE THREE LEVEL SAFETY CONCEPT 
 
When an accident takes place in a tunnel, resulting in a fire or in the release of a toxic or flammable 
substance, the consequences are likely to be more severe than on an open road. The reasons for this 
are: 

• heat, smoke and toxic or flammable vapours are contained in the tunnel; 
• car drivers and passengers are trapped in that same closed environment; 
• access from outside to the tunnel is more difficult than on open terrain. 

 
Basically, the strategy to fight these hazards in any tunnel is the following. Clearly, safety is best 
served by having as few accidents as possible. But since prevention cannot be perfect, adequate 
response to incidents and accidents is equally important. Figure 1 (on the next page) shows the main 
actors and their actions in response to a severe tunnel accident.    
 
To initiate response, constant monitoring and early detection of anomalies, incidents and accidents is 
indispensable. Subsequently, information and communication are vital in choosing the right response 
and coordinating its implementation. Drivers and passengers should move away quickly from the 
accident and from its dangerous products that are spreading through the tunnel. Emergency services 
must have access to the tunnel to help control or preferably terminate the accident, to rescue any 
victims still in the affected part of the tunnel, to provide urgent medical treatment and transport the 
injured to hospital. The propagation of the accident and its adverse effects on the tunnel climate must 
be limited, in order to enable escape and rescue under tenable conditions. Meanwhile the structural 
integrity of the tunnel must be maintained. Traffic must be stopped from entering the tunnel, thereby 
limiting the number of cars and people involved in the accident, and making sure that the routes of 
egress and access can be used safely. 
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A = self-rescue 
B = helping one another 
 
 
Figure 1. The Tunnel Fight: main actors and relations in a tunnel accident and the response to it. 
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The description on the bottom of the first page of this paper can be seen as the first, highly generic 
level, which could be referred to as the integral level of the generic safety concept, showing in broad 
terms what needs to be done to make a tunnel safe for those who use it. It can be concluded that 
making a tunnel safe involves 7 functional areas, which are related as described earlier. They are: 
 
1. Prevention of incidents and accidents; 
2. Information& communication; 
3. Escape & rescue; 
4. Urgent medical treatment and hospitalisation;  
5. Limiting accident propagation; 
6. Structural integrity; 
7. Traffic management. 
 
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the 7 functional areas and their relations. 

 
TOP GOAL 
 
 
BOTH ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The 7 functional areas of tunnel safety (in bold type and shaded boxes)) 
 

Only the totality of these 7 areas, when well integrated, produces sufficient safety. Each area involves 
both physical assets and human interventions (perhaps except for no. 6), that need to be developed in 
parallel to make sure they fit. Planning, training and exercises are vital to prepare an effective and 
coordinated response to incidents and accidents. 

 
The second level, called the functional level, of the safety concept elaborates each of these functional 
areas by  

- defining the objective(s); 
- stating the basic ideas of how to meet the objective(s) in global terms on a system level; 
- identifying the elements involved in meeting the objective(s). 

 
As an example, chapter 3 of this paper is an attempt to provide a generic blueprint for the functional 
level of the safety concept for the first functional area, being prevention of accidents and incidents.  It 
draws on wide project experience, but would need input from more experts to mature further.  
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On the third level, duly labelled the elements level, of the safety concept, we distinguish between 
elements that are within the project scope, i.e. typically the infrastructure and possibly the specific 
operating and response procedures, and other elements that are outside of the project scope. For the 
former elements, the third level of the safety concept needs to specify the requirements, following the 
objectives and ideas developed on the functional level, and taking into account the relevant 
characteristics of the latter elements, which need to be documented. 
 
In developing a project specific safety concept, one would need to adapt level one (but not too much, I 
would expect) and add levels two and three, using the framework given above, and taking into 
account the specific goals, needs and characteristics of the project. 
 
3. THE FIRST FUNCTIONAL AREA: PREVENTION OF INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS 
 
Objective: Prevent incidents and accidents as much as possible. 
 
Basic ideas: 
The general principles and provisions for prevention of accidents on motorways, apply also in the 
tunnel. The differences between open road and the tunnel environment, as perceived by drivers, 
should be minimized. Transitions from open road to the tunnel and vice versa should be smooth. 
Drivers must be prepared for the conditions in the tunnel. Any change in circumstances, requiring the 
special attention of drivers or a change in driving behaviour, should be signalled to them. Special 
attention must be given to issues of boredom and feeling uncomfortable on long roads in confined 
space with little change. 
 
Elements involved: 

• Infrastructure 
• Vehicles & cargo 
• Drivers 
• Traffic regulations 
• Operations & surveillance 

 
Infrastructure issues: 

• Tunnel concept: number of tubes, uni- or bidirectional traffic. 
• Road lay-out in the tunnel and near the portals. 
• Road cross section: no. of lanes, lane width, hard shoulder (yes/no), distance to tunnel 

walls. 
• Road alignment: horizontal, vertical. 
• Air quality and visibility. 
• Signposting. 
• Lighting: in tunnel and transitions from/to outside. 
• Traffic information and management system in the tunnel. 
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AIRPORT TUNNEL TEGEL – PROJECT DESCRIBTON 
 
Airport Tunnel Tegel forms part of Berlin’s city highways, a major transport link in the German 
capital. With a length of around 1,000 m and two tubes it passes bellows the runways of the Tegel 
Airport. At it opening in 1979, it was the most modern facility Berlin could offer. But the tunnel is now 
getting on in years. The technical equipment no longer meets today’s requirements and must be 
completely renewed. Moreover, leackage of groundwater through structural joints has frequently led to 
ice forming on the road surfaces in the winter. The lanes have even had to be closed for certain periods 
of time, which has brought traffic in the city to the verge of total collapse each time. A thorough 
overhaul had become unavoidable. 
In October 2006 the tunnel was finally closed for a period of 18 months. To minimize the disruption to 
private and commercial traffic and keep at close to the scheduled completion date as possible, Berlin’s 
Senate had contractually bound the structural contractor to work 6 days per week in multi-shift 
operation. 
First the two tubes were completely gutted. The M&E equipment, the suspended ceiling, the tiles from 
the walls, the mortar from the ceiling and the road surface was removed during a period of  6 month. 
The first refurbishment was the installation of a new tunnel sealant strip at the construction joints. The 
outside sealant was fixed by flange and concrete screws to the refurbished concrete edges. 
 

 
Figure 1 Tunnel after total gutting 
 
THE REFURBISHMENT AND UPGRADE OF THE PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION 
 
The passive fire protection surface concept include the following issues: 
 
 Upgrading the fire protection for the tunnel ceiling with fire protection boards according the 

requirements of the ZTV-Ing, which means a maximum temperature at the rebar of 300°C. The 
fire curve scenario  rise in 5 minutes to 1200°C, is hold to minute 30 at this level and decline 
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down to starting temperature in 110 minutes.  
 Upgrading the tunnel walls with a 60 mm shot-crete layer and additional steel mesh. 
 Fire protection with a relocatable cover system for the joint areas to protect structural concrete. 
 Installation of a accessible niche cover with a fire resistance of 90 minutes for the cables, 

which are placed in each tube in a niche in the outside walls. 
 Installation of fire protection doors and flaps for the equipment. 
 Seperation of cable trays in the escaping strairs areas with separation wall with 90 minutes fire 

protection. 
 
Due to a refurbishment of a tunnel with a preplanning based on documents from the 70`s. The most 
details had to be adapted during the construction documentation and installation process. 
This tough process formed a good and creative team, consisting of  the structural contractor 
(HOCHTIEF), the consultant (ISKP), the installer (LINDER AG) and the supplier (AESTUVER). This 
partnership formed a taylor-made passive fire protection concept and installation during a time of 14 
months. 
 
The tunnel ceiling was protected by a construction of a 25 mm fire protection board, the longitudinal 
and lateral joints are backed with a  stripe 100 x 10 mm of the same material. The backing stripes give 
a additional protection for the joint areas and made the board surface more smooth, based on the fact 
that two neighbour boards supported in the same level, the backing stripe. This gave a very good and 
regular result with a uneven ceiling, which had rests of the mortar still on the surface.  
In case of a fire scenario according the ZTV-Ing fire curve this protection reduces the surface 
temperature of the concrete <200°C. So a fast refurbishment after a fire is possible.  
The boards were fixed with a nail anchors made of stainless steel. The design pressure and suction load 
for the tunnel is 0,55 kN/m², due to the fast pressure equalisation before and behind the boards through 
the open but to but joints, the design load for the boards and the anchors could be reduced to 0,10 
kN/m², which allowed to reduce fixings for some areas, joint construction i.e. 
The 25,000 sqm were installed in 41 days in a two shift work, each shift with 21 people. For the 
installation flexible scaffoldings with 3 workers on each and some ground staff for handling were used. 
The installation started in the theoretic middle line of the tunnel, the two last boards to the tunnel walls 
were cut to size and the 10 mm gap closed with flexible fire protection mastic. 

 
Figure 2 Fire protection construction for ceiling.  
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Figure 3 tunnel ceiling after installation of fire protection boards  
 
The new sealant areas got a new cover made of 25 mm fire protection boards as well. The cover board 
were fixed an one side to wall or ceiling and the other side was clamped with a pliers construction 
made of boards to gather the movement of the tunnel elements. 
 

 
Figure 4 detail joint cover on the wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5  joint before and after installation of the fire protection 
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The most interesting development was the accessible niche cover, with the object to reduce the 
stainless steel material and installation time to a minimum. The installation was one of the last works in 
the project and on the most critical way to keep the schedule. 
Over 5 month a system of elements made of AESTUVER fire protection boards and minimum steel 
elements was developed, tested and patented. The elements are made of 2 x 25 mm fire protection 
boards glued together. A stair fold on both sides gives the necessary insulation and safety in case of 
fire. So the Elements were installed mirror-imaged way, with a additional connection by a screw in the 
middle of the joint to give stability against pressure and suction load from traffic and the fire case as 
well. The Element size is 1350x625x50mm with weight of 40 kg. The specifications of the 
AESTUVER boards, a light weight concrete with a smooth surface, can withstand the tunnel 
environment without any surface treatment. The steel parts a used for edge protection, support and 
stability. The elements were tested in a fire test to confirm the insulation and the action of the stair fold 
and in a full size pressure and suction load test with 1.000.000 cycles to confirm the mechanical 
stability. Due to the mirror-imaged elements every second element can removed simple and gives the 
full accessibility for maintenance. The elements are produced in cooperation with the  installer and 
only hanged up in the supporting channels in a fast way. 
 

  
Picture 4 Cable niche after shotcreting  Figures 4  Cable niche elements  
 
RESUMEE 
 
Due to the good communication and cooperation between the involved parties and the t+ 
Supporting by the MFPA Leipzig and I.F.I Aachen , as surveyor and test institute the technical 
challenge to install a passive fire protection system during an refurbishment in a short time was 
managed with full satisfaction. 
 
 
KEYWORDS: passive fire protection, fire protection boards, Airport Tunnel Tegel 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Efficiency of smoke management system in short (up to 300 m) tunnels was evaluated by CFD 
simulation of typical two-way railway tunnel using FDS5 software developed by NIST, USA. In the 
framework of the present study we identified the worst-case scenario for fire accident in short tunnel; 
determined HRR curve development versus time; designated parameters for fire simulation depending 
on flammable materials; provided sensitivity analysis of a numerical solution optimizing the mesh size 
close to the fire source and in the other areas of researched tunnel; proposed different alternative smoke 
evacuation methods as follows: (1) natural, (2) non-mechanical with chimneys (cut-and-cover tunnels 
only), (3) non-mechanical with improved portals geometry, (4) non-mechanical with division of the 
tunnel volume by top and bottom spaces, and (5) mechanical using jet fans; optimized and performed 
feasibility study for each of these methods. Our analysis demonstrates that non-mechanical ventilation 
with chimneys would be the most cost-effective, while the best smoke management may be achieved 
by tunnel space division. Improving portal geometry allows significant increase of the time period 
satisfying appropriate standards tenable criteria requirements. 
 
KEYWORDS: short tunnels, tunnel fires, railway tunnels, smoke management, smoke evacuation 
 
GENERAL 
 
Construction of underground structures in the world is rapidly increasing. While there're significant 
advantages of saving space and lack of direct impact on the environment, transport moving in tunnels 
is exposed to higher risk in the case of accident inside the tunnel. Majority of transportation tunnels 
don’t exceed 300 m in length – short tunnels. 
The present study is focused on short railway transportation tunnels. Railway tunnels have lower 
probability of fire incident than automotive tunnels; however the consequences of such an incident 
would be rather severe due to large number of people potentially exposed to fire hazard. For 60-300 m 
long tunnels relevant standards [1] require engineering analysis to be performed in order to estimate 
whether non-mechanical (natural) ventilation is sufficient to provide tenable criteria for self evacuation 
of passengers and train crew and if not, to evaluate efficiency of proposed mechanical ventilation 
system. 
In the view of growing number of short tunnels it is extremely useful having a number of pre-modelled 
cases for different length, inclination and cross-section tunnels exposed to various weather conditions 
in terms of wind velocity, temperature and humidity, for different kinds of vehicles allowed to enter the 
tunnel. This should allow the railway companies to develop internal standards and requirements for 
short tunnels and significantly decrease engineering and supervision expenses. The present research 
represents a first step in the development of such a systematic approach and provides better 
understanding of the risk associated with fire hazard in short tunnels and of different methods for its 
mitigation. 
Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS 5) CFD model of fire-driven fluid flow developed by NIST, USA has 
been used for the performance of this study. 
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SIMULATIONS SETUP AND DESCRIPTION 
 
For preliminary evaluation of smoke movement in short tunnels we considered a simple rectangular 
cross-section horizontal (not inclined) tunnel with length of 300 m. Cross-sectional size of the model 
was considered based on typical design for two-way railway tunnels: width 12 m and height 8 m 
including evacuation paths of 1.1 m width from both sides. The model is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Tunnel geometry model. 
 
The model parameters were considered based on following assumptions: (1) no wind conditions; (2) 
temperature 20 OC; (3) humidity 40 %; (4) soot yield value of 0.1 corresponding to soot yield of 
polyurethane foams [2]; (5) CO yield of 0.1; (6) fire detection system reaction time 300 sec (for the 
purpose of initiation of mechanical ventilation system) [3]; (7) diesel locomotive operated train is 
subject to fire. 
Fire scenario considered for CFD simulations would be the fire originated in locomotive and further 
expanded to nearby car within 5 minutes [4]. We assume fast growing heat release rate (HRR), which 
increases proportionally to the time square to maximum of 30 MW HRR for locomotive and medium 
growing HRR to maximum of 24 MW for passenger wagon. Thus, total heat release rate reaches 54 
MW within 15 minutes after the fire event start as it is presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
 
Figure 2 HRR development. 
 
Sensitivity study performed for different combinations of computational cells size demonstrate that 
special attention should be paid for the fire origin area and for portals zone where fine grid is required 
for reliable numerical solution. Based on the sensitivity study results we consider square grid of 
10x10x10 cm in these areas while in the rest of model we use square grid of 20x20x20 cm. It should 
be mentioned that use of rectangular grid has negative impact on the numerical solution. 
We have performed a set of numerical simulations for different methods of smoke management: (1) 
natural ventilation through the tunnel portals; (2) non-mechanical ventilation with 4x4 m cross-section 
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chimneys installed each 60 m along the tunnel; (3) non-mechanical ventilation with addition of 
separated upper volume with height of 3 m on the top of the tunnel connected to the tunnel by 12x25 m 
normally closed vents equipped by automatic damper system, which open above the fire origin 
following the fire detection system signal; (4) mechanical ventilation using jet fans installed each 100 
m along the tunnel. We have also checked the influence of the portals geometry on the natural 
ventilation performance. 
Simulation results have been further analyzed from the cost-performance point of view. 
 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Smoke layer development for the case of tunnel natural ventilation is presented in Figure 3. 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3 Smoke movement development – natural ventilation. 
 
It is clearly indicated that for the given tunnel geometry and chosen fire scenario, natural ventilation 
would not be sufficient to provide tenable condition for successful people evacuation. Additional 
simulations with hydraulically improved portal geometry demonstrate that the evacuation time period 
may be increased by at least 200 sec. Nonetheless it would not be sufficient for the given tunnel such a 
solution might be useful for shorter tunnels under different conditions. 
Figure 4 represent numerical results for smoke movement for the case of ventilation through chimneys. 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4 Smoke movement development – non-mechanical ventilation with chimneys. 
 
The smoke is efficiently removed from the tunnel through number of chimneys, however the 
contaminated area is quite big compared to the tunnel size. The cost of such a construction become 
negligible for cut-and-cover tunnels. 
Results for the smoke management system based on the tunnel volume division are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Smoke movement development – non-mechanical ventilation with tunnel volume division. 
 
This method demonstrates perfect smoke evacuation capacity and comparatively small area occupied 
by smoke during the fire event. However this is costly solution not always applicable due to space 
requirements. 
 
Smoke evacuation using automatically initiated jet fans presented in Figure 6 seems not to be efficient 
for short tunnels under simulation conditions. Failure of this classic method may be explained by long 
time required for the ventilation system initiation compared to the smoke generation rate. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 6 Smoke movement development – mechanical ventilation using jet fans. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Natural ventilation may not be sufficient for short tunnels to comply with the standards 

requirements. 
2. Changing portals geometry increases efficiency of the natural tunnel ventilation. 
3. Smoke removal through regularly installed chimneys represents the most cost-effective ventilation 

method for cut-and cover tunnels. 
4. The most efficient smoke evacuation may be achieved dividing the tunnel space by two volumes. 
5. Jet fans installation in short tunnels may be insufficient to maintain tenable conditions during the 

people evacuation period. 
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ABSTRACT:  
Paper outlines the properties of fire simulators developed for underground mine ventilation networks based 
on one dimensional flow model. Similarity of ventilation systems of complex tunnels and mines justifies 
exchange of experiences between those domains. An example of a simulation of a fire in a large tunnel, 
with a hybrid semi transverse and transverse ventilation system was presented. Interactive graphical 
interface allows for immediate monitoring of effects of several actions like opening of exhaust ports or 
reversal of ventilation. Series of “what if” simulations may be performed in a short time. Due to their 
simplicity, they are capable to provide a life animation of flow transients, including transport of 
contaminants and development of a fire in complex networks. Such property may be useful for training and 
education, if users are also aware of the limitations resulting from a simplified model 
 
KEYWORDS: fire simulator, one dimensional flow model, ventilation network, training and 
education, case study  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Ventilation systems of underground mines and tunnels have many similarities. Investigations on recent 
accidents resulted in numerous studies on ventilation and fire safety in tunnels. Problems of fire hazard, 
detection, suppression and evacuation form zones endangered by toxic or explosive gazes have been 
crucial for underground mine ventilation. Results of progress in solutions for tunnelling have been 
applicable for mining. For example the FDS Smokeview software [4,7] has been applied for analysis of 
local migration of explosive gases for the longwall coal excavation systems. On the other hand a long term 
experience in hazard prevention and suppression may be useful for design and operation of tunnels. The 
extent of underground mine ventilation systems, totalling in a length exceeding 100 km is by one order of 
magnitude longer than tunnels. Such size of computational domain justifies application of one dimensional 
flow models [2,3], which for tunnels have been considered obsolete and almost entirely [11,12] replaced by 
three dimensional CFD simulations. Present paper shows results of a preliminary study on adaptation of the 
fire and contaminant propagation simulator incorporated in the VENTGRAPH software to tunnel 
ventilation. 
 
MINE VENTILATION NETWORK FLOW SIMULATOR 
The main application of VENTGRAPH software is ventilation network flow simulation, both in normal 
and emergency conditions. Geometry of a network and ventilation survey provide a database to calculate 
the steady flow in the network. The steady model is a base for series of case studies and “what-if” 
simulations. Results are displayed on an isometric scheme of a network, which makes easier their 
interpretation. This feature is quite popular among several simulators of this kind, developed in the USA, 
Australia and South Africa. A unique feature is the fire and contaminant simulator. The core of model is 
based on a lumped constants model of fire and a unique approach combining steady flow modelling and 
unsteady transport simulation, which provides sufficient representation at minimized computational effort. 
Effect of buoyancy, leading to unintentional flow reversals, throttling effect, point gas sources are 
considered. During the simulation a several fire suppression actions may be simulated, like closing or 
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opening of ventilation door, changes in operation point of fans, reversals of ventilation or application of 
inert gases. The only comparable program MFIRE, developed by the US [8], has much smaller capabilities, 
especially in terms of a user-friendly, interactive graphical interface [9]. VENTGRAPH software is used 
for preplanning of miners evacuation and fire games for ventilation students and engineers or rescuers. 
 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE FIRE PROPAGATION MODULE 
The flow of the air and gas mixture in the mine heading is described by a system of equations of 
momentum, continuity and state. This system combines equations of steady flow of air and admixed gases 
with unsteady equations of fire development, gas transport and energy in the way described below. For 
flow distribution in the network, the response time to changes of boundary conditions, like quantity of 
methane inflow, or parameters like resistance and natural ventilation, is on the order of a minute. The 
process of admixed gas propagation lasts for hours, justifying the treatment of the phenomena as quasi-
static with respect to flows. Detailed description of assumptions, mathematical model and some 
information about numerical methods may be found in [2] and [3]. 
 

 
 
Figure 1 Simulation of a fire in a mine ventilation network. 
 
GRAPHICAL INTERFACE FOR ANIMATED SIMULATION OF TRANSIENTS 
Transients generated by fires lead to a complex distribution of parameters in a ventilation network, which 
vary both in time and space. The presentation of such phenomena requires additional resources. As regards 
spatial distribution, branches of the network are divided into segments. Values of i.e. carbon dioxide 
concentration or temperature of air in a section are displayed as a particular colour. Thus the network 
scheme is transformed into a map of i.e. temperature distribution. During the simulation this distributions 
may vary with time, transforming a scheme into an animated coloured map. This solution allows the 
observation of transients during simulation. In contrast to steady states computations, information about 
individual colours for presentation is displayed (e.g. distribution of oxygen concentration levels in fire 
gases). Another advantage is the possibility of obtaining time diagrams of observed parameters in selected 
network points (by placing virtual sensors). The application of a solution with a legible colour screen 
makes the interpretation of phenomena occurring in the network much easier and helps the user to take 
correct decisions during simulated rescue actions. 
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EXAMPLES OF SIMULATION 
Models of transverse ventilation systems for several kilometres long tunnels have been developed. 
Simulations include non moving carbon dioxide sources (for example cars in a traffic jam), development of 
a fire, smoke evacuation through oversized flow ports and ventilation reversal. Results are presented in a 
form of colour maps of smoke, oxygen and temperature distributions and graphs of a evolution of several 
flow parameters like flow quantity or CO/oxygen concentration.  
 

 
 
Figure 2 Scheme of a tunnel with combined transverse and semi-transverse ventilation system 
 
Paper of A Wala [13] shows how by running simulations for simple networks one may gain some insight 
into some features of underground fires, like throttling effect, chimney effect and reversal of flow resulting 
from diagonal connections in a structure of the ventilation network. Limitations of one dimensional 
approximation do not allow for showing such phenomena like smoke backlayering, plug-holing of exhaust 
ports or consider effects of jet fans. 
Anyway it is possible to build and efficiently run fire simulations in a model of an extent ventilation 
network with several fans shafts and transverse or semi-transverse ventilation systems, as shown in a 
Figure 2. Prior to the simulation a steady state model has been developed on assumed physical 
characteristics of the tunnels: cross-section, slope, the number of roadways, the type of ventilation, the 
resistances of the airways, the number of ducts, the sizes of the air intake and exhaust ports, the number 
and the characteristics of the fans. 
Actual simulation starts with selection of the place of the fire its intensity and time constant of 
development. For applied model, the output of the fire depends also on the quantity and composition of 
gases feeding it. Due to several feedback loops in the model, development of the fire depends on 
interactions of the ventilation network and the fire. User has several means to influence the simulation: 

• By changing the resistance of branches one may mimic the effect of opening oversized exhaust 
ports for easier evacuation of smoke. 

• Actions aimed at restricting the supply of oxygen to the fire may be reproduced by increasing 
resistances of selected ducts. 

• Specific gas sources, representing inertizing devices may mimic effect of inertization on 
development of fire. 

• User may also control the pressure of fans which enables the simulation of switching them on or 
off. 

• Combining changes of resistance of bypass and regular fan ducts with modification of fan pressure 
the whole sequence of ventilation reversal may be performed. 

The delays resulting from convective transport of heat or contaminants are represented quite well. 
Estimating the time scale of phenomena User must be aware that the quasi static model does not represent 
effects neither inertia of air and admixed gases nor such phenomena like pressure and velocity waves 
resulting from a rapid changes. The real response of systems will be delayed by seconds or even minutes 
for large tunnels [5,11,12]. 
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CONCLUSSION 
Despite a progress in application of three-dimensional CFD software, still there might be some benefit 
from adaptation of one dimensional mine ventilation simulators to selected problems of tunnel ventilation 
[6]. Due to their simplicity, they are capable to provide a life animation of flow transients, including 
transport of contaminants and development of a fire in complex networks. Such property may be useful for 
training and education [13], if users are also aware of the limitations resulting from application of a 
simplified model. Application of a hybrid, multi-scale modelling approach [1] is more relevant for 
advanced studies on phenomena in complex tunnel ventilation systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
The significant light contrast between daylight and tunnel luminance causes motorists to slow down 
as they approach the tunnel entrance.  This phenomenon, known as the “black hole” effect, can be 
minimized by providing enough light at the immediate tunnel entrance, or the threshold zone to allow 
time for eye adaptation.  The goal is to create a lighting system that facilitates constant traffic volume 
and speed throughout the road and into the tunnel entrance during daylight hours. 
KEYWORDS: tunnel lighting system, safety, economical design 

 
INTRODUCTION 
There are benefits for using both asymmetrical and symmetrical lighting systems depending on 
distribution factors including ambient luminance, geographic location, structure of the tunnel, and 
traffic speed and volume.  All factors must be analyzed to develop the appropriate tunnel luminance 
level criteria.  In design practice, tunnels are divided into three zones: threshold, transition(s), and 
interior. 
 
LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
The linear symmetrical lighting using fluorescent luminaires distributes similar patterns in all 
directions to create a uniform luminescence throughout the tunnel.  Figure 1 shows the shape of 
distribution with low contrast values. 

 
Figure 1 Symmetrical Lighting Distribution [1] 
Asymmetrical (directional) lighting such as counterbeam and probeam lighting distributes patterns 
only in one direction, either with or against traffic.  Counterbeam lighting (Figure 2) directs the 
maximum candlepower against traffic at the driver’s line of vision, creating a high negative contrast.  
By minimizing glare, drivers can clearly see the contours of the vehicle ahead. Probeam lighting 
(Figure 3) directs the maximum candlelight with the traffic away from the driver providing high 
object luminance and low road luminance, creating a positive contrast.  This system operates by 
minimizing luminaire glare and increasing distance visibility. 
 

 
Figure 2 Asymmetrical Counterbeam Lighting Distribution [1] 
 

 
Figure 3 Asymmetrical Probeam Lighting Distribution [1] 
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LUMINAIRE AND LIGHT SOURCES 
According to the USDOT Federal Highway Administration, fluorescent lights produce a more 
uniform lighting distribution than point source lighting.  Benefits of fluorescent lamps are quick 
startup and high color rendering.  However, their large size makes it hard to maintain; and lamps with 
longer life require special and expensive ballasts.  Traditional fluorescent lamps have a low efficacy 
(lumens/watt); more lights are required to create the same light levels as other lamp sources.  In 
addition, it’s large size and vulnerability causes maintenance to be difficult and expensive.   
Since current U.S. standards require high luminance levels at the threshold zone, point source lighting 
is preferred over linear lighting.  Point source lighting can easily be controlled and redirected, and 
more efficacious lamps are available.  Common types of point source lighting are high pressure 
sodium lamps and metal halide lamps.  High pressure sodium lamps have many advantages such as 
longer lamp life, minimum lumen depreciation, and small lamp size.  Their use though, is limited by 
lamp cycling and poor color rendering.  Metal halide lamps provide white light with good color 
rendering and cool appearance, high efficacy, and long lamp life.  These lamps are suitable for 
recessed downlights and low mounting heights. 
Although point source is the preferred system for tunnel lighting, its discontinuity creates the “flicker 
effect” caused by periodic luminance changes and the spacing of luminaires.  This can be reduced by 
adjusting the luminaire spacing outside of the annoyance range (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 Annoyance zone for Flicker [1] 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE LIGHTING SYSTEM 
The design luminance is based on the length of time for the driver’s eye to adapt from ambient light to 
light at the threshold zone.  Sufficient illumination must be provided to mitigate the “black hole” 
effect which obstructs a driver’s view at the threshold during daylight hours.  Factors must be taken 
into account when designing an ideal lighting system.  Varying road surfaces influences luminance 
values and the speed of traffic affects lighting levels.  The amount and angle at which the sunlight 
enters the tunnel in accordance to the roadway’s compass direction must also be taken into 
consideration.  The quality, type, maintenance requirements and average annual daily traffic volume 
are critical in the selection of the lighting system. 
TUNNEL ZONES 

 
Figure 5 Recommended Luminance Reduction for Threshold and Transition Zones [1], [2] 
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Lighting levels are gradually reduced in sequential zones within the tunnel comprising of the 
threshold, transition, interior, and exit zones.  The calculated curve in Figure 5 (adapted from CIE 88 
2004, Figure 6.6) demonstrates the appropriate step down lighting levels for each zone.  Steps must 
never fall below this curve.  Point source lighting is used to appropriately reduce luminance levels to 
save energy and assist in eye adaptation for motorists.   
Areas to be considered in tunnel lighting design are shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 Vehicular Tunnel Topology 
 
Lighting Level Criteria 
RP-22-10 presents two methods of obtaining threshold zone luminance values either from Table 1 or 
by using the Lseq equation: 
1) Table 1   Threshold Zone Luminance  

 

 

2)  Lseq Method, a calculation based on a modified  
version of the Hollady-Stiles formula: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
I. 

Recommended luminance levels from 
RP-22. 

ANSI/IESNA RP-22-10 [3] 

 

 

Figure 7 Polar Diagram Superimposed on a Tunnel (Letters represent measured luminance levels) 
Pavement luminance for threshold zones of tunnels can be mathematically determined using the 
tunnel portal luminance and the formula above. 
 
Table 2  Daytime Interior Zone Levels 

 
Transition zone luminance is calculated by gradually stepping down the luminance levels in Figure 5. 
Recommended average luminance for interior zone is shown in Table 2.  Values are dependent on 
traffic speed and average annual daily traffic (taken from RP-22 [1]). 
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Exit zone lighting is used where additional hazards are expected near the exit of the tunnel and in 
tunnels where the interior zone is long.  CIE-88 recommends that daytime luminance increase linearly 
over a distance equal to 1 SSSD before the exit portal.  Over this interval, lighting levels are to be 
gradually increased to five times of the interior zone 20 meters from the exit portal.  RP-22 requires 
the designer to review and determine the necessity of the exit zone with the tunnel operator. 
The recommended nighttime lighting luminance throughout the tunnel is a minimum of 2.5cd/m2 by a 
consensus of experts. 
Emergency lighting is used in the event of failure in the normal lighting power supply.  It is 
recommended that an emergency non interruptible power supply be installed to maintain the normal 
nighttime luminance level throughout the tunnel. 
 
TUNNEL LIGHTING DESIGN SOFTWARE 
Commonly used 3-D lighting software packages, such as AGI32, perform computations and analyses 
of luminaire values for lighting designs.  Formulas used are the Major Threshold Lighting Calculation 
and the Lseq Method.  Luminance at a particular location is calculated by a sum of contributions from 
all luminaires and test points (Figure 8) on road surfaces. 

 
Figure 8 Luminance measurements on tunnel road surfaces – test points 
 
CURRENT LAMP TECHNOLOGIES, DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS AND MODELING 
LEDs and electrodeless lamps are newer technologies on their way to be potential future tunnel 
lighting systems.  LEDs are semi-conductor diodes that convert electrical energy to visible light and 
are able to produce many colors without color filters.  They operate on low voltage, have high 
efficacy, and instantly turn on.  However, LEDs are not yet suitable for tunnel lighting because of 
their complex setup, and inconsistencies in color, lamp lives, and efficacy.  Electrodeless lamps run 
on a combination of induction and gas discharge with a high color rendering white light.  These lamps 
have a longer lamp life due to the lack of filaments and the use of magnetic induction.  Two types of 
electrodeless lamps in the United States are the IcetronTM and QLTM Induction Lamp.  Instead of the 
use of electrodes, the IcetronTM produces light with the excitation by a radio frequency magnetic field.  
In a QLTM Induction Lamp, the core and coil power coupler produces a magnetic field which is then 
used to activate a secondary electrical current in a mercury vapor contained inside a bulb. 
Daylighting is the use of natural sunlight.  In tunnels, luminaire use would be reduced by opening up 
the tunnel roof to allow sunlight in.  The issues involved with the use of daylighting would be 
shadows, insufficient lighting and difficulty in guiding the sunlight. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Tunnel lighting systems are constantly being improved with new technologies, techniques, and 
breakthroughs to ensure a safe and comfortable driving environment.  The design for the ideal tunnel 
lighting system should include understanding symmetrical and asymmetrical lighting; the various 
luminaires and light sources; factors affecting the performance of the lighting system; the different 
tunnel lighting zones; 3-dimensional modeling; and current lamp and ballast technologies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As stated in the presentation ‘Magic Numbers in Tunnel Fire Safety’ [1] during the ISTSS2008, there 
is a need for another approach for determining safety requirements and designing safety systems for 
tunnels. In this article an approach is presented to determine the main safety functions and 
requirements for a tunnel, in order to analyse and to verify from a functional point of view whether the 
tunnel can be regarded as safe; both in the design phase and during operation. 
This approach was used in 2009 to determine a set of high level safety requirements for the 
development of the N201Waterwolf Road tunnel in the Netherlands. This tunnel is presently under 
construction and due to open in 2011. These high level requirements were utilised to validate the safety 
level for this tunnel. 
 
FROM MAGIC NUMBERS TO PERFORMANCE BASED DESIGN 
In the past most tunnel designs in the Netherlands were made with use of prescriptive guidelines only, 
containing many so called ‘Magic Numbers’. However, in recent years there has been a change in 
contracting and design. More tunnels are assigned by Design, Build, Maintain & Operate (or similar) 
contracts in combination with the use of Systems Engineering (SE). This opened the way for designs 
based on more performance based functional requirements. A tunnel is then considered as a fulfiller of 
a set of functional requirements, as opposed to the product of an application of prescriptive standards. 
 
RISK ANALYSIS 
For the safety analysis of a tunnel an obligatory quantitative risk analysis and a scenario analysis are 
both applied in the Netherlands. For a scenario analysis there is a limited set of four top safety 
objectives available to use.  
A safety design based on these objectives had not been applied until recently as the use of SE in Dutch 
tunnel design had not been developed to use functional requirements.  The designs and requirements 
were largely based on existing prescriptive guidelines, i.e. the requirements were made by changing the 
guideline’s style of language without changing its contents. 
 
STRUCTURE OF SAFETY OBJECTIVES, FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 
The four top safety objectives laid down in the handbook ‘Handreiking Risicoanalyse 
Tunnelveiligheid’ [2] are related to the main processes in the safety chain: traffic management, incident 
control, self rescue and emergency assistance (refer to Table 1). These objectives however, are 
formulated in a generic manner and are not applicable for design or validation purposes. 
 
Table 1 Top safety objectives 
Process Objective 
Traffic 
management 

The safety provisions are aimed at a safe and steady flow of traffic and a ‘as good 
as reasonably possible’ prevention of incidents and response to disruptions in 
traffic. 

Incident 
control 

The tunnel system has educated and trained personnel and adequate, reliable 
(technical and organisational) facilities to minimise the consequences of 
incidents. 
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Process Objective 
Self rescue The available safe egress time (ASET) is sufficient for people who are able to get 

themselves to safety. 
Emergency 
assistance 

Emergency assistance can be given effectively. 

 
For the verification of the Waterwolf tunnel safety level, these generic objectives have been expanded 
into sub-objectives, functions and requirements, as seen in Figure 1. These functions can ultimately, be 
effectuated by a combination of measures (or facilities) that can be both technical and organisational. 
To determine a proper set of objectives and functions it is important is to get a complete set, without 
going into too much detail or determining solutions prematurely. In the Waterwolf project this was 
done by a ‘soft and global’ formulation of functions and requirements, using definitions such as ‘big’,  
‘much’ etc. showing the line of thought. This made it easier for non-experts e.g. decision makers to 
understand. A clear visible line of thought and global values also make backtracking and adaptations 
easier and it leads to better integration of the technical and organisational measures. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Structure breakdown of functional safety objectives 
 
 
However, further down the chart, more structured detailed SMART requirements (numbers) are added. 
The SMART requirements can be obtained using legislation, standards, risk analysis and ‘good 
engineering discipline’, but they must also match with the ambitions of the stakeholders involved. That 
ambition can, for various reasons, be different than the legal minimum or the practical average. 
 
EXAMPLES 
From the top safety objective ‘Self rescue’ (see Table 1) the sub-safety objective ‘Minimisation of the 
consequences’ can be derived. One of the sub-objectives will be ‘To provide a physical safety escape 
route’. The associated safety functions are for example ‘Providing sufficient orientation possibilities’ 
(installations such as tunnel lighting and escape route lighting fit in here), ‘Guidance for people’ 
(installation solutions can be escape route lighting, signs and audio guidance) and ‘To control the en-
route conditions’ (to be fulfilled with ventilation and overpressure but also maintenance procedures to 
keep routes free of obstacles). These safety functions are described more specifically (SMART) in a 
next level, for example ‘The escape route should be at least 1.2 metres in width’. Remark: the magic 
number 1.2 can originate from a legal standard or an intermediate functional requirement. On the other 
hand, when more escape routes are implemented the tenability control en-route can be defined less 
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strictly, as evacuees can reach a safe area earlier and easier. 
In Figure 2 another example is shown for an expansion of top objective ‘Incident Control’. 
 

 
Figure 2 Example of safety structure 
 
SCENARIOS AND RELIABILITY 
Also, a link can be made between the objects, the tunnel safety systems, including organisation, and 
scenarios described in the scenario analysis. This helps to identify and define the critical and 
supportive installations of several project specific incidents or scenarios, as shown in Figure 3. As 
(sub)systems fulfil functional requirements, system failure can lead to loss of a specific safety function. 
Insight into the contribution of each safety system gives a better idea of which installations, will 
compensate and support the function failure to retain an acceptable safety level. This helps the tunnel 
management in adaptive decision making with additional measures such as temporarily exclusion of 
certain traffic, lower speed limits, lane closure etc. to reduce risk and exclude scenario’s than cannot be 
controlled. This may lead to less tunnel closures. 
 

 
Figure 3 Example, functional verification of critical(C) and supportive(S) safety installations 
 
The safety level and handling of scenarios can also be validated by this functional breakdown structure. 
For each scenario adequate safety measures should be present. The reliability and redundancy related 
to safety can be analysed against the background of the RAM-criteria. 
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For the Waterwolf tunnel this exercise showed that the design contains enough technical facilities to 
cover the functions and scenarios, but that attention need to be given to organisational procedures.  
 
This functional approach, whereby the tunnel safety -installations are classified in safety-critical or 
supported installations (per typical scenario and function), is also currently in development for the 
Dutch rail tunnels. An automatic closure of the tunnel at every false-alarm or sub-installation failure 
can be prevented leading to a higher availability.  
 
INSIGHT IN SPECIFIC SITUATIONS 
The functional approach will give a better insight into the specific circumstances or use of ‘city’- or 
‘non trans-European’ road tunnels. Functional analysis decisions can be made on basis of the safety 
contribution of each individual safety measure, or combination of measures. 
 
The Waterwolf tunnel is a regional road tunnel. This means that the regular prescriptive Dutch 
standards, which are mainly developed for tunnels in highways, will not lead to a tailor-made safety 
concept. For example, the traffic management system of the Waterwolf tunnel will be of a ‘high 
standard’ and incorporate the nearby local road junctions, as discontinuities in traffic are a major 
project specific risk. Another example for this tunnel is the specific high level of emergency response 
available. As the tunnel is located in the Schiphol Firefighting region, emergency assistance can be 
dispatched within minutes. So compared to other tunnels the functional requirement of incident control 
and repression of a large HGV-fire will be dealt with more adequately. 
 
The same functional approach has been followed for planned maintenance works in one of the Botlek 
road tunnel tubes (Rotterdam Harbour). Based on the functional analysis two-way traffic in one tube 
was accepted, although this solution seems to be in contradiction to the prescriptive Dutch tunnel 
regulations. In the event of fire, the risks of the jeopardized ventilation strategy (and so limited 
fulfilment of the function ‘control of fire and smoke’ through this installation) were mitigated by the 
imposed limited speed and the 24-hour presence of a quick response fire fighting team. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In the case presented the functional method worked well and further development of this approach, the 
safety functions and global requirements is needed. For detailed design and verification purposes it is 
important to add SMART criteria. A well structured combination of performance based requirements 
(safety functions) and (not so) magic numbers, opens a new way to safe design that can be more easily 
validated. This approach is more flexible and applicable for D&C contracts and all types of tunnels and 
road, rail, size, configuration complexity, traffic type and volume. This method provides space for the 
introduction of innovative cost effective solutions for unconventional situations. It offers better tuning 
between technical and organisational measures as a safe tunnel (design and operation) remains the 
ultimate ‘top’ requirement.  
The spell around the ‘magic numbers’ will be broken largely when the line of thought from top 
requirements, soft functions to SMART criteria can be clearly identified. 
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ABSTRACT 
Although automatic fire detection is used in road tunnels since the late sixties, the subject has been of 
growing importance since the big tunnel fires in 1999 / 2001. Besides introduction of new detection 
technologies, safety and reliability of these systems is an important issue. On one side early detection 
versus fault alarm rate has to be considered. On the other hand automatic detection versus control room 
decision is a subject. And another question is how much redundancy can be put into the budget? This 
paper gives an overview on actual tunnel fire detection systems including their safety and reliability 
features. 
 
TUNNEL FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS 
Whereas line type heat detectors have been used as the most important technology for a long time, 
today new technologies as smoke detection, video and others have been coming up or are under 
investigation [1]. In addition, many countries started to implement these new technologies for early fire 
warning in the directives for tunnel safety equipment [2,3]. Actual systems are: 

• Semiconductor temperature sensor cable (multipoint heat detector) 
• Fiber optic sensor cable 
• Pneumatic line type heat detector (copper tube system) 
• Non resettable line type heat detectors 
• Visibility monitors 
• Video analysis 
• Flame detectors 

 
Table 1: overview of tunnel fire detection systems 
System Reacts on Rate-of-

rise 
detection 

Detection 
speed 

Typical 
sensor 
distance 

Maximum 
system 
length 

Local 
reso-
lution 

Fault 
alarm 
rate 

Temperature 
sensor cable 

temperature yes middle to 
high 

7 m 
10 m 

2500 m 7 m 
10 m 

low 

Fiberoptic sensor 
cable 

temperature yes middle cont. 8000 m 1-2 m low 

Pneumatic system temperature yes middle to 
high 

cont. 100 m 100 m low 

Non-resettable 
cable 

temperature no low cont. 250 m 250 m low 

Visibility monitors smoke yes high 100 – 
300 m 

point type 100 – 
300 m 

middle 

Video analysis smoke, 
flames 

N.A. high 50 – 100 
m 

point type 50 – 
100 m 

high 

Flame detectors flames N.A. middle 25 – 50 
m 

point type 25 – 
50 m 

low 
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A more detailed description of these systems is given in [1]. Table 1 gives an overview on their most 
important properties and specifications. 
 
SAFETY 
Safety is used in the sense, that all these systems should detect a tunnel fire. A 5 MW fire (typical car 
fire) usually should be detected within 60 seconds. The general trend is, to detect the fire in a very 
early stage and prevent a real breakout or fire jumping to more vehicles. This brings up the question for 
a threshold to be used. Today various types of test fires are used to qualify fire detection systems. 
While the German RABT [2] uses a 5 MW test fire, Austrian RVS 9.282 [4] starts already with a 1.5 
MW fire. Having in mind high wind velocities of up to 10 m/s in tunnels, this might be crucial for 
temperature detection based systems.  Table 2 gives the result of the comparison of different line type 
heat detectors using different test fires at a wind velocity of 3 m/s [5]. It can be recognized that the 
semiconductor sensor cable is the fastest one, although all type of systems can detect the fires. 
 
Table 2: comparison of different line type heat detectors using different test fires [5] 

# Fuel Area of fire LHD 1 
copper tube 

LHD 2 
fibre optic 

LHD 4 
sensor cable 

1 Petrol 2 m
2
 28 s 42 s 13 s 

2 Petrol 4 m
2
 19 s 30 s 11 s 

3 Diesel 2 m
2
 83 s 60 s 31 s 

4 Diesel 4 m
2
 30 s 48 s 17 s 

5 n-Heptan 1 m
2
 165 s 98 s 46 s 

6 n-Heptan 2 m
2
 37 s 68 s 18 s 

7 n-Heptan 4 m
2
 25 s 61 s 13 s 

 
Figures 1 and 2 show in addition a test with a 5 MW fire done at 10 m/s wind velocity and a real tunnel 
fire in a city tunnel. In both cases the detection has been triggered by the rate-of-rise. Significant 
absolute temperatures are not reached in the first case and only reached after several minutes in the 
second case. This means, that rate-of-rise detection is mandatory and systems working only by absolute 
temperature detection as non-resettable cables should not be used in the road tunnels. 
 
Figure 1: Test of semiconductor sensor cable 
with 5 MW fire at 10 m/s 
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Figure 2: City tunnel fire detected by 
semiconductor sensor cable 
 

 
Another safety issue is the human interface. Here we can see very different philosophies between a 
strictly automatic system going directly from detection (possibly by several independent systems) to 
alarm and control room dominated systems, where all alarms have to be confirmed before going to the 
different alarm reaction mechanisms. But in most tunnel applications a mixture can be found. Whereas 
temperature detection is usually triggering the fire scenario directly and has to be interrupted by manual 
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interference in case of a false alarm, pre-alarms of smoke detection or video analysis run via the control 
room for confirmation to avoid a large number of false alarms.  
 
FALSE ALARMS 
In a certain contradiction to a maximum safety to detect a fire is the false alarm rate. Of course the 
thresholds have to be high enough to suppress regular false alarms. But what is an acceptable false 
alarm rate? The Swiss standard [3] defines 1 false alarm per year and 2 km as acceptable. Generally 
this is no problem for line type heat detectors. For smoke detectors it depends on the used threshold 
values. Investigations as [6] show, that high safety and low fault alarm rate is possible. Video based 
fire and smoke detection systems up to now have always a certain false alarm rate. Even with an 
optimized setting for a specific application 1 fault alarm per camera and month is already a good value. 
So the increased safety by early fire detection using CCTV based smoke alarm has to be paid with an 
increased false alarm rate. If this can be accepted, video fire detection can be a good method for early 
fire warning. 
 
RELIABILITY 
Reliability here is used in the sense of availability or resistance against perturbations or damage. 
Generally only systems with approval e.g. by VdS according to fire detection standards as EN54-5 or 
the new EN54-22 should be used. This assures already a certain quality of the detection and the 
components itself. In addition, the systems and the networking should be prepared to compensate for a 
partial damage. The RABT[2] defines e.g., that a line type heat detector has to be split up in several 
segments and that an error of one segment should not influence the others. Generally, a good reliability 
can be reached with a redundant installation. Unfortunately, different ideas of redundancy with 
different reliability levels can be found in the field. Using the example of a line type heat detector, such 
system should at least comprise: 

• Two separate detection cables in the tunnel or at least one cable with readout from both sides 
(loop system) 

• Splitting up the cable in segments to remain functional in case of damage. It is important that 
the system can handle not only interrupts but also short-circuits. 

• Two independent control units allowing full system operation in case of failure of one control 
unit. Ideally these two control units are located in different control rooms. 

• Loop configuration of communication between both control units and control units and fire 
control panel 

• Redundant fire control panel 
 
SECURITON MHD 535 TEMPERATURE SENSOR CABLE 
An example for a line type heat detector system fulfilling the actual requirements as given above is the 
Securiton MHD 535. It is a semiconductor sensor temperature cable giving most fast temperature and 
rate-of-rise detection due to a unique IR sensitivity and its high-speed bus readout principle. The 
temperature sensors are located in the cable with 7 or 10m distance, depending on the local 
requirements. The cable is separated in segments by separation modules allowing even an isolation of a 
defect segment in case of a short-circuit. The temperature values are read out by two independent 
control units at each end of the cable. In a fault condition, the two control units communicate via a 
fault tolerant network and rearrange the configuration of the separation modules to be used as 
connecting or terminating elements. In this way, only the part between two modules is not available. 
Figure 3 shows a typical arrangement. 
 
The loop setup shown in Figure 3 is the simplest case of a network between two control units. The new 
developed FT-NET (fault tolerant network) allows the integration of several processor units with 
attached temperature sensor cables on a failsafe network. All information essential for fire detection 
like alarm, alarm localization, pre-alarm, system failure, or system status are transferred via this 
network. On one side, this allows central access on the data using digital interface modules on the 
network or central relay control units. On the other side, information from different temperature sensor 
cables can be combined to generate more complex alarm mechanisms and diagnostics. 
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Figure 3: Loop configuration of MHD 535 temperature sensor cable with increased availability 
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CONCLUSION 
For the automatic detection of tunnel fires and the subsequent initiation of cost intense fire ventilation 
and fire brigade alarm, linear heat detectors today are the only 100% reliable detector with a minimum 
of fault alarms. However systems with the possibility of reaction by temperature gradient have to be 
used, as the maximum temperature for a car fire might not reach more than 50 °C. They fulfil all 
requirements including the required detection speed of 60 seconds for a 5 MW fire even at high air 
speed of 10 m/sec. For an optimized solution, the use of redundant systems restricting errors to single 
instruments or segments is recommended. For tunnel showing a high risk for fires, several different, 
independent detection technologies are recommended. At least one system should give an automatic 
reaction to the fire scenario. 
 
Smoke detectors or visibility monitors should be used in addition for early fire detection as already 
mandatory in Germany and Switzerland. Today their signals have to be confirmed by the control room. 
In some applications, they start automatically the fire ventilation. With more experience in their 
application and on possible thresholds and interference, they might be used for automatic triggering of 
the complete fire alarm scenario, too. Video detection is due to its non negligible fault alarm rate a 
sensitive subject. However in tunnels with a high risk potential they might contribute to increase the 
safety. 
 
It is recommended that the most reliable system –usually the temperature based detection – triggers 
automatically the alarm scenario. This helps to prevent any loss of alarms due to human failure. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In order to allow proper management of emergencies in road tunnels, a project is currently being 
developed by the GIDAI Group of University of Cantabria, funded by the Spanish Ministry of 
Transport. The main purpose of this project is to develop a Decision Support System for the 
management of emergencies in road tunnels. This system consists of three basic models: an Infrequent 
Events Model, an Egress and Intervention Model and a Decision Making Model. In this paper, only 
the Infrequent Events Model is described. This model is developed primarily using methods such as 
Black Box, Boolean Algebra and Probability Theory. Mathematical equations related to the output 
and input variables as well as the corresponding computational model are described in detail.  
 
KEYWORDS: Infrequent Event, Road Tunnel, Model 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Infrequent events in road tunnels (fires, accidents etc.) are varied and often unpredictable, thus it can 
be difficult to make the right decisions [1]. The quality of the decisions made depends on the quality 
of available information. The tunnel operator, who is responsible for monitoring and controlling the 
road tunnel [2], may have limited information about the incident [3], and may also be under high 
stress [4]. Currently, the tunnel operator must follow general prescriptive guidelines on how to 
proceed – few systems exist to support their decisions based on the variables of this specific situation. 
Computational models can thus be used in order to provide more information and support decisions, 
helping to provide a more accurate and efficient response. In this paper, an Infrequent Events Model 
for road tunnels is described. This model will be integrated into a Decision Support System. First, the 
input variables concerning the scenario and it´s environment are defined. The inputs of the Egress 
Model are established, and the characteristics of the environment are also defined. Next, the 
mathematical methods that adequately represent the scenario and environment are defined. Finally, 
the computational model is described. Importantly, the model has a simple user interface and the 
outputs are obtained in real time. The results can be divided into two parts. The first part relates to 
decision making recommendations, such as whether to close the tunnel or to order the evacuation, and 
the second part relates to the statistical information estimated about the accident. 
 
VARIABLES 
 
A road tunnel can be divided into two different zones: 
 
 Zone I - the area directly affected by the accident. This area includes the vehicles and the people 
directly involved, the area in which vehicles and people are in danger due to fire or hazardous 
spillages and the emergency exits near the accident. 
 Zone II - the area adjacent to Zone I. When the tunnel is closed a bottleneck is formed. The people 
trapped inside the tunnel (in their vehicles) who are not directly affected by the accident have to be 
evacuated for their safety. The cars trapped inside the tunnel can obstruct evacuation, however, the 
space is wider in Zone II than in Zone I, and thus it is easier for people to evacuate here. 
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Inputs – these depend on the information detected in the tunnel control centre. These variables can be 
divided into two parts: the Boolean variables and the Numerical variables. 
 

Boolean variables Numerical variables 
Is there an Infrequent 
Event?  

Number of lanes blocked Number of buses involved 

Is there a fire?  Surveillance-camera number Number of vehicles trapped 
Is there a spillage?  Location of the incident Detection time 
Is there an injured person?  Number of vehicles involved  
Is there a serious incident?  Number of heavy vehicles involved  

 
Table 1 Inputs used in the Model. 
 
Outputs – these are used as inputs into the Egress and Intervention Model. Two types of outputs can 
be considered: the possible decisions to make and the numerical results obtained by statistical analysis 
of the available data from accidents in road tunnels 
 

Possible decisions Numerical results 

Inform the Tunnel Staff  Number of lanes to close Number of people with 
reduced mobility 

Inform the Emergency team Distance to the beginning of 
Zone I 

Number of people with 
assisted mobility 

Deploy the Emergency Services  Distance to the end of Zone I Distance to the end of Zone II 

Evacuate the tunnel  Number of people Number of vehicles trapped in 
Zone II 

Choice of two exits in Zone I  Number of people with 
normal mobility Detection time 

 
Table 2 Outputs used in the mathematical model. 
 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

Parameter Description 

 Number of lanes closed/Number of lanes in the tunnel 

 Inform Tunnel Staff 

 Infrequent Event is detected 

 Inform/Deploy Emergency Services 

 Fire/Hazardous spillage /Number of injured people detected 

 Evacuation is ordered /True when people can evacuate in both directions 

 Distance from the entrance to the Emergency Exit 

 A serious event is detected  

 Distance from the entrance to the Infrequent Event 

 Tunnel length 

 Distance between surveillance cameras 

 Car, heavy vehicle or bus occupancy 

 Number of cars/heavy vehicles/buses directly involved in the accident 

 Number of people evacuating with normal/reduced/assisted mobility 

 Probability of people with normal mobility (reduced or assisted) 

 
Distance from the entrance to the surveillance camera that has detected 
the accident 

 
Table 3 Parameters used in the mathematical model. 
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The mathematical model consists of a set of expressions which relate the inputs and outputs: 
 
1. Number of lanes closed is equal to the number of lanes blocked due to the Infrequent Event.  
 
  (1) 
 
2. If an Infrequent Event is detected, tunnel staff are informed. 
 
  (2) 
 
3. If one or more lanes are closed, the emergency services are informed. 
 
  (3) 

 
4. If a fire or hazardous spillage is detected, or the operator suspects that there is an injured person, 
the emergency services are deployed. 
 

   (4) 
 
5. If a fire or hazardous spillage is detected, the tunnel should be evacuated immediately. 
 

      (5) 
 
6. If the Road Tunnel is completely closed, bidirectional exiting is not possible. 
 
  (6) 
 
7. Distance from the entrance to the beginning of Zone I ( . 
 

  (7) 

 
8. Distance from the entrance to the end of Zone I ( . 
 

  (8) 

 
9. The number of people to evacuate from Zone I (  depends upon the type and number of 
vehicles directly involved in the accident. The model assumes maximum evacuation times (worst case 
scenario). 
 
  (9) 
 
10. A worst case scenario is used to predict the number of people with different mobilities. 
 

  (10) 

 
11. Distance from the entrance to the end of Zone II ( ) is equal to the distance to the surveillance 
camera which has detected the Infrequent Event. 
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  (11) 

 
12. The number of people to be evacuated from Zone II (  is equal to the number of vehicles 
trapped inside the tunnel ( ) minus the number of vehicles directly involved in the accident 
( ). 
 
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 
 
The computational model is based upon the mathematical model previously described, employing the 
Object Orientated Programming Language C# on the. NET Framework 3.5 SP1 using Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2008. The model is comprised of two main classes: public class ParamsSI and ModSI 
 
ParamsSI is defined in the file named SucesoInfrecuente.cs, which contains the tunnel parameters and 
has an overloaded constructor that accepts a string variable as a parameter. This constructor opens a  
*. ds1 file containing all the values of the parameters required by the model. It also assigns these 
values to the variables of the object class created. If a Boolean variable does not exist in the file, a true 
value is assumed. Class ModSI contains inputs and outputs determined in the mathematical model and 
an overloaded constructor (string variable) using the tunnel parameters from class ParamsSI. This 
class has a main method named Procesamiento, where the equations of the mathematical model are 
implemented.  
 
The model was validated by creating two programs: ParametrosSI_1.exe and ModeloSI.exe. 
ParametrosSI_1.exe introduces, solves or changes the characteristic parameters of the tunnel though a 
*.ds1 file. The program ModeloSI.exe checks the computational model, verifying if the outputs 
correspond with the results of the mathematical model. In this program, the parameters of the tunnel 
(*.ds1 file) should be selected by the tunnel operator. Previously defined inputs corresponding to the 
Boolean and Numerical variables (see Table 1) should then be introduced into the ModeloSI.exe 
program. Finally, the outputs are obtained using the different inputs and the mathematical model. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The developed model allows adequate simulation of Infrequent Events in road tunnels. The model is 
designed for integration into an Automated Decision Support System for Safety in Road Tunnels. The 
importance of easy integration of this model in this type of computerised system was considered. 
 
This model has primarily been developed using methods like Black Box and others from Boolean 
Algebra and Probability Theory. The inputs, outputs and other parameters have been defined, as well 
as the mathematical relationship between them. 
 
This is part of the first phase of a project whose end result will be a complete tool to aid decision 
making for the tunnel operators in emergency situations. The next steps include the development of an 
Egress and Intervention Model and the final Decision Making Model. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Tunnel accidents are challenges for all rescue services specially fire fighters. Fire fighters have to 
rescue persons and extinguish fires in a situation with partly unknown boundary conditions. This 
report is concerned with a comprehensive integrated training programme for the fire brigades 
covering tunnel insets. 
 
At the trainings the participants first will be introduced to emergency situations and the arising 
dangers and risks through various exercise scenarios. Training starts with basic procedures, such as 
communication whilst in tunnels and reconnaissance of emergency scenes involving unspecified - 
possibly even toxic - substances, whilst in artificially smoky tunnels. 
 
With real fires under controlled conditions, the response units were introduced to dealing with rising 
temperatures and an increase in smoke in the tunnel. To this end realistic tunnel accidents were 
created in the 400m fire test gallery of VSH Hagerbach Test Gallery Ltd. The exercises carried out 
clearly demonstrated the necessity of such courses, since even fire fighters behave differently working 
under stress in a tunnel environment, than in the open. By the same token, questions which above 
ground do not arise in the same way take on added significance. Examples of this are 
communications, reconnaissance of the accident site and saving people at a great operational depth. 
 
FIRE FIGHTER, TRAINING, TUNNEL 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Underground construction has been on the increase across the world – there is huge demand for good 
quality transport infrastructure, both road and rail, and it can often only be met with extensive 
subterranean construction: in heavily populated areas the only remaining room for infrastructure is 
underground. In many new industrializing countries, new infrastructures can only be achieved through 
tunnels or underground galleries on account of the topographic circumstances. 
 
Along with the technical challenges of construction, the demands on emergency services are 
constantly growing: the infrastructure and the electro-mechanical equipment involved in underground 
travel routes are becoming ever more complex, and the decision-making processes are increasingly 
supported by electronic aids (eg control structures). The expectations of society and road users for 
speedy and optimally successful rescue operations are growing rapidly, and this places emergency 
services under additional pressure.  
 
Despite all of the technical advances made in recent years, the empirical component still plays a major 
role in rescue operations. Nor will this change in the future: the interpretation of events, their 
development, and the introduction of special rescue and protection measures not only requires solid 
theoretical knowledge, but also a good measure of experience – a quality which can only be acquired 
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through practice. It is impossible to imagine rescue services in underground construction without 
practical experience. 

 
 
This practical experience demands that the training process must at a given point involve real fires. 
Only in this way can the rescue forces expose themselves to the special demands and properties of 
underground fires, and learn how to deal with them. 
 
The majority of events in tunnels which require the presence of rescue and response forces is 
fortunately not connected with fire. The training for such occurrences under real conditions is thus at 
least as vital as the basic fire brigade training, and that means there is also an increasing necessity for 
training and education in crisis management. But even for rescue services time aspects are essential 
and have to be trained. 
 
When considering the training of rescue forces for tunnel operations, it must always be borne in mind 
that the rescue operation represents the last link in a chain of protective measures which must be taken 
to prevent an accident or to minimise the effects of one. In the following we will not concentrate any 
further on the protective measures based on construction and organisation. 
 
 
TRAINING CONCEPT 
 
For all trainings some basic rules have to be trained and which have to be applied to all situations of 
the insets. These are: 
 

- self protection of the rescue forces 
- protection of the tunnel construction 
- searching every square meter for injured persons 

 
The above mentioned rules sound simple. Experiences of trainings have shown that in reality it will be 
difficult to obtain the rules when fire fighters are under stress of an accident. Especially the first point 
of self protection has to be reminded to the very ambitious rescue forces. 
 
Looking at the tasks for the rescue forces’ operations in a tunnel probably constitute some of the most 
demanding tasks with which fire brigades are confronted. The great difficulties result from the special 
circumstances of the tunnel environment such as  
 

- the distance to the combat zone 
- the duration of the operation 
- high temperatures, since the heat cannot escape freely 
- intensive smoke and reduced vision 
- unknown freight on the vehicles 
- restricted communication 

 
 
This makes the training for tunnel operations specialist training which builds on basic extensive fire 
brigade skills. The training is focussed on the response team as a whole, not on the individual 
members, as the only way to deal with a tunnel operation efficiently and safely is by means of 
seamless cooperation. 
 
With this as a given, it is advisable to fit the training programmes to the needs of each response 
situation. These are, for example: 
 

- the tunnel system (single or double line) 
- duration of the alarm 
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- organisation of the response 
- depth of the operation 
- water supply (distance from hydrants, amount of water) 
- communication capacities 
- protection targets 

 
The points above should already be taken into account in the planning and design phase of a tunnel, so 
that the construction and any rescue operations complement each other. 
 
Temperatures of 1000°C and above, as set out in the specifications for the fire protection in 
construction, are not bearable for humans and also for fire fighters. Should such temperatures arise in 
the centre of a fire, the site must be cooled from the sidelines, so that the response forces can work 
their way to the source of the fire through temperature of no more than 300 °C.  
 
 
 
TRAINING PROGRAMME 
 
During training the participant is led through the problems of tunnel operations in several steps, and 
develops the correct behaviour patterns. 
 
A first module – providing the bases for all further activities and also the safety of the rescue forces - 
deals with the identification and assessment of the accident scene. In an accident scenario involving a 
delivery vehicle, the composition of the contents must be judged in order to ascertain what further 
rescue measures are appropriate. It is particularly important to assess whether poison or any other 
noxious substances which would place the rescue teams in danger are present. 
 
This reconnaissance proceeds through a preliminary control, which is carried out immediately after 
the alarm is raised. Already at this stage the safety of the response forces is to be guaranteed by way 
of appropriate protective measures, such as taking along an extinguisher. As with all other operations, 
communication with operation command is to be constantly maintained. This can be an additional 
problem just by going through a transversal tunnel if the tunnel’s radio communication system has 
been damaged in the accident. 
 
People in the accident zone must be rescued while at the same time ensuring the safety of response 
staff and patients. 
 
In a further module people at great operational depths and in smoky areas are to be rescued. In this 
situation orientation and communication pose the greatest problems. The performance of the response 
forces can be significantly improved with the help of a thermal imaging camera. If the picture from 
the camera is directly transmitted to the response unit’s command, the latter can respond quicker to 
the evolving situation. There are however limits to the use of thermal imaging cameras, if parts of the 
room are invisible due to structural features, or if the room is all at the same temperature so that no 
contrasts can be seen. 
 
Operational exercises in sections of tunnel artificially filled with smoke serve to help recognise the 
difficulties of tunnel operations and to teach the correct response. The confined conditions of a tunnel 
system, with cross-connections and secondary areas such as ventilation and transformer stations, etc. 
make communication considerably more difficult. Radio contact can be maintained no more than two 
branches into the tunnel system at best, and must be maintained by means of appropriate measures 
such as relay posts. Once the significance of the communication problem in underground facilities is 
recognised, it is basically possible to bring about improvements by installing appropriate equipment. 
 
With air supply restricted to breathing equipment the range of movement of the fire services is greatly 
reduced. Even if every 250m in the tunnel there are cross-connections which give access to the other 
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tunnels, there can in a worst case scenario be an operating depth of 250m, which is very difficult to 
cope with. The exercises in saving individuals whilst using breathing protection in real tunnel sections 
with artificial smoke made all participants very aware of this problem. 
 
Simulated vehicle fires with real heat and smoke introduce course participants to the ancillary 
conditions of a fire in the tunnel. Unlike outside, most of the heat cannot disappear upwards. The heat 
is reflected by the roof and walls of the tunnel generating intense heat in the driving area. If the tunnel 
structure is not protected by a fire protection system, the response forces additionally have to reckon 
with concrete potentially cracking, massively damaging the structure of the tunnel. In extreme cases 
this can lead to the collapse of structural components. 
 
In the final exercises the contents of all of the other exercises are combined and the response teams 
are confronted with a staged event which must be dealt with on their own, whilst under the 
supervision of the instructors. The crisis must be mastered in small teams and within a very confined 
space. The teams must simultaneously save individuals, fight fire, cool the structure and if needs be 
prevent noxious substances escaping.  
 
The response techniques depend on the capabilities of each fire brigade. Thus foam and water 
extinguisher systems are used, but also special systems such as CAFS (Compressed Air Foam 
System). Only in practical use do the advantages and disadvantages of the different systems become 
evident. The decisive factors are: 
 

- transport investment 
- time required to get the equipment ready 
- effectiveness in extinguishing 
- cooling effect 

 
Although these are “only“ exercises, the response forces are pushed to the limits of their mental and 
physical capacities. Experiencing the limits of their own tolerance in a realistic environment allows 
participants to be sure that they do not overstretch themselves in an emergency, putting themselves 
and their colleagues in unnecessary danger. 
 
Briefings after each course lead to a discussion on the experience gained and how the fire fighting 
forces can optimise their approach. 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE TRAINING COURSES TO DATE 
 
The experiences gained from the different operational exercises have shown that it is vital for 
response forces to train under circumstances which are as realistic as possible. Working with 
breathing equipment always poses an additional difficulty. The smoke and heat conditions in tunnels 
are difficult to compare with experiences above ground, where operating depths are usually very 
limited. Only those who have known ”in peacetime“ what it means to maintain communication lines, 
to recognise their physical and mental limits, to use their equipment quickly and efficiently under 
difficult circumstances, will be successful in a crisis. 
 
Exercises show participants the possibilities and the limits of fire fighting in tunnels and more often 
than not take the fire fighters to their personal limits. The personal experience gained from these 
realistic exercises is of significant importance to the fire fighters. It allows them to put the knowledge 
gained from their training into practice in a real emergency and bring it quickly under control. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years many countries have changed their requirements for ventilating road tunnels in an 
emergency. Traditional linear exhaust systems are no longer permitted; the smoke has to be exhausted from 
the tunnel close to the fire. The design of this new ventilation system requires different treatment in many 
ways.  
One aspect is the leakage flow into the exhaust duct away from the exhaust point. The leakage generated 
by the under-pressure in the exhaust duct causes a leakage flow through the closed dampers and through 
the structure (drainage, cabling between road level and exhaust duct, doors and manholes, joint and cracks 
in the concrete structure). This additional flow can have a significant impact on the efficiency of the 
ventilation system and therefore must be considered in the design (e.g. [1]). The main difficulty today is to 
quantify the expected leakage flow into the exhaust duct because very few established bases are available.  
In 2007 the Swiss Federal Road Authority ASTRA initiated a research project to extensively investigate 
leakages into exhaust ducts in road tunnels. The principal objective of the research work is to create a 
comprehensive basis for a better understanding of the leakages into smoke exhaust ducts. The research 
work has been articulated in five phases: 1) Literature search, 2) Leakage measurements, 3) Data Analysis, 
4) Development of a method to extrapolate the measurement data to arbitrary tunnels and 
5) Recommendations regarding prevention (e.g. reduction of leakages) and intervention (e.g. increasing 
ventilation capacity). 
The project is well advanced and should by completed by mid-2010. This short paper focuses on phases 2 
and 3. 
 
MEASUREMENT 
Measurement method 
The leakage measurements have been carried out by an accredited laboratory (HSLU, Switzerland) using 
the well-proven tracer gas method using SF6. The concept of this method is to inject a constant mass flow 
of SF6 into the exhaust air at the open dampers. After about 60 duct hydraulic diameters downstream the 
tracer gas is well mixed with the exhaust air and the volume flow can be calculated from the measurement 
of the concentration of the tracer gas. 
Although the tracer gas method is relatively complex and sensitive (cross sensitivity for vapor) it gives 
important advantages over a velocity based method (i.e. system measurement). The main advantages are: a) 
it is independent of the duct geometry and the duct cross section area b) an undisturbed incident flow is not 
required and c) it has no impact on the pressure losses in the duct.  

 
Figure 1: Measurement setup 
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Tunnels 
Between August 2007 and September 2009 a total of 16 leakage measurement campaigns in 10 different 
Swiss tunnels were carried out (Table 1). In order to acquire a comprehensive set of data the tunnels cover 
a wide range of types considering geometry, age, construction and topology. 
 
Table 1: Measured tunnel tubes 

Nr. Tunnel Tube Opening VS- 
Pos. (a) 

LTunnel 

[m] 
AAK 

[m2] 
Date 

1 Flimserstein - 2007 (b) T 2’922 11.5 22.08.07 
2 San Bernardino Süd 1967 (c, d) U 6’600 11.0 09.10.07 
3 San Bernardino Mitte 1967 (c, d) U 6’600 11.0 10.10.07 
4 Giswil - 2000(b) L 2’066 11.2 16.01.08 
5 Raimeux - 2007(b) T 3’211 9.9 20.02.08 
6 Leissigen - 1994 T 2’200 9.5 24.04.08 
7 Aescher Basel 2009(b) L 2’142 10.2 17.06.08 
8 Aescher  Chur 2009(b) L 2’175 10.2 17.06.08 
9 Stägjitschuggen - 2008(b) L 2’302 12.4 23.09.08 

10 Üetliberg Basel 2009(b) T 4’439 16.7 22.10.08 
11 Üetliberg Chur 2009(b) T 4’499 16.7 23.10.08 
12 Kirchenwald Nord 2009(b) L 1’530 13.0 03.12.08 
13 Aescher Basel 2009(b, e) L 2’142 10.2 17.03.09 
14 Aescher Chur 2009(b, e) L 2’175 10.2 17.03.09 
15 Islisberg Luzern 2010(b) U 4’950 8.5 24.08.09 
16 Islisberg Zürich 2010(b) U 4’950 8.5 26.08.09 

 (a)  arrangement of the ventilation station(s): L = ventilation station at one portal, U = ventilation 
 stations at both portals, T = ventilation station in the middle of the tunnel   
(b)  new tunnel originally built with concentrated exhaust system   
(c)  old tunnel with concentrated exhaust system added later  
(d)  refurbished 1991 – 2008   
(e)  second measurement 

 
Installation 
For the measurements 1 or 2 injection devices and 2 to 4 measurement devices have been required and the 
time required for one set of measurements was between 12 and 20 hours.  

  
Figure 2: Injection station (left in the tunnel, right in the exhaust duct) 
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Figure 2 shows an injection device with the SF6 gas bottle, the dosing system and the data logger in the 
traffic room and the injection into the exhaust duct which is connected by a small tube through the 
open damper. 
Figure 3 shows a measurement device. In the exhaust duct three suction points, a compressor and sensors 
for absolute and difference pressures, temperature and humidity are installed. The gas analyser and data 
logger are located in the tunnel and connected to the suction points by several tubes and cables. Because 
the dampers are closed in this part of the tunnel, it can be a challenging task to run the tubes and cables 
from the exhaust duct to the traffic room. The best solution was to open the corresponding damper and run 
the tubes and cables through it and temporary close it with a wooden board from the tunnel side.  

  
Figure 3: Measurement station (left in the tunnel, right in the exhaust duct) 
 
MEASUREMENT RESULTS / DISCUSSION 
In Figure 4 the measurement results (specific leakage versus pressure difference) for two tunnels with 
completely different behaviours are shown. The specific leakage is defined as the leakage per meter duct.   
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Figure 4: Results from Stägjitschuggen Tunnel (left) and Islisberg Tunnel (right) 
 
The leakages for the Stägjitschuggen Tunnel vary over a wider range for the same pressure difference and 
the regression analysis shows that the leakage increases approximately proportional to Δp0.5. The leakages 
for the Islisberg Tunnel are close together and the regression analysis shows that the leakage increases 
approximately proportional to Δp. One reason therefore is the inhomogeneous exhaust duct tightness that 
could be detected during the inspections. Another reason is the measurement uncertainty and the error 
propagation. For a typical situation with an exhaust flow of 150 m3/s, a leakage flow of 10 m3/s and a 
measurement uncertainty of 5%, the uncertainty in the leakage increases quickly to be of the order of the 
leakage itself. Therefore a single measurement is not very representative to generally quantify the leakage 
flow. Much more representative is an overall treatment which considers all measurement data. Figure 5 
shows the specific leakage as a function of the pressure difference (scaled to a pressure difference of 
200 Pa) for all new tunnels (127 data points) and old tunnels (32 data points).  
The plot shows that leakage flow is significantly higher in older tunnels and tends to be relatively high 
even for moderate pressure differences (20 m3/s/km for 500 Pa). For new tunnels the leakage flow 
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increases at a much lower rate with increasing pressure difference; for typical pressure differences of 
500 Pa, 1000 Pa and 2000 Pa the leakage flows are about 5, 10 and 15 m3/s/km respectively. Considering 
Figure 5, the leakage flow increases approximately proportional to Δp0.5 for new tunnels.  
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Figure 5: Specific leakage vs. pressure difference for new and old tunnels. The numbers below the 

data points refers to the number of data points per pressure class. 
 
For practical application, we are developing a method to quantity the leakage with a dimensionless number 
based on a well known approach described in [2] and [3]. It is known that the leakage flow depends on 
many parameters. The impacts of some parameters are known and predictable (e.g. under-pressure, length). 
The impact of other parameters is rather random and unpredictable (e.g. age, sealing method). The idea of 
the method is to consider the known parameters in a mathematical way while combining all the others 
within a dimensionless number. This number can be defined based on the numerous leakage flow 
measurements. The concept thereby is to consider the leakage flow in a macroscopic way, accounting for 
no detail, as numerous attempts to calculate it in a detailed manner have failed.  
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General principle. 
The method introduced here, to prevent that tunnel fires will expand in a very rapid way, can be used at 
different types of fires. The method will reduce the fire and finally extinguish it due to shortage of 
oxygen. 
 
Three factors will make or break a fire; temperature, oxygen and fuel, we should reduce or stop the 
supply of at least one of these factors to assure that the fire will stop.  
 
The basic principle of this method is to reduce the number of free floating oxygen molecules in the 
space where the fire has developed or has the possibility to develop. 
This can be in a shop, an office building, education centre or explained later in more detail in a tunnel 
of any sort. 
 
Reducing the number of oxygen molecules is one of the main objectives, however the space should be 
sealed of in such a way that “new” molecules can not enter the space. 
Sealing the space is one of the other objectives of the method. 
The development of a system to stop or reduce the draft in a  “sealed of space” will stop or reduce the 
flow of oxygen to the fire at the same level. When the percentage of oxygen falls below 17% hardly 
anything will burn and the fire in the “sealed of space” will slowly fade out.  Obstruction of the vent 
ways by inflatable devices can be used in any corridor type of passage, as well in a horizontal as in a 
vertical lay out as in any angle in between. 
 

 
Figure  1 sealed of fire area with free oxygen reducing balloons. 
 
Reduction of the oxygen can be done in several ways. 
It is possible to catch the air in the “sealed of space” in inflatable bags, this will cause a reduction of 
the free flowing oxygen in the “sealed of space”. 
One could  under-pressurize the “sealed of space” by sucking out air out of the area. 
Another method to reduce the oxygen is by setting up small controlled fires that consumes the oxygen 
in a controlled way. Special torches could be used to obtain this. 
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Keywords: inflated seals, blocking fire area, oxygen reduction, sealing vehicle, air-lock, fire area 
reduction. 
 
Tunnel fires. 
 Due to the confined space and the chimney effect that will occur when a tunnel fire will develop a 
strong and a continuous flow of air will feed the fire with oxygen.  
The method described gives a possible solution of how to stop the flow of air in a first stage of a tunnel 
fire and reduce the area where the fire can develop. 
 
Due to the fact that we are dealing with a fire inside a tunnel with known dimensions gives us 
opportunities to organise the fire fighting in a well prearranged way. However this doesn’t mean that 
we will have all parameters in hand while fighting the fire. 
 
The transportation of different types of goods through tunnels (sometimes even explosive goods are 
transported) can make it difficult to provide a simple structure of organisation to fight the fire. 
 
The system described below will give fire fighters the opportunity to manage the fire within tunnels 
with a greater controllability. 
 
The idea is to block the tunnel from either side 
of the fire with a large balloon ( or a couple of 
balloons) mounted on a special vehicle. The 
balloon (or balloons) will be inflated partly 
with the non combustible gas Helium for 
sealing of the overhead structure and partly 
with air and will so sealing of and reducing the 
area where the fire exists. 
These large balloons are being transported, in 
an un-inflated capacity, towards the fire on a 
bus type means of transport and being brought 
as close to the fire as possible without risking 
the inflatable devices or transport vehicle 
catching fire. The material of which the 
inflatable balloons are made of exist of a high         Figure 2 Emergency vehicle to seal of the fire area 
 temperature resistant material and is                                      with  non inflated seals 
temperature resistant till approximately 
1000 degrees centigrade.  
        
 
When the van type vehicle comes near the fire 
it will park in the middle of the tunnel releasing 
a large flow of gas into the balloons. After the 
balloons have fully expanded they will block 
the tunnel completely and the transport of 
oxygen towards the fire (together with other 
gasses) will be blocked. 
Due to the fire, oxygen will be consumed in the 
fire area and this will decrease the oxygen 
percentage in the blocked area between two van 
type vehicles parked at each side of the fire. 
Even before the balloons are fully 

   
blocking the passage, other balloons  
are inflated with non combustible gas                   Figure  3 Emergency vehicles at tunnel fire,  
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                                                                                             one of the vehicles has  its seals inflated 
(CO2 or N2) and are set free in the fire area to reduce the volume with free air between the two bus 
type vehicles. These balloons will flow freely in the area between two bus type vehicles and will reduce 
the amount of free air. An other method is to inflate these free floating balloons with a compressor or 
ventilator that takes the filling gas from the fire area, this has the advantage that the fire area will not 
get “over-pressurized” by the extra added volume of gas. 
After the passage has been fully blocked by the “blocking balloons” on the vans, gas from the fire area 
can be vented into inflatable objects, reducing the amount 

 
Figure  4,     sealed of tunnel segment with balloons for lowering the amount  
 of free oxygen in the fire area.. 
 
of free flowing gas, non combustible gas can be injected in the area while at the same time special fans 
on the vehicle will prevent the pressure increase in the “sealed of space”. Controlled combustion 
devices in the fire area together with the fire itself  (if there is any) can reduce the oxygen percentage.   
In the busses there will be “one way” pressure valves to assure that pressure in the fire area will not 
increase. 
 
The van type vehicles are of such a size that they can be used as an lock and has  the possibility to 
guide persons through a corridor out of the fire area, while at the same time fire fighters and other 
emergency staff can enter the danger zone through a locker system that will not allow “new oxygen” to 
flow in the area of the fire(the  van can even be prepared to allow small emergency and fire fighting 
vehicles passage). The van type vehicle is constructed in such a way that it will act as the mentioned 
passage lock. 
 
Fire fighting in the confined space will need special preparation. Due to the low oxygen percentage 
people will need specific training. Also the vehicles that have to work in the enclosed fire zone need to 
be set up to work in low oxygen area’s. Electrical drive would be advantageous. 
 
Having blocked the passage of air (oxygen), fighting and controlling the fire  can be done in the 
traditional way with foam or any other means. Tests have shown that the fire will extinguish by it self 
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due to the low percentage of oxygen. It is therefore of importance to have the sealing vehicles as close 
as possible to the fire area, in this way reducing the fire area to its minimum. 
 

 
Figure  5: Fire extinguished due to the lack of oxigen. 
 
The method described has not been applied or tested under real circumstances yet. We are looking for 
partners to bring the method in a following stage of development. 
 
Copyright January 2009. 
Buijvoets Beheer BV 
Engineering dept. Industrial Inflatables BV 
Jan Buijvoets 
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ABSTRACT 
 
It is indisputable that tunnelling is one of the fields with the highest potential of risks and dangers in 
the entire building and construction industry.  
Thus exits a wide range of experiences, studies, guidelines and acts referring to the safety topic. 
However, this applies to a large extend only to the operating phase of tunnels. There is still a lack of 
generally accepted and detailed rules, standards and measurements for safety at the construction phase 
of tunnelling projects.  
Thereby, a sophisticated safety management which spans all project phases can help to reduce time 
consumption and cost as well as it can lead to a higher level of safety on construction sites. 
Consequently a deliberate safety conception can significantly contribute to the added value of a 
tunnelling project.  
 
 
 
FACTS THAT LOWER THE SAFETY LEVEL 
 
Experiences show, that many of the pressure groups which are involved in tunnelling project are not 
enough sensibilised for safety aspects during the construction phase. 
The following aspects are responsible for a relatively low level of safety on tunnelling construction 
sites: 
 
 

• Constructors often delegate the entire responsibility for safety at construction sites to their 
contractors. However, the contractor’s safety standards and safety concepts are not rated in 
the offer evaluation process.  

 
• The planning agencies employed by the constructors creating highly specified and 

professional bidding documents for the construction work but they often use obsolete, 
incomplete or not reasonable copied text fragments for the safety part of those documents. 

 
• Construction companies suffer from severe competitive pressure in the tunnelling market and 

since the construction work is highly specified those companies tend to and sometimes they 
are even forced to save cost in the less specified area of safety.  

 
• Local Emergency services which are planned to take over the rescue work in case of 

emergency are often involved to late in the planning process. It frequently happens that the 
tunnel construction already has been started when detailed rescue plans are going to be 
designed. Thus often the necessary equipment is not available, the personnel are not skilled 
and rescue operations are not trained.  
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• The responsible controlling institutions often do not have the necessary human recourses to 
supervise and control building sites in an appropriate way. Moreover the lack of detailed 
regulations for safety on tunnel construction sites limits their opportunity to exert influence on 
safety concepts.  

 
 

Most of above named problems can be lead back to the intention of every single pressure group to 
save cost, time and avoid responsibility for safety processes. 
 
 
 
QUESTIONS THAT NEED TO BE ASKED 
 
For project were no severe emergency cases are occur it is indisputable that some pressure groups are 
able to save some money and time. However what happens in the case of? 
 
 

• How much does it cost to replace a TBM an excavator? 
 

• How much costs downtime caused by destruction or safety scarcities? 
 

• How much does it cost to rebuild the infrastructure in the aftermath of an emergency case? 
 

• How much does it cost to have a delay in finishing the project?  
 

• How much time and money is necessary to correct scarcities in the safety concept afterwards?  
 

• How much time do pressure groups have to spend in the aftermath of an emergency case to 
work off the situation? 

 
• How much time do pressure groups have to spend to redesign and argue their safety concepts 

if they abstain from certain safety equipment or training? 
 

• What judicially consequence can be expected and how much time and money will those 
consequences consume? 

 
• What will a severe emergency case mean to the reputation of the single pressure groups? 

 
• Etc. 

 
 
This short abridgement of questions which need to be asked in advance of the construction phase 
show that a sophisticated and well realized safety concept definitely has a strong impact on the added 
value of tunnelling projects because safety concepts which are carried by all pressure groups and 
which are designed through all project phases definitely reduce risk for people, facilities and 
infrastructure. Moreover the money and time which needs to be spend for such a safety concept will 
certainly be less than for the damage caused by severe emergency cases.  
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE 
 
Besides the task of the responsible institutions to close the gap of missing obligatory regulations, 
standards, measurements and law pressure group can increase the effectiveness and efficiency as well 
as the level of safety on construction sites by implementing a different approach. 
 
  

• All pressure group must improve their communication and collaboration in the early project 
phases. 

 
• Constructors need to take over responsibility for safety on construction sites by valuing 

advanced safety standards and concepts of potential contractors in the offer evaluation 
process. 

 
• Planning agencies need to support contractors by defining obligatory and detailed safety 

requirements which need to be fulfilled by their contractors.  
 

• Controlling institutions need to review the used safety concept as a whole as well as it is 
necessary to help implement minimum technical requirements and standards for safety 
equipment and training modules for construction workers and rescue teams. 

 
• Etc. 

 
 
In the end the target must be to create a coherent and complementary safety concept were all parts of 
the concept are harmonized an all measurements mesh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Mesh of measurements to achieve a complementary safety concept 
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SUMMARY 
 
A coherent and complementary safety concept driven by all in the tunnelling project involved 
organisations which spans a project from early conception phases until the operating phase reduces 
time and cost of belated corrections and negotiations as well as it increases the level of safety for 
personnel and infrastructure. Safety on tunnel constructions sites is safety for tunnelling projects.  
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VID Fire-Kill did in April and May 2009 conduct a series of large full scale Tunnel Fire Tests in the 
Runehammer Tunnel. The tunnel is an abandoned 9m wide, 6m high and 1600m long two driving 
lane rock tunnel located in Åndalsness on the west coast of Norway.  

Synopsis. 

The fire tests involved diesel pool fires and solid class A fires with potential heat outputs of up to 100 
MW. Three 20m long nozzle pipe protection sections of the VID Fire-Kill Low Pressure Water Mist 
Tunnel Protection System were installed in the centre line of the tunnel ceiling. Water mist from the 
nozzle pipes was manually released in the centre of the tunnel when the water pumps were turned on 
and water at 10 bar, water pressure was applied to the nozzle pipe line. By using a manual system 
release method, the test fires were provided time to develope, and here by to test the protection system 
in large developed fires. All test fires were conducted by Sintef NBL. Sintef NBL did also conduct all 
measurements, data recordings and documentation of the tests and results.  
 
It was observed, that the VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System provides fast fire suppression in 
large tunnel fires involving hydrocarbons (diesel oil) and solid fires (Class A) with potential heat 
output of up to 100 MW. It was also observed that the protection system effectively cools the tunnel 
pipes structure and the air temperatures in the whole tunnel pipe, allowing fire fighters and rescue 
personal safely to enter the tunnel pipe at an early stage to rescue people and fight fires. It was also 
observed that the fire protection system prevented smoke backflow in the tunnel with tunnel 
ventilation air velocities of down to 2m/s.  
 

The purpose with the fire test scenarios were to investigate the level of fire protection which an 
installed VID Fire-Kill Low Pressure Water Mist Tunnel Protection System is capable of supplying in 
large scale tunnel fires with high potential heat outputs.  

Purpose of the tests 

 
The fire protection parameters which were investigated was  

• The degree of fire suppression concerning heat output from fires. 
• The degree of fire protection concerning temperature management. 
• The degree of fire protection concerning risks of fire spreading in tunnels. 
• The degree of fire protection concerning smoke management. 
• The degree of fire protection concerning required ventilation conditions 
• The degree of fire protection concerning visibilities and CO, CO2 

propagation. 
 

The fire tests were conducted with nozzle pipes from three 20m long protection sections of the VID 
Fire-Kill Low Pressure Tunnel Protection System installed in the centre line of the tunnel ceiling. In 

VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System. 
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all test fires the nozzle pipes were manually activated to distribute water mist in the tunnel pipe at 10 
bar water pressure.  
The nozzle pipes were inside the tunnel connected to an 800m long 4” pipe connecting the nozzle 
pipes to the pump system outside the tunnel. The pump system consisted of two Grundfoss CR water 
pumps. The total pump capacity was 90 m³/h at 10 bar water pressure. The pump system required a 
power supply of 60 amps. Only fresh water with no additives was used during the fire tests.   
 
The VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System is an active fire detecting and fire suppression system. 
The system is a modular built system. Each module is 18m – 20 m long and consists of two module 
parts. 
Each system module contains: 

- a supply pipe section,  
- nozzle pipes with water mist nozzles  
- An electrically  activated control valve which connects nozzle pipes to supply pipe section. 
- A heat protected electric control panel with power back-up and connections to electric supply 

and buss line for remote control and alarm and system monitoring 
- Two electric flame detectors to monitor the tunnel zone section for fires and to provide fire 

alarms and if necessary activate the panel to operate the section control valve to open for 
water to be distributed from the water mist nozzles in the fire section and its two neighbour 
tunnel system sections. The flame detectors are designed to provide alarm on all fires, and 
only to provide activation alarm signal on fires which do not move.  

- A series of thermo sensors for double knock fire detection. The panel process signals from 
thermo sensors to a fire dependent rise of heat pattern.  

 
System module sections are supplied as fully assembled and fully tested units from the factory, ready 
for installation in the tunnel ceiling. The units are installed in the tunnel ceiling and flanged together 
to make a pipe line through the whole length of the tunnel. All electrical connections are heat 
protected, and monitored. All electrical connections are plug connections, making a simple and secure 
tunnel fire protection to install.  
A variation of the system has video cameras fitted on the tunnel modules, which become active and 
transmit addressable pictures to a central computer when flame detectors in the protection sections 
activate. This allows the tunnel operators actively to decide on if it is necessary to activate the tunnel 
protection section system.  
The section control valves are designed to stay open when activated unto manually closed from 
inverting the electric signal to the valves.  
The VID Fire-Kill Low Pressure Water Mist Tunnel System operates with 10 bar water pressure. 
When activated, the tunnel protection system operates three sections of 18-20m to distribute water 
mist in a length of the tunnel of totally 54-60m (the system section where the fire is located, and the 
two neighbour sections). Three sections are necessary always to ensure that a fire is fully enclosed 
with the fire protection coverage.  
 

The VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System installed in the Runehammar tunnel was simplified only 
to be the nozzle pipes with water mist nozzles. 

Nozzle pipes installed in the test tunnel. 

The test fires were arranged at a known location in the test tunnel. And the test fires should be 
provided time to grow large before water mist was released, to see how the VID Fire-Kill Tunnel 
Protection coped with large developed fires.  
Therefore the system installed did not include the fire detection and alarm systems.  Also the test 
tunnel already had a 4” water pipeline leading from the tunnel entrance to the centre of the tunnel.   
Therefore the tunnel protection system applied in the tests did only include three Nozzle pipe sections 
with the water mist nozzles of VID Fire-Kill Low Pressure Water Mist Tunnel System.  
The 3 x 20m nozzle pipes were joined together in one pipe line, which was installed in the tunnel roof 
centreline in the centre of the tunnel. The Nozzle pipe line was in two places connected to the 4” 
water supply pipe in the tunnel, and the supply pipe was connected to the pump systems with hoses 
outside the tunnel. Water was taken from an open fresh water reservoir. 
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Two Grundfoss CR pumps were with hoses connected to the water mains pipe in the tunnel pipe. The 
pumps were connected to a reservoir with two dip- pipes. The power supply to the pump system was 
60 amps. The pumps total capacity was 1.5 m³/min at 10 bar.  
The system was manually activated by turning on the pumps.  
 

The Runehammar test tunnel belongs to the Norwegian Road Authorities. The tunnel is a rock tunnel 
without lining. It is located in Åndalsness on the Norwegian west coast. The tunnel is a two lane road 
tunnel. It was a part of the Norwegian road infra structure until a landslides brought the road leading 
to the tunnel down into the fjord below.  

The Runehammer test tunnel. 

The tunnel tube is 9m wide 6m high and 1600m long. Inside the tunnel tube the original road tunnel 
ventilator system with two ceiling fitted ventilators are installed and functioning. The ventilators are 
installed approximately 200m from the tunnel entrance. The ventilator system has a capacity of 2m/s 
– 3 m/s depending on the outside wind conditions.  The original ventilator system was active through 
the whole fire test scenarios, and was never turned off.   
 

All test fire were located in the centre of the tunnel, 800m from both tunnel openings. Three fire tests 
were conducted. In all fire tests a target arrangement was installed downstream the test fire to show if 
the fire would have had the possibility to spread to other vehicles in the tunnel. 

Test fires and set-up of test fires. 

The tests: 
 
1: Diesel fire with 6 diesel pools. Each diesel pool was 2m² large and had 0,5m high sides to shield 
the pool fires. Prior to the fire test the diesel pools were filled with 1.5m² diesel oil. Sintef NBL 
estimated the fully developed fire to have a potential heat output of 30 MW. The fire was ignited with 
gasoline on the diesel oil surface. The fire protection system was activated 4 minutes after igniting the 
fire and the temperature was 450ºC above the fire and the nozzle pipe.   
 
2: Solid fuel Class A fire. 180 pcs. euro pallets were stacked on a concrete foundation 1m above the 
road. The fire was ignited at the front of the wood pallet pile with 4 x 1litre plastic trays positioned in 
the wooden pallets. Sintef  NBL had estimated that the fully developed fire would have a potential 
heat output of 50MW. The fire protection system was activated 5 minutes after igniting the fire and 
the temperature was 950ºC above the fire and the nozzle pipe.   
 
3:  Solid fuel Class A fire. 360 pcs. euro pallets were stacked on a concrete foundation 1m above the 
road. The fire was ignited at the front of the wood pallet pile with 4 x 1litre plastic trays placed in the 
wooden pallets. Sintef NBL had estimated that the fully developed fire would have a potential heat 
output of 100MW. The fire protection system was activated 6 minutes after fire ignition, and the 
temperature above the fire and above the nozzle pipe was more than 1000ºC 
 
Target arrangement for fire spread from test fires.
A target arrangement to show spread of fire from the test fire was made for each fire test.  The 
arrangement consisted of a 200 litre steel barrow, positioned 3m downstream of the test fires, and a 
pile of 10 euro wooden pallets positioned 6m downstream of the test fires. The water temperature was 
measured during the fire tests, and the pile of wooden pallets was inspected for fire damages after 
each test. 

  

In no tests conducted did the fire spread to the wooden pallets, and the maximum temperature 
measured in the water was <35 ºC.  
 

40m upstream from the test setups: Temperatures and air velocities were measured at different heights 
above the road. 

 Instrumentation. 

5m downstream from the test setups: Temperatures were measures 2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, and 6m. 
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700m downstream from the tunnel centre and 100 from the tunnel exit: Temperatures were measured 
2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, and 6m. And air velocities were measured in different heights, and CO, CO2, O2 
were measured. 
 

 
Conclusion: 

Fires having a potential heat output of up to 100MW fires will not spread to other vehicles in the 
tunnel tube if a VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System is installed in the tunnel. 

Risks of fires spreading in the tunnel. 

The heat from a potential 100 MW large fire did only cause a temperature increase of 20ºC to the 
water in the steel barrel 3m downstream from the fire, indicating that a fuel tank 3m away from a fire 
will not burst from heat in tunnels where a VID Fire-Kill Tunnel System is installed. 
 

The VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System extinguished the 6 x 2m² diesel pool fire within 30 sec 
after activation. 

Suppression of Heat Output from the test fires. 

The VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection System provided fast suppression of heat out puts for both the 
potential 50MW and the potential 100MW solid fires. 
Heat outputs from fires were calorimeter method measured in single point in the tunnel tube cross 
section 100m from the tunnel outlet. A location 100m from the tunnel outlet is influenced by the wind 
conditions outside the tunnel pipe. The long distance from the test fires to the location of the 
measuring station for CO2, etc. 800m. The point measuring method and the location of measuring of 
CO2 concentrations and air velocities to calculate heat output does therefore incorporate large 
potential risks and large uncertainties in the calculation of heat out puts from fires.  
The assumed potential heat outputs of the test fires are based upon many previous similar test fires 
conducted by Sintef NBL. The assumed potential heat out puts of the test fires are therefore most 
close to the actual heat out puts of the tests fires than what was measured and calculated during the 
test fires. However the calculated values provide a good idea of the tunnel systems abilities to 
suppress tunnel fires heat out puts.    
 

In all test fires the activation of the VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection system the water mist provided 
an immediate drop in temperatures in the tunnel on all levels above the road.  

Temperature control. 

In all test fires the protection system kept the temperatures below temperatures which could risk 
causing damages to concrete tunnel structures, and in all fire tests the temperatures 2m above ground 
was kept below 100Cº shortly after system activation not causing harm to people in the tunnel due to 
temperatures. 
 
Smoke management upstream of the fires.
During the test-fires a smoke backflow along the tunnel ceiling was observed at the measuring post 
40m upstream the fire. The smoke back flow air velocity was approximately 3m/s against a jet-fan 
type ventilation with a forced air speed of 2-3 m/s along the ceiling. 

  

In all fires the smoke back flow disappeared, and the air flow returned to the original forced air flow 
of 2-3 m/s as soon as the VID Fire-Kill tunnel protection was released to distribute water mist in the 
vicinity of the test fires. 
 

During the 100MW fire tests, one hour after system activation, people entered the tunnel without 
breathing equipment or heat protection, to watch the burning fire a few meters downstream the 
burning test fire. This was possible because of a ventilation velocity of 2m/s – 3m/s and the VID Fire-
Kill Tunnel protection system was active.  

Conditions up stream fires.  

This proves that it possible for rescuing and manual fire fighting to take place at an early time in a 
tunnel fires in tunnels where the VID Fire-Kill Tunnel Protection system is installed. 
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The Oxygen and CO and CO2 concentration was measured 100 from the tunnel outlet downstream of 
the test fires. In no test fires did the oxygen concentration drop below 19%. The steam from 
evaporated water mist did therefore not cause conditions with lethal low oxygen concentrations. 

Conditionings Downstream fires: 

During the 6 x 2m² diesel oil fire test visibilities 0m – 100m from the tunnel exit was recorded on 
video. A video camera was positioned on the road 100m from the tunnel exit, and lamps with light 
intensities were positioned on the road at distances of 10m, 20m, 30m, 40m and 50m from the video 
camera. The ventilation during the fire tests were 1-3m/s depending on the location in the tunnel and 
the tunnel cross section. The fire was extinguished 4 minutes after it was ignited, and the water mist 
was on 30min before the fire was extinguished.  The video recordings showed that the visibility 
disappeared after 990 sec, and the visibility returned again after 5 minutes because the VID Fire-Kill 
Tunnel Protection System had extinguished the fire after 30 sec. and thereby stopped the smoke 
propagation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
How can the emergency services together with the local government create a tunnel, which makes a 
safe rescue operation in case of an emergency possible? That is the challenge The Hague County Fire 
Department faces in various tunnel projects. The commander of The Hague County Fire Department 
has a dual position, also being the independent tunnel safety advisor. Based on the national and 
international regulations The Hague County Fire Department developed it’s own approach, where risk 
management, process management and management of expectations are the key factors.  
 
CITY AND COUNTY OF THE HAGUE  
The county of The Hague is an urban area, which is located at the west coast of the Netherlands. The 
territory consists of nine municipalities of which The Hague is the largest and most well known. The 
city hosts the royal residence, the national government and is internationally well-known as the 
‘International City of Peace and Justice’ with all the international tribunals and embassies as well as 
Eurojust and Europol. Besides that, The Hague is also a tourist spot: Especially the beaches at 
Scheveningen are a popular holiday destination. On a regular day, there are about one million people in 
the county of The Hague.  
 
The Hague has a geographically enclosed position due to the Northsea at the west, highways and rural 
areas at the east and other cities (like Rotterdam) at the north and south. The enclosed position in 
combination with the high population density makes traffic infrastructure a problematic focus in the 
area. This results in long queues every day, which cost society lots of time, money and frustration. 
Besides that, it’s a risk: it enlarges the risk for a traffic incident and it lowers the possibility for 
emergency services to reach other parts of the area in case of an incident. To solve this problem the 
local, regional and national government started several tunnel projects over the last years: 
Sytwende and Hubertus tunnels: four road tunnels of together 3500 meters, that are part of the new 
bypass around the city (completed between 2003 and 2009) 
Koningstunnel: 750 meters long roadtunnel under the central station of The Hague and some 
buildings of the national governmental (completed in 2000 and will be revised in 2014) 
Trekvliettracé: 2000 meters long roadtunnel, which should create a new entrance to the city centre  (to 
be completed in 2016)  
A4 Midden Delfland: roadtunnel of a few kilometres as a new connection between The Hague and 
Rotterdam (to be completed in 2016) 
 
The government also develops some light and heavy railway tunnels to improve the accessibility of the 
region 
 
THE HAGUE COUNTY EMERGENCY SERVICES 
In the Netherlands exist 25 regional fire departments, which are a cooperation of several municipal fire 
brigades. The Hague County Fire Department is an example of governmental and operational 
cooperation of nine municipalities. Risk management is centrally organised and is performed by 
approximately 10 professionals. For now, the focus will be on tunnel safety in road tunnels from an 
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emergency point of view. This is a multi disciplinary approach, since the fire department works closely 
together with other emergency services like the police and the ambulance service. These services are 
also regional organised like the fire department. 
 
PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
The regular safety approach in the Netherlands is based on the “safety chain”: risk management, 
incident management (preparedness, response), recovery. Actually, this is a too simple presentation. 
Risk management can’t be separated from incident management. Risk management isn’t just a link in 
the chain. It’s also a process approach throughout the entire “safety chain”. Keywords for this approach 
are relation management, network management and account management. During the start-up of a 
project this is of much more importance than professional knowledge.  
 
The emergency services operate in a complex network of various parties with different interests. This 
does not only relate to tunnel projects, but also other infrastructural or spatial development projects. In 
these projects basically the same approach is used: Safety Effect Report. It is a flexible instrument 
without legal status that focuses on the process of cooperation. The integral approach services the 
interests of all participants transparently and promotes an optimal mix of safety solutions. 
 
RISK MANAGEMENT AND TUNNEL SAFETY 
During the development phase of a tunnel, risk management should be handled by the emergency 
services from an incident management point of view. The main focus should be on three aspects: 
Attainability: Can we get there safely and in time with the necessary equipment? 
Operational control: Can we control the incident? 
Self support: Can the people get away safely and in time? 
 
These three aspects should be checked for various incident scenario’s. Therefore, a scenario analysis is 
a very important tool for the emergency services. This results in performance requirements, which can 
be transformed to functional requirements. This answers the question: Which facilities are necessary to 
control the various incident scenario’s? Facilities include technical installations in and around the 
tunnel, operational equipment as well as behavioural and organisational aspects. All the facilities 
together (integral) should improve the attainability, operational control and self support. Of course, 
every scenario is related tot a certain chance. From an emergency point of view the chance is less 
import than the effect of an incident. This can be at odds with the developers: Emergency services use 
an deterministic approach while the spatial planners use an probabilistic approach.  
 
POSITION, ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE EMERGENCY SERVICES 
It’s necessary to have a clear understanding of your own position, role and responsibility. The 
emergency services give an advice about “feasibility of the safety level”, while the municipal 
administration decides about “acceptability of the safety level”. As it is said: “You will get the level of 
safety, what you are willing to pay for”. It’s the responsibility of the municipal administration 
(political) to decide about the accepted level of safety. It’s important not to confuse those two roles 
during the process. It’s tough for an emergency service to accept that the safety level is lower than what 
is wished for. This can be the result of the political balance between costs and risks. During this 
process it’s is crucial to manage the expectations of the municipal administration: “Which risk are you 
willing to take, since we can’t control every incident if the facilities in and around the tunnel are 
insufficient?” 
 
DISCUSSION 
In the presentation the focus will be on the balance between feasibility and acceptability of the safety 
level. It can be discussed how to manage this balance: management of expectations.  
 
REFERENCES 
Safety Effect Report, for users, Centre of Crime Prevention and Safety and Security, 2009 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Road tunnels face both fire safety and security challenges because of their complex 
infrastructure, fire hazards produced from traffic accidents and potential terrorist threats. Interest in 
the use of the automatic video image detection (VID) system for road tunnel protection is increased, 
because of its quick response to the fire or security incident, and real time video images for use in 
monitoring events, and in guiding evacuation, rescue and firefighting.  Many tunnels are already 
equipped with VID systems for traffic managements and for security protection. Recent studies 
conducted by the Fire Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) at NFPA also showed that the VID fire 
detection system was one of promising detection technologies for the use in road tunnel protection [1]. 
As a relatively new technology, however, only a number of VID systems for either fire safety or 
security are available in the market [2] and the functions of fire safety and security are not integrated 
in the VID systems. In addition, previous FPRF studies recommended that efforts are needed for the 
VID fire detection systems to improve their detection and monitoring capability, and to reduce 
nuisance alarms produced in tunnel environments [1].  
 

Recently, a new integrated safety/security VID system (AlarmEye®) was developed by 
InnoSys Industries Inc. [3]. It has been listed by UL as a VID flame/smoke detection system.  Its fire 
detection capability and reliability in tunnel environments were evaluated in a research tunnel facility 
with dimensions of 120 m long, 12 m wide and 7 m high, following the China National Standard 
“Technical Condition for Fire Detection Systems in Road Tunnel.” This paper briefly describes this 
new integrated safety/security VID system. The fire test results conducted in the research tunnel 
facility are reported. 

 
AlarmEye® SAFETY/SECURITY VID SYSTEM  
 

The AlarmEye® VID system can act as an independent fire detector in which both the video 
processing and alarm algorithm execution are performed at the detector. It can also be used as a 
centralized detection system, in which up to eight video cameras are connected together and processed 
in a computer unit. The AlarmEye® detector consists of one color camera, one IR camera, one IR 
light source, image capture and pre-processing, and digital signal processor (DSP) (Figure 1).  The 
optical flame sensor, as an additional detection option, can be combined with the detector.    
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of a AlarmEye® VID system 
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Compared to conventional VID systems, the AlarmEye® VID system can extract more 

fire/environment information available from its multiple image sources to quickly and reliably detect 
a fire based on either smoke or flame signal, and to minimize nuisance/false alarms in tunnel 
environments (Figure 2).  It divides its field of view up into 16 sub-zones: key surveillance zones for 
close monitoring and non-surveillance zones that may have potential false/nuisance sources or very 
low possibility for occurrence of the fire or security incident.  The system can operate under all 
weather and light environments, including in the dark by using its IR light source. Its detection 
distance can be up to 110 m.  

 
The AlarmEye® VID system can provide security protection and traffic management for road 

tunnels with its high quality multiple image sources and intelligent image and behaviour analysis. The 
system can monitor and count moving vehicles for congestion management. It can recognize inverse 
driving and stopping vehicles, and pick up any suspicious fallen or left objects.  It can also provide 
drivers and pedestrians’ information, track their movement automatically, and prevent them from 
entering into forbidden areas (Figure 3). The system can immediately notify monitoring personnel for 
traffic incidents, any abnormal traffic and human behaviour, and trespassing/intrusion.   

 

 
 

TUNNEL TEST FACILITY AND FIRE 
SCENARIOS     
 
 A series of full-scale fire tests for evaluating the performance of the AlarmEye VID system in 
tunnel environments were conducted in a research tunnel facility (Figure 4). The test tunnel has the 
same structure, configuration, and facility as those in Shanghai Yangzi River Road Tunnel.  Its 
dimensions are 123 m long, 12 m wide and 6.7 m high.  It can provide a uniform longitudinal air flow 
up to 5 m/s with a fan system. The smoke in the tunnel can be vented out through mechanical fan 
systems installed at the end top of the tunnel. Thermocouples, heat flux meters and air velocity meters 
were installed at the tunnel. They were used to monitor fire test conditions.  
 

Fire scenarios in the tests included small unobstructed pool fires, pool fires located 
underneath, behind and inside the vehicle, stationary vehicle fires and small moving vehicle fires 
under wind speeds ranging 0-5 m/s.  The fire sizes in the test series varied from 125 kW to 1750 kW, 
and fuel types included gasoline, wood crib and plastic foam. The fire source was placed respectively 
at eight locations in the tunnel ranging from 55 m to 110 m to VID detectors.  These fire scenarios 
were considered representatives of the majority of tunnel fire incidents and are recommended in the 
FPRF tunnel research program [1] and China National Test Standard for road tunnel protection.   
 

Figure 2.  AlarmEye VID system working in a road 
tunnel 

Figure 3.  AlarmEye VID system for security protection 
in a road tunnel 
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The impact of tunnel environments on the performance of the VID systems was also 
investigated in the test series. The test conditions included flashing lights on service vehicles, 
headlights of the vehicle at a different distance from the detector, and obstructed contamination to the 
camera window produced by dust, oil, water mist, droplets, condensation and frosting, as reported in 
the reference [3].  
 
TEST RESULTS 
 
 Two unobstructed gasoline pool fires with dimensions of 0.3 m x 0.3 m and 0.6 m x 0.6 m 
were placed respectively at different locations in the tunnel. The wind speed in the tests was ranged 
from 0 to 5m/s. The VID system was able to quickly detect small unobstructed gasoline pool fires up 
to a detection distance of 110 m.  Its detection time was ranged from 8 to 26 seconds. The response of 
the detector to the unobstructed liquid fuel fire was mainly based on its flame characteristics. As a 
result, its detection capability was not affected much by the size of the fire and changes in the 
direction distance under non-ventilation conditions. With longitudinal airflow in the tunnel, the flame 
size shown in the detector became small as the fire plume titled toward the ground. However, the 
flashing of the flame produced by airflow was increased.  The airflow had no impact on the detection 
capability of the VID system when the fire source was located at the distance of up to 90 m from the 
detector, but its detection time was increased at the detection distance of 110 m under strong airflow 
at 5 m/s.  
  

The VID system also quickly detected a 0.6 m x 0.6 m gasoline pool fire placed inside the 
vehicle with detection time ranging 6 to 25 seconds when the fire source was 50 m away from the 
detector.  The response of the detector to the fire was mainly based on its flame characteristics, as the 
fire was developed quickly and the flames were stretched out the vehicle. 
 

Three tests were conducted with two different sizes of gasoline pool fires located under a 
medium size of the vehicle (Figure 5).  The pan sizes were 0.6 m x 0.6 m and 1.0 m x 1.0 m.  The 
wind speed was ranged from 1.5 to 5 m/s. It was challenge for the VID system to detect the small pool 
fire located under the vehicle with airflow in the tunnel as the flames and smoke were confined by the 
vehicle body. The response of the VID system to small concealed pool fires was mainly based on the 
smoke characteristics produced by the fire. It took 70 seconds for the detection system to detect a 0.6 
m x 0.6 m gasoline pool fire under the vehicle at wind speed of 1.5 m/s. Its detection time increased to 
95 seconds at the wind speed of 3 m/s.  For the large 1.0 m x 1.0 m pool fire, the VID system quickly 
detected the fire at 18 seconds at wind speed of 5 m/s.  

 

T
he 

view of the VID system to the flame was obstructed by the vehicle when a small pool fire was located 
behind the vehicle. It took 100 seconds for the VID system to detect a 0.6 m x 0.6 m pool fire, based 
on the characteristics of smoke that spread out the vehicle. For a large 1.0 m x 1.0 m pool fire, the 

 

Figure 5. A pool fire located under the vehicle Figure 4. Test tunnel and setups 
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VID system could quickly detect it in less than 20 second. The increase in air velocity in the tunnel 
had a limited impact on its response time. 

 
As observed in the tests, the simulated passenger compartment fire with the wood crib and 

foam developed slowly. It took a long time for the visible flame and smoke to be observed outside the 
vehicle compartment.  The VID system detected the fire at 100 seconds after ignition under non-
ventilation conditions. Its detection time was reduced to 80 seconds after the longitudinal air flow at 
the wind speed of 3m/s increased the combustion rate of the fire. 

 
Test results also showed that the VID system was able to detect a small moving vehicle fire at 

a driving speed of 10 km/h, but had no response to the fire when the moving speed was higher than 10 
km/h.  

 
Two tests involving flashing lights on emergency vehicles and headlights of the vehicle were 

conducted.  The light sources were located 20 m and 15 m from the VID detector respectively in the 
tests.  The VID system had no response to these light sources. In addition, the response of the VID 
system to nuisance alarms could be further improved with its unique function “Delay to Alarm”.   

 
A plastic bag was used to cover the camera window during the tests, simulating the oil or 

water contamination on the camera window.  Test results showed that the VID system was still able to 
quickly detect the small unobstructed fire at 10 seconds, as impact of oil contamination on its flame 
detection capability was limited. However, its response to smoke was delayed as smoke 
characteristics were distorted due to the contamination on the camera window. 

 
A metal mesh with 50% obstruction was placed in front of the camera window to simulate 

fouling of the detector caused by dust and water droplets in the tests.  The VID system also quickly 
detected small unobstructed fire.  The detection time was almost the same as that with the clear 
camera window, showing that such obstructed contamination had a very limited impact on its 
detection capability.     
     
SUMMARY 
 

AlarmEye® VID system is an integrated safety/security system. Its unique multiple image 
resources, intelligent image and behaviour analysis enable the system to quickly detect the fires and 
security incidents, and to minimize the impact of tunnel environments on its performance.  Its fire 
detection capability and reliability have been evaluated in full-scale fire and environmental tests 
conducted in a research tunnel facility. Test results showed that the fire size, location, longitudinal 
airflow, vehicle lights and contamination on the camera window had a limited effect on its detection 
capability. The VID system could respond to a slow moving vehicle fire but not to a high speed 
moving vehicle fire.  
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